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Sanskrit Pronunciation Guide 

There are fifty-two alphabets in Sanskrit language among them 
forty-nine are most commonly used. The words and names in this literature 
are spelled according to an international system that scholars have accepted 
to indicate the pronunciation of each sound in the Sanskrit language. 

The short vowel a is pronounced like in alpha, long a like the aa in 
far. Short i is pronounced as in pin, long i as in eel. Short u as in full, and 
long ti as in fool. The vowel r is pronounced like the ri in Sankrit. The 
vowel e is pronounced as in bet, ai as in aisle, o as in go, and au as in how. 
The vowel ri:J. is pure nasal and is pronounced like umber and b is a strong 
aspirate and is pronounced as ah or like aha. 

The guttural consonants- ka, kha, ga, gha, and ila are pronounced 
from the throat in much the same manner as in English. Ka is pronounced 
as karma, kha as in inkhorn or in Eckhart, ga as in gun, gha as in dig hard, 
and ila as in sing. 

The palatal consonants- ca, cha, ja, jha and ii.a are pronounced 
from the palate with the middle of the tongue. Ca is pronounced as in 
church, cha as in staunch-heart, ja as in jump, jha as in hedgehog, and ii.a 
as in canyon. 

The cerebral consonants- ta, tha, c;la, c;lha, and Qa are pronounced 
with the tip of the tongue turned up and drown back against the dome of 
the palate. Ta is pronounced as in tub, tha as anthill, c;la as in dove, c;lha as 
in redhead, and Qa as in nun. 

The dental consonants- ta is like Spanish t, tha is like in truth, da is 
like in then, dha is like in dharma, and na is like in nut. In these the 
forepart of the tongue touches against the teeth. 

The labial consonants- pa, pha, ba, bha, and ma are pronounced 
with the lips. Pa is pronounced as in pun, pha as in shepherd, ba as in 
bird, bha as in abhor, and ma as in mother. 

The semivowels-ya, ra, la, and va are pronounced as in yes, run, 
light, and won respectively. The sibilants-Sa as in. shut, �a as in bush and sa 
as in sun. The letter ha is pronounced as in her. 
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The above Hindi passage is taken from page twenty-two 

of Swamiji's horoscope booklet prepared by Professor 

Ramachandra Pal).c;leya (his letterhead is above the passage), 

a close friend of Swamiji's father. Years after preparing this 

horoscope, he became Dean of faculty of astrological sciences 

at the University of Kashi Hindu Vishvavidyalaya Var�asi, 

India, and predicted the following about Kr�JJ.a Balaram 

Swamiji, who was a child at that time. He wrote in the Swamiji's 

horoscope predicting that "The child will take Sanyasa order, 



will become a well-respected and honored saint, will carry the 

unbroken chain of disciplic succession of his Guru forward, and 

will make many disciples who will later make many disciples. 

Thus, the unbroken chain of spiritual disciplic succession will carry 

on further. Swamiji will either join a spiritual institution or 

establish his own spiritual institution to fulfill his mission." This 

is one of the physical proofs that Swannji has fulfilled the earnest 

desire of his Guru who stated that if even one devotee of his would 

become a pure devotee of the Lord, he would consider his attempt 

a success. All this has come true, as have many other predictions 

written in Swannji's horoscope booklet. Now it depends on who 

are fortunate souls and will participate in Swamiji's mission and 

will become connected to the Supreme God, Lord Sri Kr�IJ.a, thus 

cutting the tie to the cycle of birth and death, and reach the 

spiritual world to enjoy with Him eternally. 
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Preface 

The Bhagavad Gita is the Song of God Almighty, Lord Kpma, 
which was spoken by Him millions of years ago to the Sungod. Later, 
He repeated the same five thousand years ago to His pure devotee 
and disciple, Arjuna. Arjuna was from a royal dynasty and was the 
most civilized person of that time. This Bhagavad Gita is that exact 
Bhagavad Gita which Lord Kf$Qa Himself spoke . Since then, 
nothing has been changed in the Bhagavad Gita because it is passed 
down in the unbroken chain of Gurus and disciples. This unbroken 
chain is listed in the front of this book. The Bhagavad Gita is 
presented exactly As It Is in the Vrajavasi Purports which precisely 
explain Lord Kpma's desire for the benefit of all sincere souls who 
want to understand what Lord Kpma means in each text. The 
Supreme Lord instructed us from within, as our Supersoul, and 
manifested the knowledge included in this book. We have named 
all of our purports "Vrajavasi Purports" because Lord Kf$Qa is a 
Vrajavasi and we are also born in the same Vraja land as Lord Kf$Qa; 
therefore we are also a Vrajavasi. The Vrajavasi Purports coincide 
with the ancient commentaries of previous Acharyas in our 
unbroken chain of disciplic succession directly connected to the 
speaker of the Bhagavad Gita, Lord Kpma. We are happy that we 
have personally typed this second edition of the Bhagavad Gita 
and fed in the valuable information which was previously omitted 
from the purports. People are showing interest in our books and 
thus the first edition of the Bhagavad Gita has been exhausted. 
When the second printing was required, before sending it off to the 
press, we read our Bhagavad Gita, and found the blunders of the 
original editor. Now we are very happy that full information is 
personally prepared by me as we had originally written it. 

Lord Kf$Qa is the natural God, and His language and His 
mood can only be understood by His authorized devotee whom 
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He accepts as His representative. Such a devotee is called the 
spiritual authority because God resides in his heart in His active 
form and reveals His will from within, and that manifests as a 
commentaries (Purports) for the common people. The purports and 
translations presented in this book will tell you exactly about God's 
mission and the purpose of speaking the Bhagavad Gita. A sincere 
reading of this book will surely reveal Lord Kr�J)a's will and thereby 
provide you with lasting happiness and liberation from this world. 
The knowledge included in this Bhagavad Gita is exactly As It Is 
because it is presented in the unbroken chain of disciplic succession 
starting from Lord Kr�J)a Himself. 

Our humble mission is to put all the required spiritual 
information of Vedic civilization exactly correctly so the spiritually 
interested people do not waste their time in the name of following 
spiritual life. Our motto is that no matter what, we shall fulfill our 
mission by revealing the correct information to the public to the 
best of our ability and knowledge. 

When we came to join our Guru's mission in Vrindaban (the 
Land of Lord Kr�J)a, India) there were no books, no worship and 
no kirtan on ISKCON premises. There were only three thatched 
huts in which five devotees were living in the ISKCON property 
and that included Srila Prabhupada's Godbrother, Ananda 
Maharaja, whose Samadhi Tomb is at our place, at the Red Stone 
Temple, Ramanreti, Vrindaban. In those days in ISKCON, one of 
the five devotees named Jagadeva das ,  from Holland , was 
translating a book into the Dutch language. When we asked him 
what book he was translating, he showed us Srila Prabhupada's 
Bhagavad Gita As It Is. Seeing the words "As It Is" after the 
Bhagavad Gita title, we wondered what that meant and why these 
words were added to the Bhagavad Gita title. It took us some time 
to understand what it meant and why such words were used. 
Whenever Srila Prabhupada came to Vrindaban in the early days, 
we heard the lectures and discussions occasionally given by him 
and we slowly u

_
nderstood what he meant by "As It Is" and why he 
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wrote "As It Is" after the Bhagavad Gita title. The desire of Srila 
Prabhupada was to present everything As It Is from Vedic 
civilization to the world. He did not want to change anything from 
the age-old process of spiritualism. Fulfilling this desire of his is our 
humble mission. 

Srila Prabhupada wanted Lord Kr!?1.1a to be known to people 
from outside of India and, as his disciple, our humble desire is to 
put Lord Kr!?1.1a's philosophy exactly As It Is so people in the world 
become properly benefited by following spiritual life. As per the 
Vedic scriptures, the goal of a real disciple should be to further the 
Guru's mission unadulterated, and that is why we have made our 
mission to be such. In other words, Srila Prabhupada's mission is 
our mission. We humbly request all spiritually inclined people to 
come forward and help push this mission forward and save the 
innocent from being spiritually misled. We shall not stop in any 
circumstance until our mission is fully accomplished. 

As per the Vedic scriptures, Gurii is always better than the 
disciple in every way. However, the Bhagavad Gita printed in the 
name of our Gurii can be matched with this Bhagavad Gita. You 
can decide for yourself exactly which Bhagavad Gita is the As It Is 
Bhagavad Gita and if that Gita (or Srila Prabhupada's other books) 
was written by him. We leave this decision to the readers. 

Vedic philosophy is called spiritual science because it is 
perfect, natural, historically authorized, and is totally transcendental 
due to the fact that it is not written by any mortal person. The 
original propagator of this philosophy is God Himself and the Vedic 
scriptures state that His name is Kf!?l)a. There is no refutation found 
anywhere in regard to this, even to this day. 

Lord Kr!?1.1a first spoke the Bhagavad Gita millions of years 
ago to the Sungod, and since then this knowledge has been coming 
down in the unbroken chain of disciplic succession and exists As It 
Is even to this day. Srila Prabhupada once said that his mission is to 
present the will of Lord Kr!?1.1a without any adulteration. That is 
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why He desired his books to be "As It Is," as it is found printed on 
the Bhagavad Gita title. Lord Chaitanya Mahaprabhu also warned 
by saying to be careful about motivated and unfaithful presentation 
of Vedic philosophy. 

Nowadays everyone is busy with their material activities and 
family life and hardly have any time for spiritual life. Those who 
are convinced that material life is everything are under the spell of 
Lord Kr�1.1a's external energy, Maya. The comfortable life people 
presently have and the happiness they derive from chewing the 
chewed is temporary. It can be suddenly taken away at any moment 
by the Lord. No one brought anything with them at birth and no 
one can take anything with them at death. What material things 
one possesses now are due to their previous karma and after their 
demise, everything will be left here . Everyone goes empty handed 
and only their performed karma follows them, like their shadow. 
The destination of the spirit soul will be decided by the supreme 
authority following the weight of their performed karma. What 
karma is performed in the present life will determine the soul's future 
destination. Usually karma never brings good results; therefore, 
just to prevent one from accumulating karma, Lord Kr�1.1a has given 
Vedic philosophy in the form of the Bhagavad Gita. A serious 
reading of this book will surely free one from acquired karma. When 
the soul becomes free from karma, it goes back to the spiritual world 
where it happily sports with God, Lord Kr�1.1a, face-to-face eternally. 
We sincerely hope that our humble attempt of presenting the 
Vrajavasi Purports on the Bhagavad Gita Purports will lead some 
souls to the spiritual world and we shall consider our mission a 
success. 

Jai Sri Radhe. 
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INTRODUCTION 

People desire to know the truth about who they are, where 
they have come from, and where they will go after they leave this 
world. Inquisitive people, looking at the stars at night, wonder "Why 
am I here? What is my purpose in life? Do I have a permanent 
place somewhere? "  The scientists say that the body is but a 
combination of chemicals that in time will again break down into 
molecules. Knowing that everyone has died before us and their 
bodies have broken down, the statements of the scientists are easily 
accepted and understood. But one may ask, "What am I, am I a 
combination of chemicals, or something more?" Any intelligent 
person, through careful reasoning, easily understands that he or she 
is different from the body, the living force within the temporary body. 
All different types of living entities are constantly being born, they 
must be being recycled. There must be a Supreme Force or God 
behind it. But how can one be sure of these conclusions? To find 
answers to this, people look towards spiritual life where they seek 
out spiritual teachers to show them the proper path to follow. All 
the spiritual leaders claim that they know the way to God, but are 
hard-pressed to prove this on any basis. 

A sincere seeker of the truth, after studying the religions of 
the world, will see so much quarreling between them. Although all 
the major religious scriptures of the world end with the same 
conclusion, worship the Supreme Lord, still there is disagreement 
amongst them. Why? The problem lies in our investigation and 
understanding only. If we want to understand how to follow our 
eternal occupation we should turn to the Vedas, the oldest written 
scriptures in existence . The Vedas contain that knowledge by 
studying which one can understand all the above mentioned 
questions and more in truth; "Why am I here? What is my true 
duty?" and so on. 



The Vedas are often addressed as Vedic scriptures and they 
exist in this world due to the mercy of the Supreme Lord, for the 
benefit of everyone at all times. The Vedas are the pillars of Vedic 
civilization, which is the ideal model for all societies, nations, and 
cultures. The guidance received from the Vedic scriptures relieves 
one from the frustrations of materialistic life and opens the door to 
all-blissful spiritual life. In particular, the Srimad Bhagavad Gita, 
"The Song of God," was directly spoken by the Supreme Lord five 
thousand years ago to one of His dear disciples, Arjuna, who was a 
royal prince and was the most civilized person at that time. This is 
why the Bhagavad Gita is accepted by all the learned sages to be 
the cream of Vedic literatures. The Bhagavad Gita is unique in that 
it encompasses all faiths and scriptures and at the same time reveals 
the origin of and the supreme goal of everyone. It not only explains 
about where everyone's soul came from, why they are here, what 
their purpose is, and where they will go after death, it also explains 
what they will do after going there, as well. Such science is explained 
in the Bhagavad Gita, and furthermore, it introduces all processes 
of spiritual life to the reader. It also explains about Bhaktiyoga, 
devotional service to the Lord, the topmost path of spiritualism. All 
the required subjects of the spiritual evolution of one's soul are 
included in the Bhagavad Gita. 

The speaker of the Bhagavad Gita is Lord Kr�Qa and He is 
accepted in all Vedic scriptures as the Absolute Personality of 
Godhead. Lord Kr�Qa Himself reveals this fact to His dear friend 
and disciple Arjuna, to whom the Bhagavad Gita was spoken at the 
Battlefield of Kuruk�etra. God is all-transcendental and Kr�Qa is a 
Sanskrit name for God, thus Lord Kr�Qa Himself, His body, His 
soul, His abode, and everythingrelated to Him are all equal. Because 
the Bhagavad Gita is His direct words, the philosophy it contains is 
as transcendental as He Himself. "Bhagavad" means "God" and 
"Gita" means " song;" therefore "Bhagavad Gita" means "The Song 
of God."  To understand the science presented in the Bhagavad Gita, 
it is a prerequisite that one at least theoretically accept Lord Kr�Qa 
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to be God, the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Lord Kf!?I).a 
Himself states in the Bhagavad Gita: "O Arjuna, one who knows 
that I am the Supreme Personality of Godhead without any doubt 
is the knower of everything." Lord Kf!?I).a is described in all the Vedic 
scriptures as the Supreme Transcendental Person. There is no one 
greater than Him. He is the cause of everything and everyone and 
He is beyond the realm of material nature. Lord Kf!?I).a is the source 
of all opulence, including knowledge, beauty, wealth, fame, strength, 
and renunciation. He is eternally self-satisfied and does not need 
anyone's service, but out of love, He mercifully accepts the loving 
service of His sincere devotees. 

The Vedic literatures teach that there are three processes to 
reach a truthful conclusion. First is pratyak$a, or direct perception. 
For example, by studying the sun with pratyak$a (direct perception) 
one concludes that it is a ball of fire. Second is anumana, or inductive 
knowledge, where one estimates the truth. In the case of the sun, 
one estimates its size, distance from the earth, and so on. Third is 
agama, or through the eyes of the Vedic scriptures, which are either 
spoken or written by the Supreme Lord. The third method, agama, 
is surely the best, because the sun is God's creation and all the Vedic 
scriptures are written by Him. Thus, He knows it the best and the 
explanation found in the Vedic scriptures provides concrete truth. 
Just as if you wish to know the direction to some place, it is best to 
consult an authorized map that shows the way, similarly, God knows 
everything, and thus it is best to follow His directions. 

To illustrate the importance of agama, a scripture known as 
the Nyaya Sastra (the scripture of logic) employs the analogy called 
hasti darsana nyaya, or the analogy of four blind men who desired 
to know what an elephant is. One of the blind men approached the 
elephant, touched the side of its belly, and· concluded that· the 
elephant is like a wall. The second man touched the elephant's leg 
and stated that the elephant is like a pillar. The third man touched 
the elephant's ear and concluded that the elephant is like a mat. 
Then the fourth man felt the elephant's trunk and claimed that the 
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elephant is like the trunk of a tree. After coming to their separate 
conclusions, they tried to reach an agreement by arguing on the 
basis of their analysis. They were unable to realize what the elephant 
actually was due to their blindness and imperfect senses. However, 
one who is not blind knows the actual structure of an elephant and 
can reject the useless arguments of blind men. In this analogy, the 
four blind men are compared to karmis (fruitive workers who work 
for material gain), jfianis, (empirical philosophers or monists) ,  yogis 
(mystics who teach Yoga), and the mayavadis (impersonalists who 
claim to be God or think God and themselves are the same). Such 
people are blind to the conclusion of the scriptures even though 
they know a part of them. As long as one is blind or partially blind 
to the truth, they cannot understand the conclusion of the scriptures. 

The process to see through the eyes of scripture can only be 
learnt through the guidance of a qualified Guru, or Spiritual Master, 
who is authorized by the ancient Vedic scriptures and has received 
his knowledge from an unbroken chain of disciplic succession that 
began from God Himself. Our tradition (Brahma Madhva Gua<;liya 
Sampradaya) is such an unbroken chain of disciplic succession. If 
one independently studies the Bhagavad Gita, then one will conclude 
that it encompasses primarily karmayoga, jfianayoga,  and 
dhyanayoga. Thus, the real essence of the Bhagavad Gita, Bhaktiyoga, 
will remain a secret to the reader. One may think, "I am well educated 
and I have a college degree. I do not need a Spiritual Master to 
understand the Bhagavad Gita. " Such an attitude offsets the 
propensity to interpret the words of the Bhagavad Gita properly. Just 
as one requires a professor to understand the subject matter of college 
courses, similarly a Guru (a professor of Vedic knowledge) is required 
to understand the science of the Bhagavad Gita. Just as a mailman 
delivers the mail unchanged, similarly the postman-like bona-fide 
Spiritual Master delivers the message of God unchanged. 

The foundation of the original spiritual tradition (Vai�l)ava 
Sampradaya) is the Vedic literatures, especially the Bhagavad Gita. 
Lord Sri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu, the most merciful incarnation of 
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Lord Kr�Q.a, appeared in the form of a devotee five hundred years 
ago to teach how to practice the Bhagavad Gita. He instructed his 
spiritual disciple, Sanatana Goswami, to write devotional books 
based on the authorized Vedas. He said, "Every statement should 
be substantiated with scriptural evidence." All the Vedic scriptures, 
including the Vedas and the Upanisads, are accepted as timeless 
evidence. As it is stated in the Maitreyi Upani�ad: 

evam va are asya mahato bhiitasya 
nil)svasitam etad yad rgvedo 

yajurvedal) samavedo 'tharval)al) 
arigirasa itihasa-pural)am 

"The �gveda, Sarnaveda, Yajurveda, Atharvaveda, all Vedic 
histories, and all PuraI).as have emanated from the exhaled breath 
of the Supreme Lord. They are all accepted as Vedic evidence."  

When Lord Kr�Q.a appeared over five thousand years ago, 
there was a feud developing within a very important and influential 
royal family of the time, which was divided into two parties, the 
Kauravas and the PclI).cjavas. The leader of the Kaurava party was 
Duryodhana, whose father (King Dhrtara�tra) was physically and 
spiritually blind since birth. The leader of the PaQ.(iava party was 
Yudhi�thira, who had four brothers (Bhima, Arjuna, Nakula, and 
Sahadeva) whose father was dead. They were known as the 
PaQ.(iavas. Dhrtara�tra and his one hundred sons were known as 
the Kauravas. Although the PaQ.(iavas and the Kauravas were cousin
brothers because they had the same grandfather, still the Kauravas 
had illegally usurped the kingdom of the PaQ.(iavas. The PaQ.(iavas 
were very pious, humble, and well-mannered by nature and the 
Kauravas were evil, cruel, and misbehaved by nature. The pious 
party wanted everyone to be good and well-mannered but the 
impious party wanted everyone to be malicious. Thus a feud 
developed between the pious and the impious parties .  Both the 
parties decided to engage in battle on the field of Kuruk�etra because 
it was a holy place. The pious party thought that the influence of 
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the holy place may remove the impiety of the cruel party and make 
them become pious ,  thus stopping the war. The impious party 
thought that the holy place may influence the pious party by making 
them become more pious and thus resign from the battle and go to 
the forest to become mendicants. But what each party thought about 
the other party was not known to the other party, and thus they 
assembled at the holy place of Kuruk�etra to fight. This was the 
reason to stage their war at Kuruk�etra, India. 

The reason Kuruk�etra is sacred is stated in the BrahmaJ).c;la 
PuraJ).a; that before starting the creation, Lord Brahma performed 
a sacrifice there and named the area Uttaravedi. The sacrificial arena 
itself was huge, and when he completed his fire sacrifice, he filled 
the sacrificial arena with water. It turned into a lake and was named 
the Brahma Sarovara. The Uttaravedi area, where the sacrifice was 
performed, was renamed and called Brahmavedi. When Satyayuga 
was ending, Lord Kr�J).a appeared as Lord Parasurama and renamed 
Brahmavedi, calling it Dhamak�etra. But the Brahma Sarovara (lake 
of Lord Brahma) remained unchanged. As per the Yamana PuraJ).a, 
a king named Kuru (of the Bharat Dynasty) went to Dharmak�etra 
to perform austerity and settled there .  He performed great 
austerities, following the rules of austerity, charity, truthfulness, 
forgiveness, yajiia sacrifices, and purity. When his vow of austerity 
was completed, the Lord appeared to him and blessed him with two 
boons. One was that the area would be renamed after him as 
Kuruk�etra and the second was that anyone who died there, no 
matter how sinful, would reach heaven. Also, as per the Srimad 
Bhagavatam, when a total solar eclipse took place, Lord Kr�J).a 
brought all the residents of Dwaraka to Kuruk�etra for a dip in the 
Brahma Sarovara Lake. 

Among all the warriors assembled at Kuruk�etra, Arjuna did 
not want to engage in the battle, even though he and his brothers 
had been badly mistreated and cheated out of their kingdom by the 
evil Kauravas. Arjuna knew such fighting meant having to kill his 
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dear friends and relatives who were in the Kauravas' army. Arjuna 
was uncertain about what to do and he appealed to his best friend, 
Lord Kr�Q.a, for advice. Lord K�Q.a then spoke this transcendental 
knowledge of the Bhagavad Gita to Arjuna to enlighten him and 
the whole world and to convince Arjuna to fight for the right cause. 
One should not misunderstand the Bhagavad Gita thinking that it 
promotes violence. Lord Kr�Qa is God and He appeared to destroy 
evil and establish piety, which is why the battle of Kuruk�etra is not 
considered violence in the usual sense of the word. 

This transcendental knowledge was immediately repeated by 
Saiijaya, the royal charioteer of King Dhrtar�tra, and was recorded 
in writing by Srila Vyasadeva, the literary incarnation of God, Lord 
Sri Kr�Qa. Five thousand years ago, Srila Vyasadeva single-handedly 
put into writing the voluminous Vedic scriptures, including all the 
Vedas and Upani�ads. In total, there are eighteen categories of lores 
in Vedic civilization, and they are all incorporated in the Bhagavad 
Gita. That is why the Bhagavad Gita is called a doctrine of universal 
truth. As stated in the BrhadaraQyaka Upani�ad: 

afJ.gani veda catvaro mimamsa nyaya vistaral) 
dharma-sastra purii..{.lam ca vidya hy etat caturvidhal;l 

·ayurvedo dhanur-vedo gandharva§ ca iti trayal;l 
artha-sastram caturtham tu vidya hy a$ta-dasaiva tu 

"The following are categorized as the eighteen lores in Vedic 
civilization written over five thousand years ago: 

Number and names of lores: Details of the lores: 

1-4. The four Vedas Rgveda, Samaveda, Yajurveda, and 
Atharvaveda. 

5-10. The s� Vedic general education, rituals and 
auxiliary parts of ceremonies, grammar, etymological 

the Vedas explanations, astronomy, and the 
science of prosody. 

11. The mimamsa Karma Miniamsa of Jaimini and Vedic 
Mimamsa of Vyasa. 
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12. The logic of Gautama Nyayasastra. 
13. The Dharma-sastras Smrtis and sarilhitas. 
14. The PuraQas Brahman, Vi�Qu, Bhagavata, Siva, 

Narada, MarkaQc;leya, Agni, Padma, 
Bhavi�ya, Brahmavaivarta, Liilga, 
Varaha, Skanda, Yamana, Kiirma, 
Matsya, Garuc;la, and BrahmaQc;la 
Puranas. 

15. The Ayurveda Herbal healing, derived from the 
Yajurveda. 

16. The Dhanurveda The military science derived from the 
Samaveda. 

17. The Gandharvaveda Art and the musical science. 

18. The Arthasastra The art of politics and economics." 

When the Bhagavad Gita is studied under the guidance of a 
pure devotee of the Lord, the door to freedom from material miseries 
becomes revealed. To help guide the devotee through the Bhagavad 
Gita, the greatly learned spiritually realized Vai�Qava Acharyas 
(Spiritual Masters) have written commentaries on the Bhagavad Gita 
to reveal the inner meaning of the words spoken by Lord Kr�Qa. A 
scripture , being the voice of transcendence , cannot be easily 
translated to any earthly language because earthly langµages are 
material and thus cannot clearly impart the intended knowledge of 
the Absolute. A bona-fide Vai�Qava Acharya (Spiritual Master) is 
considered to be a spiritual son of the Supreme Lord and therefore 
he is aware of his father's language and His intended desire, as well. 
Thus, he is able to present the correct translation and explain his 
father's intended desires in the purports. The Bhagavad Gita is that 
speech that is sung by the Supreme Lord to His dedicated devotee 
Arjuna in the battlefield of Kuruk�etra where both parties were 
ready to fight. After Lord Kr�Qa revealed His transcendental 
knowledge to Arjuna, Sanatana-Dharma (the eternal spiritual 
occupation of the soul) was perfectly reestablished. But later, as time 
passed on, about three thousand years ago, due to a lack of bona
fide teachers, people misinterpreted these teachings and began 
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sinning in the name of scripture. They started killing animals and 
acted as per their wish. Acting as per one's wish is sinful and acting 
as per the desires of God is pious. Seeing this, the Supreme Lord 
again incarnated as Lord Buddha, preaching non-violence, thus 
establishing Nirval)a, (the cessation of the self), and rejecting the 
Vedas. The reason for Lord Buddha's appearance was predicted in 
the Srimad Bhagavatam: 

tatal) kalau sampravrtte sammohiiya sura-dvi$iirn 

buddho niirnnanjana-sutal) kikate$U bhavi$yati 

"In Kaliyuga (in the present age in which we live in) the 
Supreme Lord will appear as Lord Buddha, as the son of Anjana, in 
the province of Bihar (India) and his mission of appearance will be 
just to delude those people who will differ with the faithful theists." 

Those people who followed Lord Buddha's teachings stopped 
killing animals in the name of religion. But, because Lord Buddha 
rejected the Vedas and also rejected the existence of God, Buddhism 
is considered to be practically atheism in the age-old Vedic view. 

After this, when everyone became nonviolent, Lord Kf�l)a 
ordered Lord Siva (third in the trinity) to appear as Sailkaracharya 
to reestablish the Vedas as the spiritual authority among the public. 
Following the orders of Lord Kf�l)a, Sailkaracharya wrote the first 
commentary on the Bhagavad Gita to reestablish the Vedas in 
human society. As a result, he singlehandedly removed Buddhism 
from India. As Lord Siva himself says to his wife, Parvati, in the 
Padma Pural)a: 

mayavadam asat-siistraril prachinnariJ. baudham ucyate 
mayaiva kalpitariJ. devi kalau brahmal)a-rupil)ii 

brahmal)as caparariJ. rilparil nirgUJ)ariJ. vak$yate maya 

"I shall appear as a Brahmal)a (Sailkaracharya) in the age of 
Kaliyuga (the present age) to introduce the speculative impersonal 
philosophy of Mayavada, which is another form of Buddhism. I will 
describe in this philosophy that the Supreme Lord has neither form 
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nor qualities in order to fool the atheists into accepting and following 
the . Vedas." 

Lord Buddha had told the public not to accept the Vedic 
scriptures because God's physical existence is mentioned in them 
and Buddha negated the existence of God. When Sailkaracharya 
preached in the eighth century he said, "Yes, there is no physical 
form of God. He is formless and is just a light. You are God, I am 
God, and everyone is God." Hearing that everyone is an individual 
God, people accepted Sailkaracharya's interpretation of the Vedas, 
and thus the Vedas became their authority again. In this way, the 
Vedas were reestablished in human society. 

Lord Kn•I.J.a ordered Lord Siva, as stated in the Padma PuraQ.a 
thus: 

dvaparadau yuge bhii.tva kalayii. manasadi$u 
svagamail) kalpitais tvam ca janii.n mad-vimukhan kuru 

"After Dvaparayuga passes and Kaliyuga has already begun, 
you should appear to bewilder and mislead the people by 
propagating an imaginary commentary of Vedic literatures to 
convince the people that I have no personal form. This is just to 
reestablish the Vedas among them as spiritual authority. " 

The Lord instructed Sailkarachaya to preach impersonal 
philosophy, in which he explained that God does not have any form 
and that God and the living entity are one and the same. This 
prepared the way for Vedic philosophy, which was ushered in by 
Sripada Ramanujacharya in the eleventh century. He gave his 
commentary on the Bhagavad Gita and explained the philosophy 
that God and the living entity are simultaneously one and different. 
Thus, people came to know that the living entity can also be different 
from God. Then, in the thirteenth century, Sripada Madhvacharya 
appeared and gave his commentary on the Bhagavad Gita , 
explaining that the Supreme Lord and the living entity are eternally 
separate. Thus, people learnt about the supremacy of God and. all 
living entities as His servant. These commentaries on the Bhagavad 
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Gita were followed by the commentary of Srila Sridhara Swami in 
the fourteenth century and Sripada Madhusiidana Saraswati in the 
sixteenth century. Both of these teachers established that devotional 
service to Lord Kr�Qa should be the goal of everyone. 

Although these Vai�Qava commentaries are based on 
personalism, their arguments still contained very subtle Mayavada 
philosophy. However, in the eighteenth century, Srila Visvanatha 
Chakravarti Thakura and Sri B aladeva Vidyabhii�aQa wrote 
commentaries that strictly followed the philosophy of Lord Sri 
Chaitanya Mahaprabhu. Their commentaries clearly described the 
supremacy of devotional service as the focal point of the Bhagavad 
Gita. In the twentieth century, the principal Vai�Q.ava commentaries 
were produced by Srila Bhaktivinoda Thakura,  Srila 
Bhaktisiddhanta Saraswati Goswami Maharaja, and our Spiritual 
Master, Srila Prabhupada. Lord Kr�Qa and his instructions are the 
greatest secrets. The direct words of God, the Bhagavad Gita, are 
hidden in the great epic, the Mahabharat, comprising 702 of its 
100,000 verses. Lord Kr�Qa spoke 576 verses. Arjuna spoke 85 verses. 
Saiijaya spoke 40 verses and Dhrtara�tra spoke one. Thus, there 
are 702 verses in total in the Bhagavad Gita. 

The Bhagavad Gita has eighteen chapters, in which Lord Sri 
Kr�Qa speaks mainly on five subjects; the Absolute Truth (God), 
the living entity, time, material nature, and karma. In the first six 
chapters, Lord Kr�Qa speaks mostly about desireless actions 
(Karma yoga). In the second set of six chapters, Lord Kr�Qa speaks 
mainly about devotional service (Bhaktiyoga), and in the third set 
of six chapters the main subject matter is the path of knowledge 
(Jiianayoga). The middle six chapters, on Bhaktiyoga, are regarded 
to be the most important. They teach devotional service, the only 
process which allows one to see God face to face. This is why 
Bhaktiyoga is the valuable jewel of spirituality, Karmayoga is 
compared to the bottom part of a box, and Jiianayoga is the top 
part of the box in which the jewel, Bhaktiyoga, is safely kept. 
Moreover, Bhaktiyoga is the culmination of all spiritual paths, and 
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by adopting it one can reach the supreme abode by the help of the 
proper teacher, the qualified Spiritual Master, authorized by the 
ancient Vedic scriptures of India. 

The Bhagavad Gita is the sweet cream of the Vedas, in which 
the Supreme Lord, Lord Kr�Qa, speaks the transcendental 
knowledge that releases one from materialism and teaches how to 
transform one's material actions into spiritual actions. First, Lord 
Kr�Qa teaches detachment from Maya, His illusory energy. Then 
He teaches attachment to spiritual activities through the perfect 
systematic process of Mok�a (liberation from material bondage) . 

The Bhagavad Gita is accepted in our Guac;liya Vai�Qavism as 
the primary guidebook on the spiritual path.  The Srimad 
Bhagavatam is  a more in-depth study of the Lord and His devotional 
service, and it is considered the ripened fruit of the Vedic desire 
tree of knowledge. Those who sincerely desire to know what God 
wants them to know from each of the verses from these scriptures 
should study the commentary of a Vai�Qava Spiritual Master. A 
Vai�Qava Spiritual Master is authorized by the ancient Vedic 
scriptures as a representative of God; therefore, his commentary 
will reveal the actual will of the Lord, which by knowing one surely 
works for their liberation. In this there is no doubt. 

One may wonder, since there are many Vai�Qava 
commentaries available on the Bhagavad Gita, including a 
commentary by our Spiritual Master, Srila Prabhupada, then what 
is the need of an another commentary on it? Nothing happens 
without the will of Lord Kr�Qa, everything takes place by His will 
only. Lord Kr�Qa must have desired that a new Vai�Qava commentary 
on the Bhagavatad Gita would come out, which is why a suitable 
atmosphere for it was created to bring this commentary into 
existence. Our Spiritual Master, Srila Prabhupada, had dictated his 
books into a Dictaphone and after transcribing his dictations, the 
dictated tapes were destroyed. The philosophical discrepancies 
found in Srila Prabhupada's books cannot be corrected because his 
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dictated tapes are not available. Those who were involved in 
transcribing and editing our Guru's books were newcomers and thus 
were unfamiliar with Vai�Q.ava philosophy. The discrepancies in the 
books cannot be corroborated now because his dictated tapes are 
not available. Moreover, once, Jayadvaita Swami (still alive) ,  in 1985 
approached me in Miami (USA, he was very friendly with me then) 
and handed me the manuscripts of the Bhagavad Gita As It Is and 
said, "I am re-editing the Bhagavad Gita As It Is now. The previous 
editors did not know what they were doing. That is why I am working 
on the Bhagavad Gita to get it properly edited." Hearing this and 
having the part-typed and part-handwritten manuscripts in my 
hands, I asked Jayadvaita Swami, "Is this manuscript typed by Srila 
Prabhupada himself?" To this Jayadvaita Swami replied, "No, this 
is the typing of the previous editor. The original manuscripts do not 
exist." To this I asked him, "How can you correct the book if the 
original manuscripts are not available and the author himself is no 
longer there to consult with?" To this Jayadvaita Swami replied, 
"We are mature enough to understand what is wrong with the book, 
and we will correct the problem." After hearing this, I told him not 
to make any changes to the book because Srila Prabhupada is no 
longer there and the existing Gita, right or wrong, was physically 
seen by him. Therefore, the book should be left alone, I said. The 
reason for this advice was that, as per the Vai�Q.ava rule, correcting 
or doing anything to any of the spiritual books behind the author's 
back is an offense. Later on I found out that he came to get a 
confirmation from me so he could later say that Kr�Q.a Balaram 
Swami also agreed that the Bhagavad Gita As It Is should be 
corrected even behin,d the author's back. 

Srila Prabhupada once insisted in regard to his Guru's Brahma 
Sarilhita that was to be printed, "Do not do any editing to my Guru's 
book, not even a comma is to be changed from the original printing." 
Even though the language of Srila Prabhupada's Guru's books are 
hard to understand by modem readers, no editing changes were 
made. 
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This is one of the reasons why Lord Kr�1.1a planned to have 
another commentary on the Bhagavad Gita written. He Himself 
revealed the commentary from within our heart and presented the 
philosophy which is in your hand. I leave up to you to find out which 
Bhagavad Gita is actually As It Is. The Vedic philosophy states that 
Lord Kr�1.1a resides in the heart of a pure devotee in His fructified 
active form. He actively participates with His pure devotee from 
within to get things done as per His will. That is why a devotee is 
called a pure devotee. 

Another reason for our writing books is that Gopala Krishna 
Goswami (an ISKCON GBC member), wrote me a handwritten 
letter delivered by Radharama1.1a Das (then ISKCON, Delhi temple 
president) which said that the BBT would not sell any books, 
magazines, or pamphlets to me for any price. This was a shock 
because books are sold on the streets even to meat eaters. This was 
another reason for us to write spiritual books. 

In the first chapter of the Bhagavad Gita, "Despondency of 
Arjuna," Lord Kr�1.1a drives the chariot of Arjuna between the 
opposing armies, which are poised for battle. Arjuna, seated on the 
chariot, sees his friends and relatives on both sides ready to sacrifice 
their lives. Overcome with grief and pity, Arjuna becomes bewildered 
and loses his determination to fight, choosing instead to go live the 
life of a mendicant. 

In the second chapter, "The Science of the Soul," the broken
hearted Arjuna surrenders to Lord Kr�1.1a as His disciple. Then, as 
his Spiritual Master, Lord Kr�1.1a begins to teach Arjuna the 
distinction between the temporary material body and the eternal 
spirit soul. This chapter summarizes the philosophy of the whole 
Bhagavad Gita. 

In the third chapter, "Karmayoga," Lord Kr�1.1a explains the 
law of karma (the spiritual equivalent of the law of physics whereby 
there is an equal and opposite reac;tion for every action). Everyone 
is obliged by nature to engage in some sort of activity in this material 
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world, which either further binds one to it or helps liberate one from 
it. Here, Lord Kr�1.1a teaches action without desiring any result. This 
is called Karmayoga, from which one gradually reaches Bhaktiyoga 
and liberation. 

In the fourth chapter, "Transcendental Knowledge,"  Lord 
Kr�1_1a explains Karmayoga in greater depth. He also discusses His 
periodic descents to this world and His previous recitations of the 
Gita. Lord Kr�1_1a confirms that transcendental knowledge, the 
knowledge of the self in relation to the Supreme Lord, can only be 
understood by approaching a self-realized Spiritual Master. 

In the fifth chapter, "Karma-Sanyasayoga, " Lord Kr�1_1a 
presents the benefits of outwardly performing one's prescribed duties 
and inwardly remaining unattached to the results. All activities are 
recommended to be performed according to the scriptures as an 
offering to God. In so doing, one becomes peaceful, detached, 
purified, and enlightened. 

In the sixth chapter, "Yoga Meditation," Lord Kr�JJ.a explains 
how everything in this material world is performed by the senses, 
the chief sense being the mind. The meditation of yogis is designed 
to control the mind so that one can focus on the Lord in the heart, 
Paramatma, and live according to His will. 

In the seventh chapter, "Knowledge of the Absolute,"  Lord 
Kr�1.1a is presented as the source of everyone and everything. Out 
of many fortunate persons who are striving for the Absolute Truth, 
one may reach the perfect spiritual path, unalloyed Bhakti, and attain 
the companionship of the Supreme Lord in his supreme abode. Less 
intelligent souls worship the demigods for some temporary material 
gain. 

In the eighth chapter, "Attaining the Spiritual World," Lord 
Kr�1.1a explains how one attains the heavenly planets or the spiritual 
world, depending on one's spiritual process. By remembering the 
Lord at the time of death, a pure devotee is able to reach His abode. 
Once there, one never has to return to this world. 
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In the ninth chapter, "The Most Confidential Knowledge," 
Lord Kp�Q.a states that only His most confidential devotees can 
understand Him in truth. Krsna Himself takes charge of the devotees 
who serve Him unconditionally. This is the secret for attaining the 
spiritual world, to serve Him there unconditionally. 

In the tenth chapter, "Opulences of the Supreme Lord,"  
Arjuna accepts Lord Kr�JJ.a as  the original Supreme Personality of 
Godhead. The four verses which summarize the contents of the Gita, 
verse eight to eleven, are in this chapter. Lord Kr�JJ.a is the supreme 
cause of all causes and the supreme object of worship for all living 
entities. 

In the eleventh chapter, "The Universal Form," Lord Kr�JJ.a 
shows Arjuna His universal form of the cosmic manifestation to 
remove any lingering doubts in his mind. Lord Kr�JJ.a also explains 
that one can only experience His original two-armed form by pure 
devotional service. 

In the twelfth chapter, "Bhaktiyoga," Lord Kr�JJ.a explains how 
to serve Him with Bhaktiyoga. The qualities of a Bhaktiyogi and 
the disadvantages of following the impersonal path of spiritualism 
are also presented. Bhaktiyoga is the culmination of all spiritual 
paths and the most expedient way to attain love of Godhead and 
liberation, which entitles one entrance into the spiritual world. 

In the thirteenth chapter, "Knowledge of the Soul and 
Supersoul," Lord Kr�JJ.a describes material nature, the soul, and, 
beyond them, the Supersoul. Whereas Lord Kr�JJ.a has unlimited 
knowledge, the soul's knowledge is very limited. As Supersoul, Lord 
Kr�JJ.a accompanies the soul in its sojourn through the material world 
as its witness and friendly advisor. 

In the fourteenth chapter, "The Modes of Material Nature," 
Lord �Q.a describes the three modes of material nature-goodness, 
passion, and ignorance. Lord Kr�JJ.a also explains how these modes 
act upon the living entity, how one can transcend them, and what 
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the symptoms are of one who has transcended them. One's desires, 
knowledge, and destination are determined by the modes of nature . 

In the fifteenth chapter, "The Supreme Personality of 
Godhead," Lord Knn:ia describes His supreme position as the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead and His supreme abode, the 
spiritual world. In addition, Lord Kr�IJ.a explains to Arjuna how He 
is the supreme enjoyer. Anyone who accepts Lord Kr�IJ.a as the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead surrenders unto Him by engaging 
in His devotional service. 

In the sixteenth chapter, "The Divine and Demoniac Natures," 
Lord Kr�IJ.a describes the divine qualities which characterize those 
who are transcendentalists. In contrast to them are persons besieged 
with demoniac qualities that lead to increasingly lower births and 
further bondage to the material world. Thus, the selfless divine 
qualities lead to liberation, whereas the demoniac nature is the 
gateway to hell. 

In the seventeenth chapter, "The Three Categories of Faith," 
Lord Kr�IJ.a says that those who ignore Vedic knowledge and 
continue to identify themselves with their bodies must remain in 
the cycle of repeated birth and death. All actions are performed in 
three categories of faith under their governing modes of goodness, 
passion, and ignorance. Action performed in the modes of passion 
and ignorance lead to an impermanent result, but acts performed in 
goodness purify the heart and mind and lead one to devotional 
service. The sacrifices of austerity, charity, and knowledge, and their 
results, according to the modes in which they are performed, are 
also described in this chapter. 

In the eighteenth and final chapter, "The Yoga of 
Renunciation," Lord Kr�IJ.a states the conclusion of the Bhagavad 
Gita-unconditional surrender unto Him, by which one is freed from 
all sins and liberated from this material world. The meaning of 
renunciation and its role in the process of surrender and liberation 
are revealed by Lord Kr�IJ.a for the benefit of all the struggling souls 
of this world. 
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By studying the Srimad Bhagavad Gita, one is associating with 
the Supreme Personality of Godhead, Lord Sri K�J..la, because the 
Bhagavad Gita is Lord Kn;JJ.a's direct words and thus non-different 
from Him. In this way, one worships Lord Kr�J..la by using one's 
intelligence. One who daily studies the Srimad Bhagavad Gita of 
Lord Kr�JJ.a becomes purified and marches to the eternal spiritual 
home, the spiritual world. In this there is no doubt. J ai Sri Radhe. 
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CHAPI'ER ONE 

Despondency of Arjuna 

Text 1 

� � 
� jl��;i �'i�dl 9;9;ctM: 
1'J1Rll: q1oz:s�1� Nl'1ji4d � 1 1 , l l  

dhrtarii$tra uvaca 

dharma-k$etre kuru-k$etre 

samaveta yuyutsaval) 

mamakiil) pal)<;lavas caiva 

kim akurvata safJ.jaya 

TRANSLATION 

Dhrtara�tra said: 0 Safijaya, having assembled at the place 

of pilgrimage in Kuruk�etra and desiring to fight, what did my sons 

and the sons of Pai:i<;lu do? 



2 Srimad Bhagavad Gita 1-1  

PURPORT 

The Srimad Bhagavad Gita is the crown jewel of all scriptures 
because the central figure, Lord Sri Kr�i:ia, is its principal speaker. 
He appeared five thousand years ago in His original form and is 
the Supreme Personality of Godhead. One first has to at least 
theoretically accept Lord Kr�i:ia as God to understand the intricacies 
of the science presented by Him in the Bhagavad Gita. 

The science of the Gita does not promote religion in the 
common sense of the word. Rather, it promotes spiritual science. 
When philosophy and religion are combined in the laboratory of 
spiritual life, it removes fanaticism and sentimentalism and results 
in correct understanding. Religion without philosophy is sentimental 
or fanatical and philosophy without religion is speculation, but the 
two together make spiritualism. Therefore, when the word 
"religion" is used from here on, it should be understood to mean 
spiritualism. 

The Supreme Lord Sri Kr�i:ia is everyone's solace from the 
problems of material nature such as birth, death, old age, and 
disease. He is all-attractive and the all-loving object of His devotees 
and can only be understood through pure devotional service. He is 
therefore beyond the reach of materialistic people. He is also the 
only source of liberation from this material world. Lord Sri Kr�i:ia 
is therefore praised by all the realized sages, saintly people, and the 
Vedic scriptures as the Supreme Personality of Godhead. 

The Srimad Bhagavad Gita presents the history of the 
Supreme Lord, Sri Kr�Q.a, instructing His confused devotee, Arjuna, 
about his proper duty. This history begins with Dhrtara�tra, the king 
of Hastinapur, who was not only physically blind since birth but 
was spiritually unrealized as well. He is asking his religious 
charioteer, Safi.j aya ,  about the events on the battlefield at 
Kuruk�etra. King Dhrtara�tra had one hundred sons headed by 
Duryodhana and he called them the Kauravas. Even though his 
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sons were very impious and evil-minded by nature, being impious 
himself, he was very attached to them. Dhrtara�tra's younger 
brother, PaQc;lu, had five sons headed by Yudhi�thira. They were 
very pious and godly by nature, Dhrtarastra called them the 
Pandavas .  The army headed by Duryodhana was called the 
Kauravas' army and the army headed by Yudhisthira was called 
the PaQc;lavas' army. Lord Sri Kr�IJ.a decided to have a war between 
pious and impious people at Kuruk�etra, which is a holy place. He 
wanted to uproot the impious from this world by using the pious. 
This kind of war is not and should not be thought to be a war against 
other religions, but is · a war against evil doers. 

In this instance, Saftjaya and King Dhrtara�tra were seated 
in the Hastinapur palace over a hundred miles away from the 
battlefield of Kuruk�etra. Saftjaya was awarded the power to 
envision things from a distance and to see into the future by his 
spiritual teacher, Srila Vyasadeva. Dhrtara�tra had one hundred 
sons and they were very envious by nature. One of the many things 
going through the mind of Dhrtara�tra was whether or not the holy 
land of Kuruk�etra used as the battlefield would enhance the 
chances of victory for his sons. 

Kuruk�etra is very famous as a holy place of pilgrimage and 
in such a holy place, the potency of religiosity increases. As it is 
said in the Satapatha Sruti, kuruk$etram vai deva-yajanam, "It is 
true that Kuruk�etra is a holy place because the demigods from 
heaven had performed their fire sacrifice there. "  The Navala Sruti 
also states, brhaspatir uvaca, yiijiiavalkyam yadanv kuruk$etram 
deviiniim deva-yajanam sarve$iiii1 bhiitiinam brahman sadanam, 
"Brhaspati, the priest for the demigods in heaven, said, 'Yajftavalkya 
Muni was requested by the demigods to perform a spiritual fire 
sacrifice in Kuruk�etra which would bring safety to the demigods 
and also purify the human beings to enable them to gain entrance 
into the spiritual world."'  This was the reason Lord Sri Kr�IJ.a 
inspired the two opposing armies to assemble to fight in Kuruk�etra. 
Knowing that Kuruk�etra increases one's propensity towards 
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religiousness, King Dhrtara�tra hoped that his irreligious sons 
headed by Duryodhana might become religious minded and thus 
try to come to some agreement with the Pal)<,iavas without engaging 
in war. He was also hoping that the Pal)c;lavas, who were already 
virtuous, would become influenced by the holy place and would 
decide not to fight and become renunciants. At the same time 
Dhrtara�tra was concerned that even if somehow an agreement was 
reached, the same situation of dispute might arise again in the future. 
King Dhrtara�tra was confident of victory since his main warrior, 
B hi�madeva, was  undefeatable even by Arj una,  but was 
nevertheless concerned that the pilgrimage site of  Kuruk�etra might 
adversely affect the outcome for his sons because Yudhi�thira and 
his brothers were all pious. Moreover, Yudhi�thira himself was the 
son of religion personified. The concern of King Dhrtara�tra was 
that the holy land of Kuruk�etra might increase the power of the 
pious Pal)c;lavas, thus they would become victorious; whereas his 
sons, being totally materialistic, might encounter misfortune . 
Absorbed in such thoughts, King Dhrtara�tra wanted to learn the 
outcome of the war in advance from Saiijaya. Dhrtara�tra knew 
that Saiijaya, in addition to having special envisioning power, was 
truthful and well-versed in the scriptures, which is why he inquired 
from him. 

At the time of King Dhrtar�tra's inquiry, Arjuna, the devoted 
friend of Lord Sri Kr�IJ.a, was on the battlefield in a dejected state 
of mind. Lord Sri Kr�IJ.a spoke the philosophy of the Bhagavad 
Gita, which is beyond the three modes of material nature, in order 
to enlighten Arjuna and those who would hear its philosophy in 
the future. As such, the Bhagavad Gita represents the conclusion 
of all the scriptures, and thus eclipses all the materially ornamented, 
flowery-worded literatures in existence. 

This transcendental literature, the Srimad Bhagavad Gita, is 
divided into eighteen chapters, in which eighteen different subject 
matters are addressed, including the six limbs of Vedic literature, 
the four Vedas (the original books of knowledge) ,  Mimarilsa 
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(philosophy of investigation), Nyayasastra (philosophy of logic) , 
Dharmasastra (religious scriptures) , the Pura1.1as (scriptures of 
ancient history), the Ayurveda (ancient medical science of healing 
through using herbs and minerals) ,  Dhanurveda (science of military 
art), Gandharvaveda (art of music) ,  and Arthasastra (science of 
economics and art of politics) . In sum, the Bhagavad Gita was 
spoken by Lord Sri Kr�i:ia, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, 
to explain about Himself, the living entity, material nature, time, 
and karma. Ultimately, however, the Gita explains how to surrender 
to the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Thus, the Bhagavad Gita 
includes all the scriptures and can only be properly understood by 
those who have sufficient faith in Lord Sri Kr�1.1a and engage in His 

devotional service. As . the Padma Purai:ia says: 

gitii sugitii kartavya kim-anyail) siistra vistarail) 
yii svayam padmaniibhasya mukha-padmiid vinirgatiil) 

"One should study the Bhagavad Gita and practice what has 
been learned from it as a way of life. If one does so, then there is no 
need for studying other scriptures, since the Bhagavad Gita has 
directly emanated from the lotus mouth of the Supreme Personality 
of Godhead, Lord Sri Kr�1.1a. "  

TEXT 2 

� �  

� g q10\Sq1;ft4' � � I 
3ili414!1'14•1� � q"q"i+:fSl�fk( 1 1� 1 1 

saiijaya uviica 
dpjtvii tu pii.Qt;laviinikam 

vyut;lham duryodhanas tadii 
iiciiryam upasailgamya 

riijii vacanam avravit 
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TRANSLATION 

Saiijaya said: After seeing the arrangement of the PiJ;l<.favas' 
army, King Duryodhana went to see his teacher and spoke the 
following words. 

PURPORT 

Safi.jaya knew that he had to be very diplomatic with King 
Dhrtara�tra because the king was not only blind from birth, he was 
also blinded by his intense attachment for his materialistic sons. 
The king was hoping that the Pal).<;lavas, who were religious by 
nature, would simply renounce their share of the kingdom to his 
sons and return to the forest. The king knew that his elder son 
Duryodhana was very stubborn and that he would not share any 
part of the kingdom with the Pru:u;lavas. Therefore Safi.jaya, who 
knew that war was inevitable and that it would dash the hopes of 
King Dhrtara�tra, indirectly warned the king by informing him of 
Duryodhana's activity at the battlefield. Duryodhana, upon seeing 
the perfect arrangement of the Pal).<;lavas' army, sought out his 
teacher, Dronacharya, in great anxiety. The anxiety of Duryodhana 
shows that he was doubtful of his victory. The doubts and fears in 
the heart of Duryodhana were now being reported very 
diplomatically by Safi.jaya to his master, King Dhrtara�tra. Safi.jaya 
told King Dhrtara�tra that his son, Duryodhana, being very expert 
in politics, went to see his military teacher, Drol).acharya. There he 
told his teacher of the mistake he had made in expertly teaching 
the military arts to Dhr�tadyumna,  who now functions as the 
commander-in-chief of the Pal).<;lavas' army. Duryodhana was also 
afraid of Lord Sri Kr�Q.a's presence as Arjuna's charioteer, which 
provided unlimited strength and power for the Pal).<;lavas. 

TEXT 3 

� q1om'>l1011+u;q14 � � 1 
.. �q<:G�Oj � ffn�Uj � 1 1 � 1 1 
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pasyaitiiiil p8.J.11;Ju-putral)am 
acarya mahatiiil camiim 

vyiic;lham drupada-putrel)a 
tava-8i$yel)a dhimata 

TRANSLATION 

7 

0 teacher, behold this mighty army of the sons of P�.;iu, 
whose troops are so expertly arrayed for battle by your intelligent 
student, Dh.Jltadyumna, the son of Drupada. 

PURPORT 

With the word dhimata}J., Duryodhana is sarcastically accusing 
his teacher, Drol).acharya, of being less intelligent for having taught 
the full military art to Dhr�tadyumna, who was now using that talent 
on behalf of the Pal).c;lavas. Duryodhana is reminding Drol).acharya 
that he had foolishly accepted Dhr�tadyumna as his military student, 
despite knowing that Dhr�tadyumna was born to kill him. The word 
etam used in this text signifies that Duryodhana was also concerned 
that the Pal).c;iavas, having been trained by Drol).acharya as well, 
would try to exploit Drol).a's affection for them. Thus, with the words 
pal)c;luputral)am acarya, Duryodhana is reprimanding Drol).a for 
having been very affectionate towards the Pal).c;iavas. 

The word byiic;lham, in turn, is used by Duryodhana to 
indicate, "Just see how your ungrateful disciple Dhr�tadyumna 
disrespects you by having strategically arranged his army so skillfully 
to fight with you." Duryodhana then chides Drol).a further by saying 
that although a teacher's knowledge and power are greater than 
the student's, the disrespectful Pal).c;lavas are nevertheless standing 
ready to fight with him in this holy place of pilgrimage. He is telling 
Drol).a, "Just see how disobedient the Pal).c;iavas have become! "  
B y  speaking in this way, Duryodhana is hoping that Drol).acharya 
will forget his affection for the Pal).c;iavas and will genuinely fight to 
kill them. In this way, the irreligious Duryodhana insulted his 
teacher, Drol).acharya, to try and ignite the fire of anger in him. 
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TEXT 4-6 

3r>r � +t�li11\ll lfl+ti4f \l+tl � I 
� M\l� � ��= 1 1'6 1 1 
"taq;g�Nldl"f: 411�Hl'5t'll 4hf�l1' I 
� � "1\1'M= 1 1'1 1 1  
�l+t;::g"'l MShl""d \3'dift'5tl<ll 41:4�11' I 
�c;{t1;{N�41'll � lFt �m= 1 1� 11 

atra Siira mahe$VclScl 
bhimii.rjuna-sama yudhi 

yuydhano viratas ca 
drupadas ca maharathal) 

dhr$taketus cekitanal) 
kasirajas ca viryavan 

purujit kuntibhojas ca 
saivyas ca nara-puilgaval) 

yudhamanyus ca vikran ta 
uttamaujas ca viryavan 

sa ubhadro dropadeyas ca 
sarva eva maharathal) 

TRANSLATION 

1-6 

Their army has many mighty archers equal in fighting ability 
to Bhima and Arjuna, such as Yuyudhana, Vrrata, and the great 
warrior Drupada. There are many great heroes, expert in 
fighting, like Dhntaketu, Chekitana ,  Kasiraja ,  Puruj it ,  
Kuntibhoja, and Saibya. There are many famous chariot fighters 
like the mighty-armed Yudhamanyu, the powerful Uttamauja, 
the son of Subhadra, and the sons of Draupadi. 
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PURPORT 

Duryodhana now turns to politely taunting his teacher, 
DroQ.acharya, using the words atra sural) to point out that each 
soldier in the army of the PaQ.Q.avas was a heroic fighter. Although 
he knew Bhi�ma and DroQ.a to be the most powerful heroes, 
Duryodhana was still afraid of the PaQ.Q.avas and their army. Here 
he recollects for DroQ.a who some of the heroes on the side of the 
PaQ.Q.avas are, including Yuyudhana, Satyaki, Abhimanyu (the son 
of Subhadra) , and Draupadl 's five sons named Pratibandha, 
Srutasena, Srutakirti, Satanika, and Srutakarma, who were fathered 
by the five PaQ.Q.avas. Duryodhana purposely excluded the names 
of the PaQ.<;1.avas because they were already known as the topmost 
warriors in the PaQ.Q.avas' army. Thus the word ca, or "so on," does 
not ref er to the PaQ.Q.avas, but to another son of Bhimasena, named 
Ghatotkacha. These seventeen warriors recollected by Duryodhana 
for DroQ.a were among the greatest Maharathis, or formidable 
experts in the military arts. As it is stated in the Mahabharat: 

eko dasa sahasral).i, yodhayed yas tu dhan vinam 
sastra sastra pravil).as ca, vijiieyal) sa mahara thal) 

"Those great warriors who can fight with ten thousand great 
bowmen at once, who are expert in using all kinds of weapons, and 
who know the scriptures perfectly, are addressed as maharathis. " 

The Nirukti Dictionary adds,  dasa ra thal) prasasa sa 
mahara thal), " One who can single -handedly fight with ten 
charioteers at once is called a maharathi. "  By thus highlighting the 
strength of the PaQ.Q.avas' army, Duryodhana reveals the fear living 
in his heart. To get DroQ.acharya's most favorable opinion about 
where the balance of power lies, in order to bolster his courage, 
Duryodhana tauntingly indicates to him, "Let us join the PaQ.c;lavas, 
because there is no use in fighting with them since we will lose the 
battle anyway." 
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TEXT ? 

� � F1f9:1�1 � a1Ri4l"a fa'5fl:aq I 
� l{lf ��� '$IT� di"'i14lf'1 � 1 1�1 1 

asmakam tu visi!}ta ye 
tan nibodha dvijottama 

nayaka mama sainyasya 
samjii.artham tan bravimi te 

TRANSLATION 

1-7 

0 best of the Brihmat;i.as, for your information, I will also 
mention the names of the distinguished warriors of my army who 
are especially qualified to lead in our army. 

PURPORT 

The word tu in this text reveals the concern of Duryodhana 
that stems from the fear in his heart. Although he lacked full faith 
in the loyalty and ability of his own soldiers, he addressed them as 
" distinguished warriors " to encourage them. He is saying,  
"Although all the powerful chiefs of my army are known to you, I 
still want to recollect their names. "  The political prowess of 
Duryodhana can also be seen in his use of the words, "O best of the 
Brahmal).as," to further encourage Drol).acharya by indicating that 
they do not need to be morose from seeing the army of the Pal).<,lavas 
because they also have a great army, with warriors who are even 
better than the Pal).c;lavas. Thus , by using the word visi!} ta, 
Duryodhana is indicating that among the soldiers present in the 
battlefield, his soldiers are the best. Therefore, he is implying to 
Drol).a, "Even if you are affectionate towards the Pal).<,lavas and do 
not want to kill them, I still have many other soldiers who are ready 
to kill them. So please be encouraged and enthusiastic to fight. " 
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TEXT S 

lFIFI_ � � � \tfitra:::114 ' 
� f?t�oi� \?tqc:{Rf�� � l lcl l 

bhaviin bhi�mas ca karI)as ca 
krpa§ ca samitiiljaya 

a§vatthiimii vikaII)as ca 
saumadattis tathaiva ca 

TRANSLATION 

1 1  

There are great warriors like yourself, Bhi�madeva, :Kan,a, 
Krpacharya, Asvatthama, Vikan,a, and the son of Somadatta, 
who are always victorious. 

PURPORT 

Relying on his political talents, Duryodhana now tries to 
pacify DroQacharya after he feels that his teacher may have become 
offended by his words. Thus, when accounting for his soldiers, 
Duryodhana names DroQacharya first, ahead of grandfather 
Bhi�madeva and before his own brother, VikarQa. In this way, he is 
trying to encourage DroQa to be enthusiastic and to not be upset 
over his insulting remarks. The seven great soldiers named by 
Duryodhana, who were all like world champions, included 
DroQacharya, Bhi�madeva, KarQa,  Krpacharya, Asvatthama, 
Vikafl.la, and Bhiirisrava, the son of Somadatta. 

TEXT 9 

� � �= � �� �FRi"'lflMdl= I 
"'ll"il��!H!J\011: � '9)4M�l<:C{I: 1 1� 1 1  

anye ca bahava]J. sii.rii 
mad-arthe tyakta jivitii]J. 

niinii §astra praharaIJii}J. 

sarve yuddha-visiiradii]J.h 
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TRANSLATION 

There are many other great heroes experienced in the 
military science who are equipped with numerous weapons and 
ready to lay down their lives for me. 

PURPORT 

Duryodhana uses the words anye ca to boldly declare that 
Jayadratha, Krtavarma, Salya, and many other warriors were ready 
to lay down their lives for him. To impress upon Drol).a that his 
soldiers are very loyal to him, Duryodhana also uses the words 
tyakta jivitiil;J, to indicate, "These soldiers have so much affection 
for me that they will fight for me even if it costs them their lives."  
According to the Mahabharat, these words, spoken by Duryodhana, 
were actually composed by Mother Sarasvati (the Goddess of 
Learning) in reference to words spoken by Lord Sri Kp;l).a ,in 
Chapter Eleven of this literature, mayaivaite nihitiil;J pfirvam eva 
nimitta-miitraril bhava savyasiicin, "They are already put to death 
by My arrangement, and you, 0 Savyasaci Arjuna, can be but an 
instrument in the fight ." 

TEXT 10 

�q�f'<i dG�l4' � � I 
� �Giia1:1i � � mal l 

aparyiiptaril tad asmiikaril 
balaril bhi$miibhirak$itam 

paryiiptaril tv idam ete$iiril 
balaril bhimiibhirak$itam 

TRANSLATION 

Under the protection of Grandfather Bhi�ma our army is 
invincible, whereas their army, under the protection of Bhima, is 
easy to defeat. 
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PURPORT 

To further help remove his own doubts about being victorious, 
Duryodhana draws attention to the fact that his army is led by the 
sharp intelligence of Bhi!;>madeva, who is the most experienced in 
military arts and scriptural injunctions. Hence, Duryodhana is 
saying, "With the immeasurable strength of Bhi!;>madeva, our defeat 
is impossible. Besides, the army of the Pa:Q.c;lavas is being defended 
by Bhima, who is neither expert in the military arts nor in the Vedic 
injunctions. On our side we have a great Maharathi, Bhi!;>madeva, 
and have eleven ak$ohil)i army phalanxes, whereas the Pa:Q.c;lavas 
have Bhima, who is but a half Maharathi, with only seven ak$ohil)i 
army phalanxes .  Therefore we can easily defeat them . "  
Duryodhana's mentality thus reveals his great envy for Bhima, for 
he knew that if any Pa:Q.c;lava could kill him, it was Bhima. He 
therefore wanted to minimize Bhima's strength. Furthermore, by 
focusing on Bhima, Duryodhana is glossing over Dhr!:ltadyumna, 
the commander-in-chief of the Pa:Q.c;lavas' army. He also does not 
mention Lord Sri Kr!:>:Q.a, even though He is the actual fountainhead 
of the Pa:Q.c;lavas ' army and the supreme arbitrator of the war, 
because Duryodhana only acknowledged Lord Sri Kf!;ll).a to be a 
chariot driver. Therefore, Duryodhana concentrated his attention 
on the immediate threats he perceived from Bhima and the affection 
of his leading general , grandfather Bhi!;>ma, for the Pa:Q.c;lavas . 
Duryodhana inwardly knew that although the Pa:Q.c;iavas' army was 
smaller in size and lesser in military experience , they could 
nevertheless defeat his army. Srila Sridhara Swami paraphrases 
Duryodhana in his commentary with tai saha yoddhum asamartham 
bhati, "It seems that our strength is unable to fight with the 
Pa:Q.c;lavas' army." In this connection Sripada Ramanujacharya, the 
founder of Sri Samradaya, states: 

duryodhano bhimabhirak$itam pal)c;lavanam balam 
avalokya atma vijaye asya valasya aparyaptam 

acarye nivedya antare vi$al)l)O 'bhavat 
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"Upon seeing the strength of the PaQ.c;lavas' army, which was 
protected by Bhima, Duryodhana told his teacher DroQ.acharya that 
their army was not capable of defeating the PaQ.c;lavas' army." 

Duryodhana's anxiety is not surprising, since he knew that he 
had usurped the kingdom of the PaQ.c;lavas. Moreover, Duryodhana's 
mother had forewarned him that "The side where religion is will be 
victorious. "  Duryodhana's immense ego would only allow him to 
acknowledge, but not accept, the possibility of defeat for his army. 
Duryodhana's speech revealed his anxious disposition. 

TEXT 11 

� � � �: I 
� �= � � � m � 1 1  

ayane$U ca sarve$U 
yathabhagam avasthital) 

bhi$mam evabhirak$antu 
bhavanta]J. sarva eva hi 

TRANSLATION 

Therefore, everyone must carefully protect Grandfather 
Bhi�ma from their strategic points in the arranged army phalanx. 

PURPORT 

The emphasis here is on the word ayane$U, "from their stragic 
points" because Duryodhana is most concerned that Bhi�madeva 
be protected from all sides. The armies were strategically arranged, 
and everyone had their positions demarcated. Duryodhana knew 
that if Bhi�ma survived, defeat could be avoided because Bhi�ma 
had promised such. Bhi�ma was also the commander-in-chief, and 
Duryodhana wanted no harm to come to him. Another reason why 
Duryodhana is trying to encourage Bhi�ma and Drot:ia is because 
they knew Duryodhana was unjust to Draupadi in the assembly 
hall, yet they spoke in his favor. Bhi�madeva, meanwhile, seemingly 
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pleased with the speech of Duryodhana and espousing his K�atriya 
sense of duty to remain faithful to the crown of Hastinapura, 
prepared to blow his conchshell in acknowledgement. 

TEXT 12 

� � � �= fCiat"I�= I 
R:i�'114 N"itfl�: � � llldfq"<ll"{ l lHJ I 

tasya saiJ.jana yan har$ari1 
kuru-vrddhal) pitamahal) 

simhanadam vinadyoccail) 
saiJ.kham dadhmau pratapavan 

TRANSLATION 

Thereafter, the grandsire of the Kaurava Dynasty, 
Grandfather Bhi�ma, roared like a lion and loudly blew his 
conchshell, giving Duryodhana joy. 

PURPORT 

B hi�ma wanted to encourage his depressed grandson, 
Duryodhana, who was overcome with fear after seeing the strength 
of the Pa1:u;lavas' army. Therefore, without delay, he responded to 
the words of Duryodhana by blowing his conchshell very strongly 
even though he knew that Duryodhana had no chance of victory. 
In so doing, Bhi�ma left victory or defeat in the hands of Lord Sri 
Kr�Q.a, thinking, "O Kr�Q.a, to risk my life on the battlefield fighting 
before You as a K�atriya is my duty." 

TEXT 13 

(ra: � � qOfqf'1'fl3ft!r'�I: I 
���"<llRl�;;q;:a � �l��'>ISlffi{ l lnl l  
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tatab sankhas ca bheryas ca 
pal)avanaka-gomukhab 

sahasaivabhyahanyanta 
sa sabdas tumulo 'bhavat 

TRANSLATION 

1-14 

Then other conchshells, bugles, trumpets, drums, and horns 
suddenly sounded, and their combined noise was tumultuous. 

PURPORT 

It is significant here that the minds of the Pa1:u;lavas were not 
agitated despite the tumultuous sound coming from the combination 
of conchshells, bugles, trumpets, drums, and horns because Lord 
Kp�I).a was on their side. The word tatab stands for the enthusiastic 
response by Duryodhana's army to Bhi�ma's powerfully blowing 
his conch. 

TEXT 14 

ITTr: ����1J; � �"G� fB«TI I 
�: q1oz:sq� � � �: 1 1 1� 1 1 

tatab svetair hayer yukte 
mahati syandane sthitau 

madhavab pal)<;lavas caiva 
divyau sankhau pradadhmatub 

TRANSLATION 

Lord Sri �J.1.a and Arjuna, who were mounted on a great 
chariot drawn by milk-white horses, then blew their 
transcendental conchshells. 

PURPORT 

Here the word tatab indicates the enthusiastic response of 
Lord Sri Kr�Q.a and Arjuna to the tumultuous sound coming from 
the opposing side. The sound from the transcendental conchshells 
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of Lord Kr�JJ.a and Arjuna was certainly very encouraging to the 
army of the Pal).<;lavas because it indicated they would be victorious. 
As it is said in the Mahabharat, jayas tu pmp;lu-putriil)iiril ye$iiril 
pak$e janiirdanai), "Victory is certainly on the side of the Pal).<;lavas 
because Lord Kr�JJ.a is siding with them."  It is also said that wherever 
the Lord is, the Goddess of Fortune is there too. Therefore, not 
surprisingly, the chariot in which Lord Sri Kr�JJ.a and Arjuna were 
blowing their conchshells was celestially constructed, having been 
donated to Arjuna by the Firegod (Agni) with the benediction 
that it would conquer over any direction in the three worlds. 

TEXT 15 

q1S¥Fit"'4 &lfl�\lfl � 'fl"'ISiil4: I 
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panca1anyaril hr$ike8o 
devadattaril dhananjayal) 

paul)r;/raril dadhmau mahasarikharil 
bhima-karmii vrkodaral) 

TRANSLATION 

Lord Sri Kni:ia blew His conchshell, Piiichajanya, while 
Arjuna blew his conchshell named Devadatta, and Bhima, the 
voracious eater and performer of herculean tasks, blew his terrific 
conchshell named Paw;u,tram. 

PURPORT 

The Lord's unlimited names are based on His transcendental 
qualities. Here the Lord is described as Hrsikesa, which means He 
is the controller and director of all the senses. The Lord, being seated 
in everyone's heart, directs the senses of the living entities according 
to their desires. In the case of a pure devotee, however, He controls 
the senses directly. Therefore, Lord Sri Kr�JJ.a is addressed here as 
Hrsike8a because He is controlling the senses of His devotee, 
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Arjuna, on the Battlefield of Kuruk�etra. This kind of war is  not 
and should not be thought to be a war against other religions, but is 
a war against evil doers. 

The name Dhanaiijaya refers to Arjuna because he won over 
all the directions and brought voluminous wealth for the Rajasii.ya 
sacrifice performed by his brother, Yudhi�thira. 

Dhanaiijaya also stands for Arjuna's undefeatable strength 
and military prowess. Bhima, in tum, is addressed as bhima-karma 
vrkodaral), because he killed the great demon Hi<;lamba and because 
he has a fire named Vrka in his stomach which pushes him to eat 
voraciously. The credits on the . side of Duryodhana's army were 
thus discounted by the fact that Lord Kr�Qa was on the side of the 
heroic PaQ<;lavas. 

TEXTS 16-18 
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anantavijayam raja 

kunti-putro yudhi$thiral) 

nakulal) sahadevas ca 

sugho$a maJJ.ipu$pakau 

kasyas ca paramesvasal) 

sikhaJJ.(/is ca maharathal) 

dhr$tadyumno viratas ca 

satyakis caparajital) 
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drupado draupadeyiis ca 

sarvasal). prthivipatel). 

saubhadras ca mahiibahul). 

sankhiin dadhmul). prthak prthak 

TRANSLATION 

19 

King Yudhii;thira, the son of Kunti, blew his conchshell 
named Anantavij aya, and Nakula and Sahadeva blew their 
conchshells named Sughoi;a and Mai;tlpui;paka. The great King 
of Kisi, the great fighter Sikhai;u;li, Dh.ntadyumma, King Vrrata, 
the undefeatable S atyaki, King Drupada, the five sons of 
Draupadi, and other mightily-armed soldiers, such as Abhimanu, 
the mighty son of Subhadra, also blew their respective 
conchshells, 0 Emperor. 

PURPORT 

Yudhi�thira is referred to as kunti-putra because he was 
begotten by Queen Kunti as a benediction from religion personified, 
Dharmaraja .  The word riijii stands for Yudhi�thira ' s  having 
performed the Rajasuya sacrifice. Safljaya, by calling Dhrtara�tra 
"O Emperor," is very tactfully informing king Dhrtara�tra that 
because of his deceiving the PaQ.<;lavas and enthroning his own sons, 
misfortune would befall the whole Kuru Dynasty starting from 
Grandfather Bhi�ma down to his favorite grandson, Abhimanyu. 

TEXT 19 

� � ··�•Ud\l�loit &i;41R a:ti;l\4(( I 
� '9'f� � �S�j"11i;4{ m�l l 

sa gho$O dhiirtarii$triil)iim 

hrdayiini vyadiirayat 

nabhas ca prthiviriJ. caiva 

tumulo 'bhyanuniidayan 
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TRANSLATION 

The tumultuous uproar emanating from these conchshells 
filled the sky and earth and shattered the hearts of the sons of 
Dhrtara�tra. 

PURPORT 

The word "tumultuous" comes from the Sanskrit word tumula 
which refers to the uproarious sound emanating from the conchshells 
of the PaQ.c;lavas. This uproarious sound was heart-breaking for the 
Kauravas, but there was no such disturbance for the PaQ.c;lavas' army 
when the Kauravas blew their conchshells. In addition, the word 
sa-gho$al) specifically refers to the sound of Lord Kr�Q.a's conchshell, 
Paiichajanya, which broke the spirit of the Kauravas while 
enlivening all the PaQ.c;lavas. This exemplifies how those who take 
shelter of the Supreme Personality of Godhead have nothing to 
fear, even in the midst of the greatest calamity. But those who are 
not real devotees of Lord Kr�Q.a have to always remain scared. 

TEXT 20 

31'� � •f.mf\t�14ff-I�= I 
� ���q1a �j�tt� �= I 
"1"1��1 � q1�ftt�'il� +itlqa l l�C l l 

atha vyavasthitan dr$fva 
dhartara$fran kapidhvajal) 

pravrtte sastra-sampate 
dhanur udyamya pal)(iaval) 

hr$ikesam tada vakyam 
idam aha mahipate 

TRANSLATION 

0 King, as the time for war approached, Arjuna, the son of 
PW,<,tu, on whose chariot Han\imana rode as his flag, observed 
the sons of Dhrtar�tra, raised his bow and spoke the following 
words to Lord Sri K.ni;ia. 
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PURPORT 

Arjuna is addressed here as kapidh vaja because Lord 
Haniimana himself was confidentially riding on and also serving as 

his chariot flag, another sign of Arjuna's impending victory. Lord 
Rama was also assisted by Lord Hanuman in His victory, as narrated 
by Valmiki Muni in the RamayaQ.a. With Hanuman personally 
present on his chariot, Arjuna was free from all fear of destruction 
and defeat. 

Lord Sri Kr�Q.a is once again addressed as Hrsikesa, the Master 
of the senses, because He especially helps His devotees, in this case 
as Arjuna's charioteer. Lord Kr�Q.a's presence removed any doubts 
of victory from the hearts of the PaQ.<,iavas. On the other side, 
Duryodhana and his army became fearful upon seeing the increased 
enthusiasm of the PaQ.<,iavas' army. Wanting to take advantage of 
the situation, the PaQ.<,iavas prepared to fight. 

TEXTS 21-22 

-$ \Fl'fif 
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arjuna uvaca 

senayor ubhayor madhye 

ratham sthapaya me 'cyuta 

yavad etan nirik§e 'ham 

yoddhu-kaman avasthitan 

kair ma ya saha yoddhavyam 

asmin ral)a samudyame 
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TRANSLATION 

Arjuna said: 0 Infallible One, please park my chariot 
between the two armies so that I can observe the soldiers who 
are desirous to fight and with whom I have to engage in this 
battle. 

PURPORT 

Here the name acyuta for Lord Krsna refers to the infallibility 
of the Supreme Lord Sri Kp;J)a. Although no one is equal to or 
greater than Him, by His causeless mercy He carries out the orders 
of His unalloyed devotees while always remaining the infallible 
Supreme Personality of Godhead. The Lord does so because He 
feels greater pleasure in carrying out the orders of His pure devotees 
than in giving them orders. Therefore, nothing is impossible for an 
unalloyed devotee of the Lord. Here, Arjuna is requesting Lord 
Kpma to drive his chariot to the middle of the armies and park 
because he wants to check what soldiers are on the opposite side 
and if they desire to fight or make friendship with him. In his own 
mind, although Arjuna sensed that victory was on his side, he did 
not want to fight with his cousin-brothers and other friends and 
relatives. As a devotee, Arjuna was fully unafraid of any situation, 
but he wanted to personally see Bhi�ma and DroJ)a to understand 
their hearts. 

TEXT 23 

<fi�'IMM��S� � �S';f \l'tiJldl: I 
¥.mf<:I�� gj414 ff;14filcfil4€1: 1 1�� 1 1 

yotsyamiinan avek$e 'ham 
ya ete 'tra samiigatiil.i 

dhiirtarii$frasya durbuddher 
yuddhe priya-cikir$aval). 
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TRANSLATION 

Let me behold the heroes who are gathered here to fight 
as the well-wishers of the evil-minded son of Dhrtar�tra. 

PURPORT 

Arjuna wanted to estimate the strength and determination of 
his relatives who joined in the evil schemes of Duryodhana. Arjuna 
was not inclined to be friendly with them; he just wanted to know 
who was willing to support injustice. In particular, Arjuna did not 
appreciate Duryodhana using his intelligence to fight for irreligious 
principles rather than trying to understand the meaning of life. 
Arjuna also wanted to evaluate the scene of the imminent battle. 
Therefore, Arjuna requested Lord Sri Kr�1.1a to park his chariot in 
the middle of the armies. Lord Kr�1.1a, whose form was like the 
personification of justice angrily waiting to reestablish religious 
principles, fulfilled the request of His pure devotee, Arjuna. 

TEXT 24 

� �  

lN1� titfl��i'l 1\Sl��"1 ma I 
� �lqRl('ql '� 1 1�)1 1 1  

saii.jaya uvaca 
evam ukto hr$ikeso 

gu(lakesena bharata 
senayor ubhayor madhye 

sthapayitva rathottamam 

TRANSLATION 

Saiijaya said: 0 descendant of Bharata, following the 
request of Arjuna, Lord Kr�t;ta, driving the finest of chariots, 
parked in the middle of both armies. 
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PURPORT 

Saftjaya informs King Dhrtara�tra that Lord Sri Kr�Q.a 
accepted the order of His pure devotee, Arjuna, and parked the 
chariot in the midst of both armies. Lord Kr�Q.a is the Supreme 
God and is not obligated to do any service for anyone, but by His 
own sweet will He reciprocates with the love of His pure devotees 
by fulfilling their desires. The example of how Lord Krsna is the 
Supreme God is given in the Srimad Bhagavatam (S.B. 10.89.58) , 
where Lord Mahavi�Q.u tells Lord Kr�Q.a that He took the 
BrahmaQ.a's sons so that Lord Mahavi�Q.U could personally view 
Lord Kr�Q.a along with Arjuna. This incident confirms the supremacy 
of Lord Kr�Q.a, the Supreme Personality of Godhead. 

Here the word guc;Jakesa refers to the Supreme Personality 
of Godhead, wherein the segment guc;Ja from guc;Jakesa means raw 
sugar candy, or, in this case, the transcendental presence of the Lord, 
which is sweeter than sugar candy. The segment a refers to Lord 
Vi�Q.U, while ka stands for Lord Brahma, and Isa for Lord Siva. 
Therefore, the name Gudakesa means the Supreme Lord Sri Kr�Q.a 
who is sweeter than sugar candy and is the fountainhead of all 
incarnations including Lord Brahma, Lord Vi�Q.u, and Lord Siva, 
and now has become the order carrier of Arjuna. Just see, how 
great and amazing Lord Kr�Q.a is ! 

Another meaning of the word guc;Jakesa is defined in Sanskrit 
grammar in the following way. The segment guc;Jaka from guc;Jakesa 
is sleep, and the segment Isa means one who has controlled it. Sleep 
is a form of Maya, or ignorance . Therefore, the Personality of 
Godhead, Lord Sri Kr�Q.a, is also known as Guc,lake8a because He 
is the director and controller of Maya. Arjuna is also called 
Guc,lakesa because of his reputation for conquering sleep and 
ignorance. A devotee by nature never forgets Lord Kr�Q.a even for 
a moment. Our Spiritual Master Srila Prabhupada said that because 
a devotee always thinks of Lord Kr�Q.a ,  "He is in Kr�J)a 
consciousness, or in Samadhi." 
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TEXT 25 

lflu:tcilol�!i\Cld: � � +itlRf di'{ I 
� qp.f q��dF( \i+itfa1;i: ji<:e-RRI 1 1� 11 1 1  

bhi$ma-drol}.a-pramukhatal) 
sarve$iili1 ca mahik$itam 

uvaca piirtha pasyaitiin 
samavetiin kuriin iti 

TRANSLATION 

25 

Being in front of Bhi�ma, Dro:r;ia, and the other world 
leaders, Lord K.n;:r;ia, the Master of the senses, spoke: Just behold, 
0 Partha, all the Kurus assembled here. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kpm,a, Master of the senses, understood the desire of 
Arjuna and parked their chariot in front of Bhi�ma and Dro1.1a, 
who were in the frontline of their army. From there, Arjuna could 
see the heroes on both sides. Lord Kr�1.1a called Arjuna "the son of 
Prtha" because Arjuna was the son of His aunt, Prtha, another name 
of Kunfi, who is the sister of Lord Kpma's acting father, Vasudeva. 
At this point Lord Kr�1.1a gives importance to Arjuna's birth dynasty. 

Lord Kr�1.1a, after parking the chariot, tells Arjuna: "O Arjuna, 
behold all the Kurus poised for battle . I have brought you here 
because you are My unalloyed devotee and the son of My aunt. 
Your wish is My command."  As our Spiritual Master, Srila 
Prabhupada states, "The mind of Arjuna was thus predicted by the 
Lord in friendly joking. "  

TEXT 26 

��= �� ffldl'1�11' I 
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tatrapasyat sthitan parthal) 
pitrn atha pitamahan 

acaryan matulan bhratrn 
putran pautran sakhiriJ.s tatha 

svasuran suhrdas caiva 
senayor ubhayor api 

TRANSLATION 

1 -27 

Arjuna saw among both armies his patriarchs, grandfathers, 
teachers, maternal uncles, brothers, cousins, sons, grandsons, 
friends, father-in-laws, and well-wishers. 

PURPORT 

Arjuna saw Bhurisrava, his father's companion, on the 
opposite side along with his own grandfather, Bhi�madeva; his 
teachers like Drol)acharya and Krpacharya; his maternal uncles 
Salya and Sakuni; his cousin-brothers such as Duryodhana; many 
friends such as Jayadratha; as well as classmates such as Asvatthama 
and very close friends such as Krtavarma and Bhagadatta. Indeed, 
both sides of the army were very closely related to Arjuna and to 
each other. Arjuna knew that battle means vigorously fighting and 
mercilessly killing the opponents. Knowing that killing the well
wishers would be a very irreligious act according to the religious 
scriptures, Arjuna became despondent. 

TEXT 27 

dl�+il� � %1414: � I 
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tan samik$ya sa kaunteyal) 
sarvan bandhun avasthitan 

krpa ya para ya "vi$fo 
vi$idann idam abravit 
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TRANSLATION 

Seeing all these relatives and friends, Arjuna, the son of 
Kunti, became overwhelmed with compassion and, with grief, 
began to speak. 

PURPORT 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead is very merciful to all 
the conditioned souls born in His material creation. To speak the 
knowledge of the Bhagavad Gita for their benefit, He first put His 
learned devotee, Arjuna, into illusion. Thus, Lord Kr�i;ia made 
Arjuna think that as a K�atriya he should perform his other 
occupational duty of following the scriptural injunction of 
nonviolence towards all creatures ,  which included his respected 
elders. As it is said in the Taittiriya Upani�ad, ma himsyat sarva 
bhiitiini, "One should not kill any living entity unnecessarily. " 
Arjuna was well aware of this scriptural rule and thus, being 
bewildered by Lord Kr�i;ia's potency, Arjuna thought, "Here are 
my father's companions and my grandfather and teachers, whom I 
may end up killing. Many of them have previously extended their 
kind help to me. Why should I kill them now?" With this notion 
Arjuna became grief-stricken. 

TEXT 28 

� �  
� � � � � I 
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arjuna uviica 

dr$tvemam svajanam kf$JJ.a 

yuyutsum samupasthitam 

sidanti mama giitriil)i 

mukham ca pari8u$yati 
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TRANSLATION 

Arjuna said: 0 Kni,a, seeing my kinsmen ready to fight 
each other, my bodily limbs are becoming indolent and my mouth 
is drying up. 

PURPORT 

Due to deep feelings of compassion, Arjuna's legs and arms 
became sluggish and his mouth became dried up. Seeing his friends 
and relatives with whom he was to fight, he said, "O Kf�I)a ! My 
heart beats fast with great pain, and I am unable to speak due to 
my throat becoming choked up."  The devotees of Lord Kf�I)a have 
godly qualities, including mercy and compassion. Arjuna's losing 
his fighting spirit was not out of weakness, but out of compassion 
and soft-heartedness. The Srimad Bhagavatam explains about the 
nature of a real devotee in the following way: 

yasyasti bhaktir bhagavaty akiiicana 
sarvair gul)ais tatra samasate sural) 

harav abhaktasya kuto mahad-gul)ii 
manorathenasati dhavato bahil) 

" One who has unflinching devotion for the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead has all the good qualities of the demigods 
of heaven. But one who is not yet a devotee of the Lord and has 
only material qualifications, which are of futile value, hovers around 
on the mental plane. Thus, such a person is certain to be attracted 
by the glaring material energy and is defeated from obtaining the 
human goal." 

Although Arjuna had many relatives and friends in both the 
armies, still, the word svajanam is used here in the singular form 
because they were all Arjuna's close relatives. In the Amarako�a 
Dictionary, this word svajanam is defined as sagotra biindhava jiiati 
bandhu sva svajanal) samal): "Those who are one's own family 
members, those who have the same gotra or lineage, those who are 
one's direct relatives, and those who are real friends are equal to 
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one's own kinsmen. " Hence, the friends and distant relatives of 
Arjuna who were present at Kuruk�etra are addressed here in the 
singular form to indicate that Arjuna considered them all as a part 
of his immediate family. 

TEXT 29 

�� � fr <tit�� � I 
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vepathus ca sarire me 
romahar$a8 ca jayate 

gii.JJ.<;livaril srarilsate hastat 
tvak caiva paridahyate 

TRANSLATION 

My whole body is trembling and my bodily hair is standing 
on end. My skin is burning and the Gm;u,fiva bow is slipping from 
my hand. 

PURPORT 

Due to intense anxiety, Arjuna lost so much energy that his 
body began to tremble and his hair stood on end. On account of 
the great pain in his heart, he felt as if his skin were burning. There 
are two categories of such symptoms, namely spiritual and material. 
When one is in great spiritual ecstasy these symptoms also appear, 
but here Arjuna's symptoms are material, for he is filled with the 
fear and grief of having to kill his kinsmen, and thinking solely on 
the bodily platform categorizes one to be in illusion. Due to his 
great affliction, the weight of his GaJ).<;iiva bow has become so heavy 
that he is unable to hold it. Thus, by the desire of Lord Kr�JJ.a and 
for tJie purpose of manifesting the Bhagavad Gita, Arjuna could 
not control his body and mind due to the material conception of 
life. 
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TEXT 30 

';I" � aj4flRN� � � if lR': I 
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na ca saknomy avasthatum 
bhramativa ca me manah 

nimittani ca pasyami 
viparitani kesava 

TRANSLATION 

1 -30 

0 killer of the Kesi demon, I am ·unable to stay here. My 
mind is bewildered and I am foreseeing the symptoms of bad 
omens from this situation. 

PURPORT 

Arjuna was almost unconscious due to spiritual weakness and 
material attachment. When a person is excessively attached to 
material things they become bewildered. Arjuna was seeing nothing 
but unhappiness from the impending battle. Thus he indicates to 
Lord Kp�l)a: "O Lord! Gaining the kingdom by winning this war 
will not give me any pleasure. On the contrary, I will simply burn 
alive with the fire of lamentation for the death of my kinsmen until 
my own life ends. Therefore, I see no pleasure in such a victory. " 
Were he in his right mind, Arjuna would lament neither for the 
dead nor for the living because everyone present there was a spirit 
soul. The knowledge of the Bhagavad Gita is meant to enlighten 
anyone who is bewildered on this point. 

TEXT 31 
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na ca sreyo 'nu pasyami 
hatva svajanam ahave 

na kiiilk$e vijayam kf$J)a 
na ca rii.jyam sukhani ca 
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TRANSLATION 

0 Kr�i;ta, I do not see any benefit from killing my own 
kinsmen in this war, nor do I desire victory and a kingdom or the 
happiness derived from them. 

PURPORT 
Misery comes when one turns his back on spiritual life and 

becomes attached to temporary, material things. Arjuna's morose 
condition is due to his attachment to his relatives which is in 
opposition to the spiritual will of the Lord. Those who do not abide 
by the scriptural injunctions suffer mental pains from their material 
attachments. When Arjuna says sreya na pasyiimi, it means he sees 
no welfare from killing his relatives in the war because the scriptural 
rule is that those who die honorably in battle go to heaven, whereas 
those who kill without honor go to hell. But such a war should be a 
just war. As it is said in the Mahabharat: 

dva imau pUIU$8U Joke surya-mal)ga]a bhedinau 

paribrag yoga-yuktas ca ral)e ca abhimukhe hata]J 

"Only two kinds of people enter in the dazzling heavenly 
planet of the Sungod, the perfected Sanyasis and those who die on 
the battlefield for a just cause while fighting with the enemy." 

Therefore Arjuna concludes, "I do not see any benefit in 
killing my kinsmen. When I find myself here to kill them to enjoy 
the temporary pleasure of a kingdom, I think rather they should 
kill me. After killing my kinsmen I will have to suffer the lamentation 
of having killed them, so what is the use of such killing?" Arjuna's 
mood is to live as a mendicant and not fight. 

TEXTS 32-35 
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kim no riijyena govinda 
kim bhogair jivitena vii 

ye$iim arthe kiiri1k$itari1 no 
riijyariJ. bhogiil) sukhiini ca 

ta ime 'vasthitii yuddhe 
priiQ.iiriJ.s tyaktvii dhaniini ca 

iiciiryii}J pitara}J putriis 
tathaiva ca pitiimahii}J 

miitulii}J svasuriil) pautriil) 
syiilii}J sambandhinas tathii 
Srimad Bhagavad Gita 

etiin na hantum icchiimi 
ghnato 'pi madhusii.dana 

api trailokya-riijyasya 
heto}J kim nu mahikrte 

nihatya dhiirtarii$triin na}J 
kii priti}J syiij janiirdana 

TRANSLATION 

1-35 

0 Govinda, what would be the benefit from attaining a 
kingdom or its happiness in this way? Those for whom we desire 
all this are standing here ready to fight and are prepared to give 
up their kingdoms, happiness, wealth, and lives. They include 
my respectable teachers, grandfathers, uncles, sons, father-in
laws, grandsons, brother-in-laws, and other relatives. 0 killer of 
the Madhu demon, even if they come to kill me, I shall not protest. 
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0 caretaker of all living entities, I am not prepared to fight with 
the sons of Dhftara�tra even in exchange for ruling the three 
worlds, what to speak of the earth. 

PURPORT 

Kp;a;ia's name, Govinda, called here by Arjuna signifies that 
He is in charge of engaging the senses of the sincere devotees in 
devotional service to Him. The segment go from Govinda stands 
for "the senses" and the segment vinda stands for "engaging them 
in the devotional service of the Lord." Arjuna, a devotee of the 
Lord, is not desirous for any kingdom, unlike most people in this 
material world, who out of ignorance are preoccupied with having 
their senses satisfied,  sometimes even at the cost of others' 
discomfort. Those who are situated on the platform of knowledge 
know that if their senses are engaged in satisfying the senses of the 
Lord, who is known as Hrsikesa, or the Master of the Senses, their 
senses will automatically be fully satisfied too. In other words, a 
devotee is taken care of by Lord Kpma Himself in all circumstance 
because a devotee is fully surrendered unto Him, whereas a 
nondevotee struggles very hard for the satisfaction of their senses. 

Arjuna has a soft heart for everyone because he is a pure 
devotee of Lord Kp;a).a. He would rather sacrifice his life for others 
and have them enjoy the kingdom. Thus he is thinking, "The right 
thing for me to do is to inform Duryodhana that I have decided not 
to fight. He can have the kingdom without any obstacles and live 
there happily." The words etan na further signify Arjuna's conclusion 
that, "If they come to kill me I shall not even protest. Even though 
Duryodhana has given us so many problems, I do not want to take 
any revenge. "  Hence, Arjuna is convinced that if he killed his 
relatives he would go to hell. He also feels that if there is actually a 
need to kill them, let Lord Kr�l.la kill them Himself. Arjuna here 
addresses Kr�i:ia as Janardana, which means the caretaker of all 
beings. Arjuna is therefore indicating, "O Kr�1.1a, caretaker of all 
beings, if You please, save the world from degradation and 
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ruination by killing the unwanted population, but let me be free 
from sin." Arjuna thinks it would be foolish to gain the temporary 
pleasures of a material kingdom at the cost of killing his relatives 
because the reaction would be prolonged suffering in hell . He 
therefore considers it unwise to commit himself to the battle, not 
knowing that Lord Kr�I.la has already condemned the participants, 
due to their being miscreants, and that he would just be acting as 
Kr�I.la's weapon. 

When Arjuna turned to his friend, Lord Krsna, for help, he 
used the name Madhusfldana, or killer of the Madhu demon, which 
indicates Kr�I.la's showing the perfect Vedic path to His sincere 
devotee. Arjuna, being a sincere devotee, was convinced that Lord 
Kr�I.la would reveal to him about what his real duty was by speaking 
His transcendental knowledge. The Bhagavad Gita and other 
revealed scriptures are the transcendental knowledge of the Lord, 
which are best heard from the lips of the pure devotees. 

TEXT 36 

q1q��1llJl!l��145Aa1;11aa1P.H: I 
d�l511�i � � � I  
� � �� � �: � � 1 1 �� 1 1  

piipam eviisrayed asmiin 
hatvaitiin iitatiiyina]J 

tasmiin niirhii vayam hantum 
dhiirtarii�triin svabiindhaviin 

svajanam hi katham hatvii 
sukhina]J syama miidhava 

TRANSLATION 

0 Madhava, by killing . these aggressors we will only gain 
sin. Therefore, it would not be proper for us to kill the sons of 
Dh.rtar�tra who are our kinsmen. How could we be happy after 
destroying our own family? 
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PURPORT 

In public administration there are many laws regarding 
aggressors. For example, in the Vasi�tha Smruti it is stated: 

agnido garadas caiva sastrapfu)ir dhanapahal) 
k$etra dara haras caiva $a<;lete atatayinal) 

"Any person who sets fire to one's house, who gives poison, 
who attacks with deadly weapons, who robs one's wealth, unlawfully 
occupies one's land, or kidnaps one's wife, these six are called 
aggressors. "  

In regard to  what should be done to  an aggressor, Manu 
Maharaja, the universal administrator, says: 

atatayinam ayantam hanyad eva 'vicarayan 
na atatayi badhe do$o hantum bhavati kascanal) 

"If an aggressor comes, the law is that he should be punished 
or even killed without much consideration as sin will not occur from 
doing so because there is no sin in killing an aggressor. " 

But one should not misunderstand this scriptural statement, 
thinking it to be a license to commit murder. The word atatayinal), 
or "aggressors , "  in this verse only applies in cases of legal 
administration. Arjuna and his brothers are royal administrators. 
Duryodhana fits in the scriptural definition as an aggressor because 
he arranged for a house which was made of a very flammable shellac 
material to be set ablaze when the Pa:r:ic;lavas were inside . He 
administered poison to Bhimasena, he cheated the Pa:r:ic;lavas out 
of their wealth and kingdom in a gambling tournament, and morally 
insulted their wife, Draupadi. In fact, the Kauravas were entangled 
in all six kinds of aggression. Therefore, according to the law of 
Manu, they should be put to death. 

The word papam, or "sin", used in this text is very significant, 
because according to the scriptures a Guru should never be killed, 
and this is the spiritual law. Among the various types of scriptures, 
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the political scriptures are considered to be subordinate to the 
religious scriptures.  As it is stated in the Yajftavalkya Smruti: 

smrtyor virodhe nyayas tu balavan vyavaharata]J. 
artha-sastras tu balavad dharma-sastram iti sthitil;J. 

"If in some legal decisions, the legal scriptures and the 
religious scriptures differ, the statements of the religious scriptures 
must be accepted as decisive because religious scripture is superior 
to legal books. This is the authoritative conclusion. "  

The killing of  aggressors i s  meant for ordinary people, but 
Arjuna is a devotee of the Lord, and a devotee's foremost quality 
is forgiveness .  As Lord Sri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu stated,  
amaninam manadena, meaning a real devotee even extends respect 
to those who have disrespected him. Therefore, Arjuna indicates 
to Lord Knu.ia, "Even though they are aggressors, it would be a sin 
to kill my teachers and elders. Hence, I do not see any welfare from 
killing my respected relatives and friends, since for a sinner there is 
neither any happiness in this world nor in the next. Besides, without 
them I will not be able to enjoy the kingdom." Thus, when Arjuna 
addresses Lord Sri Kpma as Madhava, the husband of the Goddess 
of Fortune, he is requesting Lord Kn;1.1a not to bring him any 
misfortune by his having to engage in this warfare. While in his 
bewildered state, Arjuna was unaware that Lord Kri;;1.1a never lets 
His pure devotee experience any misery. 

TEXTS 37-38 

<U'4cltd ';{' q�f:a ·�f1?N�d�d\1: I 
i�tt14�d � fit;ic;{I� � 41d%"l l l �� l l 
�� ';{' �4it�1fq: q1q1��1Rl�Fdg:+( I 
11�ttt4�d � !;4q�m4"11<:{"1 1 1 �c1 1  

yadyapy ete na pasyanti 
lobhopahata-cetasal) 
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kula-k$aya-krtam do�am 
mitra-drohe ca piitakam 

katham na jiieyam asmiibhil) 
piipiid asmiin nivartitum 

kulak$aya-krtam do$am 
prapasyadbhir janiirdana 

TRANSLATION 

37 

0 J anardana, although the assembled warriors, being 
overwhelmed by their greed for a kingdom, are unable to see 
the fault in destroying a dynasty or hurting friends, why should 
we, who know the ill results of such sins, engage in this fight? 

PURPORT 

There are four orders in the social body of Vedic civilization, 
namely the BrahmaQa, Kr;;atriya, Vaisya, and Siidra. Of the four 
social orders, the Kr;;atriyas, or warrior class,  are least likely to 
tolerate a challenge against them. As it is said in the Kr;;atriya
D harma,  iih iito na nivarte ta dyii tiid api ral)iid api viditam 
k$atriyasya, "A real Kr;;atriya cannot resist when he is invited for a 
gambling match or for a fight in battle. This nature is in his blood."  

The word nivartitam used in the text highlights Arjuna's 
extraordinary reluctance to do battle in spite of his being challenged. 
Arjuna is indicating, "Even though they are blinded by their greed 
for the kingdom and have assembled here desiring to fight, as a 
devotee I am not blind to the scriptural truth. I will not partake in 
such sinful killing even though I am a Kr;;atriya and have been 
challenged." Arjuna was acting as a saint; therefore he wanted to 
deal with aggressors in the saintly manner following the scriptures. 
As it is stated in the Mahabharat: 

phalato'pi ca yat karma niiniirthe niinu  badhyate 
kevala prati hetiitviit tat dharma iti kathyate 
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"According to the scriptures, if the results of one's actions do 
not make one suffer in hell nor bind one to the cycle of birth and 
death of this world, and if they reward lasting happiness and 
satisfaction, such actions are called religious duty. " 

The Niti Sastra also states, syenena abhicaran yajet, "One 
should not engage in any kind of killing unnecessarily." Although a 
K�atriya, Arjuna is allowing himself to be guided by pious scriptural 
injunctions which are meant for Brahmal).as and not fighting in war. 
Arj una therefore addres.ses Lord Kr�I.la as Janardana, "the 
Caretaker of all beings," in a call for help to solve this great dilemma 
within. He is praying, "O Janardana, I am now in great trouble, 
please help me and take care of me."  

TEXT 39 

l'�� !OfOl�Fa �: (Mid"il: I 
� � � �s� 1 1 ��1 1 

kula-k$aye pral)asyanti 
kula-dharmab sanatanab 

dharme na$fe kulam krtsnam 
adharmo 'bhibhavaty uta 

TRANSLATION 

With the destruction of the dynasty, the eternal traditional 
functions of the families become destroyed, and in such a state, 
the whole dynasty becomes overpowered by irreligious practice. 

PURPORT 

The word kula refers to the family dynasty, the kind which 
has an unbroken chain of succession that dates back to one of the 
original progenitors at the beginning of creation. Such dynasties 
perpetuate the Varl).asrama system

_ 
of Vedic civilization. For 

example, for purity in the family tradition, sixteen Sarilskaras 
(purification ceremonies) are observed for a person from the time 
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before conception until after death. It is the responsibility of the 
elder members to perform these purification ceremonies and rituals 
in order to purify their family members and ancestors. Arjuna was 
concerned that if the head of families and the elders were killed in 
the war, the younger generation would become irreligious and act 
immorally on account of their being bereft of the proper guidance. 
He was concerned that they would not even care to offer the 
required oblations (pi1.H;ladana) to the departed. 

TEXT 40 

� !Ag�f.a ji(J)f�;p04: I 
� � � � �of��\: 1 1)1Cll l  

adharmabhibhavat kf$1)a 
pradu$yanti kula-striya}J. 

stri$U du$t8$u var$1)eya 
jayate varl)a-sankara}J. 

TRANSLATION 

0 �i;ia, when i.rreligion increases, the chaste ladies become 
corrupt, and when womanhood is polluted, 0 descendant of Vni;ii, 
illegitimate children are produced. 

PURPORT 

The usage of the word adharma indicates ignorance of 
Vedic knowledge and engagement in unrestricted sense pleasures. 
Family purity and religious principles protect one another. Arjuna 
is concerned that if the respectable soldiers assembled at Kuruk�etra 
are killed, the Van)asrama system will come to an end and there 
will be unwanted progeny due to degraded womanhood. When 
women are unprotected they freely mingle and engage in illicit 
relationships and thus produce illegitimate children. Chal).akya Niti 
states, vi§vasa naiva kartavyam stri$U, "Due to the unsteady mind 
of promiscuous women, they are untrustworthy. " In all 
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circumstances women need to be protected so that they will not be 
allured by immoral and lusty men. Arjuna here questions that if 
their husbands and family elders are killed in the war, who will 
protect the chastity of the ladies? Also, who will save the pure Vedic 
standard coming down in unbroken tradition from eternity if there 
is unwanted progeny? The symptom of illegitimate progeny or those 
born out of wedlock is that they don't care about maintaining pure 
rules of family dynasty. In his mind Arjuna has already answered 
these questions and thus decided not to fight, in order to protect 
morality and spiritual traditions in human society. 

TEXT 41 

� "1V"hl�� ji�&ll"1i ji�� � I 
� � � (1cafqo:£i�tflRfi41= 1 1�1 1 1  

saiJkaro narakiiyaiva 
kula-ghniinam kulasya ca 

patanti pitaro hy e$iiii1. 
Jupta-piIJ.c;lodaka-kriyii]J. 

TRANSLATION 

Such illegitimate progeny definitely send their own dynasty 
to hell along with those who destroy the dynasty. The spirits of 
the forefathers are also degraded because the traditional 
oblations of ceremonial food and water to them come to an end. 

PURPORT 

The goals of those who follow the ritualistic Karmakal)<;la 
section of the Vedas include Dharma, Artha, Kama, and Mok�a; 
that is, to be religious, to obtain wealth, to experience sense 
gratification, and to give charity for liberation. Those who act 
whimsically, breaking the rules established in the scriptures, reach 
hell, and those who abide by the rules go to heaven. Neither of 
these destinations are permanent. Liberation, on the other hand, 
means going beyond heaven and hell to the spiritual world, which 
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is permanent. Those who doubt that their ancestors are liberated 
use the ritual called PiQ<;iadana, which involves offering oblations 
to the forefathers so that the ancestors who are not already liberated 
are pacified. Best of all is the system of Paflcama Puru�artha, 
or the path of spiritualism, which automatically pleases the 
forefathers and other living entities. For example, if one becomes a 
sincere devotee of Lord Kr�Qa, regardless of their background or 
birth, all cate_gories of obligations are automatically fulfilled. As 
stated in the Srimad Bhagavatam: 

devar$i bhiitapta nmam pitmam 
na kirikaro nayam rIJi ca rajan 

sarvatmana yal;l saraQaiil saraQyam 
gato mukundam parihrtya kartum 

"Anyone who has taken shelter of the Lotus Feet of Mukunda; 
Lord Kr�Qa, the giver of liberation; by giving up all kinds of worldly 
obligations, and has taken to the path of devotional life in all 
seriousness, owes neither duty nor obligations to the demigods, 
sages, family members, humankind, forefathers, or other living 
entities. " 

Such duties are automatically taken care of, just as when one 
waters the root of a tree the whole tree is nourished. Therefore, the 
best arrangement is to become a sincere devotee of Lord Kr�Qa 
and not have to worry about other obligations. 

TEXT 42 

�= jii?ib11"1i ;oiof�Ql«ht\\: I 
\3�fij� �: � �di: l l'<s'�l l 

do$air etail;l kula-ghnanam 
varQa-saiikara-karakail;l 

utsadyante jati-dharmal;l 
kula-dharmas ca sa5vatal;l 
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TRANSLATION 

Due to the evil deeds of such illegitimate population, long
standing family traditions and civic purity become destroyed. 

PURPORT 

The word do�airsignifies that the lower natures of illegitimate 
progeny also bring spiritual discipline to an end. According to 
Sanatana-Dharma, or the eternal religious principles, there are four 
social orders and four spiritual orders (Van;1a and Asrama) , whose 
functions are described in the scriptures. The word ca indicates these 
Varl)as and Asramas, which are supposed to be continuously 
followed until one's death in order to have satisfaction in this life 
and in the next. If the spiritual standards of the leaders are corrupted, 
the general population will be induced to neglect their prescribed 
duty of pleasing the Supreme Personality of Godhead, Lord Sri 
K:pma, and thus the stock of human miseries will increase. Hence 
the quality of life is directly linked to the spirituality of the leaders 
and general population. 

TEXT 43 

� 'ijQtlOli :::Jl .. l*I I 
�S� ft lM<11(4j%{Wf 1 1��1 1  

utsanna-kula-dharmiil).iim 
manu�yiil).iilil janiirdana 

narake 'niyataril viiso 
bhavatity anususruma 

TRANSLATION 

0 Janardana, I have heard from authorities that those 
people whose sacred family traditions are destroyed live in hell 
for an undetermined time. 
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PURPORT 

Ideal people such as Arjuna always follow bona-fide 
authorities. Their statements are therefore not mental concoctions. 
Arjuna is thinking that if the war takes place , the resulting 
illegitimate progeny will produce chaos by following perverted 
religious practices due to insufficient or improper guidance. As the 
Dharma Sastra states: 

prayascittam akurvavab pape$U nirata.Q nara.Q 
apascattapinab ka$tan nirayan yanti darm;ian 

"Those who do not follow the prescribed religious ceremonies 
of atonement remain burdened with all kinds of sins. Unless they 
observe religious ceremonies, such sinners will suffer in the ferocious 
hellish planets that are full of misery. " 

Fortunately, the Vedic scriptures include various processes 
of atonement for those who have deviated from the prescribed rules 
of the Van:1asrama institution. 

TEXT 44 

� � q�(':flq � 6Q€1f�dl � I 
<t�l'i;lf�\�&iiR � \''l'::it"i�Qdl: 1 1){){ 1 1  

aho bata mahat-papam 
kartum vyavasita vayam 

yad rajya-sukha-lobhena 
hantum svajanam udyatab 

TRANSLATION 

Alas, how degrading it is that out of greed for the happiness 
of a kingdom we, even though wise, have become enthusiastic to 
commit such a great sin. 

PURPORT 

People who are without scriptural knowledge are capable of 
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doing anything for their own sense pleasure, including killing their 
elders. Arjuna, however, being a wise devotee, is conscious of the 
Vedic principles, and thus he thinks, "Oh! What a sorry state of 
affair! Due to my greed for kingdom I have lost my intelligence 
and am ready to commit the sin of killing my friends, honorable 
elders, and relatives. 0 Lord, what is to be done? Even if my other 
brothers and I were to resign from this fight, my brother Bhimasena 
would still engage in killing them."  In this way, Arjuna, being fully 
bewildered, is beset by doubts. 

TEXT 45 

� '11'1!ARF"fll%'1�1W :u�q10F£1: I 
�ld(l�I \UT 15;.ge� � � 1 1�'1 1 1  

yadi mam apratikarakam 
asastraril sastra-pal)ayal) 

dhartara$tra raIJe hanyus 
tan me k$ematararil bhavet 

TRANSLATION 

I would consider it beneficial for me if the sons of 
Dhrtar�tra came equipped with weapons to kill me, even though 
I am unarmed and unresisting. 

PURPORT 

According to the fighting principles of Vedic civilization, a 
soldier should not lift arms against another soldier who is unwilling 
to fight or is in retreat. Due to his soft-heartedness, Arjuna has 
decided not to fight, forgetting that he was fighting a religious war 
against evil-doers. The words yadi mam raise the question of what 
would happen in terms of karma if Arjuna resigned from the 
fight yet was killed by someone like Bhil:ima or Drol).a. The word 
k$emataram provides the answer for Arjuna, who is already full of 
forgiveness for those who might kill him. His sentiment is, "If I am 
killed, I will be liberated and they will incur no sin because I shall 
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forgive them for doing so." At this stage, Arjuna is determined to 
resign from fighting the war at any cost. 

TEXT 46 

� �  
tN�14t= � �� \341Maj(( I 
M�'.21 � � !li'l41\tM''1+11"1�= 1 1)(� 1 1  

safJ.jaya uviica 
evam uktvarjunal) sankhye 

rathopastha upavisat 
visrjya sasaram ciipam 

8oka-samvigna-miinasal) 

TRANSLATION 

Saiijaya said: Arjuna, after thus speaking on the battlefield, 
set his bow and arrows aside and, overwhelmed with grief, sat 
down on the back portion of his chariot. 

PURPORT 

The anxious King Dhrtara�tra, who wanted to know the mind 
of Arjuna at Kuruk�etra, finally received encouraging news from 
his charioteer, Saftjaya. Saftjaya uses the word evam to let the king 
know that while Arjuna had come with great determination and 
was prepared to fight, he had now given up his arms and was 
sitting dejectedly on the backside of his chariot filled with great 
distress. This change in Arjuna's fighting spirit was not born out of 
cowardliness, but because of compassion, and thus he preferred to 
be neutral. The devotees of Lord Kr�IJ.a are naturally very merciful, 
and the Lord reciprocates with them through timely sprouting 
realizations from within. 

Thus ends the Vrajavasi Purports to the First Chapter of the 
Srimad Bhagavad Gita in the matter of Despondency of Arjuna at 
the Battlefield of Kuruk�etra. 

Hari Om Tat Sat 





CHAPTER TWO 

The Science of the Soul 

TEXT 1 

� �  

� (I'� 9\q'lUMtsa'1�'!?lfj1#;�01"( I 

Mlf1;;;:afit� �l"f4!1�M �: 1 1 1 1 1  

saii.jaya uvaca 

tam tatha krpayavi$tam 

asru-pii.makulek$al).am 

Vi$idantam idam vakyam 

uvaca madhusii.danal;l 

TRANSLATION 

Saiijaya said: Seeing Arjuna filled with compassion and 

sorrowful tears, Lord �l)a, the killer of the Madhu Demon, 

began to speak in the following way. 
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PURPORT 

When King Dhrtara�tra heard from Safi.jaya that Arjuna 

had decided to adopt the path of nonviolence, he became very 

happy. This was the breakthrough he felt his sons needed to have 

an undisturbed kingdom. Hearing that Arjuna was seated on the 

rear of his chariot, unarmed and dejected, Dhrtara�tra asked Safi.jaya 

for further news. This shows that Dhrtara�tra was interested in the 

downfall of the PaQ.c;lavas. 

One who is in ignorance laments unnecessarily. As noted in 

the VyakaraJ).a Sastra, ajiiiinena socati iti sii.dra]J, "Unnecessarily 

lamenting is a characteristic of a Siidra. "  Thus, a Siidra-type person 

identifies with the material body due to ignorance. When such a 

person is trained in Kr�Q.a consciousness that person realizes that 

the body is just a cover for the soul. Since the soul is a part of God, 

Lord Sri Kr�Q.a, its duty is to discharge His orders in the same way 

that a hand is meant to serve the whole body. 

Arjuna is a K�atriya devotee of the Lord, but here he is acting 

as a Siidra due to his lamentation over the impending death of his 

relatives, a material concern. When Safi.jaya addresses Lord Kr�JJ.a 

as Madhusiidana, "killer of the Madhu Demon," he is recalling 

Arjuna's having begged Kr�JJ.a to destroy his Madhu demon-like 

ignorance. When a living entity fully surrenders to Lord Kr�i;ia, He 

helps that person from within as the Supersoul and in a manifested 

form as the Spiritual Master, thus clearing one's demon-like 

ignorance. In order to remove illusion so that an interested person 

can return to the spiritual world to enjoy eternally, Lord Kr�JJ.a 

arranges for the science of self-realization to be heard by such a 

soul. 
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TEXT 2 

� 
jld�I 'l\\l'f{')fq& � � I 
;sj•ffEtite+i�.;:p;!fq�fd'l\('14"'1 1 1�1 1 

sri bhagaviin uviica 

kutas-tvii kasmalam idam 
vi$ame samupasthitam 

aniirya-ju$tam asvargyam 
akirti-karam arjuna 

TRANSLATION 

49 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead said: 0 Arjuna, why 
has this untimely lamentation come over you? Such a state is 
neither befitting a noble person nor does it lead to heaven; it 
results in infamy. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kf�I).a is addressed here as Bhagavan, the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead. The definition and characteristics of the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead are described in the Svetasvatara 
Upani�ad thus: 

na tasya kiiryam karaIJ.aril ca vidyate 
na tasya sama cabhyadhikas ca drsyate 

para :Sya saktir vividhaiva sriiyate 
sviibhiiviki jii.iina vala-kriyii ca 

"The Supreme Lord does not possess a bodily form like that 
of an ordinary living entity. There is no difference between His body 
and His soul. He is absolute. All His senses are transcendental. Any 
one of His senses can perform the action of any other sense. No 
one is greater than Him or equal to Him. His potencies are spiritual 
and multifarious, and thus His deeds are automatically performed 
in a natural sequence."  
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In the title "Bhagavan," the segment bhaga means opulences 
and the segment van means one who possesses them. There are six 
categories of opulences in total in the Vedic scriptures and Lord 
Kr�i:ia possesses them all in full. Parasara 

Muni, the father of Srila Vyasadeva, states about why Lord 
Kr�i:ia is the sole Supreme God in the Parasara Smruti thus: 

ai§varyasya samagrasya viryasya yasasab §riyal) 
jii.ana vairagyayos capi $81)1)am bhaga itiilgal)al) 

"Anyone who possesses all riches, all strength, all fame, all 
beauty, all knowledge, and all renunciation is called Bhagavan, or 
'Supreme God."' 

All the Vedic scriptures address Lord Kpma as the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead, Bhagavan, because He possesses all the 
above stated six opulences in full. The title Bhagavan means no 
one is equal to or greater than Him. Sometimes other great 
personalities, such as Lord Siva and Lord Brahma, may be addressed 
as Bhagavan, but only Lord Kr�l)a is known as the Supreme God. 
As Srila Vyasadeva states in his ultimate writing,  the Srimad 
Bhagavatam: 

ete cam§a kaJa}) pumsa};J k[$1)8S tu bhagavan svayam 
indrari vyakulam lokam mr<;layanti yuge yuge 

"The lists of incarnations of Godhead mentioned here in 
the Srimad Bhagavatam are all either plenary expansions or parts 
of the plenary expansions of the Supreme Godhead, but, among all 
of them, Lord Sri Kr�i:ia is the Supreme Personality of Godhead 
Himself. " 

Therefore , Lord Kr�l)a and the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead are one and the same person. At this point in His 
conversation with Arjuna, Lord Kf�l)a uses the words kutas and 
kasmala to show that He is not at all pleased with Arjuna's present 
attitude because Arjuna's timidness was unbecoming of a Ksatriya 
in the royal line. Materialistic people who are ignorant of spiritual 
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knowledge may decline to follow Lord Krl?IJ.a's path, but for . the 
Aryans or civilized people like Arjuna, such behavior was not 
anticipated and not approved. Therefore, it is not expected for a 
civilized person like Arjuna to lament unnecessarily. 

TEXT 3 
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klaivyam ma snia gamal) partha 
naitat tvayy upapadyate 

k$udram hrdaya-daurbalyam 
tyaktotti$tha paramtapa 

TRANSLATION 

Therefore, 0 son of Prthi, be not overcome by such 
impotence. It is not befitting you; 0 chastiser of the enemy, give 
up this petty weakness of heart and stand up to fight. 

PURPORT 

The Lord is saying: "O Arjuna, how has this illusion which is 
taking you away from your occupational duty come over you? Such 
behavior is criticized by all knowledgeable people . This kind of 
illusion may overcome an impotent Kl?atriya, but you are My friend 
and the son of Prtha by the benediction of Indra, the king of heaven; 
therefore it is not befitting you. This attitude is against your k$atriya
dhanna (warrior duties) and should be rejected. The civilized people 
gladly reject actions that are unheavenly and bring them infamy." 

Arjuna, on the other hand, does not believe his thoughts are 
cowardly. Rather, he thinks they are filled with respect for his elders, 
such as Bhil?ma and DroQ.a, and show mercy for the sons of 
Dhrtaral?tra. Knowing his thoughts, Lord Krl?IJ.a tells Arjuna: "Your 
thoughts are neither intelligent nor filled with mercy, but are filled 
with illusion and lamentation. You should not renounce your 
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k$atriya-dharma and go to the forest as if you were a Brahma.Q.a. 
Those qualified Brahma.Q.as who take to the Sanyasa order of 
life and wear saffron cloth follow their own prescribed duties. 
You may think that by giving up your K�atriya duties you too will 
go to heaven, but that is not a fact. Therefore, 0 killer of enemies, 
without caring for fame or infamy, heaven or hell, follow My orders 
and get up to fight." 

Here the word k$udram refers to Arjuna's previous cowardly
like statement, "I am unable to fight; my body quivers and my mind 
is unsteady." Therefore, Lord Kr�.Q.a uses the word parantapal) to 
tell Arjuna that he should give up his cowardly mood and arm 
himself to defeat the enemy. Lord Kr�.Q.a informs Arjuna, "As your 
friend, 0 Arjuna, I must tell you that sentimental renunciation would 
only bring criticism to your dynasty and to Me as well ." 

TEXT 4 
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arjuna uvaca 
katham bhi$mam aham sankhye 

drol)am ca madhusudana 
i$ubhil) prati-yotsyami 

pujarhav arisudana 

TRANSLATION 

Arjuna said: 0 Madhusiidana, killer of enemies, how can I 
counterattack with my arrows such venerable personalities as 
B�ma and Drog.a? 

PURPORT 

Those personalities who are honorable should be shown 
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respect in all circumstances and at all times. As it is stated in the 
Vi�Q.U PuraQ.a, pratibadhnati hi sreya}J piijya-piija vyatikrama}.J, 
"Those who disregard respectable personalities certainly face 
inauspiciousness . "  Arjuna therefore tells Lord Kp:;Q.a that he is 
against the war because his superiors on the other side are 
worshipable for him. Arjuna feels his position should be one of 
offering them flowers at their feet, rather than piercing them with 
sharp arrows. As the K�atriya Dharma also says, piijyanam na 
nivarteta]J: "One should not hurt superiors in any way even if they 
hurt you." One should not even joke or speak sarcastically with 
superiors, what to speak of fighting with them. 

Lord Kr�Q.a is again addressed here as Madhusfldana because 
Arjuna silently reminds Lord Kr�Q.a within his heart, "O Kr�Q.a! 
You only killed demons in Your fights. You did not kill Your teacher, 
Sandipani Muni, nor Your relatives, the Yadu dynasty. Your dynasty 
is also called Madhu, due to their being residents of Madhupuri. 
You are called Madhusfldana, the killer of the Madhu Demon. It is 
not because You killed Your Madhu dynasty, but because You killed 
the demon, Madhu. Is it not true that K�atriyas are supposed to 
worship and feed the BrahmaQ.as? DroQacharya, Krpacharya, and 
Asvatthama are BrahmaQ.as and they are in the opposite army. How 
can I fight with them to kill them? Although Duryodhana has put 
these BrahmaQ.as in the front of his army to fight with me, I should 
not fight with them because it is written in the Manu Smruti, piijya
piija vyatikrama}J, 'It is better to be dead than to be disrespectful 
towards honorable personalities. ' "  

Knowing these arguments running within Arjuna's mind, Lord 
Kr�Q.a replied: "O Arjuna! Apparently you do not know what is to 
be accepted and what is to be rejected. Those who are ready to 
fight with you have lost their respectability. " The Mahabharat 
explains this thus: 

guror apy avaliptasya karyakaryam ajanata]J 

utpatha pratipannasya parityago vidhiyate 
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"When a teacher goes astray by engaging in abominable 
activities and does not understand what is correct to do and what is 
incorrect to do, such a teacher should be abandoned." 

Lord Kr�I)a continued, "Since your teachers, who have come 
to fight with you, supported the misdeeds against you and the other 
Pal)c;J.avas, they are no longer respectable ." 

TEXT S 
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guriin ahatvii hi mahiinubhaviin 
chreyo bhoktum bhaik$yam apiha Joke 

hatvartha kiimams tu guriin ihaiva 
bhuiijiya bhogiin rudhira-pradigdhiin 

TRANSLATION 

It is better to live in this world by begging than to live at 
the cost of the lives of my respectable teachers . If these 
respectable superiors are killed, all the pleasurable gains will 
certainly be tainted with their blood. 

PURPORT 

Arjuna now tells Lord Kr�:Q.a: " O  Kf�I)a, if You are wondering 
how I will survive in this world if I do not fight for my rightful 
kingdom, my answer to this is, guriin ahatva: "Instead of killing my 
respectable elders I shall beg alms for my livelihood, even though 
it is not recommended for my K�atriya class. I may be criticized in 
this world for doing so, but I will surely be received with great 
respect in the spiritual world. "  
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Arjuna is also indicating, "O friend, Kf�I)a, I agree that these 
respectable elders have lost their power of discernment by 
supporting Duryodhana's evil scheme. That is why I think they 
should be rej ected but not killed .  Furthermore , Bhi�ma has 
controlled his lust and also his time of death, he cannot be faulty." 
This is the inner meaning of the word mahanubhavan. At the same 
time, Arjuna was aware of Bhi�ma's statement to Yudhi�thira as he 
stated in the Mahabharat: 

arthasya pUIU$O daso dasatv artho na kasyacit 
iti satyam maharajal) baddho 'smy arthena kauravail). 

"Man is the servant of wealth, but wealth is not the servant of 
anyone. 0 king, I am actually bound by the regular allowance of 
the Kauravas. "  

The words hatvartha kaman in the text refer t o  people like 
Bhi�ma, who are deprived of their reasoning power by being sold 
out to irreligious people like Duryodhana and have thus lost their 
respectability. Although this has made them eligible to be killed in 
the battle, Arjuna is feeling that, despite having lost their purity 
and respectability, they are still to be honored. In support of this, 
the Srimad Bhagavatam states: 

dharma vyatikramo dr$ta isvaral)am ca sahasam 
tejiyasam na do$aya vahne sarva-bhujo yatha 

"Sometimes spiritually powerful personalities are seen boldly 
acting in a way that transgresses moral principles. No fault should 
be seen in their acts because their prowess does not diminish in any 
way, just as a huge blazing fire burns everything good and bad 
supplied to it and no one considers its work faulty because its 
potency of burning remains the same." 

Arj una thinks that killing them would bring misfortune 
because the victory would be smeared with their blood. He is 
therefore perplexed by two contradicting statements; the scriptures 
state that honorables should be respected in all circumstances; and 
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Lord Kr�r.ia is telling him that the honorables have lost their 
respectability because they were supporting injustice, and thus 
killing them is not offensive. Arjuna's dilemma is that he feels they 
should be rejected and not killed. 

TEXT 6 
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na caitad vidma kataran no gariyo 
yad va jayema yadi va no jayeyul;J. 

yan eva hatva na jijivi$amas 
te 'vasthita pramukhe dhartara$tral;J. 

TRANSLATION 

At this juncture we do not even know what is better for us, 

if we conquer them or they conquer us. If we killed the sons of 
Dhrtara�tra, we would not even desire to live, and they are 
standing before us. 

PURPORT 

Fighting for the right cause is the occupation of the K�atriyas, 
not begging alms for a living. The words na ca etad stated in this 
text indicate Arjuna's uncertainty about what he should do. He does 
not know what is better; begging, which is not recommended for a 
K�atriya, or killing those he respects. He is also uncertain about the 
outcome of the war because Duryodhana has a greater number of 
warriors on his side. Arjuna therefore uses the word yaneva to mean: 
"I do not know what is more beneficial: to fight or resign from the 
fight. Even if we win, it is equal to defeat since it will not be 
possible for us to enjoy the outcome of war by killing the 
respectables. The pain associated with killing friends and relatives 
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will hardly offset the gain from victory. By begging, however, even 
though I may be criticized while alive, I will have more than enough 
pleasure after my death. " Arjuna is therefore considering concluding 
that begging is better than fighting. 

This debate within Arjuna is not speculation, but the result 
of his lifelong study of Vedic scriptures and experience of its 
standards. Arjuna's nature is therefore reflected in the following 
statement found in the Kathopani�ad: 

tasmiid evam bicchiinta diinta upataras titik$ul) 

sraddhiinvito bhiitvii iitmanyeva iitmiinam pasyet 

" One should control one's senses and practice detachment 
from material affairs . One should be full of patience and have 
unflinching faith in the words of the Lord and one's own Gurii and 
also see all other living entities as equal to one's own self. " 

Arjuna has practically proven to have all these qualities in 
him because when Arjuna says, "What is the use of having the 
kingdom? " it shows his control over the senses. When he says, "I 
do not want to enjoy even the kingdom of the three worlds," it 
shows his detachment . When he says, "begging is better than 
enjoying the kingdom," it shows his patience over duality. Also, by 
his obedience to the words of his Gurii and the scriptures, Arjuna 
demonstrates his unflinching faith. In this way, Arjuna has made 
his reputation as a learned scholar and practitioner of the Vedic 
scriptures. 

TEXT ? 
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karpaQya--do$opahata�svabhavab 
prcchami tvam dharma-sammuQha-cetab 

yac chreyab syiin niscitam bruhi tan me 
si$yas te 'ham sadhi mam tvam prapannam 

TRANSLATION 

2-7 

On account of being overwhelmed by meekness my heroic 
quality has become suppressed and I am now confused about my 
real duty. Therefore, please tell me decisively what is most 
beneficial for me. I am now Your disciple, a soul surrendered 
unto You. Please instruct me. 

PURPORT 

Generally speaking, people in this material world become 
confused when things they do not want are forced upon them and 
when things they want are not supplied to them. This confusion 
reveals one's ignorance of the laws of material nature. By taking 
shelter of a bona-fide devotee of the Lord, one receives the 
knowledge by which one can gradually become transcendental to 
material nature and free from confusion. Arjuna is also confused, 
which is why he does not know what to do. He has chosen to take 
shelter of the Lord and make Him his Spiritual Master because he 
is a learned devotee and friend of Lord Kpm.a. 

Those who have achieved a civilized human birth but do not 
take to the values of human life by following the words of the Lord, 
which are contained in the Vedic scriptures, are called miserly or 
said to have lost their natural potency. As the B:rhadaraJ).yaka 
Upani!;)ad states, yo va etad ak$aram gargy aviditva asmal Jokat praiti 

sa krpaQab, "O Gargi, after taking a human birth, those who do 
not surrender to the Supreme Lord but remain attached to material 
things and thus die like cats and dogs are called misers. "  Here, 
Arjuna applies the word karpanya, or "miserly, " to himself, 
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indicating that his natural heroic potency is suppressed, and thus 
he is unable to decide what is good for him. This is due to being 
overcome by the weakness of misdirected pity. Arjuna is on this 
platform because of choosing something that is contrary to the desire 
of the Lord. Seeing Arjuna's mood, Lord Krsna tells him, "You are 
using the scriptures to support your speculative thoughts, having 
chosen as a K�atriya to live by begging. Why, then, are you now 
asking Me what you should do?" When Kr�JJ.a thus hesitated to 
answer Arjuna because such friendly talks between them would 
not lead them to any conclusion, Arjuna surrendered to Lord Kr�JJ.a 
completely by saying, "O Lord, I accept You as my Spiritual Master. 
As your disciple, I shall not argue with or refute Your statements." 

Arjuna thus demonstrated how one should approach a 
scripturally authorized and bona-fide Spiritual Master and surrender 
unto him. As it is stated in the MuJ)<;iaka Upani�ad: 

tad vijiianartham sa guriim evabhi gacchet 

samit-pa!J.iJ:i srotriyam brahman-ni$tham 

"To learn the science of devotional service to the Supreme 
Godhead, an inclined candidate should approach, with folded hands, 
a self-realized Spiritual Master who is born into a pure BrahmaJ)a 
dynasty, is spiritually initiated, is expert in the Vedic knowledge, 
and is fixed in direct devotional service to the Lord."  

A similar statement is  found in the Chandogya Upani�ad, 
acaryavan puru$O vedal;i, "A person who, with devotion, takes 
shelter of a scripturally authorized and bona-fide Spiritual Master 
can know the science of the Absolute Truth perfectly." 

Lord Kr�JJ.a was Arjuna's friend, so He could say, "Why should 
I be your teacher? We are friends."  But Arjuna wisely accepted 
Lord Kr�JJ.a as his Guru by surrendering unto Him. Until one fully 
surrenders like Arjuna, who said, "O Kr�JJ.a, now whatever You say 
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I shall follow," one cannot realize the value of having a human birth. 
One should not imitate Arjuna and think they can accept Lord Kr�:Q.a 
directly as their Spiritual Master, because the Vedic rule is that 
the Spiritual Master must be physically present before the 
candidate to initiate. Without physical presence of the Guru, spiritual 
initiation remains incomplete and unauthorized. As the MuQ<;iaka 
Upani�ad states: 

tasmai sa vidviin upa$8JJJJiiya samyak 

prasanta-cittasya samanvitaya 

yeniik$aram puru$aiil veda satyam 

provaca tam tattvato brahma-vidyiim 

"With firm faith in the Supreme Godhead and having a 
peaceful mind, one must humbly approach a learned Spiritual Master 
for spiritual initiation. While keeping all the senses under control, 
one must inquire submissively from him with a service attitude. 
Because he is well-versed in scriptural knowledge and knows the 
Lord in truth, he will reveal the Lord without a doubt." 

How a candidate should behave with the Guru is stated in the 
Svetasvatara Upani�ad thus, yatha deve tatha gurau, "Gurii should 
be seen and served as good as God-then only will transcendental 
knowledge manifest in the heart ."  These statements confirm that 
one should reject miserliness by properly accepting spiritual initiation 
from a scripturally authentic Spiritual Master in order to overcome 
the perplexities of life. 

Thinking that one may accept Lord Kr�Qa as their Guru or 
that one may become a disciple of a physically departed Guru is 
rejected here by Arjuna's actions and the statements of the revealed 
scriptures. Lord Kr�1_1a, after all, was present before Arjuna to 
instruct him on every point. Therefore, those who have physical 
bodies must surrender to a physical Guru to be encouraged to do 
the right thing and to be corrected when they have gone wrong. 
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na hi prapasyami mamapanudyad 
yac chokam uccho$aIJam indriyal)am 

avapya bhii.mav asapatnam rddham 
rajyam sural)am api cadhipatyam 

TRANSLATION 

61 

Even if I were to achieve the whole earth, including all 
prosperity, as an unrivalled kingdom; as well as the kingdom 
of heaven, I do not perceive how I could remove the grief which 
is drying up my senses. 

PURPORT 

It is a fact that no amount of material facilities can give relief 
from the problems of life. Otherwise, Arj una would not have 
rejected a kingdom consisting of the three worlds. Therefore, if one 
wants to be free from all of life's problems, one must take shelter of 
a qualified and scripturally authorized Guru and serve Lord Sri 
Kp;;JJ.a, as Arjuna did. For Arjuna, Lord Kpma was his Guru and 
also God, but when Lord Kr�JJ.a is not personally present then one 
should seek out a pure devotee who is authorized by the ancient 
Vedic scriptures to function as Guru and take shelter of him through 
taking spiritual initiation. Such a Spiritual Master is called a bona
fide Guru. In accepting a Spiritual Master, nothing; including 
prosperity of the Guru, the psychological talks of the Guru, the size 
of the Guru's following, and not even one's own mind's demands; 
should allure one when choosing the Guru. Arjuna was not allured 
by the kingdom of heaven, what to speak of the earth. One should 
rather carefully follow scriptural evidence in regard to accepting 
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the Gurii. Even if one wants to be free from only one of the 
problems of life, or the most important ones, such as birth, death, 
old age, and disease, one must approach a bona-fide Spiritual Master 
and take shelter at his lotus feet. One should not remain forever a 
helpless wanderer in the misery-laden material world. 

TEXT 9 
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saii.jaya uvaca 
evam uktva hr$ikesaril 

gu<;lakesal) parariltapal) 
na yotsya iti govindam 

uktva tii$1)iril babhiiva ha 

TRANSLATION 

Saiijaya said: Having thus spoken, Arjuna, the chastiser of 
enemies, told Lord Kn1;1.a, "O Govinda! I will not fight," and 
became silent. 

PURPORT 

The words evam uktva stated in this text stand for Arjuna's 1 

complete surrender to Lord Kr�l)a. Arjuna is saying, "O Govinda, 
You know the conclusion of the Sastras (revealed scriptures ) ;  
therefore please guide m e  o n  the right path." King Dhrtara�tra was 
previously gladdened by Arjuna's rejection of war and his desire to 
adopt the beggar's occupation, but then Safljaya informed him of 
Arjuna's surrender to Lord Kr�l)a as His disciple. Dhrtara�tra knew 
very well that Lord Kr�l)a wanted the war to happen. He was 
therefore not very happy when Safi.jaya, with the word ha, tactfully 
forewarned Dhrtara�tra of Arjuna's becoming free of his lethargy 
to again assume his role as chastiser of the enemies. Upon knowing 
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this, Dhrtara�tra lost hope for securing the kingdom for his sons, 
since he knew that Lord Kr�.Q.a would soon remove Arjuna's sadness 
and reengage him in his K�atriya spirit. Saftjaya has therefore 
reminded the king that Arjuna is by behavior called parantapa, or 
one who expertly defeats all the enemies before him. 

TEXT 10 
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tam uvaca hr$Ikesal) 
prahasann iva bharata 

senayor ubhayor madhye 
vi$idantam idariJ. vacal) 

TRANSLATION 
0 descendant of Bharata (Db.rtar�tra), Lord Sri :Kfl:r;ia, as 

if smiling, spoke the following words to the grief-stricken Arjuna, 
in the midst of the armies. 

PURPORT 

In the beginning, Lord Kr�.Q.a's conversation with His friend, 
Arjuna, was casual and friendly, but when Arjuna surrendered unto 
Him as His disciple, Lord Kr�.Q.a responded by speaking very gravely, 
with a very small smile, indicating: "O Arjuna, how can you act so 
foolishly? "  Previously, Lord Kr�Qa was responding to Arjuna's 
friendship, but now, because Kr�.Q.a was addressed by Arjuna as 
Master of the senses, Lord Kr�Qa speaks as the Spiritual Master 
for the benefit of His disciple, Arjuna, and the whole world. 
Transcendental knowledge is for everyone ,  whether they are an 

enemy or a friend. 
TEXT 11 
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sri bhagavan uvaca 
asocyan anvasocas tvam 

prajii.a-vadiiiiJ.s ca bha$ase 
gatasun agatasulils ca 

nanusocanti paJJ<;lita}J. 

TRANSLATION 

2-11 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead said: While speaking 
learned words you are mourning for those who are unworthy of 
grief. Those who are learned lament neither for the living nor 
for the dead. 

PURPORT 

Having accepted Arj un a  as His discip l e ,  Lord Kr:;; i:ia  
immediately chastises him for presenting pretentiously learned 
words, by saying: "O Arjuna, your lamentation for your kinsmen is 
illusory. Yo u p o s e  yourself as l e arne d ,  but you are acting 
unintelligently. Previously you said that religious principles are 
superior to political and judicial principles. But, as the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead, I say that transcendental knowledge is 
superior to religious principles. Therefore, a learned person should 
not lament unnecessarily." As it is stated in the Kathopani:;;ad: 

asariralil sarire$v anavasthe$V avasthitam 

mahantalil vibhum atmanalil matva dhiro na focati 

"The physical body of every category of living entity is 
changes and at last perishes, but the owner of the body that resides 
inside each body is steady, unchanging, very subtle, and remains 
unaffected by the changes of the body or by its death. Anyone who 
understands this knowledge that the body is temporary, the soul is 
eternal, and that the soul can occupy any category of body after 
death does not lament when the perishable body dies." 

Generally, when a person dies, the family members mourn 
for the dead person. To a person seated in transcendence, however, 
death is like the changing of clothes for the soul. This is just like 
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how a person in darkness fears a piece of rope, thinking it to be a 

snake, until he comes to know that it is just a piece of rope. Similarly, 
a person will lament for a dead body until coming to real knowledge. 
To have real knowledge means to understand that birth and death 
are for the gross body only, and that this process continues until the 
soul achieves liberation from this world. The soul who owns the 
body cannot be perceived by physical senses because the soul is 
beyond the domain of material senses. The senses of everyone are 
designed solely to comprehend material objects. The words gatasiina 
agatasiina mean that those who are learned do not lament for a 
dead body because the body is always perishable, whereas the soul 
is always eternal. One should therefore take advantage of the human 
form of life to end all suffering by becoming liberated under the 
guidance of a bona-fide Spiritual Master. 

TEXT 12 
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natv evaham jatunasaril 
na tvam neme janadhipal;l 

na caiva na bhavi$y8mai) 
sarve vayam atai) param 

TRANSLATION 

There was never a time when I did not exist, nor you, nor all 
these kings; nor will there ever be a time when we do not exist. 

PURPORT 

The Bhagavad Gita is the transcendental message spoken 
directly by the Supreme Personality of Godhead to His friend and 
disciple, Arjuna. "Bhagavad" means "God" and "Gita" means 
" Song." Thus, "Bhagavad Gita" means "The Song of God." It can 
only be understood by those who are His sincere devotees and/or 
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accept Lord K:na.ia to be the Supreme God. Therefore, one has to 
at least theoretically accept Lord Kr�Q.a to be the Supreme God to 
understand the science presented in the Bhagavad Gita. Those who 
are not devotees, including the Mayavadis (those who think God 
has no form or He is just a light) , cannot relish the nectarine 
knowledge of the Gita, any more than a bee can taste honey from 
the outside of a honey jar. Unfortunately, people who are ignorant 
generally lament for the death of a body when in reality they are 
lamenting over the departure of t h e  s o u l .  As the Srimad 
B h ag avatam states ,  sarve$am e va atmanam nrpa svatmaiva 
vallabhab, "It is certainly true that all living entities love their own 
soul . "  The Svetasvatara Upani�ad also states,  prthag atmanam 
preritaram ca matva, "One must understand that the soul is different 
from and remains unaffected by the gross body. "  

The soul, being part and parcel o f  the Supersoul, i s  not 
affected by the changes of the gross body, including at the time of 
the death of the body. Both the individual soul and Supersoul are 
eternal; that is,  fre e  from birth and death. It is stated in the 
Svetasvatara Upani�ad, ju$fam ta tab tena amrtatvam eti, "Among 
all the things existing in this world, only the soul and the Supersoul 
are eternal, and by knowing this, one attains liberation from this 
world." 

Here, Lord Kr�1.1a is telling Arjuna, "I  am the Supersoul of 
all. You and I and all these kings existed as individual souls in the 
past, just as we exist now and everyone will continue to exist in the 
future as well . "  In this way, Lor� Kp;1.1a explains the soul 's 
indestructible nature to Arjuna. The\example is also sometimes 
given of a less intelligent person who thl:nks that the sun takes birth 
in the morning and dies in the evening. But in fact anyone who 
bases their knowledge on the scriptures knows that the sun goes on 
shining in another place. Similarly, at death, the soul goes on to 
experience the pleasures and pains of its acquired karma in another 
material body unless it is liberated to the spiritual world, where 
birth and death do not exist. 
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Those who are materialistically inclined cannot under-stand 
this reality, nor can they accept that the Supersoul is the Master 
and other souls are the servants of that Master. Those who take full 
shelter of an authentic Spiritual Master in the Vai�I).ava tradition 
can readily understand and appreciate this science. 

TEXT 13 

�s� �� � � � � I 
o� ��1;a<:1'11ff«rili\\d?t � � m�1 1 

dehino 'smin yatha dehe 
kaumararil yauvanaril jara 

tatha dehantara-praptir 
dhiras tatra na muhyati 

TRANSLATION 

As the embodied soul continuously changes its gross body 
from a child's body to a youth's body to an old body, so the soul 
changes one body for another at death. A wise person is not 
bewildered by such a change. 

PURPORT 

A material body becomes an object of love for friends and 
relatives due to the presence of the soul in it. Hence, when a loved 
one somehow dies, lamentation arises in the family. Therefore, 
Lord Kr�IJ.a explains here that in the beginning one has a child's 
body, which changes into a youth's body, then a middle-aged body, 
and lastly to an old body. Similarly, after death one goes to another 
womb to get an infant 's body to begin a new cycle of bodily 
transmigration. The conclusion is that just as we do not lament when 
someone's happy days of childhood are over, we also need not 
lament when the present body comes to an end. Here, Lord Kr�IJ.a 
is telling Arjuna that there is no need to lament for the elders like 
Bhi�ma and Drol).a, because at death they will get a new body to 
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replace their old ones. Whatever body they achieve will be in their 
best interest. 

Informed people know that the present body is the result of 
one's past karma. Lord Kr�JJ.a is saying that whatever kind of body 
one has in a given lifetime, only one soul passes through the three 
stages of the body: childhood, youth, and old age. That is why Lord 
Kpma uses the word dehina}J. in this text in singular form, indicating 
one soul. The Brhadaral)yaka Upani�ad states: 

eka eva vi§uddhatma tasya avidyaya parichinnasya 

tasya pratibimbitasya varal)atmatvam. 

" Indeed, only one spirit soul, due to its connection with 
ignorant matter (the body) , attains different reflections, which are 
seen as many categories of gross bodies and their changes. " 

This is further explained in the Mahopani�ad: 

akasam ekam hi yatha ghatadi�u prthak bhavet 
tatha atmaiko hi anekastho jala-dhare�u ivam§uman 

"Just as there is only one sky but it appears to have many 
different parts due to the presence of scattered clouds, similarly, 
only one individual soul passes through many different stages in a 
body, just as one sun in the sky is reflected in many pots filled with 
water. " 

The conclusion is that the same individual soul is passing 
through different bodily stages. Hence, regardless of the quantity 
or quality of matter, it cannot affect the soul. The soul, however, 
does carry forward its previous habits through the subtle body, 
consisting of the mind, intelligence, and false ego. Otherwise it would 
not be possible for a newly born baby to take the nipples of its 
mother. There are innumerable such individual souls which are 
simultaneously transmigrating between bodies that, when taken 
together, comprise the stock of living entities existing throughout 
the material world. As the Yajurveda states,  jivahy asamkhya}J., 
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"There are innumerable living entities everywhere throughout the 
material creation. " 

TEXT 14 

•w5t1��v� ��ll �f1Jim1�\..:cs=�= 1 
:sti'l'1N1f4;fisf.1(41�i1f�Rt�("l lTIVf 1 1 r� 1 1 

miitrii-sparsiis tu kaunteya 
sit0$1)8-SUkha-dul)khadiil) 

iigamapaymo 'nityiis 
tams titik$asva bhiirata 

TRANSLATION 

0 son of Kunti, it is only through sense perception that 
one experiences temporary happiness and distress like the 
changing of winter and summer seasons. Therefore, 0 scion of 
Bharata, learn to tolerate them without being disturbed. 

PURPORT 

All the senses have become habituated to experience the 
interaction of this material world. The combination of the objects 
of the senses, such as sound; and the senses, like the ears, used to 
exp erience them; produce the impermanent p l e a s ant and 
unpleasant experiences of the self .  Th e s e  experiences are 
continuously changing. Therefore they are understood to be 
temporary, just as cold · water is pleasing in the summer but 
unpleasant in the winter. The scriptures advise us to learn to tolerate 
the changes. For example, although water can be very cold in winter, 
it should not be avoided, because it is recommended in the scriptures 
for bathing to remain clean. By following the recommendations of 
scriptures in all circumstances, our misgivings will be vanquished 
and our faith rewarded. Thus, Lord Kp;J)a advises that even if 
something appears to be unpleasant, as the prospect of having to 
kill friends and relatives appeared to Arjuna, one must continue to 
follow one 's prescribed duty in accordance with the revealed 
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scriptures. Those who do not abide by the laws of scriptures must 
suffer after death. 

Regarding Arj una's being addressed as Kaunteya and 
Bharata, our Spiritual Master, His Divine Grace Srila Prabhupada 
speaks about the importance of birth and parentage thus, "To 
address Arjuna as Kaunteya signifies his great blood relations from 
his mother's side; and to address him as Bharata signifies his 
greatness from his father's side. From both sides, he is supposed to 
have a great heritage. A great heritage brings responsibility in the 
matter of proper discharge of his duties.  Therefore, he cannot avoid 
fighting."  Thus, the importance of birth is illustrated here. 

TEXT 15 

� � � �t14�d � � I 
�=� � tjfs�d(ili4 � 1 1 1 � 1 1 

yam hi na vyathayanty ete 
puru$aii1 puru$ar$abha 

sama-dul)kha-sukham dhiram 
so 'mrtatviiya kalpate 

TRANSLATION 

0 best among men (Arjuna), one who is not disturbed by 
the contacts of sense objects and also remains steady in happiness 
and in distress, such a sober person becomes eligible for liberation. 

PURPORT 

Tolerance is a fact of life. Everyone must learn tolerance 
because every activity involves some austerity. For example, there 
is often some distress,  however slight, associated with our daily 
activities. Lord Kr�JJ.a advises that all tribulations, large or small, 
should be tolerated by following the principles of scriptures. Lord 
Kr�JJ.a promises that those who are not disturbed by their likes and 
dislikes and continuously practice Kr�JJ.a consciousness achieve 
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liberation. In  other words, those who carry on with their prescribed 
duties under all circumstances, whether in happiness or distress, 
become fit for obtaining liberation after this lifetime. As it is said in 
the Kathopanii;;ad: 

suryo yatha sarva lokasya cak$ur 
na lipyate cak$user bahya do$aib 

ekas tatha sarva bhutantar atma 
na lipyate 8oka dul)khena bahyal) 

"Just as the sun, who helps all living entities to see things in 
this world, is not affected by the faults of one's eyes; similarly, the 
eternal Supersoul, who is the one residing in every living entity's 
heart, is not affected by the experiences of the living entity's material 
miseries or lamentations."  

One must therefore be willing to  persevere in  the experiences 
of material ups and downs while practicing Kp;Q.a consciousness in 
order to attain full knowledge of the self and also attain the goal of 
human life, liberation from material bondage. 

TEXT 16 

� � lWTI' ;rrlWiT � �= I 
� res;:a� ... ��'?l<;f!tlf�: m�l l  

nasato vidyate bhavo 
nabhavo vidyate satab 

ubhayor api dr$to 'ntas 
tv anayos tattva-darsibhib 

TRANSLATION 

That which is temporary will perish,  and that which is 
eternal will not end. The realized souls have concluded this by 
seeing the nature of both. 
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PURPORT 

Those who identify with their gross body are said to be situated 
in ignorance. Ironically, without the presence of the soul, one could 
not even identify with one's body. Although the soul is present all 
over the gross body in the form of consciousness, it remains separate 
from the body, just as a bird is separate from its cage. As the Etareya 
Upani�ad states, asailgo hy ayam puru$al), "Although the soul is 
present in the body, it remains unattached to the gross and subtle 
bodies and their experiences of material existence. "  One may 
wonder, then,  how do we experience material happiness and 
distress? Such temporary experiences are actu.ally made by the 
subtle body through the gross body and are experienced by the 
soul to some degree.  In other words, the soul, or self, experiences 
material happiness and distress like a spectator at a sporting event, 
where, when one party wins or loses, the observer (the soul) ,  
although not a direct participant,  experiences some kind of  
happiness or  distress. The soul, however, can experience direct 
pleasure, but only through devotional service. Thus, the word na 
used in this text stands for the soul's impermanent connection to 
the temporary body and its pains and pleasures .  Furthermore, 
because the soul is spiritual, it does not deteriorate even though 
the body changes at every minute.  By analytical study one can easily 
conclude that , aside from Lord K+�J..1a ,  all others , including 
Grandfather Bhi�ma and everyone present at the battlefield are 
individual spirit souls in temporary bodies. When such temporary 
bodies are destroyed, there is no need for lamentation because the 
soul does not die with the death of the body. 

The word sa t in the text refers to the indestructible 
consciousness called the eternal spirit soul, while the word asat 
denotes the destructible, temporary state of the material body. In 
sum, everything material is dead and everything spiritual is alive, 
and they always remain that way. The gross material body only 
seems to be alive due to the soul's presence inside. 
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TEXT 17 

�Rl"11�1 g � � <:t4ftt;; (ral{ 
M"11'ill'1�""1B11Bl � aj%jrll��Rt m�1 1 

avinasi tu tad viddhi 
yena sarvam idam tatam 

vinasam avyayasyasya 
na kascit kartum arhati 

TRANSLATION 

73 

Know that the soul, which pervades the entire body, is 
indestructible. No one is able to destroy the imperishable soul. 

PURPORT 

The Svetasvatara Upani�ad states, yada "tma tattvena tu 
brahma-tatvam dhipopameneha yuktal) prapasyet, "To know the 
intricate science of the soul and the Supersoul, one must take help 
from the torch-like Vedic scriptures . "  In the Bhagavad Gita, Lord 
K:r�Q.a explains that although the spirit soul pervades the gross body, 
it never deteriorates or dies , and it makes the body look alive. 
Consciousness i s  the symptom of  the s o u l .  In  the Srimad 
B h agavatam, the S upreme P e r s o n ality of  Godhead says , 
suk�manam apy ahamjival), "Among subtleties I am the spirit soul. " 
The MuQ.<;iaka Upani�ad states about this subtlety thus: 

e�o 'l)ur atma cetasa veditavyo 
yasmin pral)al) paiicadha samvivesa 

pral)ais cittam sarvam otam prajanam 
yasmin visuddhe vibhavaty e�a atma 

"The soul, which is atomic in size, can only be perceived by 
perfect intelligence. This atomic soul residing in all the living entities 
is floating in five kinds of airs (called pral)a, apana, vyana, Udana, 
and samana) and is situated within the heart, from where it spreads 
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its influence as consciousness all over the body. The soul's spiritual 
influence b e c o m e s  manife sted when it is purifi e d  of the 
contaminations from these five kinds of material airs. "  

The atomic size o f  the soul,  i n  turn, i s  defined i n  the 
Svetasvatara Upani�ad thus: 

balagra sata-bhagasya satadha kalpitasya ca 
bhago jivab sa vijii.eyab sa canantyaya kalpate 

"When the tip of a hair is divided into one hundred parts, 
and again that hundredth part is somehow further divided into one 
hundred parts, each such subtle part is the measurement of the 
dimension of the spirit soul ."  

In other words, the living entity is  of such a minute size that it 
cannot be perceived by any material instruments. However, as the 
logic states, "In order to establish the truth, one does not always 
need to explain its structure and ingredients, because when its nature 
and works are explained, that is enough."  The Maitreyi Upani�ad 
also confirms this, aragra matro hy avaro'pi dr$tab, "The living soul 
is understood to be atomic in size . "  Just as a potent medicine 
circulates throughout the whole body and enlivens it, similarly, the 
soul pervades the entire body in the form of consciousness and keeps 
the body active. This all-pervading quality of the soul will be further 
explained by the Lord in later chapters. 

TEXT 18 

:3t•'(M"'d � � R�Wletal !tJ(1Ru1: I 
:31;41fm;:fis!llti'Q� d�IC( � l{RO mel t 

antavanta ime deha 
nityasyoktab sariril)alJ 

anasino 'prameyasya 
tasmad yudhyasva bharata 
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TRANSLATION 

All these physical bodies of the indestructible, 
immeasurable, eternal soul are said to be subjected to destruction; 
therefore fight, 0 descendant of Bharata. 

PURPORT 

This verse further elaborates the previous verse. The word 
antavanta used in this text signifies that the material body is always 
perishable, in contrast to the soul, which is always imperishable. It 
is the imperishable soul that pervades the entire body in the form 
of consciousness, which makes the body look alive. The body is 
therefore like a motorcar, which in all conditions, whether running 
or standing still, is always dead. The car only moves because of 
the driver. Similarly, the body is the car of the soul and the soul is 
the driver of the body. 

This imperishable soul, as explained previously, is so small 
that no one can see or touch it. The soul is also eternal; no one can 
destroy it . Lord Kr�i:ia therefore tells Arjuna, "O Arjuna, get up 
with your weapons and fight. For a K�atriya, not fighting is against 
the scriptures ."  Due to its eternality, the soul is free from both birth 
and death. The soul merely uses the body, which it receives according 
to its desires and qualifications, to help it prepare for liberation. In 
fact, the soul is self-conscious by nature, but needs the blessings of 
the Lord to return back home, back to Godhead. As it is customarily 
said, "When there is some doubt about the final result of one's life, 
the blessings of a superior authority are required." 

Another characteristic of the individual soul is  that it  is  part 
of the Supreme Soul. The soul therefore has the same transcendental 
properties as its Father, the Supersoul. The Vedanta Sii.tra states, 
siistra yonitviit, "One must perceive everything through the eyes of 
ancient scriptures. "  We can therefore perceive the soul and the 
Supersoul through the eyes of the Svetasvatara Upani�ad thus: 
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eko deval) sarva bhiite$u-gii<;lhal) 
sarva-vyapi sarva-bhiitantar-atma 

karmadhyak$al) sarva-bhiitadhivasal) 
sak$i- ceta kevalo nirguoas ca 

2-19 

"There is  only one Lord who is  concealed within the heart of 
all the living entities. He is all-pervading and the Soul of all the 
souls. He is seated next to the individual soul as its Supersoul and 
guides the living entity from within and rewards them for their 
performed karma. He is the shelter of all and also witnesses every 
action performed by the individual soul .  He is fully active, 
completely pure and is beyond the three modes of material nature."  

TEXT 19 

� � � � � � � I 
� (fr � M'5ttoftdi ;nil" � � � m«.1 1 

ya enam vetti hantarariJ. 
ya§ cainariJ. manyate hatam 

ubhau tau na vijanito 
nayariJ. hanti na hanyate 

TRANSLATION 

One who thinks that the soul kills and one who thinks that 
the soul can be killed, does not know that the soul neither kills 
nor is killed. 

PURPORT 

The individual soul cannot be the active or passive killer of 
another soul because the soul cannot be killed.  The soul is eternally 
indestructible. As discussed previously, the soul is so small that no 
one can even see or touch it, what to speak of killing it. Therefore, 
if someone thinks they can kill the soul, they are in illusion. Hence, 
Lord Kr�JJ.a says, "O Arjuna, you do not need to fear being criticized 
for killing your elders . "  
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The word vijiinita in this text signifies the awareness of the 
eternality and indestructibility of the spirit soul. As it is said in the 
Kathopani�ad, hantas cen manyate hantum hatas cen manyate 
hatam, "Neither can those who want to kill the soul kill it, nor can 
those who are killed be eternally dead . "  Knowing this rule, if 
someone thinks that they can engage in killing whimsically, for them, 
the Manu Smruti states, mii himsyiit sarva-bhiitiini: "No one should 
kill any kind of living entity unnecessarily." Unauthorized killing is 
punishable in all circumstances: a life for a life. The Vedic scriptures 
are very clear on this point. 

Arjuna, however, could not be blamed for the authorized 
killing of · his respectables, friends, and relatives because he was 
following the orders of the greatest authority, the creator of all the 
living entities, Lord Sri Kr�l)a, the Supreme Personality of Godhead. 
The gates of heaven are wide open for those who stand up to 
vindicate justice and spiritual principles. This kind of spiritual war 
is not and should not be thought to be a war against other religions, 
but is a war against evil doers. Hence, the Kuruksetra war brought 
no bad reaction to the pious party as engaging in violence would 
do. Not opposing an evil is indirectly supporting it. 

TEXT 20 

';(' � � � €fl�l�
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na jiiyate mriyate vii kadiicin 

niiyam bhiitvii bhavitii vii na bhiiyab 

ajo nitya}) sa§vato 'yam puriil)O 

na hanyate hanyamane sarire 
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TRANSLATION 

The spirit soul neither takes birth nor dies; having come 
into being it never ceases to exist. The soul is unborn, eternal, 
unchanging, undying, and original. The soul does not die when 
the body is slain. 

PURPORT 

Here, Lord Kr!?r.rn vividly describes the eternality of the soul. 
The Supreme Lord here says, na jayate na mriyate, to establish the 
soul's freedom from birth and death. When He says nayam bhiitva 
bhavita, it signifies the soul's existence in the past and in the future. 
In this way Lord Kf!?l)a establishes the eternality and indestructibility 
of the soul. Similarly, the word sasvata signifies the soul's continuous 
existence and unchanging nature. One can therefore know that the 
soul is very old, but because it is not mingled with the material body 
it remains ever-fresh. 

Another quality of the soul is that it is free from the six faults 
which afflict the material body. As the Prasnopani!?ad states, na 
jayate asti vardhate viparil)a mate apak$iyate vinasyati iti, "The I 
soul is free from the following six faults: 

1) The soul does not take birth; it is birthless. 
2) The soul never dies; it is deathless. 
3) The soul does not depend on a body for its existence; its existence 

is spiritual. 
4) The soul does not grow; it is changeless. 
5) The soul does not deteriorate; it is ever-fresh . 
6) The soul does not change its original form of existence when the 

body dies; it is everlasting."  

In summary, a typical body takes birth from the womb of a 
mother, grows, stays for some time, produces by-products, gradually 
dwindles, and then dies. The soul, however, does not go through 
these changes; it merely observes the bodily changes. Having no 
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birth, the soul is also free from death. When the body dies, the soul 
is not affected; it merely moves into a new body. 

TEXT 21 

��IM"11�14 � <i Q-=t+fiil"F"44'{ I 
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vedavinasinam nityam 
ya enam ajam avyayam 

katham sa puru$a partha 
kam ghatayati hanti kam 

TRANSLATION 

0 son of Prhi, Arjuna, how can a person who knows the 
indestructibility, etemality, birthlessness, and immutability of the 
soul make anyone or himseH kill a soul? 

PURPORT 

Anyone familiar with the science of the soul will blame neither 
the warriors like Arjuna nor the leaders like K:p,;Q.a for the carnage 
of a just war. The war that took place at Kuruk�etra was between 
virtuous and evil armies. That is why Kr�Q.a uses the word nityam 
in this text as a predicate adjective, signifying the soul's qualities, 
including its indestructibility, beginning-lessness,  eternality, 
immutability, and freedom from growth. Since these are the qualities 
of the soul, how can anyone harm it or make someone harm it? 
Therefore the Niti Sastra states, vidviin na vibheti kutascanal), "A 
learned person is not afraid anywhere because they know the proper 
utility of everything. "  If they find a murderer, then according to the 
Law of Manu,  they punish them to s ave them from worse 
punishment in the future. Therefore, it is not unjust to follow 
established laws. A surgeon uses knives to operate on a patient, 
but in doing so he is not considered to be a lawbreaker. Similarly, 
Lord Kp�Q.a is urging Arjuna to fight, not to kill whimsically, but to 
reestablish peace by killing the miscreants. 
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TEXT 22 
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vasamsi jimani yatha vihaya 
navani grhIJ.ati naro 'paraIJ.i 

tatha sariraIJ.i vihaya jirIJ.any 
anyani samyati navani dehi 

TRANSLATION 

2-22 

Just as a person gives up old and worn out garments and 
puts on new ones, similarly, the soul, after giving up old bodies, 
accepts new bodies. 

PURPORT 

When Arjuna declares to Lord Kr$:r:ta that he will be blamed 
for killing grandfather Bhi$ma because Bhi$ma's soul will have to 
leave its body, Lord Kr$:r:ta replies: "If the fight is executed as an 
offering to Me, where is the fault? If the souls who are now named 
Bhi$ma, Dro:r:ia, and so on leave their old bodies to accept new 
bodies according to religious principles, where is the fault? Do not 
be concerned, for you will be serving Me through fighting, 0 
Arjuna."  Confirming this point, the Brhadara:r:iyaka Upani$ad states, 
ya tha tma-jalayiika tmasyan tam ga tva 'nyam akramyam 
akramyatmanam upasamharaty evam evayam atmedam sariram 
nihatya avidyam gamayitva anyam akramakramya atmanam upa
samharati, "Just as a leech first takes ahold of another object before 
leaving its previous place, similarly the superior authority decides 
that the soul occupies a particular kind of body as per its performed 
karma even before leaving the presently occupied body." Before 
vacating an old appartment a new one is decided. 
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When the body becomes very old, it has many problems. 
Therefore, when such a body is replaced with a new body, the soul 
b ecomes happy again. Many of the great personalities at the 
battlefield, like grandfather Bhi�ma, are spiritually inclined, while 
others, like Duryodhana, desire a kingdom. Both will be helped in 
this righteous fight. Therefore, Lord Kr�Q.a tells Arjuna, "Even 
people like Duryodhana will be promoted to the heavenly planets 
after getting killed on the battlefield, because this is a spirited and 
virtuous fight. There, they will receive younger bodies for better 
enjoyment. Therefore, in such a fight, you need not worry about 
the consequences.  You will be glorified for following Me, and after 
death you will attain My spiritual abode, 0 Arjuna." Lord Sri Kf�Q.a 
is the best friend of all the souls , not j ust Arj una's ;  and His 
representative, the Spiritual Master, is the medium to understand 
the guidance given by Him. 

TEXT 23 
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nainam chindanti sastral)i 
nainam dahati pavakal;l 

na cainam kledayanty apo 
na So$ayati marutal;l 

TRANSLATION 

The soul cannot be cut by any weapons, nor can it be burnt 
by fire. Water cannot rot it and wind cannot dry it up. 

PURPORT 

Some people claim that modem civilization is more advanced 
than previous civilizations because now there are many varieties of 
atomic, nuclear, and chemical weapons. Such people are unaware 
that only five thousand years ago, civilization was so advanced that 
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the warriors could fight with more sophisticated versions of our 
modern weapons, as well as with hurricane and tornado weapons. 
Modern scientists are unaware of the fact that such sophisticated 
weapons existed and could even be controlled to kill only the 
targeted enemy, not innocent civilians. Even if the enemy was hiding, 
the released weapon would find and kill the exact target and return 
to the releaser. Moreover, such weapons could be retracted if they 
were accidentally released, released at a wrong target or the releaser 
had changed his mind. In addition, according to historical accounts, 
there were vimanas, planes made of flowers, that could fly at the 
speed of mind without any need for fuel. Nowadays, people find it 
hard to believe such facts, but a few hundred years ago who would 
have believed that there could be jets and nuclear weapons, color 
televisions, satellites or cell phones, which exist today? Similarly, in 
the future, when civilization returns to a simplified and natural way 
of life, historians may lose sight of today's technology and therefore 
regard it as mythology. 

One can understand from this verse that there were many 
weapons made of various celestial and material elements because 
Lord K:pn;ia says that fire cannot burn the soul, water cannot 
decompose it, and air cannot wither it up, dry it up, or blow it away. 
The soul, as a spiritual spark, remains untouched by anything 
material, including all kinds of weapons and elements. Hence, the 
soul remains the same forever. Even after gaining liberation from 
this world, the soul exists as the same original, individual personality. 

TEXT 24 
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acchedyo 'yam adiihyo 'yam 
akledyo '8o$ya eva ca 

nityab sarva-gatab sthiil)ur 
acalo 'yam saniitanab 
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TRANSLATION 

The soul is indivisible, unburnable, and can neither be 
soaked nor dried. It is everlasting, can go anywhere, is immutable, 
is immovable, and remains eternally qualitatively the same. 

PURPORT 

Here it is stated that the soul is immortal, immutable,  
immovable, and is empowered to take birth in any species and 
anywhere. The repetition of the soul's qualities seen here emphasizes 
the importance of the subject matter. Another example of such 
repetition is given in the Brhannaradiya Pural)a in regard to chanting 
the Holy Name of the Lord thus: 

barer nama barer nama barer namaiva kevalam 
kalau nasty eva nasty eva nasty eva gatir anyatbab 

"In this age of Kaliyuga in which we are living in now there is 
no alternative, there is no alternative, there is no other alternative 
for spiritual progress other than the chanting of the Holy Name, 
the chanting of the Holy Name, the chanting of the Holy Name of 
Lord Kp�l)a. " 

The threefold repetition here emphasizes that the most 
important method for making spiritual progress in this age is to 
repeatedly chant the Holy Name of Hare Kr:;;Qa, Hare Kr:;;Qa, Kr:;;Qa 
Kr:;;Qa, Hare Hare I Hare Rama, Hare Rama, Rama Rama, Hare 
Hare. Besides this chanting, there is no other spiritual remedy for 
one's liberation from this world. 

According to Lord Kr:;;Qa's statements, the soul is steady and 
remains undivided. Anything which is undividable is called faultless. 
In the Nyaya Sastra (the science of logic) it is said, yad vikaram tu 
vibbagab: "Anything which can be divided has faults. "  Therefore, 
being indivisible, the soul has no faults. There are innumerable souls 
living all over the universe in 8 ,400,000 varieties of bodies.  
Sometimes the soul takes birth in heaven, at other times in hell, or 
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in the lower planets, sometimes as a king, and sometimes as an insect. 
In reaction to its actions (called karma) , the soul is given different 
types of bodies throughout the universe by the higher authority. 
This is the meaning of the words sarva gata]J in this text. But, as 
electricity remains qualitatively the same; whether it is used in a 
cooler, heater, tape recorder, or computer; similarly, the soul 
remains unchangeable although it accepts different types of bodies 
and acts differently. As it is stated in the Brhadara:r;tyaka Upani�ad, 
avinasi va 're 'yam atmany achitti iti dharma]J, "O hunians ! 
Please listen! The nature of the soul is that it is indestructible and 
does not change its quality, quantity or symptoms at any time or in 
any stage."  

The Mayavadis who follow the impersonal path and say God 
has no form claim that after liberation,  one merges into the 
Brahman. They use the logic of a drop of ocean, which, when it 
returns to the ocean, becomes one with the ocean. However, the 
fact is we are all living souls, not lifeless drops of water. The example 
used to compare should be of the same quality and not otherwise; 
the soul should be compared with another soul. Thus, when a green 
parrot lands in a green tree, it does not become one with that tree. 
Although the bird and the tree have the same color, both the parrot 
and the tree always maintain their individuality. Similarly, when a 
purified soul achieves liberation by entering into the kingdom of 
God, although the soul is qualitatively one with the Lord, it blissfully 
remains an individual servant of the Lord. This is the conclusion of 
Vai�:r;tava philosophy. 

TEXT 25 
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avyakto 'yam acintyo 'yam 
avikaryo 'yam 'ucyate 

tasmad evam viditvainam 
nanusocitum arhasi 
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TRANSLATION 

The soul is said to be invisible, inconceivable, and 
unchangeable. Therefore, after knowing this, it is not appropriate 
for you to grieve over it. 

PURPORT 

Lo.rd Kp�IJ.a again repeats the supernatural qualities of the 
soul to remove any lingering doubts about its indestructibility. As 
previously noted, the soul cannot be seen with the help of any 
material instruments because it is very subtle , being one ten
thousandth part of the tip of a hair. The nature of the soul, however, 
can be realized in the form of consciousness . .  This consciousness, 
which is the symptom of the soul, pervades the entire body and 
causes one to think that the b ody is alive.  Though currently 
embodied in a material form, this soul is eternally a spiritual spark 
that has a spiritual form. Lord Kr�IJ.a repeats this knowled�e over 
and over again because, as it is said in the Subodhini Uka of Sripada 
Sridhara Swami, durbodhatvad iitmavastunal) punal) prasarigam 
iipiidya sabdiintarel).a tad eva vastu nirupayati bhagaviin viisudeval) 
kathariJ. nmam sariJ.siiril).iiriJ. buddhi-gocaram apannariJ. tattvariJ. 
sariJ.siira nivrttaye syiid iti, "Due to the science of the soul being 
very difficult to comprehend, the Supreme Lord, Lord Sri Kr�IJ.a, 
the son of Vasudeva, explains it again and again using different sets 
of words to concretely establish the same truth. Otherwise, how 
can people who are entangled in this material world understand 
and work to obtain liberation from this world? "  The all-merciful 
Supreme Lord, Sri Kr�IJ.a, is therefore repeating this knowledge to 
save all the conditioned souls who are overwhelmed by death and 
dying. 

TEXT 26 
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atha cainam nitya-jatam 
nityam va manyase mrtam 

tathapi tvam mahabaho 
naivam socitum arhasi 

TRANSLATION 

2-26 

0 mighty-armed one, even if you think the soul always takes 
birth and dies, still it is not proper for you to lament for it. 

PURPORT 

From the beginning, Lord Kr�Q.a has explained the etemality 
of the soul on the basis of logic and revealed scripture, but now He 
brings social custom into the discourse to establish etemality of the 
soul. The Buddhists, for example, believe that at death the perfected 
soul attains NirvaQ.a; that is, it changes its position to one of cessation 
of the self. Other philosophers and scientists claim that the soul is a 
combination of chemicals which dissipate after death. Whatever 
path Arjuna chooses to follow, Lord Kr�Q.a is mainly convincing 
Arjuna to perform his duty. The Lord says, "Even if you think that 
the soul takes birth when the body takes birth and dies when the 
body dies,  you should still fight, out of duty. " As it is said in the 
Srimad Bhagavatam: 

k�atriyal)am ayam dharmal) prajapati vinirmital) 
bhratapi bhrataram hanyad yena ghorataras tatal) 

"The progenitors have determined that the real occupation 
for a K�atriya is to kill even his own brother if necessary. Therefore, 
the K�atriya's occupation is said to be very dreadful and ghastly." 

Although Arjuna was not immediately convinced by the 
scriptural statements of Lord Kr�Q.a, still Kr�Q.a called Arjuna 
"mighty-armed" because Arjuna was not opposed to scriptures. This 
was Kr�Q.a's desire, in order to speak more philosophy. 
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jiitasya hi dhruvo mrtyur 
dhruvam janma mrtasya ca 

tasmiid aparihiirye 'rthe 
na tvam focitum arhasi 

TRANSLATION 

87 

For anyone who has taken birth, death is certain; and for 
the dead, birth is certain. Therefore, in this unavoidable factor it 
is not adequate for you to lament. 

PURPORT 

With the help of the scriptures, we understand that the gross 
body, which is composed of the temporary material elements; 
including earth, water, fire, air, and ether; is inferior to the eternal 
spirit soul, who is a spiritual spark of the Lord. When the soul wants 
to use a material body, it takes birth, and when it separates from 
the body there is so-called death. In reality, there is neither birth 
nor death for the soul; at death, the soul merely leaves the body as 
if it were a house on fire. Because it is always conscious,  the 
predominant reality is the soul, the real self. This is the meaning of 
the word jiitasya in this text. 

Here, Lord Kr�Qa is telling Arjuna: "There is no need to 
lament for anyone. You should simply discharge your duty, because 
the death of the body is already scheduled to happen at a certain 
time so that the soul can take a new birth to confront more of its 
karma. Until all karmas are nullified, the cycle of changing bodies 
will continue for the individual soul." Thus, when one's present 
material actions come to an end there is so-called death. Then, to 
further experience karmic reaction, one is awarded a particular type 
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of body according to the laws of karma. In this way, the cycle of 
birth and death goes on life after life, like a continuously revolving 
wheel. But those who become perfect devotees of the Lord do not 
take another birth after leaving their material body; they return 
to the spiritual world. Lord Kn;Qa therefore says: "O Arjuna, 
you do not need to lament for your friends and relatives because 
they will continue to change their bodies according to the laws of 
nature. So, even if you do not fight, in due course of time they will 
all die anyway, but you will be criticized for not removing the 
miscreants and establishing a virtuous society by following your 
occupational duty as a K�atriya. " As the Brahmal)a's daily function 
is Vedic Yajfl.a, similarly, a K�atriya's duty is to fight a just war 
honorably. As it is said in the Nyaya Sastra, yudha samprahare, 
"Even at the risk of meeting a stronger opponent and losing the 
battle or getting killed, a K�atriya's duty is to vigorously fight in a 
j ust war. " A K� atriy a ,  however, should not fight if sp ecial 
circumstances apply, as noted in the Guatamiya Tantra, na do$O 
himsayam aha ve 'nyatra vya8va asara thya anayudha krtafJ.jali 
prakirl)a-kesa paraiJ.g-mukha upavi$ta-sthala vrk$8rfu;fha duta go
brahmal)a-vadibhyal), "For a K�atriya there is no offense in killing 
while battling, except he should not kill a soldier who is not mounted 
on a war vehicle, who is without a driver, who is weaponless , who 
has joined his palms or raised his arms, whose hair is scattered, who 
has turned his back, who is seated on the ground and not fighting, 
who has climbed on a tree, who is a messenger, or who is assigned 
to protect the cows and the BrahmaQas. "  

TEXT 28 
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avyaktadini bhutani 
vyakta madhyani bharata 

avyakta nidhanany eva 
tatra ka paridevana 
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TRANSLATION 

0 descendant of Bharata, all beings start without a 
physical body and at death they are again without a body. Only 
in between do they have a physical body, so why lament? 

PURPORT 

Lord Sri Kr�1.1a has already stated conclusively that the soul 
never takes birth or dies, whereas the body takes birth and dies 
over and over again. Now, to further clear Arjuna's doubts, He 
speaks this verse to explain how before the physical bodies became 
manifest the material elements existed, which were used to construct 
the bodies. In due course of time, the physical bodies are again 
annihilated and rejoin the pool of material elements. 

We know for a fact that these material elements of the gross 
body; namely earth, water, fire, air, and ether, are not alive. However, 
when the soul accepts them to form a physical body, they seem to 
become alive due to the presence of the soul. When the body is 
annihilated, the soul is no longer manifest until it accepts another 
body to live out more of its karma. As it is stated in the Srimad 
Bhagavatam, sthira-cara jatayal) syur ajayottha nimitta yujal), "The 
moving and immobile living entities  come to physically exist 
following their past karma, and after experiencing their karma, they 
again become physically nonexistent. "  But if a blissful spiritual body 
is regained by receiving liberation from this material world, the 
acceptance of another material body stops. Whatever happens to 
the living entity is therefore due to its desires and destiny, so there 
is no cause for lamentation. In this regard, Narada Muni says in the 
Srimad Bhagavatam: 

yan manyase dhruvam Jokam 

adhruvam va na cobhayam 

sarvatha na hi socyas te 

sneha anyatra mohajat 
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"Whether one considers that it has always been a principle 
that everyone of this world is an eternal spirit soul, considers them 
to be just material bodies as perishable objects, considers them to 
be both eternal and perishable, considers them to be impersonal 
by thinking them to be neither eternal nor perishable items, or 
considers them to be an inexplicable combination of matter and 
spirit, in all circumstances, the feelings of lamentation are only due 
to illusory affection for them, and nothing more."  

The existence and nonexistence of this material body goes 
on like a chakra, or wheel, and the unmanifested form of matter 
goes on existing either in gross or subtle form. As it is stated in the 
Parasara Smruti, mahi ghatatal) kapalika cii.ma rajas tato'1;ml), "Just 
as a potter creates a jug from clay by giving it a particular shape, 
when the jug is broken, in due course it becomes clay again. "  Thus, 
when form is combined with the physical ingredients it is called 
birth or manifest matter, and when they are separated it is called 
death or the unmanifested state of matter. But the raw ingredients; 
earth, water, fire, air, and ether; are always there, either in gross 
form or in their subtle mahat-tatva form. 

From the beginning to the end of material existence, the 
living entity struggles with pain and pleasure as if in a dream, and 
when this dream is over the living entity uselessly laments due to 
separation. A learned person, however, does not lament over such 
changes. As it is said in the MaQ.c;lukya Upani!;>ad, adarsanad apatital) 
p una§ ca adarsanam ga tal),  "The formidable soul,  fro m  its 
nonphysical platform, accepts a physical body consisting of material 
elements and when the body dies, the soul returns to the nonphysical 
situation again. "  

I n  this way, the soul's existence i s  understood to b e  eternal. 
Therefore, as people do not lament for the dreams they have seen, 
similarly, people in knowledge lament neither for the living nor for 
the dead. 
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ascaryavat pasyati kascid enam
ascaryavad vadati tathaiva canya]J 

ascaryavac cainam anya]J smoti 
srtvapy enam veda na caiva kascit 

TRANSLATION 

91 

Some look upon the soul as amazing, some describe it as 
amazing, and some hear that it is amazing; and some even after 
hearing about the soul, cannot understand it at all. 

PURPORT 

Those who are interested to know the science of matter and 
spirit should approach a perfect Spiritual Master who is authorized 
by the ancient Vedic scriptures, surrender unto his commands, and 
take initiation. Only by his mercy can one know the soul in truth. 
Those who are in the mood of enjoying matter cannot understand 
the amazing function of the soul. But those who are spiritually 
inclined and austere can easily understand the underlying science 
of the soul in relation to matter. Such fortunate souls are guided by 
the Supersoul from within to a scripturally authentic Spiritual Master 
who will give them proper directions. The word ascarya used thrice 
in this text signifies that unless one is austere, one cannot understand 
the spirit soul. As it is stated in the Niti Sastra, jii.anam utpadyate 
puii1$8Ii1 k$ayat papasya karma.IJa}J, "When one's sins come to an 
end, only then can one understand the science of transcendence." 

Such examples are rare, for as Lord Kp;J)a tells Arjuna, "Of 
those who have perfected their lives, hardly one knows Me in truth."  
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On the other hand, the Kathopani�ad states, "Those who are well
versed in the Vedic scriptures know the soul and the Supreme 
Soul ."  For a layman, these statements may appear to contradict 
each other, but for devotees guided by a pure Guru they are easily 
understood. The word kascit and api used in this text signify that 
out of many, only a few may know what the soul is. Thus, unless 
one surrenders to a genuine Guru and carefully follows the path of 
Kr�l).a consciousness, it is very difficult to understand what the soul 
is. For example, it is amazing and difficult to understand how all 
souls are alike but still individuals, whether existing in the giant 
body of a banyan tree or as a microbe.  In sum, the person who does 
not learn from the right source cannot know the soul, "Even after 
hearing a lot about the soul one cannot understand it. " To be 
successful in this science, one must hear from the right source with 
the right attitude. 

TEXT 30 
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dehi nityam avadhyo 'yam 
dehe sarvasya bharata 

tasmat sarvaIJ.i bhutani 
na tvam focitum arhasi 

TRANSLATION 

0 descendant of Bharata, the soul which resides in each 
body is eternally indestructible. Therefore, it is not appropriate 
for you to lament for any living entity. 

PURPORT 

To pacify Arjuna and make him understand that he is not 
killing the soul, Lord K:r�l).a spoke this and the previous verses, 
saying that the soul, whether in a big or a small body, is not 
destroyed when the body is destroyed. Therefore, it is not necessary 
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for Arj una to lament, because the gross body dies when its 
predetermined duration is over. The subtle material body consisting 
of mind, intelligence, and false ego dies only when Lord Knn:ia so 
desires. Unless one pleases Lord Kr�IJ.a by rigid practice of KpjiIJ.a 
consciousness, one will not be liberated from the entanglements of 
the material world. In all circumstances, the soul remains unchanged. 
Just as oil does not mix with water, the soul is not affected by the 
material body. In this way, Lord Kr�IJ.a cleared away Arjuna's fear 
of killing his grandfather and teachers. 

TEXT 31 
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svadharmam api cavek$ya 
na vikampitum arhasi 

dharmyadd hi yuddhac chreyo 'nyat 
k$atriyasya na vidyate 

TRANSLATION 

Since your occupational duty is fighting, you should not 
hesitate to fight. Indeed there is no more beneficial work for a 
K�atriya than to engage in a righteous war to protect the spiritual 
principles. 

PURPORT 

The word svadharma used in the text signifies devotional 
service to the Lord for self-realization. There are two kinds of 
services done for the Lord; those done with the desire for results 
from their service and those done without the desire for the results; 
and both are meant for achieving self-realization. When one 
attempts to know the Supersoul through devotional service, one 
should also study the Vedic scriptures to know the science of the 
soul. This will help one to be unmotivated in devotion to Lord Kr�IJ.a 
and will help purify the heart more rapidly. Pleasing Lord Kr�IJ.a is 
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the actual goal of human life. Arjuna, as a K�atriya devotee of the 
Lord, must follow Lord Kr�l).a's advice and perform his occupational 
duty as Krsna is telling him, "O Arjuna, fighting for a righteous 
cause is your virtuous duty and don't hesitate to fight even in your 
mind. " As the Yuddhanjti states: 

ahave$U mitho 'nyonyam 
jighamsato mahik$ital) 

yuddhamanal) param saktya 
svargam yanty aparaiimukhal) 

"On the battlefield, when challenged by other warriors who 
are envious of him, a warrior class K�atriya should fight with them 
vigorously using his ultimate strength. If he dies while fighting with 
other warriors in a just war, then he becomes eligible to achieve the 
heavenly planets after death."  

Lord Kr�l).a,  the Supreme Personality of Godhead,  is 
encouraging Arjuna by telling him: "You should not even think 
about deviating from your prescribed duty of fighting. If you give 
up your prescribed duty now, I do not see any good result for you. 
If you do not fight for a just cause then you will go to hell for the sin 
of not fighting. " This is the meaning of the word dharmyadhi. For 
the protection of his subj ects and maintenance of a religious 
atmosphere, a K�atriya is supposed to engage in fighting with evil. 
As it is stated in the Para§ara Smrti: 

k$atriyo hi praja rak$a sastra-pal)il) pradal)c;fayan 

nirjitya para-sainyani k$itim dharmel)a palayet 

"A royal K�atriya should protect his subjects in every way, 
and by using his weapons he should punish the miscreants' to 
correct their habits of doing misdeeds. He should defeat evil armies 
and maintain his kingdom righteously. " 

Furthermore, Manu Maharaj a  adds: 
saiigrame$U anivartitvam prajanam caiva palanam 

sususa brahmaI)anam ca rajiial) sreyas-karam param 
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"A king should never turn his back in battle. He should protect 
his subjects like his own children and should serve traditional pure 
Brahmal).as. In this way, ruling his kingdom very righteously, he 
will be promoted to the spiritual world. " 

In the social arrangement of Varl).asrama Dharma, a particular 
type of work is assigned to a person who has that particular 
inclination and nature. Therefore, Lord Kp;l).a lets Arjuna know 
that he should not be hesitant even in his mind, but should fight on 
account of his K�atriya nature. A K�atriya is never supposed to 
rej ect a j ust war because it is his stepping stone for spiritual 
advancement. When a person sacrifices something of a lesser value 
for a greater cause, he is said to be intelligent and pure, and vice 
versa. 

TEXT 32 
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yadrcchaya copapannaril 
svarga-dvaram apavrtam 

sukhinal) k�atriyal) partha 
labhante yuddham idrsam 

TRANSLATION 

0 Pirtha, the �atriyas cheerfully receive such righteous 
fighting opportunities, which come of their own accord, because 
they open the gateway to heaven. 

PURPORT 

With this text Lord Krsna means that if Arjuna wins a just 
war, he will be much happier than if he goes to a secluded place to 
perform austerities. The word yadrcchaya stated in this text signifies 
that fighting with great warriors like Bhi�ma and Drol).a is a 
wonderful fortune for Arjuna, because by winning he will get the 
happiness of a kingdom, and if vanquished, Lord Kr�l).a says, "The 
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gates of heaven will be wide open for you . "  It is better to die 
struggling for a just cause and acquire the grace of performing a 
perfect sacrifice than to die an ordinary compulsory death. 

When Lord Kr�Q.a, the Master of religion, says something 
directly, then the Vedic statements in regard to that particular subject 
become secondary. Here Lord Kr�Q.a is saying that the argument 
used by Arjuna, ma himsyiit sarva-bhiitiini, "Do not kill any living 
entity unnecessarily, " can be overridden by another logical 
statement,  vidhi spr$te nisedhiin a vakiisalJ_, "The occasional 
divergence from Vedic rules is justified if it promotes religious 
principles . "  This means that when there are opposing arguments 
stated by Vedic scriptures then the commands of higher authority 
should be followed. Here, that higher authority is Lord Kr�Q.a and 
no one is a better authority than Lord Kr�Q.a. If Lord Kr�Q.a is not 
personally present then His pure representative, the qualified and 
scripturally authorized Spiritual Master, takes up the position of 
that authority. 

Whatever Lord Kr�Q.a and His pure representative decide 
should be accepted with heart and soul. Furthermore, since Lord 
Kr�Q.a has already confirmed that everyone in the opposing army, 
headed by Bhi�ma and DroQ.a, was an aggressor, there would be no 
sin on the part of Arjuna in killing them, as previously has been 
explained.  

TEXT 33 
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atha cet tvam imam dharmyam 
samgriimam na karisyasi 

tatalJ_ svadharmam kirtim ca 
hitvii piipam aviipsyasi 
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TRANSLATION 

But, if you choose not to fight this righteous war, you will 
fail in your occupational duty, lose your reputation, and will 
become implicated with sin. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kr�1,1.a, as the Spiritual Master of Arjuna, takes a negative 
approach in these four verses and is pointing out the faults of His 
disciple. A qualified Spiritual Master is obliged to correct his 
disciples by letting them know their shortcomings. If the disciples 
are unable to bear such chastisement from their loving Spiritual 
Master, their spiritual advancement is in jeopardy. Lord Kr�1,1.a first 
points out how great Arjuna is, with so many fighting skills and the 
Ga1,1.�iva bow that has special powers. The Lord also pointed out 
that Arjuna also had received many great benedictions and celestial 
weapons from demigods. But, if he does not to fight, he will lose all 
of them along with his reputation, and also incur sin. This means, 
when a teacher finds that positive words are not sufficient to correct 
a student, he uses negative statements . Lord Kr�1,1.a thus warns 
Arjuna that a wrong decision will cause him great embarrassment. 
K�atriyas in particular are advised to never display any weakness 
before the enemy, especially if the enemy is more powerful. As it is 
said in the K�atriya Dharma, na nivarteta sangramat "A K�atriya 
should never turn his back or run from a righteous war like a 
coward." 

TEXT 34 

� � 1@Tf.r ��f4tllf.a �s� I 
� i11ctlfd4\011�RtR�a l l �)s' l l  

akirtiril capi bhutani 
kathayi�yanti te 'vyayam 

sambhavitasya cakirtir 
mara1.1ad atiricyate 
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TRANSLATION 

Moreover, everyone will always talk about your infamy. 
For an honored person, dishonor is worse, than death. 

PURPORT 

Arjuna was already recognized as one of the greatest heroes 
on the, planet. Moreover, Lord Kr�Q.a, the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead, was his close friend. If, out of softheartedness and 
sentimentality for his kinsmen, he avoids the fight, it will bring him 
great criticism in the future. Because Lord Kr�Q.a is his Spiritual 
Master, it would also bring criticism to Lord Kr�Q.a as well. People 
will say, " O h !  Kr�Q.a was with him, still Arj una could not be 
convinced by Him to fight the righteous war. " As per Vedic 
scriptures ,  disciples represent their Spiritual Master by their 
etiquettes.  Therefore, disciples must be very knowledgeable and 
careful in their actions because if they are not, they may bring 
criticism to their Spiritual Master. A Spiritual Master must also be 
very strict and train his disciples properly, as Lord Kr�Q.a is doing 
here with His student, Arjuna. He is even using reverse arguments 
to convince Arjuna and also is answering his questions one-by-one. 

TEXT 35 

lflf li;Ollgq\d 4BI� � ��: 

� � � � 1J?lT �IBIRI �1€M'( 1 1�'1 1 1  

bhayiid ral)iid uparatam 
mamsyante tviim mahiirathiil) 

ye$iiii1 ca tvam bahumato 
bhiitvii yiisyasi liighavam 

TRANSLATION 

The great generals who previously had high regard for you 
will lose their respect, thinking that you withdrew from the 
battlefield out of fear, and thus will consider you a coward. 
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PURPORT 

This material world is filled with envy and illusion. People in 
general accept things according to their sense perception. Whatever 
they perceive, they regard as the truth. Furthermore, if they meet 
someone more qualified than them, they want that person to be 
humiliated and dishonored. This is the nature of the materialistic 
world. Therefore, such people remain totally ignorant of the truth, 
have to experience the pangs of this world, and after death face 
degradation. Hence, molding oneself to adopt serious spiritual life 
is always beneficial. 

The all-cognizant Lord Sri Knn:ia advises Arj una, "Your 
enemies and others in the future will not think that you retreated 
from the battle out of soft-heartedness or compassion for your 
kinsmen and honorables. They will think and say that you left on 
account of cowardliness and fear. In this way your whole dynasty 
will be criticized.  Everyone glorifies your prowess in the military 
arts, but now when the time to fight has come, you are showing 
cowardliness. If you continue with this attitude, your reputation 
will be lost." 

TEXT 36 

�MIUl€f l�l.q � €1R6QRt d€fl�dl: I 
R"G-=d�M �u:r � �:� � � 1 1 �� 1 1  

avacya vadams ca bahun 

vadi$yanti tavahita]J. 

nindantas tava samarthyam 

tato du]J.khataram nu kim 

TRANSLATION 

Your enemies will slander your abilities with unkind 
remarks. What could be more painful for you than this? 
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PURPORT 

All the statements of Lord K:r�I) a  are Vedic scripture . 
Moreover, Lord Krsna is actually the author and speaker of all the 
Vedic scriptures. Whatever He says remains eternally true and ever
fresh. Here, Lord K:r�I)a is telling Arjuna: "Your enemies will say 
that you previously had boasted much about your strength and 
military expertise, but now you've run away. Although only for you, 
the thought of killing your friends and relatives is very painful, by 
resigning from the battle, you will bring eternal infamy for your 
whole dynasty. Therefore, you must do your duty and fight without 
hesitation . "  The Rgve da confirms this statement by stating, 
kevalagho dharma-yuddham, "Righteous war can be waged even 
against one's own kith and kin. " A righteous war is not and should 
not be thought to be a war against other religions, but is a war against 
evil doers. 

TEXT 37 

� <tr  �I�� m � <tr � �  I 
a�1sRlta %1414 � 11aPIJJii4: 1 1 �� 1 1  

hato va prapsyasi svargam 
jitva va bhok$yase mahim 

tasmad utti$tha kaunteya 
yuddhaya krta-niscaya]J. 

TRANSLATION 

0 son of Kunti, either you will be killed and attain the 
heavenly kingdom, or you will be victorious and enjoy the earthly 
kingdom. Therefore, get up and fight with determination. 

PURPORT 

A devotee must be very enthusiastic in discharging their 
prescribed duties. They must be firmly convinced about their goal 
and execute their services properly, and success will surely follow. 
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Lord Sri K:r�l).a tells Arjuna, "You should be fixed on your goal and 
execute your duty properly, and you will surely succeed. Even if 
you have doubts about which side will win the fight, still you should 
fight because if you are killed, you will go to heaven, and if you kill 
them, you will enjoy the earth; either way you are a winner. " 

TEXT 38 

�=� � � ·� 'iil!il'iil� I 
� � '90�(4 � q1qqq1'k4Rl l l �c l l  

sukha-dul)khe same krtva 
labhalabhau jayajayau 

tato yuddhaya yujyasva 
naivam papam avapsyasi 

TRANSLATION 

Being equipoised in happiness and distress, loss or gain, 
and victory or defeat; just fight for the sake of fighting. By 
engaging in such fighting you will not incur any sin. 

PURPORT 

When one is engaged in one's occupational duty without being 
attached, that person is not responsible for the results . Service 
without attachment lacks the deep pain of loss and overjoy of gain. 
Being thus equipoised in the duality of loss and gain, liberation is 
made possible by service to Lord K:r�l).a. Lord K:r�l).a is therefore 
saying, "O Arjuna, if you engage in doing your duty without being 
attached to the outcome, you will be happy, and if you are attached 
to the results of your work, then you will become unhappy. Hence, 
if you engage in killing while thinking of gaining the kingdom, you 
will incur sin. But if you follow My words and remain unattached to 
the results, then this fight will be done as an offering unto Me. "  
Srila Sridhara Swami comments in this connection, "If Arjuna gives 
up the desire for self-pleasure and engages in the fight as his 
occupational duty, the sin from fighting will automatically be 
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transferred to Lord K:p�l).a. " Therefore the conclusion is that one 
should be free from all material attachments and simply serve the 
Lord without expecting any results from the service. Such selfless 
service bears many good side effects, as is stated in the Mahabharat: 

yad yathamre phalarthe nimitte chaya 
gandha vana utpadyate tadeva dharmal) 

"Just as one who desires mangoes plants a mango tree and 
gets its shade, natural fragrance, and wood, along with the tasty 
mangoes, similarly, the selfless path of devotional service awards 
good results along with many nice side effects."  

TEXT 39 

l!'fT �sfll'ml � "'lf4mi\ � � 1 
� � WU  "tT� � lll�IBOIRJ 1 1 �«.l l  

e$a te 'bhihita samkhye 
buddhir-yoge tvimam srIJu 

buddhya yukto yaya partha 
karma-bandham prahasyasi 

TRANSLATION 

0 son of Prtha, I have spoken this knowledge to you on 
the basis of the analytical philosophy called Sa.Iilkhya. Now listen 
to the knowledge involving devotional yoga. If you practice it 
intelligently, it will free you from the bondage of works. 

PURPORT 
The Nirukti Dictionary explains the meaning of the word 

samkhya as follows, samyak akhyayate prakasyate vastu tattvam 
anena iti samkhyam, "That knowledge which systematically 
describes the real nature of the material phenomena in detail is 
called Sarilkhya."  The word "Samkhya" also refers to the description 
in Srimad Bhagavatam about the real nature of the soul as spoken 
by Lord Kapila, the son of Mother Devahiiti. These two Sarilkhya 
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philosophies are actually one and the same, but there is another 
Sarilkhya philosophy which was spoken by an imposter Kapila that 
is an impersonal philosophy which has nothing to do with the real 
Sarilkhya philosophy presented here. 

From this point on, Lord Knn.rn presents the knowledge of 
transcendence. The word e$ii used in this text refers to working 
without desiring any result from the work. Unless one is situated in 
the knowledge of Knn:ia consciousness,  it is not possible to direct 
one's activities to Lord Knn:ia, because without K:r�Q.a one is in the 
grip of Maya, the external energy of the Lord. Lord K:r�Q.a now 
begins to speak the knowledge of how to turn one's actions into 
devotional service. This science is called Buddhiyoga, which is 
another name for Bhaktiyoga or devotional service. If one 
works independently without following the directions of Lord K:r�Q.a 
or His pure representative, one's actions will surely bind one to this 
material world. Whatever good or bad actions are done, one will 
be forced to take another birth to enj oy or suffer the results . 
Therefore, being pious is not enough for liberation, one has to 
become K:r�Q.a conscious and develop love of Godhead. 

Actions done as an offering to Lord K:r�Q.a are called 
transcendental, just as when iron is placed in continuous contact 
with fire it will act like fire. Similarly, any action done in connection 
with K:r�Q.a spiritualiz e s  its  nature and is therefore called 
transcendental. Otherwise, every material act implicates one in some 
kind of sin, whereas action on the spiritual platform is eternal and 
frees one from sin. As it is said in the Niti Sastra, dharmel)a papam 
apanudati, "The performance of devotional service diminishes 
acquired sins."  

The word " devotional" means the service is performed 
without selfish desire for the fruits of work and is performed as a 
duty. Lord K:r�Q.a here advises Arjuna to work for Him without being 
attached to the results . Such works are called Bhakti, and usher 
one back to the Kingdom of God. 
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TEXT 40 

�s� S1�M1m ;i- � 1 
�R"''l'1�B:I � � � � l la'<::i l l  

nehabhikrama-nafo 'sti 
pratyavayo na vidyate 

svalpam apy asya dharmasya 
trayate mahato bhayat 

TRANSLATION 

2-40 

In this endeavor there is no loss or diminution. A little 
advancement on this path can deliver one from the greatest type 
of fear. 

PURPORT 

Actions performed to please Lord Kr�l).a are beyond the three 
modes of material nature (goodness, passion, and ignorance) , and 
they are called devotional service. Those who execute it are called 
fortunate. Lord Kr�l).a explained about the superiority of devotional 
service in the Srimad Bhagavatam, saying that those who work in 
goodness are situated in knowledge, those who work for self
aggrandizement are said to be in the mode of passion, and those 
who work as per their wish are in ignorance. Those who execute 
devotional service, however, are better than all of these because 
devotional service is beyond the three modes of material nature. 
Devotional service is called Bhaktiyoga in Sanskrit and it has two 
branches. The first process consists of the nine different categories 
of devotional service; namely hearing, chanting, remembering, 
serving the Lord's Lotus Feet, worshiping, praying, becoming a 
servant, becoming a friend, and fully surrendering unto Him. The 
second process is working for the Lord without being attached to 
the results of the work. Of these two, the former is categorized as 
pure devotional service. All these services have to be authorized 
by the genuine representative of the Lord. 
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The question may arise, "If work done as an offering to the 
Lord is Bhakti, what then is the definition of karma?" In short, 
actions done without offering the results of work to the Lord are 
called karma. As it is said in the Srimad Bhagavatam: 

naiskarmyam apy acyuta-bhiiva-varjitaril 
na sobhate jii.iinam alaril niraii.janam 

kutal). punal). sasvad abhadram i5vare 
na ciirpitaril karma yad apy akiiraI)am 

"If even pure knowledge which leads one to self-realization 
and rewards liberation does not look good if it is devoid of 
devotional service to the infallible Supreme Lord, then how can 
fruitive activities, which are naturally painful from the very 
beginning and transient by nature, look good if they are not utilized 
for the devotional service of the Lord? "  

This statement b y  Narada Muni establishes the valuelessness 
of actions that are without God consciousness. The goal of every 
intelligent person should therefore be to perform devotional service 
as the means to re ach the loving Lotus Feet of the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead. If someone truly wants to go back to 
Godhead, they must engage in the Lord's devotional service. Out 
of mercy, Lord K:r�I.la personally takes charge of His devotees, as 
will be explained in Chapter Ten, dadiimi buddhi-yogaril tam yena 
miim upayiinti te, "I give the understanding by which they can come 
to Me . "  Lord K:r�I.la (2.49) also says, diireI)a hy avararil karma 
buddhi-yogiid dhanaii.jaya, "O Dhanaiij aya, rid yourself of all 
fruitive activities by devotional service, and fully surrender to Me, 
the supreme consciousness. " He also advises about the potency of 
devotional service by saying that it is so powerful that even a little 
devotional service does not go in vain. Therefore, Lord K:r�I.la uses 
the word svalpam in this text to signify that even a little devotional 
service performed purely can deliver one from the most dangerous 
cycle of repeated b irth and deat h .  For example,  the Srimad 
Bhagavatam states, yan niima sakrt sravaI)iit pukka§o 'pi vimucyate 
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samsarat, "Even if a very low-born person wholeheartedly listens 
to the Holy Name of the Lord, that person becomes liberated from 
this miserable world in due course of time. "  There are many such 
examples in Vedic scriptures, such as the history of Ajamila in the 
Srimad Bhagavatam. Also, Lord Kna:ia told His devotee Uddhava: 

na hy ailgopakrame dhvamfo 
mad-dharmasyoddhav8J;1v api 

maya vyavasitai) samyailg-
nirgunatvad anasisai) 

" O  Uddhava, My devotional service is called B hagavat 
Dharma and is established by Me. When one begins following this 
process, even if one faces problems while executing it, there is no 
loss because it is free from all material influence and is fully 
transcendental to the material modes. This is why I have determined 
it to be the topmost of all spiritual processes ."  

It  should be noted that except devotional service, all other 
processes, including actions done desirelessly and offered to the 
Lord, become deteriorated because desireless actions are performed 
as a sacrifice to the Lord, whereas in devotional service , the 
performer desires only to please the Lord from the very start. As 
the Lord Himself says in the Srimad Bhagavatam, mad arpa1.iam 
nisphalam va sattvikam nija-karma tat, "The desireless actions, even 
though they may be offered to Me, are still in the mode of goodness. " 
Since the Supreme Lord is beyond the three modes of material 
nature, one has to also situate oneself beyond the three modes in 
order to understand Him. 

Devotional service for the Lord is the means for one to 
transcend the three modes. Therefore, in order to be freed from 
material existence one must, according to one's capacity, try their 
best to perform Bhaktiyoga (devotional service) , especially hearing 
and chanting the holy names of the Lord. As it is stated in the Vi�IJ.U 
Pural).a: 
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sarva piipa-prasakto 'pi 
dhyiiyan nimi$am acyutam 

bhuyas tapasvi bhavati 
parikti piivana piivanal) 

107 

"Even if one spends one's time meditating on how to please 
the infallible Lord, Lord Sri Kp;J)a, then that person becomes 
recognized as austere and purified even though the person was 
grossly sinful . Such a person can even help others to become 
purified. Such is the power of unalloyed devotional service to Lord 
Sri Kp;n)a." 

TEXT 41 

�q�1:t:UIBf4ll �l/;\?f;� '.Ji�"'i"G"'i I 
<il§�Ri:il ©"'i"'dl'\t �s�q�1f'4"'1i'{ I I)!� I I  

vyavasiiyiitmikii buddhir 
ekeha kuru-nandana 

bahu-siikhii hy anantiiS ca 
buddhayo 'vyavasiiyiniim 

TRANSLATION 

0 beloved child of the Kuru dynasty, those who are on this 
path are resolute and their aim is one. But those who are not on 
this path-their intelligence is indeed many-branched. 

PURPORT 

The sign of real devotees is that they remain fixed in 
devotional service with full intelligence and such devotees are 
resolute in purpose and therefore their aim is one, pleasing Lord 
Sri Kpma. As Lord Kr�J)a tells Uddhava in the Srimad Bhagavatam, 
tato bhajeta mam bhaktyii sraddhiilur drc;iha niscayal), " One should 
wors hip Me and chant My glories  with great faith and 
determination. " 
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The process of devotional service is taught by the scripturally 
authorize d  Vai�Qava Spiritual Master and when a disciple 
understands that and makes it  the goal of life then spiritual success 
becomes assured. A disciple should think, "I do not desire anything 
else in my life other than following the orders of my Gurii. I do not 
see any better work than carrying out the orders of my Gurii. 
Whether I suffer or enjoy in my life, I have no other aim than to 
follow what my Gurii has told me."  If the Gurii is authorized by the 
ancient Vedic scriptures then such a state of mind brings the blessings 
of the Supreme Lord to that disciple . Only devotional service 
(Bhaktiyoga) can bring one to the resolute platform of pure love of 
God. The path of fruitive action (Karmayoga) has many branches 
of intelligence because it is filled with various material desires. Those 
who are fruitive workers, for example, are preoccupied with taking 
care of their families and making arrangements for their sense 
gratification. Their intelligence flickers and therefore, it is said to 
be many-branched. There is also a fear of failure on the fruitive 
path because they worship all kinds of gods and demigods thinking 
them to be supreme. Therefore, one is better off staying exclusively 
on the path of devotional service. Also, is the process of knowledge 
(Jiianayoga) , one has to first purify one's heart by following the 
process of desireless actions. Then only can one learn how to offer 
the fruits of actions to the Lord, and by so doing one is said to be 
situated · on the path of knowledge. 

Lord K:p�Qa says in the Srimad Bhagavatam, jii.anariJ. ca mayi 
sannyaset, "One should offer their knowledge along with the means 
by which they received the knowledge unto Me. " The process of 
knowledge is also many-branched; therefore the intelligence of those 
who follow this path remains unsteady and many-branched. But 
those who follow the path of devotional service have only one
pointed intelligence because everything they do is related to Kr�Qa 
consciousness. Bhaktiyoga is therefore the culmination of all the 
spiritual paths. Those who are spiritually inclined should therefore 
take directly to the path of devotional service and, by continuous 
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performance of devotional service, one gradually becomes resolute 
in purpose. 

TEXT 42-43 

41fit•il � � !Fl<;�Flq?.tra: I 
�<;ql<;\dl: 1lPf '11"'4<;91Rt �: 1 1'?1�1 1  
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yam imam pu$pitam vacam 
pravadanty avipascitab 

veda-vada-ratab partha 
nanyad astiti vadinab 

kamatmanab svarga-para 
janma-karma-phala-pradam 

kriya-vi8e$a-bah ulam 
bhogaisvarya-gatim prati 

TRANSLATION 

Men of small intelligence become attached to the flowery 
words of the Vedas, which recommend fruitive activities for 
reaching the heavenly planets, achieving a higher birth, power, 
wealth, and so on. Such ignorant people, desiring various kinds 
of sense gratification and opulent life, think: that there is nothing 
more than this. 

PURPORT 

Fruitive workers are considered less intelligent because they 
are unable to understand the actual goal of human life. The words 
pu$pitam vacam stated in this text refer to the attractive statements 
of the Vedas which are compared to the beautiful flowers of a 
poisonous creeper. The Vedas guide the fruitive workers to perform 
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Vedic rituals such as Jyoti$toma, the sacrifice that fulfills the desire 
for going to heaven. For such people, the path of devotion does not 
have much value because they are mainly attracted to the flowery 
promise of the Vedas. For example, the Yajurveda states, ak$ayam 
ha vai caturmasya yajina]J. sukrtam bhavati, "Those who observe 
the Caturmasya fast (fasting for four months of the rainy season) as 
per the Vedic rules certainly attain heavenly pleasures and feel 
satisfied. " But such performances still remain short of rewarding 
the spiritual world because the Vedas explain processes that are 
within the three modes of material nature. They mainly speak about 
KarmakaQ.c;ia and JftanakaQ.c;ia; the path of fruitive action, and 
the path of mental speculation, respectively. Such paths attract 
only those who have less intelligence and are full of material desires. 
The devotees of Lord Kpma have no interest in them because the 
Vedas do not speak much about going beyond heaven. Those people 
whose he arts are contaminated with the desire for heavenly 
pleasures and do not become attracted to devotional service or 
l iberation are addre s s e d  here by the L o r d  with the word 
kamatmana]J. (filled with material desires) . They think drinking 
Somarasa (a celestial j uice) and enj oying the company of the 
celestial maidens in heaven is everything. Although such people 
sometimes know such arrangements are temporary, still somehow 
they are more attracted to heavenly enjoyment rather than to crave 
for the eternal bliss of the spiritual world. Lord Kr�Q.a therefore 
refers to them as less intelligent. Taking a human birth and acting 
as per one's Vama (four social ordes) and Asrama (four spiritual 
orders) takes one to heaven, but until one acts as a real devotee, 
one cannot enter into VaikuQ.tha, the spiritual world. As it is said in 
the Kathop ani� a d ,  tam durdar§am giit;lham an u-pra vi$ tam 
guhahitam gahvaretan pural)am adhyatma yogadhigamena devam 
matva dhiro har$a fokam jahati, "The sober people serve the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead through devotional service. By 
doing so, they cross the complete material ocean of birth and death. 
The Lord, who is the secret of all secrets, who is seated within the 
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hearts of all the living beings, who is very difficult to see, and who is 
the original Personality of Godhead, should be pleased through 
devotional service especially by those who want to be free from 
material entanglement. " 

TEXT 44 

�4l'l�m1•i1 a:i:uqaa�a�l"l I 
a:p:1�l'QIIBFhl �: � � � 1 1�� 1 1  

bhogaisvarya prasaktiiniiril 
tayiipahrta-cetasiim 

vyavasiiyiitmikii buddhi]J. 
samiidhau na vidhiyate 

TRANSLATION 

Those who are too attached to sense pleasures and material 
opulence, and those whose judgement is obscured by such things, 
the resolute determination required to perform devotional service 
does not take place in their unsteady minds. 

PURPORT 

Sripada Sridhara Swami says, karma kartari prayogo na 
upapadyate: "Those people who are engaged in performing fruitive 
work do not have the steady intelligence to decide how to utilize 
their actions in the service of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. " 
The word samiidhi used in this text is explained in the Nirukti 
Dictionary as , samyak adhiyate 'sminn iitma-tattvaril yathiitmyam, 
"When the mind is fixed for understanding the self in relation to 
the Supreme Lord, it is called samiidhi. " This stage of samiidhi is 
only possible for those who are on the platform of devotional service. 
The less intelligent become attracted to the flowery words of the 
Vedas and perform rituals to go to heaven. Due to their misfortune, 
they are not attracted to the worship of the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead, Lord Sri K:p:;J)a, who rewards liberation from this material 
world. 
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TEXT 45 

i1o4Mtt41 � f.lw10'10fl � I 
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traigm)ya-vi$aya veda 
nistraigw;i.yo bhavarjuna 

nirdvandvo nitya-sattvastho 
niryoga-k$ema atmavan 

TRANSLATION 

2-45 

0 Arjuna, the Vedas mainly deal with the subjects of the 
three modes of material nature. Situate yourself above the three 
modes by being in pure goodness. Free yourself from dualities 
and the anxieties for gain and safety, and beome conscious of 
the Self. 

PURPORT 

One who is fortunate and intelligent engages in the devotional 
service of the Lord and does not become attracted to the four 
principles of the Vedas, namely Dharma (religiosity) , Artha 
(economic development) , Kama (sense gratification) and Mok�a 
(liberation) . The Vedas also explain about fruitive action and mental 
speculation which are under the three modes of material nature. 
But Bhakti is beyond the three modes because it takes one near 
God. As it is stated in the Priti Sandarbha, bhaktir eva enam nayati, 
"Devotional service is the only process which takes one closer to 
God. " The Vedas do not contain profound explanations of 
devotional service, but in the Upani�ads, the Narada Paftcaratra, 
the Bhagavad Gita, the Gopala Tapini Upani�ad, and in many other 
Vedic scriptures it is stated that those who have unflinching faith in 
the words of the Lord and the Spiritual Master achieve pure 
devotional service. For those who do not abide by these scriptures, 
Srila Rupa Goswami states: 
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sruti smruti pur§JJ.adi pancaratra vidhim vina 
aikantiki harer bhaktir utpatayaiva kalpate 
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"That devotional service which ignores the rules stated in the 
authorized Vedic scriptures like the Upani�ads, the Purfu).as, the Narada 
Paiicaratra, and other such Vedic leteratures is not called devotional 
service but simply an unnecessary disturbance in human society." 

In order to be situated beyond the three modes of material 
nature; goodness,  passion, and ignorance ; one must practice 
devotional service . By practicing devotional service one will 
gradually become free from the dualities of desire and hate, honor 
and dishonor, and loss and gain. When Lord Kr�1.1a says nistraigul)yo 
bhava and nitya satvastho in this text, He is encouraging everyone 
to go beyond the three modes and be situated in pure goodness
that is, transcendence. This is further explained by Lord Kr�1.1a 
Himself in the Srimad Bhagavatam thus: 

mad arpal)am nisphalam va sattvikam nija karma tat 
rajasam phala sarikalpam himsa prayadi tamasam 

kaivalyam sattvikam jnanam rajo vaikalpikam ca yat 
prakrtam tamasam jii.anam mannistham nirgul)am smrtam 

vanam tu sattviko vaso gramo rajasa ucyate 
tamasam dyiita-sadanam manniketam ca nirgul)am 

sattvikal) karako 'sarigi ragandho rajasal) smrtal) 
tamasal) smrti-vibhra$to nirgul)o mad apasrayal) 

sattviky adhjyatmiki sraddha karma sraddha tu rajasi 
tamasy adharme ya sraddha mat-sevayam tu nirgul)a 

"That work which is performed following the rules of the 
scriptures but not attached to its results is situated in goodness, one 
who is desirous for the results of the work is in passion, and that 
work which involves violence is in ignorance. But the work that is 
performed as an offering to Me is transcendental. That knowledge 
which involves knowledge of the soul and dictates how to merge 
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with the Lord is in goodness; those who think that the soul is the 
doer of actions and enjoys the results of his work are in passion; 
whereas the knowledge of those who think that the soul and the 
body are one and the same is in ignorance. In contrast to these, 
knowledge which makes one attracted to me is called 
transcendental. To reside in the forest is in goodness, to live in the 
villages is in passion, to live in the gambling casinos is in ignorance, 
but living in My temples is called transcendental. Those who are 
unattached to the results of their work are in goodness, those who 
are attached to the fruits of their work are in passion, those whose 
work is against the scriptures are in ignorance, and those who work 
only for My satisfaction are transcendental. The faith of people who 
have faith in destiny and desire to know the soul is in goodness, the 
faith of those who have faith in the results of their actions is in 
passion, the faith of those who favor irreligious actions or actions 
that are against scriptures is in ignorance, but the faith of those 
who perform only devotional service is situated on the 
transcendental platform."  

In  this way, devotional service i s  said to  be  transcendental. 
Anyone situated under the three modes of material nature can rise 
to the transcendental platform by following the orders of a genuine 
Spiritual Master. This will be further explained in Chapter Four. 
Although it is very rare to find people who are completely free 
from the dualities of this world, those who serve Lord Kr�J)a with 
love are helped by Him to reach this platform. For example, there 
are two categories of people who are not fully satisfied: one is 
materialistic and the other is spiritual. Those who are materially 
engrossed cannot be fully satisfied by all their material gains and 
from the items of enjoyment. That is why they crave for more and 
more. Those who are true devotees feel that their thirst for spiritual 
love for Lord Kr�J)a remains unquenched. The first category of 
people remain entangled in the cycle of birth and death and the 
second category go back to Godhead and eternally enjoy the 
company of the Lord in the spiritual world. 
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TEXT 46 
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yavan artha udapane 
sarvata]J samplutodake 

tavan sarve$U vede$u 
brahmaJJasya vijanata]J 

TRANSLATION 
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When one becomes situatred in complete knowledge of the 
Supreme, the purposes of the Vedas become as unimportant as a 
small well when a grand reservoir of water is obtained to fulfill 
all the required needs. 

PURPORT 

The transcendental potency of devotional service is so 
powerful that anyone who performs even a little devotional service 
becomes free from sins. The reason for this is that the Lord becomes 
pleased from the very beginning of its execution. Therefore, one 
should consider how much more one can please the Lord with 
regular execution of devotional service. 

Here Lord Kpma is telling Arjuna that it is much more 
practical to relate with Him directly through devotional service than 
approaching Him through serving the demigods. Lord Kpma 
therefore uses the example of a small well and a big lake. When 
Lord Kr�Q.a used the word udapane in singular form, it signifies 
that each small well has its particular use . One well is used for 
drinking, another is for washing clothes, another for bathing, etc. 
But a huge lake can fulfill all of these functions simultaneously. 
Hence, the small wells are compared to the different demigods and 
the big reservoir represents Lord Kr�Q.a.  In conclusion, by 
worshiping Lord Kr�Q.a one can get all desires fulfilled from one 
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source, unlike from a demigod. As the Srimad Bhagavatam says: 

brahma-varcasa-kamas tu yajeta brahmal)al) patim 

indram indriya-kiimas tu prajii-kamal) prajiipatim 

devim miiyiim tu sri-kiimas tejas-kamo vibhiivasum 

vasu-kiimo vasii.n rudriin virya-kiimo 'tha viryaviin 

akamal) sarva-kiimo vii mok�a-kiima udiiradhil) 

tivrel)a bhakti-yogena yajeta puru�am param 

"One who desires to become learned in the Vedas should 
worship Lord Brahma, the master of the Vedas. One who desires 
to increase the capability of their senses should worship Lord Indra, 
the King of Heaven. One who desires good progeny should worship 
the great progenitors called the Prajapatis. One who desires good 
fortune should worship Durgadevi, the superintendent of the 
material world. One desiring to become vigorous should worship 
the firegod, Agni, and one who aspires only for money should 
worship the Vasus. One should worship Rudra if one wants to be a 
great hero . However, a person who has broader intelligence , 
whether one be full of all kinds of material desires, has no material 
desires, or desires liberation, must by all means wholeheartedly 
worship the Supreme Personality of Godhead Lord Sri Kr�l)a and 
please Him." 

Just as when the sun's rays are not diffused by the clouds, 
they are experienced more strongly; similarly, when devotional 
service is untinged by fruitive action or mental speculation, its power 
is intense. Therefore, it is not necessary to worship demigods to get 
one's desires fulfilled, when one can simply worship one God, Lord 
Sri Kpma, and get all purposes fulfilled. Another name of Lord 
Kp;;l)a is Rasaraja, the reservoir of pleasure, because He is the source 
of all spiritual and material pleasures. One of the realizations 
acquired from practicing spiritual life is the superiority of spiritual 
pleasure over material pleasure. As it is said in the Taittiriya 
Upanii;;ad, etasyaiva iinandasya anyiini bhii.tiini miitram upajivanti, 
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"Even a fragment of spiritual bliss can certainly make the living 
entities immeasurably happy in every way." 

TEXT 47 
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karmaJ.ly evadhikaras te 
ma phale�u kadacana 

ma karma-phala-hetur bhiir 
ma te sailgo stv akarmaJ.li 

TRANSLATION 

You have the right to perform your prescribed duty only, 
but you are not entitled to its results. Never consider yourself to 
be the cause of the results, and never be attached to not doing 
your duty. 

PURPORT 

Those who perform Vedic rituals to obtain heavenly 
enjoyment must accept another material body as the reaction, in 
order to enjoy such heavenly delights. Those who act against the 
scriptures also have to accept another body as the reaction, in order 
to experience hellish conditions. But those great souls who perform 
devotional service to please Lord Sri K:p:;J:.la do not receive any 
reaction from their performances and therefore are not locked into 
this material world. Hence, there are three categories of action: 
good, bad, and Kpma conscious. Among them, action in Kr�J:.la 
consciousness is transcendental and frees one from all reactions. 
Here, Lord Kr�J:.la tells Arjuna to perform his prescribed duty 
without being attached to the results, so as to not get a reaction 
from his actions. Those who are attached to the results of thei.: 
actions are called selfish and are thus implicated in taking anoth¢.t 
birth. Lord Kr�J:.la spoke these words to Arjuna because He:: saw 
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that Arjuna had become attached to not doing his prescribed duty 
of fighting for the right cause. A hunter has control only over his 
weapon but not over his targeted prey. Therefore, Lord Kr�J)a tells 
Arjuna to perform his duty without being attached to the results. It 
should be clearly understood that neither working with attachment 
nor avoidance of work are recommended for one by Lord Kr�J)a. 
Only performing one's prescribed duties without demanding the 
results leads one to liberation from this problematic world filled 
with dualities. 

TEXT 48 
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yogasthal) kuru karmal)i 
saiigam tyaktva dhanaii.jaya 

sidhy-asiddhyol) samo bhiitva 
samatvam yoga ucyate 

TRANSLATION 

0 Dhanaiijaya, having been freed from the attachment of 
results, being equipoised in success or in failure, ·  and being 
situated in Yoga, you perform your prescribed duty. Evenness of 
mind is called Yoga. 

PURPORT 

Those who are not intelligent rejoice in prosperity and mourn 
in adversity, but those who are in knowledge remain equipoised in 
both situations . Chal)akya Niti states that those who have 
uncontrolled senses cannot grasp spiritual knowledge. Unless one 
controls the senses one cannot situate oneself on the path of Yoga, 
and thus cannot concentrate the mind on the Supreme Personality 
of :Godhead. Leaving the matter of loss and gain up to Lord Kr�J)a, 
one should perform one's duty with controlled senses. This stage is 
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called Yoga, or work in Kr�i:ia consciousness. Unless one is a servant 
of Lord Kr�i:ia and working under His authorized representative, 
one cannot be free from the attraction to the results of action. No 
living entity in this world exists without action; therefore everyone 
can act to please God. As the Srimad Bhagavatam says, samsiddhi}J 
hari-to$al)am, "The perfection of one's life is to please Lord Sri 
Kr�i;ia." Here Lord Kr�i:ia tells Arjuna to be unattached to victory 
or defeat and just do his prescribed duty according to His will. 

TEXT 49 
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durel)a hy avaram karma 
buddhi-yogad dhanaii.jaya 

buddhau saral)am anviccha 
krpal)a}J phala-hetava}J 

TRANSLATION 

0 conqueror of wealth, discard all the fruitive activities 
filled with material desires by performing devotional service and 
fully surrender unto Me, the supreme consciousness. Those who 
live to enjoy the fruits of their work are called misers. 

PURPORT 

By using the word durel)a, Lord Kr�i:ia rejects action 
performed for a fruitive result. He says: "O Arjuna, use your 
intelligence to offer the results of your actions to Me, the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead. Such desireless work will reward you with 
self-realization. If you choose fruitive work you will be tied to the 
repetition of birth and death. Therefore, it is best to work for self
realization."  Those who are attached to the results of their work 
are implicated with the miseries of repeated birth and death. As it 
is said in the Gargopani�ad, yo va ak$aram gargy aviditva 'smal 
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lokat praiti sa krpal)al), "O Gargi, those who are unfortunate, 
although having been rewarded a human birth, do not surrender to 
the Supreme Personality of Godhead in their current life. They die 
in ignorance and suffer in their next life. Such people are called 
cripple-hearted, narrow-minded or misers ."  Such misers enjoy the 
temporary pleasures of this world, but they remain bereft of the 
greater result of pleasing the Lord. They remain away from the 
guidance of a pure devotee and acquire sin. Such people cannot 
experience the happiness of self-realization. Therefore, it is very 
important for everyone to work in Kp�I).a consciousness and receive 
spiritual enlightenment. 

TEXT 50 
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buddhi-yukto jahatiha 
ubhe sukrta-duskrte 

tasmad yogaya yujyasva 
yoga]) karmasu kausalam 

TRANSLATION 

A person engaged in devotional service gives up both good 
and bad actions within this life, and therefore, being neutral, 
should apply the art of devotional service, for it is the expertise 
of works. 

PURPORT 

The path of devotional service is the best process among all 
the spiritual processes. This is corroborated by the words karmasu 
kausalam in this text, meaning anyone caught in the network of 
illusion can be liberated by performing devotional service to Lord 
Kpma. As it is stated in the Kularl).ava Raha�ya: 
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asubhani ca karmaIJi sumaha-patakani ca 
bhakti k$aIJena dahati tala-rasim ivanalal;J. 
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"All inauspicious activities and the most griveous sins become 
quickly destroyed by sincere devotional service, just as fire burns a 
mountain of cotton within a short time."  

Pious actions can lead one to heaven and impious actions to 
hell, but those who have sufficient mercy from the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead can transcend both good and bad actions 
by performing devotional service to the Lord and return to the 
spiritual world. Those who are unattached to the results of their 
work, which they donate for the Lord, are said to be situated in 
devotional service . The statement from the Nyaya Sastra, vi$a 
parada nyaya, the logic of poisonous mercury, explains that if 
mercury is consumed it brings death to an entity, but when it is 
altered properly by an expert chemist or expert doctor before 
consuming, that very same mercury acts as medicine and does not 
kill, but saves life . Similarly, when one accepts a qualified Spiritual 
Master to direct one 's actions, it transcends both good and bad 
actions and their reactions and rewards entrance to the kingdom of 
God, where one enjoys spiritual bliss eternally. 

TEXT 51 
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karmajam buddhi-yukta hi 
phalam tyaktva mani$iIJal;J. 

janma-bandha vinirmuktal;J. 
padam gacchanty anamayam 

TRANSLATION 

The wise perform devotional service to free themselves 
from the cycle of birth and death by renouncing the results of 
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their actions. In this way, they attain the spiritual abode which is 
beyond all miseries. 

PURPORT 

Our Spiritual Master, Srila Prabhupada, used to say, "This 
material world is no place for a gentleman."  While in this world 
one tries in vain to forget miseries by not thinking of them, just as a 
tired rabbit sits down with closed eyes, wishing there are no more 
hounds running behind him. But the hounds are there, to catch 
him and kill him. Similarly, it does  not matter how many 
arrangements one makes to escape material nature's clutches; unless 
one becomes a sincere devotee of Lord Kr:;;1.1a, no one can escape. 
Therefore, those who are wise voluntarily surrender to Lord Kr:;;1.1a, 
who holds the keys to the spiritual world, where there are no miseries 
from the repetition of birth and death. If one can be free from 
miseries, why be miserable? Just as there is no darkness near the 
sun, there is no misery near Lord Kr:;;1.1a. 

TEXT 52 
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yada te moha-kalilam 
buddhir vyatitarisyati 

tada gantasi nirvedam 
srotavyasya srutasya ca 

TRANSLATION 

When your intelligence transcends the quagmire of 
delusion, you will become immune to what you will hear and to 
all you have heard. 

PURPORT 

There are three stages of devotion, often referred to as the 
neophyte stage, the clearing stage, and the advanced stage. The 
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Vedic rituals are meant for the neophytes, whereas the other two 
stages of devotion involve higher standards of service . In our 
spiritual tradition of the Gua<;liya Sampradaya, there were devotees 
who were so advanced that at times they could even control Lord 
KnnJ.a, the Supreme Personality of Godhead. When Lord Kr�1.1a 
sees that a devotee is sincere, He guides that devotee along the 
right path. Lord Kn;1.1a wanted to free Arjuna of his illusion and 
sadness. When the intelligence is cleared from the quicksand of 
delusion, one can see their real position. An example of this is given 
in the Mu1.1<;laka Upani�ad, parik�a lokan karma-citan brahma.Qo 
nirvedam ayat, "After examining the general mass of people who 
are engaged in fruitive activities, the Brahma1.1as came to the 
conclusion that they have to ignore the rituals of the Vedas and 
take to devotional service ."  Ritualistic ceremonies are governed 
by the three modes of material nature and one has to go beyond 
them to come to the platform of devotional service. Devotional 
service has the potency to purify one's heart and mind and it can be 
started at any stage and point in one's life, but sooner is better than 
later. By executing devotional service, one gradually becomes 
detached from worldly propaganda one has heard and will hear in 
the future. 

TEXT 53 
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sruti vipratipanna te 
yada sthasyati niscala 

samadhav acala buddhis 
tada yogam aviipsyasi 

TRANSLATION 

When you are no longer inclined towards the flowery 
language of the Vedas and remain steadily on the path of self
realization, you will have attained transcendental consciousness. 
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PURPORT 

The devotees who discharge devotional service do not become 
disturbed by or attracted to the flowery language found in the Vedas. 
A real devotee knows that everyone's eternal position is to be a 
servant of Lord Kp�l)a. Such a wise person is therefore interested 
only in reaching the kingdom of God, whereas the Vedas, at best, 
can promote one to the heavenly planets. When a devotee is fixed 
on the transcendental path of devotional service, the intelligence 
of that devotee cannot be attraced to the flowery language of the 
Vedas. A sign of attaining self-realization is that one should always 
remain undisturbed, like the flame of a lamp in a windless place. 
Such a person, who is free from the results of actions and is situated 
in knowledge, can experience the Lord. 

TEXT 54 
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arjuna uvaca 
sthita-prajiiasya ka bha$8 

samadhisthasya kesava 
sthita-dhil) kim prabha$eta 

kim asita vrajeta kim 

TRANSLATION 

Arjuna said: 0 Kesava, what is the symptom of a person 
situated in transcendental consciousness? What is his rhetoric? 
How does he remain fixed? How does he move in this world? 

PURPORT 

All living entities have their own symptoms by which they 
are recognized. Lord K:pma has countless qualities (symptoms) and 
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a name corresponding to each of them. The name Kesava used in 
this text, for example, signifies Lord Kn;1.1a's omnipresence. Since 
He is present everywhere and in everyone's heart, He knows 
everything. Lord Kpma is therefore the most qualified to speak this 
intricate transcendental knowledge of the Bhagavad Gita to Arjuna. 

When Arjuna heard from Lord Kp:;JJ.a how to fix one's 
consciousness on Him, Arjuna asked Lord Kr�1.1a four questions. 
Arjuna wanted to know a spiritually fixed person's symptoms, 
specifically their rhetoric and manner of speech, their remaining 
controlled from sense objects, and the way they carry on with their 
resolved goal. Arjuna, who had full experience of materialists, 
wanted Lord Kr�1.1a to tell him about a devotee fixed in Kr�1.1a 
consciousness so that he could easily recognize such a devotee. Just 
as a diseased person has his symptoms and a learned person has 
his, similarly, those who are situated in transcendental consciousness 
must have their symptoms also. Arjuna, being a devotee of Lord 
Kr�1.1a, asks these relevant questions to Lord Kr�1.1a so that people 
will recognize and aspire to acquire these symptoms in the future. 

TEXT 55 
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sri bhagavan uvaca 
prajahati yada kaman 

sarvan partha manogatan 
atmany evatmana tu�tab 

sthita-prajii.as tadocyate 

TRANSLATION 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead said: 0 Partha, 
when a person gives up all varieties of desires that spring from 
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mental concoction, at that stage, being satisfied in the self alone, 
one is said to be fixed in transcendence. 

PURPORT 

For the remainder of this chapter, Lord Kr�I.J.a answers the 
four questions asked by Arjuna. The word sarvan in this text signifies 
that a fixed devotee of the Lord does not indulge in any material 
desires that arise from mental concoction. As Niti says, "The mind 
is the source of unhappiness for the self because it is the storehouse 
of unlimited material desires. " Such material desires do not come 
from the soul and are almost impossible for the soul to eliminate. 
Just as water cannot be separated from its characteristics of wetness 
and moisture, similarly a living entity cannot give up its desires for 
happiness. Real happiness, however, is experienced only by a person 
who is free from illusion and knowingly connected with the Supreme 
Lord. As it is stated in the Kathopani�ad: 

yada sarve pramucyante kama ye sya hrdi srital) 
atha martyo 'mrto bhavaty atra brahma samasnute 

"When one becomes a sincere devotee, then gradually all the 
material desires become uprooted from the heart and from that 
point that devotee is called a liberated soul. Such a liberated soul 
experiences the Supreme Lord in this world at every moment." 

Furthermore, Sripada Madhusiidana Saraswati says: "Those 
who are steady in spiritual life always have a happy look on their 
faces. They are very peaceful and do not desire any material gain. 
They accept and use everything that exists in this world to please 
Lord Kr�I.J.a if it will not break the spiritual principles. They also 
feel very meek and humble at heart ." 

The Srimad Bhagavatam also says that those who are 
dedicated to the Supreme Personality of Godhead are rewarded 
with all the heavenly qualities, while those who are not dedicated 
to the Lord, even if they are well educated and expert in many 
fields, are ultimately defeated in this world. 
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Our forever beloved Spiritual Master, Srila Prabhupada, 
stated in this connection: "Artificially, such material desires cannot 
be stopped; but if one is engaged in Kp�1.1a consciousness, then 
automatically sense desires subside without extraneous effort. 
Therefore, one has to engage oneself in Kr�1.1a consciousness without 
hesitation, for this devotional service will instantly help one onto 
the platform of transcendental consciousness ." Therefore, to be free 
from the mind's conditioning, one must surrender to Lord Sri Kr�1.1a 
and carry out the orders of His representative, the scripturally 
authentic Spiritual Master. 

TEXT 56 
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dul).khe$V anudvigna-manab 
sukhe$U vigata-sprhab 

vita-raga-bhaya-krodhal) 
sthitadhir munir ucyate 

TRANSLATION 

One who remains undisturbed in mind by miseries; is not 
over-elated by happiness when it comes; and who is free from 
attachment, fear, and anger is said to be a sage with steady 
intelligence. 

PURPORT 

In this text and in the next, the answer to the second question 
of Arjuna regarding the speech of a steady devotee is answered. 
Such a devotee does not become disturbed by the miseries which 
arise from the body; such as hunger, thirst, fever, or headaches; nor 
by the miseries that arise from other living entities; such as insect 
bites; nor the miseries which come from the demigods; such as 
earthquakes, tornadoes, and tidal waves. He thinks that these 
troubles are the results of previous inappropriate actions and should 
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therefore be tolerated. Thus, a steady devotee does not become 
overwhelmed by misery and does not waste time talking about it. 
Similarly, when happiness comes, a devotee does not become 
overjoyed, but maintains equilibrium. 

A genuine devotee speaks in a straightforward manner and 
in such a way that others can know what is going on in his heart and 
mind. Such devotees do not make a show of their happiness and 
distress, like the hypocrites who show off an artificially happy mood 
when, in fact, they are miserable at heart. They also do not remain 
revengeful towards those who have mistreated or hurt them. The 
real devotees are perfectly honest and frank in their dealings. 

Being thus equipoised in happiness and distress, they are able 
to meditate on the Supreme Lord steadily. Here, Lord Kp�IJ.a calls 
such persons as devotees with steady intelligence. In Chapter Five, 
He again says , na prahrsyet priyam prapya na dvije t prapya 
capriyam, "Such a person neither rejoices upon achieving something 
pleasant nor laments upon obtaining something unpleasant." 

TEXT 57 
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ya]J. sarvatranabhisnehas 
tat tat prapya subha§ubham 

nabhi nandati na dve�ti 
tasya prajii.a prati�thita 

TRANSLATION 

One who is unattached in every circumstance, who is 
neither very elated when something good comes, nor is troubled 
by something unpleasant, has firmly fixed consciousness. 
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PURPORT 

A person becomes purified by constant practice of devotional 
service and also becomes free from all material designations, and 
out of gratitude such a person becomes very merciful and 
affectionate towards all living entities .  As it is stated in the 
Bhaktirasamrta Sindhu, sarvopiidhi vinir-muktam tat-paratvena 
nirmalam, "By the sole desire of serving the Supreme Personality 
of Godhead and being free from all material designations and 
desires, the hearts of devotees become fully cleansed from all 
contamination. "  

When such a devotee receives good  treatment or  
glorification from others, that devotee does not become over-joyous 
and artificially say, "Oh, you are so pious and know how to treat 
and serve the devotees. "  Also, if such a devotee is mistreated, even 
beaten, that devotee does not keep grudges or desire to take 
revenge, but remains tolerant. Moreover, such a devotee never 
curses anyone. In this way, being situated in transcendence, such a 
devotee's intelligence is called fixed. 

TEXT 58 

� ���s��= 
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yadii samharate ciiyam 
kiirmo 'ilgiiniva sarvasal) 

indriyiil)indriyiirthebhyas 
tasya prajiiii prati!$thitii 

TRANSLATION 

When one completely restrains the senses from the sense 
objects, as a tortoise withdraws its limbs into its shell, then one's 
consciousness is understood to be fixed in devotion. 
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PURPORT 

Lord Kr�I)a answers Arjuna's third question in this verse and 
in the next five verses. In the scriptures,  the material senses are 
compared to venomous serpents . People who do not have their 
senses under control are bitten by them at every moment. However, 
those who practice spiritual life under the guidance of a perfect 
Spiritual Master know how to remove the poisonous effect of the 
senses by properly engaging them in the service of Lord Kr�I)a. 
When the senses are not engaged in the service of the Lord, they 
remain addicted to enjoying material life . Therefore, just as a 
tortoise retracts its limbs inside its shell in times of trouble and 
exhibits them again when they are required, a steady devotee 
controls the senses perfectly. The way to control the senses is to act 
reverse to the demands of the mind .  When the mind wants 
something material to enjoy, then, using the intelligence, one should 
resist that demand. Thus the senses will remain under control, and 
in such a stage a devotee is called a fixed devotee of Lord Kr�I)a. 

TEXT 59 

� MR€1J41 R\l�I® �= I 
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vi$aya vinivartante 
niraharasya dehina}J. 

rasa-varjaril raso 'py asya 
pararil dr$fva nivartate 

TRANSLATION 

When a person forcefully refrains from the sense objects, 
craving for them still remains. But, due to experiencing the higher 
taste, even the craving of such a devotee disappears. 

PURPORT 

Attaining the sense objects for personal enjoyment is called 
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imbibing food for the senses. By contrast, enjoyment for a fixed 
devotee comes from the spiritual platform by realization of God, 
Lord Sri Kr�1.1a.  This attainment of spiritual bliss is the real 
fulfillment of one 's desire for enjoyment. Unless one is fixed in 
devotion to Lord Kr�1.1a, one cannot be free from craving for material 
sense enjoyment and experience the satisfaction of spiritual bliss . 
Someone may fast like a sick man from the sense objects, but due 
to attachment to them the attraction to them does not cease. Those 
who are steady devotees, however, due to experiencing the higher 
taste, are free from both the sense objects and the desire for sense 
enjoyment. Therefore, merely refraining from sense gratification is 
not the symptom of a steady devotee. 

One must also spiritualize one's senses by engagin$ them in 
the service of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, Lord Sri Kr�1.1a. 
In order to avoid the four pillars of sin; namely illicit sex, meat eating, 
intoxication, and gambling; a conditioned soul is advised to engage 
all the senses in the service of Lord Kr�1.1a at all times. When the 
conditioned soul is thus purified, even though there may be some 
pleasure in embracing the sense objects, they will refrain from doing 
so. Although a devotee may have strong senses and a healthy body, 
still, because a devotee is fixed in devotion to Lord Kr�1.1a, that 
devotee is not attracted to the material sense pleasures but remains 
happy and satisfied within by practicing spiritual activities. 

TEXT 60 

� � %1�4 9;(l'1� f4qf.tra: I 
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yatato hy api kaunteya 
puru$asya vipascital) 

indriyal)i pramathini 
haran ti prasabharil manal) 
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TRANSLATION 

0 son of Kunti, the senses are so impetuous and stimulating 
that they forcibly carry away even the mind of the learned who 
are endeavoring to control them. 

PURPORT 

From the very beginning of spiritual practice, one must 
endeavor hard to keep the senses from engaging in material sense 
gratification. Without controlling the senses, a person cannot 
become spiritually steady. Those with steady intelligence are ab.le 
to discern what matter is and what spirit is and thus they are able to 
control their senses by continuous engagement in devotional service. 
For those who are less intelligent, restricting the senses by practicing 
the eightfold Yoga process of the Patafi.jali Yogasiitra, such as 
yama, niyama, asana, pral)ayama, pratyahara, dharal)a, dhyana, and 
samadhi is recommended. One may wonder, then, how a learned 
person gets carried away by the desire for sense gratification. The 
answer is found in this text by the word pramathini, which signifies 
that the senses are so intense and powerful that they forcibly carry 
away a person's mind and intelligence to engage in sense 
gratification. The nature of the mind is flickering and it  is  the leader 
of the senses; therefore one should avoid trusting the mind. As the 
Srimad Bhagavatam states,  eke na manaso 'ddha visrambham 
anavasthanasya satha kirata iva sangacchante, na kuryat karhicit 
sakhyam manasi by anavasthite, "Just as a clever hunter keeps hold 
of his prey because it may run away, similarly, wise persons do not 
trust the mind, for it may carry them away to engage in material 
sense pleasures .  Therefore, they continuously keep control over 
their mind and do not follow whatever it dictates. " 

The nature of the mind is to go to lower grades of sense 
pleasure, just as the nature of water is to flow towards lower grounds. 
Therefore, one should never let the mind roam freely into the realm 
of sensuality. Hence, one needs to protect the treasury of purity 
from the thieving of material sense objects. The path of spirituality 
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is a joyous ferryboat ride, it is very slippery and, unless one is careful, 
one can fall at any moment. But if one follows the instructions of a 
bona-fide Spiritual Master who is authorized by ancient Vedic 
scriptures, this slippery path becomes very easy to follow. As it is 
stated in the Kathopanii;;ad, varan nibodhata k$urasya dhara nisita 
duratyaya durgam pathas tat kavayo vadanti, "The greatly learned 
have said that if one surrenders unto a perfect Spiritual Master then 
spiritual life, which is very difficult to remain steady in, becomes 
very easy to follow. Otherwise, it is like standing barefooted on a 
razor's edge." Kp�:Q.a consciousness is such a nice process that one 
who practices it controls the senses without having to make any 
extra endeavor. This is accomplished through engaging the senses 
in the activities of devotional service. In so doing, the senses lose 
their taste for material sense gratification because they too become 
transcendental to the three modes of material nature. 

TEXT 61 

({1'f.r �qffo1 � � 3mfur �:I 
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tani sarval)i sam yam ya 
yukta asita matparal;l 

vase hi yasyendriyal)i 
tasya prajila prati$thita 

TRANSLATION 

One who takes refuge in Me with fixed consciousness by 
keeping all the senses under control is situated in transcendence. 

PURPORT 

The devotees whose intelligence is fixed in Lord Kr�:Q.a are 
nonenvious and have their senses under control. Such devotees are 
said to be situated in transcendence. Unless one's senses are fully 
controlled, one cannot be situated in transcendence. With this rule, 
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even the neophyte devotee is considered to be better off than an 
advanced mystic yogi. As U ddhava says to Lord K:r�Qa in the Srimad 
Bhagavatam: 

pri.iyasa}J. pw;l<;/ariki.ik$a yuii.jato yogino mana}J. 

vi$idanty asami.idhani.in mano-nigraha kar$iti.i}J. 

athi.ita i.inanda-dugham padi.imbujam 

hamsi.i srayerann aravinda-Jocana 

"O Lotus Eyed Lord, practically all the mystic yogis remain 
unsuccessful in controlling their minds, even though they repeatedly 
endeavor to control them through yogic methods; when they 
fail in their attempts, they become very sad due to their defeat. 
But, those who are Your real devotees are compared to swans who 
have discernment powers. They are easily able to control their minds 
and take refuge at Your pleasing Lotus Feet ." 

The words vase hi stated in this text signify that a lamp burning 
in a house can also burn the house. Similarly, the Supreme Lord, 
who is seated in the heart of a practicing yogi, can burn all his sins. 
The real yogi, however, is a dedicated devotee who is under direct 
governance of Lord Sri K:r�Qa. As the Srimad Bhagavatam says, na 
hi vi.isudeva bhakti.ini.im asubham vidyate kvacit, "There can never 
be any inauspiciousness anywhere for the sincere devotees of Lord 
Sri K:r�Qa, the son of Vasudeva."  

TEXT 62 
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dhyi.iyato vi$ayi.in puii1$a}J. 
sarigas te$U.paji.iyate 

sarigi.it saii.ji.iyate ki.ima}J. 
ki.imi.it krodho 'bhiji.iyate 
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TRANSLATION 

When the sense objects are contemplated within the mind, 
a person develops attachment for them; from such attachment 
lust develops, and from lust anger arises. 

PURPORT 

Unless one is fully Kr�IJ.a conscious , the senses can easily get 
carried away by the very sight of the sense objects . The taste of the 
soul is Kr�IJ.a consciousness, while the taste of the mind is material 
pleasure. By engaging in Kr�IJ.a consciousness, one removes 
the taste of the mind for material pleasure, just as a higher taste 
makes one forget the lower taste . The mind, being in touch with 
external sense objects, invariably creates havoc if left alone to its 
own devices .  Therefore , the mind must be fixed in Kr�IJ.a 
consciousness under the direction of an authentic Guru, so that even 
if the mind comes in contact with the sense objects, it will remain 
immune to their attraction. Even the greatest devotees, such as Lord 
Brahma and Lord Siva, get carried away at times by their senses, so 
what to speak of ordinary people. 

Therefore,  spiritual practitioners are advised to avoid 
contemplating the sense objects, because by thinking of them one 
develops the desire to have and enjoy them. When such attachment 
arises in the heart, if there is any obstacle to fulfilling the desires, 
one becomes angry. This anger burns the heart and thus removes 
one 's purity. Therefore, at the very least, for the protection of one's 
purity, one must always associate with the fixed devotees of the 
Lord. As it is stated in the Manu Smruti, kartavyam mahad asrayam, 
"One should associate with a spiritually advanced devotee who is 
fixed in devotion to the Lord to obtain the required help ." 

TEXT 63 
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krodhiid bhavati sammohab 
sammohiit smrti-vibhramal) 

smrti-bhramsad buddhi-nafo 
buddhi-nasat pral)asyati 

TRANSLATION 

2-64 

From anger delusion arises, and by delusion memory 
becomes bewildered. When the memory is bewildered, 
intelligence is lost. In such a state, one falls down from the right 
path. 

PURPORT 

How a devotee 's downfall takes place is systematically 
described here by Lord Kr�I).a. The minds of materialistically 
inclined devotees remain very weak because since time immemorial 
lusty desires for sense gratification are deeply rooted in their hearts. 
When such desires go unfulfilled, anger arises in them. From anger, 
delusion arises, and from delusion comes bewilderment, and thus 
loss of memory. When the memory is bewildered, intelligence is 
lost, and when intelligence is in turmoil, they fall down again into 
their previous ways of enjoying material life. In other words, they 
again engage in hellish sense gratification. By contrast, those who 
remain on the devotional path in whatever condition they may face 
are rewarded with realizations. Such devotees make proper use of 
everything and are thus able to avoid the reactions which otherwise 
come without fail. This is the nature of material existence and its 
solution. 

TEXT 64 
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riiga-dve$a vimuktais tu 

vi$ayiin indriyais caran 
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atma-vasyair vidheyatma 
prasadam adhigacchati 

TRANSLATION 

137 

When one is free from all attachment and aversion and 
controls the senses by practicing the regulated principles of 
spirituality, one receives tranquility as a blessing. 

PURPORT 

This is the answer to the fourth question of Arjuna concerning 
how a steady devotee moves and behaves in this world . The 
mechanical control of the senses through pra.Q.ayama (breathing 
exercises), which is so popular with Mayavadis, may help a person 
for a short time ,  but because the senses remain bereft of 
transcendental engagement, they again fall back under the spell of 
delusion. When one is fixed in Kr�I).a consciousness, however, one 
does not become attracted to the sense objects even if they are 
immediately available. Therefore, a devotee with firm faith in the 
Vedic rules can go anywhere without falling into materialistic and 
degrading life. The word vidheyatma used in this text by Lord Kr�I).a 
is very important to note. The Amarako�a Dictionary defines this 
word as, vidheyo vinaya grahi vacane sthita asraval), "A steady 
devotee has their senses under control. They subdue their senses 
from becoming attracted to sense objects and thus keep their vow 
of purity intact. They do not act in such a way that their senses 
become lured towards external attraction." This is the way a devotee 
remains fixed and lives their life in this world. If such a fixed devotee 
comes in contact with the sense objects there is no offense, because 
as Srila Visvanatha Chakravarti Thakura comments, sva vasyair 
indriyair vi$aya graha.Q.e 'pi na do$ab iti, "For one who is not 
attached to the sense objects even in their mind, if that devotee 
accepts some kind of sense object, there is no fault or sin ."  This 
means, when the facility of sense objects comes, a devotee alters 
them first and then offers them to Lord Kr�I).a. Thus, either the 
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renunciation from sense objects or accepting them for devotional 
service both are perfectly valid on the spiritual path. 

TEXT 65 
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prasade sarva-dul)khanam 
hanir asyopajayate 

prasanna-cetaso hy asu 
buddhil) pary-avati$thate 

TRANSLATION 

With such a tranquil blessing one no longer experiences 
any misery and, in such a happy state, the intelligence of a person 
soon becomes completely fixed on the transcendental platform. 

PURPORT 

The statement buddhi pary avati$thate made by Lord Kp;;IJ.a 
in this text refers to a devotee's intelligence fully becoming fixed on 
the Supreme Personality of Godhead. In other words, a devotee in 
this state fully depends on Lord Kr�IJ.a. Whatever situation takes 
place, the devotee thinks that it is Lord Kr�IJ.a's desire for something 
good, and thus does not protest. When Lord Kr�IJ.a uses the words 
prasanna cetasal), He is stating that real pleasure in the heart can 
only be experienced through devotional service. For example, in 
the first canto of the Srimad Bhagavatam, it is explained how Srila 
Vyasadeva was not perfectly satisfied even after compiling the Vedic 
scriptures. He remained despondent until he received instructions 
on Bhakti (devotional service) from his Guru, Narada Muni. After 
compiling the Srimad Bhagavatam, Srila Vyasadeva became fully 
satisfied in his heart. It is confirmed by Srila Rflpa Goswami in the 
Bhaktirasamrta Sindhu that when one is situated in Bhakti, all kinds 
of unhappiness promptly ceases and one becomes happy and, in 
due course, self-realized. 
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TEXT 66 
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nasti buddhir ayuktasya 
na cayuktasya bhavana 

na cabhavayatal) santir 
asantasya kutab sukham 

TRANSLATION 

139 

When one is not transcendentally situated, one has neither 
a controlled mind nor steady intelligence, both of which are 
necessary for peace of mind. How can there be happiness without 
peace? 

PURPORT 

One who is unable to control the mind does not have the 
steady intelligence required to realize the self. In an uncontrolled 
state of mind, one cannot meditate on the Supreme Soul, and 
consequently one has no peace. Without peace, one is not happy in 
any environment. As long as one's mind is attached to lust, spiritual 
intelligence does not manifest. Without spiritual intelligence, people 
do not gain enlightenment, even if they study the scriptures or meet 
a qualified Spiritual Master and practice spiritual life for a long time. 
Only those who are determined to follow the perfect Spiritual 
Master with clean consciousness can, in due course, attain self
realization. Therefore, purity is the force which allows one to gain 
perfect intelligence and peace of mind. 

TEXT 67 
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indriyiil)am hi caratam 
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yan-mano 'nuvidhiyate 
tad asya harati prajiiam 

vayur navam ivambhasi 

TRANSLATION 

2-67 

Just as a boat on the water is swept away by a storm, 
similarly, any one of the senses on which the mind focuses upon 
carries away one's intelligence. 

PURPORT 

We know from the scriptures that the mind, unless it is fully 
purified, is always attracted to material sense gratification, creating 
a horrific storm, and thus cannot be trusted. As it is stated in the 
Srimad Bhagavatam; 

kamo manyur mado lobhal) 
soka moha bhayadayal) 

karma-bandhas ca yan-miilal) 
svikuryad ko nu tad budhal) 

"The mind is the root cause of creating lust, anger, pride , 
greed, illusion, fear, and also binds one to the cycle of repeated 
birth and death. Therefore who is that wise person who will place 
their trust on this degrading mind?" 

The mind predominates over the senses and focuses on the 
weakest of them to engage it in its particular sense object. Lord 
Kp�1,1a compares this to a boat rocking in the water and being carried 
away by a strong wind headed towards the wrong direction. Such 
disturbances are due to a lack of faith in love of Godhead, which is 
the ultimate goal of human life. Real peace begins when one is 
certain that Lord Kr�1,1a is the supreme enjoyer of everything, and 
thinking this, surrenders unto Him. Therefore, every intelligent 
person should try to completely engage all their senses, including 
their mind, in continuous devotional service to the Lord. 
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TEXT 68 

m-: I 

tasmad yasya mahabaho 
nigrhitani sarvasal) 

indriyal).indriyarthebh yas 
tasya prajii.a prati�thita 

TRANSLATION 

141 

Therefore, 0 mighty-armed one, whosoever has their senses 
properly restrained from their objects is certainly of steady 
intelligence. 

PURPORT 

One can easily distinguish those who have unflinching faith 
in devotional service to Lord Kr�J:.la because they are seen to be 
very attached to Him. Just as darkness disappears when the sun 
rises, similarly there is no room for illusion when one is truly attached 
to Lord Kr�J:.la. Lord Kr�J:.la points out here that if the senses are 
properly engaged in Lord Kr�I.la's service and restrained from their 
respective sense objects, victory over Maya (illusion) is assured. 
Illusion is the real enemy of the living entity because it keeps one 
in the cycle of birth and death. To defeat Maya, one must somehow 
surrender to Lord Kr�Qa; in this way, the senses automatically remain 
under control. But the senses of those who do not wish to become 
devotees of the Lord torture them by pulling them to their 
destruction like a moth who becomes attracted to fire and destroys 
itself. The Lord addresses Arjuna in this text as "mighty-armed one," 
signifing, "O Arjuna, you are expert at controlling your enemies; 
now you must control your mind."  
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TEXT 69 
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ya nisa sarva-bhiitanam 
tasyam jagarti samyami 

yasyam jagrati bhiitani 
sa nisa pasyato munelJ 

TRANSLATION 

2-69 

That which is night for all beings is the awakening time for 
the seH-controlled; and the time of awakening for all beings is 
the nighttime for the introspective sage. 

PURPORT 

This verse describes two kinds of intelligence. One kind is 
inclined towards improvement of the soul, while the other is inclined 
towards enjoying material sense gratification. The former is 
represented by the intelligence of a self-realized sage, which is 
likened to the night for worldly people , because they remain 
ignorant to that realm. Just as a sleeping person does not know 
what had happened during the daytime, similarly, a worldly minded 
person does not know what is achieved by the self-realized person 
by following the spiritual path. The self-realized person is always 
spiritually active and that is why they experience transcendental 
ecstasy directly. Worldly people also have direct experiences of 
worldly happiness that are intermingled with lamentation and 
illusion, which the wise remain naive about. Material experiences 
arise from sense gratification and are avoided by the steady 
devotees. Self-realization is like the daytime and material life is 
likened to the night and those experiencing one are unaware of the 
experiences of the other. This means the experience of self
realization is like night for the worldly people, and that night is like 
the daytime for devotees. Those who are engrossed in the dense 
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darkness of delusion do not endeavor for self-realization because 
they are unaware of that kind of ecstasy. They are like the sleeping 
person, who is unaware of what happens when one is spiritually 
awakened. Similarly, due to being spiritually awakened, the path 
of sense gratification is likened to the night for a self-realized person 
because they know that enjoying materially degrades the soul. As 
the Mahabharat states: 

kiiraka vyavahiire hi §uddha vastu na vidyate 
suddhe vastilni siddhe ca kiiraka vyaprtis tathii 

kiika ulii.ka niseviiyam samsiiro 'jii.iitma vedino]J 
ya nisii sarva bhutiiniim ity avocet svayarh hari}J 

"Just as when a glove is used, the real experience of touching 
the object is not realized, but when actual touch is experienced, it 
should be understood that a glove was not used. Similarly, spiritual 
realization functions as a protective glove against materialism to a 
spiritualist and material sense gratification functions as a covering 
glove that makes the materialists completely ignorant to spiritual 
life . Thus, they each remain unaware of what the other experiences. 
Just as the crow and the owl have no power to see in the night and 
daytime respectively, the spiritually and materially intelligent people 
remain ignorant to material and spiritual matters respectively, as is 
confirmed by the statement of Lord Kr�IJ.a Himself in the Bhagavad 
Gita. " 

TEXT 70 
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iipuryamiil)am acala-prati$tham 
samudram iipa]J pravisanti yad vat 

tad vat kiimii yam pravisanti sarve 
sa siintim iipnoti na kiima-kiimi 
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TRANSLATION 

Just as the vast ocean remains undisturbed even though 
unlimited water of so many rivers constantly enters into it, 
similarly, a person who remains undisturbed when all kinds of 
material desires enter into the mind achieves peace, but not the 
person who wants to satisfy the desires. 

PURPORT 

As long as the material body exists, there will be material 
desires. Since the devotees are fixed in devotion to Lord Kpma, 
these material desires do not create havoc for them. Just as in the 
rainy season, when so many water-filled rivers enter into the ocean 
yet the ocean does  not become overflooded and remains 
undisturbed, when material desires enter into the mind of a steady 
devotee that devotee remains unagitated. Unlike the materialists, 
such devotees are always self-satisfied because taking the shelter 
of the Supreme Personality of Godhead is so satisfying that a 
devotee need not hanker for anything else. As Srila Sridhara Swami 
states :  "Due to some past karma, when the desires for sense 
gratification enter into the heart of a steady devotee, they merge 
into the ocean of their spiritual desires and do not create any havoc 
in their heart or mind. Such people receive peace in life. But those 
who gratify their senses do not receive real peace." 

The scriptures advise that no matter what, one must control 
one's material desires. Just as one cannot see one's face in water 
when it is disturbed by the wind, similarly, one cannot realize God 
when one's mind is perturbed by the wind-like material desires. 
When desires are controlled, then the mind gradually subsides; 
like when fuel is not supplied to fire, that fire becomes 
extinguished. But if one dies without winning over the material 
desires, then one is bound to reincarnate again and again until one 
wins over them. 
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vihaya kaman ya}J. sarvan 
pumams carati ni}J.sprhal) 

nirmamo niraharikaral) 
sa santim adhigacchati 

TRANSLATION 

145 

A person who abandons all desires for sense gratification 
and lives without longing for them, and is free from ownership 
and the false ego; that person alone attains peace. 

PURPORT 

Even though a steady devotee can also easily obtain sense 
objects to gratify desires, still he avoids them. Unless one becomes 
completely free from material desires , one cannot execute 
devotional service properly even though living in Krsna 
consciousness. As Srila Rupa Goswami has said, "Unless one 
becomes free from material desires and designations and performs 
devotional service favorably to Lord Kr�JJ.a, that person cannot be 
addressed as a devotee." Therefore , anyone who claims to be a 
devotee should only accept what is necessary to keep the body and 
soul together to serve Lord Kr�JJ.a properly. Individual peace of 
mind as well as world peace depends on the acceptance of the fact 
that everything which exists in this world is the property of God, 
Lord Sri Kr�JJ.a, and is meant to be used to please Him. 

This is the meaning of this text as is confirmed by the 
Ifopani�ad, Isa vasyam idam sarvam. Therefore, if someone accepts 
more than required for a comfortable survival, they become bereft 
of self-realization. Hence, a devotee is advised to be very careful in 
their pursuit of spiritual advancement. 
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TEXT 72 
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e$8. brahmi sthiti]J. partha 
nainam prapya vimuhyati 

sthitvasyam anta-kale 'pi 
brahma-nirvfu)am rcchati 

TRANSLATION 

2-72 

0 Partha, having attained this state of spiritual life, one is 
no longer bewildered. Being so situated at the time of death, 
one enters into the spiritual kingdom. 

PURPORT 

The word nirval)a in this text means the cessation of material 
activities and only on this state does one attain the Brahman 
platform. Srila Valadeva Vidyabhu�aQ.a comments, "When one is 
situated on the Brahman platform, only then does one march to 
the spiritual platform of the Godhead. "  The Taittiriya Upani�ad 
defines what Brahman is, yato va. imani bhiitanijayante yena jatani 
jivanti yat prayanty abhisamvisanti iti brahma, "The Lord from 
Whom all the living entities come to exist, Who supplies everything 
for their survival, and at last retracts them all inside Him is called 
Brahman. "  One has to first come to this Brahman platform, 
meaning one has to first have sufficient faith in the practice of 
spiritual life to obtain the platform of self-realization. 

In this chapter it has been made clear that the processes of 
Karma, Jiiana, and mystic Yoga are just preliminary states of 
spirituality. They do not clear the path to self-realization. Only the 
devotional path clears it. Lord Sri Kr�Q.a concludes this chapter by 
saying that those who are situated on the devotional path, after 
leaving their body, do not return to this mortal world again. This 
means that serious practice of Kr�Q.a consciousness can therefore 
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purify one very quickly, but those who are not serious on this path 
may practice for many lifetimes and still remain short of obtaining 
self-realization. Therefore, the conclusion is that one must become 
a serious devotee of Lord Kr�i:ia in order to reach His spiritual abode 
and live and sport with Him there eternally. The prescription for 
success is to perform one's service to Lord Kr�i:ia without being 
attached to the results. This is the ultimate spiritual truth and is the 
conclusion of the second chapter of the Srimad Bhagavad Gita. 

Thus ends the Vrajavasi Purports to the Second Chapter of 

the Srimad Bhagavad Gita in the matter of the Science of the Soul. 

Hari Om Tat Sat 





CHAPTER THREE 

Karma-Yoga 

TEXT l 
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arjuna uvaca 
jyayasi cet karmal)as te 

mata burddhir janardana 
tat kim karmal)i ghore 

mam niyojayasi kesava 

TRANSLATION 

Arjuna said: 0 Janardana, if You consider using the 
intelligence for devotional service to be better than working, 
why then, 0 Kesava, do You urge me to engage in this ghastly 
warfare? 
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PURPORT 

In this third chapter of the Bhagavad Gita, Lord Kp�Q.a vividly 
explains how to work in Kr�Q.a consciousness by offering one's work 
to Him without hankering for the results. How one can improve the 
intelligence in order to conquer over lust and anger is also explained 
in this chapter. The previous chapter began with Lord Kr�Q.a 
explaining the knowledge of the soul, followed by a discourse on 
working without attachment to the results and finally, how to execute 
Bhakti, or the Yoga of devotional service. It also explained that 
Bhakti is beyond the three modes of material nature. After hearing 
that, Arjuna became anxious to perform his prescribed duty in an 
intelligent manner. Thus he asked: "O Lord, if it is best to resolutely 
perform devotional service, which is free from the three modes of 
material nature, why are You still urging me to engage in this ghastly 
warfare where people are killed? One of Your names is Janardana, 
the caretaker of all the humans beings, yet You are asking me to kill 
all these humans. It seems to me to be improper." 

Arjuna is still under bewilderment despite hearing the words 
spoken to him by Lord Kr�Q.a. Arjuna had previously thought that 
using the intelligence for self-improvement means to retire from 
active life and take to seclusion as a Sanyasi. Therefore, Lord Kr�Q.a 
explained that work done in Kr�Q.a consciousness, even if it involves 
fighting under His order, brings no bad reaction and is liberating. 

When Arjuna here addresses Lord Kr�Q.a as Kesava, he is 
referring to Lord Kr�Q.a as the controller of Lord Siva and Lord 
Brahma. As the Parasara Smruti states: 

ka iti brahmal)o nama I§o 'ham sarva dehinam 
iiviin tavanga sambhiito tasmiit kesava niim-bhaga 

"The segment ka from Ke§ava refers to Lord Brahma, the 
segment Isa refers to Lord Siva, and the segment va refers to one 
who controls both. Therefore, the name Kesava for Lord Kr�Q.a 
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means that Lord Kr�:r:ia is so powerful that He controls both Lord 
Brahma and Lord Siva simultaneously." 

TEXT 2 

� �H�'1 � ifl@PHflq if I 
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vyamisrel)aiva vakyena 
buddhim mohayasiva me 

tad ekam vada niscitya 
yena sreyo 'ham apnuyam 

TRANSLATION 

You are almost confusing me by Your apparent conflicting 
statements; therefore, please decide and tell me that one decisive 
instruction by following which I will be benefited. 

PURPORT 

It was established in Chapter Two that Bhaktiyoga is free from 
the three modes of material nature; goodness, passion and ignorance; 
and is the topmost process of spiritual life . The condition of 
Bhaktiyoga is that it requires the blessings of a pure devotee to 
understand it. One should therefore place oneself under the care of 
a pure devotee of Lord Krsna, as was done by Arjuna. Arjuna 
accepted Lord Kr�:r:ia as his Spiritual Master, who gave His blessings 
to Arjuna in the form of His instructions . After accepting a 
scripturally authentic Spiritual Master, if one obeys his instruction 
correctly, one surely obtains unalloyed devotion to Lord Kr�:r:ia. 
Although working in the mode of goodness is certainly better 
than working in the modes of passion and ignorance, better than 
that is working in knowledge of God, and unalloyed devotion is the 
best. Since Arjuna could not perform unalloyed devotional service 
for Lord Kr�:r:ia due to being put into illusion, he was still honest 
and expressed his hesitancy to Him. If someone is in doubt, that 
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person cannot come to a firm decision. For this reason, Arjuna is 
saying to Lord Kpn).a: "O Lord, You are bewildering me by speaking 
equivocal instructions which include different kinds of processes. 
You have said to me, kannal)y evadhikaras te (2.47), 'You have a 
right to perform your duty'; then, siddhy asiddhayol) samo bhiitva 
samatvam yoga ucyate (2.48),  'When one is equal to success or 
failure, one becomes situated in Yoga'; followed by, buddhi-yukto 
jahatiha ubhe sukrta-deskrte (2.50) , 'A person engaged in devotional 
service is able to give up both good and bad actions. '  By hearing 
such conflicting instructions, which are mixed with karma and jiiana, 
I have become even more bewildered. " Please decide and give me 
just one kind of instruction which will benefit me. 

When Arjuna uses the word iva, it signifies that although 
Lord Kr�IJ.a's statements are clear, Arjuna feels they are unclear and 
mixed. This situation of Arjuna is because Lord Kr�IJ.a has put him 
under illusion so Lord Kf�pa can speak the Bhagavad Gita for our 
benefit. Hence, we may receive clear instructions for going back to 
Godhead, by reading and following the instructions of the Bhagavad 
Gita. Illusion means darkness or ignorance, and Lord Kr�IJa is like 
the shining sun that removes it. Therefore, Arjuna's doubts are meant 
to enable Lord Kr�IJ.a to give the perfect and decisive decision on 
what process is the best to follow by all the conditioned souls in this 
world. Actually, no one is more merciful than Lord Kr�IJ.a, and no 
one is more ignorant than the conditioned souls. Because of this 
and also because His knowledge is the topmost of all secrets, it is 
very difficult to understand the direct words of Lord Kr�IJ.a. That is 
why one requires the mercy of a pure devotee to become fully Kr�IJ.a 
conscious. 

TEXT 3 
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sri bhagavan uvaca 

Joke 'smin dvividha ni$tha 
pura prokta inaya 'nagha 

jiiana-yogena sarikhyanaril 
karma-yogena yoginam 

TRANSLATION 

153 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead said: 0 sinless one, 
formerly I had explained about two categories of faith in this 
world, that the empiric philosophers develop their faith through 
philosophical speculation and the devotees develop their faith 
through devotional service. 

PURPORT 

In the previous chapter, Lord Kr�:Q.a spoke mainly about 
Karmayoga and Jfi.anayoga as the processes of liberation. Therefore, 
Arjuna is asking Lord Kpm.a to decisively choose between these 
two.  Lord Kr�:Q.a spoke these two processes without linking them to 
the two categories of people authorized for liberation. Those who 
are empirical philosophers, for example, are eligible to receive real 
knowledge after attaining purification. As Lord Kr�Q.a said in the 
previous chapter, tani sarval)i sarilyamya yukta asita mat para]J. 
(2.61) ,  "One should take refuge in Me with fixed consciousness by 
keeping all the senses under control . "  If, with pure heart and 
consciousness, one is still unable to advance towards the culmination 
of spiritual life , then working without demanding the results is 
recommended. People who work in this way are called karmis 
(fruitive workers) in Sanskrit. Their work, though fruitive , is 
performed somewhat according to scriptural injunctions. When such 
work is executed independent of the scriptures then the worker is 
called vikarmiin Sanskrit, meaning that the work performed by them 
makes them experience bad results later. The devotees of the Lord, 
however, engage in devotional service and are called akarmi in 
Sanskrit, or engaged in transcendental work, because it is free from 
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all categories of reactions. As Lord Kp;;Q.a had previously said, 
dharmyaddhi yuddhac chreyo 'nyat k$atriyasya na vidyate (2.31) , 
"Indeed there is no more beneficial work for a K�atriya than to 
engage in a righteous war to protect the spiritual principles ."  Hence, 
there is very little difference between the karmis (those who are 
fruitive workers) and the jfianis (those who cultivate empiric 
knowledge) . When the hearts of the karmis are purified, they are 
called jfianis, and when jfianis are purified they become devotees 
and thus perform devotional service. Religion without philosophy 
is fanaticism, while philosophy without religion is mental speculation. 
Bhaktiyoga, or the path of Kr�Q.a consciousness, combines both, and 
it is therefore the best process. 

TEXT 4 
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na karma1.1am anaiambhan 
nai$karmyam puru$o 'snute 

na ca sanyasanad eva 
siddhim samadhigacchati 

TRANSLATION 

Abstaining from one's prescribed duty does not make one 
free from the reaction of work, and simply renouncing work 
does not enable one to achieve perfection. 

PURPORT 

Real knowledge does not manifest in the heart until the heart 
is purified from contaminations . Therefore, one must carry on 
practicing the regulative principles of VarQ.a and Asrama until the 
heart is purified. It is not a fact, as people sometimes say, that, simply 
by following the path of karma one's heart becomes cleansed. For 
that, one must also be situated in transcendental knowledge.  
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Purification requires both detachment from sense gratification and 
situating oneself in knowledge of the Absolute. It is not that just 
taking Sanyasa, for example, assures one's liberation. If this were 
so, then everyone would take Sanyasa to become purified and 
liberated, and there would be no need for any other sacrifices in 
life . Since all the actions of a Sanyasi are strictly governed by 
scriptural knowledge, a Sanyasi whose heart is not purified will not 
achieve liberation ,  even though he possesses transcendental 
knowledge. Therefore, if one's heart is still contaminated, one should 
neither take to the renounced order of life (Sanyasa) nor cease from 
pious works. 

TEXT S 
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na hi kascit k$aIJam api 
jatu ti$thaty akarma-krt 

karyate hy ava§a].J karma 
sarva}.J prakrtijair gUI)aib 

TRANSLATION 

No one can refrain from doing something even for a 
moment. Everyone is indeed compelled to act, as if they are 
helpless against the impulses born of the three modes of material 
nature. 

PURPORT 

The nature of the spirit soul is to be active at every moment. 
It does not matter whether one is situated in knowledge or situated 
in the deep darkness of ignorance; one has to act. Because the soul 
is connected to this material nature through the body, it becomes 
overwhelmed with material attachment and envy. Therefore, the 
living entities in the material world are inclined to act materially. 
Being free from the attachment of karma means to be detached 
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from material affairs. This state can be achieved through purification 
of the heart by devotional practices. Those who take to Sanyasa 
and live without having their hearts purified tum to performing social 
or political activities instead of doing spiritual activities, because 
they are helpless to act with their misguided knowledge. The word 
kiiryatal;l used in this text signifies that Sanyasa life precludes 
functioning either socially or politically. Sanyasa means to be 
attached to Lord Kr!:>oa and to work only for His satisfaction. In 
conclusion, it is the duty of a spirit soul to seek out proper guidance 
for spiritual life from the truly advanced spiritualist, as was done by 
Arjuna. This is the only way to refrain from being misled. 

TEXT 6 
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karmendriyiil)i samyamya 
ya iiste manasii smaran 

indriyiirthiin vimiit;lhiitmii 
mithyiiciiral;l sa ucyate 

TRANSLATION 

Anyone who controls the working senses but continuously 
thinks of the sense objects is called a foolish pretender. 

PURPORT 

Here, Lord Kr!:>oa derides the show-bottle religionists whose 
hearts are filled with lusty desires and envy. Due to their desire for 
prestige , honor and donations they sometimes accept the holy 
position like Sanyasa and pretend to be a spiritualist by controlling 
their external senses. But in fact, due to their unsteady minds and 
impure hearts, they always meditate on the sense objects. Thus, Lord 
Kr!:>oa addresses such proud spiritualist as foolish pretenders and 
hypocrites.  As the Dharma Sastra states: 

· 
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tvat padartha vivekaya sanyasa sarva-karmal)am 
sruty eha vihito yasmat tat tyagi patito bhavet 

157 

"To know the Absolute Personality of Godhead, a Sanyasi 
(holy man) must fully relinquish all fruitive works and become free 
from all material sense gratification because it is the recommendation 
of Vedic scriptures. Therefore, a Sanyasi must do so; otherwise he 
will be considered to be a fallen Sanyasi. "  

I f  someone follows the rules and regulations given in the Vedic 
scriptures for their VarJ)a and Asrama, they will gradually make 
progress in purifying their existence. Otherwise their valuable time 
is wasted in the name of following spirituality. 

TEXT 7 
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yas tv indriy81)i manasa 
niyamyarabhate 'rjuna 

karmendriyail) karma-yogam 
asaktal) sa visi$ya te 

TRANSLATION 

But, 0 Arjuna, anyone who controls the senses by the mind, 
and, without any attachment, engages the working senses in works 
of devotion, is far better. 

PURPORT 

Even if someone is an uneducated family man, if he works 
according to his prescribed duty as presented in the scriptures, he is 
much better off than a highly educated Sanyasi who is a pretender. 
Those whose senses are under control, even if they seem to be 
engaged in works like the worldly people, are considered to be better 
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if they are on the regulated path of Kr�i:ia consciousness. Therefore, 
a sincere Grhastha (householder) who follows what a perfect 
Spiritual Master tells them is far superior to a pseudo-holy-man who 
is fraudulent and deceives the innocent people.  As Sripada 
Ramanujacharya says, asambhavita prasadatvena jfJ.ana-ni$thad api 
puru$iid vi8i$thal;, "Due to sincerely working as per the scriptures a 
devotee householder receives unimagined blessings from the Lord. 
Therefore, such a person is far better than a knowledgeable but a 
fraudulent holy-man, who may deliver erudite sermons in the 
monestary. " Ambari�a Maharaja and Durvasa Muni, respectively, 
of the Srimad Bhagavatam are prime examples of this case. Lord 
Kr�J).a, who always protects His sincere and pure devotees, uses His 
Chakra (disc weapon) to protect when necessary. 

TEXT S 
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niyatam kuru karma tvam 
krma jyayo hy akarmal)al; 

sarira-yatrapi ca te 
na prasiddhyed akarmal)al; 

TRANSLATION 

Therefore, perform your prescribed duties, because action 
is better than inaction. Also, without doing work you cannot even 
successfully maintain your physical body. 

PURPORT 

One must perform the authorized and regulated duties 
assigned by the scriptures for purification of the heart. Only by doing 
one's prescribed duties can one please Lord Kr�J).a. If, out of fear or 
laziness, or, in the case of Arjuna, compassion, one gives up their 
prescribed duty, then ignorance and contamination will develop in 
the heart and mind. Hence, the livelihood of a Sanyasi (holy-man) 
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is not meant to simply maintain his body but to live and work for 
the pleasure of the Supreme Lord Sri Kr�J:.la. The process of a Sanyasi 
seeking donations is primarily meant for guiding people to the path 
of self-realization. The help he obtains from people is just to keep 
his body and soul together to better serve the Lord. A K�atriya's 
duty, on the other hand, is to fight to protect and maintain his 
subjects, and also to collect taxes to improve the standards in his 
kingdom. Thus, whoever they may be, for their own purification, 
they must perform their occupational duty associated with their 
Vama and Asrama properly. Here, the word niyatam used in this 
text indicates one's daily routine functions. For a devotee, the routine 
function is chanting the Gayatri mantras and also the chanting of 
the Hare Kr�J:.la Mahamantra on japa-beads. It is not possible to 
become devoid of all actions, because it is the nature of the soul to 
always be active. Lord Kr�J:.la is instructing Arjuna that the best 
course of action to follow is the performance of one's prescribed 
duties. 

TEXT 9 
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yajiiiirthiit karmaI)o 'nyatra 
Joko 'yam karma-bandhanal) 

tad-artham karma kaunteya 
mukta-sailgal) samiicara 

TRANSLATION 

Besides doing work as an offering to the Lord of sacrifice, 
all other work ties everyone to this world. Therefore, 0 son of 
Kunti, without being attached, perform your prescribed duty 
properly for His satisfaction only. 
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PURPORT 

According to physics, every action has an equal and opposite 
reaction. A similar law applies in human nature, where as soon as 
the living entity acts, they become married to the reactions. This is 
confirmed in the Manu Smruti thus, karmal)a badhyate jantu, "A 
living entity becomes tied to the reactions of its action."  This does 
not mean that out of fear for reactions one should not work. If the 
work is done as an offering to the Supreme Lord, one does not incur 
any reaction. Therefore, the word yajiiartha is used in this text by 
Lord Kr�JJ.a to indicate that work done as an offering to Him is called 
Yajfta, or sacrifice . He is the Lord of all sacrifice. The Etareya 
Upani�ad states, yajiio vai vi�IJ.ur iti, "Work done as a sacrifice is 
actually called Vi$1).U." Such is the work that satisfies Lord Kf$1).a. If 
work is not done for the satisfaction of the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead, such work ties one to this material world. As Srila Sridhara 
Swami comments, "Since all work done in this world binds one to 
the repetition of birth and death, the monists cease from doing 
all works of this world. But according to the scriptures, all works 
except for service to the Supreme Lord tie one to this world. 
Therefore, every intelligent person should selflessly work only to 
satisfy Lord Kf$1).a." Moreover, work offered to the Lord, if done 
with the aim of fulfilling one's material desires, does not release one 
from the entanglement of the material world. As Lord Kf$1).a, the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead, says to Uddhava in the Srimad 
Bhagavatam: 

sva-dharma-stho yajan yajnair anasil;J kama uddhava 

na yati svarga-narakau yady anyan na samacaret 

asmin-lloke vartamanal;J sva-dharma-stho 'naghal;J sucil;J 

jnanam visuddham apnoti mad-bhaktim va yadrcchaya 

"O Uddhava, one who performs one's prescribed duty as a 
sacrifice to please Me, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, is not 
bound for heaven or hell, provided their work was not materially 
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motivated or contrary to the Vedic principles. Such a person, while 
still existing in this world, becomes free from their sins and within 
the present lifetime attains purified knowledge, and thus, by My 
mercy, achieves unalloyed devotion to Me."  

Therefore, one  should work in  a legal way, without any 
material motivation ,  to please the Supreme Lord and His 
representative, the Spiritual Master. This is the only way to receive 
the mercy of the Lord. 

TEXT 10 
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saha-yajii.iil;J. prajiil;J. Sf$fVii 
puroviica prajiipatii;J. 

anena prasavi$yadhvam 
e$8 VO StV i$fa-kiimadhuk 

TRANSLATION 

At the beginning of the material creation the original 
progenitor, Lord Brahma, created all the human beings along 
with the fire-sacrifice and blessed them by saying, "Be 
prosperous by this sacrifice; let all desirable things be bestowed 
upon you by its performance." 

PURPORT 

Lord Kpm.a did not want Arjuna to renounce all works and 
become inactive. Rather, He wanted him to work with a purified 
heart and without any personal desires. Lord Kr�l).a, knowing that 
it might be too much for Arjuna to work selflessly, suggested that 
even if his work was filled with desires, he should offer it as a sacrifice 
to Him. One should work according to one's capacity and never 
cease from working. When Lord Brahma created humans on earth, 
they were also told to work for the satisfaction of Lord Krima. Finding 
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unlimited desires in their hearts , Lord Brahma created many 
categories of sacrifices for them to perform and told them, "Be happy 
by this yajiia (sacrifice), because its performance will bestow upon 
you all your desirable things. "  

In  every age, there i s  a particular type of  sacrifice prescribed 
for everyone 's liberation. But, in this age of Kaliyuga, the only 
sacrifice prescribed for liberation is the chanting of the Holy Name 
of Lord Kg;Q.a. As it is stated in the Brhannaradiya Pural).a: 

barer nama barer nama barer namaiva kevalam 
kalau nasty eva nasty eva nasty eva gatir anyatba 

"In this age of Kaliyuga there is certainly no alternative, there 
is no alternative, there is no alternative for liberation from this world 
other than chanting the Holy Name, chanting the Holy Name, 
chanting the Holy Name of Lord Kpma." 

It  is further stated in the Laghu Bhagavatamrtam: 

vartamanantu yat papam yad bbiitam yad bbavi�yati 
tat sarvam nirdabaty asu govindanala kirtanat 

"All one's past, present, and future sins become burnt into 
ashes by chanting the fiery Holy Name of the Supreme Personality 
of Godhead, Lord Kg;Q.a (Govinda). "  

Lord Sri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu, who i s  Lord Kp�Q.a Himself 
in the garb of a devotee, recommended sankirtana-yajii.a, meaning 
congregational chanting of the Holy Name, for the deliverance of 
everyone in this age. There is no difference between Lord Kr�Q.a 
and Lord Chaitanya Mahaprabhu. As Lord Kr�Q.a Himself states in 
the Vayu Pura.Q.a, kalau sankirtana arambbe bbivi�yami sacbi suta)l, 
"In the age of Kaliyuga, I shall appear as the son of (mother) 
Sachidevi, Chaitanya Mahaprabhu, to inaugurate the Sankirtana 
movement . "  Therefore, only the chanting of the Hare Kr�Q.a 
Maha.mantra: Hare Kr�Q.a, Hare Kr�Q.a, Kr�Q.a Kr�Q.a, Hare Hare I 
Hare Rama, Hare Rama, Rama Rama, Hare Hare, is recommended 
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as the sublime method of sacrifice to please Lord K:r�Q.a in this age 
of Kaliyuga. 

TEXT 11 
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devan bhavayatanena 
te deva bhavayantu val) 

parasparam bhavayantal). 
sreyal). param avapsyatha 

TRANSLATION 

Being pleased by this sacrifice, the demigods will please 
you in return. By such mutually pleasing exchanges, all of 
you will be blessed to receive the best prosperity. 

PURPORT 

One must understand that by our activities in this life we are 
preparing for our next life . People are generally inclined to do 
philanthropic work, such as giving food and shelter to the homeless, 
planting frees, or other such work. Unfortunately, such social work 
cannot even guarantee that our next life will be a human birth. The 
higher authority rewards a living entity a particular type of body as 
a result of actions done by the present body. It is stated in the 
Sarvabhauma Dharma, daivadhinam jagat sarvam mantradhinam 
ca daivatam, "The whole creation is under the control of the higher 
authority called destiny and that authority is controlled by the 
chanting of mantras as a sacrifice."  Therefore, chanting the Holy 
Name of the Lord is far superior to philanthropic works. 

According to the Brahma:Q.c,ia Pura:Q.a there are 330,000,000 
demigods in the material creation who represent Lord K:r�Q.a as His 
departmental heads. While performing sacrifice to attain the desired 
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result, it is recommended that a civil householder give a share of 
the sacrificial remnants to the demigods, so that they in return please 
the performer by fulfilling their desires. In this way, supporting each 
other, they will remain satisfied. For a steady householder devotee 
or any devotee, however, there is no need to perform service to 
anyone besides pleasing the Supreme Lord, Lord Sri Kr�IJ.a, who is 
the source of all benedictions. 

TEXT 12 
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i$tan bhogan hi vo deva 
dasyante yajfJ.a-bhavital) 

tair dattan apradayaibhyo 
yo bhurikte stena eva sal) 

TRANSLATION 

The demigods, being satisfied by the performance of 
sacrifice, will surely carry on supplying all necessities to everyone. 
But if someone enjoys the awarded gifts without first offering 
them to the demigods, they are certainly a thief. 

PURPORT 

Everything that exists in this world, including the demigods, 
was created by the Supreme Lord, and every necessity of life is 
supplied by Him through the demigods, who are His agents. The 
demigods are the administrative servants of Lord Kr�IJ.a. In every 
nation one has to pay taxes to the government for providing facilities. 
Similarly, when one uses the facilities supplied by the different 
demigods, one has to pay their taxes. Such taxes are paid to the 
demigods in the form of performing sacrifices. Neither the politicians, 
capitalists, socialists, monists, nor anyone else can create the daily 
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necessities of life such as grains, fruits , vegetables, milk, sugar, 
sunlight, air, water, heat, metal, wood, earth, and so on. They are all 
created by God, Lord Sri Kr�I).a, and then supervised by His obedient 
servants, the demigods. If we do not perform homa, or sacrifice, as 
an offering in exchange for these facilities, we are called thieves. A 
society of thieves can never be happy because they have no stability. 
As an ordinary thief is punished by the courts, similarly, at death 
such thieves are punished by Yamaraja, the superintendent of death. 
Therefore, Lord Sri Kf�I).a specifies the prescribed duties for all 
mankind, so that they can be free from the reactions of actions. 
When the demigods are pleased with sacrifices dutifully performed, 
they pour sufficient and timely rain for growing grains and other 
required items, by which all entities become satisfied. 

According to the Vedic scriptures, there are five kinds of 
sacrifices which are prescribed for ordinary humans. They include 
study of the scriptures, offering of oblations to the forefathers , 
performance of sacrifices to the demigods, offering edibles to sacred 
beings like to cows, and welcoming guests. These are the prescribed 
sacrificial duties of an ordinary householder. Performance of them 
will gradually elevate a person towards liberation. As it is said in 
the Taittiriya Upani�ad: 

iihiira suddhau sattva-suddhil), 
sattva foddhe dhruvii smrtil), 

smrti-labdhe sarva-granthiniiril vipra-mok$a}J. 

"By performing the prescribed duties such as offering sacrifice, 
one's food becomes sanctified, and by eating such sanctified food, 
one's heart and mind becomes purified. By this, one's finer tissues 
in the memory become rej uvenated,  and when memory is 
rejuvenated, one follows the path of liberation properly." 

For any society, including present-day society, to have peace 
and prosperity, these prescribed duties must be carried out. 
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TEXT 13 
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yajfJ.a-si$tiiSinal;l santo 
mucyante sarva-kilvi$ail;l 

bhufJ.jate te tv agham piipii 
ye pacanty iitma-kiiral)iit 

TRANSLATION 

3-13 

Those who are pious first offer their food in sacrifice and 
then eat the leftovers, by which their sins are removed. But 
those who prepare food for themselves verily eat grievous sins. 

PURPORT 

Those who have good intelligence always search for lasting 
happiness that is only available in Kr�IJ.a consciousness . People 
should therefore allow their actions to be governed by the injunctions 
of the Vedic scriptures. The scriptures instruct the householders to 
perform the homa sacrifice in order to be free from sins which are 
acquired daily. As it is said in the Grhastha Dharma, siinii grhasthasya 
tabhil;l svargam na  gaccha ti, " A  householder knowingly or 
unknowingly kills so many living entities daily; such as in the grinder, 
sifter, on the cooking stove, in the water storage, by using the broom, 
and through many other household deeds. Therefore, it is difficult 
for a normal householder to reach heaven . "  Thus , proper 
performance of sacrifice and giving of charity to a worthy person 
are necessary remedies to free one from such sins. Here, Lord Kr�IJ.a 
states that food offered to Him in sacrifice becomes free from all 
sin. According to the scriptures, food grains carry sins. Therefore, 
one must be very careful while accepting food that includes grains 
from people who are not yet devotees. The Mantramava states: 
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megham annam vindate apracetal;l 
satyam brabimi badhet sa tasya 

na aryamal)am pu$yati no sakhayam 
kevalagho bhavati kevaladi 

167 

"O fools ! I tell you the truth that nothing is yours in this 
world, because the grains are produced by the mercy of the Lord 
through the rainfall, and you are committing sins by avoiding your 
prescribed duty of not offering it in sacrifice to please the Lord. If 
you do not even offer your food to the forefathers nor share with 
your friendly guests but eat alone, you are called a thief." 

A person who is both a sinner and a thief cannot be happy. 
Therefore, one must regularly perform sacrifice because such 
sacrifice keeps one free from sins and contamination. Living in the 
material world in itself is a sin because it compels one to act 
independently in the pursuit of sense gratification. Those who engage 
in sense gratification and cook food for themselves and do not offer 
it to the Lord verily eat sin. By contrast, the devotees of the Lord 
aim at pleasing the Lord. They eat only the remnants of food offered 
to the Lord, called Prasadam, and are thus freed from all kinds of 
sins. One must therefore find a genuine devotee of the Lord who 
can teach how to perform sacrifices, including this one, which free 
one from sin. This is a prerequisite for every human to have a blissful 
life. 

TEXT 14 
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annad bhavanti bhiitani 

parjanyad anna-sambhaval;l 

yajiiad bhavati parjanyo 

yajiial;l karma samudbhaval;l 
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TRANSLATION 

All living entities are born from food grains, which are 
produced by rain. Rain is produced by the performance of 
sacrifice, which is born from prescribed duties. 

PURPORT 

Here, Lord Kp;I).a invalidates the ignorant statements of 
materialists who say that life is caused by a combination of chemicals. 
Even though karma (reaction to action) binds one to the samsara
chakra, the cycle of birth and death, no one can refrain from action. 
Lord Sri K:r�I).a advises here that the scriptural injunctions regarding 
the performance of sacrifice be followed to avoid karma. Sacrifice 
brings forth rain-filled clouds, and through the rainfall, food-grains 
grow, which are needed to sustain all categories of living entities. 
As it is stated in the Taittiriya Upani�ad, annad vai prajal) prajayante, 
annenaiva jivante, jatani annena vardhante, "Only through eating 
food grains do living entities take birth, only through food grains 
are all living entities sustained, and they grow changing their bodies 
from youth to old age." When food is eaten, it produces semen and 
ovum for further creation. As it is said in the Prasnopani�ad, annad 
retas tasmat ima prajal) prajayanta iti, "By eating food, semen and 
ovum are produced, and from their combination and the will of the 
Lord all varieties of living entities are produced, which we see in 
this creation."  How fire-sacrifice results in producing food grains is 
stated in the Parasara Smrtis thus: 

agnau pra$fahutil) samyag adityam upa-ti$fhate 

adityad jayate Vf$fil) Vf$fer annam tatal) prajal) 

"One should perform sacrifice, because when oblations of 
ingredients burn in sacrificial fire, their potency reaches the sun to 
vigorously energize it to evaporate water, in order to create rai:r\
filled clouds for pouring rain on the ground to grow food grains, 
which in turn create new population." 
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The progenitor, Lord Brahma, who first produced the living 
entities on this planet, also created the sacrifices for bringing one 
nearer to God. The principal sacrifice of this age is the chanting of 
the Holy Name of Lord Knn.ia. The repeated chanting of Hare Kr�1.1a, 
Hare Kr�1.1a, Kr�1.1a Kr�1.1a, Hare Hare I Hare Rama, Hare Rama, 
Rama Rama, Hare Hare frees one from all contamination and puts 
one on the platform of self-realization. 

TEXT 15 
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karma brahmodbham viddhi 
brahmak$ara samudbhavam 

tasmat sarva-gatam brahma 
nityam yajfJ.e prati$thitam 

TRANSLATION 

Know that prescribed duties emanate from the Vedas, 
which have manifested from the Supreme Personality of Godhead. 
Therefore, the Supreme Brahman is eternally situated in sacrifice. 

PURPORT 

Although the Lord is omnipresent and everything exists due 
to Him, Lord Brahma has said that the Lord specifically blesses one 
through sacrifice. The procedures for sacrifice are stated in the Vedas, 
which are also called sabda-brahman, or the transcendental sound 
vibrations, because they emanated from the Lord. As it is stated in 
the Brhadara1.1yaka Upani�ad: 

asya mahato bhiitasya ni}Jsvasitam etad rgvedo 
yajurveda}J samavedo 'tha ailgirasal) iti. 

"The four Vedas,  consisting of the Rgveda, Yajurveda, 
Samaveda, and Atharvaveda, have emanated from the direct 
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exhalation of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, Lord Sri l(r�I).a, 
the creator of this cosmic creation. "  

The statement nityam yajfle prati$thitam stated in this text 
means that although there are many processes to please the Lord, 
the Lord is situated in sacrifice because sacrifice is the main 
procedure of all the spiritual functions. The Vedas, in tum, are the 
source of knowledge for learning the principles of sacrifice. Unless 
one follows the devotional guidelines (not ritualistic ceremonies) of 
the Vedas, one is said to be performing sinful works. Vedic 
literatures are said to be apauru!jeya, meaning not the creation of 
mortal man. As stated in the Brhadaral).yaka Upani�ad: 

itihasa purili)am vidya upani$ada]J. slokab sutral)i 
anuk$al)ani vyakhyanani asya evetani ni]J.svasitani 

"All the chronological Vedic histories, the Pural).as, the Vedas, 
the Upani�adas, the aphorisms, the Vyakaral).a Sastra, the Vedic 
Siitra codes, their commentaries and the Sanskrit texts (verses) were 
all exhaled by the Supreme Lord." 

These literatures are not creations of any mortal men and are 
therefore the authorized scriptures that are not meant to mislead 
people like the scriptures of the present age, Kaliyuga. 

The Vedic literatures are impregnated with the necessary 
instructions for the conditioned soul to go back to the spiritual world. 
Therefore, study of the Vedic scriptures, especially the Srimad 
Bhagavatam and the Bhagavad Gita, is recommended for self
realization. The science of Kf�I).a consciousness is so perfect that 
anyone who sincerely adopts it miraculously becomes permanently 
happy in this world and in the next. 

TEXT 16 
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evam pravartitam cakram 
nanuvartayatiha ya}) 

aghayur indriyaramo 
mogham partha sa jivati 

TRANSLATION 

171 

0 son of Prtha, anyone who does not follow this prescribed 
Vedic system of performing sacrifice to keep the wheel of creation 
in motion certainly leads a life of sin. Those who delight only in 
sense pleasures live in vain. 

PURPORT 

By nature 's law, human birth is meant for self-realization. 
Sometimes people speculate, "As long as I remain pious and do not 
harm others, I will be liberated. "  The truth is, however, that one 
must transcend moral and religious codes without breaking them 
and come to the path of devotional service in order to obtain 
liberation. Unless one becomes qualified to reach the spiritual world, 
one's duty as a human being is left unfulfilled. The repetition of 
birth and death happens to everyone according to their karma, but 
those who become pure devotees of Lord K:p�1,1a transcend the cycle 
of birth and death. Hence, Kpma uses the word mogham in this 
text, which signifies the living entity's aimlessly circling in the cycle 
of performing sacrifice to achieve rains for producing food grains, 
by eating which living entities are produced. After the living entities 
are dead, they return through the rain to eventually become human 
beings again to resume the performance of sacrifice to produce rain 
for food grains, and thus the cycle repeats itself over and over again. 
Unless one is seriously K:r�Qa conscious, one cannot get out of this 
cycle and achieve liberation. Therefore, one should not waste their 
human birth by making sense enjoyment their sole goal in life. The 
perfection of human life is to engage in the service of the Supreme 
Lord, Lord Sri Kr�Qa, who alone can stop the circling in the cycle of 
birth and death and promote one to the eternal happiness of the 
spiritual world. 
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TEXT 17 
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yas tv atma-ratir eva syad 
atma-trptas ca miinaval) 

atmany eva ca santu$tas 
tasya karyam na vidyate 

TRANSLATION 

3-17 

But one who takes pleasure in the self, who is self-realized, 
and who rejoices and remains fully satisfied with the self has no 
duty to perform. 

PURPORT 

Those who are purified by following the path of transcendental 
knowledge become free from attachment to the results of their work. 
To achieve self-satisfaction and a peaceful spiritual life, one must 
avoid material sense gratification. One who is satisfied in the self 
automatically becomes free from hankering and lamentation for 
material sense gratification.  Those who have knowledge of the 
Absolute have hearts that are as clear as a mirror. They are self
satisfied and are not obligated to do any material work for any 
reason. As it is stated in the Mukundamala Stotra, aradhita yadi 
harib tapasa tatab kim, "If someone has pleased Lord Kr�i:ia, where 
is the requirement of that person performing any other austere 
activity? "  This means those who are seriously practicing K:r�IJ.a 
consciousness are moving along on the path of self-realization 
because they are always thinking of pleasing the Lord. The word 
atmatrpta used in this text further signifies that only the devotees 
who are constantly K:r�i:ia conscious can continuously experience 
transcendental ecstasy. They alone are truly happy and not attracted 
to the infatuations of material lust. 
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TEXT 18 
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naiva tasya krtenartho 
nakrteneha kascana 

na tasya sarva-bhiite$U 
kascid artha vyapasrayal) 

TRANSLATION 

173 

Such a self-realized person has no reason to perform any 
prescribed duties, nor has any reason not to perform them. Nor 
does such a person depend on anybody for any purpose. 

PURPORT 

For a sincere devotee who desires to achieve liberation, there 
is nothing more important than taking shelter at the Lotus Feet of 
Lord Sri Knn:ia. Such self-realized souls are completely free from 
false ego, and are situated beyond the normal Vedic rules and 
regulations, which they nevertheless follow. As it is said in the Srimad 
Bhagavatam: 

vasudeve bhagavati bhaktim udvahatam nmam 

jnana vairagya viryal)am neha kascid upasrayal) 

"Those who are sincerely engaged in devotional service to 
please Lord Sri Kp�Q.a, the son of Vasudeva, have perfect knowledge 
and detachment from this material world. Such devotees do not 
become overwhelmed by material things that give so-called 
happiness or distress in this world." 

When the demigods see that a devotee has taken shelter of 
the Supreme Lord with steady intelligence and faithful vows, they 
sometimes create some disturbances on the path. These problems 
are perpetrated by the demigods to help a devotee reach the purified 
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stage of devotional service . As Srila Sridhara Swami comments, 
"Until the devotee is situated on the realized platform of devotional 
service, the problems from the demigods are often experienced." 
When a sincere devotee experiences some troubles, it helps the 
devotee to become more fixed in devotional service. These troubles 
are arranged to help the devotee become more advanced on the 
spiritual path, just as iron is turned into steel by a technique that 
involves heating and cooling over and over again. Therefore, a 
devotee should not feel disturbed by such troubles and, with 
determination, should carry on with devotional service to please 
Lord Kr�IJ.a. 

TEXT 19 
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tasmad asaktab satatam 
karyam karma samacara 

asakto hy acaran karma 
param apnoti p"iiru$al;J. 

TRANSLATION 

Therefore, always perform your prescribed duty without 
attachment to its fruits, because a detached person, by following 
this procedure of working, certainly attains the Supreme. 

PURPORT 

Due to a lack of Kr�IJ.a consciousness, the general populace 
becomes attached to mundane ideals. The idealism of mortal people 
has no value when confronted by the ideals of Lord Kr�IJ.a. When 
the Supreme Personality of Godhead tells Arjuna to fight for His 
sake, it is Arjuna's duty to give up his attachment to being a "good 
man." Lord Kr�IJ.a told Arjuna to act on His behalf so that Arjuna 
would be free from the reactions of his actions. 
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Those who work strictly under the direction of Lord Kf�l).a 
transcend the reactions of their actions. This miraculous process of 
Kf�l).a consciousness is meant for everyone and should be taken up 
by every ideal person in the world. 

TEXT 20 
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kannaJJ.aiva hi samsiddhim 
iisthitii janakiidayab 

loka-samgraham evapi 
sampasyan kartum arhasi 

TRANSLATION 

By following their prescribed duties, kings like Janaka and 
others have attained perfection. With a view to educate others 
for their own welfare, you should also perform your prescribed 
duty. 

PURPORT 

Since animals have sufficient intelligence to be regulated by 
the laws of nature, how much better should the human population 
regulate their activities? The instructions of the scriptures ,  the 
guidelines of the Spiritual Master, and the etiquette of the saints 
should be used to measure if one's actions are being carried out 
correctly. Lord Krsna gives the example of the saintly king Janaka, 
the father-in-law of Lord Rama, who, in order to teach by his own 
example , performed his prescribed duty of teaching the future 
generations of this world, and achieved perfection. Similarly, Lord 
Kr�Qa is saying, "Although I am not obliged to work, I am 
working to teach you, 0 Arjuna. 

Therefore, you should perform your prescribed duty so that 
others, too, may learn the right ways. "  
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Unfortunately, nowadays people are not much interested to 
hear learned words without any practical application. Spiritual 
science and its practical application should therefore be combined 
to produce a wonderful result. In order to teach and protect human 
civilization, Lord Kp;;1,1a tells Arjuna not to be inactive, but to perform 
his prescribed duty without being attached to the outcome. 

TEXT 21 
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yad yad acarati sre�thas 
tat tad evetaro janal) 

sa yat pramii.Qam kurute 
lokas tad anuvartate 

TRANSLATION 

Whatever action a noble person . performs common people 
follow and whatever standards that person sets, normal people 
use and behave by. 

PURPORT 

Arjuna, as a royal K�atriya, was accepted as a leader of human 
society. Everyone respected him because he was a friend of Lord 
Kr�1,1a and a great warrior. Lord Kr�1,1a wanted him to perform his 
duty to set a good example for everyone. A leader should learn to 
see their shortcomings through the eyes of the scriptures and, finding 
what is not scriptural in their behavior, reject it or correct · it. If the 
leader is not properly situated, the whole society becomes corrupt, 
because people follow their example. If a greatly honored person 
acts independently from the scriptural rules, that person should be 
rejected, even if their actions bring some good results. A leader 
should be as perfect as Ambari�a Maharaja, Dhruva Maharaja, or 
Yudhi�thira Maharaja, whose every action was authorized by the 
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Vedic scriptures. These kings acted so perfectly that everyone in 
their kingdom was happy. They faced no problems whatsoever. Even 
in modern times the p'ublic longs for Ramarajya, the ideal rule of 
King Ramachandra. Unless a leader is following the statements of 
the scriptures and enforcing them, that leader cannot represent 
Ramarajya. As it is said in the Bhavi�ya Pural)a, bhupalii nija dhanna 
karma rahitiil) vipriil) kumiirge gatiil;l, "In Kaliyuga most of the rulers 
of the nations will not follow any Vedic rules and will not be religious 
or have any spiritual knowledge. Most of the Brahmal)as will go 
astray from the Vedic path." Nevertheless, anyone who becomes a 
sincere devotee of Lord Kr�IJ.a becomes perfectly situated, because 
of following the path of previous great devotees. 

TEXT 22 
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na me piirthiisti kartavyam 
tri$u loke$U kincana 

niina viiptam a viipta vyam 
varta eva ca karmaIJi 

TRANSLATION 

0 son of Pftha, there is no work in the three worlds that is 
prescribed for Me. There is nothing which I am in want of nor is 
there anything that I need to obtain, yet I am engaged in work. 

PURPORT 

All of the Vedic scriptures and great Acharyas (spiritual 
authorities) state that Lord Kn;IJ.a is the summum bonum, or the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead. He is the Supreme God, God of 
all gods, and whatever He speaks becomes an ever-fresh scripture 
in eternal time. Those who are well-versed in scriptural knowledge 
accept Lord Kpma as the source of everything. This means 
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everything that is seen in this world has come from Lord Kr�Q.a. But 
people with a poor fund of knowledge deride His supremacy. As 
He says, "Only fools deride Me when I descend in human form." 
Lord Kr�Q.a is the Supreme Lord of everyone and the fulfiller of 
everyone's desires. Lord Kr�Q.a does not need to do anything for 
Himself because He is self-satisfied already. Being self-satisfied, He 
does not need to do anything; but He nevertheless engages in works 
to set an example for others . Therefore, Lord Kr�Q.a is saying, 
"Although, as the Lord, I am not governed by the scriptures, I still 
act according to the scriptural rules so that others will follow them." 

TEXT 23 
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yadi hy aham na varteyam 
jatu karma1.1y atandrital) 

mama vartmiinuvartante 
man u�yal) piirtha sarvasal) 

TRANSLATION 

0 Partha, if I did not engage in performing prescribed work 
attentively, everyone would certainly follow My example in all 
respects. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kr�Q.a is the Supreme Personality of Godhead and is 
not bound to follow any laws, yet He follows the prescribed duties 
of that particular dynasty in which He appears. If Lord Kr�Q.a did 
not act according to the laws of that particular dynasty, the whole 
human society would become lazy and lax, causing Vedic civilization 
to disappear. In the Srimad Bhagavatam there are many instances 
where Lord Kr�Q.a follows His householder duties. Even though 
Lord Kr�Q.a is the all-perfect Supreme Lord, when He appeared in 
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the Yadu dynasty He followed all the prescribed functions of that 
dynasty to set a good example for the whole human society. 

TEXT 24 
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utsideyur ime Joka 
na kuryam karma ced aham 

sarikarasya ca karta syam 
upahanyam imii.JJ prajal; 

TRANSLATION 

If I did not perform prescribed duties, all these worlds would 
be ruined. I would be the cause of creating illegitimate progeny 
and would thus become the destroyer of all civilized beings. 

PURPORT 

Those who do not attentively follow their prescribed duty as 
per the scriptural injunctions are called fallen and their acts are called 
abominable. When morality is destroyed, illegitimate progeny is 
born, which destroys peace in the human society. In this way, the 
original work of creation and law and order established by the 
progenitor of human society becomes destroyed. 

Lord Kr�l)a is accepted to be the speaker of all the Vedic 
instructions. If He ignored His own instructions, He would be 
criticized for setting a bad example and destroying human society. 
All beings are bound to follow Lord Kr�l)a because He is their 
Supreme Father. Still , as the Supreme Lord, Lord Kr�l)a 
sometimes acts contrary to the scriptural laws just to give pleasure 
to His dedicated devotees . An ordinary man, however, should never 
imitate such actions. In addition, one should never contemplate 
acting against the scriptures or the recommendations of a bona-fide 
Spiritual Master. As it is stated in the Srimad Bhagavatam: 
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dharma-vyatikramo d�ta isvaral)am ca sahasam 
tejiyasam na do$iiya vanhel;l sarva-bhujo yatha 

3-25 

naitat samacarej jatu manasapi hy anisvaral;l 
vinasyaty acaran mauc;Jhyad yatharudro 'abdhijam vi$am 

isvaral)am vacal;l satyam tathaivacaritam kvacit 
te$iim yat sva-vaco-yuktam buddhimams tat samacaret 

"Sometimes transcendentally powerful personalities are seen 
boldly and fearlessly breaking the scriptural rules of morality, but 
no one should find any fault in such deeds because their purity and 
prowess remains intact and does not diminish in any way, just as a 
huge blazing fire remains pure even though it burns everything, 
including dirty items supplied to it. It remains pure and no one 
considers its work faulty. But one who is not transcendentally 
powerful should never imitate such acts, nor even contemplate them 
in one's mind, because one will become fallen; just as Lord Siva had 
drunk poison that had emanated from churning the Milk Ocean, 
but one who is not as powerful as Lord Siva cannot foolishly imitate 
him and drink real poison, for it will instantly kill the person. 
Therefore, one should simply honestly follow the instructions of 
transcendentally powerful personalities, but their actions should 
never be imitated in any way. Thinking that their instructions are all 
good, every intelligent person should follow them to the letter for 
their elevation." 

TEXT 25 
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saktal;l karmal)y avidvamso 
yatha kurvanti bharata 

kuryad vidvams tatha 'saktas 
cikir$UI Joka-saiigraham 
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TRANSLATION 

0 Bharata, just as ignorant people perform their duties 
with attachment to · the results, similarly, the learned person, even 
though already detached, should work in the same manner, out 
of desire to lead the general populace on the right path. 

PURPORT 

Sometimes it appears that a Kr�Q.a-conscious person is working 
like a materialist . But the difference between them is in their 
consciousness. Those who are spiritual-minded work to please Lord 
Kr�Q.a or His pure devotee, but those who are materialistic work for 
their sense gratification and for their family. Even those who are 
only interested in pleasing their own senses should work to please 
Lord Kr�Q.a because, after all, He returns everything from that 
person's offerings as Prasadam to enjoy. Everything of this world is 
controlled by Him and everything will be left behind after one's 
death. Those who are sufficiently fortunate work only to please 
Lord Kr�Q.a, because they know that by doing so they will go directly 
to the spiritual world where their senses will be fully and permanently 
satisfied. 

The name Bharata for Arjuna indicates his being very much 
attached to transcendental knowledge. The segment bha from the 
name Bharata means knowledge, and the segment rata means one 
who is attached to it. Anyone who comes to the bhiirata platform 
attains eternal bliss, but the endeavor must be serious, not a half
hearted one. 

TEXT 26 
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na buddhi-bhedaril janayed 
ajiianam karma-sailginam 

jo$ayet sarva�karmiil)i 
vidvan yuktal_l samacaran 
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TRANSLATION 

A wise person should not disturb the minds of the ignorant 
who are attached to fruitive results, but instead, while doing all 
scriptural duties properly, should engage them to act in the same 
way. 

PURPORT 

Those who are situated in knowledge should not speak about 
the renunciation of work to those who are too attached to the results 
of their work, because it would create an offensive attitude in their 
minds. One should, instead, try to serve as a perfect example to 
human society by working honorably and with detachment. Teaching 
that excessive attachment to material possessions, not the 
possessions themselves, becomes the source of misery, is the 
ingenious way to mold the materialist to become spiritually inclined. 
The same amount of attention that is paid to earning money should 
also be applied to practicing spiritual life. That is what Lord Kr�IJ.a 
is telling Arjuna in this text. Someone may say that this contradicts 
another statement of the Lord given in the Srimad Bhagavatam: 

svayam nil;isreyasam vidvan na vakty ajiiaya karma hi 
na rati rogiIJO 'pathyam vaiichato 'pi bhi$aktamal;i 

"A pure devotee who is fully accomplished in the science of 
devotional service does not instruct even a spiritually ignorant person 
to engage in fruitive activities for material enjoyment. Such a devotee 
is like an experienced physician who never encourages a patient to 
eat food injurious to health, even if the patient desires to eat it. " 

There is no contradiction here because these statements by 
Lord Kr�IJ.a relate to introducing one to devotional service. Bhakti 
is absolute and so can be given to anyone at any stage of life, whereas 
one must be very careful when introducing someone to Jfi.ana 
because it leans mostly towards impersonalism. Bhakti is the all
powerful process of spiritual life. Those who are grossly engaged in 
fruitive works should not be disturbed by being given full knowledge 
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of Bhakti, but they can be introduced to the preliminary stages of 
Bhakti. But the detailed knowledge may require some purification, 
which will happen in due course of practicing preliminary devotional 
service. Bhakti is so powerful that it does not require purification of 
the heart. If a fruitive worker is inclined to do devotional service, 
that person should be introduced to it immediately. There are no 
conditions for executing Bhakti. It only requires one to work for 
Lord Kp;l).a.  As Lord Krsna Himself states in the Srimad 
Bhagavatam: 

tavat karmiiI;li kurvita na nirvidyeta yavata 

mat-katha srava1,1adau va sraddha yavan na jayate 

"One should continue working as per scriptural rules in this 
world until they become detached from fruitive activities and their 
outcomes like going to heaven, or until they develop real faith in 
hearing and chanting My glories." 

Furthermore, Lord K:r�l).a says in the Srimad Bhagavatam, 
dharman sariltyajya ya]J sarvan mam bhajet sa sattama, "Those who 
give up their prescribed duties like following the pious instruction 
given in the Vedas and solely engage in My (Lord K:r�l).a's) service 
with devotion are the best of all spiritualists. "  In addition, the Srimad 
Bhagavatam states: 

tyaktva svadhannaril cara1,1ambujaril harer 
bhajann apakvo 'tha patet tato yadi 

yatra kva vabhadram abhud amu$ya kiril 
ko vartha apto 'bhajatam svadhannata]J 

"If one forsakes their worldly duties and engages in the 
devotional service of the Lord, but due to some reason they fall 
down from their devotional path while they are still in an immature 
stage, then there is no danger of experiencing any inauspiciousness 
for them. But, on the other hand, those who are not yet devotees, 
though they may perform their occupational duties perfectly, do not 
gain anything substantial as a result ."  
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Instead of trying to convince the mind and intelligence of a 
gross materialist to cease from their work and become inactive, one 
should engage them in work for Lord K:nn;1a. But if they become 
confused and stop all work, both the path to liberation and the path 
of material pleasure will be disrupted. Therefore, Lord Kp�Q.a is 
saying in this text that a wise person should set a good example by 
first doing their scriptural work perfectly and then tell others about 
engaging in beneficial work for the Lord. 

TEXT 27 
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prakrtel) kriyamiil)iini 
gul)ail) karmiil)i sarvasal) 

aharikiira-vimut;lhiitmii 
kartiiham iti manyate 

TRANSLATION 

All works are done by the three modes of material nature, 
but a person who is bewildered by false ego thinks, "I am the 
doer. " 

PURPORT 

The material world is governed by the three modes of material 
nature-goodness, passion, and ignorance. The devotees of Lord 
Kr�Q.a rise above the three modes because they work under the 
guidance of the Lord and His representative, the Spiritual Master. 
But those who are ignorant of the Lord work under the control of 
His external energy called Maya. As it is stated in the Gopalatapini 
Upani�ad, miiyiim tu prakrtim vidyiin miiyinam tu mahesvaram, 
"Those who are ignorant work under the supervision of Maya, but 
those who are true devotees of the Lord work under the guidance 
of the Supreme Lord, the Master of Maya."  Therefore, it is best to 
work strictly under the guidance of the Lord and His pure devotee. 
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This will gradually make one immune from the effects of the three 
modes of material nature and keep one on the transcendental 
platform. But one has to be sincere at heart while working for the 
Lord. 

All work in this world is done within the realm of the three 
modes of material nature, but the ignorant, due to their false ego, 
think that everything is done by them. This is also confirmed in the 
Srimad Bhagavatam: 

daivadhine sarire 'smin gul)a-bhavyena karmal)a 
vartamano 'budhas tatra kartasmiti nibadhyate 

"The material body is controlled by destiny and whatever 
work one does using either body or mind is inspired by the three 
modes of material nature. But those influenced by false ego are 
unwise and think themselves to be the doers of things. "  

The work of devotees, called devotional service, is categorized 
under pure goodness. Knowledgeable people understand that 
everything is done by the modes of material nature. But due to the 
desire for enjoying sense gratification, the nature of the ignorant 
and proud people is to think everything is done by them. Due to 
this notion, their soul becomes covered with the spirit of material 
enjoyment and thus, they misidentify with the body and think their 
self to be the doer of activities. This is called the false ego of the 
living entity. As is said in the Bhagavad Gita, karya karal)a kartrtve 
hetu}J. prakrtir ucyate, "Material nature is said to be the cause and 
effect of material activities ."  All work done with the help of the 
body and its senses is done under material nature, but when such a 
person is trained by spiritual association, they learn how to work 
for liberation. 

TEXT 28 
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tatvavit tu mahabaho 
gu.Qa-karma-vibhagayob 

gu.Qa gu.Qe$U vartanta 
iti matva na sajjate 

TRANSLATION 

3-29 

0 mighty-armed one, one who knows the role of the three 
modes and the role of fruitive work in truth does not become 
attached to doing fruitive work, knowing that the three modes 
do everything using the senses. 

PURPORT 

Here, the word gu.Qa refers to the senses being controlled by 
another gu.Qa, the three modes, and the word karma means the work 
done by them. All these senses are directed by their presiding 
demigods to engage in their respective sense objects. The soul, being 
part and parcel of the Lord, remains aloof from all of this . As it is 
stated in the Etareya Upani�ad, tvam gu.Qebhyab prthak bhuto jivab 
na tu gu.Qal), "You are a living soul, separate from the senses, which 
are covered by the three modes of material nature. The spirit soul is 
not the senses. "  Those who really understand that they are separate 
from the senses know that they are not the doers of actions, and 
thus refrain from acts of sense gratification. They desire to experience 
the ecstasy of spiritual bliss instead. Such people are called learned, 
for they are aware of how to please the self. Indeed, spiritual activities 
are permanent and most pleasing and lead to liberation, whereas 
activities for sense gratification are temporary and lead one to further 
bondage . 

TEXT 29 
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prakrter gul)a-sammiic;lhal:i 
sajjante gul)a-karmasu 

tan krtsna-vido mandan 
krtsna-vin na vicalayet 

TRANSLATION 

187 

The ignorant, being bewildered by the three modes, become 
attached to their fruitive works. Knowing this, the wise should 
not unsettle the ignorant in their endeavors, thinking their work 
to be of a lesser quality. 

PURPORT 

Considering that the soul is not directly associated with the 
three modes of material nature or the senses, one may ask why so 
many people are attached to the sense objects? Lord Kr�Q.a here 
answers that the living entities become bewildered by the three 
modes of material nature, just as a ghostly-haunted person thinks 
they are the ghost. In other words, being covered by the three modes 
of material nature, the living entity identifies with the senses. Thus 
they think they are the body. Such people become attracted to the 
objects of the senses and their corresponding sensory activities. In 
this way, they remain mesmerized by the phantasmagoria of this 
world. 

Here, Lord Kr�Q.a entreats the learned people not to agitate 
the minds of those who are grossly attached to the sense objects . 
They should instead be engaged in Bhaktiyoga- so that they can 
become free from the false identification with the body. A ghostly
haunted person is not cured by being repeatedly told, "You are not 
a ghost; you are ghostly-haunted." A ghostly-haunted person is cured 
by medications,  special pearls , or by ghost-removing mantras . 
Similarly, to remove people's misidentification with the body, they 
should be introduced to work for Lord Kr�Q.a or taught to donate 
some of the results of their fruitive work. In this way, they will 
gradually advance to further stages of spiritual life. 
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TEXT 30 
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mayi sarviil)i karmiil)i 
samnyasyiidhyiitma-cetasii 

nirasir nirmamo bhiltvii 
yudhyasva vigata-jvara]J 

TRANSLATION 

3-30 

Therefore, surrendering all your acts unto Me being situated 
in full knowledge of the self, and without false ego or the desire 
for gain, fight without being morose. 

PURPORT 

The purpose of life is to become self-realized through being 
Kr�Qa conscious. Until one is actually self-realized one should 
adopt the following guidelines: 

1) One should offer the outcome of one's work to Lord Kr�Qa. 

2) One should think oneself to be working under the guidance of 

the Supersoul. 

3) One should be unattached to the desired result of theit work. 

4) One should be free from selfish sentiments like "I'm doing this 

for me or for my family." 

As a servant follows an authority and works under their orders, 
similarly, a candidate for self-realization should work under the 
guidance of scriptural rules. For those who have awakened to the 
existence of the soul, the spiritual world is close at hand. Those who 
feel in their hearts, "I am doing this work for the pleasure of the 
Lord," make progress on the path of self-realization. Therefore, 
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those who are interested in liberation should discharge their 
prescribed duties, as per their status in human society, without being 
attached to the results . 

TEXT 31 
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ye me matam idam nityam 
anuti�thanti manaval;l 

sraddhavanto 'nusuyanto 
mucyante te 'pi karmabhil;l 

TRANSLATION 

Anyone who, faithfully and without being envious, follows 
My instructions given here and regularly performs their duties 
also becomes free from the bondage of the law of karma. 

PURPORT 

One should always consult the scriptures before embarking 
on doing anything, and have firm faith that the Lord protects His 
devotees. One should never blame the Lord for one's misfortunes 
but should tolerate them, thinking that they are the result of one's 
previous misdeeds. As it is stated in the Srimad Bhagavatam: 

tat te 'nukampam susamik�ama1.10 
bhuiijana evartha krtam vipakam 

hrd-vag-vapurbhir vidadhan namaste 
jiveta yo mukti-pade sa daya-bhak 

"My dear Lord, one who earnestly awaits for Your causeless 
mercy even while experiencing the problems that are caused by the 
reactions of past misdeeds, but does not blame You for the suffering, 
and offers You respectful obeisances from the core of the heart, 
such person surely becomes eligible for liberation." 
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Even if one does not have complete faith in the Lord's 
protection, they should still work under the guidance of the Lord in 
order to gradually come to the platform of purification and thus 
make progress to self-realization. One should also avoid offenses 
by being neither envious of nor indifferent to the Lord. One should 
be careful and be delicate while dealing with those who follow the 
path of self-realization faithfully. 

TEXT 32 
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ye tv etad abhyasiiyanto 
nanuti$thanti me matam 

sarvajii.ana vimiic;lhams tan 
viddhi na$tan acetasal) 

TRANSLATION 

Know that those who, out of envy, disregard My teachings 
and do not practice them regularly should be considered to be 
senseless and bereft of all knowledge and good fortune. 

PURPORT 

The word tu here signifies a lack of faith in the teachings of 
the Lord. There is a difference between the direct teachings of the 
Lord and the teachings found in the modern-day religions. The 
modern-day religions may produce sectarian followers whereas 
teachings of Lord K:r�J).a are called spiritual science and thus are far 
from sectarian. Therefore, those who are offensive to Lord Kpma, 
such as the atheists and the envious, find fault in His teachings and 
thus do not like to follow them. Such people's attitudes should be 
regarded as detrimental because their own path to liberation is 
evaporated. The meaning of religion and spiritual life is not equal, 
thus they should be carefully analyzed. 
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How Lord Kp;;i;1a is always the best friend of everyone will be 
explained later in this literature. As the best friend and well-wisher 
of all the living entities, the words of Lord Kr�J:.la should be heard 
with great faith, because whatever Lord Kr�J:.la speaks is the secret 
to all success. Lord Kr�J:.la is the Lord of all the Lords; thus His words 
always prevail. 

TEXT 33 
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sadrsam ce$tate svasyal) 
prakrter jii.anavan api 

prakrtim yanti bhiitani 
nigrahal) kim kari$yati 

TRANSLATION 

All beings are compelled to act as per their natural instinct, 
even a learned person also acts according to their natural instinct. 
If this is so, then what would repression do in this regard? 

PURPORT 

At the time of creation, it was decided that the living entities 
would be punished for their wrong doings. This means the living 
entities are completely at the mercy of reactions of their previous 
actions. But those who are very fortunate are guided by Lord Kr�J:.la 
to a qualified devotee, who can reform their bad habits and thus 
eliminate the cause of their adverse reactions. As it is said in the 
Prasnopani�ad, santa eva asya chindanti mano vyasailga muktibhil), 
"The real saints cut the illusory influence from the mind of a 
candidate so liberation can be obtained." The word sadrsam, or 
"accordingly,"  used in this text signifies the question: "If following 
the words of Lord Kr�J:.la rewards such great results, why don't more 
people follow Lord Kr�J:.la and become free from their bad karma?" 
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It is because those who are inclined to be materialistic, even though 
they may be academically educated, do not abide by the laws of the 
scriptures .  Those who are habituated . sinners, although they know 
hell is there waiting for them, still keep on sinning, just as the 
habituated criminal remains a criminal, even after being defamed 
and punished by the laws of the state. This bad habit is due to having 
sinned since time immemorial. Such people cannot change. They 
just follow their nature, which is the result of their undesirable 
activities performed in previous lives. As Sripada Sailkaracharya 
states ,  piirva krta dharmadi samskaro vartamana janmad 
avabhivyakta}J sa prakrti}J, "The results of previously performed 
pious and impious deeds return to one's present life as their natural 
inclinations and habits. " Thus, everyone is prone to follow their 
natural tendency in doing things as they are seen doing. 

The only hope for those who are the slaves of their senses is 
to become purified by Bhaktiyoga in the association of saintly 
people. As the Skanda Pural)a states: 

aho dhanyo 'si devar§e krpaya yasya te k§aI}.at 
nico 'pi utpulako lebhe lubdhako ratim acyute 

"O saint among the demigods, Narada Muni, all glories unto 
you. With but a moment of your mercy, even a sinful hunter became 
so attached to the Lotus Feet of the Supreme Personality of Godhead 
that while chanting the holy names of the Lord his hairs stood on 
end." 

This is only possible by sincere association with a pure devote. 
But the best way to change one's nature and habits is by engaging 
the senses in the service of the Supreme Lord through following the 
instructions of a pure devotee. 

TEXT 34 
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indriyasyendriyasyiirthe 
riiga-dve$aU vyavasthitau 

tayor na vasam iigacchet 
tau hy asya paripanthinau 

TRANSLATION 

193 

Although attraction and repulsion to the sense objects are 
felt by the senses of an embodied soul, but one who is regulated 
in spiritual life should not become controlled by these two, 
because they indeed block the path to self-realization. 

PURPORT 

Acceptance and rejection are found in every human being. 
Those who desire to make spiritual advancement should learn to 
control these dualities lest they become obstacles on the spiritual 
path. As it is stated by Sripada Madhusiidana Saraswati, dvaya hi 
prajiipatya devas ca asuras ca tatal,J kanyasa eva deve jyiiyasa asuaras 
ta e$U loke$U aspardhanta, "The creator created two kinds of 
mentalities within one person; the divine and the demoniac; and 
according to one's previously acquired good or bad karma, one of 
them dominates the person."  When one acts against the scriptures, 
it should be understood that such a person is functioning under the 
demoniac nature, and when one abides by the scriptures and acts 
virtuously, one is said to be functioning under divine nature. Such a 
person is called a learned Pal)<;iit. As it is said in the Chal)akya Niti: 

miitrvat para-diire$U para-dravye$U lo$tavat 

iitmavat sarva-bhii.te$U ya}) pasyati sal) pal}.gital,J 

"One who treats another's wife as good as his own mother, 
another's wealth as if it is a lump of mud and thus ignores it, and 
another's happiness and distress to be as if it were his own happiness 
and distress, is called a learned Pal)<;iit. " 
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TEXT 35 
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sreyan sva-dharamo vigul).al) 
para-dharmat svanu$thitat 

sva-dharme nidhanam sreyal) 
para-dharmo bhayavahal) 

TRANSLATION 

3-35 

It is better to discharge one's own prescribed duty 
imperfectly than to perform another's duty perfectly. It is better 
to die while performing one's own duty, because to follow 
another's duty is very dangerous. 

PURPORT 

One should give up the propensity for acceptance and 
rejection, or attachment and detachment, and simply engage in one's 
own prescribed duties because that cleanses the heart.  For 
Brahma1,1as, nonviolence is found in the scriptures, and for the 
warriors, fighting for a good cause is found in the scriptures. But 
now Arjuna decided to accept the profession of a Brahma1,1a who 
lives on donations, thinking it was free from material attachment 
and envy. However, Lord Kr�1,1a is motivating him to fight because, 
as a K�atriya, it is Arjuna's natural duty. The statement sva-dhanna 
found in this text means duty that is ordained by one's own inherent 
nature. In other words, when one acts as per one's own natural 
occupational inclination inherited from the acquired karma of their 
previous birth it is called sva-dharma in Sanskrit. The conclusion is 
that the recommended procedures and activities for one's Var1,1a 
and Asrama should be followed in all circumstances, even if they 
are done improperly. In other words, one must perform their 
prescribed duty first, just as a Brahma1,1a's duty is to be nonviolent 
and a K�atriya's duty is to fight in a just war. Only when one is under 
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the guidance of a qualified Spiritual Master does one become 
transcendental to the modes of material nature and thus rightfully 
perform all types of duties prescribed by the scriptures. Dharma is 
never accepted outside the boundaries of the scriptures, just as it is 
not possible to see without using one's own eyes. As sage Jaimini 
said, codana lak$a.Q.o dharmal), "Any function which is within the 
boundaries of Vedic scriptures is called Dharma." Therefore, even 
if there are some faults in one's own prescribed duty or even if one 
cannot perform it perfectly well, still one should always perform 
one's own prescribed duty and not do that duty which is prescribed 
for someone else. As it is stated in the Srimad Bhagavatam: 

vidharma para-dharmas ca abha$a upama chalal) 
adharma-sakha paiicema dharmajiio 'dharmavat tyajet 

"There are five branches of irreligion, appropriately known 
as unorthodox ( vidharma), religious principles for which one is unfit 
(para-dharma), shallow religion (abha$a-dharma), man-made or 
heretical religion ( upadharma ) , and cheating religion ( chala
dharma ) . One who is aware of real religious principles must abandon 
these five as irreligion." 

TEXT 36 
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arjuna uvaca 
atha kena prayukto 'yam 

papam carati piiru$al) 
anicchann api var$.Q.eya 

balad iva niyojital) 

TRANSLATION 

Arjuna said: 0 descendant of V�Q.i. what impels a person 
to engage in sinful acts as if forced, unwillingly? 
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PURPORT 

Here, Arjuna wants to know about that thing which generates 
sinful desires from within a person. Certainly it is not the Supreme 
Lord who is seated in everyone's heart as their Supersoul, because 
the Lord is all-merciful. He will not do so by knowing that the 
reactions to sinning are suffering, In other words, Supersoul will 
not force anyone to sin. Knowing this rule, Arjuna wants to clarify 
this doubt from Lord Kr�I.la about why the urges to enjoy the senses 
generate from within and how one becomes impelled to sin even 
though unwilling to sin. Arjuna is a disciple of Lord Kr�I.la and the 
scriptures state that a disciple is authorized to clear their lingering 
doubts with their Spiritual Master. Lord Kr�I.la is the Spiritual Master 
of Arjuna and following this rule, Arjuna is asking his Guru, Lord 
Kr�Qa, to clear his dilemma. 

TEXT 37 
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sri bhagavan uvaca 

kama e$a krodha e$a 
rajogw;ia samudbhava}J 

mahasano mahapapma 
viddhy enam iha vairil)am 

TRANSLATION 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead said: Know that it is 
insatiable lust that is born from the material mode of passion, 
and later transforms into wrath, which is the greatly sinful enemy 
of everyone in this world. 
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PURPORT 

The craving from within for personal sense gratification 
engages one in undesirable and forbidden acts, even though one 
wants to avoid them. Hence, Lord Kp;;Q.a is saying that such acts are 
motivated by lust. Even though this lust is perceived as separate 
and unchangeable, out of frustration it turns into anger. Such lust 
can never be fully satisfied because it is all-devouring and its hunger 
never ends. As the Srimad Bhagavatam states: 

yat prthivyam brihi yavam hiral)yam pasavab striyab 

nalam ekasya tat sarvam iti matva samam vrajet 

"Whatever food grains, gold , animals , and women are 
available on this planet are not sufficient to fully satisfy the lust of 
even one man who is afflicted by lusty desires. Therefore, one should 
keep lust under control."  

Since no one has ever been fully satisfied by their lusty desires, 
there is a saying, "If lust cannot be controlled by indulging in sense 
gratification, it should be controlled by its enemy, sense control. "  
Therefore, one should remain satisfied with what is supplied due to 
their previously performed karma. Lust is one of the greatest 
obstacles on the path of self-realization. To control lust, one must 
surrender to the Vedic injunctions and give charity wholeheartedly 
to obtain the blessings to cool the cruel and powerful lust down. 

TEXT 38 
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dhiimenavriyate vahnir 
yathadar§o malena ca 

yatholbenavrto garbhas 
tatha tenedam avrtam 
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TRANSLATION 

As fire is covered by smoke, mirror by dust, and an embryo 
by the womb, similarly, the living entity is covered by different 
degrees of this lust. 

PURPORT 

Lust is not only the enemy of a certain type of person, it is the 
enemy of all kinds of living entities, but to different degrees. The 
degree of lust can be described as thin, thick, and thickest. For thin, 
Lord Kn;1.1a gives the example of fire, saying, when fire is covered 
by smoke, it can still be seen, and its potency to bum is also there in 
it. To illustrate a thick degree of lust, Lord Kr�1.1a uses the example 
of a mirror, in which, when it is covered with dust, it is harder to see 
the face but the substance mirror still can be seen. The thickest 
degree of lust is exemplified by an embryo which, because it is 
covered by the womb, cannot be seen nor can it spread its hands 
and legs comfortably. Similarly, when lust is in its thin stage one can 
make some progress in spiritual life; when lust is in its thick stage 
making progress is more difficult because it makes one become 
unsteady in spiritual life; but when lust is at its thickest, one has no 
interest in spiritual life whatsoever, thus it is like being in hell. One 
should try to inspect oneself through the eyes of the scriptures about 
their status. 

TEXT 39 
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avrtam jiianam etena 
jiianino nitya-vairil)a 

kama-rupel)a kaunteya 
du!ipUrel)analena ca 

TRANSLATION 
0 son of Kunti, the pure consciousness of a person remains 

covered by this eternal enemy of the wise, called lust, which is 
never satiated and bums like fire. 
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PURPORT 

Lust is also the cause of the living entity's being spiritually 
ignorant. This ignorance covers the power of knowledge and makes 
the person unwise. Unfortunately, lust can never be satisfied, just as 
fire cannot be extinguished by adding more fuel. As it is stated in 
the Srimad Bhagavatam: 

na jiitu kamal;l kiimiiniim upabhogena siimyati 
havi$ii kf$1)a-vartmeva bhiiya eviibhivardhate 

"As supplying fuel to a fire does not diminish the fire, but 
increases it more and more, similarly, the endeavor to stop lusty 
desires by continual enjoyment of the senses can never fully satisfy 
it ."  

The word ca used in this text signifies the insatiability of lust. 
Although one feels some happiness at the time of lusty enjoyment, 
one is never satiated, and as soon as there is some obstacle to further 
enjoyment, one becomes an enemy of even one's own friend. When 
Lord Kp;Q.a says, "Lust is the eternal enemy of the wise," it signifies 
that one should arrange one's life in such a way that lust can be 
controlled, just as when a centipede, with its thousand legs, sticks to 
the skin and it cannot be removed by any means except by sprinkling 
salt over it. Similarly, when one becomes afflicted by the fever of 
lust, it can only be cured by restraining the senses from sense objects 
through performing austerities. Going against the demands of the 
mind is the best austerity. Therefore, it is the duty of everyone to 
stop this lust by seriously taking to Kpma consciousness under the 
guidance of a scripturally authentic Spiritual Master. 

TEXT 40 
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indriyaJJ.i mano buddhir 
asyadhi$thanam ucyate 

etair vimohayaty C$a 
jfl.anam avrtya dehinam 

TRANSLATION 

3-41 

The senses, mind, and intelligence are said to be the sitting 
places of lust, and by using these, it obscures the real knowledge 
and thus bewilders the person. 

PURPORT 

Even though the force of this eternal enemy, lust, is very strong, 
it can still be defeated by hearing about spiritual life from the right 
source. Here, Lord Kr�r;ia says that the living places of lust are the 
senses, the mind, and the intelligence. Making the intelligence its 
capital, this lust manages its fort-like body very expertly by keeping 
the mind as its minister, the senses as its soldiers, and sense objects 
as its target. In this way, lust, using the senses and sense objects, 
keeps the soul covered from the real knowledge of the Absolute 
Truth. 

TEXT 41 
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tasmat tvam indriyaJJ.y adau 
niyamya bharatar$abha 

papmanam prajahi hy enam 
jfl.ana-vijfl.ana nasanam 

TRANSLATION 

Therefore, 0 best of the Bhiratas, from the very beginning, 
control the senses to curb this lust, which is the symbol of sin and 
the slayer of knowledge and self-realization. 
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PURPORT 

One should always consider the consequences of future actions 
before the mind is controlled by lust. Lust is the destroyer of real 
knowledge and its realizations .  By  uncontrolled lust , one's 
knowledge of the self and the practice of scriptural rules become 
terminated. Lust, in the form of desire, engages all the senses in 
relentless sense gratification. Therefore, to subdue this enemy, lust, 
every intelligent person must control all the senses by engaging them 
in the devotional service of the Lord. For this purpose, the Spiritual 
Master is there to help guide the student to become sober and steady 
in order to bring the senses under control. When the senses are 
controlled, lust becomes conquered automatically. If the senses are 
prevented from going to unwanted places, the mind, in due course, 
will also be detached from them. It means controlling the senses is 
the key to winning over lust. 

TEXT 42 
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indriyfiIJ.i paral).y ahur 
indriyebhya}J param mana}J 

manasas tu para buddher 
yo buddhe}J paratas tu sa}J 

TRANSLATION 

The senses are said to be very powerful. The mind is superior 
to the senses, the intelligence is superior to the mind, and the 
soul is far superior to the intelligence. 

PURPORT 

The learned have said that the gross body, which is made up 
of gross elements, namely earth, water, fire, air, and ether, is merely 
dull matter. The body can be touched and felt. Higher than the gross 
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material body are the senses, which are subtler and can only be 
experienced. Higher than the senses is the mind, because it directs 
the senses, and is the seat of desires. Even higher than the mind is 
the intelligence, because it decides and helps manage and supply 
the mind's demands. But above all of these is the soul, because it is 
eternal and it is seated in the body as its owner. Only when the soul 
is present in the body can the mind, senses, and intelligence function. 
Therefore, the soul is the most important. When the soul is liberated 
from material bondage, all the senses, the mind, etc. , are destroyed. 
While the soul is embodied, it is covered by lust, which deludes the 
intelligence and engages one in different material pursuits for 
gratifying the mind and the senses. It is therefore very difficult to 
win over the mind and the senses even for a hero who might have 
won over all directions. Therefore, independently endeavoring to 
control the mind and senses is very difficult. One needs special mercy 
in this endeavor. The reason is because the soul is superior to the 
senses, mind, and the intelligence, as it is stated in the Kathopani�ad: 

indriyebhyo para hyartha arthebhya§ ca param mana]J. 
mana]J. sastu para buddher atma ca tat mahan para]J. 

"The objects of the senses are superior to the senses, and 
superior to them is the mind, because it is the center of the senses. 

Higher than the mind is the intelligence, because it decides 
for the mind, but the soul is the best, because it is the master and 
the enjoyer of the body." 

The spirit soul, through its practice of Kr�IJ.a consciousness, is 
able to conquer the Lord, who is the original source and Master of 
lust personified, Kamadeva. This is one of the secrets of devotional 
service stated in the scriptures. 

TEXT 43 
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evam buddhe param buddhvii 
samstabhyiitmiinam iitmanii 

jahi 8atrum mahiibiiho 
kiimariipam duriisadam 

TRANSLATION 

203 

Thus, 0 mighty-armed Arjuna, knowing the self to be even 
higher than the intelligence, one should control the lower self by 
the higher self and thus destroy this insatiable enemy, lust. 

PURPORT 

In this verse, Lord Kr�1.1a concludes the chapter by noting 
that lust, or the enjoying spirit of a person, arises in the mind, which 
uses the intelligence to help it attain the sense objects, while the 
soul remains aloof. As it is stated in the Kathopani�ad: 

indriyebhya}J param mano manasal) satvam uttamam 

satviid-dhi mahiin iitmii mahato 'vyaktam uttamam 

"Superior to all the senses is the mind; superior to the mind 
is the intelligence; superior to the intelligence is the soul; and the 
Supreme Lord, who remains unseen to the physical eyes, is superior 
to the spirit soul." 

Therefore, understanding that the Supreme Lord is the most 
important of all, one should concentrate on keeping the soul purified 
by sincerely practicing spiritual life. By controlling the senses and 
the mind and using the intelligence for acquiring absolute 
knowledge, one is able to gradually conquer over lust. Controlling 
lust is the primary factor for successful spiritual life. 

Thus ends the Vrajavasi Purports to the Third Chapter of 
the Srimad Bhagavad Gita in the matter of Karma-Yoga or 
discharging one's prescribed duties in Kr�1.1a consciousness. 

Hari Om Tat Sat 





CHAPTER FOUR 

Transcendental Knowledge 

TEXT 1 
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sri bhagavan uvaca 
imam vivasvate yogam 

proktavan aham avyayam 
vivasvan manave praha 

manur ik$vakave 'bravit 

TRANSLATION 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead said: I taught this 
imperishable spiritual science to the Sungod, Vivasvan, 
who taught it to Manu, the father of all mankind, who in turn 
taught it to King lk�vaku. 
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PURPORT 

Lord Kp;Q.a is the Supreme Personality of Godhead, and has 
appeared as the son of Devaki and Vasudeva in the present 
millennium. This same Lord Kr�Q.a spoke this transcendental 
knowledge of the Bhagavad Gita thousands of millenniums ago to 
the Sungod, Vivasvan, and now He is repeating that very same 
science to Arjuna at Kuruk�etra. The Lord is the Supreme Absolute 
and therefore His speech and He Himself are non-different. Hence, 
the Bhagavad Gita is called apauru�eya, or superhuman-spoken 
science. Here Lord Kr�Q.a gives the chronological succession of His 
eternal message to clear the doubts of the skeptical. 

Even though He speaks this knowledge over and over again, 
the knowledge remains ever fresh and unchanged. At different 
times, Lord Kr�Q.a reveals this knowledge to His chosen devotees. 
The word imam stated in this text signifies that what Lord Kr�Q.a 
was speaking to Arjuna is the same exact science which He had 
spoken over hundreds of millions of years earlier to His devotee 
Vivasvan, the Sungod. That is the nature of the Absolute Truth. 

This verse proves that a chain of unbroken succession is 
required to keep purity intact. Confirming this, the Padma PuraQ.a 
states , sampradaya vihina ye mantras te ni�phala mata.Q, "The 
spiritual practice of those who are not in the tradition of an unbroken 
chain of disciplic succession rewards no results. "  Therefore, one 
should study this magnanimous speech of Lord Sri Kr�Q.a under 
the guidance of a scripturally authentic and qualified devotee of 
the Lord to be sufficiently benefited by its knowledge .  Our 
honorable Spiritual Master, Srila Prabhupada said, "Since the Vedic 
instructions are accepted as they are, without human interpretation, 
the Bhagavad Gita must therefore be accepted without mundane 
interpretation. "  
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TEXT 2 
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evam parampara praptam 
imam rajar�ayo vidu,Q 

sa kaleneha mahata 
yoga na�tah paramtapa 

TRANSLATION 

207 

0 conqueror of enemies, this spiritual science was thus 
received through the chain of unbroken succession among saintly 
kings. As a long time has elapsed, however, this chain of 
succession was broken and thus, this great science of Yoga is 
almost lost from this world. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kr�J:.l.a confirms here that spiritual knowledge is meant 
to be heard from an unbroken chain of disciplic succession connected 
to God. If this science of God is learned from such a chain of Spiritual 
Masters, it will surely remove the covering of ignorance from the 
soul and thus bring a person to the transcendental platform. There 
is always a great need for this Yoga, the science of one's relationship 
with the Supreme, but due to the passage of time and the weakened 
spiritual condition of the rulers, this unbroken chain of succession 
was broken by the end of the last age, Dvaparayuga. 

Here the name paramtapa used for Arjuna by Lord Kr�IJ.a 
refers to his winning over all his enemies, which included lust and 
anger. For example, Arjuna had declined from associating with 
Urvasi, a society girl of heaven, which took place when Arjuna went 
to heaven to learn the celestial art of fighting from Indra, the king 
of heaven. Because of his ability to control his senses, Arjuna 
was perfectly qualified to receive this knowledge directly from the 
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lotus lips of Lord Kr�JJ.a. Similarly, those who are serious about 
leaving this material world must learn this transcendental science 
with controlled senses so that Lord Kr�JJ.a will manifest in their heart. 

TEXT 3 
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sa evayam maya te 'dya 
yoga}) proktal) puratanal) 

bhakto 'si me sakha ceti 
rahasyam hy etad uttamam 

TRANSLATION 

That very ancient science of Yoga is being told to you 
today because you are My dear devotee and friend. Indeed, this 
knowledge is very confidential and transcendental. 

PURPORT 

As previously stated, the chain of succession by which this 
transcendental knowledge was handed down remained unbroken 
until the beginning of the previous age, Dvaparayuga, then it was 
interrupted due to a lack of qualified successors. Without this 
transcendental knowledge, one cannot achieve liberation from this 
material world. No man-made knowledge can reward one with 
liberation, the kingdom of God. Liberation is only possible if one 
adopts the way of life portrayed in the ancient knowledge delivered 
by Lord Kr�JJ.a. Our spiritual succession, the Brahma-Madhva
Gam;liya-Sampradaya, is directly linked to the Supreme Personality 
of Godhead, Lord Sri Kr�JJ.a, through the unbroken chain of 
disciplic succession. This was inaugurated by Lord Sri Chaitanya 
Mahaprabhu, five hundred years ago and is still delivering that exact 
same unaltered knowledge today. 
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Lord Sri Kp�:Q.a did not consider anyone more qualified to 
hear this science than His devotee, Arjuna. That is why the word 
bhakto 'si stated in this text signifies that this knowledge can only 
be properly understood by a real devotee. A dedicated devotee of 
Lord Kpm,a does not envy Him. Arjuna was such a devotee and a 
friend; therefore, Lord Kr�:Q.a chose him as an instrument to fulfill 
His mission. 

TEXT 4 
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arjuna uvaca 

aparam bhavato janma 
param janma vivasvatal) 

katham etad vijaniyam 
tvam adau proktavan iti 

TRANSLATION 

Arjuna said: The birth of the Sungod, Vivasvan, was long 
before Your birth. How, then, am I to understand that in the 
beginning of this creation You instructed this very same science 
to him? 

PURPORT 

The word param stated in this text signifies Arjuna's desire 
to convince those who are skeptical that Lord Kr�:Q.a is the 
eternal and all-cognizant God. Arjuna asked this question by first 
portraying Lord Kr�:Q.a as an ordinary human being, saying, param 
janma vivasvatal), "Vivasvan was born long before Your birth," and 
thus he set the stage for the conclusion that Lord Kr�:Q.a is the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead by saying later, param brahma 
param dhama pavitram, "You are the Supreme Personality of 
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Godhead, the Supreme Abode, and purest of all . "  Unless the doubts 
of an innocent person are cleared up, how can that person 
wholeheartedly surrender unto the Lord to obtain liberation? 
Arjuna already knew that the soul and Lord Kf$I)a are eternal. But 
just to clarify this for unbelievers he says to Lord Kr�I)a "You were 
born from a human being, Mother Devaki, so how can You say that 
You are eternal and the knower of everything? "  Arj una 's 
questioning Lord Kr�I)a clarifies that the doctrine of the Bhagavad 
Gita is not five thousand years old, but it is primeval and is restated 
to Arjuna for the benefit of modern human society. 

Arjuna was aware of the general rule that a demigod cannot 
be instructed by a human, that Lord Kr�I)a was born from a human 
being, and Vivasvan was born a demigod. Lord Kf$I)a's statement 
can also be understood to be controversial in the eyes of an ordinary 
person considering the following logic: The material body is 
perishable and no one can recollect anything from their past lives .  
If this is true then how can anyone accept that the knowledge of 
this Bhagavad Gita is the same as what Lord Kf$I)a previously spoke 
to the Sungod? As it is stated in the Prasnopani�ad, janmantara 
anubhiitam ca na smaryate, "People do not remember anything 
they had experienced in their past lives . "  Arjuna is therefore 
thinking that if he cannot remember his past, how can Lord Kr$I)a 
remember His? Arjuna wants Lord Kf$I)a to clarify this issue. 

TEXT S 
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sri bhagavan uvaca 
bahiini me vyatitani 

janmani tava carjuna 
tany aham veda sarval)i 

na tvam vettha paramtapa 
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TRANSLATION 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead said: 0 subduer of 
enemies, You and I have taken many, many births. l remember 
them all, but you do not. 

PURPORT 

Every living entity is part and parcel of God, Lord Sri Kp�l)a, 
and is therefore the same in quality as the Lord but is quantitatively 
different from the Lord. Without this eternal difference between 
the Lord and the living entity, the living entities could also remember 
everything from their past lives. The word bahuni used by the Lord 
in this text signifies the statement of the Brhadaral)yaka Upanii;;ad 
thus, eko'pi san bahudha yo avabhati, "Although He is one, He 
appears in many different forms from time to time."  Whenever Lord 
Kr�IJ.a appears in this world, many of His associates also come with 
Him to participate in His pastimes, as Arjuna did. When the Lord 
renews His pastimes, He remembers everything of His past, but 
His associates do not. Lord Kri;;IJ.a makes His associates forget their 
previous dealings with Him so that He can have more taste in His 
present pastimes. Although the Lord covers the memory of the living 
entity with His inconceivable potency, when the Lord descends on 
earth there is no change in His body or in His memory. This 
differentiates the Lord from the living entity. A living entity forgets 
its past but the Lord never forgets . He even remembers all of the 
living entities' pasts as well. In other words, Lord Sri Kri;;IJ.a knows 
past, present, and future perfectly. 

TEXT 6 
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ajo 'pi sann avyayatma 
bhutanam isvaro 'pi san 

prakrtim svam adhi$thaya 
sambhavamy atma-mayaya 
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TRANSLATION 

Even though I am unborn, My transcendental , body is 
indestructible, and even though I am the Lord of all beings, I 
manifest in My original transcendental form by My own internal 
potency. 

PURPORT 

The living entity and Lord Kp:;l).a are both eternal. The 
difference between the Lord and the living entity is given in this 
verse. The Lord says that His body is imperishable, whereas the 
body of the living entity perishes. The living entities in this world 
have a separate existence from the body, and their birth can only 
happen through a gross material body. But Lord Kpma and His 
body are one and the same. As stated in the Padyavali, kr$1.ial) 
abhinna tviin nama naminol), "There is no difference between Lord 
Kr�l).a Himself, His body, His name, and His Soul. They are one 
and the same."  Lord Kp�l).a is the Lord of all beings and therefore 
He is not limited by any material or spiritual rules. He is not under 
the laws of karma because He is their creator, and being the Lord 
and Master of material nature, He does not take birth under the 
supervision of material nature. 

Lord Kr�l).a's form is eternal, full of knowledge, and full of 
bliss. Therefore, He is not speaking to Arjuna with a material body. 
His body is completely transcendental. As Srila Sridhara Swami 
comments, svam suddha satvatmikam prakrtim, "By His own will, 
the Lord appears in this world with His transcendental and pure 
form." Sripada Ramanujacharya also comments, prakrti svabhavam 
svameva svabhavam adhi$thaya ''svariipel)a svecchaya sambhavamy 
iti arthal), "The Lord appears in this material world by His own 
sweet will, keeping His naturally transcendental form intact." 

The Gopalatapini Upani�ad also confirms this by stating, sa 
bhagavatal) kasmin prati$thital), sva mihimniti, "The Lord is so great 
that when He comes to this world He uses His own transcendental 
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nature and remains As He Is and lives in His own potency. " 
Nevertheless ,  while having His eternal, transcendental, and 
imperishable body, He mostly appears and behaves like everyone 
else in the human society. 

One may wonder, since the Lord has an imperishable body, 
why His previous forms and incarnations, such as the fish and others, 
are not seen when He appears as a human being. In answer to this, 
Lord Knu;ia says, sambhavamy atma mayaya, "I incarnate by My 
own internal potency." In other words, when the Lord shows His 
present form, He hides His previous forms. The word mayay;I used 
in this text signifies cit, or the knowledge potency of the Lord. The 
Nirgha1;ttuko�a Dictionary states maya vayunam jii.anam iti, "The 
Lord appears in this world by His cit potency (knowledge potency) 
so that His devotees can enjoy His presence and those who are not 
yet devotees become bewildered. As Sri Madhusii.dana Saraswati 
comments, mayi bhagavati vasudeve deha dehi bhava siinye tad 
riipel)a pratitib maya matram, "There is no difference between the 
body and the soul of the Supreme Personality of Godhead when 
He appeared in this world as the son of Vasudeva. Whatever 
material presence one sees in Him is just illusion only." 

TEXT 7 
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yada yada hi dharmasya 
glanir bhavati bharata 

abhyutthanam adharmasya 
tada "tmanam srjamy-aham 

TRANSLATION 

0 descendant of Bharata, whenever and wherever there is 
a decline of virtuousness and an increase unrighteousness, at that 
time I manifest Myself. 
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PURPORT 

When the Supreme Lord manifests in this world ,  His 
appearance is foretold in the ancient Vedic scriptures, which predict 
His detailed forms and activities. The word srjiimi used in this text 
is defined in the VyakaraQa Sastra as nitya foddham eva S!$tam iva 
darsayati miiyaya, "He manifests His transcendental form in this 
world through His cit potency, called Yogamaya." When Lord Kpma 
is said to be covered by Yogamaya, it means that although His body 
is always transcendental, it appears to the material eyes as if it is a 
normal material body. Lord Kr�Qa's pastimes are superhuman from 
the very beginning till the end of His manifestation. Whatever 
pastimes Lord Kr�Qa performs and whatever teachings He gives in 
each of His incarnations are all categorized as transcendental and 
ever-fresh scriptures. In contrast, the pseudo-incarnations and 
impostors can neither manifest any superhuman pastimes nor is their 
birth foretold in the ancient scriptures. They should therefore 
carefully be avoided at all cost. 

Lord Kr�Qa addresses Arjuna as bhiirata, which is defined in 
the VyakaraQa Sastra as bhii-jii.anam tatra ratavena sa bharatam, 
"Arjuna is very attached to spiritual principles; that is why he is 
known as Bharata. "  Such a devotee cannot tolerate ignorance and 
the demise of righteous attitudes in human society. 

TEXT S 

qf<51101Flt � M'11\lll4 � s'9'1dl't I 
�� � � � l lc l l  

paritriiIJ.iiya sadhunam 

vinasaya ca duskrtam 

dharma-samsthapanarthaya 

sambhavami yuge yuge 
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TRANSLATION 

In order to protect the virtuous and annihilate the 
miscreants, as well as to reestablish devotional principles, I 
descend in every age. 

PURPORT 

The law and order of this whole creation is in the hands of 
the Supreme Personality of Godhead. When there are exemplary 
devotees like Arjuna and great kings like Yudhi�thira, who can 
defeat the miscreants ,  one may wonder why the Supreme Lord has 
to incarnate in this world. The answer is that the Lord's compassion 
towards His devotees is the main reason for His appearance . 
Moreover, He descends to give full protection to His devotees and 
to fulfill His own desire to fight by destroying evil. The demoniac 
classes of people are always creating trouble for the devotees, so to 
relieve the devotees' troubles and give them pleasure, from time 
to time Lord Kr�Q.a appears. At times there are great demons, 
like RavaQ.a and Karilsa, who can only be killed by Lord Kr�Q.a, so 
He comes to fight with them. Such fighting is beneficial for both 
the demons and the devotees. As it is said by Srila Sridhara Swami: 

liilane tat;lane matur nakaruIJyam yatharbhake 
tad vad eva mahe§asya niyantur guIJa-do�ayol;l 

"As a mother lovingly caresses her child, but sometimes strikes 
her child as well, it does not mean that she does not love or is not 
merciful towards the child. She unconditionally loves her child. 
Similarly, the Supreme Lord's showing strict control over the living 
entities' good and bad qualities is not said to be His mercilessness. "  

Lord Kr�Q.a's statement to Arjuna that He incarnates in every 
age is the evidence that He also incarnates in the present age of 
Kaliyuga. According to authoritative scriptures ,  Lord Kr�Q.a 
appeared in this Kaliyuga about five hundred years ago as His 
devotee incarnation, Lord Sri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu, to establish 
the Yuga-dharma, or the spiritual process meant for this particular 
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age. Although there are six categories of avataras (incarnations) of 
Lord Kpma, the appearance of Sri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu does 
not especially fall in those categories. Lord K:r�I.J.a is the source of 
all the incarnations and Lord Chaitanya Mahaprabhu's appearance 
is His hidden manifestation. Lord K:r�I.J.a came specifically to 
encourage everyone to surrender unto Him and Lord Chaitanya 
Mahaprabu came to teach everyone about how to surrender to Lord 
K:r�I.J.a. The subject matter of devotional service found in the 
Bhagavad Gita is so elevated that no one except the Lord Himself 
can teach the process of surrender. His pure devotees are just 
repeating the established process and His teachings to the interested. 

TEXT 9 

� � � it R�it� m � �= I 
�€f?:ll � r-+5'"'1 � � �s� 1 1((.1 1 

janma karma ca me divyam 
evam yo vetti tattvatal) 

tyaktva deham punar-janma 
naiti mam eti so 'rjuna 

TRANSLATION 

0 Arjuna, anyone who knows the nature of My 
transcendental appearance and activities in truth does not return 
to this material world after giving up the body, but attains My 
spiritual abode. 

PURPORT 

The whole material world, aside from the living entities, is 
made up of temporary material energy and therefore is temporary. 
Here, Lord K:r�I.J.a refers to His nature of appearance with the word 
divyam, meaning He is situated beyond the three modes of material 
nature. Sripada Ramanujacharya clears the word divyam as divyam 
apralqtam, "The Lord's appearance and activities are transcendental 
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and non-material. "  Srila Sridhara Swami also explains the word 
divyam with divyam alaukikam, "The Lord's appearance and His 
pastimes are totally transcendental and non-worldly." As Lord 
K:r�Qa's birth and activities are transcendental, one has to have 
immense merits from previous lives to understand Him in truth. As 
Sripada Ramanujacharya states,jfianam mukta lak$al)am maj-janma 
karmal)os tatvato 'nubhava riipam eva tapas tena piital), "The 
symptom of a real learned person is that he performs rigorous 
austerities to cleanse himself of all the acquired sins to become 
eligible to know the transcendental appearance and activities of 
the Lord in truth." As it is said in the Srimad Bhagavatam, na vidyate 
yasya ca janma karma vii, na nama riipe gul)a-do$a eva va, "The 
Supreme Personality of Godhead has no material birth, material 
activities, material name, material form, material qualities, or faults." 
If Lord K:r�Qa's appearance and activities were tinged with even 
the minutest material quality, then the Vedic literatures would not 
have emphasized their nature to be totally transcendental. The 
Padma Pural)a confirms this by stating, prakrtair heya samyuktaib 
gw;i.air hinatvam ucyate, "The Lord and His body are not made of 
material ingredients because material ingredients are of a lower 
quality." Therefore, the Lord Himself, His body and His pastimes 
are totally transcendental. 

Those who accept Lord K:r�Qa as the true God and faithfully 
abide by His teachings do not take birth again in this world after 
leaving their body. This should not be misunderstood to imply that 
Lord K:r�Qa can only be attained after quitting one's body. It is not 
always like that. As Sripada Ramanujacharya paraphrases Lord 
K:r�Qa, madiya divya-janma ce$tita yathartha jiianena vidhvasta 
samasta mat  samasrayani virodhi papmasminn eva janmani 

1 mama§ritya madeka priyo mam e va prapnoti, "By  having 
unflinching faith in Me (Lord Kr�Qa) and having true knowledge 
of My transcendental appearance and activities, all of one's sins 
become eradicated within one lifetime. In this way, taking full refuge 
at My Lotus Feet and being My very dear devotee, one can obtain 
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Me within the present lifetime."  Hence, although many difficult 
processes are mentioned in the scriptures to achieve liberation, 
Bhakti is the most sublime method that just by hearing about Lord 
Kr�1.1a's transcendental pastimes and truly believing in them, one 
can easily achieve liberation. 

TEXT 10 

� � �= I  
� �Haq�u 1@T "1#1€1'i1Jldl= man 

vitaraga-bhaya-krodha 
man-maya miim upasrital) 

bahavo jnana-tapasa 
piita mad-bhavam agatal) 

TRANSLATION 

Being free from material attachments, fear and anger, after 
having been purified by austerities and knowledge, taking refuge 
in Me and being absorbed in Me, many people have attained My 
transcendental abode. 

PURPORT 

It is understood from this verse that the process of Bhakti is 
eternal. Many who became liberated in the past were purified by 
the combined practice of penance and Bhakti. The Mu1.1qaka 
Upani�ad states, tasya dhiral) parijananti yonim, "Those who are 
sober devotees actually understand the transcendental nature of 
the appearances and activities of the Supreme Lord in truth." Such 
sober devotees are able to tolerate the snake-bite-like false 
arguments from non-believers . The fixed devotees do not have any 
hatred or attachment for such insincere people who waste their time 
in the name of following spirituality or engage in idle talks. They 
simply carry on constantly hearing about Lord Kr�1.1a's 
transcendental pastimes and engage in chanting the holy names of 
Lord Kr�1.1a, and thereby achieve love of Godhead. One of the 
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qualities of such devotees is mentioned in the Narada Bhaktisutra 
as, tad vismaral)e parama .  vyakulata, "The true devotees feel 
immensely uncomfortable if they somehow miss Lord Kr�JJ.a even 
for a moment." In this way a devotee becomes purified and eligible 
to enter into the kingdom of God. 

TEXT 11 

if <PIT l{f !:4q�4t �� lf::JllR:l�'{ I 
l{lf q (+1fjtj J4t �: llPl �: 1 1 � � 1 1  

ye yatha mam prapadyante 
tams tathaiva bhajiimy aham 

mama vartmiinuvartante 
manu�yal;l partha sarvasal;l 

TRANSLATION 

0 son of Prtha, as they surrender unto Me, I reward them 
accordingly. Everyone follows My path in all respects. 

PURPORT 

It is not that only the services of the unalloyed devotees are 
accepted by the Lord. All services, including the services of the 
jfianis and karmis are also accepted by Him. The difference is that 
the benefits of their services are rewarded as per the quality of their 
services. The true devotees of Lord Kr�J)a know the transcendental 
nature of Lord Kp�Q.a's pastimes; therefore, they chant His glories 
and work for Him unconditionally. Lord Kr�J)a reciprocates with 
such devotees by making them part of His entourage so that they 
can eternally enjoy His pastimes in the spiritual world. But those 
who do not accept Lord Kr�J)a's pastimes and incarnations to be 
totally transcendental, or regard them as mythical, or do not have 
much faith in them, must continue in the cycle of birth and death 
until all such obstacles are removed. Those who are sincerely 
searching for absolute knowledge and truly accept Lord Kr�Q.a as 
God are in due course liberated by Him from this material world. 
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For this reason, everyone; devotees and speculators alike; should 
take shelter of Lord Kp�l)a because He is the source of everyone 
and everything. If one can become eligible to go back to Godhead 
in this lifetime, then why waste time? Become a sincere devotee 
and go back to Godhead. Taking shelter under a pure devotee and 
serving Lord Kr�l)a sincerely is the key to spiritual success. 

One has to first have firm faith in the Supreme Lord in order 
to obtain the desired reward from Him for their austerities. 

Lord Kr�l)a fulfills the desires at the time of performing 
austerities without fail, just as Mother Yasoda had performed 
austerities in a previous life with the desire to have the Supreme 
Lord suck her breast, Mother Devaki performed austerities to have 
God as her child, the cowherd boys performed austerities to have 
God to play with them, and the cowherd girls performed austerities 
to have Lord Kr�l)a as their lover. They were all sincere in their 
austerities and had firm faith in Lord Kr�Q.a, with this reason Lord 
Kr�l)a fulfilled their desires. Lord Kr�l)a is a just God and thus, He 
fulfills His devotees' desires. In other words, if a devotee has spiritual 
desires and is fixed in devotional service with firm faith and 
conviction, that devotee's desires are surely fulfilled by Lord Kr�l)a. 
That is His promise here in this text. Such kinds of desires are not 
called motivated service to God. They are totally unmotivated 
because such desires are meant to satisfy Him. 

TEXT 12 

�•'$:_�'"('!: � � � � �= I 
� ft" � � � � m�n 

kiiilk$anta]J. karmal)iiiiz siddhim 

yajanta iha devatii]J. 

k$ipram hi miinu$e Joke 

siddhir bhavati karmajii 
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TRANSLATION 

Those who desire success in their fruitive work worship 
the demigods in this world. That is why they certainly receive 
the result of their works quickly. 

PURPORT 

Those who are heavily controlled by the desire for sense 
gratification and have set their goal to be healthy, wealthy, and wise 
worship the demigods. Even if they know that Lord Kr�Q.a is also 
God for all the demigods and all desires are fulfilled by Him, still 
they worship the demigods. Such people do so because liberation 
takes a longer time to achieve and thus they worship demigods for 
quick results. Such people are said to have short-sighted wisdom, 
which is why they prefer immediate and temporary material results 
over eternally blissful liberation. Liberation is only rewarded by 
Lord Kr�Q.a and not by the demigods. Demigod worshippers lack 
awareness of the transcendental bliss received from devotional 
service. But, whatever one's desires may be, one should know that 
the best process for everyone is to always serve Lord Kr�Q.a, because 
He alone can fulfill all desires. As stated in the Srimad Bhagavatam: 

akama]J. sarva-kamo vii mok$a-kama udaradhi]J. 

tivrel)a bhakti-yogena yajeta puru$ari1 param 

"A person who has broader intelligence, whether he be full 
of material desires ,  without any material desire, or desiring 
liberation, must by all means seriously worship the Supreme God, 
Lord Sri Kr�Q.a, the Supreme Personality of Godhead."  

TEXT 13 

:ct1tl404 lfm � �: 
� Cflah:+1M l=ft M:.$lCfldT\'16Q4"{ l l nl l 
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caturvanJ.yalil maya sr$tam 
gmJa-karma vibhagasa]J. 

tasya kartiiram api mam 
viddhy akartiiram avyayam 

TRANSLATION 

4-14 

The four social divisions in human society, according to 
their aptitude and vocation, were created by Me. Know that 
although this system was established by Me, I, being 
unchangeable, should be understood as the non-doer. 

PURPORT 

The qualities and activities of human beings, which are 
governed by the three modes of material nature, are categorized 
by Lord Kp�I).a into four social orders. As the Vedanta Sutra states, 
janmadi asya yata]J., "The Supreme Lord is the creator of everyone 
and everything in this world."  Those who are dominated by the 
mode of goodness are peaceful and have their senses controlled, 
and are called the BrahmaI).as. Those who are controlled by passion 
engage in administration and protective services, and are called the 
K�atriyas. Those who are under the mixed modes of passion and 
ignorance engage in farming, cow protection, business and trading, 
and they are called the Vaisyas. Those who are mostly in ignorance 
are called the Sudras, their nature is to serve the upper three social 
orders. These four orders, which were created by Lord Kr�IJ.a, should 
not be mistaken for the politically motivated caste systems of 
modern times, but based on their intuition and disposition. These 
four social orders are established by Lord Kr�IJ.a and relate to their 
inherited tendencies and to the natural inclination to do a particular 
type of work. 

TEXT 14 

� -qt €fl'1if01 R>;iitAt � � €tl4lfl� � I 
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na mam karma1.1i limpanti 

na me karma-phale sprha 

iti mam yo 'bhijanati 

karmabhir na sa badhyate 

TRANSLATION 

223 

I am not affected by any kind of work, nor do I aspire for 
the results of action. Anyone who understands this in truth also 
does not become bound to the reactions of work. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kf$Qa is the controller of the whole creation and thus is 
neither affected by nor duty bound by any category of material 
work of this world. He is fully self-satisfied and completely free 
from all kinds of ego. Unlike the living entities, the Lord does not 
hanker for the results of His actions, so there is no question of Him 
becoming entangled in the reactions of His actions. Those who truly 
know Lord Kf$l.la to be free from material entanglement and 
worship Him wholeheartedly also do not incur reaction. As it is 
stated in the Brhadara1.1yaka Upani$ad, apta kamasya ka sprhal), 
"Where is the question of hankering for a self-satisfied person?" 
There is none. That is why, when one is self-satisfied, one does not 
do anything, thus there is no question of any reaction from action 
for that person. This means only Lord Kf$Qa and His pure devotees 
are self-satisfied. However, pure devotees do everything for the 
satisfaction of Lord Kr$1.1a, and since everything is offered to Him, 
He is their result. That is why the pure devotees themselves remain 
fully satisfied. Those who act as instruments only for the satisfaction 
of Lord Kr$l.la have their karma changed from bad to good. Besides 
real devotees, everyone else remains under the control of material 
nature, as is confirmed in the Vi$I.1U Pura1.1a: 

nimitta matram evasau srjyanam sarga karma1.1i 
pradhana kara1.1i bhuta yato vai srjya saktayal) 
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"The Supreme Lord is the cause of the whole creation. 

The living entities are mere instruments for their own actions 
(karma) . Since material nature is the immediate cause of their 
actions they are responsible for reactions. The Lord only gives them 
the facilities to act, but is not responsible for their actions. "  

Although the Lord gives the living entities facilities to act, it 
is up to the people to decide if and how they should act. Therefore, 
the performers are responsible for their actions. Those who 
understand Lord Kna:ia's position know how to act responsibly 
without becoming entangled in the material world. 

TEXT 15 

� � � epi � ��f�:  I 
� � a�1*4 �= � � m11n  

evam jfJ.atva krtam karma 
piirvair api mumuk�ubhi]J. 

kuru karmaiva tasmat tvam 
piirvai]J. piirvataram krtam 

TRANSLATION 

Understanding this, all the ancient seekers of liberation 
also performed their duties accordingly. Therefore, like the 
previous venerable predecessors, you must perform your 
prescribed duty. 

PURPORT 

In the previous four verses, Lord Kp�Q.a described about 
detachment from the results of action. Now He tells Arjuna how 
the great devotees from the past acted without receiving reactions. 
They were aware that actions directed towards liberation lead one 
to perfection and happiness .  Those who are educated with 
transcendental knowledge, being unattached to their work, and are 
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working with intelligence, remain pure and attain liberation. One 
must realize that there is no place for lethargy or retirement from 
the process of Kr�Q.a consciousness .  The process of Kr�Q.a 
consciousness is not boring; it is full of bliss and impregnated with 
varieties of wonderful qualities that lead one to eternal happiness. 

TEXT 16 

Ft � Miwhiff(t �.S'Qf5f ifl�dl: I 
� � !Fl�I� 4�1�1 ifl��.S� m�l l  

kim karma kim akarmeti 
kavayo 'py atra mohital;i 

tat te karma pravak$yiimi 
yaj-jii.atva mokffase '§ubhat 

TRANSLATION 

Even the wise become bewildered about what action is and 
what inaction is. Now I shall describe to you what action is, 
knowing which you will be liberated from inauspiciousness. 

PURPORT 

One must consult and follow a realized devotee from the age
old unbroken spiritual chain of disciplic succession, before taking 
any action in this world. One should not simply act as per their 
whims or imitate what others are doing. Rather, one must follow 
the path laid down by the authorities; otherwise there will surely 
be reactions experienced. Even the most intelligent people become 
bewildered as to what the perfect path to follow is. Independent 
minded spiritualists , for example , are generally confused and 
unfortunate. If one follows the path recommended by the previous 
authorities ,  there is no experience of any kind of inauspiciousness. 
Since Lord Kr�Q.a is all-cognizant, His path is the perfect path. 
Therefore, studying the Bhagavad Gita and applying its wisdom 
under the guidance of a pure devotee of the Lord is the perfect 
way for everyone to obtain the goal of human life. 
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TEXT 17 

� � � �  � M€flifo1: 1 
31€flifo1'\l � � � "1'ffir= m�u 

karma1.10 hy api boddhavyam 
boddhavyam ca vikarma1.1ab 

akanna1.1as ca boddhavyam 
gahana karma1.10 gatib 

TRANSLATION 

4-17 

One must learn what action is, what forbidden action is, 
and what inaction is, because the intricacies of action are very 
difficult to understand. 

PURPORT 

It is a well known fact that as long as one has a body, one has 
to work to maintain it. When the same work is dovetailed in Kr�I).a 
consciousness, it is called devotional service. One may wonder, how 
is it that even the learned can become bewildered about how to act 
properly? The answer is that the nature of perfect work, as presented 
by the scriptures, is simply not known to everyone in this world. 
Only by the mercy of Lord Kr�:I).a and the help of a pure devotee 
can one learn what perfect action is. Here Lord Kr�I).a says that 
there are three categories of actions: forbidden action, pious action, 
and transcendental action called inaction. The forbidden actions 
are performed without following scriptural rules and they bring harm 
to the self and to human society. The pious actions are those which 
are performed following the Vedic rules and they elevate one to 
heaven. The inactions are called transcendental actions because 
they are solely performed to please the Supreme Lord, thereby 
stopping the cycle of repeated birth and death. Given the short 
lifespan of the living entities in Kaliyuga, the best course of action 
is to take to inaction, which means working in Kr�:I).a consciousness 
under a scripturally authorized Guru. Those who are truly interested 
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in going back to Godhead must practice Kp�J).a consciousness in the 
chain of unbroken disciplic succession. 

TEXT 18 

€f14v:t1€f14 '<ti": qt;t:��€fl4f01 � � '<ti": I 
� 3�'11"41j1Sli1 � �= 9'1&i€fl49'1<t mcu 

karma1.1y akarma ya}) pasyed 
akarma1.1i ca karma ya}) 

sa buddhimiin manu�ye�u 
sa yuktai) krtsna-karma-krt 

TRANSLATION 

Anyone who sees inaction in action and action in inaction 
is intelligent among human beings. Although engaged in all sorts 
of activities, that person is transcendentally situated. 

PURPORT 

In the process of doing work, those whose aim is self
realization are considered learned, and ultimately they achieve 
liberation.  Those whose hearts are purified and work for the 
satisfaction of the Lord do not even need to take to the renounced 
order of life. Their work is called inaction because it brings them 
no reaction; thus it does not bind them to this material world. 
However, the work of those whose hearts are not yet purified, who 
are bereft of the knowledge of self-realization, even if they wear 
the garb of a Swami and deliver lectures, is not perfect. As Lord 
Kr�J).a Himself elaborates about this in the Srimad Bhagavatam: 

yastv asamyata $a(/-vargai) praca1.1(1endriya siirathii) 
jiiiina-vairiigya rahitas trida1.1(1am upa-jivati 

suriin iitmiinam iitmastham nihanute miim ca dharmahii 
avipakva ka�iiyo 'smiid amusmiic ca vihiyate 

"One who has not yet controlled the six senses, which 
includes the mind; who is still fiercely attached to sense gratification; 
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and whose deranged intelligence is acting as his guide; such a person, 
being bereft of real knowledge and detachment, yet wearing saffron 
clothes and holding the holy stick of Sanyasa (called da.Q<;la in 
Sanskrit) just to maintain his livelihood, such a pretender of religious 
principles deceives the demigods, the self, and Me, the Supersoul. 
He thus becomes bereft of happiness in this world and in the next. 
Therefore, one must practice the Vedic principles carefully. Success 
does not come from prematurely wearing saffron clothes." 

TEXT 19 

� � �'ii(Afi: Cfil'1�Cfi("Nf5ldl: 
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yasya sarve samarambhiil) 
kiima-sarikalpa-varjital) 

jiiiiniigni dagdha-karmiil)am 
tam ahul) pa.Q<;litam budhiil) 

TRANSLATION 

One whose endeavors are free from selfish desires, who is 
not motivated to enjoy sense gratification, and whose reactions 
of actions are burnt up by the fire of transcendental knowledge 
is said to be learned even by the wise. 

PURPORT 

Those who are wise are not attached to the results of their 
work. The reason is that when the intelligence becomes purified by 
working without attachment, one's reactions to their actions become 
burnt by the fire of knowledge. Such a person is situated on the 
platform of inaction, and by keeping the vows of spiritual life they 
reach the spiritual world. The reactions of their previous work are 
annulled and new karma is prevented due to following the scriptural 
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injunctions. Thus, they are said to be truly learned. This is what is 
meant by burning up the reactions of actions in the fire of 
transcendental knowledge. 

TEXT 20 

� � •  4l4lh�l\n} Pt�;;icJi 'R\r�: I 
�sfit � MlM?llZ!Rt '(!': l l�o l l  

tyaktva karma-phalasailgam 
nitya-trpto nirasrayal;l. 

karma1.1y abhipravrtto 'pi 
naiva kincit karoti sal;l. 

TRANSLATION 

Anyone who has given up attachment to the results of 
actions and always remains satisfied and self-sufficient, even 
though engaged in many categories of work, is not at all bound 
by material reaction. 

PURPORT 

Those who work without attachment to the results are satisfied 
within the self and are thus devoid of concerns over what they have 
and what they lack. They do not depend on anyone but Lord Kpm,a, 
and only work for Him. Such devotees receive inner realization 
from the Supersoul and thus remain fully satisfied. Even though 
such devotees are seen engaged in ordinary work, they are described 
as inactive because they do not work for their own sense 
gratification. They work as instruments for the satisfaction of Lord 
Kp;Q.a. Lord Krsna is suggesting to Arjuna that if he does not fight, 
his action would be called vikarma, action against the scriptures. 
But if he fights without being motivated by attachment for the 
results, there will be no reaction from the fight. When action is 
performed without self-motivation, it is considered to be inaction 
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because,  from a karmic standpoint, it is as if no action is being 
performed. 

TEXT 21 

f.H1�f1'4afih11<:+11 �m�4qf<:��= 1 
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nirasir yata-cittiitmii 
tyakta sarva-parigrahal) 

siiriram kevalam karma 
kurvan niipnoti kilbi�am 

TRANSLATION 

One who is free from desire for results, whose mind and 
senses are perfectly controlled, who has given up the sense of 
proprietorship, and only works just to collect the bare necessities 
of life, even though working, does not become affected by sinful 
reactions. 

PURPORT 

Those who are able to control their mind and bodily actions 
in order to become free from material desires, even though they 
perform all kinds of work, are called detached. Such people work 
externally just to maintain their body and soul together, and thus 
they are not shackled by material nature. When one gives up the 
false identification with the mind and body and correctly identifies 
with the soul, one is said to be detached from the results of work. 
Such a person does not use any unfair means to earn a livelihood 
and remains devoid of sinful reactions. 

TEXT 22 
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yadrcchii-liibha-samtu$fO 
dvandviitito vimatsaral) 

samal) siddhiiv asiddhau ca 
krtviipi na nibadhyate 

TRANSLATION 

231 

One who is satisfied with whatever gains come naturally, 
who is free from dualities and envy, who remains steady in either 
success or failure, although working, is not entangled. 

PURPORT 

The real devotees fully depend on the mercy of Lord Kr!?i:ia. 
The Haribhakti Vilasa states, rak$ayi$yatiti visviisal), "Real devotees 
are fully confident that the Lord will protect them." Therefore, they 
do not make any extra endeavor for their basic necessities like food 
and clothing. They are fully satisfied with whatever facility is easily 
achieved to keep the body and soul together. They tolerate the 
duality of heat and cold, and because they remain unattached, they 
remain equanimous in loss and gain. They also keep no enmity 
towards those who disturb them. They do not become overjoyed 
in times of abundance nor become morose when needs are not 
met. Such devotees are said to be situated on the elevated platform 
of Yoga. On the other hand, those who ignore the scriptural rules 
and are not interested in pleasing Lord Krsna are punished by 
material nature in due course. Therefore, pleasing Lord Kr!?i:ia in 
all circumstances should be the goal of one's life. This alone will 
guarantee one's freedom from the material world, as opposed to 
wasting one's human birth. As it is stated in the Kenopani!?ad, iha 
ced avedidiitha satyam asti na ced iha avedin mahati vinastil), "After 
obtaining a human birth, which is very rare to achieve again, and 
having all necessary items of proper maintenance , one should 
endeavor to please the Supreme Lord. This is the actual truth, 
because if one does not genuinely work to make spiritual progress 
then it is their huge mistake in life ."  Besides human birth, other 
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categories of living entities are solely meant to experience the cycle 
of repeated birth and death as reactions of their previously 
performed karma. The reason is that they cannot understand how 
to perform spiritual life. 

TEXT 23 
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gata-sailgasya m uktasya 
jii.anavasthita cetasal) 

yajii.ayacaratal) karma 
samagram praviliyate 

TRANSLATION 

One who is devoid of attachment to the results of work, 
whose mind is fixed in transcendental knowledge, and who 
performs actions as a sacrifice, all the karmas of such a person 
dissolve away entirely. 

PURPORT 

The great souls, whose only aim in life is to satisfy Lord Kr�Q.a, 
always remain detached from the results of their actions. They are 
free from envy, and their sole interest is knowledge of self
realization. They take pleasure in pleasing the Supreme Lord. Their 
only meditation is on how to serve the Personality of Godhead better 
and better each time. Their every action is governed by Vedic 
injunctions. The Lord Himself takes charge of all their movements 
and destroys all their reactions. 

TEXT 24 
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brahmarpal)am brahma havir 
brahmagnau brahmal)a hutam 

brahmaiva tena gantavyam 
brahma-karma samadhina 

TRANSLATION 

233 

A person fully absorbed in the Supreme surely attains the 
spiritual world because all works of such a person are performed 
as a sacrifice in which the ghee, the instruments used for offering, 
the ingredients, the fire, and the performer, are all spiritual. 

PURPORT 

Up to this point, the Bhagavad Gita has emphasized, "One 
should act for the sake of pleasing the Lord, being detached from 
the results of action. "  Now Lord Kr�l)a explains what kind of 
sacrifice one should perform. By performing sacrifice, many results 
are gained. For example, when a sacrifice is performed for the 
demigods by putting the ingredients in the sacrificial fire, one gains 
fulfillment and becomes eligible to go to heaven. But those who 
perform sacrifice for the pleasure of the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead are said to be situated in knowledge. They know that 
everything concerning the sacrifice, namely the liquefied butter, the 
fire, the priest, the performer, and the host, are all spiritualized. 
This means that everything connected with the Supreme Lord 
automatically becomes spiritualized.  The ingredients become 
spiritual because they are connected to the Lord through the 
sacrifice. The priest and the host are spiritual because the Supersoul, 
seated in their hearts, is inspiring them. The fire is also spiritual 
because it is the tongue of the Lord. The Lord is connected to 
everything. That is why everything concerning Him is spiritual. The 
statement brahma karma samadhi is spoken in the singular form in 
this text because it refers to the eternal spiritual world and not 
heaven, which has multiple layers and is a temporary and a material 
destination. The process of Kr�l)a consciousness is meant to 
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transform everything material into spiritual and puts one on the 
resolute platform of spiritual life. This is called the perfection of 
life, or samiidhi. 

TEXT 25 
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daivam eviipare yajiiam 
yoginal) paryupiisate 

brahmiigniiv apare yajiiam 
yajiienaivopajuhvati 

TRANSLATION 

Some yogis worship the demigods by meticulously offering 
different sacrifices, whereas some others sacrifice their self in 
the fire of the impersonal Brahman in the form of oneness with 
Brahman. 

PURPORT 

In the next eight verses, Lord KnaJ.a explains the different 
categories of sacrifices. For example, there are sacrifices performed 
for demigods like for Varm:ia or for Indra. These demigods are not 
"God," but they are like cabinet ministers of God. Lord Kr�J).a is 
God for them also. In relation to Lord Kr�J).a, the demigods are like 
departmental heads presiding over His creation. 

The word yogi used in the text refers to the Karmayogi, who 
performs sacrifice to the demigods in order to get their material 
desires fulfilled. But a Kr�J).a conscious person uses all of their 
material facilities to satisfy the desire of the Supreme Personality 
of Godhead, Lord Sri Kr�l).a. 

The word apare refers to the Jfianayogis, or impersonalists, 
who sacrifice the self to the Lord in the fire to the pra1.rnva-mantra 
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(AUM) so as to merge into the Lord. But Kp�I)a conscious people 
dedicate themselves, their possessions, and knowledge, in order to 
satisfy Lord K:pma, not to merge into Him. Their only goal is to 
please Lord Kr�I)a. This class of spiritualist, is called the Bhaktiyogi 
or the topmost yogi. 

· 

The Supreme Lord is satisfied by the performance of sacrifice 
with spiritual mantras . The most sublime mantra of sacrifice for 
this age is the chanting of Hare Kr�I)a, Hare Kr�I)a, Kr�I)a Krsna, 
Hare Hare I Hare Rama, Hare Rama, Rama Rama, Hare Hare. 
Repeating this mantra daily will gradually and surely make one a 
topmost yogi. 

TEXT 26 
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srotradinindriyany anye 
samyamagni$U juhvati 

sabdadin Vi$ayan anya 
indriyagni$u juhvati 

TRANSLATION 

Some sacrifice their senses, such as the hearing sense, to 
the fire of restraint, while others sacrifice the sense objects, such 
as sound, into the fire of the senses. 

PURPORT 

The system of four Asramas (spiritual orders) such as the 
Brahmacharis, Grhasthis, Vanaprasthis, and Sanyasis, was designed 
by Lord Kr�I)a to regulate the uncontrolled habits of sense 
gratification in human society. Unless one is controlled in the matter 
of sense gratification, the qualitative practice of spiritual life becomes 
very difficult . Here Lord Kr�I)a points out how the Grhasthis 
(householders) should sacrifice their senses in the fire of restraining 
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them. The perfect householders remain detached even at tQe time 
of engaging in sense gratification. Others, who are celibates,  also 
sacrifice the sense objects in the fire of controlled senses . .  Mind is 
the central point of attraction to the sense objects. Those .,who are 
under the care of a perfect Spiritual Master do not have problems 
with their mind and senses because their mind and senses are 
controlled by his instructions. 

TEXT 27 
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sarva�indriya-karrna�i 
pra�a-karrna�i capare 

atrna-samyarna-yogagnau 
juhvati jii.ana-dipite 

TRANSLATION 

Some others sacrifice all the functions of their senses, as 
well as the functions of their life airs into the fire of the seH
restraint which is kindled by transcendental knowledge. 

PURPORT 

Yoga means to link with the Supreme Lord by systematically 
following the scriptural injunctions. The yogis meditate, sacrificing 
their working senses; such as ears, eyes, tongue, and hands; along 
with their ten kinds of airs in the fire of their controlled self. These 
ten airs work within the body in the ten different ways as described 
in the Patafijali Yogasfltra thus: 

pr�apana sarnana udana vyanas tatha 

udgare nagakhyata kiirrna unrnilane srnrtal) 

krkara k$ut-karo jii.eyo devadatto vijrrnbha�e 

na jahati rnrtaii.capi sarva-vyapi dhanaii.jayal) 
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"There are ten categories of air in the body and they work in 
the following ways to maintain the body: 

1) Priil}.a air works in the body as inhalation and exhalation. 
2) Apana air works in the body by going downwards as passing 

gas. 
3) Samana air works by creating saliva secretion to digest food. 
4) Udana air works in the body by going upwards as sneezing 

and hiccups. 
5) Vyana air works by circulating all over the body. 
6) Naga air works in the body as belching. 
7) Kiirma air works in the body as the shrinking of the stomach 

and staring of the eyes. 
8) Krkara air works in the body by making it cough. 
9) Devadatta air works in the body as yawning and stretching. 
10) Dhafl.jaya air prevails all over the body, and it remains in the 
body even after death. It only disintegrates when the body is 
totally destroyed." 

When these ten airs along with the working senses and the 
sense objects are sacrificed in the fire of self-control, what remains 
is the individual soul. This is a very difficult process, which is why 
the yogis fail in their acts. The easiest and safest sacrifice for self
realization is the performance of devotional service to Lord K:r!;>Q.a. 
The process of K:r!;>Q.a consciousness is the perfect sacrifice because 
it is direct service to Lord K:r!;>Q.a and rewards transcendental 
happiness and lasting peace, both of which are eternally available 
in the spiritual world. 

TEXT 28 
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dra vya-yajiiiis tapo-yajiiii 
yoga-yajiiiis tathiipare 

sviidhyiiya jiiiina-yajiiiis ca 
yataya� samsita-vratii� 

TRANSLATION 

4-29 

There are some who sacrifice their wealth in the fire of 
charity, · some perform sacrifice of severe austerities, some practice 
the sacrifice of eightfold mysticism, some attempt to sacrifice their 
study of the Vedic scriptures in the fire of attaining enlightenment, 
and some others take rigid vows of fasting. 

PURPORT 

There are many categories of sacrifices on the spiritual 
platform and everyone is an individual soul, and according to their 
understanding they practice a particular process. Lord Kp:;Qa is 
telling Arjuna that some people perform the sacrifice of wealth by 
giving charity. For example, they build Ashrams in holy places, 
distribute food and clothing to the needy, or build schools or 
hospitals for the poor, etc. Some perform physical austerities by 
taking a vow of fasting, such as the ciiturmiisya fast, and some 
perform the sacrifice of knowledge by regularly studying the Vedic 
scriptures, such as the Vedas and Upani�ads. In this way, people 
engage in many difficult functions for purification. Such people do 
not know that the best sacrifice is adopting Kr�Qa consciousness. It 
is the sublime benediction for the world because by adopting it one 
can at once be situated on the transcendental platform. As stated 
in the Vi�l)u Pural)a, this transcendental process begins with the 
sacrifice of harer niimiinu kirtanam, "Chanting of the Holy Name 
of Lord Kr�Qa." 

TEXT 29 
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apane juhvati pral)am 
pral)e 'panam tathapare 

pral)apana-gati rudhva 
pral)ayama-parayal)al) 

a pare niyataharal) 
pral)an pral)e$U juhvati 

TRANSLATION 

239 

Some others sacrifice their outgoing air into the incoming 
air and the incoming air into the outgoing air, and -some others, 
by controlling the movements of these airs, perform the sacrifice 
of Pr8l;layama, whereas some others regulate their eating habits 
and sacrifice their breath into itself. 

PURPORT 

If the air which runs upwards and the air which runs 
downwards are neutralized by making them run in the opposite 
direction, this is called the sacrifice of airs. The concept of Pnll).ayama 
is that when air is taken in through the left nostril while the right 
nostril is kept closed it is called Puraka, and when it is kept in the 
navel by closing both the nostrils it is called Kumbhaka and when 
air is released through the right nostril while the left nostril is kept 
closed it is called Rechaka. This mechanical system of breathing 
exercises is designed to control one's senses for practicing spiritual 
life. However, this process only controls the senses temporarily. On 
the other hand, a devotee controls the senses by keeping them 
continually busy by engaging them in the direct service of Lord 
Kr�IJ.a. In this way, a devotee does not lose control over the senses. 
The eightfold process of mysticism is very difficult and impractical 
for this age, in contrast to devotional service, which is very dynamic 
and easily performed. There are other yogis who control their eating 
habits in order to control their senses. The eating habits of everyone 
should be regulated for healthy living so spiritual practice can run 
smoothly. As it is stated in the Bhojana Sadhana section of the 
Patafijali Yogasutra: 
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dvau bhagau purayed annair jalam ekaril prapurayet 
marutasya pracii.rii.rtharil caturtham ava8e$ayet 

4-30 

"One should only fill half of one's belly with food grains, one
fourth with water, and one-fourth should be left empty for easy 
movements of the airs inside. "  

This eating rule applies to  everyone, including the yogi who 
rigidly controls their eating function and to those who practice the 
breathing process to paralyze the senses to avoid from becoming 
enamored by the sense objects. A Kr�Q.a conscious person, on the 
other hand, by strictly accepting only Kr�Q.a Prasadam, the remnants 
of food first offered to Lord Kr�Q.a, automatically regulates the 
senses. 

TEXTS 30-31 
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sarve 'py ete yaji'ia-vido 
yaji'ia-k$apita-kalma$ii.lJ 

yaji'ia-8i$fii.mrta-bh ujo 
yii.nti brahma sanii.tanam 

nayaril loko sty ayaji'iasya 
kuto 'nya]J kurusattama 

TRANSLATION 

All of these performers of sacrifice know the reason for 
performing sacrifice, and thus they cleanse all their sins by 
performing them. Due to enjoying the nectar-like remnants of 
their sacrifice, they reach the eternal spiritual atmosphere. 0 
best of the Kuru dynasty, without performing sacrifice, there is 
no happiness for a person in this life, what to speak of the next. 
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PURPORT 

In the process of transmigration a soul is awarded a human 
birth so as to perform sacrifices to become purified. Those who 
purify themselves by performing sacrifices and by applying scriptural 
knowledge surely attain transcendence. Indirectly, Lord Kr�l)a also 
states that a performer of sacrifice is rewarded with earthly pleasures, 
wealth, mystic powers, and at last heavenly delights. But these 
benefits are secondary results of spiritual sacrifice. The primary 
result of spiritual sacrifice is attaining self-realization and 
experiencing transcendental bliss. Those who do not properly use 
their valuable human life by performing scriptural sacrifices do not 
obtain any beneficial results in this world, what to speak of achieving 
pleasures of heaven. Therefore, in the human form it is essential to 
perform at least one authorized Vedic sacrifice.  The exact process 
of purification in this age of Kaliyuga is Kr�IJ.a Kirtana,  the 
congregational chanting of the Holy Name, Hare Kr�IJ.a, Hare 
Kr�IJ.a, Kr�l)a Kr�l)a, Hare Hare I Hare Rama, Hare Rama, Rama 
Rama, Hare Hare. 

TEXT 32 
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evam bahuvidha yajiia 
vitata brahma1;10 mukhe 

karmajan viddhi tan-sarvan 
evam jiiatva vimokffase 

TRANSLATION 

In this way, there are many different types of sacrifices 
vividly explained in the Vedas, and they are all born of prescribed 
duties. By knowing them properly, you will be liberated. 
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PURPORT 

There are many different kinds of sacrifices that have come 
to this world through the words of the Vedas which have emanated 
from the Lord. The sacrifices are meant to elevate the consciousness 
of the performer. The Vedas define the process of purification 
perfectly. To manifestr these processes of sacrifices, they mainly 
employ the body, mind, and senses, while the soul remains aloof. 
The soul, being nonphysical, cannot be understood by motivated 
actions. For that understanding, one must come to the platform of 
transcendental knowledge. To have real knowledge means to know 
Lord Sri Kp�:r;ia ,  the Supreme Personality of Godhead .  In 
understanding Lord Kp;;:r;ia, the self is  included. Such knowledge 
opens the door to real happiness. 

TEXT 33 
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sreyiin dravyamayiid yajfJ.iij 
jfJ.iina-yajfJ.a parantapa 

sarvam karmiikhilam piirtha 
jfJ.iine parisamiipyate 

TRANSLATION 

0 chastiser of the enemy, better than sacrificing one's wealth 
is the sacrifice of knowledge, because all actions in their entirety 
culminate in knowledge. 

PURPORT 

Here, Lord Kp;;:r;ia clarifies how gathering spiritual knowledge 
is called sacrifice and it is better than sacrificing one's wealth and 
possessions. The sacrifice of wealth is influenced by greed and 
demands of the mind. That is why the sacrifice of knowledge is 
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superior. The sacrifice of knowledge should also be free from the 
influence of the mind or else confusion will arise .  

The scriptures also state that every spiritual action ends in 
knowledge of the Absolute. In other words, all austerities, charity, 
mystic-yoga, and all other religious activities ultimately culminate 
in self-realization. When real Jfi.ana increases, motivated karma 
gradually subsides because when one is situated in knowledge, one 
acts in such a way that their actions bear no reaction. Such a category 
of action is no longer Jfi.ana but becomes Bhakti, or action in Kr�l).a 
consciousness. 

TEXT 34 
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tad viddhi prao.ipatena 
pari-prasnena sevaya 

upadek�yanti te jflanam 
jflaninas tattva-darsinal) 

TRANSLATION 

To acquire this knowledge, approach a qualified Spiritual 
Master, reverently render pleasing service unto him, and then 
inquire submissively. Such a self-realized soul knows the truth 
perfectly, and thus will initiate you with this knowledge. 

PURPORT 

It has already been demonstrated that the living entity and 
the Lord are both eternal, na tv evaham jatu nasam, "There was 
never a time when I did not exist ,  nor you," and,  ajo 'pi san 
avyayatma, "I am unborn, and My body never deteriorates. " When 
one learns the knowledge of the Absolute, the knowledge of the 
soul is automatically included. The person interested in knowledge 
of the Absolute must first accept a qualified and scripturally 
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authorized Spiritual Master and, with due respect, offer him full 
obeisance , then submissively inquire about the cause of  
entanglement into this world and the process of  liberation. Those 
kinds of questions are best asked after some favorable service 
has been rendered, because the answers of the Spiritual . Master 
become more effective when he is satisfied. Moreover, the Absolute 
Truth cannot be understood with a challenging spirit. One should 
therefore serve the Spiritual Master as his humble servant. When 
the Spiritual Master sees the student seriously desires to understand 
spiritual life, he imparts the knowledge of how to become connected 
to the Absolute Truth. The empowered Spiritual Master is the via 
medium God because he knows God in truth. The Lord resides in 
his heart in His manifested and active form and thus his heart is 
filled with special mercy. He can make a sincere disciple realize 
Lord Kp;J)a. To reach God (Lord Sri Kr�J)a) , one must take spiritual 
initiation from such a qualified Spiritual Master. As it is stated in 
the MuJ)<;laka Upani�ad: 

tad vijiianartham sa gurilm evabhi gacchet 
samit-paIJ.ifJ. srotriyam brahman ni�tham 

"To learn the transcendental science of devotional service of 
the Supreme Personality of Godhead, a person seeking liberation 
should approach, with folded hands and total reverence, a self
realized srotriya Spiritual Master who is expert in knowledge of 
the Vedic literatures and is fixed in direct devotional service to the 
Lord." 

The word srotriya used in the above verse from the MuJ)<;laka 
Upani�ad is defined in the Manu Smruti in the following way: 

janmana brahmaI}.o jiieya]J. sariJ.skarad dvija ucyate 
vidyaya yati vipratvam tribhi]J. srotriya sabda-bhak 

"A person born in the unbroken tradition of the BrahmaJ)a 
dynasty from the BrahmaJ)a parents is generally addressed as a 
BrahmaJ)a, when such a male child goes through the sacred thread 
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ceremony he is called dvija (a twice-born) , and when he becomes 
learned in the Vedic scriptures he is called vipra (a learned person) . 
When he has met these three qualifications simultaneously he is 
addressed · as a srotriya Brahmal)a, and only on this stage is he 
authorized to function as a Spiritual Master." 

TEXT 35 
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yaj-jfliitvii na punar moham 
evam yiisyasi piil)(lava 

yena bhii.tiiny ase$a1;11 
drak$yasy iitmany a tho mayi 

TRANSLATION 

0 son of King P&J;l<,iu, by knowing that knowledge, you will 
no longer be in illusion. And by that knowledge you will know 
that all living entities are incessantly part of Me and are situated 
in Me. 

PURPORT 

The illusion of the living entity is removed when they sincerely 
receive spiritual knowledge .  B eing free  from illusion ,  one 
understands that all living entities are imperishable parts of Lord 
Kpma and that one has to follow His orders without hesitation. 
Due to the soul's being covered by the gross and subtle bodies, a 
living entity thinks that everything related to the body belongs to 
them, and thus they remain materially attached. When this illusion 
is removed by the help of a real Spiritual Master, the consciousness 
of "This is mine" and "I am the doer" disappears. 

A devotee's existence in this world is centered on their 
spiritual consciousness. A devotee knows that everything which 
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exists in this world is due to the Lord and thus belongs to Him. 
Lord Kr�i:ia takes charge of such a devotee, who keeps Lord Kr�i:ia 
as the center of life. He takes charge of all requirements of such a 
devotee. It means anyone who is free from contaminations and 
illusion is ultimately blessed with liberation from this world. 

TEXT 36 
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api ced asi piipebhyal;J 
sarvebhyal;J piipa-krttamal;J 

sarvaril jiiiina-plavenaiva 
vrjinaril sariltarisyasi 

TRANSLATION 

Even if you are the most sinful of all sinners, when you are 
situated in the boat of transcendental knowledge, you will 
certainly cross over the ocean of sins. 

PURPORT 

Even if someone is more sinful than most sinners due to having 
committed an ocean of sins, the knowledge of the Absolute is so 
potent that, when properly received, it still delivers them from sins. 
One may wonder, a sinful person cannot have a clean heart and 
without a clean heart one cannot obtain transcendental knowledge. 
If this is so then how can the Lord's statement in regard to the 
possibility of a sinful person receiving knowledge be justified? In 
this connection Srila Madhusiidana Sarasvatipada comments:  

api ced iti asambhiivita abhy upagama pradarsaniirthau 

nipiitau yadyapi ayam artho na sambhavaty eva, 

tathiipi jiiiina phala kathaniiya abhy-upetya ucyate. 
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"Here, the Lord agrees by using an unexpected approach in 
which the deliverance of a greatly sinful person is applied. When 
one is in situated transcendental knowledge, there cannot be any 
sin present. Here, the impossible is shown to become possible just 
to prove the power and value of transcendental knowledge of the 
Lord ."  

By obtaining spiritual knowledge, the sins in the heart of a 
sincere person disappear. But to a sinful person not interested in 
performing sacrifice, the spiritual knowledge of the Absolute does 
not manifest. 

TEXT 37 

�� �sftrf��,��as� 
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yathaidhariJ.si samiddho 'gnir 
bhasmasat kurute 'rjuna 

jiianagni}J sarva-karmal)i 
bhasmasat kurute tatha 

TRANSLATION 

0 Arjuna, just as a blazing fire burns firewood to ashes, 
similarly, the fire of knowledge burns all the reactions of 
materialistic actions. 

PURPORT 

For those who are resolutely on the path of transcendental 
knowledge, the results of whatever actions they have performed in 
this or past lives, be they good or bad, are eliminated fully. In other 
words, Lord Kr�1.1a clarifies here that a serious devotee's pious and 
impious reactions are destroyed by spiritual knowledge, 

just as a mountain of cotton is burnt by a small fire, or a drop 
of dew is made to slip from a lotus leaf by a little breeze. 
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TEXT 38 
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na hi jfiiinena sadrsam 
pavitram iha vidyate 

tat svayam yoga-samsiddhab 
kiileniitmani vindati 

TRANSLATION 

4-38 

There is nothing more sublime and purifying in this world 
than transcendental knowledge. When one becomes perfect after 
a long practice of prescribed duties, this knowledge automatically 
manifests from within. 

PURPORT 

Transcendental knowledge is more purifying than all kinds 
of austerities, visiting holy places, and performing mystic Yoga 
systems combined. In other words, there is nothing in this world 
which purifies one more than pure knowledge of the Absolute . This 
knowledge is not so easily obtained. One has to be very fortunate. 
As it is stated in the Srimad Bhagavatam, na labhya te yad 
bhrama tiim upary adha]J, "Transcendental knowledge is not 
obtainable even by wandering from the topmost planet down to 
the lowest planet."  Furthermore, such transcendental knowledge 
does not come just by externally taking to the renounced order of 
life (Sanyasa) . One has to be blessed by the Lord to have this 
knowledge. When one is purified at heart by engaging in prescribed 
duties for many births, one obtains this knowledge, by the help of 
which one attains perfection and self-realization. At last, such a 
devotee is carried on a spiritual palanquin to the spiritual world. 

TEXT 39 
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Sraddhavanl Jabhate jiianaril 
tat-paraiJ sarilyatendriya}J. 

jiianaril Jabdhva pararil santim 
acirel}.adhigacchati 

TRANSLATION 

249 

One who has faith and devotion, mastery over the senses, 
and is enthusiastic to attain transcendental knowledge attains it. 
Having obtained this knowledge, one quickly achieves supreme 
peace. 

PURPORT 

Those who have firm faith in the words of their scripturally 
authentic Spiritual Master and engage in the service of the Supreme 
Lord with controlled senses are easily rewarded with transcendental 
knowledge, and it ends in lasting peace. It is necessary to work in 
Kr�Q.a consciousness to become purified and attain transcendental 
knowledge. This becomes the stage of liberation and a platform of 
lasting peace .  The BrhadaraQ.yaka Upani�ad confirms this ,  
adhyatma jiianaril praptva tu mok�ayam acirel}.a prapnoti, "After 
attaining transcendental knowledge, one quickly attains liberation."  
Therefore, those who are firmly devoted to Lord Kr�Q.a with 
controlled senses achieve lasting peace and go back to Godhead. 
Spiritual life is the remedy of fulfilling all the desires seated inside 
the heart. 

TEXT 40 
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ajiias casraddadhanas ca 
samsayatma vinasyati 

nayaril Joko 'sti na paro 
na sukharil sarilsayatmana}J. 
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TRANSLATION 

However, one who is ignorant, one who is faithless, and 
one who doubts spiritual life, becomes degraded. For the doubtful 
there is no happiness in this world or in the next. 

PURPORT 

Here, Lord Kpm,a speaks about how the unqualified people 
who do not have faith in the Guru, or who do not know how to 
follow the orders of their Guru, or who are unable to accept the 
orders, do not receive perfection in their life . There is no real 
happiness in store for them, neither in this world nor in the next. 
Therefore, given that life is short, one should find a qualified and 
scripturally authorized Spiritual Master and take shelter at his lotus 
feet and faithfully follow his commands with full conviction as one's 
life and soul. The Taittiriya Upani�ad states, hy evai$a ete atmanam 
spmute ya evam veda iti, "Those who strictly follow their authentic 
Spiritual Master and follow his commands become free from sins 
and gradually come to know the Supreme Lord. "  For such a person, 
achieving the spiritual world is guaranteed. 

TEXT 41 
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yoga sannyasta karma1:rnm 
jii.ana-samchinna sam§ayam 

atma-vantam na karma1.1i 
nibadhnanti dhanaii.jaya 

TRANSLATION 

0 winner of wealth, one who has renounced the fruits of 
actions by following the rules of detachment, has eliminated 
doubts by transcendental knowledge, and is situated in the self 
is not tied to the reactions of work. 
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PURPORT 

Those who work in Kr:;;i:ia consciousness leave their results to 
the Supreme Lord and thus remain free from the reactions of their 
work. Eventually, on this path they receive transcendental 
knowledge, by which their bodily designations and false ego also 
become eliminated. They become free from all doubts and thus 
become free from the bondage of works. Just as oil is hidden inside 
sesame seeds and fragrance is inside a flower, similarly spiritual 
knowledge is hidden inside the heart of a sincere devotee and 
manifests in due course of spiritual practice, and it rejuvenates the 
spirit of that devotee .  In other words, those who have truly 
surrendered to Lord Kr:;;i:ia are freed from the entanglements of 
this world. Such people are not bound by the laws of karma because 
they are under the direct supervision and protection of Lord Kr:;;i:ia. 

TEXT 42 
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tasmad ajiiana-sambhiitaril 
hrt-stham jiianasinatmanal) 

chittvainaril sarilsayaril yogam 
ati$thotti$tha bharata 

TRANSLATION 

Therefore, 0 descendant of Bharata, with the weapon of 
knowledge, cut this doubt in your heart caused by ignorance, 
and being situated in clear spiritual understanding, stand up and 
fight. 

PURPORT 

The doubts in one's heart about the orders of the Spiritual 
Master are only due to material attachment. When one is in 
ignorance about the path of self-realization, it is very difficult to 
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firmly decide about what to do. Lord Kp;l)a is the original Spiritual 
Master of everyone. The knowledge coming from His lotus lips is 
the benediction for the whole human society. He is speaking to His 
disciple Arjuna to cut his material attachments with the sword of 
knowledge. A scripturally authorized Spiritual Master is an external 
manifestation of the Supersoul who resides within the spiritually 
inclined candidate, and by following his instructions, achieving 
perfection in life is guaranteed. As it is stated in the Mul)<;laka 
Upani�ad, etair upayair yatate yastu vidvams tasyaiva atma visate 
brahma-dhama, "Those wise devotees who strictly follow the 
spiritual system established by the Supreme Lord purify their soul, 
by which they reach the spiritual world. " This is essential to 
understanding transcendental knowledge and making progress on 
the spiritual path. 

Thus ends the Vrajavasi Purports to the Fourth Chapter of 
the Srimad Bhagavad Gita in the matter of Transcendental 
Knowledge. 

Harl Om Tat Sat 



CHAPTER FIVE 

Karma-Sanyasa Yoga 

TEXT 1 

J$ �  
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arjuna uvaca 

sanyasam karmaIJ.aiil kp�IJ.a 
punar-yogam ca samsasi 

yac chreya etayor ekam 
tan me brii.hi suniscitam 

TRANSLATION 

Arjuna said: 0 �I;la, at first You asked me to renounce 
work, and now You praise it and tell me to work in devotion. 
Please tell, definitely, which of the two is more beneficial for me. 
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PURPORT 

When Lord Kp;l)a concluded the fourth chapter with 
seemingly contrary statements, telling Arjuna, "One who is situated 
in knowledge is not bound to work" and "Stand up and fight," 
Arjuna became confused. He therefore asked Lord Kpma which of 
the two is most beneficial for him. Until it is clearly understood what 
is to be done, one cannot work properly and peacefully. As a great 
devotee and disciple of Kpma, Arjuna wanted his confusion to be 
cleared up by his Guru, Lord Kp;1l)a. No one except a scripturally 
authentic Guru is authorized to clear the doubts of a sincere disciple 
and Arjuna was such a disciple. 

In Chapter Four, Lord Kr�lJ.a told Arjuna to destroy his 
doubts, which arose from ignorance, with the weapon of knowledge 
(Jflana) and then He told him to fight (perform your prescribed 
duty). Lord Kr�lJ.a also said that those who are on the platform of 
knowledge of the soul do not need to perform any work (Karma) , 
because Karma leads to and ends in Jfiana. Performing Karma and 
renouncing Karma at the same time is not possible. Therefore, 
Arjuna requests his Spiritual Master, Lord Kr�lJ.a, to decide which is 
better for him. For rapid spiritual development, the disciple should 
accept the final decision of the Spiritual Master without hesitation. 

TEXT 2 
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sri bhagavan uvaca 

samnyasal) karma-yogas ca 
nil)sreyasa-karav ubhau 

tayostu karma sannyasat 
karma-yoga vi8i$yate 
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TRANSLATION 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead said: Both the 
renunciation of work and works in devotion are beneficial. But 
of the two, works in devotion are better than renunciation of 
work. 

PURPORT 

When one is in knowledge, they offer the results of their work 
to the Supreme Personality of Godhead. In so doing, their heart 
becomes purified. Still better is working in Kr�1.1a consciousness, 
because it is direct service to the Lord. To please Lord Kr�1.1a, a 
sincere devotee works for Lord Kr�1.1a even twenty-four hours a day. 
Such a person is said to be really renounced, even though they may 
not have taken the formal vows of Sanyasa. If a Sanyasi, who has 
renounced material activities, due to some disturbance in his mind 
performs them again, he is called a Vantasi, or one who drinks his 
own vomit. The qualities of a true renunciant (Sanyasi) are 
mentioned in the Brhadara1.1yaka Upani�ad thus , santo dan ta 
upataras titik$ul) samahito bhiitva atmany eva atmanam pasyati, "A 
renounced person is very patient and peaceful. His senses are 
properly tamed and he retires from all material activities, realizing 
them to be disgusting. He is favorably disposed towards the Lord, 
he is very holy, and sees all living entities equal to himself. " 

TEXT 3 
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jiieyal) sa nitya-sannyasi 
yo na dve$ti na kank$ati 

nirdvandvo hi mahabaho 
sukham bandhat pramucyate 
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TRANSLATION 

0 mighty-armed Arjuna, one who neither has aversion to 
anyone nor expects anything from anyone is always known to be 
renounced. Being free from dualities, such a person happily 
becomes free from the bondage of this material world. 

PURPORT 

Here Lord l(r�l)a is telling Arjuna that the liberation obtained 
by a true Sanyasi is available to everyone. Anyone who works with 
a clean heart in K:r�l)a consciousness is truly renounced. Those who 
work in K:r�l)a consciousness without any motive, attachments, or 
envy, are understood to be true Sanyasis, whether or not they wear 
the garbs of Sanyasis or not. They are awarded purity of heart for 
their selfless work, and are freed from the dualities of this world. 
Lord K:r�l)a also awards them the gift of transcendental knowledge. 
In this way, their liberation is guaranteed. Here, Arjuna is addressed 
as mahabaho, "mighty-armed," because he is capable of capturing 
the fort of liberation. 

TEXT 4 
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samkhya-yogau prthag balal) 
pravadanti na pai;u;Jital;i 

ekam apy asthital;i samyag 
ubhayor vindate phalam 

TRANSLATION 

Only the less intelligent, not the learned ones, say that work 
in devotion (Karmayoga), and the analytical study of 
material nature (Sarilk:hya yoga) are different. But if one of these 
paths is properly adopted, one receives the results of both. 
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PURPORT 

Sometimes it may appear that devotional service and the 
analytical study of material nature are different. Here Lord Knn).a 
says they are non-different because the end result of them is the 
same. By working for Lord Kr�Q.a, one achieves Lord Kr�Q.a. And 
the result of studying Samkhya philosophy is to find the Supersoul 
of material creation, Lord Kr�Q.a, and obtain Him. Thus, the end 
justifies the means. Hence, they both produce the same result. To 
achieve the desired result, Lord Kr�Q.a says one must be firmly 
convinced and firmly fixed in spiritual life. 

TEXT S 
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yat samkhyail;l prapyate sthanam 
tad yogair api gamyate 

ekam samkhyam ca yogam ca 
yal;l pasyati sa pasyati 

TRANSLATION 

Whatever result is obtained by following the path of 
Sam.kb.ya philosophy is also attained by working in devotion. One 
who sees that both paths lead to the same result sees things as 
they are. 

PURPORT 

Here Lord Kr�Q.a elaborates on His previous statement, saying 
that those who have perfect intelligence see both working in Kr�Q.a 
consciousness and renouncing the fruits of one's work through 
following Samkhya philosophy as the same. One philosophy stresses 
detachment from matter, while the other stresses attachment to Lord 
Kr�Q.a, and thus both culminate in the Absolute Truth. Whichever 
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path one chooses to follow, one must dedicate oneself to it. The real 
purpose of life is to find the source of everything, the Supreme Lord. 

TEXT 6 
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sannyasas tu mahabaho 
duJ.ikham aptum ayogataJ.i 

yoga-yukto munir brahma 
na cirel)adhigacchati 

TRANSLATION 

0 mighty-armed Arjuna, mere renunciation of works 
without devotional service leads one to misery. The sages, being 
purified by work in devotion, reach the Supreme without delay. 

PURPORT 

There are two kinds of Sanyasis: the Vai�l).ava Sanyasi and 
the Mayavadi Sanyasi. The Vai�l).ava Sanyasi performs devotional 
service to Lord Kr�IJ.a based on Vai�l).ava scriptures such as the 
Srimad Bhagavad Gita and the Srimad Bhagavatam. The Mayavadi 
Sanyasi ceases from works and studies Vedanta philosophy as per 
Sripada Sankarachaya's impersonal commentary called the Sariraka
bha�ya. The Vai�l).ava Sanyasis remain satisfied with their devotional 
philosophy and service to Lord Kr�IJ.a, but after some time, the 
Mayavadi Sanyasis become dissatisfied with their dry impersonalism 
and take to politics . If the heart of a Sanyasi is not sufficiently 
purified, maintaining the standards of Sanyasa becomes very difficult 
for him, even though he is in knowledge. As it is said in the 
Brhadaral).yaka Upani�ad: 

pramadino vahis-cittaJ.i pisanal;l kalahotsukaJ.i 
sanyasino 'pi drsyante daiva-dii$ita asayal.i 
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"Those Sanyasis who are confused, whose minds are controlled 
by external sense gratification, who are unkind, betrayers, eager to 
quarrel, and corrupt, should be understood by their nature to have 
contaminated hearts. "  

The Taittiriya Upani�ad also states, yadi na  samiddharanti 
yatayo hrdi kiima-jiital;l, "If a Sanyasi does not uproot the multitude 
of lusty desires from his heart, he remains very disturbed." The 
Srimad Bhagavatam also states, yastv asamyata $8<;1-vargal;l, "If the 
five senses and the mind of a Sanyasi are not under control, he loses 
the benefits of this world and the next after death." By continuously 
working in Kr�JJ.a consciousness, any devotee can be called a Sanyasi 
because the very existence of such a devotee is pure and, at the end, 
that devotee reaches the spiritual world to participate in the pastimes 
of Lord Kr�JJ.a. 

TEXT 7 
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yoga-yukto vi§uddhiitmii 
vijitiitmii jitendriyal;l 

sarva-bhutiitma bhiitiitmii 
kurvann api na lipyate 

TRANSLATION 

One who works in devotion, who is pure at heart, who 
controls his mind and sen�es, and who is compassionate towards 
all living entities, although working, is never entangled by the 
outcome of work. 

PURPORT 

The word "Yoga" refers to any authorized spiritual activity 
performed for self-purification and understanding God, Lord Kr�JJ.a. 
Physical exercises are not called real Yoga because Yoga means 
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spiritual activity that connects one with God. Real Yoga purifies 
the intelligence and helps control the mind and senses. A yogi who 
works for the Lord with detachment from sense pleasures develops 
the natural quality of respecting other living entities as much as himself. 
Such a person is dear to others, and everyone is dear to him. 

Everyone is an individual with a unique intelligence. One 
person may be learned, another may be naive, and another may be 
mentally disturbed .  However, a person advanced in Kr�i:ia 
consciousness sees everyone with equal vision, knowing that 
Paramatma, (the Lord in the heart as Supersoul) , is residing in 
everyone. Such a devotee is fixed on the spiritual platform. Even if 
such a devotee works like a normal person and has a normal job, 
they are not subject to reaction and ultimately reach God. 

TEXTS 8-9 
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naiva kifJ.cit karomiti 
yukto manyeta tattvavit 

pasyan smvan sprsan jighrann 
asnan gacchan svapan svasan 
pralapan visrjan grhl)ann 

unmi$an nimi$ann api 
indriyal)indriyarthe$U 

vartanta iti dharayan 

TRANSLATION 

One who is situated in transcendental consciousness, 
although engaged in seeing, hearing, touching, smelling, eating, 
moving about, sleeping, breathing, speaking, evacuating, 
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receiving, or opening and closing the eyes, knows that only the 
senses are interacting with their objects and considers "I am 
actually not doing anything." 

PURPORT 

When one is free from the false ego of "I am the doer," they 
are said to be detached from their activities. Those who are situated 
in knowledge, even though they are engaged in the activities of 
seeing, hearing, etc. , know that such things are being done by the 
material senses and that the soul is separate from them. External 
knowledge is obtained by the knowledge-acquiring senses, such as 
the eyes, ears, skin, nose, and tongue, which see, hear, touch, smell, 
and taste, respectively. Similarly, walking is the activity of the legs 
and sleeping in order to rejuvenate energy is a function of the 
intellect. Breathing is the work of air moving in the body, as explained 
previously. Those who are situated in knowledge are not entangled 
in reactions because they are free from duality and attachment, 
although engaged in work. The Vedanta -Sfltra states ,  ta tha ca 
paramarsariJ. tad adhigamal), "For those who are wholeheartedly 
situated on the devotional platform, their every reaction from work 
becomes destroyed." 

TEXT 10 
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brahmal)y adhaya karmiil)i 
sangariJ. tyaktva karoti ya]) 

lipyate na sa papena 
padma-patram ivambhasa 

TRANSLATION 

One who performs their duties without attachment, 
surrendering the result unto the Supreme Personality of Godhead, 
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is not affected by sin, just as the lotus leaf remains unaffected by 
water. 

PURPORT 

Those who are wise know that everything belongs to Lord 
Kna;ia and thus offer their work to Hirn. They remain free from 
false ego and material attachments and thus incur no sin from their 
actions because they are not miserly with the self. But those who 
are in the mood of "I am the doer" are tied to the reactions of their 
work. Without becoming purified in intelligence, there is no meaning 
to taking Sanyasa, because sooner or later that person will engage 
in works that are detrimental to self-improvement. As it is stated in 
the Sanyasa Dharrna: 

ka$ta dai;u;/a dhrto yena sarvasil) jnana varjital) 

titik$a-jnana vairagya samadhi gul)a varjital) 

bhik$a-matrel)a yo jivet sa papi yati-vrtti-ha 

"One who has accepted the renounced order of life, Sanyasa, 
and holds a bamboo stick in his hand but does not know how to 
spiritually benedict others, has no forbearance , no scriptural 
knowledge, no detachment from worldly affairs , possesses no good 
qualities, and lives on donations; such a Sanyasi is considered to be 
sinful and a destroyer of the Sanyasa order." 

In order to be free from all pious and impious results which 
bind one to this material world, it is necessary to first offer every 
action to Lord K:nn;ia. When a devotee sincerely works for Lord 
Knn:ia, He protects that devotee from the touch of Maya, the external 
energy of the Lord. Even though such a devotee works in this world, 
he still is not affected by the reactions of any work. Thus, one should 
always hanker to become Kpma conscious. 

TEXT 11 
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kiiyena manasii budhya 
kevalair indriyair api 

yoginab karma kurvanti 
sarigam tyaktva "tma-suddhaye 

TRANSLATION 

263 

The yogis, while remaining detached, act with their body, 
mind, and intelligence, and also engage the senses in order to 
purify themselves. 

PURPORT 

The word kiiyena used in this text refers to work done with 
the body to please Lord Kr�JJ.a. When one is fully purified, it is 
understood that that person is free from the bodily conception of 
life .  Spiritually minded people work in this world for their 
purification, even though sometimes their mind may wander away. 
For example, a spiritualist may be putting ingredients in the sacrificial 
fire while chanting some mantras, even though his mind may wander 
off elsewhere, still the fire burns that oblation. Similarly, a Kr�JJ.a 
conscious devotee's devotional services may sometimes not be 
very perfectly performed, still, Lord Kr�JJ.a mercifully accepts it and 
gradually frees that devotee from imperfections . Later, when one is 
purified, that person becomes free from the bodily conception of 
life and acts solely for the Supreme Lord. Those who are intelligent 
should use their mind and senses to work for the satisfaction of Lord 
Kr�JJ.a, because such services are accepted by the Lord and help to 
purify the self. 

TEXT 12 
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yuktab karma-phalariJ. tyaktvii 
siintim apnoti nai�thikim 

ayuktab kiima-kiirel)a 
phale sakto nibadhyate 
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TRANSLATION 

One who is unattached to the results of work and is steadily 
engaged in devotional service receives perfect peace, whereas a 
person who is not l{nt;ta conscious and is greedy for the result of 
their work becomes entangled. 

PURPORT 

. Everyone in this world desires peace of mind, which is only 
possible to those who steadily work for Lord Kpm,a without being 
attached to the results. The key to having peace of mind is in offering 
the results of one's works to Lord Kp;;J)a. On the other hand, those 
who, out of their desire for sense gratification, become attached to 
the results of their work, remain entangled in the cycle of birth and 
death. In other words, by executing work with attachment to its 
result, one becomes entangled, and by being detached from the 
result one is liberated. 

Those who offer the results of their work to Lord Kr�J)a are 
called Karmayogis, while those who do not but follow a few scriptural 
rules are called Karmis. Those sense gratifiers who are swimming 
helplessly in the ocean of birth and death do not follow scriptural 
rules and they are called Vikarmis . Their minds are constantly 
disturbed by their unquenchable thirst for more material enjoyment. 

TEXT 13 

\Fltfi+ttfOI � \1"4Bii\d � � I 

� � � � � tfil\4� 11n11 

sarva-karmiiI;li manasa 
sanyasyaste sukham vasi 

nava-dvare pure dehi 
naiva kurvan na karayan 
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TRANSLATION 

A self-controlled person who mentally renounces all 
material actions resides happily in the city of nine gates (in the 
body with nine holes), neither doing any work nor making others 
do the work. 

PURPORT 

Those who work with detachment are considered Sanyasis. A 
Sanyasi gives up all worldly attachments, and works with his body 
and mind to keep his senses under control. He lives happily within 
the body of nine holes, which is like a fort devoid of false ego. He 
does not think in terms of the "I," "me," "my" and "mine" syndrome. 
The enlightened soul living in the body knows they are not the doer 
of any activity and are not bound to the material world by their 
works. 

Previously, Lord Kr�Q.a said that those who are contaminated 
should work for purification; and now He is saying that when the 
heart is purified, it is better to take Sanyasa. Those who have 
controlled their senses use their intelligence to reject spiritually 
unauthorized actions. Those who are purified in mind live happily 
in the body of nine gates, consisting of two eyes, two nostrils, two 
ears, a mouth, rectum, and genital. They do not depend on others 
and thus remain satisfied within the self. 

TEXT 14 

� � � "h'1if01 Ji"hB"I � �= I 
� "h4Cf\&�4Pi � � m'll'll 

na kartrtvam na karmaIJ-i 
lokasya srjati prabhul;J. 

na karma-phala samyogam 
svabhavas tu pravartate 
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TRANSLATION 

The Lord neither creates the urge for action nor the sense 
of proprietorship nor brings about the results of work of the 
embodied soul. They are all generated by the natural tendency 
of the living entity. 

PURPORT 

Some people believe, "Whomever the Lord wants to come to 
His abode, He makes them act perfectly, and whomever He wants 
to go to the lower planets, He makes them act sinfully." If that were 
true, where is the question of independence for the living entity? 
Similarly, there is no meaning of detachment from work if the living 
entity is not able to choose detachment. But if the living entity 
voluntarily depends on the Supreme Lord in all circumstances, 
then the good and bad results of their work automatically go to the 
Lord. Since the Lord eradicates the previous sins of such a devotee, 
there is no question of their suffering the reactions of their current 
activities in Kr�IJ.a consciousness. The suffering of such a devotee is 
understood to be either the consequence of their living in the 
material world or is meant to test and bring the devotee closer to 
the Lord. On the other hand, to satisfy the free will of the living 
entities that are covered with ignorance, the Lord leaves them to 
their own devices to engage in unwanted actions. Thus, the living 
entities are responsible for their actions. 

For this reason, Lord Kr�IJ.a has used the word na three times 
in this text, to indicate that He is neither responsible for their work, 
nor the cause of their work, nor for the results of their actions. These 
belong to the living entity who, rather than surrendering to the Lord, 
wants to be overwhelmed by the craving for pleasure which is caused 
by natural tendency. Such people suffer or enjoy the results of their 
actions due to identifying with the false ego since time immemorial. 
Lord Kr�IJ.a is neither merciless  nor partial to anyone . He 
reciprocates with everyone according to their desires and allows 
everyone to act as per their free will. 
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TEX'f 15 

� ��M�l4 � ���: I 
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nadatte kasyacit papariJ. 
na caiva sukrtariJ. vibhul) 

ajiiiinenavrtariJ. jiiiinariJ. 
tena muhyanti jantaval) 

TRANSLATION 

267 

Nor does the Lord accept responsibility for anyone's sinful 
or pious deeds. The living entities are bewildered because their 
real knowledge is covered by ignorance. 

PURPORT 

It is erroneous to think that because the Supreme Lord directs 
the pious and impious actions of the living entity He must be 
responsible for the results as well. This is not so, because Lord Knn.i.a 
is God. He is all-powerful and is self-satisfied. If the Lord engaged 
the living entities in work with His self-interest in mind then the 
Lord would be responsible. But He has no self-interest in the works 
of the living entities. The self-satisfied Lord uses His external energy, 
called Maya, to engage the living entities in good or bad acts 
according to their desires using the outcome of their previously 
acquired Karma. The Lord is very merciful towards everyone but 
He gives His personal attention to His faithful devotees and thus 
He deals with them personally. The non-devotees must experience 
the results of their good and bad deeds birth after birth, whereas 
the devotees go across the ocean of birth and death and enter into 
the spiritual world. Good deeds elevate one to heaven and bad deeds 
degrade one to lower species, but devotional service takes one to 
the spiritual world to sport with the Almighty Lord face-to-face. 
Thus, which destination one achieves depends on the path one 
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chooses. Lord Kr�J)a facilitates one's desires and is therefore known 
as Kalpataru. 

TEXT 16 

� g dC:::�tt4 � "il�ld•m+Ff: I 
d'll'f lf4�F4'tjll4 !F'hl9J�kt � m�ll 

jnanena tu tad ajiianaril. 
ye$iiril. nasitam atmana}J. 

te$iim adityavaj jflanaril. 
prakasayati tat-param 

TRANSLATION 

However, when that ignorance of one is destroyed by 
knowledge, then that very knowledge reveals the Supreme Lord, 
as the rising sun lights up everything. 

PURPORT 

The way to overcome ignorance, or forgetfulness of God, is 
by surrendering to His statements. The process of surrender uncovers 
the dormant transcendental knowledge in the heart and sharpens 
the intelligence. By meditating on spiritual topics, one is directing 
their consciousness toward God and away from nescience. The 
perfect Guru knows the systematic method to bring his students to 
the topmost platform of transcendence. Just as the morning sun 
removes the darkness and reveals the identity of things, similarly, 
the perfect Guru reveals the path of real knowledge , and that 
knowledge removes one's ignorance, putting them in touch with the 
self. By the laws of material nature, everyone is born ignorant to all 
kinds of knowledge. They are taught later on about everything 
including about being entangled to or liberated from this world. 
The inclination to enjoy this world is the cause of bondage and 
detachment from this world is the cause of liberation . Such 
attachment and detachment are governed by the laws of material 
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nature. These laws are enforced by the Supreme Soul through His 
energies, which is the extent of His involvement. By being dedicated 
to the Supreme Lord, a devotee reaches the platform of liberation. 
The Spiritual Master rewards the correct understanding of how to 
be dedicated to the Lord. One should carefully hear the teachings 
of such a Guru and faithfully follow his instructions to receive the 
right result. 

TEXT 17 

tad-buddhayas tad-atmanas 
tan-ni$thas tat-parayal)al) 

gacchanty apunaravrttiriJ. 
jflana-nirdhuta kalma$iii) 

TRANSLATION 

When one's intelligence, mind, faith, and refuge are fixed 
on the Supreme, when one becomes fully cleansed of all misgivings 
through knowledge, then only does one march towards liberation. 

PURPORT 

The transcendental knowledge of Lord Kr�t;ta removes one's 
ignorance in full. Whoever's intelligence is applied to the service of 
the Lord, who thinks of Him constantly, and who has washed all their 
sins attains liberation from this material world. Lord Kr�t;ta says in 
the Srimad Bhagavatam, bhaktyaham ekaya grahyam, "I can only be 
achieved through devotional service." Anyone who gives up all bodily 
designations and engages in devotional service wholeheartedly, 
beginning with hearing and chanting, becomes fully purified and 
becomes eligible to enter into the spiritual world. Those who have 
adopted a spiritual path other than the devotional path must ultimately 
practice the process of devotion (Bhakti) to obtain liberation. 
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TEXT 18 
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vidya-vinaya-sampanne 
brahmaIJe gavi hastini 

§uni caiva svapiike ca 
paIJ<Jitiil;J sama-darsinal) 

TRANSLATION 

5-18 

One who is transcendentally enlightened actually looks at 
a learned and humble Brihmai;ia, a cow, an elephant, a dog, and 
a lowborn, with an equal vision. 

PURPORT 

Here, one of the symptoms of a self-realized soul is stated. 
Those who are marching forward to the spiritual world do not focus 
on the classifications among the living entities because they are parts 
and parcels of the cosmic body of the Lord. Their seeing with equal 
vision means they focus on the soul and the Supersoul. People who 
see with this vision do not falsely identify with their temporary body. 
They understand that due to their previous karma, the living entities 
have been awarded a particular type of body with respective 
facilities. They also realize that the Lord is seated equally within 
the hearts of every living entity as their Supersoul. Such vision is a 
benediction from the Lord and the Spiritual Master, which comes 
from followingthe devotional process wholeheartedly. As it is stated 
in the Kathopani�ad: 

suryo yatha sarva-lokasya cak$UI 

na lipyate cak$usair bahya-do$ail) 

ekas tatha sarva-bhutantar atma 

na lipyate Joka-dul)khena bahyal) 
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"Just as when the sun is shining in the open sky, one with 
cataracts is unable to see it, similarly those who are experiencing 
outcomes of this world and lack self-realization cannot see the Lord, 
although He is seated in their heart and in the hearts of all the living 
entities. "  

To see the Lord it requires that one first become a sincere 
devotee. Those who have developed equal vision by dint of their 
spiritual knowledge do not judge living entities on the basis of their 
body or social status but see them as per their soul, which is equal 
in quality and quantity in all the species .  Hence, they do not 
discriminate between a learned Brahmal).a, a lowborn, or an outcaste. 
Just as a person does not consider parts of the body such as hands 
or legs to be different from the body, similarly, those who are self
realized do not consider any living entity separate from the Lord. 
They consider all the living entities to be equal parts of the Lord. 
After discovering this metaphysical truth, one looks at everything 
with reverence, compassion, and kindness because such a person 
understands that everything is a part and parcel of the universal 
form of the Supreme Lord. With such a realization, one becomes a 
candidate for seeing the Supreme Lord. The secret to spiritual 
success is to have the cataracts of material attachments removed by 
an authentic Spiritual Master. 

TEXT 19 

W �: ff � � fBra 11-f: I 
� � -q1:f � a�14<jj�f01 � fBrar: m«.11 

ihaiva tair jital) sargo 
ye$ali1 samye sthitam manal) 

nirdo$ali1 hi samam brahma 
tasmad brahmaIJ.i te sthita]J. 

TRANSLATION 

Those whose minds are endowed with equal vision have 
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already conquered over the conditioning of birth and death. They 
are aware that Brahman is impartial and flawless, that is why 
they are situated on the Brahman platform. 

PURPORT 

Those who are truly equalitarian are free  from the 
entanglement of this material world. All the embodied living 
entities are under the three modes of material nature. The BrahmaQ.a 
and cow, for example, are in the mode of goodness, an elephant is 
in the mode of passion, and a dog and lowborn are in the mode of 
ignorance. However, a self-realized soul who is learned in the 
scriptures sees all living entities in one category, because he sees 
according to their soul. As it is said in the Taittiriya Upani�:md: 

yasmin sarval)i bhutany atmaivabhud vijanatal;i 
tatra ko mohal;i kal;i §oka ekatvam anupasyatal;i 

"For one who sees every living entity as their own self, where 
is illusion and lamentation for that person? Such a person sees the 
soul, who is individually and equally seated in the hearts of all 
creatures."  

On the other hand, there is  a saying, "When there is  inequality, 
seeing equally is forbidden." This implies that one should not see 
everyone equally. The Gautama Dharma Sutra states , sama 
asamabhyam vi$ama sama pujatal;i, "Those who regard unadvanced 
devotees with high esteem and highly advanced devotees with low 
esteem do not obtain good results in this world, or in the next after 
their demise." 

These statements do not contradict Lord Kpma's statement 
because Lord Kr�IJ.a is referring to the quality of the soul who resides 
in equal quantity in every living entity. Thus, they should be seen 
with equal vision. Such seers of the truth are already situated on the 
Brahman platform. But Guatama Muni's statement applies to how 
a pure devotee or a self-realized soul should be physically and 
mentally respected by a non-self-realized person. 
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TEXT 20 
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na prahr�yet priyam prapya 
nodvijet priipya capriyam 

sthira-buddhir asammilt;lho 
brahma-vid brahmaIJ.i sthita]J. 

TRANSLATION 

273 

A person who neither rejoices upon receiving something 
pleasant nor laments when obtaining something unpleasant; who 
has steady intelligence, is undeluded, and knows the science of 
the Supreme-such a person is said to be situated in 
transcendence. 

PURPORT 

A spiritualist thinks that material happiness and distress are 
rewarded in the present life due to flaws in their past karma. Unlike 
the general mass of people who remain illusioned in this 
understanding on account of their false ego and due to their artificial 
connection to material happiness and distress, a wise person neither 
oecomes overjoyed when pleasing things come, nor becomes morose 
when unpleasant experiences come. Such self-realized people are 
unaffected by the duality of this world because they experience 
Brahman at every step . The consciousness and vision of such 
Brahman realized souls is explained in the Kathopani�ad thus: 

yad eveha tad amutra yad amutra tad anviha 

mrtyo}J. sa mrtyum avapnoti ya iha naneva pasyati 

"Those who are self-realized see the Supreme Lord to be one 
and the same, both when He is in the spiritual world and when He 
appears in this world. Those people who understand this and follow 
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such consciousness become liberated from this world. But those who 
do not understand this, nor believe in it, nor follow this consciousness 
do not become purified. They see Him differently." 

TEXT 21 

<ill&i�mlil�fd"ll�I M"G('41�Pt 4��'{ I 
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bahya-spar8e$V asaktatma 
vindaty atmani yat-sukham 

sa brahma-yoga yuktatma 
sukham ak$ayam asnute 

TRANSLATION 

One who is not attracted to external sense pleasures and 
experiences joy within the self through trance, and whose mind 
is in union with the supreme through contemplation, that person 
enjoys perpetual bliss. 

PURPORT 

Those who have become detached from material sense 
pleasure realize the Lord within. Realizing the Lord is the greatest 
happiness in one 's life . The unlimited happiness derived from 
spiritual realization reinforces one's detachment from the limited 
happiness of this world. Hence, the happiness of spiritual life is 
compared to nectar, while the happiness of material life is like 
molasses. Once one tastes real nectar, how can one ever again think 
of tasting molasses? In other words, intelligent people prefer the 
taste of practicing Kpm,a consciousness over flickering material life. 
Only the fortunate understand this point properly and follow. 

TEXT 22 
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ye hi samsparsaja bhoga 
dul,lkha-yonaya eva te 

ady-antavanta kaunteya 
na te$U ramate budhal,1 

TRANSLATION 

275 

Those pleasures derived from the contact of material senses 
actually cause misery at the end. 0 son of Kunti, because such 
pleasures have a beginning and an end, that is why the wise do 
not rejoice in them. 

PURPORT 

Those who are under illusion, those who seek happiness from 
the material senses, and those who are jealous and envious of others 
lead a miserable life. Their happiness and distress changes from one 
extreme to another very quickly. Such people do not even think of 
following the process of self-realization. Those who are fortunate 
and intelligent study the Vedic scriptures and find that sensual 
pleasures are temporary and yielders of misery. Those who are 
abhorred by the temporary pleasures of material sense gratification 
are eligible to be liberated from the world of disappointments. What 
can be more joyous than this in one's life? 

TEXT 23 

�l4fk1"1�ei �= � !lfl"fi:l(l<Rlifl'Ettull(( I 
����= ���= I R�ll 

saknotihaiva yal,1 so<;Jhum 
prak-sarira vimok$al)at 

kama-krodhodbhavaiiJ. vegam 
sa yuktal,1 sa sukhi naral,1 

TRANSLATION 

While living in the present body, anyone who is able to 
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withstand the urges that arise from lust and anger is a yogi and a 
happy person in this world. 

PURPORT 

For those who see the path of liberation as the solution to 
life's problems, lust, anger, and envy are the obstacles on the path. 
The urges of speech, mind, anger, tongue, belly, and the genitals are 
like different poisons for spiritual advancement. Such urges should 
be controlled and tolerated. If one is able to control them, they are 
said to be in trance, experiencing transcendental bliss at every step. 

The word saknoti in this text signifies controlling lust and 
anger, which come from the mind, until the end of one 's life . 
Controlling them only for a short time is not sufficient to make 
progress on the spiritual path. One has to stay pure until one expires 
from this world. Those who steadily tolerate the difficulties derived 
from controlling the senses are qualified to achieve self-realization. 
As Vasi�tha Muni stated: 

prM).e gate yathii dehal) sukham dul)kham na vindati 
tathii cet priil)a-yukto 'pi sa hi kf$l)iiSrayo bhavet 

"Just as a dead body does not experience the happiness or 
distress of this world, similarly a person who is indifferent to 
happiness and distress is called materially dead even though still 
living. Such a person, though still in the material world, is always 
with Lord Krsna and is in bliss."  

TEXT 24 

�s;a:�S"'d\l(l+t\a�.:u;a:;;4ffd\q �= I 
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yo 'ntal)-sukho 'tarariiriimas 
tathiintar-jyotir eva ya}) 

sa yogi brahma�nirvM).am 
brahma-bhiito 'dhigacchati 
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TRANSLATION 

One who is happy from within, who rejoices within, and 
who is enlightened within, is a perfect yogi. Being spiritually 
connected, such a self-realized yogi ultimately reaches the 
Supreme. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kr�I)a is saying here that those who are beyond contact 
with material pain and pleasure experience the pleasure of the 
Brahman (transcendental) platform. Their enjoyment is within the 
self and by the self, for they always focus on the Absolute Truth. 
They always experience spiritual bliss, which keeps them away from 
thinking anything materialistic. With their concentration centered 
on spiritual advancement, they are not interested in the material 
singing and dancing of this world that involves sense gratification. 
Such people attain liberation from this world, as indicated here by 
the Sanskrit word nirva1.1a, which is defined differently by Buddhists 
in Buddhism. 

TEXT 25 

� ')l�f.tqio1�tP:t: �"101€fi@'t'tl: I 
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labhante brahma-nirv81)am 
f$ayal) k$il)a-kalma$81) 

chinna-dvaidha yatatmanal) 
sarva-bhiita-hite ratal) 

TRANSLATION 

Those seers whose imperfections are destroyed, who are 
free from doubts, wh.ose minds are disciplined, and who always 
act for the welfare of all living beings attain the Supreme. 
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PURPORT 

By performing devotional service to Lord Kp�Q.a, one 's 
imperfections automatically wash away, thus the heart becomes 
purified. Hearing transcendental philosophy of Lord Kr�Q.a destroys 
one's doubts, and by performing penances for Lord Kr�Q.a the senses 
become controlled. Such a person becomes a good example for 
others and achieves liberation and reaches the spiritual world to 
reside with the Supreme Lord there. 

TEXT 26 

€fll'1W'€1M�l"'li «<fRi" 4d�d\ll'l I 
� <ii�f:iqfui � fitRa1(41"'fl't l l�� 1 1  

kii.ma-krodha-vimuktiinam 
yatinam yata-cetasiim 

abhito brahma-nirviil)am 
vartate viditiitmanii.m 

TRANSLATION 

For those saintly people who are free from lust and anger, 
who have full control over their mind and are constantly 
endeavoring for perfection, liberation in the Supreme is assured 
in the very near future. 

PURPORT 

Those who are fixed in spiritual knowledge, who have 
controlled senses, and are free from lust and anger, become qualified 
for liberation. The question is, how long does it take for them to 
become liberated from this conditioned world? Here, Lord Kr�I).a 
uses the word abhito, indicating the very near future. In other words, 
when one is constantly engaged in devotional service with a 
controlled mind, liberation is at hand. In such a state, one becomes 
free from the conditioning of the gross and subtle bodies and thus 
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achieves liberation without delay. When Lord Kp;;Qa uses the words, 
brahma nirv8J;la, "liberation in the Supreme," and the word abhitah 
"surely, but in the very near future," He refers to the certainty of 
liberation for the yogis who are already on the Brahman (pure) 
platform as described above. 

TEXTS 27-28 
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sparsan krtva bahir biihyams 
cak$US caiviintare bhruvol) 

priil).iipiinau samau krtvii 
nasiibhyantara ciiril).au 

yatendriya mano-buddhir 
munir mok$a-pariiyal).al) 

vigatecchii bhaya krodho 
ya]) sadii mukta eva sal) 

TRANSLATION 

By removing the mind from external sense objects, fixing 
the eyes in between the eyebrows, equalizing the inward and 
outward moving breaths within the nostrils, controlling the mind, 
the senses, and the intelligence, having liberation as the 
prime goal, being free from desires, fear, and anger, such a 
qualified transcendentalist who is always in such a state is verily 
liberated. 

PURPORT 

Here the word sparsiin signifies that one should not let the 
sense objects enter into the mind for contemplation, because one 
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will develop the taste for enjoying sense gratification. Among the 
knowledge-acquiring senses ,  the eyes are chief in creating 
disturbances in the mind. Therefore, it is recommended to focus the 
vision in between the two eyebrows. The rule for meditation is that 
one should neither fully close the eyes nor fully open them. By fully 
closing them, one may fall asleep, and by fully opening them, one 
may become attracted to something of the external world. One 
should leave the eyes half-closed and keep focused in between the 
eyebrows for undisturbed concentration. One should also control 
the two airs, breathing in and out through the nostrils, then slowly 
release them. In other words, one should carefully breathe within 
the nostrils (through PraQ.ayama) , and by so doing, control the senses 
from the sense objects. In this way, one can control anger and fear 
and thus march towards liberation. 

TEXT 29 

1frm ·�.r�1(11.1�1 � %"1 %'4l <:"l I 
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bhoktararil yajiia-tapasam 
sarva-Joka mahesvaram 

suhrdaril sarva-bhii.tanaril 
jiiatva mam santim rcchati 

TRANSLATION 

One who knows Me (Lord �t;ta} to be the enjoyer of 
all sacrifices and austerities, the Supreme Lord of all the Lords in 
every planet, and the benefactor of all living entities, attains peace. 

PURPORT 

Lord Knwa is the worshipable Lord of all beings and the 
supreme controller of everyone and everything. He is the supreme 
enjoyer of all the sacrifices performed by all and the enjoyer of all 
the austerities performed by all. Lord K:pma is also the best friend 
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of everyone because He gave benedictions to everyone by speaking 
the guidelines of Bhaktiyoga in the Bhagavad Gita and other Vedic 
scriptures. He is the selfless well-wisher of all. One who knows Lord 
Kr�Q.a to be the enjoyer of everything is a devotee and such a devotee 
is called a real yogi because of being directly connected to Lord 
Kr�Q.a. The Yogis and the Jiianis, who always search for the 
Supersoul, attain liberation only when they perform Bhakti to please 
Lord Kr�Q.a. Hence , only by following the path of Kr�Q.a 
consciousness do the Karmis attain happiness in heaven, the Jiianis 
attain real knowledge of the soul, and the Yogis attain knowledge 
of the Supersoul. Only when they perfect their status by practicing 
Bhaktiyoga do they attain peace and liberation and experience Lord 
Kr�Q.a directly. 

Thus ends the Vrajavasi Purports to the Fifth Chapter of the 
Srimad Bhagavad Gita in the matter of Karma-Sanyasa Yoga, or 
works in Kr�Q.a Consciousness. 

Harl Om Tat Sat 





CHAPTER SIX 

Yoga Meditation 

TEXT 1 

� 
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sri bhagavan uvaca 
anasrita]J karma-phalam 

karyam karma karoti yab 
sa sannyasi ca yogi ca 

na niragnir na cakriya]J 

TRANSLATION 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead said: One who, 
without expecting any results from his works, but works as he is 
obliged, is situated in the renounced order of life and is a 
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true mystic, but not the one who lights no fire or performs no 
work. · 

PURPORT 

The categories of Yoga and the symptoms of the yogis are the 
subject matter of this chapter. "Yoga" means to link up with the 
Supreme Lord, and every yogi calls their method of linking up 
"Yoga." When one links up with Lord Kr�Qa through works which 
produce results, one is called a Karmayogi, and when one follows 
the path of empiric philosophy, one is called a Jiianayogi. One who 
links up with the Lord through mysticism is called a Dhyanayogi, 
and one who serves Lord Kr�Qa through devotional service is called 
a Bhaktiyogi. The scriptures state that progression of all Yoga 
culminates in Bhaktiyoga, without which the perfection of life cannot 
be achieved. In order to be liberated, one must become a Bhaktiyogi. 
However, all of these different categories of Yoga are bona-fide and 
any person who follows them is addressed as·a yogi. Just as in one 
mountain range there are many higher and lower peaks, yet each of 
them is called a mountain, similarly there are many categories of 
Yoga processes, and all participants are called yogis. 

With Yoga meditation, the aim is not to renounce works in 
l(r�l)a consciousness. Rather, a yogi who practices this system should 
work but remain detached from the results of the work. Those who 
renounce the results of their work to the Lord, but not the work 
itself, are described here by Lord Kpma as the real renunciants 
(Sanyasis or Swamis) .  When one is free from the desire for personal 
sense gratification, and works for Lord Krima, they are called 
Bhaktiyogis or devotees. Sometimes some people think that the path 
of action leads to reaction, and therefore they prematurely give up 
working and take to Sanyasa life. But here Lord Kr�Qa rejects such 
artificial Sanyasis and establishes the path of devotional service, 
l(r�l)a consciousness, which is the real Sanyasa. As Srila Sridhara 
Swami states: 
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citte-suddhe 'pi na dhyanam vina sanyasa matratal) 
mukti-syad iti $a$the 'smin dhyana-yogo vitanyate 

285 

"Without sacrificing the results of one's actions to the Supreme 
Lord, one's heart does not become purified for meditation. One 
who follows the proper procedure for meditation is awarded with 
liberation. This is the essence of the Sixth Chapter of the Bhagavad 
Gita, explained by Lord Knn:ia." 

TEXT 2 

� ��t\ifitra !lll§m�i (f' � � I 
� �����q:;<4f � � � 1 1� 1 1 

yam sannyasam iti prahur 
yogam tam viddhi par)<;lava 

na hy asamnyasta sarikalpo 
yogi bhavati kascana 

TRANSLATION 

0 son of King Pw;u,iu, what is called renunciation is the same 
as Yoga, or linking the self with the Supreme. Unless one gives 
up craving for sense gratification, one cannot become a yogi. 

PURPORT 

When the senses are fully detached from all material 
engagements and the mind is free from the demands of sense objects 
and one is thus situated in knowledge, then he is callecl a Sanyasi or 
yogi. Here, Lord Kp�l)a says that one who renounces the results of 
his actions to the Lord is a Sanyasi, and when the mind is not 
hankering or lamenting for sense gratification, such renunciation is 
called Yoga. Thus, when the senses are engaged exclusively in works 
for Lord Kp;;l)a, one is simultaneously a Sanyasi, a yogi, and a devotee 
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of the Lord. Sanyasa is defined in the Brahman Sruti as nyiisa eva 
ity arecayat "A Sanyasi is he who is not attached to the result of 
his work." Therefore, those who are attached to the results of 
their works, even if they are devoted to religious duties or devoted 
to acquiring spiritual knowledge, are not accepted as Sanyasis, yogis, 
or devotees. Becoming trained in the conduct of l(ri.;1).a consciousness 
is ·therefore necessary to bring one to the platform of a perfect 
Sanyasi, yogi, and a devotee. 

TEXT 3 

�l<i<i'Etfl1441Ji � Cfll\Ul�d 
'lfiJll\.;aBOI � �: Cflj\Oi1�d 1 1 � 1 1  

iiruruk�or muner yogam 
karma kiiral)am ucyate 

yogiirzu;Jhasya tasyaiva 
samal) kiiral)am ucyate 

TRANSLATION 

For a person who desires to be a yogi, working without 
expecting results is the means; but after attaining the Yoga stage, 
renouncing all disturbing works is said to be the means. 

PURPORT 

The word muni stated in this text signifies a person who wants 
to practice the process of advanced Yoga. Such a person must 
practice the procedure of renouncing the results of his work, because 
without that, one cannot purify one's heart and mind. When one is 
serious about advancing in the practice of Yoga, one must overcome 
the obstacles on the path. Those who are already on the stage of 
Yoga have to remove the disturbing elements, such as thoughts of 
enjoying sense gratification. If one's mind is not yet purified, they 
are called a neophyte on the path of Yoga. Just to practice and 
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follow the path of Yoga one must renounce the results of one's works, 
but one who is attached is not a yogi. 

TEXT 4 

� � �f.t;41� � €fl4�jq;ja I 
�4�€fl(_>q�w:Ql�1 �1•11<:"'a\dc{i'€4a 1 1'<11 1 

yada hi nendriyar the�u 
na karmasv anusajjate 

sarva-samkalpa samnyasi 
yogaruqhas tadocyate 

TRANSLATION 

When one has no desire for sensual pleasures, has no 
attachment to the fruits of works, and has renounced all personal 
motives, such a person is said to be elevated in Yoga. 

PURPORT 

The senses of those who are in the advanced stage of Yoga 
are not attracted to the objects of the senses. In the ordinary world, 
one has to work to achieve the objects of sense gratification, but 
when one understands the goal of human life then their same actions 
switch to spiritual activities. Lord Kr�J).a has described the symptoms 
of an advanced yogi by saying that such a person is neither attracted 
to enjoying sense pleasure nor is attracted to anything material. Their 
only aim is to please the Supreme Master of Yoga, Lord Sri Kr�J).a. 
This is the natural symptom of a yogi, or a devotee of the Lord. 

TEXT S 

\3�\Gl(+'f"'flSS� "'f l(+'f l"'f'F'l�IG�(( I 
� ©l(+'f;fi � R'.i<:J(+i"'f: 1 1'11 1 
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uddhared ;Umana "tmanam 
natmanam avasadayet 

atmaiva by atmano bandhur 
atmaiva ripur atmana]J. 

TRANSLATION 

6-6 

The mind should be used to elevate and not to degrade the 
self. The mind alone is a friend of the self and an enemy as well. 

PURPORT 

In order to engage the mind in Yoga, one must be convinced 
about the reason for rejecting material sense pleasures. Attachment 
to the sense objects is the cause of the living entity's struggle with 
the fire of material entanglement. It is the duty of every intelligent 
person to follow the liberating process of devotion with great care 
and attention. The foremost liberating process uses the scriptural 
injunctions to free the mind from its attraction to sense gratification. 
Unless one succeeds in this endeavor to keep the mind away from 
material enjoyment, the soul remains entangled in the cycle of birth 
and death. Attraction to and repulsion from material things are 
within one's mind. Therefore, the mind is said to be both the enemy 
and the friend of the soul, depending on whether the mind is being 
used to entangle or liberate the self. In other words, one's own self 
is the cause of one's liberation and degradation. 

TEXT 6 

�SS(+i"i�Bl �"il�ql(+i"il fu: I 
31"11(+1"1� � qaa1�q � 1 1� 1 1  

bandhur atma "tmanas tasya 
yenatmaivatmana jita]J. 

anatmanas tu satrutve 
vartetatmaiva satruvat 
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TRANSLATION 

For anyone who has controlled their mind, the mind is their 
own friend; but for one who has failed to do so, the same mind 
certainly acts as their enemy. 

PURPORT 

For those who have control over their minds, their minds act 
as their best friend, because it is able to engage one in the activities 
that are beneficial and elevating. However, if the mind is not 
controlled from the collective sense objects, that same mind acts as 
the greatest enemy, because the future of the soul is imperiled. As it 
is stated in the Kathopanh;md: 

tam yogam iti manyante sthiram indriya dhara1,1am 
apramattas tada bhavati yogo hi prabhavapyayau 

"The learned have accepted that for anyone who has steadily 
controlled their mind and senses, their mind becomes disinterested 
in sense gratification, but because the mind cannot be trusted, one 
should therefore remain extremely alert even while it is restrained 
and continuously practice spiritual life." 

For this reason , one should always function in Kn;i:ia 
consciousness under the direction of an expert Spiritual Master who 
is authorized by the ancient Vedic scriptures to win over the enemy 
from within, the mind. As it is stated in the Srimad Bhagavatam: 

cetal;J khalv asya bandhaya muktaye catmano matam 
gu1,1e$U saktam bandhaya ratam va pumsi muktaye 

"Indeed, the mind is considered to be the cause of bondage 
and liberation for everyone. When the mind is attracted towards 
enjoying sense gratification, it keeps the living entity in bondage, 
and when it is attracted towards pleasing the Supreme Lord, it leads 
one to liberation."  
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TEXT 7 

�al(+i"'f= !iiajl""d� q\"fi(+il �q1f%a= 1 
�flJim1��9>=� er� "flt:fiq•u•:Pn= 1 1� 1 1 

jitatmanab prasantasya 
paramatma samahitab 

sitog1.a-sukha-dul)khe$U 
tatha manapamanayol) 

TRANSLATION 

6-7 

One who has conquered the mind is called steadfast in 
devotion to the Supreme. Such a spiritualist has attained 
tranquility and thus remains equal in happiness and distress, heat 
and cold, and honor and dishonor. 

PURPORT 

The Lord speaks in this and in the next two texts about the 
symptoms of an advanced spiritualist. A self-controlled person is 
very peaceful because their mind acts as their friend. Such people 
are indifferent to all categories of dualities. They do not become 
disturbed when someone speaks ill of them and do not feel overjoyed 
when someone speaks encouraging words about them. They remain 
fixed in their service to the Lord in all respects. 

Those who have reached the advanced stage of Yoga have 
the following symptoms: they are peaceful, their senses are fully 
under control, they see everyone with equal vision, they do not 
hanker for material pleasures, they are not envious of anyone, they 
wholeheartedly work hard to please the Lord, they are sincere in 
reaching their goal, and they are satisfied in the self. One advantage 
of being a self-controlled yogi is that he remains self-satisfied. 
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TEXT S 

�HM�l'1�ldl(+11 � M�etk"'I= I 
� ��"C>Qd � �q0\�1�'1€fll�iH: llcll 

jnana-vijiiana trptatma 
kutastho vijitendriyal) 

yukta ity ucyate yogi 
sama-lo$trasma-kaiicanal) 

TRANSLATION 

291 

When one is fully satisfied by virtue of acquired knowledge 
and realizations, is spiritually disposed with senses controlled, 
and is able to see pebbles and gold equally, such a yogi is said to 
be self-realized. 

PURPORT 

Scriptural knowledge, when realized, brings lasting peace and 
satisfaction to the self. When one is resolute in purpose and has 
elevated consciousness with controlled senses, that person becomes 
eligible for self-realization. Such a person sees no difference in the 
categories of Lord Kn;1,1a's creation. Only on this platform are they 
considered to be advanced yogis. They remain satisfied by practicing 
the transcendental science of Kp;;1,1a consciousness and do not hanker 
to obtain others ' wealth even in donation because they regard it as 
no better than a lump of mud. Whatever comes by providence, they 
remain satisfied with. 

TEXT 9 

suhrn mitrary udasina 
madhyastha dve$ya bandhu$U 

sadhusv api ca pape$U 
sama-buddhir visi$yate 
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TRANSLATION 

A person who regards with equal mind their benefactors, 
friends and enemies, the apathetic and mediators, the envious 
and well-wishers, and the virtuous and sinners, is said to be a 
more advanced yogi. 

PURPORT 

Those who have an equal mindset towards those who are by 
nature beneficial to everyone, who are helpful as friends, who are 
harmful, who are equanimous in nature, who are mediators that try 
to pacify fighting parties, who harm others out of envy, who are 
their own relatives, whose conducts are governed by the scriptures, 
and who ignore the scriptures are called a superior class of yogis. 
Akin to the previous type of yogi, who sees no difference between 
gold and mud, this type of yogi sees all qualities of human beings 
with equal vision. Of these two types, the yogi described here 
possesses more elevated consciousness because this yogi is more 
refined. 

TEXT 10 

� �"1a �<1<1'11�14 � �= I 
Q"fil� �afiht1�1 fi<1::t:ft<:llRXI�= mol l  

yogi yufijita satatam 
atmanam rahasi sthital:i 

ekaki yata-cittatma 
nirasir aparigrahal:i 

TRANSLATION 

A yogi, while living alone in a secluded place, should keep 
his mind and senses under control, and being free from desires 
and free from acquiring more than necessary, should always 
concentrate the mind on the Supreme. 
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PURPORT 

Now Lord Kr�IJ.a begins to speak about Yoga through 
meditation, its attributes, and principles. Lord Kr�IJ.a says that a real 
yogi performs all activities to please Him and does not expect 
anything in return. He keeps his mind always in trance and remains 
absorbed in meditation on Him. He lives alone in a place where the 
worldly environment is minimized.  He does not engage in 
materialistic enterprise and is determined not to have any connection 
with the outside world where material sense objects are prevalent. 
Being unattached to the body, he does not hanker for any 
extravagant items to maintain it. Such a class of yogi is far superior 
to the previously mentioned yogis. The survival of such a yogi totally 
depends on the Supreme Soul, as it is stated in the Kathopani�ad: 

na pral)ena napanena martyo jivati kascana 
itarel)a tu jivanti yasminn etav upasritau, 

"The true spiritualist survives because of receiving satisfaction 
from the Supersoul and not because of the breathing process, 
although breathing is a symptom of living. Such a class of yogi 
survives because their soul is connected to the Supreme Soul residing 
within. "  

TEXTS 11-12 

� tt !>lkt�ltll �<:'11�'1'11�'1: I 

011��a 011Rt;frq �{Ji1f:5!0111�rht<:Jt l l n l l  

d�"hEi lR: � 4dM:ijf;<;4Rfi4: I 

\3qMQ11�� :g�1t0Jl'1l�M%Ff'� l l HJ I  

sucau dese prati$thapya 
sthiram asanam atmana}J. 

naty-uchritam natinicam 
cailajina-kufottaram 

atraikagram mana]J. krtva 
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yata-cittendriya-kriya]J. 
upav1ffasane yuii.jyad 

yogam atma-vi§uddhaye 

TRANSLATION 

To practice Yoga one should prepare a seat in a secluded 
and sanctified place, made of Kusagrass, covered with deerskin, 
and then covered with cloth. This seat should neither be too high 
nor too low, and should be stable. Then, sitting steady on it, one 
should practice Yoga with single-pointed concentration by 
controlling the mind and the activities of the senses for purification 
of the heart. 

PURPORT 

The procedure used by mystics to perform Yoga is explained 
here . A mystic performs Yoga to link up with the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead because He is the source of all mystic 
powers. To perform the Yoga, Lord KnnJ.a says one should be 
situated alone at a holy place, such as on the side of the Ganges or 
Yamuna rivers or in a place that is sanctified by chanting mantras. 
One should use a seat that no one else uses, and it should be on 
leveled ground so that it does not shake or move. The seat should 
be neither too high, making one fearful of falling, nor too low, where 
poisonous creatures like snakes and scorpions may disturb them 
while they are in meditation. The sitting place should not become 
flooded in the rainy season. The seat should be made of soft cloth, 
under which there should be tiger skin or deer skin, under which a 
mat of kusagrass is placed. As the Patafijali Yogasiitra states, sthira 
sukham asanam, "The seat should be steady, soft, and pleasing."  
This seat is used only for sitting and not for sleeping or eating. While 
seated on it, the yogi should control all the desires coming into the 
mind. In this way, the yogic practice will reap realization of the 
Supreme Soul ,  Lord Sri K:p;IJ.a .  As it is confirmed in the 
Kathopani�ad, de$ya te tv agrya buddhya siik$maya siik$ma-
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darsibhil;i, "The great spiritualists, by practicing spiritual life with 
one-pointed devotion, purify their intelligence and are able to 
perceive the subtlest of all the subtle, the Supreme Brahman, seated 
within their hearts as their Supersoul ."  Such perception is not 
available to those who claim to be yogis but just practice physical 
exercises. Performing gymnastics or physical exercises is not called 
Yoga because it rewards no liberation. 

TEXTS 13-14 

� %14�1�4-114 <t:m:451it� fBR= 
� "'t1�1%14'f � R!l:1�1"'t��%41' m�n 
!ll\l11'*11(+11 � Wra: I 
lf.f= � &f R+.i'dt � � �= 1 1 r� 1 1 

samam kaya-siro-grivam 
dharayann acalam sthiral;i 

samprek$ya nasikagram svam 
di§a§cana valoka yan 

prasantatma vigata-bhir 
brahmacari-vrate sthital;i 

manal;i samyamya mat-citto 
yukta asita matparal;i 

TRANSLATION 

The yogi should hold their body, neck, and head erect in a 
straight line and sit motionless with eyes fixed steadily on the tip 
of the nose, and not glance around at any side. Staying serene, 
devoid of fear, having a vow of celibacy, and with a subdued mind, 
a yogi should meditate on Me (Lord l{ni,a) within their heart, 
making Me their ultimate goal of life. 

PURPORT 

The process described here is the remedy to experience 
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pleasure derived from within the heart. According to the Vedic 
rules, no one can successfully practice Yoga without full control over 
the senses, as stated in the Patafijali Yogasiitra, yoga}) indriya 
samyamal), "One must have full control over the senses to perform 
Yoga." Those who strictly give up their unwanted habits become 
fearless due to being detached from the body and mind. In other 
words, those who only take care of their body and soul to better 
serve the Lord under the guidance of their perfect Spiritual Master 
have no fear of taking another birth after death. Such spiritualists 
firmly fix their intelligence on thinking of the Lord without any 
deviation. Such people do not lament about family members,  
thinking, "Oh! How must they be doing without me?" 

Being firmly seated on the seat, the yogi should keep their 
spine firmly straight, starting from the bottom of their backbone to 
the top of their head, keeping their eyes focused on the tip of their 
nose .  Such a strict sitting posture keeps the mind focused on 
meditation. By following this rule, if the yogi meditates on the four
armed form of Supersoul, their success is sure to follow. This process 
of meditation is called Dhyanayoga, which is described by Lord 
Kr�I)a here and it requires full control over the senses from the very 
beginning. In comparison to this, the direct process of Bhaktiyoga 
is a perfect method and very powerful because, even if the mind is 
not yet fully controlled, still, by the mercy of the Lord a devotee 
will be taken to the pure stage of perfection. 

TEXT 15 

'9?l1i€i ��1(+114 $ft Rlld+11"1�: I 

� Pt€1io1q<:+ii � m"'n  

yuii.jann evam sadatmanam 
yogi niyata-manasal) 

santim nirval}.a paramam 
mat-samstham adhigachati 
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TRANSLATION 

In this way, by continuously practicing transcendental 
mysticism with controlled mind, a yogi attains peace, and at the 
end reaches the spiritual kingdom to unite with Me. 

PURPORT 

By keeping one's mind always in thoughts of Lord Kpma, a 
yogi becomes attached to Lord Kr�I)a. In this situation, a yogi 
practices qualitative devotional service, and while experiencing 
peace, at last enters into the spiritual kingdom of Lord Kf�I)a. Unless 
one is celibate, they cannot be steady in spiritual practice. Celibacy 
produces a steady mind, with which spiritual practices can be 
successfully performed, thereby rewarding the opportunity to be 
with Lord Kr�Q.a in His spiritual kingdom. 

TEXT 16 

91t��d� m-ms� � �q;1;:a+H�'1d: I 

� +.tlfd�:p��fl�� :::itl"ld"'I � � m � l l 

natyasnatas tu yogo 'sti 
na caikantam ana§nata}J. 

na cati-svapna-silasya 
jagrato naiva carjuna 

TRANSLATION 

0 Arjuna, this Yoga is not possible for one who eats too 
much or practically eats nothing, or one who sleeps too much or 
remains awake for too long. 

PURPORT 

Whatever is eaten should be digested properly so that it turns 
into energy. If, out of greed, one eats more than is required, they 
will face indigestion, heartburn, and become sick. Sickness naturally 
disturbs the process of yoga-sadhana (spiritual practice) and should 
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therefore be avoided. If one eats very little or does not eat at all, 
they will also not be able to perform their yoga-sa�hana properly 
due to lack of energy in the body. As it is said in the Satapatha Sruti: 

yada ha vii atma sammitam annam tada avati tan na 
hinasti yad bhiiyo hinasti tad yat kiiniyo na tad avati 

"One should eat as much as is required to live easily and 
comfortably. One can even eat a little less than what is normally 
required to run the body; but this does not mean that one should 
stop eating completely. " 

It is stated in the Chandogya Upani�ad that food that is eaten 
becomes divided into three parts. The gross part of the food turns 
into stool; the subtle part of the food turns into flesh, muscle, and 
fat; and the most subtle part of food affects the mind. For water that 
is drunk, the gross part of it turns into urine; the subtle part helps 
make blood; and the most subtle part helps the life air. According 
to the rules of yogic life, one should control one's eating and sleeping 
habits by being moderate in them. As per the Ayurveda, those 
who develop a habit of eating more than required develop diabetes 
in due course, and those who eat too little develop tuberculosis in 
due course of time. Especially in Kaliyuga, (annagata-priil)a) living 
entities are sustained by eating food grains. Specifically, human 
beings have to eat grains to have sufficient stamina and a comfortable 
living in Kaliyuga. Hence, it is recommended to fill one-half of the 
stomach with food, one-fourth with water, and leave the rest for air. 
Regarding sleep, if one sleeps more than seven hours, their bile, 
passion, irritation and lethargy increases . 

In this way, according to the Yoga-Sastra, a yogi should be 
regulated in their daily bodily requirements such as eating and 
sleeping. The Niti Sastra also states, sariramadhyam khalu dharma
sadhanam, "A healthy body is a prerequisite for practicing spiritual 
life successfully." Therefore, to remain enthusiastic and healthy for 
spiritual practice, it is required that a spiritualist controls their daily 
bodily requirements and habits . 
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TEXT 17 

�l@;l<f?l@;l<:Bl ��teB'l � I 
��C1M4'1� tt � 9:=� m�l l 

yuktahara-viharasya 
yukta-ce�tasya karmasu 

yukta-svapnavabodhasya 
yogo bhavati dul)kha ha 

TRANSLATION 

299 

For one who is moderate in eating, recreation, sleeping, 
and wakefulness, and discharges their duties properly, their 
practice of Yoga mitigates material miseries. 

PURPORT 

The qualified yogis are very moderate in fulfilling their 
bodily demands. The qualifications of a yogi are that they must 
regularly study the Vedic scriptures, be very alert while asleep, chant 
the syllable OM, and be regulated in the bodily functions. In this 
way, they will be successful and not experience obstacles on the path 
of Yoga. One should also be enthusiastic about practicing spiritual 
life, avoid talking unnecessarily, and should rise early in the morning, 
at least two hours before sunrise. Dividing the night into three parts, 
one should wake up at the beginning of the third part of the night 
and perform the cleansing process of the body on the inside and 
out. The scripturally authorized Spiritual Master knows the detailed 
cleansing procedures discussed in Vedic literatures. By staying under 
the guidance of such a Guru, one can easily practice the spiritual 
process successfully with a clean mind. 

TEXT 18 

� NRlld ffht+il(+f""iFw<iRtt:aa I 
�: �4�1il� � ��i>Qd � mel t 
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yada viniyatam cittam 
atmany evavati$thate 

ni$prhal) sarva-kamebhyo 
yukta ity ucyate tada 

TRANSLATION 

6-19 

When the mind is disciplined by the practice of Yoga and 
has become situated in the self, a yogi, being devoid of all material 
desires, is said to be well situated. 

PURPORT 

Those who are free from all material desires and fault-finding 
are addressed as yogis. A yogi frees their self from passion and 
ignorance by ceasing all worldly activities and becoming totally 
disciplined in their spiritual practice. In such a stage, the yogi has 
one-pointed intelligence, and their mind constantly thinks of Lord 
Kp;I)a. This stage is called the perfection of Yoga. 

TEXT 19 

�� m R€tld� ffl" � � I 
4ifl1;fi !!aRra� :gs;tJI 4!11+11?H: m'<-1 1 

yatha dipo nivatastho 
nerigate sopama smrta 

yogino yata-cittasya 
yuiijato yogam atmanal) 

TRANSLATION 

As the flame of a lamp in a windless place does not flicker, 
similarly, the controlled mind of a yogi remains steady when in 
meditation on the Supreme Lord. 
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PURPORT 

The mind of a self-realized yogi is as steady as the flame of a 
candle in a windless place. A yogi who desires to know the self and 
the Supreme Self controls the senses and the mind so strictly that 
no material situation can excite him. A sincere devotee is a real 
yogi who constantly engages the senses and the mind in the service 
of Lord Kr�IJ.a, thereby having no time to flicker back and forth 
between Lord Kr�IJ.a and Maya. Therefore being a devotee is better 
than being a yogi because a devotee's life is easier. 

TEXT 20 
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yatroparamate cittam 
niruddham yoga-sevaya 

yatra caivatmana "tmiinam 
pasyann iitmani tu$yati 

TRANSLATION 

When the mind is completely restrained from material 
activities by practice of Yoga, one feels transcendental happiness. 
With such a pure mind, one realizes the position of the sell and 
becomes satisfied in the sell. 

PURPORT 

At first, Lord Kr�IJ.a spoke in (6.2) , yam sanyiisam iti priihur 
yogam tam viddhi, "Renunciation of one's work is Yoga," and then 
in ( 6.16), nasty asnatas tu yoga 'sti, "Those who eat too much cannot 
become yogis. "  Here, Lord Kr�IJ.a points out that practicing spiritual 
life is the only means to reach the stage of samiidhi, or full absorption 
in Kr�IJ.a consciousness. In the following three verses, Lord Kr�IJ.a 
explains that samiidhi, or reaching the stage of trance, is the 
perfection of Yoga. 
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The first and basic symptom of Yoga is to direct the mind 
steadily towards Lord Kr�i:ia. In the Patafi.jali Yogasfltra it is stated, 
yogal) citta-vrttir nirodhal), "Controlling the mind, action and 
behavior, and restraining them from sense gratification, is called 
Yoga." This is the guaranteed process for achieving the Lord. By 
properly practicing the process of Yoga, one becomes purified and 
sees the self; not as the gross body, but as a spirit soul. When one is 
free from passion and ignorance and situated in goodness, one's 
heart becomes purified. Such a person rejoices in doing service for 
the Lord, knowing their self to be a qualitative part of the Lord. 
Such a person is a real yogi situated on the stage of samadhi; not the 
hypocrite who, in the name of transcendental meditation or some 
other kind of spiritual functions, loots people or engages in material 
sense gratification. 

TEXT 21 
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sukham atyantikam yat tad 
buddhi-grahyam atindriyam 

vetti yatra na caivayam 
sthitas calati tattvatal) 

TRANSLATION 

In that stage one feels unlimited bliss that can only be 
experienced through the intelligence, because it is beyond the 
reach of the material senses. From such a stage, a yogi does not 
deviate from the truth. 

PURPORT 

A yogi, by qualitative and constant practice of Yoga, 
experiences certain types of ecstasy that are beyond the defining 
power of material words. In such a state, all the material sense 
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pleasures are absent. The question therefore arises, where does this 
pleasure come from? The answer is, such pleasure comes from Lord 
Kr�Q.a, which is beyond the material realm and can only be obtained 
on the path of self-realization by the mercy of Guru and Lord K�Q.a. 
Therefore, a dedicated devotee does not move even one iota from 
the path of self-realization. If the chosen path of spiritual life does 
not give one transcendental pleasure or God-realization, then it 
must be understood that one is not practicing correctly or the path 
is not bona-fide. A careful investigation must be issued at this point 
to find the correct process and procedure so valuable time in life is 
not wasted in the name of following spiritual life. By careful practice 
of spiritual life one becomes immune to sense gratification and 
experiences unlimited transcendental pleasure . As the Yoga
Kriyasara states: 

samadhi nirdhuta malasya cetaso 
nivesitasya "tmani yat-sukham bhavat 

na sakyate vamayitum gira tada 
yad etad antal)karm_iena grhyate 

"Practice of the spiritual path purifies one's mind and heart 
and situates one in samadhi, or trance. The quality of pleasure 
derived a,t this stage cannot be expressed by material words. The 
experience of such transcendental ecstasy emanates from the Lord 
situated within the heart as the Supersoul. " 

By contrast, those who are averse to or unable to follow the 
path of Yoga under a bona-fide Spiritual Master in the chain of 
disciplic succession are not able to experience such transcendental 
ecstasy. Their pleasures derived from the material plane result in 
frustrations. Therefore, a wise person steadily practices quality 
spiritual life under the guidance of a pure Guru so spontaneous 
spiritual ecstasy can be experienced. Such ecstasy is beyond the 
explanation of material words because the senses are material and 
the experience is spiritual. As it is stated in the Mut:i<;laka Upani�ad, 
svastham san tam sanirvaI).am aka thyam s ukham ut tamam, 
"Transcendental pleasure is steady, lasting and the ecstasy 
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experienced cannot be explained in words. It makes the performer 
peaceful and takes one to the spiritual world. This is the topmost 
happiness and cannot be explained with material words. The spiritual 
path is the only way to achieve such ecstasy." 

TEXT 22 
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yam Jabdhva caparam labham 
manyate nadhikam tata]J. 

yasmin sthito na du]J.khena 
gurul}.api vicalyate 

TRANSLATION 

After achieving this stage, a spiritualist understands that 
there is nothing better than this and, even in the midst of the 
greatest problem, one does not waver from that position. 

PURPORT 

The soul is a part and parcel of Lord KpH).a. That is why its 
nature is to be happy. When one comes to know the spiritual pleasure 
derived from practicing spiritual life, one sees nothing better to do 
in this world. Worldly happiness is temporary and flickering, whereas 
the happiness derived from spiritual life is permanent and 
continuous. Those who achieve the pure stage in Yoga are said to 
be in samadhi, or trance. At this stage one is not disturbed by external 
disturbances of any kind. Thus, being situated on the highest 
platform of consciousness , one also becomes expert in the 
conclusions of Vedic scripture. At last, such a yogi attains the spiritual 
world where they eternally enjoy with the Lord. 

TEXT 23 
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tam vidyad dul)kha-samyogam 
viyogam yoga-samjii.itam 

TRANSLATION 

305 

One should know that the miseries arising from contact with 
material nature become destroyed by such a spiritual practice, 
and that is why it is designated as Yoga. 

· 

PURPORT 

The result of Yoga is the opposite of material miseries, just as 
a hero is the reverse of a coward. When one is fixed in transcendental 
bliss , all the material miseries of life permanently cease .  The 
symptom of one practicing the real Yoga process is that the performer 
starts feeling freedom from material miseries and the transformation 
of the material mind to Kp�Q.a consciousness also begins. No matter 
what type of legitimate work one does, as long as it is governed by 
the principles of Kr�JJ.a consciousness, it becomes transformed into 
Yoga and it awards freedom from material miseries. Hence, the 
perfection of Yoga means to become fully Kr�JJ.a conscious and thus 
the experience of bliss begins. To perfect the Yoga process, one 
should follow the guidance of the scriptures and the Guru in the 
company of real devotees of the Lord. One should not become 
morose in any condition, but should carry on practicing spiritual life 
and not stop until the final breath. One should be so determined 
that even if one is required to take many repeated births, one should 
pray to God to help continue the spiritual process birth after birth. 
Such determination qualifies a candidate for reaching the spiritual 
world. 

TEXT 24 
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sa niscayena yoktavyo 
yogo 'nirvi.t.ma-cetasa 

sarikalpa prabhavan kamams 
tyaktva sarvan a8e$ata]J 

manasaivendriya-gramam 
viniyamya samantata]J 

TRANSLATION 

6-25 

One should practice spiritual life with undeviating 
determination, perseverance, and firm faith. One should be 
completely free from the desire for sense pleasures born of false 
ego, and by using the mind, should control the senses from all 
directions. 

PURPORT 

When one serves Lord K:r!?J)a, but feels inadequate in 
sufficiently pleasing Him, one should still continue without hesitation 
following scriptural injunctions. The process of K:r!?J)a consciousness 
is so powerful that it will eventually provide the follower all the 
necessary spiritual qualifications. The secret of success on this path 
is in following the instructions of a qualified Spiritual Master. If one 
is seriously interested in advancing on the spiritual path, they should 
never deviate from the vows taken in front of the Guru and Lord 
K:r!?J)a. When the prospect of some material pleasure tries to seduce 
them, they should think, "Oh, I have made vows to my Guru; 
therefore I must keep them." Even if someone offers them heavenly 
pleasures to deviate from their vows, they should remain firmly fixed 
and not be shaken from spiritual life or break the vows. The spiritual 
path is very sublime provided one has an earnest inner desire and 
has unflinching faith. 

TEXT 25 
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sanai]J. sanair uparamed 
buddhya dhrti-grhitaya 

atma-samstham mana]J. krtva 
na kiiicid api cintayet 

TRANSLATION 

307 

Gradually, step by step, while practicing one should become 
situated on the stage of tranquility of mind, and by means of 
steady intelligence, keeps the mind fully absorbed on the Supreme 
Self, and think of nothing else. 

PURPORT 

Even if the mind becomes diverted from the correct path due 
to past bad habits, one should regain control over the mind through 
will power using intelligence. The word sanai]J. here refers to bringing 
the flickering mind back from the sense objects methodically, step 
by step, because material attraction has become the second nature 
of the mind due to constant association with matter. When the mind 
is fully controlled, it should be understood that self-realization has 
begun. The symptom of advancing on the spiritual path is that the 
mind disengages from the sense objects and engages in thoughts 
and services of Lord Kr:;;l)a. Such transformation of the mind 
produces transcendental ecstasy. When by the mercy of Lord Kr:;;l)a, 
all previous Karmas are destroyed, then by the continuous practice 
of yoga-sadhana, the Supersoul can be perceived from within. In 
such a state one is said to be liberated, even while still alive, and 
reaches the spiritual world at the end. 

TEXT 26 
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yato yato niscalati 
manas caiicalam asthiram 

tatas tato niyamyetad 
atmany eva vasam nayet 
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TRANSLATION 

Wherever this restless and unsteady mind wanders away 
due to its flickering nature, one must surely withdraw it and bring 
it back under the control of the self. 

PURPORT 

The function of the mind is to run in many directions at once. 
But here, the advancing yogi is instructed by Lord Kpma to bring 
the mind back under control and carry on practicing spiritual life. 
Bringing the mind under one's control is not easy, and unless the 
mind is under control, it makes a mockery of one's spiritual life. As 
it is stated in the Javala Sruti: 

upayena nil)grhal)Iyad vik$iptaril kama-bhogayol) 

suprasannaril Jaye caiva yatha kamo yatha layal) 

"When uncontrolled lusty desires are brought under control, 
happiness follows, but in due course such desires may rise again to 
give problems, just as a sleeping man wakes up in due course of 
time. Therefore, assistance from a pure devotee is warranted to learn 
the art to bring the mind again and again under control."  

The mind, in conjunction with the senses, is  the cause of 
disturbances arising from material desires. Therefore, controlling 
the senses alone is not sufficient. One has to simultaneously practice 
the process of Kr�J)a consciousness to control the mind in a positive 
way. Although it is difficult at times to tolerate the urges of the senses, 
one can control them, provided one is blessed by a scripturally 
authentic Spiritual Master rather than relying on independent 
means. As it is stated in the Gurii Gita, "No one can make any 
spiritual advancement independently. One must have a perfectly 
qualified Gurii for receiving assistance."  Staying under the shelter 
of a qualified Spiritual Master is the key to spiritual success. 
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TEXT 27 
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prasiinta-manasam hy enam 
yoginam sukham uttamam 

upaiti siinta�rajasam 
brahma-bhiitam akalma$am 

TRANSLATION 

309 

A yogi whose passion is pacified, whose mind is totally 
peaceful, who is sinless, and whose consciousness has become 
spiritually surcharged by being fixed on the Supreme Brahman, 
certainly achieves the topmost happiness. 

PURPORT 

Passion is reduced for those who keep their mind under 
control, and with such a peaceful mind, the yogi's practice of spiritual 
life brings them happiness, and gradually the highest form of samadhi 
comes to manifest. By qualitative practice of spiritual life, one 
becomes immune to material contamination and thus is able to 
rapidly advance on the spiritual path, despite prior major misdeeds . 
The key to success or failure in spiritual advancement is one's state 
of mind. If the mind is controlled by adhering to devotional service, 
spiritual success is awarded. But if the mind is allowed to roam freely, 
transcendental bliss remains a mystery, despite great endeavors to 
achieve it. 

TEXT 28 
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yunjann evam sada "tmanam 
yogi vigata-kalma$a]J 

sukhena brahma-samsparsam 
atyantam sukham asnute 

TRANSLATION 

6-29 

Such a sinless yogi who always engages himself in spiritual 
practice easily achieves the highest perfection and bliss, by being 
in contact with the Supreme Brahman. 

PURPORT 

The experience of spiritual bliss comes from being in 
connection with the Supreme Lord, because such an experience of 
bliss comes only by the grace of the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead. This is in contrast to the Mayavadis, who say that when 
one becomes self-realized, one becomes inactive. The reality is that 
after becoming self-realized, one actually begins to act blissfully as 
a servant of the Lord. Such action in Kr�I)a consciousness sustains 
real happiness, and that should be the desire of every intelligent 
person. 

TEXT 29 
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sarva-bhiitastham atmanam 
sarva-bhiitani catmani 

ik$ate yoga-yuktatma 
sarvatra sama-darsana]J 

TRANSLATION 

Such a yogi observes Me in all beings and sees every being 
in Me. In this way, such a self-realized soul sees Me equally present 
everywhere. 
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PURPORT 

Lord Kp�i:ia, as Supersoul, resides in everyone's heart. The 
yogi who is advanced on the spiritual path sees all living entities on 
an equal level by seeing the Supersoul in their hearts. As it is stated 
in the l§opani�ad, sarva bhute$U catmanam tato na vijugupsate, 
"Anyone who sees the Supersoul in everyone's heart sees everyone 
equally, thus there is no hatred in that person."  But only those who 
use their intelligence to systematically practice spiritual life are able 
to come to this platform. The individual soul uses the body in either 
material or spiritual ways, all of which are observed by the Supersoul. 
When one becomes qualified by the practice of Kr�i:ia consciousness, 
then one can see the Supersoul in the heart of all beings . This 
qualification comes from following the path of perfection with 
resolute intelligence. As it is stated in the Kathopani�ad, madhye 
vamanam asinam visve deva upasate, "When one follows the 
spiritual path of worshipping the Supreme Lord, as is followed by 
the demigods in heaven, one can see the Supersoul seated in the 
hearts of all living entities ." Those whose intelligence is flickering 
and is many-branched are unable to practice the spiritual path 
perfectly, thus they do not possess spiritual vision. The qualified 
devotees maintain a careful watch on their mind to protect their 
advancement on the path of Yoga. As Vasi�tha Muni says: 

dvau kramau citta-nasasya yogo jii.anam ca raghava 

yogo vrtti-nirodho hi jii.anam samyag avek$al)am 

"O Lord Rama, there are two processes for controlling the 
mind. One is by practicing the path of mystic Yoga and the other is 
by following the path of knowledge. By the path of mystic Yoga, 
the action of the mind is kept away from matter, and by the path of 
knowledge, the function of the mind is carefully guarded." 

TEXT 30 
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yo mam pasyati sarvatra 
sarvam ca mayi pa§yati 

tasyaham na pral).asyami 
sa ca me na pral).asyati 

TRANSLATION 

6-30 

For one who sees Me everywhere and sees everything in 
Me, I am never lost, nor is such a person ever lost to Me. 

PURPORT 

In every part of this great scripture, Lord Kp�IJ.a is said to be 
the object of everyone's worship. As Lord Kf$IJ.a is the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead and the Supersoul of every entity, He should 
be worshiped by everyone for self-realization. Those who are self
realized see Lord Kf$IJ.a as the Supersoul in everyone's heart. How 
a devotee sees the Lord seated in everyone's heart as their Supersoul 
is stated in the Srimad Bhagavatam: 

yada tu sarva-bhute$u diirU$V agnim iva sthitam 
praticak$ita mam loko jahyat tarhy eva kasmalam 

"When illusion is truly removed from a person, that person 
sees Me (Lord Kf$IJ.a as Supersoul) in the heart of all beings, seated 
like fire situated inside wood." 

Such purified people know that everything comes from Lord 
Kf$IJ.a and that everyone is therefore a part of Him. In this way, 
they are thinking of Lord Kf$l)a and Lord Kr$IJ.a is always thinking 
of them. Lord Kr$IJ.a deals directly with such devotees to give them 
mercy. As Lord Kr$IJ.a Himself says in the Srimad Bhagavatam: 

sadhavo hrdayam mahyam 
sadhunam hrdayam tv aham 

mad anyat te na jananti 
naham tebhyo manag api 
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"The pure devotee is My actual heart and I am the actual 
heart of My pure devotee. My devotees do not know anything else 
besides Me and I do not know anyone else but them." 

Those who are dedicated to the service of the Lord are said 
to have mastered Vedic science because all the Vedic literatures 
culminate in service to the Lord. The dedicated devotees see Lord 
.Kr�JJ.a at every step because they are always thinking of how to please 
Him and the Lord is always thinking about how to take care of His 
dedicated devotees. They see everything in relation to Lord Kpma. 
However, those who have forgotten that they are His devotees, even 
though Lord Kp;;Q.a is right next to them as Supersoul, cannot see 
Him. As it is said in the Taittiriya Upanii;;ad, sa eva avidito na 
bhunakti, "Those who are ignorant of the truth neither perceive 
the Lord nor are able to enjoy Him." The devotees visualize the 
Lord at every step in their devotional service. As per the Srimad 
Bhagavatam (7. 17. 28) such devotees do not even care about their 
liberation, taking another birth, or going to hell or heaven. They 
only care about Kr�JJ.a. 

TEXT 31 
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sarva-bhfita-sthitariJ. yo mam 
bhajaty ekatvam asthital) 

sarvatha vartamiino 'pi 
sa yogi mayi vartate 

TRANSLATION 

The yogi who worships Me thinking that the Supersoul 
situated in the hearts of all living entities and I are one and the 
same, irrespective of his mode of living, always remains in Me in 
all circumstances. 
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PURPORT 

Those who faithfully worship Lord Kr�Q.a as the Supersoul 
seated in everyone's heart are situated in real knowledge. The 
Supersoul is the four-armed form that looks like the NarayaQ.a form 
and resides in the hearts of every living entity, holding a conch, disc, 
club, and lotus flower in His hands. Even though the worshippers 
may not be engaged directly in Lord Kr�Q.a's service, they are under 
His shelter because thinking of Lord Kr�Q.a and serving Him, though 
they appear to be different categories of worship, reap the same 
quality of the results. As it is stated in the Vi�Q.U Pural).a: 

eka eva paro vi$JJU}) sarva-vyiipi na samsayal) 
ai8varyiid rupam ekas ca suryavad vahudheyate 

"Lord Vi�Q.U (another name of Lord Kr�Q.a, sometimes Lord 
Kr�Q.a is called Lord Vi�Q.u) alone is undoubtedly beyond this 
creation, and He is seated in everyone's heart. Although His opulent 
form is one, He is seen in many forms, just as the sun, although one 
in the sky, is seen as many in unsteady water." 

Although there are many forms of the Lord by which He 
accepts a diversity of devotional services, He always remains one. 
He appears as per prayers and the desire of His pure devotees. 

TEXT 32 
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samam pasyati yo 'rjuna 
sukham vii yadi vii dul)kham 

sa yogi paramo matal) 

TRANSLATION 
0 Arjuna, one who regards all living entities like one's own 

self, and genuinely feels their pains and pleasures equal to one's 
own, is considered a perfect yogi. 
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PURPORT 

The nature of the materially conditioned people is that they 
like to engage in impious activities, yet wish to experience the results 
of pious activities. As it is stated in the Manu Smruti: 

pul)yasya phalam icchanti 

pul)yam na icchanti manaval;i 

na papa-phalam icchanti 

papam kurvanti yatnatal;i 

"The nature of the conditioned soul is that they desire the 
results of pious deeds but without doing any pious activities and do 
not desire to experience the results of impious activities even though 
they diligently engage in many categories of impious activities." 

In other words, materially conditioned people neither atone 
for their impious activities nor accept that they are impious. They 
only present themselves to everyone as if they are very pious people. 
In this connection the Pra§nopani:�;ad states, kim aham sadhu na 
karavam kim aham papa akaravam, "Why do I not act piously and 
do good to others and why do I engage in sinful deeds and act 
impiously?" When this question arises within the heart and mind of 
a person, one should immediately search out a pure devotee, 
accept him as a guide, and adopt the path of liberation. This 
is the way every human being should act in this world. Once one is 
on the path of liberation, the performance of Yoga requires keeping 
the mind under control so that the Lord can be served without 
hesitation. Otherwise, the knot-like doubts in the heart will keep 
the living entity in the cycle of repeated birth and death. Those who 
faithfully follow the path of Kp�l)a consciousness are helped by the 
Lord in the form of a scripturally authentic Spiritual Master. As it is 
stated in the Mal)c;iukya Upani�ad, yo veda nihita guhayam so 'vidya 
granthim vikirati iha somya, "The Personality of Godhead, who is 
hidden in the stanzas of the Vedas, gently removes all the knots of 
ignorance from the hearts of His devotees and makes them pure. " 
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Having received the mercy of the Lord, devotees do not desire 
anything unpleasant for others because they are non-envious by 
nature. They see the pleasure and pain of others as equal to their 
own pleasure and pain because they are the well-wishers of everyone. 

A Knn.ia-conscious devotee is the most advanced yogi because 
the main interest of a devotee is to elevate others to the path of 
Knm.a consciousness. As Srila Jiva Goswami states in the Bhakti 
Sandarbha, sadanugraho bhavan, "The Supreme Lord mercifully 
appears in this world in the form of a devotee who helps by guiding 
others to advance on the spiritual path." As the rivers give unlimited 
sweet water without discrimination and as the trees bear fruit for 
others without discrimination, so also the true devotees exist in this 
world to freely give others Kr�I.la  consciousness without 
discrimination. Such devotees are also called yogis and see the Lord 
as full of mercy, full of knowledge, and full of bliss. They know how 
to serve the Lord according to the Vedic injunctions. 

TEXT 33 
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arjuna uvaca 

yo 'yam yogas tvaya proktal;l 
samyena madhusiidana 

etasyaham na pasyami 
caiicalatvat sthitim sthiram 

TRANSLATION 

Arjuna said: 0 killer of the Madhu demon, the process of 
mysticism which You have summarized appears to me to be 
impractical, for the mind is restless and unsteady by nature. 
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PURPORT 

In this age, it is very difficult to accept the path of mystic
yoga, which focuses on rigidly controlling the mind. In the present 
scientific and technological age, almost everyone is trained to let 
the mind "run free." Objects of sense gratification are constantly 
being manufactured and advertised to keep the mind preoccupied 
with materialistic pursuits and away from God consciousness. 
Already, in the previous age, as Arjuna told, it was difficult to keep 
the mind equipoised in happiness and distress, then what to speak 
of the present days? Although controlling the mind in this age is 
not impossible, it requires great endeavor and divine blessings. Even 
those who philosophically understand that all living entities are equal 
and created by the One Supreme Father and that He is seated 
equally in everyone's heart find it virtually impossible to control the 
movements of the mind for long periods of time. Given this situation, 
Arjuna is asking Lord K:p�IJ.a about what should be done. 

TEXT 34 
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cancalam hi manal) kf$1).a 
pramathi balavad drc;lham 

tasyaham nigraham manye 
vayor iva suduskaram 

TRANSLATION 

0 �Q.a, by nature the mind is restless, turbulent, obstinate, 
and very strong. To subdue it, it appears to me, is as difficult as 

controlling the wind. 

PURPORT 

It is not possible to control the mind consistently by simply 
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negating the process of sense gratification, because subduing the 
mind is as difficult as controlling the wind in the open sky. As it is 
stated in the Kathopani�ad: 

atmanam rathinam viddhi, sariram ratham eva ca 
buddhim tu sarathim viddhi, mana}J pragraham eva ca 

indriyal)i hayan ahur, Vi$ayams te$U gocaran 
atmendriya mano yukto, bhokta itir ahu mani$il)a}J 

"Know that the greatly learned have said that the individual 
soul is the passenger in the chariot of the material body and the 
intelligence is its driver. The mind is the driving instrument and the 
senses are the horses that pursue the sense objects. Thus, using the 
mind, senses, and body, the passenger (the living entity) is said to 
be the one who experiences all the things. "  

The Srimad Bhagavatam also states: 
ahu}J sariram ratham indriyal)i 

hayan abhi$fin mana indriyesam 
vartmani matra abhi$al)am ca sutam 

sattvam brhad bandhuram Isa sr$tam 

"Transcendentalists who are advanced in knowledge compare 
the body, which is made by the order of the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead, to a chariot. The senses are like its horses; the mind, the 
master of the senses, is like the reins; the objects of the senses are 
the destinations; and intelligence is the chariot driver. In this way, 
the Supreme Lord made the mind the strongest factor to tie the 
living entity and keep it bound into this material world."  

The guidance of scriptures and the qualified Spiritual Master 
can help the intelligence to control the mind, but the word pramathi 
used in this text signifies that the mind is so strong that when it 
becomes agitated, it overpowers the intelligence. It is therefore 
likened to a chronic disease, which does not respond even when the 
proper medicine is taken. The word dglham used here also refers 
to the obstinate quality of the mind, which can be compared to a 
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strong piece of steel; it cannot be pierced by sharp but very thin, 
needle-like intelligence. The restless mind also cannot be controlled 
for long simply by practicing the Pral).ayama system of Yoga designed 
to control the incoming and outgoing breath of the body. 

TEXT 35 

� 
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sri bhagavan uvaca 

asamsayam mahabaho 
mano durnigraham calam 

abhyasena tu kaunteya 
vairagyel)a ca grhyate 

TRANSLATION 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead said: 0 mighty-armed 
son of Kunti, although it is undoubtedly difficult to control the 
restless mind, it is subdued by constant practice and detachment. 

PURPORT 

Relevant inquiries bring forth perfect answers . When the 
Spiritual Master is qualified by the Vedic scriptures and the student 
is genuinely serious about advancing in spiritual life, the atmosphere 
is primed for success. This is illustrated here by Lord Kr�l).a's response 
to Arjuna's doubts about controlling the mind. The word abhyasena 
used in this text signifies that by continuous practice of the spiritual 
path under the guidance of an authentic Spiritual Master, one can 
bring even the most difficult of flickering minds under control, just 
as continuous doses of medicine given under the guidance of an 
authentic and licensed doctor can cure a chronic disease. This is 
confirmed in the Patafijali Yogasiitra, abhyasa vairagyabhyam tan 
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nirodhal), "By continuously practicing spiritual life and keeping the 
mind detached from the sense objects, one can control it." Practicing 
any category of spiritual life without material detachment is likened 
to a beautiful female who is wearing jewels and ornaments but 
wearing no clothes .  Detachment from material affinities is a 
necessary factor to practice yoga or spiritual life. 

The word mahiibiiho used in the text indicates that Arjuna 
is such a powerful warrior that he even defeated Lord Siva in battle 
and obtained a strong weapon, Pasupatastra, from him. Lord Kp�Q.a 
is suggesting to Arjuna here to defeat his mind, with the weapon of 
Yoga. Lord Kp;Q.a then addresses Arjuna as kaunteya to make him 
fearless by recalling that he is Kr�Q.a's devotee, relative, and a friend, 
thereby reassuring Arjuna that he is protected by Him (Lord Kr�IJ.a) 
in every circumstance, in all places and for all time. 

TEXT 36 
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asari:J.yatatmanii yogo 
du$prapa iti me matil) 

vasyiitmanii tu yatata 
sakyo 'viiptum upayatal) 

TRANSLATION 

For one whose mind is uncontrolled, becoming self-realized 
is very difficult. However, for one who has controlled the mind 
and endeavors by correct means, success is attainable. That is 
My determination. 

PURPORT 

Whether one is academically qualified or is not so educated, 
if one is averse to listening to the Vedic instructions from a bona-
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fide authority or keeps bad company, one is not considered to be 
serious about practicing Yoga. If their senses are not controlled, they 
cannot practice Yoga even if they know they have to please the 
Lord. Their achieving spiritual success by practicing great austerities 
and ritualistic ceremonies may not fructify. It is due to their prior 
misdeeds that they remain disqualified from spiritual practice in this 
lifetime. They have to wait for divine blessings to be spiritually 
successful. The question then arises ,  who can perform Yoga 
successfully? The answer is: Those who are able to control their 
mind due to their continuous practice of austerities, who are free 
from sense gratification, who are dedicated and able to follow Vedic 
instructions properly, and whose hearts are purified become 
successful in performing Yoga. The word tu used in this text is 
very significant here because it emphasizes the power of 
unsuccessful Yoga when the senses are not controlled. The nature 
of the soul is to act, but if one does not take guidance from the 
Vedic scriptures, one tends to act improperly and become degraded. 
Therefore, in order to be successful and attain one's goal, one should 
act enthusiastically under the guidance of a perfect Spiritual Master. 
As it is stated in the Padma Pural)a: 

avyutpanna mana}J yavad bhavan ajiiata tatpadal) 
guru sastra pramfil).ais tvam niII)itam tavad acara 

"As long as one's mind is filled with ignorance, one cannot 
realize the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Therefore, one should 
follow the scriptural instructions and its standards under the guidance 
of a perfect Spiritual Master in order to achieve spiritual success ." 

TEXT 37 
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arjuna uvaca 

ayati]J. sraddhayopeto 
yogac calita-manasa]J. 

aprapya yoga-sarilsiddhiril 
karil gatiril kr$IJa gacchati 

TRANSLATION 

6-38 

Arjuna said: 0 Kn1,1a, what is the destination of an 
unsuccessful yogi, who in the beginning took to the spiritual path 
with faith, but due to an unsteady mind deviated from the path 
and failed to attain the highest perfection in mysticism? 

PURPORT 

Lord Kr�IJ.a, after explaining to Arjuna how to perform 
successful Yoga for self-realization, is asked about the destination 
of a yogi whose mind, due to a lack of detachment from material 
affairs, becomes attracted again to sense gratification. In other words, 
Arjuna wants to know the result of a person who faithfully followed 
the yogic path in the beginning but fell down from the decided path. 
Arjuna also wants Lord Kr�IJ.a's decision in regard to the best path 
for self-realization. There are three categories of transcendental 
paths that Lord Kr�IJ.a had discussed previously; namely Jflanayoga, 
A�tailgayoga, and Bhaktiyoga. Lord Kr�IJ.a later reveals that 
Bhaktiyoga is the safest and most direct path for self-realization, 
especially in this age of Kaliyuga, when everyone is short-lived and 
misguided. 

TEXT 38 
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kaccin-nobhaya-vibhra$tas 
chinnabhram iva nasyati 
aprati$tho mahabaho 

vimiit;lho brahmal)ai) pathi 
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TRANSLATION 

0 mighty-armed �i;ia, does not such a person, by deviating 
from the path of transcendence, perish from both sides like a 
dispersed cloud with no position in any sphere? 

PURPORT 

The souls greatly advanced in Kr�i:ia consciousness can remedy 
the ills of everyone by removing their ignorance so that they may 
be liberated. Here, Arjuna is inquiring about the position of those 
who perform spiritual acts with faith for some time, but later deviate 
and become engaged again in material affairs. Arjuna wants to know 
if such people lose their acquired spiritual benefits. Every person is 
a part of Lord Kr�i:ia, and has a natural potential to become Kr�i:ia 
conscious. However, due to habitual nature of material attachment, 
one can become diverted from the spiritual path, like a piece of 
cloud that broke away from its cluster. Such a cloud gets carried 
away by the wind and becomes a nonentity in the vast sky. With this 
simile, Arjuna is inquiring about the destiny of the spiritualist who 
deviates from the path of Kr�i:ia consciousness and becomes carried 
away by the powerful wind of Maya. When a living entity takes to 
the spiritual path with insufficient detachment from matter, their 
material desires eventually cause them to fall away from the spiritual 
path and re-engage in sense gratification. They may even lose the 
taste for ritualistic ceremonies to reach heaven. Hence, Arjuna is 
asking Kr�i:ia if such a person becomes bereft of both liberation and 
the heavenly atmosphere or if there is some solution. 

TEXT 39 
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etan me samsayam kf$1).a 
chettum arhasy ase$ata]J. 

tvad-anya]J. sam§ayasyasya 
chetta na hy upapadyate 
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TRANSLATION 

0 Kllt;1.a, this is my doubt, and I request You to dispel it 
completely. Certainly there is no one but You who is capable of 
removing this doubt. 

PURPORT 

For those who desire to follow the spiritual path properly, Lord 
Kr�Q.a, as their Supersoul from within, manifests Himself as the 
Spiritual Master in person and removes all their spiritual doubts. In 
other words, a scripturally authentic Spiritual Master is an external 
manifestation of one's Supersoul, who resides in the heart. When 
the Supersoul wants to augment His inner guidance, He manifests 
as a Spiritual Master to personally give instructions to the 
conditioned soul. Thus the Spiritual Master is the via-media of Lord 
Kr�JJ.a. This quality of Spiritual Master is he who is authorized by 
the ancient Vedic scriptures and not otherwise. He is honored as 
much as Lord Kr�JJ.a. Lord Kr�JJ.a compiled all the scriptures, and 
therefore He is the original Guru, and later, every Guru repeats His 
words. Hence, the words tvad anya used in this text indicate no one 
else but Lord Kr�JJ.a and His authorized representative, the Spiritual 
Master, can remove spiritual doubts. Neither the demigods nor the 
sages are authorized to remove such doubts of a disciple. Arjuna 
understands that only his Guru, Lord Kr�JJ.a, can remove his doubts. 
He fully knows the past, present, and future; He is the most merciful 
by nature; He is the best friend of all living entities; and He is the 
right person to ask from, because He knows the destination of all. 

TEXT 40 
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sri bhagaviin uvaca 

partha naiveha namutra 
vinasas tasya vidyate 

na hi kalycll;Ja-krt kascid 
durgatiril tata gacchati 

TRANSLATION 

325 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead said: 0 son of Prthi, 
there is no misfortune for an unsuccessful yogi in this life or in 
the next. Anyone who performs auspicious activities, 0 dear 
disciple, does not become degraded. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kr�IJ.a clarifies in the following four verses the position 
of one who practices Kr�IJ.a consciousness but does not reach 
perfection. According to the Lord, even if a devotee deviates from 
Kr�IJ.a consciousness, that devotee does not suffer the humiliation 
of having to go to hell. The process of Kr�IJ.a consciousness is so 
perfect and powerful that even the result of very little practice of 
spiritual life is never lost. Nevertheless, one still has to go through 
pains of taking another birth to perfect their spiritual life to be able 
to go back to Godhead. 

Here, the word tata, meaning "son" or "disciple," is used by 
Lord Kr�IJ.a for Arjuna, acknowledging that as a spirit soul, Arjuna 
is a child of Him. As it is stated in the Sarvabhauma Dharma, tanoty 
atmiinaril putra rupel)a, "The soul is like the son of the Lord." Arjuna 
is also a disciple of Lord Kr�IJ.a, and in Vedic society, as the Niti 
Sastra states, tasmat putraril ca si�yaril ca, "The disciple and son 
have an equal position."  

TEXT 41 
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prapya pwJya-krtam Jokiin 
U$itvii §a§vati}) Samii}) 

§uciniim srimatiim gehe 
yoga-bhra$to 'bhijayate 

TRANSLATION 

6-42 

The unsuccessful yogi, after enjoying for many years on 
the planets where the pious go, again takes birth in this world in 
a house of a virtuous and prosperous aristocratic family. 

PURPORT 

One must always be very careful while practicing spiritual life 
or else one will fall back into Maya and thus experience the ocean 
of birth and death. One should therefore seek out a superior 
authority who can safely guide one across the material ocean. When 
one no longer has any material desires and is perfected on the yogic 
path, liberation is at hand. 

Both liberation and sense gratification are available from 
the spiritual path. Those who have fallen from the spiritual path 
reach the heavenly planets ,  where the successful demigod 
worshippers go. There , they enjoy a long duration of sense 
gratification. However, after enjoying the heavenly pleasures, they 
again take birth, in a pious and rich person's house, where spiritual 
life can be easily renewed. Unfortunately, taking another birth means 
going through many worldly problems. Therefore, it is best to strive 
for perfection in one lifetime. There are some successful yogi sages 
like Saubhari and Kardama Muni who desired pleasures and enjoyed 
them and also obtained liberation. 

TEXT 42 
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athava yoginam eva 
kule bhavati dhimatam 

etadd hi durlabhataram 
Joke janma yad idrsam 

TRANSLATION 

327 

Or else he takes birth in a dynasty of learned 
transcendentalists who are certainly very wise. Indeed, taking such 
a birth is very rare in this world. 

PURPORT 

There are two categories of yogis who fall from the spiritual 
path. The destination of those who fall from an immature stage of 
spiritual life was explained in the previous verse. Now Lord Kr�IJ.a 
explains about the spiritualist who falls from a very mature stage of 
spiritual life. Such a spiritualist does not go to heaven to enjoy sense 
gratification, but instead takes birth in the house of a greatly learned 
and spiritually wise BrahmaQ.a dynasty which has a generations old 
tradition functioning as Acharyas. 

Our Gurii., Sri:Ia Prabhupada, was born in a pure Vai�Q.ava 
family, whereas our case is specifically different because our ancestral 
lineage was Acharyas and we were born and raised in Sri Vrindaban 
Dham into a Srotriya BrahmaQ.a Vai�Q.ava family. Those born and 
raised in Vrindaban are called the Vrajavasis and the Vrajavasis , 
according to the Vrindaban Mahimamrtam of Prabodhananda 
Saraswati, are said to be the Gurus of the perfected beings, 
avinasinam guriib vrajavasi, "The Vrajavasi is the Guru of the 
perfected beings."  We have already explained about what srotriya 
means in our previous purports. Taking such a birth is very rare in 
this world. The position of this category of fallen yogi is not the 
same as Sage Saubhari or Kardama Muni because they did not take 
another birth to fulfill their desires. 

The rule of pure households is that the child learns to practice 
Kr�IJ.a consciousness from the very beginning of his life. Such a 
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favorable birth therefore greatly increases the chances for going back 
to Godhead. Fortunately, our Spiritual Master, His Divine Grace 
Srila Prabhupada, his Spiritual Master Siddhanta Saraswati, and our 
humble self, had this rare opportunity of taking birth in pure families. 
By the grace of the Lord we were trained in devotional service 
from the very beginning of our lives. Later, we met and became 
connected to the unbroken chain of disciplic succession by the 
arrangement of the Supreme Lord. 

TEXT 43 
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tatra tam buddhi-samyogam 
Jabhate paurva-dehikam 

yatate ca tato bhiiyal) 
samsiddhau kuru-nandana 

TRANSLATION 

0 son of the Kuru dynasty, after taking such a birth, that 
yogi obtains the previously acquired transcendental knowledge 
as his natural disposition, and endeavors again from the point 
where he had left off previously, for achieving complete success. 

PURPORT 

For those who must take birth again, the most fortunate 
position is to take birth in a home of an advanced spiritualist. In 
such homes there is a great fortune to be able to begin their spiritual 
life from birth and quickly reach the point where they had left off in 
their previous life. As Vasi�tha Muni states: 

tatal) sukrta sambhare du$krte ca pura-krte 
bhoga k$ayat parik$il)e jayante yogino bhuvi 

sucinam srimatam gehe gupte gul)avatam satam 
janitva yogam evaite sevante yoga vasital) 
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"While preparing for success in spiritual life, due to some past 
misdeeds, some yogis fall down. As per their maturity in yogic 
performances, they reach heaven to enjoy their acquired merits and 
then take birth in an aristocratic pious house. But those who fall 
after a very matured stage of spirituality take their birth in the house 
of a very pure learned BrahmaQ.a who is impregnated with many 
perfect qualities. Thus, they steadily practice their spiritual life from 
the very beginning and make rapid advancement and go back to 
Godhead." 

Though it is more difficult to practice spiritual life while being 
rich, such opportunity still rewards a benediction to donate wealth 
for Lord Kr�Q.a's cause to a real devotee ,  thereby spiritually 
advancing the donator. But those yogis who fall from a very advanced 
status take birth in an Acharya's house where they naturally become 
inclined to adhere to the spiritual path from their very birth. Their 
qualities, activities, standards, consciousness, and attachment to the 
transcendental process are that of a pure devotee. Such people never 
forget Lord Kr�Q.a, even for a moment. and are very rare in this 
world. 

TEXT 44 
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piirvabhyasena tenaiva 
hriyate hy ava8o 'pi sal) 

jijnasur api yogasya 
sabda-brahmativartate 

TRANSLATION 

Instinctively, by virtue of the transcendental consciousness 
carried over from his previous life, he automatically becomes 
attracted to spiritual life, even without seeking for it. In his quest 
for Yoga, such a person remains above the ritualistic principles 
of the Vedas. 
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PURPORT 

Whatever unvirtuous actions such a yogi performed in his 
previous life stand as an obstacle on the path of spiritual progress in 
this life. However, due to his prolonged spiritual practice, the merciful 
Lord removes that obstacle and re-engages him in spiritual practice 
from the point where he had left off in his previous life. His favorable 
attitude toward spiritual life acts as a benediction, thus he makes 
rapid advancement in his spiritual practice. Others, too, like those 
who are new to the spiritual path, those who are just experimenting 
with it, those who do not have much faith in it but are following the 
path anyway, or those who seriously desire liberation, are all 
benefited by such a devotee's association, execution of devotional 
service, and the chanting of Lord Kr�JJ.a's holy names. Anyone who 
chants Kr�JJ.a's names becomes benefitted. As it is stated in the 
Srimad Bhi.igavatam: 

siinketyam parihiisyam vii stobham helanam eva vii 
vaikuJ;ltha niima graha.t;lam ase$iigha haram vidul) 

"Greatly learned scholars of the scriptures have accepted that 
anyone who chants the Holy Name of Lord Kr�JJ.a becomes free 
from unlimited sins. Even if one repeats the Lord's names indirectly 
by indicating something else, repeats thinking that chanting is a joke, 
sings them melodiously along with musical instruments, or even 
chants neglectfully, they all obtain benefit." 

TEXT 45 
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TRANSLATION 

In this way, while endeavoring sincerely to make full 
progress, the yogi, having washed away all impurities, due to very 
many births of spiritual practice, attains the supreme liberation. 

PURPORT 

The Lord makes it clear here that there is no place for 
discouragement on the spiritual path. If a practicing spiritualist falls 
down before attaining perfection, they are awarded another chance 
to perfect their spiritual life by starting from where they had left off. 
This means taking another human birth is the minimum guarantee 
on the spiritual path. There is no path besides Kr�Q.a consciousness 
which can make such a claim. Kr�Q.a consciousness is the Lord's 
benediction to this world and should be embraced by all intelligent 
people. Even though it takes very many births to reach perfection 
and see the Lord face-to-face, it should be embraced wholeheartedly 
by everyone. As Kardama Muni states in the Srimad Bhagavatam: 

bahu-janma vipakvena samyag yoga samadhina 

dra$tum yatante yatayal;l sunyagare$U yat padam 

"Yogis who practice yoga in a secluded place for many births, 
after reaching a matured stage of yoga and experiencing a pure stage 
of trance , are able to behold the Lotus Feet of the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead. " 

Following Bhaktiyoga is even better because one can reach 
perfection within a short practice of one lifetime. However, if 
someone falls down due to bad association, there is no loss, because 
one is given the chance to start again from where they had left off. 
The word tu in this text refers to the two types of yogis: one that 
falls down and takes more than one birth to reach perfection, and 
the other who is determined to achieve perfection in one lifetime. 
Since it is possible to achieve perfection within one lifetime, why 
then extend the hardships to many births? 
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Those who are wise carefully follow the scriptural injunctions 
along with the instructions of their authentic Spiritual Master, and 
remain in the association of real devotees to minimize their duration 
of existence in this world. Sincerely following one's pure Guru, one 
eventually sees Lord Kp;;Q.a face-to-face. 

TEXT 46 
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tapasvibhyo 'dhiko yogi 
jii.anibhyo 'pi mato 'dhikal;l 

karmibhyas cadhiko yogi 
tasmad yogi bhavarjuna 

TRANSLATION 

A yogi is considered better than ascetics, better than 
empiricists, and better than fruitive workers. Therefore, 0 Arjuna, 
in all circumstances be a yogi. 

PURPORT 

The word "yogi" in this chapter indicates real devotees and 
not meditating yogis because they are addressed here by the word 
tapasvi meaning an ascetic who meditates or performs mysticism. A 
comparison made by Lord Kr�Q.a proves that devotees are the 
topmost of all kinds of yogis because a devotee constantly thinks of 
how to please Lord Kr�Q.a, the Supreme Personality of Godhead. 
The empiric philosophers and the mystic yogis are better than fruitive 
workers because the sole interest of fruitive workers is to perform 
ritualistic ceremonies of the Vedas. Therefore, Lord Kr�Q.a refers to 
the fruitive workers as the least advanced by using the word 
karmibhyal;l. Thus, the conclusive advice for a civilized human being 
is to become a serious devotee of Lord Kr�Q.a and make their life 
successful. 
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TEXT 47 
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yoginam api sarve$iilil 
mad-ga tenantaratmana 

sraddhavan bhajate yo mam 
sa me yuktatamo matal) 

TRANSLATION 

333 

Among all types of yogis, one who is fully absorbed in Me 
with faith and worships Me with transcendental loving service is 
most intimately united with Me and I consider that yogi to be the 
highest of all. 

PURPORT 

Of the different types of yogis, the yogis who constantly serve 
Lord Kpma; the source of the whole creation, maintenance and 
annihilation, who wears golden garments, a peacock feather in His 
crown, who has reddish eyes, wears a garland of forest flowers, who 
appears in many incarnations, and performs many pastimes to please 
His devotees; are considered to be the best. This category of yogis 
is called the devotees. Such devotees faithfully hear the scriptural 
accounts about the glories and beauties of Lord K�Q.a and constantly 
serve Him as His loyal servant. Lord Kr�Q.a refers to such devotees 
with the word yuktatama, the highest of all spiritualists. Such 
devotees do not desire anything else other than pleasing Lord Kr�Q.a, 
whereas the Karmayogis desire to reach heaven to enjoy pleasures 
there. 

The Jflanayogis desire to merge in the impersonal Brahman, 
and the Dhyanayogis desire to obtain mystic powers to attract 
people. In other words, these people are preoccupied with their 
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personal achievements and advancement. As it is stated in the 
Srimad Bhagavatam: 

muktanam api siddhanaril narayal)a parayal)ai) 
sudurlabhal) prasantatma koti$V api mahamune 

"O great sage, out of many millions of spiritualists who are 
liberated and out of many millions of yogis who have achieved mystic 
perfection, it is extremely rare to find a real devotee who is truly 
peaceful and exclusively devoted to Lord Kr�Qa. "  

The word bhajate used in this text comes from the root word 
bhaja and it can only refer to the transcendental devotional service 
to Lord Kr�Qa and nothing else. The word Bhakti also came from 
the root word bhaja and indicates the same meaning as well. Service 
to the demigods cannot be called Bhakti because demigod worship 
cannot be unalloyed. Bhakti indicates unalloyed service to Lord 
Kr�Qa only. Therefore those who worship the demigods are not called 
devotees. As the Vyakaral).a Sastra states: 

bhaja ity e$a dhatu]J sevayam parikirtita]J 
tasmat seva budhail) prokta bhakti sabdena bhuyasi 

"The root word bhaja signifies service to the Supreme Lord; 
therefore the greatly learned saints have named this service process 
'Bhaktiyoga,' or the culmination of all spiritual paths. "  

The reason Bhaktiyoga i s  the culmination of  all spiritual 
paths is stated in the Gopala Uttaratapani Upani�ad thus, 
saccidanandaika rase bhaktiyoge ti$fhati, "The Supreme Personality 
of Godhead, who is eternal and full of knowledge and bliss, can 
only be pleased by Bhaktiyoga, or execution of devotional service."  
Moreover, Bhakti means performance of unmotivated and 
uninterrupted devotional service, such as doing bhajana or chanting 
the holy names of Lord Kr�Qa in a humble mood on japa beads. 
Bhakti is not speculative; it must be based on scriptural evidence 
and the teachings of a perfect devotee of the Lord. Bhakti is the 
only means to understand transcendental knowledge; its source is 
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the Absolute Truth, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, Lord Sri 
Kr�IJ.a. When a devotee performs devotional service for the Lord 
under the guidance of a perfect Spiritual Master, the shackles of 
material life are gradually removed. Therefore, following the right 
spiritual source is especially important for achievement of spiritual 
perfection. As it is stated in the Svetasvatara Upani�ad: 

yasya deve para bhaktir yatha deve tatha gurau 
tasyai te kathita hy artha]J prakasante mahatmana]J 

"Only unto those great souls who have unflinching faith and 
devotion to the Supreme Lord and the same quality of devotion to 
the Spiritual Master, do all the secrets of Vedic knowledge become 
automatically revealed unto their heart." 

In this topmost of all the scriptures, the historical reference 
was described in the first chapter. In the second, third, and fourth 
chapters, desireless action was explained, and in the fifth chapter, 
knowledge of renunciation. In this sixth chapter, the process of Yoga 
was explained. In this way, the first batch of six chapters of the Srimad 
Bhagavad Gita define work performed in Kr�IJ.a consciousness. 

Thus ends the Vrajavasi Purports to the Sixth Chapter of the 
Srimad Bhagavad Gita in the matter of Yoga Meditation. 

Harl Om Tat Sat 





CHAPTER SEVEN 

Knowledge of the Absolute 

TEXT 1 

� 
+i�l�m+i-11: qi-� � :gs<it��I�: I 

� � lt1' �� *11B<IRI � m 1 1  

sri bhagavan uvaca 

mayy-asakta-mana/.1 partha 
yogam yuiijan madasraya/.1 

asamsayam samagram mam 
yatha jiiasyasl tacchri.m 

TRANSLATION 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead said: 0 son of Prtha, 
listen, how by following the spiritual path with mind 
attached to Me, and by taking refuge in Me, you will know Me 
completely without any doubt. 
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PURPORT 

In the previous set of six chapters of the Gita, Lord Kp;;i;ia 
described the position of the living entity and the process for 
purifying the hearts of those who hope to engage in Kr$1,1.a conscious 
activities through empirical knowledge and mystic-yoga. In the 
present set of six chapters, Lord Kf$1,l.a explains the results obtained 
by those who perform mixed devotional service, like service tinged 
with fruitive action (Karma) , or empirical knowledge (J:nana) . He 
also explains in these chapters the destination of those who perform 
pure devotional service unto Him. If devotional service is mixed 
with Karma or Jfi.ana, the performer of such service must gradually 
reach the platform of Suddha-Bhakti (pure devotional service) to 
become qualified to enter into the same abode as the Lord. Upon 
reaching the topmost platform of pure devotional service , the 
devotee achieves the highest result. As it is stated in the Srimad 
Bhagavatam: 

yat karmabhir yat tapasii jiiiina vairiigyatas ca yat 
yogena diina dharme]J.a sreyobhir itarair api 

sarvam bhakti-yogena mad-bhakto Jabhate }iijasii 
svargiipavargam mad-dhiima kathaiicid yadi viiiichati 

"Whatever result is received by performing fruitive activities, 
performing austerit ies ,  acquiring knowledge ,  by practicing 
detachment from materialism, performing mystic yoga, giving 
charity, performing religious duties, by other auspicious processes; 
or whatever My devotee desires, including all earthly and heavenly 
pleasures, liberation, residence in My own abode, or any other goal, 
can easily be attained by My devotees through performing sincere 
devotional service with full dedication."  

Devotional service i s  fully independent of  all other spiritual 
processes and can be easily performed, but one has to be very 
fortunate to perform it, because it is very difficult to obtain. As it is 
stated in the Padyavali: 
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kr�l).a-bhakti rasa-bhavita mati}J 

kriyatam yadi kuto 'pi labhyate 

tatra laulyam api miilyam ekalari:J. 

janma-koti-sukrtibhir na labhyate 

339 

"Even after performing many categories of pious activities 
for hundreds and thousands of previous lives, one cannot obtain 
the pure feeling in the heart to wholeheartedly execute devotional 
service to Lord Kr�J:.la. But one can achieve it at the cost of intense 
greed to have it, which comes from the blessings of the merits of 
millions of previous births. If one is fortunate enough to obtain 
devotional service, then one will even purchase it without delay, if it 
is not available free of cost. " 

Those who reach the platform of Bhaktiyoga are therefore 
the most fortunate . According to the Svetasvatara Upani�ad, tam 
eva viditvati mrtyumeti, "Those who execute devotional service 
come to know the Lord, and after knowing Him, one goes beyond 
death." To know Lord Sri Kr�J:.la quickly means one has to come to 
the platform of pure devotional service . One does not achieve 
freedom from birth and death just by knowing the nature of matter 
and/or spirit. Only when the Lord Himself is sufficiently pleased 
does one came to knows Him As He Is. 

It is difficult to understand Lord Kr�J:.la quickly because He 
and His devotional service are beyond the three modes of material 
nature, whereas besides Bhakti all other spiritual processes are in 
the mode of goodness. Just as the taste of sugar candy can only be 
received by the tongue and not by the eyes, ears, or nose, similarly, 
the taste of transcendental ecstasy and realizations of God can only 
be experienced by a dedicated devotee. The Lord Himself states in 
the concluding chapter (18.55) that He can only be understood as 
He is through Bhaktiyoga. This does not preclude the path of 
knowledge (Jiianayoga) and the path of mysticism (Dhyanayoga) , 
which can also end in liberation because they culminate in Bhakti 
(devotional service) .  
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Whether one is learned or illiterate, if one regularly performs 
Bhakti, they achieve the perfection of life, just as a person with 
jaundice regains their original sense of taste and health by regularly 
sucking sugar candy. As it is stated in the Amarako!;ia Dictionary, 
matsyal)<;/akani te khal)<;/a-vikare sarkara site, "Just as regular usage 
of sugar candy, even though it is a transformation of sugarcane juice, 
cures jaundice, similarly regular performance of devotional service, 
which is performed by the material body, brings one to their original 
state in the spiritual world." As stated by Uddhava in the Srimad 
Bhagavatam: 

nanv isvaro 'na bhajato 'vidU$O 'pi sak$iiC
chreyas tanoty agadaraj ivopayuktab 

"It is true that the Supreme Personality of Godhead Lord 
Kf!;iQ.a rewards perfection and then liberation ev�n to those who do 
not understand the science of the self or the Supreme Self but 
regularly perform devotional service to Him with full faith, just as 
even if a person unknowingly drinks nectar, they nevertheless obtain 
the greatest benefit of becoming immortal. "  

The Mok!;ia Dharma states the following: 

ya vai sadhana sampattib puru$8rtha catu$faye 
taya vina yad apnoti naro narayal)asrayal) 

"Whatever process one adopts to achieve the four principal 
objects of ordinary human life , namely religiosity, economic 
development, sense gratification, and liberation, is achieved without 
delay by a devotee without much difficulty only by taking shelter at 
the lotus feet of Lord Kr$Q.a, the source of Lord NarayaQ.a." 

Moreover, the Srimad Bhagavatam states, yan nama sakrc 
chraval)at pukkaso 'pi vimucyate samsarat, "Just by hearing the Holy 
Name of Lord Krsna with complete faith, even chaQ.c;lalas, people 
born in outcaste families, become freed from material existence."  

How wonderful and lucky are those who already have adopted 
Bhakti and serve Lord Kr!;iQ.a with great faith, take guidance of a 
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scripturally authentic Spiritual Master, and thus become eligible to 
receive the mercy of the Lord ! All the spiritual qualities 
automatically become manifested in them, just as the whole body 
automatically becomes satisfied and rejuvenated by eating 
sumptuous food. As it is stated in the Srimad Bhagavatam: 

bhakti paresiinubhavo viraktir 

anyatra cai$a trika eka kiila]J 

prapadyamiinasya yathasnata]J syus 

tu$ti1J pu$ti1J k$udhapiiyo 'nughiisam 

"Just as a person eating sumptuously begins experiencing 
pleasure, strength, and freedom from hunger simultaneously from 
each bite, similarly, anyone who practices devotional service to Lord 
Kr�1.1a and chants His holy names instantly starts feeling love of 
Godhead, experiences Him subtly, develops realizations of Him, 
and begins developing detachment from worldly things 
simultaneously." 

In order to become fully satisfied by eating, one must eat 
sufficiently. However, in spiritual life , one can experience 
transcendental bliss from the very beginning of the execution of 
devotional service-one simply has to have unflinching faith in it. 
For example, when a devotee serves Lord Kr�1.1a by thinking of His 
beautiful form, the devotee experiences spiritual ecstasy. To 
experience sustained spiritual ecstasy it requires that one practice 
continuous devotional service, as one requires more than a morsel 
of ,food to remove one 's hunger. A devotee gradually becomes 
attached and fully devoted to Lord Kr�1.1a by experiencing 
transcendental pleasure at each step along the way. The words 
asamsayam and samagram used in this text signify that all the doubts 
seated in the heart of a devotee become vanquished. On the other 
hand, the doubts remain in the hearts of impersonalists and the 
yogis because they remain devoid of Bhakti. Doubts also remain in 
the hearts of those who execute devotional service without faith. 
The reason is that Lord Kr�1.1a Himself takes charge of removing 
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the doubts from the hearts of His sincere devotees. As Lord Kr�:r:ia 
spoke to King Satyavrata in the Srimad Bhagavatam, madiyam 
mahimanam ca param brahmeti sabditam vetsyasy anugrhitam me, 
"Only by My blessings do My true glories which are known as Param 
Brahman manifest within the heart, and thus the devotee comes to 
know everything about Me. "  

On the other hand, the practice of the impersonal path does 
not deliver full realization of the Lord like the beautiful personal 
forms of His, such as Lord Govinda, or the Syamasundara form; 
which award perfect pleasure to the devotees. A devotee becomes 
enamored by glancing at Lord Kr�:r:ia's beautiful forms. Therefore, 
everyone should try to endeavor to become an unalloyed devotee 
of Lord Kr�:r:ia by performing devotional service to Him under the 
guidance of a scripturally authorized Spiritual Master. In this way, 
the perfection of life is easily and definitely achieved. 

TEXT 2 

� -a-st �M"#11"1fit4 €1�1R1t;(Jt:ta= 
4�1?11 � �S"4�1dQl+M��d 1 1 �1 1 

jii.anam te 'ham savijii.anam 
idam vak$yamy a8e$atal). 

yaj-jii.atva neha bhuyo 'nyaj 
jii.atavyam ava8i$yate 

TRANSLATION 
I shall now explain to you the phenomenal knowledge along 

with divine knowledge in full, by knowing which there shall remain 
nothing more to be known. 

PURPORT 

Having already received knowledge of His external potency 
,(th� phenomenal creation) , a devotee gradually becomes attached 
�Q the,. devotional service of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, 
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Lord Kr�lJ.a. After this, the understanding of the Lord's internal 
potency (love of Godhead) , comes to the devotee. To fully know 
both Lord Kr�lJ.a and His internal potency means there is nothing 
more that remains for a devotee to know in this world. The Mul)<;laka 
Upani�ad states, yasmin vijnate sarvam eva vijnataril bhavati. "Lord 
Kr�Q.a is the source of everything; when one comes to know Him, 
everything else automatically becomes known. "  This means 
knowledge of the impersonal feature of the Lord is also included in 
knowledge of Kr�lJ.a, as is confirmed by the Chaitanya Mafljiin�a, 
prema pumartho mahan, "The greatest achievement in life is to 
obtain love of Godhead." But knowledge of Lord Kr�lJ.a is not 
included in knowledge of the impersonal feature. One may know 
everything of this world, but if they do not know Lord Kr�lJ.a, this 
means they do not know anything. 

TEXT 3 

itjt4101i � �t14dkt � I 

4ddlitM N'#l"ii �;qi � �= 1 1  

manu$yiil)iiril sahasre$U 
kascid yatati siddhaye 

yatatam api siddhanam 
kascin maril vetti tattvatal;l 

TRANSLATION 

Out of many thousands of people, scarcely one strives for 
perfection, and of those endeavoring people who have achieved 
perfection, hardly one knows Me in truth. 

PURPORT 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead is unlimited and His 
knowledge is also unlimited. Therefore He can only be understood 
by His blessings. There are unlimited living entities categorized in 
8,400,000 species, among which the human birth is counted as very 
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rare. Out of thousands of civilized human beings, one may, due to 
accumulated pious credits from their previous births, be engaged in 
cultivating the science of self-realization. Out of those who have 
learnt and have achieved self-realization, hardly one understands 
Lord Kr�Q.a in truth. To know Lord Kpma in truth is only possible 
by the mercy of Lord Kr�Q.a and not otherwise. The intimate 
knowledge of the Personality of Godhead is not possible to achieve 
by ordinary jfianis, yogis, or superfluous devotees, as explained in 
the first six chapters of the Gita. They must first wholeheartedly 
reach the platform of Bhaktiyoga and become a pure devotee by 
practicing direct devotional service to Lord Kr�Q.a. To reach this 
stage, one must have the blessings of Lord Kr�Q.a and carry spiritual 
credits from their previous lives, and then one will see His deity 
form to be Lord Govinda, or Syamasundara, with full faith; not 
thinking the deity of Lord Kp�Q.a to be the deity but He Himself. To 
reach this stage, one should also not just appreciate the deity's 
decorations, but should see and appreciate the deity thinking the 
deity to be Lord Kr�Q.a Himself. Obtaining this mood is not that 
easy, as the Rgveda confirms by the words, muhyanti yat siirayab, 
"Even the demigods become bewildered about who Lord Kr�Q.a 
truly is ."  

TEXT 4 

Wl\tcTIS� �: � � � T.f' I 

� � if flm" !11$kt<:te"m 1 1� 1 1 

bhiimir apo 'nalo vayub 
kham mano buddhir eva ca 

ahailkara itiyam me 
bhinna prakrtir a$tadhal;l 

TRANSLATION 

The eight divisions of elements earth, water, fire, air, ether, 
mind, intelligence, and false ego are My separated energies. 
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PURPORT 

Here, Lord Kr�Qa confirms that the whole material existence 
is an emanation of Him. He incarnates in this world in six categories, 
one of which is the Puru�avatara, or the plenary expansion. As it is 
stated in the Satvata Tantra: 

vi$JJOS tu tril)i rup;hJi puru$akhyany atho vidub 
ekam tu mahatal,1 Sf$tur dvitiyam tv al)(la samsthitam 

trtiyam sarva-bhutas-stham tiini jiiiitvii vimucyate 

"For material creation, Lord Kr�Qa's plenary expansion adop�s 
three different Vi�QU forms. The first one is called Mahavi�QU, who 
creates the total material energy, known as maha t-ta tva ,  or 
sometimes called the total material aggregate. The second one is 
called Garbhodakasayi Vi�Qu, who enters into each of the universes 
to create diversities in them. The third one is called K�irodakasayi 
Vi�Qu, who is diffused throughout all the universes as the all
pervading Supersoul and sits in the hearts of all the living entities as 
their Paramiitmii, or the Supersoul. He is also called Antaryami, 
meaning He is omnipresent, present even within the atoms. Anyone 
who understands the intricacies of these three Vi�Qus can obtain 
liberation from material entanglement. "  

The Supreme Lord is so omnipotent that just by His glancing 
over material nature, the whole creation takes place. As it is stated 
in the Etareya Upani�ad, iitmii vii idam eka eva agra iisit niinyat 
kiiicana mi$at, sa ik$ata lokiin n u  srja iti, "Before this material 
creation came to exist, it was within the abdomen of the Supreme 
Lord and He was the only cognizant soul existing in the beginning, 
everyone else was dormant. By His will, He decided to create this 
material creation by glancing over material nature, and thus filled 
the universe with different varieties of living entities." 

In the material creation, there are two types of bodies which 
function as coverings for the soul: the gross body, which is seen with 
physical eyes, and the subtle body, which is visualized in dreams. 
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The gross body is made up of earth, water, fire, air, and ether. These 
elements are transformed into a physical body by the Lord's glance 
mixed with eternal time and they are called the external energy of 
the Lord. The subtle body; consisting of mind, intelligence, and false 
ego; is produced by the interaction of the mahat-tatva (sum total of 
all matter) , and the three modes of material nature (goodness, 
passion, and ignorance) . This mahat-tatva includes the total material 
aggregate and consciousness, a portion of which is represented in 
everyone as the intellect. The mahat-tatva is therefore the complete 
cause of the gross and subtle material ingredients. However, the 
Lord is still the ultimate cause of this creation because everything 
comes from the Lord through His exhalation, and also goes back 
inside the Lord when He inhales, keeping everything again within 
Himself. As it is explained in the MuQ9aka Upani�ad: 

yatha un;ianabhil) srjate grh1.1ate ca yatha prthivyam 
au$adhayal) sambhavanti yatha satai) puru$at 

ke8a-lom�i tatha 'k$arat sambhavati itha visvam 

"Just as a spider creates a cobweb using its own saliva, the 
healing herbs grow from the earth, and as bodily hairs grow from a 
living body, similarly, the whole creation emanates from the 
imperishable Lord." 

In the philosophy of Bhaktiyoga, these eight elements, which 
comprise the gross and subtle bodies, are accepted as the separated 
energy of the Lord and thus are called prakrti or His external energy. 
This energy is diversity in itself and creates diversity, as well as the 
mind and things that are physically seen. 

TEXT S 
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apareyam itas tv anyam 
prakrtim viddhi me param 
jiva-bhiitam mahabaho 
yayedam dharyate jagat 

TRANSLATION 

347 

0 mighty-armed Arjuna, know that besides this inferior 
energy, there is another energy of Mine which is superior, the 
spirit souls, by which this entire universe is utilized. 

PURPORT 

The difference between the inferior energy of the Lord, 
consisting of the previously explained eight dull material elements, 
and the superior energy, the living entity, is that the latter is active 
and uses the dull matter for their subsistence and sense gratification. 
The living entity is superior to dull matter. However, due to its 
attraction to dull matter, the spirit soul remains entangled in the 
material world. The word tu used in this text differentiates between 
the dull material elements and the living force, who is the knower 
of dull matter. Within the heart of the knower of matter is the 
Supersoul, who acts as a witness to every act of each soul. As it is 
confirmed by the B:rhadaral).yaka Upani�ad, anena jivena "tmana 
'nupravisya nama-riipe vyakaraval)i, "I enter into the hearts of all 
the living entities as their Supersoul and witness their actions." 

The underlying truth is  that matter is  always dead and cannot 
function without the contact of the spirit. After making contact, the 
soul uses everything in this creation in much the same way as one 
uses one's car. One uses one's car for as long as it is useful; similarly, 
the spirit soul uses a body as long as it is useful. In this way, the 
whole universe is exploited and maintained. 

TEXT 6 

Qdtil;ftf.I � � 
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etad yonini bhiitani 
sarval)ity upadharaya 

aham krtsnasya jagatal;l 
prabhaval;l pralayas tatha 

TRANSLATION 

7-7 

Know for certain that all the creatures are born from the 
combination of these two energies and that I am the exclusive 
cause of creation and dissolution of the universe. 

PURPORT 

Of the two energies; called maya (matter) and jiva (spirit) ;  
the first is the field of activities and the latter is the knower and user 
of the field. Because the Lord is the original source of combining 
both matter and spirit, He is known as their creator and destroyer. 
It is due to the spiritual potency of Lord Kr�l)a that dull matter 
turns into the gross body. The living entity, with its subtle form, lives 
in the gross body to enjoy the material creation by using the senses. 
The living entity, whose captivation with this enjoying spirit produces 
Karma, can be compared to a mad person who forgets their original 
nature. The original and eternal nature of the soul is to be a servant 
of Lord Kr�l)a. Lord Kr�l)a, as Supersoul, simply witnesses and all 
along guides the soul during its sojourn in the material world. This 
sojourn continues until the soul remembers its eternal nature as Lord 
Kr�Qa's servant and acts accordingly. 

TEXT ? 

�: � 911�Rq;f5;q�f\il � I 
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mattal;l parataram nanyat 
kiii.cid asti dhananjaya 

mayi sarvam idam protam 
siitre mal)i-gal)a iva 
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TRANSLATION 

0 conqueror of wealth, there is nothing superior to Me. 
Everything rests upon Me, like pearls strung on a thread. 

PURPORT 

Cause and effect cannot be separated from one another any 
more than energy can be separated from the energetic. Because 
everything is done by Lord l(r!;'Qa's energy, He is also the cause of 
everything. As it is stated in the Chandogya Upani!;>ad, eka eva 
advitiyam brahma, "Before this creation, there was but only one 
eternal spirit, which was Me, the Supreme Brahman," and the 
Etareya Upani!;>ad states , iimii vii idam eka evagra iisit, niinya t 
kincana mi$at, sa ik$ata lokiin nu srja iti, "Before this universe came 
to exist, there was only one eternal Soul, which was Me. There was 
no one else to do any work. It is certain that I alone decided to 
create everything."  The Brhadaral)yaka Upani!;>ad states ,  neha 
niiniisti kincana, "Without the Supreme Soul, none of the variegated 
living forms could come to exist and the entire creation is permeated 
by Him." The Supreme Lord is therefore the source of everything. 
He is the Supersoul of all moving and non-moving entities. They 
all exist because of the Lord, thus they are also owned by Him. As 
the Taittiriya Upani!;>ad states, iinandiid eva khalv imani bhiitani 
jayante, anandena jatani jivanti, anandam prayanty abhisamvisanti 
iti, "The whole universe and all the living entities are created by the 
Lord. He maintains them, and at last, they all enter inside the Lord 
to rest inside of Him." In this way, everyone is in the Lord, just like 
pearls are strung on a thread to form a necklace. 

Srila Madhusiidana Saraswatipada says that the Supreme Lord 
is present in all the living entities, just as gold is present in gold 
ornaments . As twenty-four-carat golden ornaments are made 
exclusively of gold, similarly, in all categories of living entities, only 
the Lord's energy, the spirit soul, is present. The word mattal;l in this 
text indicates that the Lord is the source and the owner of everything 
and everyone, including the universe. Those who think someone 
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else besides Lord Kr�Qa is the source of this creation have to 
experience the pangs of material nature and the sufferings of 
repeated birth and death. There is no other source of anything in 
the creation besides Lord Kpma. As it is stated in the Svetasvatara 
Upani�ad: 

yasmiit param niiparam asti kiflcid 
yasmiin niiniyo na jyiiyo 'sti kascit 

"There is nothing that is superior to the Supreme Lord and 
there is nothing that is smaller or greater than He is . No one is better 
than Him, and there will be none in the future. He is the super-most 
of all ." 

The word mayi, spoken here by Lord Kr�Qa, is clarified in the 
Vedanta Siitra as, tathiinya prati$edhiit, "There is no one superior 
to the Lord and no one is smaller or greater than the Lord. Therefore, 
everyone is under Him." Lord Kr�Qa is the Supreme Person, and 
knowing this, everyone who serves Him becomes eternally happy. 
Those who try to avoid His service or deny that His personality 
ever existed are not rewarded with lasting happiness. This means 
Lord Kr�Qa wants real loyalty. 

TEXT S 
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raso 'ham apsu kaunteya 
prabhiismi sasi suryayol) 

pra�aval) sarva�vede$U 
sabda}) khe paUTU$8Iil fl[$U 

TRANSLATION 
0 son of Kunti, I am the sapidity of water and the light of 

the sun and moon; I am the syllable OM in the Vedas and the 
sound in ether, as well as the potency in humans. 
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PURPORT 

Lord Kr�Q.a, who is Paramatma, or Supersoul, enters into the 
universe and in the living entities simultaneously to maintain them 
as the universal Paramatma and the localized Paramatma 
respectively. Sometimes He enters as the cause, and sometimes He 
enters as the effect. In the living souls, He is present as the cause, 
and in matter He is present as effect. In other words, Lord Kr�Q.a is 
the cause of the ability in people which is applied to matter to 
produce an effect. At the same time, Lord Kr�Q.a is the effect or 
light of the sun and moon, which is the result of His potency. Lord 
Kr�Q.a is thus demonstrating how the whole universal maintenance 
takes place. Lord Kr�Q.a is the essence of everything. For example, 
all the living beings depend on water and Lord Kr�Q.a is present in it 
as its taste and its quenching power. Lord Kr�Q.a explains about how 
He is present as essence in many things in this and the next three 
verses. One must surrender unto the Lord at all cost to achieve the 
ultimate goal of human life, eternal bliss. 

TEXT 9 

� �= "9'f� � �� � I 
� � �1f+ii aqf�1 l l'<- 1 1 

pul)yo gandhal) prthivyaril ca 
tejas casmi vibhavasau 

jivanaril sarva-bhii.te$U 
tapas casmi tapasvi$u 

TRANSLATION 

I am the original smell of the earth, the heat in fire, the 
lifespan in all living entities, and the penance of all ascetics. 

PURPORT 

The original or uncontaminated flavor of the earth from which 
many nice, fragrant flowers come is Lord Kr�Q.a. He is the original 
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taste of all liquids and the light, heat, and burning power in fire. In 
the Vedic scriptures, there are three categories of fire: Davagni, or 
ordinary fire; Jatharagni, or the fire of digestion in the stomach; and 
Vac,lavagni, or fire in the ocean. Ordinary fire is necessary for daily 
existence, such as for cooking. Fire in the stomach digests food and 
keeps one energetic and healthy. Fire in the ocean provides hot 
streams, such as the Gulf Stream, for climate control and for the 
health of aquatics. This is all due to God, Lord Kr!?Q.a. Lord Kr!?Q.a is 
also present in the air in the form of its touch sensation. He is the 
essence of the duration of life of all beings which is the longevity of 
all. In this way, Lord Kpma is interwoven in all beings and in 
everything. 

Whatever austerities mendicants perform or whatever 
hunger and thirst they tolerate while in austerity are also due to 
Lord Kr!?Q.a alone because He is the power of forbearance in them 
when they go through voluntary inconvenience. All the mendicants 
perform their austerities to please Lord Kr!?Q.a only. 

TEXT 10 

� 111" � � llPf �'11d'1'{ I 
�w1w+ia1qf� cH1t�"iilf\<4011q�'l mol l 

bijam mam sarva-bhutiiniim 
biddhi piirtha saniitanam 

budhir buddhimatiim asmi 
tejas tejasviniim aham 

TRANSLATION 

0 Partha, know that I am the original seed of all living 
entities, the intelligence of the intelligent, and the brilliance of 
the brilliant. 
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PURPORT 

Lord Kpma is the seed-giving father of all moving and 
nonmoving living entities. In the following verse, Lord Kf!?Q.a also 
notes that He is the source of strength for reproduction in all 
categories of species. Everyone is therefore a child of Lord Kr!?Q.a 
and every soul has the qualities of Lord Kr!?Q.a, but to a lesser degree. 
The greatness of God is stated in the Svetasvatara Upani!?ad, eko 
deval,J. sarva-bhiite$U giit;lhal,J., "The Lord is the one and the unique 
God and He is present in the heart of all living entities as their 
Supersoul. "  Similarly, the Vi!?Q.U PuraQ.a states: 

eka-desa sthitasyiinger jyotsnii vistiiril)i yathii 

parasya brahmal)ai,J. saktis tad etad akhilam jagat 

"Just as a blazing fire, although situated at one place, spreads 
its potency in the forms of its heat and light in all directions; similarly, 
the one Supreme Lord, although situated in one place, in the spiritual 
world, pervades the whole creation by His potency." 

The power of discernment in the living being also comes from 
Lord Kr!?Q.a and Lord Kr!?Q.a is the daring and fine intelligence of 
human beings as well as the potency for their controlling or 
dominating nature. He is also the vigor in the austere spiritualists. 

TEXT 11 

� ��i:iai � ifil+:t\PIM€1Pifa'{ I 

<q+:tiRl�:il m �sttir � m� l l  

balam balavatam ciiham 
kiima-riiga vivarjitam 

dharmiiviriddho bhiite$U 
kiimo 'smi bharatar$abha 

TRANSLATION 

0 best of the Bharata dynasty, I am the strength of those 
strong ones who are free from craving and wrath, and I am that 
sexual instinct which is not contrary to the scriptures. 
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PURPORT 

If the material desires of the living entities are not fulfilled, 
their hankering increases. When such desires increase, lust is aroused. 
When the objects to satisfy lust are supplied, lust increases even 
further. Therefore, lust is very difficult to control. When lusty desires 
are not satisfied, as they never are, one feels pressured. When lust is 
a little relieved, the mind may feel a little relaxed, but not satisfied, 
because lust has also increased. To free oneself from such 
hallucination and become permanently content, one must surpass 
ignorance and passion by taking to Kr:;;JJ.a consciousness. 

The power to control lust and to tolerate the urges of the 
senses happens due to Lord Kr:;;JJ.a's mercy. The word ca used in 
this text signifies that the inclination to engage in spiritual life 
happens due to Lord Kr:;;JJ.a's blessings, and the desire to get out of 
this world also comes from Lord Kr:;;JJ.a. 

If procreation does not contradict Vedic scriptures, that kind 
of sexual instinct is accepted, because it is used to produce Kr:;;JJ.a 
conscious children. According to Vedic principles, this kind of sexual 
desire is a representation of Lord Kr:;;JJ.a, but not that sexual desire 
which is contrary to Vedic principles. In contrast to this, the worldly
minded people who are engaged in unrestricted lusty affairs 
therefore remain devoid of Lord Kr:;;JJ.a's mercy. 

TEXT 12 

it° �  �l�Fhl l{RT \1'51�1�1'1�1� � I 
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ye caiva sattvika bhava 
rajasas tamasas ca ye 

matta eveti tan-viddhi 
na tv aham te�u te mayi 
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TRANSLATION 

Know that all states of being, be they of goodness, passion, 
or ignorance, are certainly born of Me. Yet, I am not under them
they are under Me. 

PURPORT 

The whole material creation is working under the three modes 
of material nature and all beings born under them as per their past 
karma develop a particular nature and feelings, and thus struggle, 
following one of the three modes. Those who are in goodness are 
able to control their senses and remain peaceful. Those who are 
dominated by the mode of passion are proud and emotional, and 
those in ignorance are controlled by hankering and lamentation. 
Although everything is created by Lord Knn.ia, He is not entangled 
in or controlled by anything. Just as all demons like RiivaI_la and 
Karilsa were born of Lord Kr�J:.la, still Lord Kr�I.la was not under 
their control, they were under His control. This is like a watchmaker 
who makes a watch but remains uninvolved in its functioning even 
though, as a machine, a watch is within his knowledge, but the 
watchmaker is never inside it. 

TEXT 13 

�: �4fitct � I 
� � �= q\'16Q'Q'{ l l nl l 

tribhir gu.Qamayair bhavair 
ebhil) sarvam idaril jagat 

mohitaril nabhi-janati 
mam ebhyal) paramavyayam 

TRANSLATION 

Being deluded by the influence of these three modes, the 
whole world does not know Me because I am above these modes 
and am inexhaustible. 
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PURPORT 

One may wonder how it is possible that the supremacy of the 
Supreme Lord is not known to everyone in this world. Here, Lord 
Kr�JJ.a replies that it is due to the living entities' sentiments being 
controlled by the three modes of nature. The Supreme Lord is 
beyond the modes and independent of them. The living entities, by 
virtue of their existence within the modes of nature, are always in 
illusion and their intelligence is misguided. As long as they are in 
ignorance, they cannot meditate on the transcendental form of the 
Lord. Being under the three modes of material nature, the living 
entities are entangled in material activities that are all sensory and 
aimed at sense gratification. Due to this , even the demigods 
sometimes cannot understand that Lord Kr�JJ.a is the well-wisher 
and source of all beings. How Lord Kr�JJ.a is the Supreme, the Lord 
of all Lords, infallible, and full of all knowledge can only be 
understood by His real devotees. 

TEXT 14 

� � 101+pf1 ll'f � g\<"Q41 I 
� it �qQ� '1141�di � � 1 1 1� 1 1 

deivi hy e$ii gw)amayi 
mama miiyii duratyayii 

mam eva ye prapadyante 
miiyam etiilil taranti te 

TRANSLATION 

This divine energy of Mine, called Maya, consisting of the three 
modes of material nature, is very difficult to overcome. But those 
who sincerely surrender unto Me alone easily cross beyond it. 

PURPORT 

The three modes of material nature are compared to a braided 
rope meant to bind a person who is not surrendered to Lord Kr�JJ.a. 
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Cutting an ordinary rope is not difficult, but to cut and go beyond 
the rope of Maya (illusion) is very difficult. To know that the self is 
a spirit soul, aham brahmasmi (BrhadaraQ.yaka Upani�ad), is not 
sufficient to obtain liberation. That is why the word hi is used in 
this text, indicating that one needs to become a truly surrendered 
devotee of Lord Kr�Q.a. 

Hence , Lord Kr�Q.a is speaking on this point to further 
enlighten His devotee, Arjuna. 

Lord Kr�Q.a is the source of Maya, the personification of 
illusion, who puts everyone in illusion. Although the living entity is 
a part of Lord Kr�Q.a, Maya covers the living entity. In the spiritual 
world, the living entity is able to personally see Supersoul face-to
face, as a person sees a clear mirror, but due to the desire to enjoy 
separately from the Lord, the living entity cannot see Him now. 
Thus, when the living entity develops the desire for independent 
sense gratification, it is put into illusion, whereby its original and 
pure state of mind becomes bewildered so that the material energy 
can work on the living entity. Then, due to illusion and subsequent 
karma, the living entity is unable to transcend material nature. As 
long as the living entity does not become purified and free from 
illusion, they cannot see the Lord. Until one reaches perfection, 
one cannot see the Lord perfectly, just as one cannot see the sun in 
wavy water. When there are many waves in water due to excessive 
winds, the reflection of the sun cannot be seen in the water even if 
the sky and water are clear. Despite the existence of so many 
scriptures and a qualified Spiritual Master, the Lord cannot be seen 
from within by the conditioned souls whose minds are carried away 
by the wind of material pleasures. But if, by some good fortune, 
one becomes a true devotee of the Lord and follows the instructions 
of a qualified Spiritual Master, success is guaranteed. Although the 
Lord is self-satisfied, He accepts the service offered unto Him and 
extends His mercy to such a soul. As Prahlada Maharaja says in the 
Srimad Bhagavatam: 
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naivatmanal) prabhur ayam nija-labha pun:w 
manam janad avidu$alJ. karuIJO vmite 

yad yaj-jano bhagavate vidadhita manam 
tac-catmane prati-mukhasya yatha mukha sril) 

7-14 

"The Supreme Lord is always fully satisfied in Himself. But, 
since the Lord does not need service from anyone, when 
something is offered to Him with love and devotion, the offering 
reaps benefit for that devotee. For example, if one's face is decorated, 
the reflection of that face in a mirror is also seen as decorated. This 
means, by the Lord's mercy, service rendered to the Lord benefits 
the performer of that service. "  

Those who swim in  the ocean of  transcendental bliss by 
surrendering unto Lord Kr�Q.a become expert in devotional service 
to the Lord and are free from the clutches of Maya and material 
calamities. These are the symptoms of a devotee according to all 
Vedic scriptures. The material existence is shoreless and Lord Kr�Q.a 
says that only His devotees easily go beyond the shoreless material 
existence, just as a person easily crosses over the water contained in 
a calf's hoof print. The transcendental pleasure received from the 
Lord cannot be rewarded even by Lord Brahma or Lord Siva, what 
to speak of any other source. As the demigods tell Muchukunda in 
the Srimad Bhagavatam: 

varam vmisva bhadram te rte kaivalyam adya nal) 

eka eva isvaras tasya bhagavan vi$IJUT avyayal) 

"O gentle king, you can ask us any kind of benediction which 
pleases you, except the benediction of receiving liberation . 
Liberation can only be rewarded by the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead, Lord Sri Kr�Q.a, and no one else ." 

Lord Siva also says to Narada Muni in the Padma Pural).a, 
mukti pradata sarve$ali1 vi$IJUT eva na samsayal), "There is no doubt 
that only Lord Vi�Q.U (Lord Kr�Q.a) can reward liberation to everyone 
who sincerely follows the devotional path." In this way, it is clear 
that Kr�Q.a is in charge of one's ultimate destination. 
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TEXT 15 

� 1{f g�kt.fi l@f: �qfl� �= I 
+11441q&a*11"11 � �= m 11 1 1  

na mam du$krtino mii(lhal) 
prapadyante nariidhamal) 

mayayapahrta-jii.ana 
iisuram bhiivam asrital) 

TRANSLATION 

359 

Those who are miscreants, grossly foolish, the lowest of 
mankind, whose knowledge is stolen by illusion, and who have 
demoniac natures or are atheists, do not surrender unto Me. 

PURPORT 

Those who are greatly fortunate and have confronted their 
sins surrender to Lord Kr�l)a. It is not that only those who are 
academically qualified can surrender to Lord Kr�l)a. Often, due to 
pride, the academically qualified do not surrender, thinking there is 
no need to become a devotee. They think spiritual life is meant for 
the lazy and illiterates .  Thus, due to ego, they do not become 
subordinate to Lord Kr�l)a. Those who are arrogant, those who are 
wicked, those who are only interested in the ritualistic ceremonies 
of the Vedas, and those who have made their aim to merge with 
God, although claiming to be learned, are in fact spiritually arrogant 
and thus do not surrender unto Lord Kr�l)a. As it is said by Lord 
Kapiladeva in the Srimad Bhagavatam: 

niinam daivena vihita ye cacyuta kathii sudhiim 

hitvii sp;ivanty asad-giithiil) puri$am iva vi(l-bhujal) 

"Alas, those who are averse to the nectar-like transcendental 
activities of the Supreme Personality of Godhead are indeed 
condemned by the Supreme Lord. Such despicable people are 
compared to stool-eating hogs because they give up hearing the 
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nectar-like transcendental activities of the Lord and indulge in 
hearing songs and discussing about the abominable activities of 
materialistic people."  

People who are like animals do not take shelter of  the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead. Even if they take shelter of the Lord, they 
give it up as soon as they face some problem. Such people think, 
"There is no benefit in it for me anyway." Or "There are lots of 
troublesome experiences and tensions in it. " Thus, they leave 
spiritual life. Furthermore, there is a class of people who, although 
they study many books, do not take shelter of Lord Knn:ia because 
they do not believe Lord Kr�Q.a is God. They think God is "unborn" 
or think that only Lord NarayaQ.a in the spiritual world is God. Some 
unscrupulous people think, "We will take shelter at His feet when 
we reach the spiritual world or when we see Him face-to-face we 
will surrender to Him." Moreover, there are some people who, like 
the demon Jarasandha, try to harm Lord Kr�Q.a by shooting their 
baseless bullets of arguments to establish their concocted theories 
as spiritual life. Such people think Lord Kr�Q.a is a Yogiraj , politician, 
or was a playboy. These types of people do not become devotees of 
Kr�Q.a, and thus suffer in this world birth after birth. 

TEXT 16 

� � lJt �= �$Rt;fis¥ I 
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caturvidha bhajante mam 
jana.J.i sukrtino 'rjuna 

arto jijnasur artharthi 
jnani ca bharatar�abha 

TRANSLATION 

0 best of the Bharata dynasty, four kinds of pious people 
worship Me by rendering devotional service unto Me: the 
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distressed, the inquisitive, those who desire wealth, and those 
who are searching for spiritual knowledge. 

PURPORT 

Those who come to worship Lord Kp;;r_la are generally pious 
people. The first type of pious people desire to become freed from 
their miserable condition they may be facing, like incurable diseases, 
or whatever else. The second types are those who desire to clear 
their questions and curiosity about the material creation and their 
involvement in it. The third are those who seek wealth along with 
pleasures of this world. Finally, the fourth category is the Sanyasis 
who desire to know who God is, where He lives, and what their 
connection with Him is. They desire to perform devotional service 
to please Him in this life. Among these four categories of people, 
the Bhakti of the first three categories is mixed with fruitive desire, 
but the Bhakti of the fourth category is mixed with empirical 
knowledge. Beyond these four, and best of all, is unalloyed Bhakti, 
which is described in the first verse of this chapter and elaborately 
explained in Chapter Twelve. Pure devotional service is the only 
quick and sure means to spiritual success. Those who perform Bhakti 
mixed with Karma (fruitive desires) , Jiiana (empirical knowledge), 
or Dhyana (mysticism), can, by continuous practice of spirituality, 
become purified and reach the stage of unalloyed Bhakti, the 
topmost platform of spirituality. But executing Bhakti directly is 
better. 

In these middle six chapters of the Bhagavad Gita, Lord Kr�i:ia 
explains two categories of devotional service : regulated and 
spontaneous devotional service. Regulated devotional service is 
performed faithfully following the authorized injunctions of Vedic 
literatures, whereas spontaneous devotional service does not rely 
on any such rules, although they are not broken. However, the 
performance of spontaneous service to Lord Kr�i:ia either comes 
after many, many births of devotional practice or by the mercy of 
Lord Kr�i:ia or His pure representative. Bhakti mixed with fruitive 
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action, empirical knowledge, or mysticism is not accepted as pure 
Bhakti because their aim is to achieve material results . The 
performers of such action are addressed as Karmis, Jiianis, or 
yogis, as per their practice, and are not called devotees. The results 
of their practice do not reward them entrance into the spiritual world, 
but into heaven or merging into the impersonal Brahman. The 
destination of pure devotees is the spiritual world, from where they 
do not fall again, unlike those who enter heaven. Sometimes, by 
the mercy of the Lord, pious people from these four categories come 
to perform pure Bhakti due to association of a pure devotee and 
thus attain love of Godhead. Some examples of this are given in the 
Srimad Bhagavatam, such as the four Kumaras and Srila Sukadeva 
Gosvami. Only by unalloyed devotional service can one achieve 
the companionship of the Supreme Lord in the spiritual world. 

TEXT 17 
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te$mi1 jiiiini nitya-yukta 
eka-bhaktir vi.Si$yate 

priyo hi jiiiinino 'tyartham 
aharil sa ca mama priyal) 

TRANSLATION 

Of these, one who is situated in knowledge, whose devotion 
to Me is single-minded and who is constantly engaged in My 
devotional service, is the best. I am actually very dear to that 
person, who is dear to Me. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kp;J)a says that among the four classes of the previously 
mentioned pious people who render devotional service, those 
situated in knowledge are dear to Him. Does this mean all 
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categories of Jflanis are also dear to Lord Kna.1a? In answer to this 
question, Lord Kr�JJ.a uses the words eka bhakti in this text to indicate 
that those who are totally fixed in executing unalloyed devotional 
service unto Him and are erudite scholars of Vedic literature are 
dear to Him. The sole attraction of such devotees is to execute 
favorable devotional service to please Lord Kr�JJ.a. For example, 
they hanker to see the Syamasundara form of Kr�JJ.a. By being 
exclusively engaged in devotional service to the Lord, they are more 
dear to the Lord than the virtuous people mentioned in the previous 
text. Lord Kr�JJ.a personally takes care of His loyal devotees as He 
also takes care of His personal associates. 

TEXT 18 
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udaral,1 sarva evaite 
jiiani tv atmaiva me matam 

asthital,1 sa hi yuktatma 
mam evanuttamam gatim 

TRANSLATION 

Although these surrendered souls are all magnanimous, I 
consider the one who is steadfastly situated in knowledge of Me 
to be like Myself. Being steadily engaged in My devotional service, 
that person certainly attains Me. 

PURPORT 

Since the learned devotees are said to be dear to Lord Kr�JJ.a, 
it may appear that the other kinds of devotees are not as dear to 
Him. To clarify this point, Lord Kr�JJ.a spoke this verse, saying that 
anyone who solemnly surrenders unto Him and steadily 
performs devotional service to please Him is dear to Him. Actually, 
this type of person is called a learned devotee who is very dear to 
Lord Kr�Qa, because such a devotee does not want anything else in 
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life but Lord Knn:ia. Such a devotee is not interested in the 
impersonal feature, but concentrates on the beautiful Syamasundara 
form. Such a devotee is accepted by Lord Kna:ia in His heart and 
He remains under their control. Others, like the purified yo$is and 
other spiritualists are not as dear to Him. As it is said in the Srimad 
Bhagavatam: 

na tathii me priyatama iitma-yonir na sailkaral}. 
na ca sailkar$al)o na srir naivatma ca yathii bhavan 

"O Uddhava, neither My own son Brahma, nor My grandson 
Siva, nor My expansion Sarikar�a1.1a, nor My own wife Lak�mi, nor 
My own Self is as dear to Me as you are . It is because of your 
unalloyed devotion to Me." 

Furthermore, Lord Kr�1.1a says to Sage Durvasa: 

naham atmanam asase mad-bhaktail) sadhubhir vina 
sriyam catyantikiril brahman ye$iiri1 gatir-aham para 

" O best of the Brahma1.1as, I am the sole shelter and ultimate 
destination of My devotees and without these saintly devotees I do 
not even desire to enjoy My own transcendental bliss nor do I give 
much importance to My eternal wife, Lak�mi." 

Lord Kr�1.1a, due to His unlimited mercy, is more attached to 
His real devotees than He is to Himself. He proves this in His 
association with the Vrajavasis and the Gopis of Vrindaban, as 
narrated in the Srimad Bhagavatam. The Lord, although He is self
satisfied, still enjoys the company of the Gopis. This shows that He 
loves His unalloyed devotees more than He loves Himself and even 
carries them on His back, like a donkey carrying a load. 

TEXT 19 
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bahunam janmaniim ante 
jnanavan mam prapadyate 

vasudeval,J. sarvam iti 
sa mahatma sudurlabhal,J. 

TRANSLATION 

365 

After very many births, one who is truly situated in 
knowledge of Me and knows Me to be the cause of all causes 
surrenders unto Me. Such a great soul is very rare. 

PURPORT 

Here, Lord Kr�i:ia answers the question of how long it takes 
for one to come to the platform of unalloyed devotion. Lord Kr�i:ia 
says that it takes many births for a person situated in knowledge to 
understand Lord Kr�i:ia as the cause of all causes and then fully 
surrender unto Him. Such an advanced Jiiani is very rare because it 
takes very many births to come to the platform of unalloyed 
devotional service. 

As Lord Kr�i:ia said before, there is hardly one who seeks 
perfection among thousands, what to speak of there being an 
unalloyed devotee of Lord Kr�i:ia among them. 

Whatever kind of association the soul adopts determines the 
type and quality of devotional service that soul performs. As Srila 
Rupa Gosvami explains in the Bhaktirasamrta Sindhu, all four 
classes of pious people are far removed from the real taste of 
devotional service to the Lord. Of the four, those who are learned 
are like clean mirrors; if they associate with one of the devotees 
performing unalloyed devotional service in the mood of servant, 
friend, parent, or lover of God, they also develop the desire to taste 
that kind of mellow. Thus, by the mercy of that devotee, they also 
become devotees, and follow that kind of mellow while executing 
their devotional service to Lord Kr�Q.a. 
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TEXT 20 
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kamais tais tair hrta-jii.fmal;l 
prapadyante 'nya devatal;l 

tam tam niyamam asthaya 
prakrtya niyatal;l svaya 

TRANSLATION 

7-20 

Those whose knowledge is distorted by material desires 
surrender unto the demigods and, according to their nature, take 
various types of vows and perform religious rites following 
particular rules to please them. 

PURPORT 

The previously mentioned four types of pious people become 
devotees of Lord Kr�Qa due to their previously performed virtuous 
deeds. Generally, those who did not perform pious deeds in their 
past lives will not become devotees of Lord Kr�Qa in the present 
life . Anyone who comes to Bhakti after fulfilling their material 
desires gradually purifies their self so that they are able to advance 
to become a pure devotee. Everyone can become a devotee of Lord 
Kr�Qa; not that only the learned serve Lord Kr�Qa, innocents also 
serve Lord Kr�Qa and become His real devotees. Lord Kr�Qa treats 
everyone equally-in whatever way one serves Him, He reciprocates 
accordingly. Generally, people love Lord Kr�Qa to fulfill material 
desires and the Jftanis also love Lord Kr�Qa, but without material 
desires. Lord Kr�Qa rewards both of them by extending His blessings. 
In this way, Lord Kr�Qa is neither ungrateful nor partial to anyone. 
His benedictions are given according to one's surrender and spiritual 
advancement. 
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Here, Lord Kr�J)a tells Arjuna that people who have lost their 
faculty of real intelligence approach the demigods to fulfill their 
material desires. In Sanskrit, the demigods are called davata, in which 
the segment de means "give" arid the segment vata means "to 
reward. "  In other words, the demigods are there to first receive 
offerings for which they give some benedictions in return. However, 
before such boons are granted, the demigods must consult with their 
Supersoul seated in their hearts to gain His approval. Lord Kr�J)a is 
their Supersoul and therefore He is the actual and ultimate source 
of rewarding benedictions. The demigods cannot give anything to 
anyone independently. 

In the coming four verses, Lord Kr�J)a will discuss how those 
who serve the demigods are under the modes of passion and 
ignorance. Such people, on account of their ignorance, do not 
understand that Lord Kr�J)a can remove all distress better than any 
or all the demigods combined. Because of their ignorance, such 
people sometimes even practice black magic by serving semi
demigods (Yak�as) or hobgoblins (pisachas) . If they want to destroy 
their enemies, they even worship evil spirits or ghosts. For this, they 
take many vows, perform many austerities, and follow whatever 
rules are required to please them. Such worship, either it be for the 
demigods or anyone else ,  is against the principles of Kr�J)a 
consciousness. 

A true devotee will never perform black magic or worship 
any evil spirit. If someone does such worship, they are not yet true 
devotees of Lord Kr�J)a, even if wearing devotional outfit. Whether 
one has material desires or spiritual desires, one should in all cases 
serve Lord Kr�J)a, for He is the Master of everything and everyone. 
He will fulfill all the desires of His devotee and take that devotee 
back to Godhead as well. Therefore, there is never any loss, only 
gain, in the worship of Lord Kr�J)a. 
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TEXT 21 

m m <Jt <Jt � llm= �J;41Rfg;f't�ra 1 

� d�M(?)i � � � l l �J l l  

yo yo yam yam tanum bhaktal) 
sraddhayarcitum icchati 

tasya tasyacalam sraddham 
tam eva vidadhamy aham 

TRANSLATION 

7-21 

Whatever form of demigod one desires to worship, as the 
Supersoul in the heart, I am the One who makes that person's 
faith steady toward that particular demigod. 

PURPORT 

People who are less intelligent worship personalities other than 
Lord Kr!?i:ia. The demigods are subservient to Lord Kr!?i:ia because 
they are His faithful ministers or departmental heads appointed to 
run this material nature. These demigods cannot independently 
award anything to their followers. They must first obtain Lord 
Kr!?i:ia's permission to fulfill the desires of their pacifiers. For this 
reason, the demigods are called Lord Kr!?i:ia's opulence. As it is stated 
in the Chandogya Upani!?ad: 

ya aditye ti$thaty adityad antaro 'yam 
adityo na veda yasya aditya sariram 

"I am seated in the heart of the Sun-god and other demigods 
as their Supersoul and sometimes they are not even aware of it. For 
example, the illumination which the sun has in his body has come 
from Me, and the sun does not know about it. "  

One may wonder why the demigods, who are faithful servants 
of Lord K:r!?i:ia, do not tell their followers to serve Lord Kr!?i:ia. It is 
because the demigods are hardly capable of strengthening the faith 
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of their own followers towards them. Therefore, there is no question 
of them increasing the faith of their followers towards Lord K�i:i.a . .  
Lord Kr�i:i.a says in this text that He is the one who increases the 
faith of those who are worshiping a demigod. Lord Kr�i:i.a, as 
Supersoul, increases their faith, giving them the conviction to be 
devoted to that particular demigod whom they think will satisfy 
them. Those who are sufficiently credited with previously performed 
pious deeds are given the chance to become direct devotees of Lord 
Kr�i:i.a, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, and have their 
intelligence and conviction directed to and fixed on Him. 

TEXT 22 

� � � :ga;��1\l�"14h�a 1 
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sa tayii sraddhayii yuktas 
tasyiiriidhanam ihate 

Jabhate ca tatab kiimiin 
mayaiva vihitiin hi tan 

TRANSLATION 

Endowed with such faith, the worshiper seeks 'favors from 
that particular demigod to fulfill the desires; the favors that are 
obtained are in actuality granted by Me alone. 

PURPORT 

As faithful servants do not act independently, the demigods 
are such faithful servants of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. 
They do not act independently from their Master, Lord Sri Kr�i:i.a. 
An ordinary living entity, due to illusion, may totally forget the 
supreme position of the Lord, but the demigods do not. When the 
demigods want to satisfy their worshipers, they ask the Lord first, 
because a faithful servant does not act without knowing the will of 
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the master. Thus, the demigods have no independent power to satisfy 
their worshipers' desires. Although the demigod worshipers think 
their desired results are supplied by their worshipable deity, in truth, 
all the results are actually granted by Lord Kpm.a, the Lord of all 
the demigods. 

TEXT 23 

� � � � I 
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an ta vat tu phalam te$iim 
tad bhavaty alpa-medhasam 

devan deva-yajo yanti 
mad-bhakta yanti mam api 

TRANSLATION 

The result the demigod worshippers obtain is limited and 
temporary, which is why the demigod worshipers are called less 
intelligent. The worshipers of the demigods go to the planets of 
the demigods, whereas My devotees actually reach My supreme 
abode. 

PURPORT 

In the Puru�asiikta section of the Yajurveda it is stated, tena 
deva ayajantal), "The different demigods are parts of the universal 
form of the Lord and they live in the upper planetary system of this 
material universe. "  This universe is called a place of death and it 
has fourteen planetary systems, which are divided into three 
categories: upper, middle, and lower. As was discussed in the second 
chapter, anyone born must eventually die. Therefore, the existence 
of the demigods and their worshipers is also temporary. 

One may wonder why Lord Kr�1,1a awards His devotees the 
eternal benediction of liberation, but the followers of the demigods 
get only temporary benedictions. Lord Kr�1,1a explains here His 
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system of universal justice : "My devotees come to Me and the 
worshipers of the demigods reach the demigods' abode."  This is 
actually fair and just, because worshipers of both groups go to the 
planet of their choice. The worshipers of the demigods are 
considered to be less intelligent because they worship what is 
temporary instead of the Supreme Eternal Lord, who can give them 
permanent and unlimited results. As per Vedic scriptures, Lord 
Kp;;i;ia, His pure devotees, His abode, and devotion to Him are all 
eternal. Therefore, those who worship Lord Kp;;I)a with devotional 
service have the highest category of intelligence. 

TEXT 24 
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avyaktaril vyaktim apannaril 
manyante miim abuddhayab 

pararil bhavam ajananto 
mamavyayam anuttamam 

TRANSLATION 

The less intelligent, not knowing My transcendental, 
imperishable, and supreme nature, think that I have assumed this 
human-like form from the unmanifested Brahman. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kf�I)a clarifies here that He appeared in this world as 
He is in the spiritual world. This means He did not assume His 
appearance from anyone else as some less intelligent people think. 

They think Lord Kr�I)a incarnated from Lord Mahavi�I)u, that 
His body was made of material elements or that He was born as an 
ordinary child from Vasudeva and Devaki. Such people are bereft 
of good intelligence. Their argument is that anything which can be 
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seen in this world is made of material elements. Thus, they cJo not 
understand the transcendental potencies and the transcendental 
nature of Lord Kr�i:i.a's appearance and pastimes. Even those who 
are very learned in the Vedas cannot understand Lord Kr�i:i.a in truth, 
so what to speak of less intelligent people who worship the demigods. 
As Lord Brahma says in the Srimad Bhagavatam: 

athapi te deva padiimbuja-dvaya
prasada-lesanu grahita eva hi 

janati tattvam bhagavan mahimno 
na canya eko 'pi ciram vicinvan 

"O my Lord, anyone who has received even the slightest trace 
of the mercy of Your Lotus Feet surely understands the greatness 
of Your personality. However, those who follow other spiritual 
procedures other than devotional service will not be helped to 
understand even a fraction of Your glories, even if they endeavor 
for a long period of time."  

Therefore, the dedicated devotees of  Lord K:r�i:i.a are regarded 
as the most intelligent. The word bhava used in this text signifies 
that the Lord is a transcendental personality who is eternal, 
inexhaustible, incomparable, and is only understandable by His 
unalloyed devotees. The Medini Dictionary describes the synonyms 
of the word bhava as follows: bhava]J satta svabhava abhipraya ce$ta 
atma janma$U kriya lila padarthe$u, "The reality, the position, the 
nature, His intentions, His actions, His sentience, His appearance, 
His works, His pastimes, and His entourage are all transcendental 
and beyond mundane comprehension."  Srila Riipa Goswami also 
states in the Bhagavatam:rtam, bhagavat svariipa gul)a janma karma 
lilaniim anady anantatvena nityatvam, "The form, qualities, birth, 
actions, and the pastimes of the Supreme Personality of Godhead 
have no beginning; therefore they have no end." Sripada Sridhara 
Swami paraphrases Lord K:r�i:i.a in his commentary thus, mama 
param bhavam svariipam a vyayam nitya visuddha iirjita satva 
miirtim, "My form is the supreme state of being. It is transcendental, 
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imperishable, eternally pure, and it is made of pure goodness." The 
Padma Purai;ta states who is able to see the Lord in the following 
way: 

na sakya sa tvaya dr$tum asmabhir va vrhaspate 
yasya prasadam kurute sa vai tam df$tum arhasi 

The demigods said to Brhaspati, "O Vrhaspati, neither we nor 
you can see the Supreme Personality of Godhead because He is 
totally transcendental to this creation. He only appears unto His 
pure devotee by His own will through His causeless mercy." 

TEXT 25 

� �= � 4llli:tl:ttl�'11�d: I 
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naham prakasa]J sarvasya 
yoga-maya samavrtalJ 

mfu;Iho 'yam niibhijanati 
loko mam ajam avyayam 

TRANSLATION 

Being covered by My internal potency, Yogamaya, I am not 
manifest to everyone. So the ignorant world knows Me not as 
unborn and inexhaustible. 

PURPORT 

The Supreme Lord is eternal and His manifested pastimes 
are also eternal. One may wonder, if Lord Kr�i:ia's pastimes are 
eternal, why can't we see them today? Here, Lord Kr�i:ia explains 
this by saying that He does not manifest to those who are unqualified. 
Lord Kr�i:ia performs His pastimes in different universes at different 
times, thus they are always happening, just as the sun is always 
present in the sky but cannot always be seen by everyone. The sun 
is always present in the zodiac circle, but at any given moment it is 
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not seen by everyone because the night shields it from them. 
Similarly, Lord Kna;ia is not seen by everyone due to His being 
covered by His internal potency, Yogamaya. Lord K:r�JJ.a created 
two categories of Maya; the external potency named Mahamaya 
and the internal potency named Yogamaya. Mahamaya covers the 
knowledge of the living entity and Yogamaya covers Lord K:r�JJ.a so 
the deluded cannot know Him. The internal potency, Yogamaya, of 
the Lord is also present in the holy places like Vrindaban, where 
she covers Lord K:r�JJ.a from everyone; therefore the residents do 
not always see Him in His animate form. Although unborn and 
eternal, the greatly foolish do not understand that Lord K:r�JJ.a also 
appears as the son of Vasudeva. Being the unlimited God, Lord 
K:r�JJ.a is not limited to anything, including being unborn or taking 
birth. He is not limited to taking birth or not taking birth. He is 
both-He takes birth and remains unborn as well. People foolishly 
think the beautiful Syamasundara form of Lord K:r�JJ.a is the creation 
of illusory energy; thus they are not qualified to worship Lord K:r�JJ.a 
directly. Such people remain unaware of the real Lord and end up 
worshiping Brahman, or the impersonal feature of Lord K:r�JJ.a. 

TEXT 26 
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vedaharil samatitani 
vartamanani carjuna 

bhavi$yiil,1i ca bhiitani 
maril tu veda na kascana 

TRANSLATION 

0 Arjuna, as the Supreme Personality of Godhead, I know 
all the living entities that existed in the past, all that exist at 
present, and all that will appear in the future, but no one knows 
Me. 
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PURPORT 

Lord Kr�i;ia is likened to the sun, and Maya is likened to the 
clouds. Since the clouds are created by the sun, they cannot cover 
the sun, even though they may appear to do so. Similarly, either in 
her internal version or in her external version, Maya is the energy 
of Lord Kr�i;ia, and cannot actually cover the knowledge of Kr�i;ia. 
But to the ignorant, she may appear to do so by separating one 
from spiritual knowledge, like the clouds who appear to cover the 
sun. Lord Kr�i;ia is always fully independent and Maya cannot cover 
Him. How He knows past, present and future is already discussed 
in the fourth chapter, where He instructed this science to the Sungod, 
Vivasvan, eons ago. 

It is clearly stated in the Srimad Bhagavatam that even great 
demigods like Lord Siva and Lord Brahma are unable to properly 
understand Lord Kr�i;ia's transcendental position, what to speak of 
scholars of this mortal world. Although Lord Kr�i;ia was moving on 
this planet five thousand years ago, no one except His real devotees 
understood Him as the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Karilsa, 
Sisupala, Jarasandha, Duryodhana, and many other demoniac 
people also saw Lord Kr�i;ia face to face, but only the devotees like 
Akrura, Uddhava, Mother Kunti, the Pai;ic;lavas, and Draupadi 
understood who He was in truth. Based on the desire of His devotees, 
Lord Kr�i;ia manifests to them accordingly. As Lord Kr�i;ia Himself 
stated in the Padma Purai;ia, mad bhaktanam vinodartham karomi 
vividhal;l kriyiil;l, "I perform so many categories of transcendental 
pastimes just to please My dedicated devotees ." One example of 
this is when Lord Kr�i;ia was taken to Mathura by Akrura, He 
appeared differently to different devotees in Mathura. The same 
Lord Kr�i;ia appeared there to some devotees as a beautiful young 
boy, to another as a lover, and to someone else as death. Those who 
do not know the value of surrender to Lord Kr�i;ia and want 
immediate results for their rituals worship the demigods or become 
deceived by pseudo-spiritualists. The transcendentally beautiful form 
of Lord Kr�i;ia cannot be known by such people. 
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TEXT 27 
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iccha-dve$a samutthena 
dvandva mohena bharata 

sarva-bhiitani sammoham 
sarge yanti paramtapa 

TRANSLATION 

7-27 

0 scion of Bharata, since the beginning of creation all the 
living entities are overcome by delusion, which arises from the 
duality of desire and hate. Thus, they remain covered with 
ignorance, 0 chastiser of enemies. 

PURPORT 

Since the beginning of material creation, Maya has put all the 
living entities into illusion, thus they are ignorant of God. In such a 
situation, everyone remains engrossed in material sense gratification 
and thus remains aloof from the Lord and is tortured by likes, 
dislikes, desire, and hate, according to their past karma. Hankering 
for favorable objects to satisfy the senses is called desire, which turns 
into hate when obstacles to obtain them appear. Everyone, male 
or female, is put into delusion by the duality of honor and dishonor, 
likes and dislikes, heat and cold, happiness and distress, and so on. 
Sometimes devotees also become so attached to their family 
members and friends that they lose their taste for devotional service, 
thus they deviate. Such devotees, who are too attached to their family 
members, do not succeed in their devotional service. As Lord Kr�i:ia 
told Uddhava in the Srimad Bhagavatam: 

yadrcchaya mat-kathadau jata-sraddhas tu yal,1 puman 
na nirVil)JJO natisakto bhakti-yogo sya siddhida}J 
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"Those fortunate souls who are neither disgusted with nor 
too attached to material things and due to good fortune, because of 
previously performed auspicious deeds, have become attached to 
the transcendental narrations of My pastimes and remain indifferent 
to their family members, are rewarded perfection on the path of 
Bhaktiyoga." 

TEXT 28 
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ye$am tv anta-gatam papam 
jananam pu.l)ya-kanna.l)am 

te dvandva-moha nirmuktii 
bhajante mam dr<;lha-vrata]J 

TRANSLATION 

Those pious souls whose sins are completely nullified by 
meritorious deeds become free from the duality of delusion and 
engage in My service with full determination. 

PURPORT 

One need not be concerned about the position one left 
behind in the spiritual world to come down to live in the material 
world. Rather, one should be concerned with the quickest, easiest 
and surest way to return to that eternal home, the spiritual world. 
Intelligent people therefore make devotional service to the Lord 
their goal so that they can go back home, back to Godhead, as soon 
as possible. Such people become detached from material things and 
engage in devotional service in the association of real devotees. In 
due course of practicing devotional service, they become free from 
all their sins and thus serve Lord Kr�Qa with complete determination. 
Who that person is who develops firm resolve to serve Lord Kr�Qa 
is stated in the Padma PuraQa: 
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janmiintara sahasre$U koti yajii.a vratiidi$U 

nariil)iiliJ. k$il)a piipiiniiliJ. kf$1)e bhaktil;l prajiiyate 

7-29 

"Those who have burnt their sins by accumulating immense 
merits by performing many austerities, fire sacrifices, fasting on the 
auspicious days and by engaging in other auspicious activities in 
their previous thousands of lives, are the ones who engage in their 
present life in Lord Kp;l)a's service exclusively with full 
determination and faith. "  

TEXT 29 
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jarii-maral)a mok$iiya 
miim-iiSritya yatanti ye 

te brahma tad-vidul;l krtsnam 
adhyiitmam karma ciikhilam 

TRANSLATION 

Those who take shelter of Me through devotional service 
in order to be free from old age and death actually know 
entirely about the Brahman, the self, and karma that entangles 
the living entity into this world. 

PURPORT 

Those who are fed up with material miseries and desire to 
obtain liberation from birth, death, old age, and disease come to 
serve Lord Kr�l)a, the Supreme Personality of Godhead. By taking 
shelter of Lord Kr�l)a's Lotus Feet, all the problems of life gradually 
diminish. Due to the potency of devotional service, the patience 
and the power to tolerate problems increase in the devotee. As it is 
stated in the Srimad Bhiigavatam, bhaviimbudhir go-vatsa padam, 
"The greatest problem of the material world turns into a tolerable 
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problem, as if the whole material ocean were reduced to the water 
contained in a calf's hoof print, which can easily be crossed over." 

Whatever one's position may be, if one contacts and pleases 
an authentic Spiritual Master and learns the art of devotional service 
from him, in due course, by such practice, one is able to please Lord 
Kp�IJ.a, who is praised by all the scriptures. As it is stated in the Srimad 
Bhagavatam: 

akiimal) sarva-kiimo vii mok$a-kiima udiiradhil) 
tibrel,la bhakti-yogena yajeta puru$a1i1 param 

"Anyone who has broader intelligence, whether they are filled 
with all kinds of material desires, have no material desires, or desire 
to obtain liberation, must by all means worship the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead, Lord Sri Kr�IJ.a, to obtain what they want." 

Therefore, the Supreme Lord Sri Kr�IJ.a should be served 
with full faith and devotion in all circumstances to have and enjoy 
everything of this world while alive and reach Lord Kr�Qa's abode 
after death. What could be better than this reward? Contrary to 
this are those who serve the demigods and remain in this material 
world because they are not qualified to receive liberation. 

TEXT 30 
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sadhibhiitadhidaivam mam 
siidhiyajii.am ca ye vidul) 

prayiil,la-kiile 'pi ca miim 
te vidur yukta-cetasal) 

TRANSLATION 
Those who know Me as the governing factor of material 

manifestation, the source of all the demigods, and the source of 
all sacrifices, being fully self-controlled, know Me at the time of 
their death. 
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PURPORT 

Those who are truly devoted to Lord K:r�I).a do not forget Him 
in any circumstance , including whether they are in a helpless 
condition or are without need of help. Those who understand that 
Lord Kr�I).a is the governing principle of the whole creation, the 
underlying basis of all the demigods, the sustainer of all entities, 
and the enjoyer of all sacrifices are blessed with freedom from this 
material world. While engaged in service to Lord Kr�I).a, such 
devotees are said to have liberation already on hand. This situation 
can only arise by the blessings of Lord Kr�I).a. As Lord Kr�I).a says in 
the Srimad Bhagavatam: 

yam na yogena samkhyena dana-vrata-tapo 'dhavrail) 
vyakhya svadhyaya sanyasail) prapnuyad yatnavan api 

"My pure devotional service cannot be achieved even by those 
who analytically study material nature, give charity to the worthy, 
take vows of fasting, perform many kinds of austerities, perform 
sacrifices , study the scriptures, or endeavor by adopting the 
renounced order of life, Sanyasa. It is very difficult to obtain." 

Achieving the blessings of Lord Kr�I).a depends not on one's 
previous pious activities alone, but also on one's present enthusiasm 
in performing devotional service under the guidance of a qualified 
Spiritual Master. Such enthusiasm for devotional service and Lord 
K:r�I).a's blessings are a voluntary affair of the heart. 

In this seventh chapter, Lord Kr�i:ia has explained how a 
person should learn to execute Bhaktiyoga to reach the spiritual 
world. Unless one is a true devotee of Lord K:r�I).a and is continuously 
practicing devotional service, they cannot sincerely realize Lord 
Kr�i:ia in truth. The six types of devotees who come to serve Lord 
Kr�i:ia are explained in this chapter. They include people in distress; 
the inquisitive; those who desire material prosperity and pleasures; 
people who want knowledge of Brahman and Paramatma; those 
who desire freedom from the problems of birth, death, old age, and 
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disease; and the unalloyed devotees of the Lord. All attain their 
desired results by worshiping Lord Sri Kr�Q.a wholeheartedly. This 
is the essence of the seventh chapter. 

Thus ends the Vrajavasi Purports of the Seventh Chapter of 
the Srimad Bhagavad Gita in the matter of Knowledge of the 
Absolute. 

Harl Om Tat Sat 





CHAPTER EIGHT 

Attaining the Spiritual World 

TEXT l 
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arjuna uvaca 

kim tad-brahma kim adhyatmam 
kim karma puru$ottama 

adhibhutam ca kim proktam 
adhidaivam kim ucyate 

TRANSLATION 

Arjuna said: 0 Supreme Lord, what is Brahman? What is 
the self ? What is fruitive activity ? What is this material 
manifestation? And who are called the demigods? Please explain 
all of this to me. 
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PURPORT 

In this chapter, Lord Kr�.l)a speaks more about mystic-yoga, 
devotional service mixed with mystic-yoga, pure devotional service, 
and the different destinations of these practitioners. In so doing, 
Lord Kr�.l)a will respond to Arjuna's inquiry as he asks in this text. 
Unless one is free from doubts, one cannot clearly see one's goal. 
Although Arjuna is a contemporary of Lord Kr�.l)a, he wants Lord 
Kr�.l)a to clarify his doubts because he has accepted Him as his 
Spiritual Master. A Spiritual Master must be authorized by the 
ancient Vedic scriptures ,  perfectly learned, and self-realized so he 
can answer all the questions put to him by his followers. 

The position of the Spiritual Master is not such that it can be 
elected into by votes or bought into with money. It is a position of 
qualification and purity. Any devotee can become a Spiritual Master 
provided he meets the qualifications given in the ancient Vedic 
scriptures. In short, since Lord Kf�.l)a is the original and perfect 
Spiritual Master, anyone who knows Him in truth is a Spiritual 
Master. One has to be spiritually realized in his past life to know 
Lord Kf�.l)a in truth in his present life. Lord �!)a has already cleared 
in (7 .3) about the scarcity of knowing Him in truth. Unless one knows 
Lord Kr�.l)a in truth he cannot function as a Spiritual Master to carry 
others to the spiritual world. 

Every Vedic scripture states that the Supreme Lord and His 
pure representative are beyond this material creation. For this 
reason, the Spiritual Master is accepted as being as good as God or 
a via-media of God. A Spiritual Master must be a man who is fully 
learned and realized in the science of Kr�.l)a consciousness. He is 
not simply elected or selected as Guru due to his being an expert in 
psychological talks or in maneuvering the innocent. He is recognized 
through scriptures so a sincere soul can be blessed and overcome 
their ignorance by surrendering at his lotus feet. 
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TEXT 2 

�: �� �s� �sftir.{ � I 
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adhiyajii.al) katham ko 'tra 
dehe 'smin madhusiidana 

pray8I)a-kale ca katham 
jii.eyo 'si niyatiitmabhil) 

TRANSLATION 

385 

0 killer of the Madhu demon, who is the Lord of sacrifice 
and how does He dwell in the body? Also, how can the self
controlled know You at the time of death? 

PURPORT 

When Arjuna addresses Lord Kr�Qa as "O killer of the Madhu 
demon," he is referring to Lord Kr�Qa's being expert in killing the 
demons, and Arjuna wants Lord Kr�Qa to kill his demon-like doubts. 
The doubts about God in one's heart are like demons which have to 
be destroyed at once by taking shelter of Lord Kr�Qa and His bona
fide representative, the Spiritual Master. If the doubts are destroyed 
the mind becomes controlled. It is stated in the Niti Sastra, 
niciisrayam na kartavyam kartavyam mahad asrayam, "One should 
not take shelter of an inferior quality spiritualist, but should search 
out and surrender to the perfectly learned and self-realized spiritual 
authority." Here, Arjuna is putting forth his doubts to Lord Kr�I.J.a 
so that all of human society can learn how to reach the ultimate 
goal. 

Regarding the Lord of sacrifice, there are two: Lord Kr�Qa, 
the Supreme Personality of Godhead, and Lord Indra, the king of 
heaven. The Vedic scriptures and the learned Gurii clarify the 
difference between these two. 
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At the time of death, it is very difficult to maintain self control 
because all the airs of the body become disordered and bile in the 
body increases to its maximum. In such a condition, it is very difficult 
to keep the equilibrium in mind and keep focused on the Lotus 
Feet of Lord Kr�IJ.a, unless one has practiced spiritual life perfectly 
for a long period of time and has become totally addicted to it. As 
Prahlada Maharaja says in the Srimad Bhagavatam: 

kaumaram acaret prajnal;l dharman bhagavatan iha 
durlabharil manu$ali1 janma tad apy adhruvam arthadam 

"One who is sufficiently intelligent should use the human birth 
to practice spiritual life from the very beginning of life, from the 
tender age of childhood and minimize engaging it in material 
activities. Although human birth is temporary like other kinds of 
bodies, it is still very difficult to obtain; therefore, it is valuable and 
meaningful. In the human form, one can perform devotional service, 
thereby rewarding one with complete perfection." 

TEXT 3 

� 
� � � �S'f'Al�¥Qd I 
� �: tfi4�f#td: 1 1 � 1 1  

sri bhagavan uvaca 

ak$aram brahma paramam 
svabhavo 'dhyatmam ucyate 

bhuta-bhavodbhava-karo 
visargal;l karma-samjnital;l 

TRANSLATION 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead said: The 
indestructible, transcendental personality is called Brahman, and 
his inherent nature is called the self. Actions that cause the living 
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entities to exist in diverse material bodies in this creation are 
called karma, or fruitive activity. 

PURPORT 

The focusing point of the impersonalists, the impersonal 
feature that they also call light, is spiritual, infallible, indestructible, 
and is called Brahman. As the Brhadaral.l.yaka Upani�ad states, etad 
vai ak$aram gargi brahmal)a abhivadanti, "O Gargi, due to its 
infallible quality, the learned Brahmal.l.as call this spiritual spark 
indestructible ." The Mal.l.<;lukya Upani�ad also states, sarvam hy etad 
brahmayam atma brahma, "The impersonal spiritual effulgence of 
the Lord is called Brahman but sometimes the spark called the soul, 
due its emanating from the Lord is also called Brahman." It all 
depends on how the word "Brahman" is used and in what reference. 
The spirit soul, when it exercises its inherent nature by accepting a 
body, is called jiva. The spirit soul swims in the body by using five 
categories of airs; namely Pral.l.a, Apana, Vyana, Udana, and 
Samana. When the soul becomes active by using its sensory faculties 
and operating organs of perception it is called Atma. When the same 
soul earnestly tries to realize the Supersoul, it is called the self. 
Therefore, Lord Kr�l.l.a answers the second question of Arjuna by 
explaining that when the soul does not identify itself with the material 
body and lives a spiritual life, it is called the self. 

Actions that bring reaction are called karma. As per one's 
karma, one receives a body. The soul is ever-existing, but when the 
soul accepts a material body and takes birth from a mother, it is 
called the birth of the soul. As per the Nirukti Dictionary, the material 
manifestation of the soul refers to the soul's physical body, which is 
maintained by food. The Parasara Smrti states: 

agnau pra$tiihutib samyag adityam upa-ti$thate 

adityad jayate vr$tib Vf$ter annam tatab prajfib 

"When the ingredients of sacrifice are systematically thrown 
into the sacrificial fire, their potency goes upwards to the sky to 
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energize the sun to evaporate water and help form the clouds. The 
same clouds pour rain on the ground to produce food grains so that 
the living entities can eat and produce more of the living entities ." 

Hence, when a living entity eats food, it produces semen or 
ovum, and when semen is used to impregnate a female it combines 
with her ovum to produce other living entities . This is called the 
cycle of karma. 

TEXT 4 

� � lWt: 1�'1�4qa'{ I 
�s�iMl'il � � � 1 1� 1 1  

adhibhiltam k$aro bhaval) 
puru$a5 cadhidaivatam 

adhiyajno 'ham evatra 
dehe deha-bhrtam vara 

TRANSLATION 

0 best of the embodied souls, this endlessly mutable physical 
nature is called the material manifestation. The demigods are 
parts of My universal form. I am that Lord represented by the 
Supersoul dwelling in the heart of every living entity. 

PURPORT 

As clothes cover the body, this material body covers the soul. 
When the soul is combined with the eight elements which comprise 
the gross and subtle bodies, it is referred to as an embodied soul. 
Whether in its original or embodied state, the soul is referred to as 
the marginal energy of the Lord, because of its potential for 
embodiment. At death, the body's five physical elements; earth, 
water, air, fire, and ether; mix with their generic sources, just as a 
clay pot when it breaks eventually becomes earth again. After death, 
the soul accepts another physical body from the 8,400,000 different 
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species, according to its karma. This body, along with the material 
manifestation which is also constantly changing, is called adhibhuta, 
or perishable. 

The Nirukti Dictionary defines the word adhidaiva in the 
following way, adhikrtya varttamiiniini suryiidi daivatani yatra, "The 
universal form of the Lord includes all the demigods; and controls 
their nature and movements. "  Thus, the managerial parts of the 
Supreme Lord are called the demigods. When the Lord takes the 
form of Paramatma, to reside inside the soul, it is called the Supersoul 
and is seated in the heart of every living entity. Supersoul is not 
separated frorri Lord Kr�Qa, but the soul, being marginal , is 
separated, like the energy and the energetic. Although energy does 
not exist without the energetic, still energy is not the energetic. 
However, no difference exists between Supersoul and the Lord, 
because Supersoul is His personal expansion, whereas the soul is 
different from the Supersoul. The impersonalists and those who are 
spiritually ignorant say that atma (the soul) is Paramatma (Supersoul) 
and they are one and the same. But this is not correct. As it is stated 
in the MuQc;iaka Upani�ad: 

dvii-supaII)ii sayujii sakhiiyii 
samanam Vfk$am parisasvajiite 

tayor anyal.i pippalam sviidv atty 
anasnann anyo abhicakasiti 

"The individual soul and the Supersoul are like two friendly 
birds who have taken shelter and reside together on one tree-like 
body. Among the two, one bird, the individual soul, is eating the 
fruit of its acquired karma, i .e. , enjoying material sense gratification, 
while the other bird, the Supersoul (Lord Krsna), does not eat it, 
but witnesses the friend's actions. Although both birds are of the 
same quality, one is captivated by the karmic fruit of the tree, while 
the other simply observes as a witness." 

Without properly communicating with Supersoul, the living 
entity struggles with the three modes of material nature and identifies 
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with the material body. Supersoul, situated in the soul, constantly 
guides the soul to the proper path, even when the soul is not inclined 
to follow. Because of this interest in the welfare of the soul, Lord 
Kp;;J)a is called the best friend of the soul. If the individual soul turns 
their face towards the Lord, their suffering ends. The Lord's desire 
is that the living entity comes to Him. 

TEXT S 

�;:�Fhl#i � � �<\"1�1 tfl#i�H+( I 
�: � � � � '11�')1 �: 1 1 '1 1 1  

anta-kale ca mameva 
smaran muktva kalevaram 

ya]) prayati sa mad-bhavam 
yati nasty atra samsayal) 

TRANSLATION 

Whosoever at the time of quitting the body, remembers Me 
alone, attains My abode. In this there is no doubt. 

PURPORT 

The ultimate goal of human life is to reach the spiritual world. 
This becomes possible by constantly engaging in K+�J)a conscious 
activities. By constant remembrance of Lord K+�J)a through chanting 
His Holy Names, studying His glories, and by worshiping Him, one 
gradually develops one-pointed intelligence in their dedication to 
Lord K+�J)a. This is required to reach His spiritual abode. In such 
a one-pointed state, one cannot live without meditating on Lord 
K+�J)a, even for a moment. When the body becomes purified by 
constant chanting, its every action becomes K+�J)a conscious. A 
person so engaged always lives in ecstasy in this world, having 
regained the original nature of the soul. Thus, at the time of death, 
even though one may be in a totally helpless condition but remains 
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steady in mind, by remembering Lord Kr�Q.a, one certainly reaches 
the spiritual world. The departure of a perfect devotee from this 
world does not depend on any circumstances, such as the time of 
day or location of the sun, because of their constant thinking of 
Lord Kr�1.1a. Such a devotee is taken to the spiritual world on a 
celestial palanquin, guarded by the messengers of Lord Kr�Q.a. 
Therefore, by sincerely taking to the process of Bhakti and seriously 
practicing it Bhakti gradually transforms into one's nature and habit, 
and thus the Lord is recollected at the time of death. 

TEXT 6 

� � � � �'51�41 �@i••H:"( I 
� d?i�Rt q\i414 � �: 1 1 � 1 1  

yam yam vapi smaran bhavam 
tyajaty ante kalevaram 

tam tam evaiti kaunteya 
sada tad-bhava bhavital) 

TRANSLATION 

0 son of Kunti, whatever thoughts one recollects at the 
time of quitting the body, to that state one attains without fail, 
because of always remaining influenced by habituated thoughts. 

PURPORT 

Everything we do while in this world is recorded by the 
mind. If one has practiced sense gratification their whole life, then 
at the time of death, the mind conjures up such pictures for 
meditation.  The particular activities one is habituated to are 
generally related to the kind of association one has kept. If one 
associates with a saint, one develops saintly behavior. One cannot 
expect to be saintly at the time of death if one has kept perverse 
company. A good example of inappropriate company is King Bharat, 
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as explained in the Srimad Bhagavatam. King Bharat became overly 
attached to a deer. He attained the body of a deer in his next life 
because he thought of that deer at the time of quitting his body. 
Whatever one practices during their lifetime remains with the soul 
and comes back to be replayed at the time of death. Therefore, if 
one wants to go back to Godhead and be with the all-attractive 
Supreme Lord permanently, one should be sincere and seriously 
practice K:p;l)a consciousness under the guidance of a perfect 
Spiritual Master so that Lord Kp;;l)a can be remembered constantly, 
even at the time of death. 

The spiritual life that is mentioned here is not a Yoga process 
that is taught in the Yoga centers nowadays. The qualities of spiritual 
life are intense conviction combined with deep yearning, restlessness, 
intense longing, and persistence, the degree of which determines 
the speed of spiritual progress. Spiritual life is about consistence, 
persistence, and insistence while practicing it in search of the 
Supreme Lord. The more intensely one practices spiritual discipline, 
the faster one attains perfection. 

Spiritual life yields real pleasure, whereas material life is like 
a fungus infection. This fungus is a skin disease that one scratches to 
obtain relief. The nature of this disease is that it causes the itching 
to increase and brings more problems when scratched. The fungus 
of material life can be cured if one takes the medicine of material 
detachment prescribed by a qualified spiritual doctor, the Guru. The 
resulting spiritual happiness is ecstatic, ever-increasing, and is free 
from material anxiety, and therefore is much greater than material 
happiness, which is always followed by frustration, hankering, and 
lamentation. 

TEXT ? 
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tasmat sarve$U kale$U 
mam anusmara yudhya ca 

mayy arpita mano-buddhir 
mam evai$yasy asamsayab 

TRANSLATION 

393 

Therefore, fix your mind on remembering Me all the time 
and at the same time perform your prescribed duty of fighting. 
With your mind and intelligence constantly fixed on Me, you will 
attain Me without a doubt. 

PURPORT 

Here, Lord Kr�Qa conclusively tells Arjuna to constantly 
meditate on Him. Constant thinking of Lord K:r�Qa, however, does 
not occur automatically. The endeavor of our whole life shapes our 
destiny. Practicing spiritual life is meant to keep the mind absorbed 
in thoughts of the Supreme Lord. One's mind must first be freed of 
all material contaminations by chanting the Hare Kr�Qa Mahamantra 
of Hare Kr�Qa, Hare K:r�Qa, Kr�Qa Kr�Qa, Hare Hare I Hare Rama, 
Hare Rama, Rama Rama, Hare Hare. As it is stated in the Padma 
Pural)a: 

harireva samaradhyab sarva deve suresvarab 
hari-nama maha-mantrair nasyat papa pisacatam 

"Lord Kr�Qa is the Supreme God, God of all the gods and the 
demigods. One should take shelter of and worship Lord Kr�r.ia by 
chanting the Mahamantra, which will remove all sins and the 
demoniac mentality from within." 

Arjuna was always meditating on Lord K:r�r;ia because he was 
already with Lord K:r�r;ia as His friend and His devotee. These 
instructions are therefore meant for the purification of the 
conditioned souls who are struggling in the material world. Lord 
K:r�r;ia is encouraging everyone by telling Arjuna that if one is not 
able to meditate constantly on Him, then they should regularly 
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dedicate a portion from their earned from their occupational duty 
or from their profession to please Him. In this way, one's mind, 
intelligence, and thoughts will be engaged in Lord Kpma's service, 
and in due course, after being purified, one will undoubtedly reach 
Lord Kp,i1,1a's abode. 

TEXT 8 
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abh yiisa-yoga-yuktena 
cetasii niinyagiiminii 

paramam puru$am divyam 
yiiti parthiinucintayan 

TRANSLATION 

0 son of Prtha, one who is disciplined by constantly 
meditating on and remembering Me with their mind and 
intelligence, without being deviated, is sure to reach Me, the 
transcendental Personality of Godhead. 

PURPORT 

By the continuous practice of chanting Lord K:p�1,1a's Holy 
Names and by performing devotional service, one switches the 
attention of the mind from material to spiritual activities. However, 
the key to spiritual success is to follow the instructions of the Lord 
and His bona-fide representative. By taking refuge in devotional 
service with resolute intelligence , in due course, the service 
transforms into one's nature. In this way, one comes to the point of 
being unable to live without thinking of Lord Kpma even for a 
moment. Such a devotee is said to be already liberated, even while 
living in this world. Just as a caterpillar first thinks of becoming a 
butterfly and then transforms into one, similarly, when a devotee 
practices spiritual life without deviation under the direction of a 
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qualified Spiritual Master, Lord Kp;Q.a says such a devotee surely 
goes back to Godhead. Continuously thinking about and serving 
Lord Kr�Q.a are therefore the criteria for obtaining liberation, 
because such activities make the mind steady in Kr�Q.a consciousness. 
In this way, one will be able to think of Lord Kr�Q.a at the time of 
death as well. 

TEXT 9 

m 9;<JOli:tj�INdl\
qofl\Ofl4i�qj�\tl: I 
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kavim punil).am anusasitaram 
al).or-al).iyamsam anusmared ya]) 

sarvasya dhataram acintya-riipam 
aditya-vamam tamasal) parastat 

TRANSLATION 

One who always meditates upon the Supreme Personality 
of Godhead as He who knows everything, who is the oldest, who 
is the controller, who is smaller than the smallest, who is the 
maintainer of everything, who is beyond all material conception, 
whose form is inconceivable, who is luminous like the sun, and 
who is fully transcendental, goes beyond ignorance. 

PURPORT 

This chapter of the Bhagavad Gita so far has explained that 
the mind attached to sense gratification can only be relieved by 
practicing Kr�Q.a consciousness. Devotional service to Lord Kr�Q.a 
purifies the heart, by which one constantly remembers Lord Kr�Q.a. 
When the heart is not yet fully purified, one must mechanically force 
oneself to operate on the spiritual path so that one's heart gradually 
becomes purified. 
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Lord Kr�Q.a is the Supreme mystic who knows the past, present, 
and future, although some great sages also know about past, present, 
and future, but they are not eternally cognizant. Lord Kr�Q.a is known 
as the eternally all-cognizant Lord, the all-pervading controller, and 
the maintainer of all living entities .  He is inconceivably potent 
whereas Maya is completely dark. As it is stated in the MuQ.c;laka 
Upani�ad, kiili kariili sudh umra-var1.1ii, "Maya is the complete 
darkness of ignorance, and is a terrifying personality who keeps the 
living entity entangled in the material world." But the effulgence of 
Lord Kr�Q.a is very luminous and thus illuminates her. Although 
Maya emanates from Lord Kr�Q.a and He maintains her, He is not 
affected by her. Lord K�Q.a, by His own inconceivable mercy, teaches 
this science to spiritually desirous people to transform them into 
real devotees so they can transcend Maya's influence. 

TEXT 10 

!Jl!jfOffhf� �S� 
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prayii1.1a-kiile manasii 'calena 
bhaktyii-yukto yoga-balena caiva 

bhruvor-madhye prii1.1am iivesya samyak 
sa tam param,puru$am upaiti divyam 

TRANSLATION 

By the power of practicing Yoga, one who, at the time of 
quitting the body, fixes their mind with devotion on Me without 
deviation and establishes the life air properly in between the 
eyebrows, reaches My transcendental abode. 
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PURPORT 

A determined devotee does not become deviated from the 
path of devotion even at the time of death. This is the result of 
constantly remembering Lord Kr�Q.a. The word yogabalena used in 
this text refers to the potency of constant practice of mystic-yoga 
and controlling the life air in order to think of Lord Kr�Q.a at the 
time of death. As it is stated in the Svetasvatara Upani�ad, tam eva 
viditva 'ti mrtyum eti, "After knowing the Supreme Lord, one surely 
crosses over the cycle of birth and death and reaches the 
transcendental world. " 

The fruitful yogic process for this age of Kaliyuga is to 
regularly chant the Hare Kr�Q.a Mahamantra. By constant chanting, 
in due course, one will become habituated and think of Lord Kr�Q.a 
at the time of death. Besides this there is no possibility of liberation. 
As it is said in the Brhannaradiya Purcll).a: 

barer nama barer nama barer namaiva kevalam 
kalau nasty eva nasty eva nasty eva gatir anyatbab 

"In this age of Kaliyuga in which we are living in now, there 
is no alternative, there is no alternative, there is no alternative to 
obtain liberation from this material world except the chanting of 
the Holy Name of Lord Kr�Q.a, the chanting of the Holy Name of 
Lord Kr�Q.a, the chanting of the Holy Name of Lord Kr�Q.a."  

The threefold repetition here emphasizes that chanting of the 
Hare Kf�I).a Mahamantra is the singularly most important method 
for everyone to make spiritual progress in this age. Only those who 
are fortunate understand this point and embrace it to their hearts as 
their life and soul. This chanting of the Hare Kr�Q.a Mahamantra 
removes more sin than one is able commit. 
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TEXT 11 
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yad ak$aram veda-vido vadanti 
vi$anti yad yatayo vita-raga]J 

yad icchanto brahmacaryam caranti 
tat te padam sailgrahe.Qa pravak$ye 

TRANSLATION 

8-11 

I shall now summarize that supreme destination for you 
which the greatly learned in the Vedas describe as infallible, in 
which the renounced order take refuge in, and people lead a life 
of celibacy to obtain. 

PURPORT 

There is a common misunderstanding that every path leads 
to the spiritual world; yatha mat tatha path (a colloquial statement) . 
It has already been explained that the paths of the worshipers of 
the demigods, worshipers of evil spirits, the path of the impersonalists 
(Advaita Margis) ,  the followers of Karmayoga, Jfianayoga, 
Dhyanayoga, or Sarilkhyayoga do not lead to the same destination 
that real devotees reach. It has already been explained that 
Bhaktiyoga is the culmination of all spiritual paths. Previously, Lord 
Kr!?Q.a told Arjuna about controlling the life air in the middle of the 
eyebrows, Arjuna desired to know more about yoga to attain 
liberation. In reply to Arjuna's inquiry, Lord Kr!?Q.a explains in the 
next three verses how a yogi systematically reaches the spiritual sky. 
In this verse, Lord Kr!?Q.a emphasizes celibacy, learning the art of 
devotional service, and then practicing it properly. The secret is that 
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one has to be free from desiring material sense pleasures in order to 
become perfect on the spiritual path. 

TEXT 12 

� �1<1f01 � � � � � I  
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sarva-dvaraJJi samyamya 
mano hrdi nirudhya ca 

miirdhny adhayatmana}J. praJJam 
asthito yoga-dharaJJiim 

TRANSLATION 

Controlling all the doors (holes) of the body and confining 
the mind to the heart, fixing the life air at the cerebrum, one 
should become situated in Yoga. 

PURPORT 

When all desires for sense pleasures are stopped and the sense 
objects are withheld from the mind, one is able to properly 
concentrate on spiritual life. The path of perfection requires that 
one control the senses in action and also the mind. Just external 
control of them is not the solution to help one advance along the 
spiritual path, because the mind will meditate on the sense objects 
and not on Lord Kr�Qa. We have already discussed in the third and 
the sixth chapters at length about how merely thinking about the 
sense objects gradually leads one to spiritual fall-down. One should 
therefore control one's mind with the intelligence by fixing the mind 
on the higher self, Lord Kr�Qa seated in the heart, and not think of 
sense gratification. The courage to control the mind comes from 
following the guidance of a qualified Guru. 
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TEXT 13 
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om ity ekak$aram brahma 
vyaharan mam anusmaran 

ya]) prayiiti tyajan deham 
sa yati paramam gatim 

TRANSLATION 

8-13 

Then, while vibrating the syllable OM, the supreme 
combination of letters, if one quits the body while thinking of 
Me, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, that person will 
certainly reach the supreme destination. 

PURPORT 

The Vedic scriptures state that one should remember the 
Supersoul seated within the heart while uttering the principal word 
OM. OM is the monosyllable sound representation of the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead, who is the reservoir of all pleasure and 
owner of this cosmic manifestation. The word OM is equivalent to 
calling God Mr. and therefore it is an impersonal address to God. 
Although OM is non-different from the Lord and it is His sound 
incarnation, it still indicates that the chanter of OM does not 
know His name. No Vedic mantra can be repeated without first 
uttering OM, just as an honorable person is called Mr. or Mrs. before 
reciting their name. The six Goswamis of Vrindaban, who are 
accepted as the greatest exponents of Gam;iiya Vai�I).ava philosophy, 
have analyzed the syllable OM in terms of its inner meaning using 
an alphabetical sound composition, as stated by Srila Jiva Goswami: 

a-kiirel)a ucyate kf$1)a.Q sarva-lokaika niiyakal;i 

u-kiirel)a ucyate riidhii m-kiiro jiva viicakal;i 
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"The monosyllable 0 M is a sound combination of three letters 
A, U, and M. The letter A from OM refers to Lord Kr�Q.a, the master 
of the entire cosmic creation; the letter U from Orn stands for Srirnati 
Radharfu).i, the pleasure potency of Lord Kr�Q.a, and the letter M 
stands for the living entities who are interested in both, Radha and 
Kr�Q.a, to please Them." 

Normally, the word OM represents Lord Kr�JJ.a alone, but 
in His impersonal form. In the personal form, His names, forms, 
pastimes ,  entourage, expansions , devotees ,  potencies ,  and 
everything else pertaining to Hirn are included. If a yogi understands 
this and pronounces OM internally, without bringing any sound 
vibration out so to be heard externally, and passes away from this 
world while thinking of Lord Kr�Q.a's personal form, he enters into 
the spiritual abode. 

TEXT 14 
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ananya-cetal;l satatam 
yo mam smarati nityasa}J 

tasyaham sulabha}J partha 
nitya-yuktasya yogina}J 

TRANSLATION 

0 Partha, I am easily obtained by that ever-steadfast yogi 
who constantly remembers Me without deviation and steadily 
engages in My devotional service. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kr�Q.a now begins to explain the unalloyed process of 
Bhakti. In the Seventh Chapter (verses 16 through 29), Lord Kr�Q.a 
spoke about Bhakti mixed with fruitive desires. In this chapter, Lord 
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Kp;1.1a has spoken up to this point about Bhakti mixed with 
mysticism. Now, Lord Kr�1.1a speaks about unalloyed devotion, which 
is totally beyond the three modes of material nature. Those who 
are fortunate are able to perform devotional service without being 
deviated by the desire for fruitive results, empirical knowledge, 
mystic power, ritualistic ceremonies, or worship of the demigods to 
reach heavenly planets. Devotees who worship Lord Kr�1.1a without 
being deviated by such desires are called unalloyed devotees. The 
unalloyed devotees of Lord Kr�1.1a do not care about time, place, or 
circumstance for worshiping Lord Kr�1.1a; they only want to think of 
Him and worship Him constantly. For this reason Lord Kr�1.1a is 
easily attained by such class of devotees and such devotees never 
become morose. 

Another characteristic of unalloyed devotees is that they do 
not expect any mystic powers or even liberation for their service to 
Lord Kpma. As it is said in the Srimad Bhagavatam: 

salokya SM$ti samipya sarii.pya ekatvam apy uta 
diyamanam na grhQanti vina mat-sevanam janal) 

"Pure devotees do not even desire any kind of liberation, such 
as salokya (living on the same planet as the Lord) , siir$ti (having the 
same opulence as the Lord) , samipya (becoming a personal associate 
of the Lord) , sarii.pya (having the same features as the Lord) , or 
ekatva (becoming one with or merging with the Lord) even if they 
are offered to them by the Supreme Personality of Godhead." 

A pure devotee always depends on Lord Kr�1.1a and does not 
want anything besides Lord Kr�1.1a .  Similarly, Lord Kr�1.1a 
reciprocates by always thinking of such a devotee and saves that 
devotee from all calamities and major problems. Lord Kr�IJ.a also 
conveys the intelligence to His unalloyed devotees by which they 
can save themselves from becoming contaminated by the illusory 
potency, Maya. Those who do not become sincere devotees must 
continue under the clutches of Maya and experience the pangs of 
repeated birth and death. The position of one who is involved in 
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Maya's play is like a person who is stuck in quicksand. Just as the 
more one tries to come out of quicksand, the more one sinks, the 
same is the situation of one involved in Maya. An intelligent person 
should therefore carefully consider what is better-staying under 
the care of Lord Kr�Qa, or staying under the clutches of Maya. 
Another name for Lord Kr�Qa is Rasaraja, the reservoir of pleasure. 
Therefore, choosing Kr�Qa is always blissful. 

TEXT 15 
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mam upetya punar-janma 
dubkhalayam asasvatam 

napnuvanti mahatmanab 
samsiddhim paramam gatab 

TRANSLATION 

Such great souls, after attaining Me, never return to this 
temporary and misery-laden material world, because they have 
already attained the highest perfection. 

PURPORT 

The real saint performs constant devotional service, and thus 
attains the abode of Lord Kr�Qa. One may wonder, after reaching 
the abode of Lord Kr�Qa, how long does one stay there? Lord Kr�Qa 
answers by saying that the devotee who reaches His abode does not 
return to take birth again in this temporary material world, which is 
the place filled many unpleasant situations. The Srimad Bhagavatam 
states, padam padam yad-vipadam, "Miseries are experienced at 
every step in this world. " Therefore, Lord Kr�Qa states that His 
devotee eternally stays in His spiritual world and experiences 
permanent happiness there. What a wonderful benediction for a 
sincere devotee, just see ! 
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There are two categories of pure devotees of the Lord: one is 
an eternal associate and the other is a purified devotee. The eternal 
devotees are the eternal companions of Lord Kna:ia, whereas the 
purified devotees do not constantly participate in the Lord's pastimes 
when they reach His abode .  When Lord Kna:ia makes His 
transcendental appearance in this world, His eternal companions 
come with Him to participate in His pastimes. When Lord Kr�JJ.a 
again disappears from this earth, His associates return with Him. 
But the purified devotees stay in the spiritual world; they do not 
come here with Lord Kr�JJ.a unless He specifically wants them to do 
so. This is the difference between the eternal associates and the 
purified pure devotees. 

TEXT 16 
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abrahma bhuvanal-loka.l;i 
punar-avartino 'rjuna 

mam upetya tu kaunteya 
punar-janma na vidyate 

TRANSLATION 

0 Arjuna, all the planetary systems in this material world, 
starting from the bottom most planet, Patilaloka, up to the highest 
planet, Brahmaloka, are subjected to repeated birth and death. 
But, 0 son of Kunti, anyone who attains My abode never takes 
birth again. 

PURPORT 

Here, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, Lord Kr�JJ.a, 
explains about the superiority of His spiritual world by saying how 
His purified devotee does not return to this world after reaching 
there. A pious person who does not worship Lord Kr�JJ.a may go to 
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the heavenly planets, but they must take birth again when their 
merits are exhausted. Their position is like that of an airplane which 
must return to the ground when its fuel is exhausted. Higher than 
the heavenly planets is the abode of Lord Brahma, called Satyaloka, 
where yogis reach by performing paiichagni-vidyii (the ceremonies 
where five simultaneous heaps of fire surround the yogi, in the center 
of which the meditating yogi sits) . Since Lord Brahma is a devotee 
of Lord Kp;Q.a, usually everyone in his abode practices devotional 
service, and thus at the end of the complete annihilation, they too 
are transferred to the spiritual world. But if someone on Brahmaloka 
does not practice devotional service, even though there is ample 
opportunity, they have to return to planet earth. 

However, better than all of these are the fortunate souls who 
practice Bhaktiyoga here on earth and reach directly to the spiritual 
world, from where they never return to this world. In essence, it 
should be understood by everyone that aside from the spiritual 
world, the whole creation is influenced by the miseries of birth, death, 
old age, and disease. As it is stated in the Harinama�takam, iibrahma 
bhuvana paryantam sarva miiyii-mayam jagat, "Beginning from the 
topmost planet, Brahmaloka, down to the bottom-most planet, 
Patalaloka, everywhere the miseries of repeated birth and death 
exist." An intelligent person therefore makes all endeavors to get 
out of this world and go to the spiritual world, VaikuQ.tha. 

TEXT 17 
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sahasra-yuga paryantam 
ahar yad brahmaI).o vidu]J. 

riitrim yuga sahasriintiiril 
te 'ho-riitra vido janii]J. 
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TRANSLATION 

Know that a thousand earthly ages equals a daytime of Lord 
Brahma, and the same duration equals one night of his. The 
knowers of such daytimes and nighttimes are called learned. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kn;IJ.a spoke these three verses in connection with Lord 
Brahma to clearly establish the temporary nature of the material 
creation in relation to the eternality of His spiritual creation, the 
spiritual world. He uses the word yuga in this text referring to one 
cycle of the four Yugas, namely Satyayuga (1 ,728,000 solar years) , 
Tretayuga (1 ,296,000 solar years) , Dvaparayuga (864,000 solar years) 
and the present Yuga, named Kaliyuga ( 432,000 solar years) . Those 
who are less knowledgeable think the duration of the days and nights 
are equal in every planet. According to the authority of the 
scriptures, the daytime (one-half of a day) of the demigods living in 
heaven is equal to six months on earth and their nighttime is of 
the same duration, as well. But Lord Brahma's daytime equals one 
thousand cycles of the four Yugas (Satya, Treta, Dvapara, and Kali) , 
or about 4,320,000,000 solar years . This is confirmed in the 
Brahmal).c;la Pural).a, caturyuga sahasrantau brahmaI.Jo dinam ucyate, 
"One thousand cycles of the four earthly Yugas are said to be one 
daytime of Lord Brahma." The same duration is equal to one night 
of his as well. In this way, the population in the upper planetary 
system lives one hundred years in their calculation. There are thirty 
days in a month and twelve months in a year, as well. Similarly, all 
living entities, from the most primitive to the highest in the universe, 
live the equivalent of one hundred years by their calculation. For 
example, although an insect lives but one day and Lord Brahma 
appears to live for an innumerous number of years, their lifetimes 
seem to them like a hundred of our years seem to us. Just as an 
insect would find it hard to believe that someone could live for a 
hundred solar years as humans do, so it is sometimes difficult for 
humans to understand that the demigods live for many more years 
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than humans. As it is a relative world, although the average duration 
of life is experienced equally by everyone, the actual time variation 
is enormous. 

According to Srila Sridhara Swami, the greatly pious people 
go to Brahmaloka (the abode of Lord Brahma) where they enjoy 
innumerable material pleasures and experience practically no 
miseries of life. As it is stated in the Kathopani�ad: 

svarge Joke na bhayam kiiican nasti 
na tatra tvam na jaraya bibheti 

ubhe tirtvasanaya p1pase 
fokatigo modate svarga-loke 

"Those who live in heaven do not become scared <;>f facing 
old age and other miseries. They also do not become tormented by 
hunger or thirst. In this way, people in heaven enjoy their life." 

Brahmaloka is situated beyond the three Lokas; Svarga, 
Martya, and Patala Lokas (the upper planets, the middle planet 
called earth, and the subterranean lower planets, respectively). Even 
though Brahmaloka is the highest planet in heaven, still birth and 
death exist there. Only those people who are greatly pious reach 
the heavenly planets. As it is stated in the Vi�J)u PuraJ)a: 

tapasvini dana-silas ca vita-ragas titik$ava}J 
trilokya upari-sthanam labhante foka-varjitam 

"Those who are very austere, charitable, materially detached, 
'\nd are very tolerant reach Brahmaloka, situated beyond the three 
L"okas, where one is relatively free from material miseries. "  

To achieve complete freedom from fear, one must reach the 
spiritual world, which is situated beyond the material creation. As 
the Srimad Bhagavatam describes, amrtam k$emam abhayam tri
m urdhno 'dhayi m urdha$U, "Freedom from death, immense 
pleasure , immense fortune, fearlessness, and freedom from the 
anxieties of old age, disease, and death exist in the kingdom of God. 
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This spiritual ·kingdom is situated above the three planets (lower, 
middle, and upper) and also beyond the material covering." 

Although some people claim that Brahmaloka is free from 
the fear of death, the proof of scripture establishes that when one 
hundred years of Lord Brahma ends, he has to die along with his 
residents . Taking birth and dying exists everywhere within the 
covering of the material universe. If, at the time of annihilation, a 
Vai�Q.ava (a devotee of Lord Kp;Q.a) occupies the post of Lord 
Brahma, he and all the residents of his abode become transferred 
to the spiritual world after Brahma's death. 

TEXT 18 
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avyaktad vyaktayal) sarva 
prabhavanty ahar-agame 

ratry-agame praliyante 
tatraivavyakta samjflake 

TRANSLATION 

In the beginning of Brahma's day, all the unmanifest entities 
come into being, and when his night arrives they become 
annihilated and thus are called unmanifest again. 

PURPORT 

The whole material creation consisting of countless universes 
is only one-fourth of the Lord's total creation. Each universe has a 
Brahma and their abodes are within the material coverings of their 
universe; although situated beyond the upper, middle, and lower 
planetary systems in the universe. The word avyakta, according to 
Sripada Madhusudana Saraswati, signifies that when the partial 
annihilation takes place after one day of Lord Brahma, his planet 
remains, just like a person who goes to sleep, yet remains present. 
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All material planets are subjected to annihilation. Even the planet 
of Lord Brahma is annihilated at the end of his one hundred years. 

According to the Vi�i:iu Purat;ia (6.3 . 1 ) ,  there are four 
categories of annihilation of the material creation. nitya naimittika 
prakrtika atyantika pralayas ca, "Momentary annihilation, the 
annihilation after a day of Lord Brahma, the annihilation at the 
death of Brahma, and the annihilation of the subtle body of the 
living entity, which only happens by blessings of the Supreme Lord, 
Lord Sri Kr�i:ia." 

nitya pralaya: This annihilation takes place at every moment. 
This is an annihilation of moments; that is, a moment which has 
passed does not return again. 

naimittika pralaya: In this annihilation all the heavenly 
planets, the earth, and the lower planets are annihilated, the abode 
of Lord Brahma remains as it is. This takes place at the end of a 
daytime of Lord Brahma. In one daytime of Lord Brahma there are 
one thousand cycles of the four Yugas, or 4,320,000,000 earthly years. 
At the end of this period there is first a great drought, followed by 
incessant rain, in which everything becomes covered with water. This 
condition remains for another 4,320,000,000 earthly years, until the 
end of Lord Brahma's nighttime, after which all the living entities 
are again created. 

pralqtika pralaya: This is the annihilation that takes place at 
the end of one hundred years of Lord Brahma's life, when this whole 
material universe is annihilated. 

Atyantika pralaya: This is the annihilation of the subtle body 
of the living entity, by which the living entity achieves liberation 
from this material world and enters inside the Kingdom of God. 
This only happens by Lord Kr�i:ia's mercy. 

It has been previously explained that no one except the 
Supreme Lord can reward liberation to anyone, therefore His 
blessings are required to be liberated from the repetition of creation 
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and annihilation. To reach the indestructible spiritual world, one 
must perform Bhaktiyoga and receive the blessings of the Supreme 
Lord, Lord Sri Kp:;I).a. The human birth is said to be extremely 
valuable because it offers the chance to perform Bhaktiyoga to reach 
the spiritual world. Only the grossly foolish and unfortunate will 
not take advantage of this rare opportunity, which comes after 
millions of lifetimes. 

TEXT 19 
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bhiita-grama sa evayam 
bhiitva bhiitva praliyate 

ratry-agame 'vasa}J partha 
prabhavaty ahar-agame 

TRANSLATION 

0 Partha, during the daytime of Lord Brahma all beings 
are created, and when his night comes they are inevitably 
annihilated again. In this way, the repetition of creation and 
dissolution takes place again and again. 

PURPORT 

After annihilation takes place, all the living entities who did 
not receive liberation are created in the universe again, in the same 
pattern as before the annihilation. As it is stated in the Taittiriya 
Upani!:;ad: 

siirya candram asau dhata yatha piirvam akalpayat 
divam ca prthavim cantarik$am atho sva}J 

"Everyone, including the Sungod, Moongod, Lord Brahma, the 
heavenly planets, the earth, ether, and all the living entities; except 
those who are liberated; are created again in the same way as they 
were in the previous creation before the universe was annihilated." 
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Each time every living entity, animate or inanimate, is created 
according to their karma. One's karma determines one's birth, death, 
and how one has to helplessly toss around in the waves of this 
material phenomenon. In order to be free of the repetition of 
birth and death, one must perform Bhaktiyoga to become free from 
karma. Only karma keeps one tied to this creation, one has to 
therefore work to become free from karma. Devotional service is 
therefore recommended by Lord Kp�Q.a throughout the pages of 
the Bhagavad Gita, though it is named differently in different 
chapters. 

TEXT 20 
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paras tasmat tu  bhavo 'nyo 
'vyakto 'vyaktat sanatanal) 

ya}) sa sarve$U bhiite$U 
nasyatsu na vinasyati 

TRANSLATION 

However, there is another nature, which is eternal and 
transcendental to the manifested and unmanifested creation. It 
is never annihilated. When everything along with all living beings 
are annihilated, that part remains perfectly intact. 

PURPORT 

Anything made of gross or subtle material elements must 
become annihilated after some time. The whole material creation is 
made of the five material elements, earth, water, air, fire, and ether, 
and is called the external potency of the Lord. The spiritual world is 
three-fourths of the whole creation and is made ofthe transcendental 
(internal) potency of the Lord. No one can see the spiritual world 
with material eyes or reach there with material technology because 
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it is not constructed of material elements. The spiritual world is 
beyond any material contact. In order to reach the spiritual world, 
the living entity must become fully purified from material 
contaminations. When the process of purification is complete, one 
can reach the spiritual world and remain there forever without facing 
any problems. As it is stated in the Mm:.i<;J.aka Upani�ad: 

vediinta-vijii.iina suniscitarthal;i 
sanyasa yogad yatayab suddha-satvab 

te brahman loke$U pariinta-kale 
parabhrtab parimucyanti sarve 

"Those who actually become fully purified by learning the 
Vedic science and practicing Bhaktiyoga along with remaining 
detached from material affairs, at the end of their life reach the 
spiritual world and remain there forever, being free from ever taking 
another birth." 

The word tu used in this text refers to the opposite of 
everything perishable, and signifies the eternality of the spiritual 
world. When all the material planets are destroyed, the spiritual 
world remains as it is . 

TEXT 21 
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avyakto 'k$ara ity uktas 
tam ahub paramam gatim 

yam prapya na nivartante 
tad dhama paramam mama 

TRANSLATION 

That supreme abode is called invisible, infallible, and the 
supreme destination, by reaching which one never comes back. 
That is My supreme abode. 
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PURPORT 

The word avyakta, "invisible," was also used in the previous 
text, but the meanings are different. This word in this text signifies 
that Lord Kr�JJ.a's abode is not perceivable to the eyes of mortals 
because it is transcendental. As previously has been explained, the 
Lord, His form, His paraphernalia, His abode, and His pastimes are 
all transcendental. The word ak$ara, or infallible, can only be applied 
to the Supreme Lord and His abode, and to nothing else. As it is 
stated in the NarayaQ.a Upani�ad, eko narayaIJa asin na brahma na 
sailkara]J, "There is only one person, Lord NarayaQ.a (Lord Kr�JJ.a's 
manifestation), who eternally remains; neither Lord Brahma nor 
Lord Siva are actually eternal."  Everything is the manifestation of 
the Lord, including the spiritual and material creations. The 
spiritual world eternally exists because it is the manifestation of the 
Lord 's spiritual energy (Yogamaya) . As it is stated in the 
Prasnopani�ad, puru$an na]J param kifJ.cid sa ka$tha sa para-gati]J, 
"There is nothing which is not manifested from the Supreme Lord. 
Everything, whether it is material or spiritual, has come from the 
Supreme Lord." 

When Lord Kr�JJ.a descends to this world to perform His 
transcendental pastimes, He also brings His abode with Him. The 
reason is that when Lord Kr�JJ.a descends, He does not touch material 
earth. Lord Kr�JJ.a lives in the spiritual world called Goloka
Vrindaban. Prior to His arrival to this earth, Lord Kr�JJ.a sent forth a 
small portion of His transcendental realm to earth and called it 
Gokula-Vrindaban and it is non-different from Goloka-Vrindaban. 
Srila Sanatana Goswami confirms this statement in the Vrhad 
Bhagavatamrtam thus: 

yatha kri<;lati tad-bhiimau goloke 'pi tathaiva sal) 
adha-iirdhva taya bhedo 'nayo}J kalpyate kevalam 

"The very same Lord Kr�JJ.a who performed His pastimes in 
Vrindaban (in India) also performs His very same pastimes in the 
spiritual world called Goloka in the exact same way. There is no 
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difference between the two places; the Vrindaban situated on earth 
and the Vrindaban situated in the spiritual world. The only difference 
is that one is situated here on earth and the other is situated above 
the earth, in the spiritual world."  

Spiritual items are beyond the reach of material senses. That 
is why unless one is pure at heart one cannot see the purity of 
Vrindaban. An impure person will only see dirt, dirtiness and 
uncleanness in Vrindaban. One has to become pure through 
practicing Bhaktiyoga to see the actual Vrindaban. The spiritual 
world is indestructible and self-illumined. When one reaches there, 
one becomes free from the unpleasant conditions of this world. There 
is no false ego in the spiritual world and nothing is inauspicious; 
everything there is eternally blissful and auspicious. 

The question may then be raised, if a conditioned living entity 
goes back to Godhead and does not return to this world, what is the 
meaning of the statement, "eternally conditioned soul?" The answer 
is that the word "eternal" normally refers to the liberated souls, 
but when this word "eternal ," is used in connection with the 
conditioned souls, then the word "eternal" signifies "since time 
immemorial," or "a very long duration of time" which is beyond 
ordinary numerology. Although the conditioned souls have been in 
this world since time immemorial, they are given a chance by Lord 
K:r�l).a for their eternal liberation. While wandering in the material 
world, the living entity, haunted by Maya, contacts a scripturally 
authentic Spiritual Master by the grace of the Lord, who then, like 
an exorcist, removes the influence of the ghost-like Maya by 
revealing the path of liberation. But only the most fortunate takes 
advantage of this chance. 

TEXT 22 
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puru$a1;l sa para.I) partha 
bhaktya labhyas tv ananyaya 

yasyantal)sthani bhutani 
yena sarvam idam tatam 

TRANSLATION 

415 

0 son of Prtha, the eternal Personality of Godhead in whom 
everything and everyone is situated, by whom the entire creation 
is pervaded, is attainable only through unalloyed devotional 
service. 

PURPORT 

Although the Lord is seated in everyone's heart as Supersoul, 
He is not attached to anyone or anything. He witnesses everything. 
But the source of Supersoul is the original person and the cause of 
everything. There is no one superior to Him and there is nothing 
He does not know. As it is stated in the Taittiriya Upani�ad, yasmat 
parariJ. naparam asti kiii.cid yasmin naniyo na jyayo 'sti kascit, "There 
is nothing equal to or above the Lord and there is no one smaller 
than Him or bigger than Him, nor will there ever be in the future." 
Also, the Kathopani�ad states, yat kiiicij jagat sarvam dr$yate srfiyate 
'pi vii, "There is nothing that is seen or heard in this universe which 
is better than the Lord." And the NarayaQa Upani�ad states, antal) 
bahis ca tat sarvam vyapya naraya1.rn1;l sthital), "Lord NarayaQa (a 
manifestation of Lord Kr�Qa) simultaneously pervades inside and 
outside of everything that exists in the creation. "  The MuQc:laka 
Upani�ad states, ya.I) sarvajiial) sarva-vit yasya mahima bhuvi, "The 
Lord, who is glorified by all at all times, knows everything and 
everyone because He is all-cognizant. "  

The conclusion of these statements is that Lord Kr�Qa should 
be knowingly served by everyone. Anyone who takes refuge at His 
Lotus Feet with one-pointed intelligence experiences peacefulness 
and ecstasy. As it is stated in the Chandogya Upani�ad, taj
jalaniti santa upasit, "Everything has emanated from Him, is 
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maintained by Him, and at last enters into Him. Therefore He should 
be sincerely adored in order to have a peaceful mind." 

TEXT 23 
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yatra kale tv anavrttim 
avrttim caiva yogina]J 

prayata yanti tam kiilam 
vaksyami bharatar$abha 

TRANSLATION 

0 best of the Bharata dynasty, I shall now describe for you 
the different times when yogis certainly return or do not return 
to this world after they pass away. 

PURPORT 

Anyone who pleases  Lord K:p�IJ.a through unalloyed 
devotional service does not depend on a time of departure from 
this world, and never returns here again. But according to the 
scriptures, the governing deity of a particular time determines the 
destination of a dying yogi. For example, the Vedanta Sutra states, 
rasmy an usari, "According to the position of the sun, one's 
destination after death is decided." Furthermore, the Kenopani�ad 
states, atas ca ayane 'pi dak$iIJ.e, "When the sun travels in the 
southern path in the sky, a yogi who has died at that time returns to 
this world."  Therefore, it is to be understood that when the sun 
travels in the northern path in the sky, a yogi who has died does 
not return to this world. According to the Srimad Bhagavatam, at 
the time of death Bhi�madeva waited for the sun to move to the 
northern path in the sky so that he could demonstrate how to leave 
one's body at the most opportune time. He was a pure devotee from 
birth and he did not need to wait, but he wanted to see Lord Kr�IJ.a. 
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This means that for an unalloyed devotee, there is no concern of 
the sun's position. He can die anywhere and at any time, because 
Lord Kpm,a takes personal charge of His pure devotee. As He says, 
"I am time," and proves His love for such an unalloyed devotee by 
rewarding liberation. 

Aside from the mystic yogis, the fruitive workers (Karmis) 
who act piously can reach the heavenly planets after their death. 
The Jflanis, or empiric philosophers, in turn, reach the planets of 
the demigods, and the mystic yogis reach the uppermost layer of 
heaven. However, the unalloyed devotees of Lord K:r�Q.a directly 
reach the spiritual world after their death. Such devotees do not 
have to wait for any particular time, place, circumstances, or reason 
for their departure from this world to reach their goal. Lord Kr�Q.a 
takes direct charge of His unalloyed devotees. 

TEXT 24 
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agnir jyotir aha}) suklal) 
�a1.1masa uttaraya1.1am 

tatra prayata gacchanti 
brahma brahma-vido janal) 

TRANSLATION 
Those who truly know Brahman and pass away from this 

world when the Firegod is most influential, on a bright day, 
on an auspicious day, in the light lunar fortnight, and during 
the six months when the sun travels in summer solstice reach the 
Supreme. 

PURPORT 

Here, the word agnir signifies the Firegod, called Sisumara, 
who is in charge of purifying and cleansing the spirit of dead yogis. 
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When the influence of the Firegod is substantially powerful, a yogi 
becomes fully purified and thus becomes eligible to reach the Lord's 
abode.  As the Chandogya Upani�ad states ,  te .'rci$am 
abhisambhavanti arci$O 'harahab, "Those who die at the time of 
the sun traveling on the northern path are controlled by the Firegod 
for their further purification." This means a yogi does not become 
sufficiently purified through practicing Yoga. That is why his passing 
away from this world has rules for passing away, whereas a pure 
devotee's passing away has no rules for passing away. For this reason 
devotional service is said to be the culmination of spirituality and a 
devotee is said to be the greatest yogi in this world. Therefore, it is 
always best to become a real devotee of Lord Kr�Q.a and gradually 
make further progress. 

The unalloyed devotees of the Lord do not need to reach 
the Sisumara planet for further purification, because they have 
become fully purified while living in this world. The expression 
brahma-vid used by Lord Kr�Q.a in this text actually refers to the 
unalloyed devotees who worship the deity form of Lord Kr�Q.a with 
full faith and dedication. Such devotees are liberated in the end. As 
it is stated in the BrhadaraQ.yaka Upani�ad, etena pratipadya mana 
imam manavam avartam na "vartate, "Those who have worshiped 
the authorized two-armed deity form of the Supreme Lord with full 
faith do not return to this mortal world again after leaving their 
body." The devotees of the Lord do not require any such purifying 
procedure, as stated in this text, because devotional service executed 
to Lord Kr�Q.a under the perfect guidance of a pure Guru who is in 
the chain of disciplic succession purifies them perfectly while alive. 

TEXT 25 
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dhiimo ratris tatha kf$l)al) 
$al)masa dak$il)ayanam 

tatra candramasam jyotir 
yogi prapya nivartate 

TRANSLATION 

419 

That yogi who passes away from this world during the time 
when vision is obscured by smoke· or fog, at nighttime, in the 
dark lunar fortnight, or in the six months when the sun travels in 
winter solstice reaches the moon planet, from where he returns 
to this world. 

PURPORT 

Very pious Karmis who work for their personal sense 
gratification go to the heavenly planets to enjoy for some time and 
die there to return to earth to reincarnate. The word dhiima used in 
this text signifies the time when the atmosphere is filled either with 
fog, mist, smoke, or anything that obscures the vision in some way. 
The word ra tri signifies the time after sunset .  The word 
dak$il)ayanam refers to a segment of time when the sun travels in 
its southern course for six months and the demigods go to sleep. If a 
yogi dies in one of these times, they go to the moon planet where 
they drink Somarasa, a celestial juice, and enjoy the heavenly 
atmosphere. When their merits are exhausted, they return again to 
this world and accept a body as per the remaining karma. As stated 
in the Mm:1c;laka Upani�ad, tena atural) k$il)a-lokas cyavante, "When 
merits are exhausted in heaven due to enjoying pleasures there, 
they fall again to earth with their leftover karma." But when a 
yogi becomes a serious devotee of Lord Kr�t;1.a, that yogi becomes 
free from all the governance of yogic rules of death and achieves 
liberation directly. Those who act obnoxiously reach hell for 
suffering, and those who are animalistic are repeatedly born as 
animals. 
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TEXT 26 
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sukla-k[$1}.e gati hy ete 
jagatal) sasvate mate 

ekayii yiity aniivrttim 
anyayii "vartate punal) 

TRANSLATION 

8-26 

There are only two eternal paths of passing from this world: 
one is in the light fortnight and the other is in the dark fortnight. 
By the first way one does not come back to this world, but by the 
other one must return to this world. 

PURPORT 

The scriptural injunctions are eternal instructions for the 
benefit of all people . These instructions remain dormant for those 
who are unfortunate. The value of such instructions is realized when 
a person humbly surrenders to a qualified Spiritual Master. The 
Spiritual Master initiates the disciple with spiritual knowledge, who 
then marches directly towards the spiritual world if they follow 
properly. 

The word §ukla used here means the light fortnight, when the 
moon is waxing, and the word k[$IJ.a means the dark fortnight, when 
the moon is waning, about which Lord Kp:;Q.a has spoken in the 
previous two texts. The destination of a devotee is always bright, 
even if complete success is not immediately achieved .  The 
destination of everyone else, including the fruitive workers, empiric 
philosophers, and mystic Yogis remains unclear. Except for the 
devotees, no one knows exactly where they will go after their death. 
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TEXT 27 
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naite srti partha janan 
yogi muhyati kascana 

tasmat sarve$U kale$U 
yoga-yukto bhavarjuna 

TRANSLATION 

421 

0 son of Prtha, the yogi who knows these two paths in truth 
is never bewildered. Therefore, 0 Arjuna, always be a yogi with 
steadfast devotion. 

PURPORT 

The combination of Vedic knowledge and saintly association 
clears the spiritual vision of a spiritual seeker so as to proceed forward 
in the right direction. There are many spiritual secrets which cannot 
be found in the scriptures which have to be learnt with a humble 
attitude from a pure devotee personally. The advancement of a 
spiritualist is based on the quality of their spiritual practice. The 
quickest and safest path to reach the spiritual world is Bhaktiyoga, 
devotional service to the Lord. The word yogayukta used in this 
text refers exclusively to devotional service of the Lord. Engagement 
in Kp�I).a consciousness is very mesmerizing, and thus the 
practitioner loses the taste for the allurement of Maya in the process. 
Thus, K:pma consciousness is the process which transforms one's 
desires from materialism to spiritualism. In sum, an unalloyed 
devotee is the best yogi, whose liberation is guaranteed by the Lord 
Himself. 
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TEXT 28 
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vede$U yajfi.e$U tapal;Jsu caiva 
dane$U yat-pw:iya-phalaril pradi$fam 

atyeti tat-sarvam idaril viditva 
yogi pararil sthanam upaiti cadyam 

TRANSLATION 

The yogi who accepts the path of devotional service 
surpasses all the pious results derived from studying the Vedas, 
from performing sacrifices and austerities, giving charity, and 
every other kind of meritorious deeds, and at the end reaches 
the original supreme abode. 

PURPORT 

One who is serious about going back to Godhead must first 
surrender to a qualified Spiritual Master who is authorized by the 
ancient Vedic scriptures, who is very austere, and well situated in 
spiritual knowledge. Such a Spiritual Master should be served 
submissively with a service attitude. Srila Madhusiidana Saraswati 
says that this chapter extols following a qualified Spiritual Master 
and being situated correctly under his guidance, as well as 
worshiping the Lord according to the scriptures, keeping the mind 
and senses under control, and giving charity to the worthy person 
who is authorized by ancient Vedic scriptures to accept the charity, 
in order to reach the stage of pure devotional service. 

In the seventh and eighth chapters of the Bhagavad Gita, Lord 
K:n;Q.a has spoken about the knowledge of Kr�Q.a consciousness and 
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about the glories of His devotees who perform devotional service 
unto Him. This chapter has thus answered the eight questions from 
Arjuna relating to the position of His unalloyed devotees. Srila 
Sridhara Swami states, ananya bhaktanam sarvatal) sre$thyam, "At 
every step, every stage and in every circumstance, unalloyed 
devotees are given the supermost chance and position." 

Thus ends the Vrajavasi Purports to the Eighth Chapter of 
the Srimad Bhagavad Gita in the matter of Attaining the Supreme 
Abode. 

Harl Om Tat Sat 





CHAPTER NINE 

The Most Confidential Knowledge 

TEXT ! 
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sri bhagavan uvaca 

idariJ. tu te guhyatamariJ. 
pravak$yamy anasuyave 

jnanam vijnana-sahitam 
yaj-jnatva mok$yase 'subhat 

TRANSLATION 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead said: My dear Arjuna, 
I shall reveal to you this most confidential knowledge along 
with its realization, because you are not envious of Me. By 
knowing this, you will become free from the miseries of material 
existence. 
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PURPORT 

In this ninth chapter, Lord Kr�I).a speaks about the process of 
attaining pure devotional service to Him. The Bhagavad Gita is said 
to be the essence of all Vedic scriptures and the eighth chapter is 
the essence of the Bhagavad Gita, the ninth and tenth chapters are 
understood to be the essence of the eighth chapter. Moreover, the 
essence of what is spoken in this ninth chapter is spoken in the first 
three texts of this chapter. We explained about how Lord Kr�I).a 
revealed the secret knowledge of liberation in the second and third 
chapters of the Gita. In the seventh and eighth chapters, Lord Kr�I).a 
revealed the more secret knowledge of how to attain devotional 
service. Here, in this ninth chapter, Lord Kr�I).a speaks about the 
most profound secret, unalloyed devotional service to Him, or pure 
love of Godhead. 

Bhaktiyoga is the topmost process to understand God, Lord 
Sri Kr�I).a. In the seventh and eighth chapters, Lord Kr�I).a introduced 
two different kinds of Bhakti, regulated Bhakti and unalloyed 
Bhakti, of which unalloyed Bhakti is the most powerful. For a 
beginner, the performance of Bhakti neither requires purification 
of the heart nor knowledge of the scriptures. One who seriously 
adopts the path of Bhakti becomes purified and thus automatically 
becomes learned in the process of devotional service. Bhaktiyoga is 
therefore considered to be the supermost among all spiritual 
processes. In the beginning of this chapter, Lord Kpma establishes 
the supremacy of Bhakti and then speaks about His transcendental 
opulence. Lord Kr�I).a's usage of the word jii.iina, or "knowledge," 
in this text should be understood here to refer to knowledge in regard 
to Bhakti and not about speculative knowledge. Any knowledge 
that introduces the personal form of God is called knoweldeg of 
Bhakti because it leads the devotee to know the personal attributes 
of God. Hence, when Jfiana is used for promoting Bhakti it becomes 
Bhakti. 

The word anusiiyave, or non-envious, in the text signifies that 
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knowledge of Bhakti is only revealed to those who are not opposed 
to and not envious of Lord Kr�l)a. In other words, when one 
recognizes that all the qualities and pastimes of Lord Kr�l)a are 
transcendental, it becomes easy for that person to appreciate Kf�l)a
Bhakti, devotional service to Lord Kr�l)a. When one sincerely 
glorifies Lord Kr�l)a, regularly without reservation, Lord Kr�l)a helps 
that person from within as the Supersoul. He also manifests as the 
Guru in person to supply the required guidance and scriptural 
knowledge for understanding Him. The word anusiiyave is used 
grammatically in the mood of Vidhili:rig, or in the obligatory mood, 
which points only towards Bhakti and not to other spiritual processes 
because the devotees are not envious of Lord Kr�l)a. Thus, He frees 
them from all inauspiciousness of this world and removes the 
obstacles from the path of devotion. 

TEXT 2 
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raja-vidya raja-guhyaril 
pavitram idam uttamam 

pratyak$avagamaril dharmyaril 
susukharil kartum avyayam 

TRANSLATION 

This knowledge is the king of all knowledge and the most 
confidential of all secrets. It is the purest of all knowledge and 
because it gives direct perception of the self through realization, 
it is the perfection of religion. This knowledge is everlasting, easy 
to practice, and very joyous. 

PURPORT 

Here, Lord Kr�l)a establishes Bhakti (devotional service) as 
the essence of all spiritual practices and the most confidential spiritual 
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process in existence. There are many branches of Bhakti, but in this 
chapter Lord Kf!;>Q.a reveals the culmination of Bhakti. The word 
pavitram used in this text signifies that all atonements for sins are 
included in Bhakti. In other words, when Bhakti is wholeheartedly 
accepted, one does not need to follow any other process of 
atonement for self-purification. As it is described in the Padma 
PuraQ.a: 

aprii.rabdhariJ. phalariJ. piipariJ. 
kiitariJ. bijariJ. phalonmukham 

kramel)aiva praliyante 
vi$I)U-bhakti ratiitmaniim 

"Those who are very attached to performing devotional 
service to please Lord Kf!;>Q.a, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, 
except for the experiences of the present body, all their sins; including 
the sins that are about to be experienced, the sins that are waiting 
to be experienced later, and the sins stored as seeds for future 
experience; are gradually destroyed." 

By removing all sins, the process of devotional service washes 
out all the misgivings from the heart of a devotee. Srila Madhusudana 
Saraswatipada says, "All gross and subtle sins which are accumulated 
from thousands of previous births and the ignorance arising from 
them become destroyed by seriously accepting Bhakti. Therefore 
Bhakti is the most purifying process on the spiritual path . "  
Consequently, one directly experiences the satisfaction and pleasure 
derived from performing devotional service. As it is stated in the 
Srimad Bhagavatam: 

bhakti]J. pare$iinubhavo viraktir 
anyatra ca e$a trika eka kiila]J. 

prapadyamiinasya yathii a§nata]J. syus 
tu$ti pU$fi k$udhapiiyo 'nughiisam 

"The practice of devotional service instantly increases love 
of Godhead in the heart of the performer, brings realization of the 
Lord, and brings detachment from worldly things, just as eating 
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sumptuous food immediately relieves a person from hunger, brings 
contentment, and rejuvenates one with required strength."  

Devotional service is  therefore the most powerful process on 
the spiritual platform because the performer of Bhakti receives all 
the necessary facilities to remain a devotee. The significance of the 
word dharmyam used in this text is that although a devotee performs 
no other category of religious processes besides devotional service, 
still they are fully benefited by the results. As Narada Muni states in 
the Srimad Bhagavatam: 

yatha taror-miila nisecanena 

trpyanti tat-skandhabhujopasakhal;l 
priil)opaharac ca yathendriya1.1am 

tathaiva sarvarha1.1am acyutejya 

"As pouring water on the root of a tree energizes the trunk, 
branches, twigs, and all other parts, and as supplying food to the 
stomach enlivens the senses and limbs of the body, similarly, 
worshipping the Supreme Personality of Godhead through 
devotional service automatically satisfies everyone, including all the 
demigods, who are parts of that Supreme Personality of Godhead." 

Another superior quality of Bhakti is that Bhakti is not 
temporary or interdependent like other spiritual processes. Bhakti 
is beyond the three modes of material nature. The words susukham 
kartum used in the text signify that Bhakti is very easy to practice 
and very powerful because when sincerely adopted, it relieves one 
from all problems and keeps one joyful. Bhakti can even be practiced 
by an innocent or a child. The only condition is that it must be learnt 
with a humble attitude from an authentic Spiritual Master who is 
authorized by the ancient Vedic scriptures. Unless one learns Bhakti 
from a perfect Spiritual Master, the required results will not be 
forthcoming. As it_ is stated in the Chandogya Upani:;;ad, acaryavan 
puru$O vedal;l, "A person who has taken shelter, with humble 
attitude, of a scripturally authorized Spiritual Master will know the 
science of the Absolute Truth correctly." 
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This influence of Bhakti is so powerful that even if a most 
sinful person develops attachment to Lord Kp;Q.a and somehow 
drinks a drop of water that has washed the Lotus Feet of the Lord 
( charal)amrta), and is mixed with Tulasi, their acquired sins become 
nullified. As it is stated in the Vi�Q.u PuraQ.a: 

akala-mrtyu haral)aril sarva papa vinasanam 
vi$1J.Ub padodakam pitva punar-janma na vidyate 

"Anyone who drinks the water that has washed the Lotus Feet 
of Lord Vi�JJ.U (another name of Lord Kr�JJ.a) becomes free from 
untimely death, acquired sins, and does not take another birth in 
this material world."  

Devotional service is  sublime by nature because it  even 
continues in the spiritual world, where the devotees enjoy serving 
the Lord in multiple ways. However, if one is not able to complete 
ths spiritual program of devotional service in this lifetime, it will be 
resumed in the next life from the point where it was left off. There is 
no loss, only gain, in the process of Bhaktiyoga, but for quick results 
it must be practiced sincerely in a humble state of mind. 

TEXT 3 
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asraddadhiina pUIU$ii 
dharmasyasya parantapa 

aprapya mam nivartante 
mrtyu-samsara vartmani 

TRANSLATION 

0 destroyer of enemies, those who have no faith in this 
process of devotional service do not attain Me, but remain in 
this world and continue experiencing the cycle of birth and death. 
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PURPORT 

The devotional path is very easy to follow and has no 
problems. It also guarantees spiritual success  to the faithful 
pedormer. Lord Kapiladeva describes in the Srimad Bhagavatam 
about the efficiency of devotional· service thus, asthitena param 
ka$tham acirad avarotsyasi, "If one follows it faithfully, there is no 
difficulty on the path of devotional service, and very soon they 
become liberated, even while living in the present body."  

One may wonder if such an easy process of  liberation is 
available, why doesn't everyone engage in Lord Kna.ia's service? 
Lord Kr�J)a answers this question by saying that although the Vedic 
literatures establish the superiority of devotional service, due to a 
lack of faith in the Vedic conclusions, many prefer to remain covered 
by ignorance. Some choose austerities, some choose yogic processes, 
some seek impersonal knowledge, some worship demigods, some 
follow man-made religion, some worship a mortal person as God, 
and others struggle helplessly for material sense gratification. 
Therefore , very few are spiritually fortunate and embrace 
Bhaktiyoga to achieve liberation. Here, the Lord says that He is 
only pleased by one who faithfully follows Bhaktiyoga. 

TEXT 4 

maya tatam idam sarvam 
jagad avyakta-miirtina 

mat-sthani sarva-bhiitani 
na caham te�v avasthital) 

TRANSLATION 
This entire universe is pervaded by Me by My unmanifested 

form. In this way, all beings are situated in Me, but I am not 
mingled in them. 
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PURPORT 

For the beginner, it is necessary to appreciate the unparalleled 
opulence of Lord Krsna in order to properly engage in devotional 
service. The whole creation is produced, maintained, and annihilated 
by Him. Furthermore, this material creation is under the care of 
Lord Kp�Qa's unmanifested Brahman form, which is also controlled 
by Lord Kr�Qa. Here, Lord Kr�Qa directly states that His impersonal 
aspect, called Brahman, pervades this cosmic creation. As the 
Brahma Sutra states, atma-krte paril)amat, "He created this whole 
cosmic creation." Hence, the material creation is in Lord Kr�Qa, but 
He is not personally involved or affected by the creation, as a 
watchmaker makes a watch but remains aloof from it while the watch 
function� independent from the watchmaker. As the Nrsirilhatapini 
Upani�ad states ,  na a tm anam maya-spr§a ti, "The material 
manifestation does not even touch or affect the Lord." This is also 
confirmed in the Srimad Bhagavatam: 

etad isanam isasya prakrtistho 'pi tad-gul)ail;l 
na yujyate sadatmasthair yatha buddhis tadasraya 

"This is the greatness of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, 
because He is not affected by the quality of material nature, even 
though He maintains contact with it. Similarly, the intelligence of 
the devotees who have fully taken shelter of the Supreme Lord does 
not become influenced by the material qualities of material nature." 

TEXT S 
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na ca mat-sthani bhiitani 
pasya me yogam aisvaram 

bhiita-bhrn na ca bhiitastho 
mamatma bhiita-bhavanal;l 
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TRANSLATION 

Know also that all beings do not rest in Me. Behold My 
mystic opulence: although I am the maintainer of all beings, and 
I am the very source of the whole creation, still, I am not entangled 
with them. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kr�Q.a is named Janardana, the Supreme Caretaker of 
all beings, because He takes care of the whole creation. Although 
Lord Kf�Q.a fully maintains the living entities and matter, He is 
completely aloof from the creation. Lord Kr�Q.a's position is like a 
pot-maker who remains fully uninvolved with clayware after it has 
been made. The word pasya used in this text indicates His surprising 
and stunning functions. As it is explained in the Nirukti Dictionary, 
ujyate 'nena durghafe$U karye$U, "The Lord is expert in His 
inconceivable actions because He has unlimited energies and 
performs actions that are very difficult to accomplish. He also keeps 
and completes His vows." Although Lord Kr�Q.a is seated in every 
being, He Himself is not entangled by them or by the material energy, 
as much as clouds cannot make the sky wet. He still takes care of 
everyone with His unlimited potency, but does not personally 
become involved unless He so desires, as illustrated in the 
Srimad Bhagavatam. In the Gargopani�ad we find, etasya va 
ak$arasya prasasane gargi dyava prthivyau vidhrte tisthatal;J., "Even 
though He is infallible and remains totally unaffected, still, 0 Gargi, 
the whole creation, including earth and sky, is maintained by His 
arrangement." These characteristics and pastimes of Lord Kr�Q.a 
are well known to His loyal devotees. 

TEXT 6 
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yatha "kasa-sthito nityam 
vayul) sarvatra go mahan 

tatha sarval)i bhiitani 
mat-sthanity upadharaya 

TRANSLATION 

9-6 

As the mighty wind blowing everywhere always rests in 
space,· similarly, understand that all beings rest in Me in a similar 
way. 

PURPORT 

To illustrate His previous statement, Lord Kr�I).a uses the 
example of the wind, which eternally rests in the sky and blows 
everywhere, but does not affect the sky. All beings are of Lord Kr�I).a, 
but they are not Him, and although Lord Kr�I).a is within everything, 
He remains aloof, like the restless wind that exists in the sky but is 
not the sky. Hence, the whole creation is in Lord Kg;I).a, but because 
He is detached, He is not in it. One may question, how can the sky 
and the wind, which are lifeless ,  be compared to Lord Kr�I).a and 
the living entities, who are alive? The answer is that although 
nothing can .be compared with the Lord because He is the source of 
everything, the Lord chooses to use this example of the sky and the 
wind because it can be easily understood by everyone. Thus, the 
example used by Lord Kr�I).a about the sky for Him and the wind 
for the living entity is justified. When Lord Krsna says, "understand 
that all beings rest in Me in a similar way," this applies to the whole, 
represented by Lord Kr�Qa as the sky, and a part of the whole, 
represented by the living entities as the wind. It is the relation of the 
parts to the whole which are shown to be comparable in this example. 

Waves are seen in a body of water. Waves are waves, and water 
is not the waves. Water evaporates and turns into clouds, the rain, 
the ice, bubbles, puddles, lakes, rivers, waves, and the ocean. These 
are different names for one thing, the water. Similarly, Lord Kr�I).a 
changes into, manifests as, or takes many forms, but He remains as 
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He is, separate and unaffected. He creates, maintains, enters into, 
and annihilates everything at the end. Still, He keeps Himself 
separate and aloof from everything and everyone. This is His 
supremacy. How wonderful Lord Kp;rJ.a is and how great His 
pastimes are, only a dedicated loyal devotee can understand. 

TEXT7 

� €fil�4 � � '11f?t"hi'{ I 
"h(?<lfij� 9>"1�1Pt "h(?<ll� M"::iitlR:l�"l 11�11 

sarva-bhiitani kaunteya 
pralqtiril yiin ti miimikiim 

kalpa-k$aye punas tiini 
kalpiidau visrjamy aham 

TRANSLATION 

0 son of Kunti, at the end of the kalpa (era) all the living 
entities enter into My nature, and at the beginning' of the next 
kalpa I peculiarly create them again. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kp;;1,1a is the resting place of the cosmic creation and 
source of its dissolution. The creation and dissolution takes place in 
each day of Lord Brahma. We have mentioned this information in 
the eighth chapter of this great literature. One daytime of Lord 
Brahma is called a kalpa (era) , and the same is also called his night. 
When one of his days and nights end, it is called kalpa-k$aya, 
meaning the living entities are created and annihilated respectively. 
The death of Lord Brahma takes place after one hundred years as 
per his calculation. At that time, total annihilation of the whole 
creation takes place . Lord B rahma lives for 4,320 ,000 ,000 
x2x30x12x100 earthly solar years, which come to just over 311 
trillion earthly years. When Lord Brahma dies, a total annihilation 
takes place, where the complete material creation, including the 
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embodied souls and the three modes of material nature, enters into 
Mahavi�l)u, the partial manifestation of Lord Kr�l)a. Mahavi�l)u is 
addressed here by Lord Kr�l)a as "His nature" because Lord Kr�l)a 
uses Mahavi�l)u as one uses their nature (instinct) for getting things 
done. When Lord Kr�l)a says all living entities enter into His nature, 
it means they all go inside Lord Mahavi�l)u's abdomen. 

The duration of Mahavi�l)u's exhaling equals one complete 
lifetime of Lord Brahma. When Lord Kr�l)a desires to create, He 
does so in a specific manner. As it is stated in the Etareya Upani�ad, 
sa ik$ata Jokiin nu srjata iti, "When He desires to create again He 
simply glances over His external energy, Mahamaya." Furthermore, 
the Chandogya Upani�ad states, tad ek$ata bahusyama prajiiveti, 
tat tejo 'srjati, "The Lord glances over material nature, thinking, 'I 
shall become many,' and thus fills the material creation with all 
categories of living entities. " The Brahma Sarilhita also states ,  
yasyaika ni§vasita kiilam athiivalambya jivanti Joma vilajii jagad
al)(la-niithiil)., "The duration of life of Lord Brahma, who is in charge 
of this mundane world, is but an exhalation of Lord Mahavi�l)U. 
The lifetime of Lord Brahma is the lifetime of the whole material 
creation." In this way, the whole creation takes place again and again 
in each lifetime of Lord Brahma. 

TEXT S  

� Wi•M�� M\!�lfit F: F: I 
\_d'lliifit+:i 9\M'ii"l\li !11$d4\lll<:( l lc l l  

prakrtim svam ava$tabhya 
visrjami punal) punal) 

bhiita-gramam imam krtsnam 
avasam prakrter vasiit 

TRANSLATION 

By My own will, I enter into the cosmic manifestation and 
create the entire multitude of living entities again and again, who 
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are overwhelmed by the force of their own inclinations, being 
obliged by their previous karma. 

PURPORT 

The purpose of this material creation is to let the living entity 
experience their accumulated karma and also to accommodate the 
desires of them to be and act as masters, independent of God. Here, 
Lord K+�I).a easily defeats the modem theory of Darwinism. When 
the creation is renewed after each annihilation, the same variety of 
living entities are created as they were in the previous creation and 
after being created, they evolve, birth after birth. The living entities, 
bound by their karma, are given birth again in an appropriate species 
of life according to their remaining previous karma. One may wonder 
why, if K:r�I.J.a is complete and fully independent, does He need the 
help of Maya to create? The Lord does not create with the help of 
Maya. Maya creates with the help of the Lord. In other words, Lord 
K:r�I).a uses His energy, Maya, just as a person writes something by 
using the energy of their hand. Even though the Lord is fully capable 
of creating alone, for the purpose of creation, He engages Maya to 
create. Therefore, Lord K:r�I.J.a lets Maya give the living entity a 
material body so the living entity can experience the three modes 
of material nature and think that they have become the master. 

There are two kinds of Maya: Mahamaya and Yogamaya. 
Mahamaya purifies the soul by letting it pass through karmic 
reactions until the soul becomes eligible to do service to Lord K:r�I).a. 
Yogamaya then introduces the inclined soul to Lord K:r�I).a to 
perform favorable devotional service in order to please Him. 

TEXT 9 

� T.1' lfi' � ""h"f TfOI � 'tl "f S::i:IPOI I 
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na ca mam tani kannfu)i 
nibadhnanti dhanaiijaya 

udasinavad asinam 
asaktam te$U kannasu 

TRANSLATION 

9-10 

0 winner of wealth, all these activities of creating and so 
on do not bind Me because I remain fully detached from them, as 

though neutral. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kr�i;ia remains completely neutral and totally detached 
from the works of creating, maintaining, and annihilating the whole 
creation, just like a person who dreams at night. A person may see 
so many varieties of dreams at night, but physically remains separate 
from them. Similarly, Lord Kr�i;ia remains unaffected by His acts. 
Yet as their Supersoul, He witnesses their behavior, and as their 
best friend, guides them from within. If the living entity does not 
agree to follow the guidance of the Lord coming from within, the 
Lord remains unaffected and acts neutral . Those who remain 
attached to their false ego of "I am the doer," or "I am the boss" are 
thus bound to their karma. Those who choose to follow the Lord 
are freed from their karma and become liberated, just as when 
children behave properly, a parent extends a helping hand to solve 
their problems. 

TEXT 10 

� �= � \fi4<1¥4<'{ I 
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mayadhyak$el)a prakrti]J. 
siiyate sa-caracaram 

hetunanena kaunteya 
jagad-viparivartate 
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TRANSLATION 

0 son of Kunti, this material nature works under My 
supervision to produce all moving and non-moving entities. In 
this way, the cycle of cosmic creation and annihilation rotates 
again and again. 

PURPORT 

All that is seen in this creation is controlled by Lord K�IJ.a's 
energy, which works under His direction. Just as a king controls his 
horses and elephants through his servants ,  similarly, the Lord 
controls the creation through material nature. Seeing how Lord 
Kr�IJ.a remains detached while supervising the whole cosmos, the 
great kings like Ambarish Maharaja and Yudhi�thira Maharaja ruled 
their kingdoms while remaining fully detached from politics and 
their daily problems. Such kings would nevertheless sit on the throne 
so that harmony would prevail in their kingdoms. Due to their power 
and influence, everything would go on correctly and timely, yet they 
were there to supervise. Without Lord Kr�IJ.a's detached supervision, 
the material creation would be helpless and would have worked 
crookedly as well. Lord Kr�IJ.a is the cause of everything, including 
the sun, which facilitates the rain. As it is stated in the Matsya PuraIJ.a: 

asya dvaitendra jalasya yad upadfina kfiral)am 
ajii.anam yad upasritya brahman kfiral)am ucyate 

"The cause of this complicated material creation is dual. For 
those who are ignorant, they think material nature is the cause. But 
others know that the cause of creation is the Supreme Brahman, 
the Master of material nature."  

TEXT 11 

�M"ill'1R -qt 1@T � � I 
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avajananti mam miic;lha 
maDU$iii1 tanum asritam 

param bhavam ajananto 
mama bhiita mahe§varam 

TRANSLATION 

9-11 

The ignorant do not recognize Me when I descend in human 
form, and deride Me thinking Me to be a mere human being, not 
knowing My transcendental nature and that I am the Supreme 
Controller of everything. 

PURPORT 

Lord K:p;;i:ia's human-looking form, which is fully spiritual and 
transcendental, is not known to everyone. Whether Lord Kr:;;i:ia is 
performing His pastimes on earth or whether He is in the spiritual 
world, He is always completely transcendental in every way. The 
word param or "transcendental," is defined in the Amarako:;;a 
Dictionary as, mukto k$mad avrte bhiitam param, "Unlike other 
living entities, anyone who is free from the material covering is called 
transcendental." The Svetasvatara Upani:;;ad states,  na tat-samas 
cabhy adhikas ca drsyate, "There is no one who can be perceived as 
equal to or greater than Him." Lord Kr:;;i:ia's human form is not like 
that of an ordinary human being because Lord Kr:;;i:ia's form is not 
composed of material elements. It is beyond the three modes of 
material nature. The word bhava used in this text is defined in the 
Amarako:;;a Dictionary as bhava satta svabhava abhiprayal;l, "His 
nature, His existence, His natural constitution, and His intentions 
are beyond the three modes of material nature. "  Those who accept 
Vedic literature as authority know that Mahavi:;;i:iu lies in the Causal 
Ocean and glances over material nature to agitate it in order to 
create everything in the universe. That Mahavi:;;i:iu is the partial 
manifestation of a manifestation of Lord Kr:;;i:ia. However, when 
such a great Lord appears in human-looking form as the son of 
Vasudeva, it becomes difficult for unwise people to accept Him as 
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the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Rather, they think of Lord 
Kna.ia as a hero, a politician, or a Yogiraj , because He walked like a 
human being and played the part of a politician in the Kuruk�etra 
war. Due to their ignorance, the foolish people do not accept Lord 
Kr�I.la's human-looking form to be transcendental and beyond 
Mahavi�l)u's creation. 

Lord Kr�J.la appears in this world in different forms to please 
His devotees but maintains His oneness, like the Vai<;liirya Gem 
(lapis lazuli) which changes its color if looked through in light. All 
the great sages and saints, such as Srila Sukadeva Goswami 
and others, have described the two-armed form of Lord Kr�I.la to 
be totally transcendental. The Vi�l)u Puriil)a states, yatravatin.iam 
kp�I)akhyam param brahman narakrtil;l, "The personality who 
appears as Kr�J.la on earth, who looks like a human being, is exactly 
the same Supreme Brahman Himself who lives in the spiritual 
world." The Kr�J.lopani�ad also states, vane vrndavane kri<;lan gopa
gopi surail;l saha, "The personality who performed His pastimes in 
Vrindaban along with cows, cowherd boys, and cowherd girls is the 
Supreme God Himself. " The Srimad Bhagavatam states ,  sak$at 
gii<;lham para-brahman man u$ya lirigam, "The transcendental 
Personality of Godhead is actually concealed in the human-looking 
form and is called Kr�I.la in this world . "  Furthermore, the 
Gopalatapani Upani�ad states: 

tam ekam govindam saccidananda vigraham 

vrndavana sura-bhiiruha bhavanasinam satatam 

sa mar{ldgano 'ham paramaya stutya to$ayami 

" I  pray to Lord Govinda, the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead, who is eternal, full of knowledge, and full of bliss. He 
appeared in the house of Nanda Maharaja, the king of Vraja. He 
was accompanied by all the cows and cowherd boys and ladies. I 
pray to please Him." 
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Lord Brahma states the following in the Brahma Sarilhita: 
i8varab paramab kf$I)al;i saccidananda vigrahab 

aniidir iidir govindal;i sarva-kiiranokiiral)am 

"Kr�I.la who is known as Govinda is the Supreme Godhead. 
He has an eternal blissful spiritual body. He is the origin of all. He 
has no other origin and He is the Prime cause of all causes." 

TEXT 12 

'1tE11i;o1 4'1E1€fl+iion . 41€1�1'11 P:l�a�= 1 
<:rrtt4l+i1�fj � � 4l�;ff P.ral= m�1 1  

moghasii mogha-karmiil)o 
mogha-jiianii vicetasal;i 

riik$asim iisurilil caiva 
prakrtilil mohinilil sritiil;i 

TRANSLATION 

Such ignorant people remain bewildered and become 
attracted to demoniac and atheistic views, by which their hopes, 
their activities, and their knowledge all remain defeated. 

PURPORT 

The future of those who think that Lord Kr�I.la's body is 
ordinary and is made of material elements or He later became God 
is very bleak. Such people, even if they convert themselves into 
devotees, remain unqualified to enter into the kingdom of God. If 
they are materialistic pious workers and perform many sacrifices 
and austerities, they do not reap much result. If they are learned in 
the scriptures and follow the path of knowledge, their knowledge 
does not reward them liberation. Their destination is to take another 
birth with a demoniac nature, filled with dense ignorance, and glide 
down to hellish life after death. If this appears unduly harsh, it should 
be understood that it is due to the sin of being envious of the Supreme 
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Lord. Such a class of person does not understand that Lord Kr�Q.a's 
body and His Self are one and the same and fully transcendental to 
matter. As it is stated in the Vrhadvai�Q.ava Tantra: 

yo vetti bhautikaril deharil 
kr�IJ.asya paramiitmanal;J. 

sa sarvasmiid bahiskaryal;J. 
srauta smiirta vidhiinatal;J. 

"Those who speak illogically, saying that the body of Lord 
Kr�Q.a, who is the Supreme Personality of Godhead Himself, is 
made of material elements, should be rejected in every way, which 
includes material, spiritual, and traditional ways." 

TEXT 13 

'1�1(+11"1� ltt llPT � !119'1kt'1IP.raf: I 
-.i:::it�"1;::;q'1"14'i � 1i_dlR'1""44'{ llHll  

mahiitmiinas tu  miiril piirtha 
daivim prakrtim asritiil;J. 

bhajanty ananya-manaso 
jii.iitvii bhutiidim avyayam 

TRANSLATION 

However, 0 son of Prtha, the great souls who are of divine 
nature engage in My unalloyed devotional service with one
pointed intelligence, knowing Me to be the Supreme Personality 
of Godhead, the original, the inexhaustible, and the source of 
creation. 

PURPORT 

The fortunate ones become purified by the performance of 
devotional service to Lord Kr�I).a. Even though they have a human 
body like the ignorant, their nature and dealings become as divine 
as the demigods' due to devotional service. All the demigods are 
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filled with exalted qualities and such qualities automatically manifest 
in a sincere devotee who has developed unalloyed devotion for Lord 
Kn1,1a. Such a person is very rare. On the other hand, a person who 
is devoid of devotional qualities and engaged in material activities 
has no good qualities even if they are academically well situated 
and prosperous. 

Lord Kr�1,1a calls those who perform devotional service 
wholeheartedly great souls because such people realize the 
omnipresence and omniscience of Lord Kr�1,1a. They understand 
that everyone, beginning from Lord Brahma down to an insignificant 
ant, all are creations of Lord Kr�1,1a. In this way, thinking of the 
beautiful two-armed form of Lord Kr�1,1a, they worship Him without 
reservation or deviation. 

TEXT 14 

� �J4;Ji "ft !ld"'d� �: 
"i+i'7ll"'d� "ft � R('41ml \3q1\fa 111'611  

satatam kirtayanto mam 
yatantas ca dr<;lha-vratal) 

namasyantans ca mam bhaktya 
nitya-yukta upasate 

TRANSLATION 

Such great souls always chant My glories with firm resolve, 
endeavor with great determination, prostrate before Me, and 
perpetually worship Me with devotion. 

PURPORT 

When Arjuna heard from Lord Kr�1,1a about the great devotees 
who render service unto Him, he wanted to know more about 
devotional service, such as when and how it is performed. Service 
to Lord Kr�1,1a is not like any other spiritual process. In Karmayoga, 
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Jftanayoga, Dhyanayoga, or any other yogic process, one has to 
determine the correct time, place, and circumstance, but not in 
Bhaktiyoga. As it is stated in the Vi�Q.U Dharmottara: 

na desa niyamas tatra na kalal) niyamas tatha 
na ucchi$tiidau ni$edho 'sti sri harer namni Jubdhaka 

"There is no correct time, place, or circumstance, and there 
are no specific rules for serving or chanting the Holy Names of Lord 
Kr�IJ.a. They can always be repeated and there is no uncleanliness 
in the remnants (prasadam, etc.) of Lord Kr�IJ.a." 

The word yatantas stated in the text signifies the intense 
ambition and craving of a devotee for having spiritual life, which 
can be likened to a worldly person who craves and endeavors for 
making money to support the family. The devotee of Lord Kr�Q.a 
also endeavors hard, but to please Lord Kr�Q.a. A real devotee 
always chants Kr�IJ.a's Holy Names and serves Him regularly and 
continuously with the hope to serve Him better and better and please 
Him more and more. When the Spiritual Master instructs his disciple 
to chant a certain number of rounds on beads, perform Ekadasi 
fasts, study Vedic scriptures, take only Kr�Q.a prasadam, and so on, 
it is to increase the determination in the disciple. It is the duty of a 
disciple to follow the orders of their scripturally authentic Spiritual 
Master as their life and soul; so, in due course, Lord Kr�IJ.a becomes 
pleased. The word ca used in this text stands for the nine principal 
parts of devotional service stated in the Srimad Bhagavatam, such 
as hearing about Lord Kr�IJ.a and worshiping His Deity form, as we 
have discussed previously. When Lord Kr�Q.a uses the word mam 
twice, it is to emphasize the worship of Him as the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead and not any less. A devotee of Lord Kr�IJ.a 
firmly concentrates on pleasing Lord Kr�IJ.a in all respects and in 
every possible way. 
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TEXT 15 

�1'14#1'1 ¥4114� � 'USql\ld I 
l!'ll?101 !J� � �Ji¥�'l m"'11 

jiiiina-yajiiena ciipy anye 
yajanto miim upiisate 

ekatvena prthaktvena 
bahudhii visvato m ukham 

TRANSLATION 

9-15  

There are others who worship Me by cultivation of  
transcendental knowledge, some worship Me in oneness, some 
worship Me in dual form, some worship Me in diverse forms, and 
others worship Me as the universal form. 

PURPORT 

There are many categories of worshippers; among them those 
who worship the two-armed form of Lord Kr�l)a with unalloyed 
devotion are the best. Such devotees do not desire any result from 
worshipping Lord Kf�l)a and are known as mahatmas, or great souls. 
Only the unalloyed devotees are able to serve Lord Kr�l)a constantly 
with determination to His full satisfaction. 

The word jiiiinayajii.a used in this text refers to those who 
worship the self as the Lord. As it is stated in the Taittiriya Upani�ad, 
tam vii aham 'smi bhagavo devatii aham vai tvam asi, "O all-opulent 
Personality of Godhead, You are me and I am You. Both are one 
and the same."  Such jii.iinis laboriously study the scriptures and 
sacrifice their studying results to themselves, thinking their soul is 
the same as the Lord. This is called sacrifice of knowledge into the 
self. It is the most impractical way of worshiping the Lord, because, 
by seeing no difference between themselves and the Lord, they are 
considered to be the lowest types of spiritualists among all 
worshippers. The reason for this is that when they say, "I am you 
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and you are me," they are unaware that even though they are 
qualitatively one with the Lord, quantitatively, the Lord is infinite 
and they are infinitesimal. Sripada Madhusiidana Saraswati says that 
even lower are those who think Lord Kna:ia is the universe or those 
who worship Him in His universal form. Some others worship by 
speculating "Without being God, one should not worship God." 
Some say everyone is equal to God. There are some others who 
worship demigods, thinking demigods and Lord Kf�Q.a are one 
and the same. There are some who worship Lord Kr�Q.a as a 
demigod. These people are somewhat better than those who think 
that they are God. Better than these are those who worship Lord 
Kr�Q.a, thinking Lord Vi�Q.U and Lord Kf�Q.a are one and the 
same. But those who worship Lord Kr�Q.a, knowing Him to be the 
source of everyone and that no one is equal to or greater than Lord 
Kr�Q.a, are the best among all devotees. Such people develop 
unshakable faith in Lord Kr�Q.a. There is a huge difference between 
"I am Kr�Q.a" and "I am a servant of Kr�Q.a." The real devotees 
always see themselves as servants of Kr�Q.a. 

TEXT 16 

$ � �: �  
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aham kratur aham yajiia 
svadhaham aham au$adham 

mantro 'ham aham eviijyam 
aham agnir aham hutam 

TRANSLATION 

Actually I am the ritual, the sacrifice, .  the offering to the 
ancestors, the healing herb, the mantra hymn, the clarified butter, 
the sacrificial fire, and the oblation thrown into the fire sacrifice. 
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PURPORT 

According to all the Vedic literatures, everything is included 
in Lord Kr�i:i.a and He pervades everything, as well. Therefore, 
because nothing grows without Lord Kr�i:i.a's rain potency, He is 
considered to be the healing herb, which cures a diseased person. 
Lord Kr�i:i.a is also the sacrifice and the authorized mantras stated 
in the Vedas. Krsna is the oblation and clarified melted butter which 
are offered in fire sacrifice. He is the offering to the forefathers. 
Lord K:r�i:i.a is also the fire which bums the offering supplied in fire 
sacrifice because fire is said to be the tongue of Lord Kr�i:i.a. 
Ultimately, Lord Kr�i:i.a is the enjoyer of all the sacrifices. Therefore, 
the Lord says that everything connected to fire sacrifice is Him. The 
chanting of the Holy Name of the Lord recommended for this age 
is also called yajfJ.a, or a sacrifice. Therefore, chanting Hare Kr�i:i.a, 
Hare Kr�i:i.a, Kr�i:i.a Kr�i:i.a, Hare Hare/Hare Rama, Hare Rama, 
Rama Rama, Hare Hare is the best way of worshiping Lord Kr�i:i.a 
in this age of Kaliyuga. 

TEXT 17 

fCla1�q� � 1ffiIT � Mdl'i�= I 
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pitaham asya jagato 
mata dhata pitamaha}J. 

vaidyam pavitram omkara 
rk sama yajur eva ca 

TRANSLATION 

I am the support of the universe, as well as the father, 
mother, and the grandsire. I am the object of knowledge, the One 
who purifies all, and the syllable OM. I am also the ].lk, the Sama, 
and the Yajur Vedas. 
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PURPORT 

Lord Kr�Qa is the original person in this universe. As it is stated 
in the Etareya Upani�ad, atma va idam eka evagra asit, "Before the 
cosmic creation, there was only one soul existing who was active, 
and that was the Lord Himself. Besides Him, there was no one else 
existing at that time."  Furthermore, the NarayaQa Upani�ad 
states, na brahma na iSano napo nagni somau neme dyava prthivi 
na nak$atral).i na siiryab sa ekaki, "In the beginning, there was no 
Brahma, no Siva, no fire, no moon, no stars in the sky, and no sun. 
There was only one personality and that was the Lord Himself, who 
creates all and enjoys their services. "  

Lord Kr�Qa i s  the original father because everyone has come 
from Him. He is the original mother because everyone is taken care 
of by Him and always stays under His care. Indeed, without the first 
person, the second cannot be born. Therefore, He is the grandfather, 
because He is the father of Lord Brahma, the first child in this 
universe, called the creator of this universe. Lord Kr�Qa is not just 
the beginning; He is also the middle and the end of everything as 
well. Furthermore, Lord Kr�Qa is the Vedas because they emanated 
from His breath: the �gveda, which is composed with systematic 
and rigid words; the Samaveda, which is composed in the form of a 
poem; the Yajurveda, which is composed in prose form; and the 
Atharvaveda, which is composed as a combination of the other three. 

TEXT 18 
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gatir bharta prabhul) sak$i 
nivasab saral).am suhrt 

prabhavab pralayab sthanam 
nidhanam bijam avyayam 
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TRANSLATION 

I am the goal, the supporter, the Lord, the witness, the 
abode, the refuge, and the intimate friend. I am also creation and 
dissolution, the basis of everything, the resting place, and the 
immutable seed. 

PURPORT 

One has to be situated in pure goodness ,  which is 
transcendental to the material mode of goodness, to realize the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead correctly. As it is stated in the 
Manu Smrti, uttama satvikam etam gatim ahur mani�il)al;i, "The 
greatly learned sages have said that to achieve liberation from this 
world, one must be situated in the mode of pure goodness. "  

Lord Kr�IJ.a is the goal of  all because He i s  the liberation 
desired by all. He rewards the required things to survive for all, and 
thus, He is the supporter. He is the father of all creatures because 
He is the cause to produce all of them. He is the mother because He 
takes care of them all. As the Supersoul seated inside the heart, 
Lord Kr�IJ.a witnesses all the auspicious and inauspicious actions of 
everyone. That is why He is the witness. Being situated in the heart, 
Lord Kr�IJ.a is the actual enjoyer of all the things a living entity does. 
Lord Kr�IJ.a removes all the calamities of those who take refuge at 
His Lotus Feet. Lord Kr�IJ.a is the best friend of everyone because 
He helps everyone by benefitting everyone in many ways. Lord 
Kr�IJ.a is the source of everything, the proprietor of everything, and 
the original seed and the cause of creation and destruction as well. 
Unlike material objects, which are destroyed in due course, Lord 
Kr�IJ.a has no beginning and no end. Thus, Lord Kr�IJ.a is the 
imperishable Supreme Personality of Godhead. 

TEXT 19 
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tapamy aham aham var$ali1 
nigrhl)amy utsr,jiimi ca 

amrtam caiva mrtyus ca 
sad-asac ciiham arjuna 

TRANSLATION 

451 

0 Arjuna, I give heat and I withhold and send forth the 
rain. I am matter, spirit, and immortality. Know for certain that I 
am death personified as well. 

PURPORT 

Lord K:p�IJ.a, the original proprietor, controls everything by 
appointing demigods as His departmental heads to take charge of 
everything for Him in creation. Nevertheless, Lord K:r�IJ.a is still the 
cause, even though the demigods do the work, just as the leader of 
a country is ultimately responsible for the departmental heads. To 
illustrate, it is stated in the Yajurveda, cak$ob siiryo ajiiyatab, "The 
sun represents the right eye of the Lord." In this way, the Lord, as 
the sun, evaporates water from the earth using its scorching heat 
and withholds it as clouds for eight months and then pours it back 
as rain. Sometimes, following the unwanted karma of the population, 
a certain astrological formation of the planets takes place, thus, Lord 
K:r�IJ.a causes the rainfall to stop, causing a drought; or there is too 
much rain, causing floods. 

Lord K:r�IJ.a also bestows liberation to the qualified and He is 
the source of freedom from the entanglement of death for the 
deserving people . Thus, He is the rewarder of immortality. As 
everything has come from K:r�IJ.a, there is no distinction between 
matter and spirit for Him; He is both matter and spirit. Those who 
worship Lord K:r�IJ.a with devotion understand the intricacies of His 
role in the cosmic creation and thus serve Him to receive liberation. 
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TEXT 20 
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trai-vidya mam soma-pal) piita-papa 
yajii.air i$tva svargatiriJ. prarthayante 

te pul)yam asadya surendra-lokam 
asnanti divyan divi deva bhogan 

TRANSLATION 

9-20 

Those who follow the rules of the three Vedas perform 
sacrifice to please Me and then drink the leftover Soma-juice from 
it to purify their sins, and pray to reach heaven. Thus, by virtue 
of their merits, they reach the heavenly planets and enjoy celestial 
delights as do the demigods there. 

PURPORT 

Those who are greatly fortunate . serve Lord Kr�I)a through 
devotional service and return home, back to Godhead. However, 
there are many, who with selfish motives, follow the rules of the 
Vedas meant for performing sacrifices and worship Lord Kr�I)a in 
the form of a demigod. When their sacrifices end, they drink the 
sanctified Soma-juice which was offered in the sacrifice, to become 
free from sins so that they can reach heaven. Soma-juice is not 
fermented and is not any category of intoxicant. It is a juice from a 
vine (creeper) called "Soma" in Sanskrit and is freshly squeezed 
and offered in a sacrifice to please the presiding demigod. 

When the sacrifice is complete, they drink it as a holy remnant 
for the purification of sins . This process is meant for those who are 
hankering to enjoy in heaven. They attain heavenly planets where 
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Lord Indra is the king, called the king of the heavens, and enjoy 
there like demigods do for quite some time. 

TEXT 21 
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te tam bhuktva svarga-lokam visalam 
k$il)e-pw;iye martya-lokam visanti 

evam trayi--dharmam anuprapanna 
gatagatam kamakama labhante 

TRANSLATION 
When they have enjoyed the celestial pleasures in the vast 

world of heaven and their merits are spent, they take birth again 
in this world. Thus, by following the doctrine of the three Vedas, 
such motivated people who work for the fruit of their labor attain 
flickering happiness and experience repeated birth and death. 

PURPORT 

In the second chapter of the Bhagavad Gita it is noted that 
for whoever takes birth, death is certain, and for whoever dies, birth 
is certain. The whole material creation; from the highest planet, 
Brahmaloka, down to the bottom-most planet, Patalaloka; is called 
the place of birth and death. Whether one goes to the topmost 
material planet or remains on this planet, one is inflicted with the 
miseries of birth and death. Just as someone may be in a first-class 
jail and another in a third-class jail, but jail is jail. Similarly, the whole 
material creation is filled with incurable miseries associated with 
birth and death. In the heavenly planets there is a higher standard 
of happiness, but when one's merits have ended, they have to return 
again to this world through taking birth from the womb of a mother. 
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The word trayidharma of this text signifies the ritualistic 
procedures mentioned in three of the four Vedas;  �gveda, 
Samaveda, and Yajurveda. These Vedas mainly describe how to 
reach heaven. After returning to this planet, one must perform the 
same rituals to reach heaven again, only to take birth again in this 
world, because the situation in heaven is temporary. A fortunate 
and intelligent soul is able to contact a scripturally authorized 
Vai�J).ava Spiritual Master and learn the art of devotional service, 
by which liberation can be attained, thereby stopping the cycle of 
birth and death altogether. Unless one reaches the spiritual world, 
one cannot be free from the repetition of birth and death. 

TEXT 22 

�1'1�•u�;a4;Ji � � �: q4q1�d I 
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ananyiiS cintayanto mam 
ye janiil) paryupasate 

te$alil nityabhiyuktanam 
yoga-k$emam vahamy aham 

TRANSLATION 

However, for those who worship Me with unalloyed 
devotion, constantly meditating on My transcendental form, for 
such devotees I carry what they lack and preserve what they have. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kr�IJ.a Himself takes charge of His steadfast devotees 
because they constantly think of Lord Kr�IJ.a, and no one else, while 
performing their devotional service. They experience real spiritual 
pleasure while engaged in devotional service and obtain knowledge 
from within as well. When one experiences pleasure in His service, 
it should be understood that it is a direct reward from Lord Kr�IJ.a. 
Hence, anyone who is addicted to devotional service is said to be 
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very fortunate and extremely wise. Such devotees do not have 
material desires. Even still, Lord Kr�IJ.a supplies them with their 
needs. The word bahami, or "carry," is very significant in this text 
because Lord Kr�IJ.a could have instead said karomi, or "fulfill. "  It 
means Lord Kr�IJ.a actually bears the burden of His true devotees' 
needs with great love, like a responsible householder loves to bear 
the burden of supplying the necessities of life to his wife and children. 
Lord Kp;;I)a plays the role of guardianship for His unalloyed 
devotees. The other kinds of spiritualists have to depend on their 
destiny because Lord Kr�IJ.a does not pay that much heed towards 
them. 

The question may be raised, if Lord Kr�I.la is neutral in every 
circumstance and always self-satisfied, why is He obligated to 
supply anything to anyone? It is because He loves the devotees 
for their being unalloyed devotees . Since the unalloyed devotees 
are free from all material desires and designations, why does Lord 
Kr�IJ.a desire to supply the necessary things for their pleasure? Out 
of love for His devotees, Lord Kr�IJ.a does anything and everything 
for His true devotees, including breaking any and every promise 
while supplying their needs. As it is stated in the Gopalatapani 
Upani�ad: 

bhaktir asya bhajanam tad ihamutra upiidhi nairiisyena 

amusmin manal:i kalpanam etad eva naiskarmyam. 

"The meaning of Bhakti is reciprocation between the Lord 
and His devotees. Through chanting and devotional service to please 
Him, one frees their self from all material designations and 
expectations, their engagements turn into inaction, and thus the Lord 
follows the devotee like a shadow." 

Lord Kr�IJ.a feels pleased to take care of His devotee's every 
need, and it is not a burden for Him, just as a lady feels happy in 
carrying a child. This is called a labor of love, and Lord Kr�IJ.a, more 
than anyone else, loves His devotees. 
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TEXT 23 
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ye 'py anya-devata bhakta 
yajante sraddhayanvita]J 

te 'pi mam eva kaunteya 
yajanty avidhi-piirvakam 

TRANSLATION 

0 son of Kunti, even those who worship other demigods 
with faith actually worship Me, but that worship of them is without 
proper understanding. 

PURPORT 

The devotees who have faith in their qualified Spiritual Master 
and the Vedic injunctions are said to be worshipping Lord Kpma 
with true faith. But those who did not take spiritual initiation from 
a true Guru who is authorized by the ancient Vedic scriptures, who 
do not care about following Vedic injunctions of worship, waste their 
valuable time because their worship is not called worship with faith. 
Those who have material desires perform sacrifice like Jyoti�toma 
sacrifices and follow many other Vedic rituals to please different 
demigods. They put their faith in the demigods, thinking them to be 
equal to or even better than Lord Kr�Qa. These worshipers do not 
realize that ultimately they are actually worshiping Lord Kr�Qa 
because He is seated in the hearts of the demigods . As the 
Subha�itani states: 

akasat patitam toyam yatha gacchati sagaram 
sarva-deva namaskara]J kesavam-prati gacchati 

"Just as all the water falling from the sky as rain ultimately 
reaches the ocean; similarly, all worship and homage offered to the 
demigods or goddesses ultimately reaches Lord Kr�1.1a, whose name 
is also Kesava. " 
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If one can directly worship Lord Kp:;Qa, why worship Him 
indirectly by worshipping demigods? If, according to Lord Kr�Qa, 
such worship is called improper, then it is unwise to follow such an 
improper procedure. Moreover, it is noted earlier that the benefits 
which are awarded by the demigods to their worshipers have to be 
sanctioned by Lord Kr�Qa. Therefore, Lord Kr�Qa is the supreme 
God and the different demigods are His ministers. Thus, they must 
first gain the Lord's approval before rewarding anything to their 
followers. 

The question may be raised, if Lord Kr�Qa ultimately accepts 
the worship meant for a demigod, why don't the demigod worshipers 
also become liberated? In answer to this, Lord Kr�Qa used the words 
a vidhi-piirvakam in this text to indicate that such worship is 
conducted with improper understanding due to having insufficient 
knowledge of the revealed scriptures. For this reason the followers 
of the demigods do not attain liberation. They attain the heavenly 
planets, which are impermanent and bereft of the eternal pleasures 
of Lord Kr�Qa's abode. Thus, they remain in and struggle in the 
mortal world. 

TEXT 24 
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aham hi sarva-yajiHinam 
bhokta ca prabhur eva ca 

na tu miim abhijananti 
tattvenatas cyavanti te 

TRANSLATION 

I am the actual enjoyer and the presiding Lord of all 
sacrifices; therefore, those who do not know Me like this in truth 
fall down. 
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PURPORT 

By now, it should be clear that Lord Kr�1,1a is the enjoyer of 
every scriptural ritual, whether it is performed directly for Him or 
indirectly through worshipping the demigods .  The demigod 
worshipers do not know that the results of their worship come from 
Lord Kr�1,1a, because they are unrealized in the knowledge of the 
Lord's supremacy. They ignorantly think, "Let me worship this 
demigod so he will be pleased with me and reward me the desired 
results, for he is my God." They do not have sufficient scriptural 
knowledge and understanding that Lord Kr�1,1a is the basis of all the 
demigods as well as their benedictions. That is why they remain in 
this world of repeated birth and death. At best, those who worship 
the leading demigods such as Lord Brahma or Lord Siva, thinking 
them to be part of the universal form of Lord Kr�1,1a, reach the abode 
of Lord Brahma or Lord Siva, where they worship Lord Kr�1,1a and 
later attain liberation. But this is the indirect way of obtaining 
liberation and is not considered to be very thoughtful and intelligent. 
The best approach is simply to worship Lord Kr�1,1a directly so as to 
go straight to the spiritual world at death. There is a colloquial 
statement, "If one can have the best, why settle for anything less?" 
Since worship of Lord Kr�1,1a is the highest category of worship, the 
worshipers of Lord Kr�1,1a are said to be the most intelligent among 
human beings in the whole creation. 

TEXT 25 
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yanti deva-vrata devan 
pitrn yanti pitr-vratiilJ 

bhiitani yanti bhiitejya 
yanti mad-yajino 'pi mam 
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TRANSLATION 

Those who worship the demigods reach the demigods; those 
who worship the ancestors go to the ancestors; those who deal 
with ghosts and spirits attain such beings; but those who worship 
Me come to Me. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kf!;>I)a confirms here that He takes direct responsibility 
of His unalloyed devotees, and the rest are governed by the three 
modes of material nature. Demigod worshipers are in the mode of 
goodness, the worshipers of forefathers are in passion, and the 
worshipers of ghosts and spirits are situated in ignorance. All these 
worshipers have different destinations, depending on the nature of 
their worship. It is not that everyone achieves the same destination. 
The demigod worshipers go to the planets of the demigods; and 
those who deal with ghosts, devils, or evil spirits become ghosts and 
such spirits in their next life. Those who worship Lord Kr!:>I)a go to 
Kf!;>I)aloka, the spiritual world, situated beyond the material creation. 
As the Nrsirilhatapani Upani!;>ad states, tam tatha yatha upasate 
tadeva bhavati, "Whatever one worships and the manner of one's 
worship determine the destination they attain without fail. " 

In this text, Lord Kf!;>I)a also repeats the word yanti (go) four 
times, which confirms that a particular type of worship brings one 
to a particular destination. It means Lord Kf!;>I)a shows justice in His 
court decisions. Therefore, it is best to be a direct devotee of Lord 
Kf!;>I)a and reach His infallible domain, the eternal spiritual world. 
As the Padma Pural)a proves: 

aham tv anisvaro nityo mad-bhaktapy anisvaral) 
iti te nitya eva iti bhagavan eka 8i$yate 

"All the scriptures say that I am the eternally imperishable 
Lord and My devotees also attain the imperishable status, and 
this is the eternal truth. At the end only I, the Supreme Personality 
of Godhead, and My words prevail ." 
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Also, the Gopfilatapini Upani�ad states, pariirdhe so 'budhyata 
gopa-rupo me purastiid iivirvabhuva iti, "After a great duration of 
time, the great demigods came to realize that I am the original God 
and have appeared in My original form and am acting as a cowherd 
boy in Vrindaban." The Kr�1.1opani�ad also states, na cyavante ca 
mad-bhaktii mahiitmyaril pralayiid api, "My devotees and I never 
perish, not even at the time of the complete annihilation of this 
material creation."  Therefore, those who are most fortunate become 
sincere devotees of Lord Kr�1.1a. 

TEXT 26 
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patraril pu$paril phalaril toyaril 
yo me bhaktyii prayacchati 

tad aharil bhakty-upahrtam 
asniimi prayatiitmanafJ. 

TRANSLATION 

Whosoever offers Me a leaf, a flower, a fruit, or water with 
love and devotion-I accept and eat that offering because it is 
offered with love, pure heart and cleanliness. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kr�1.1a is self-satisfied. He does not need anything from 
anyone. Still, if His devotee offers Him something with love and 
devotion, even if it is an insignificant item, He accepts and eats it. 
The statement "with love and devotion" means without self
motivation and according to one's means. Keeping everything for 
one's self and offering just a little to Lord Kr�1.1a is not called devotion 
or love for God. Love means offering according to the best of one's 
capacity. Lord Kr�1.1a previously used the words satatam (constantly) 
and ananya, (purely), and now Lord Kr�1.1a uses the word bhaktyii 
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in relation to patram to signify that the chanting of His names, 
worshipping Him, and offering edibles to Him should be done with 
love and devotion.  A mechanical attitude is not effective in 
devotional service. As the Srimad Bhagavatam states: 

iti purilsiirpitii vi�1.1au bhaktis cen nava-Jak�a1.1ii 
kriyeta bhagavaty addhii tan manye 'dhitam uttamam 

"Those devotees who make their offerings unto Lord Kr�1.1a 
with love and devotion, that are not mechanical, following the 
prescribed nine methods of devotional service, are understood to 
be the most learned people, for they have acquired complete 
knowledge."  

How amazing it is that Lord Kr�1.1a, being so merciful, accepts 
and eats a Tulasi leaf and some water from His dedicated devotees ! 
If one is not honestly devoted to Him, however, even if one makes 
a gorgeous offering, Lord Kr�1.1a does not eat it. Also, Lord Kr�1.1a 
does not accept the · offering of those who off er something to Lord 
Kr�1.1a as though He were a demigod. Furthermore, Lord Kr�1.1a does 
not accept an offering just because it is from a Brahma1.1a or from a 
mendicant. Therefore, Lord Kr�1.1a uses the word bhakti twice in 
this text. The first time, Lord Kr�1.1a uses bhakti to indicate that the 
offering should be saturated with love and devotion. The second 
time, He uses the word bhakti to signify that if the offering is not 
performed with devotion, He will not eat it. The critical factor is 
therefore "devotion," or Bhakti. Lord Kr�1.1a Himself states that 
when a devotee offers Him acceptable foodstuffs with love and 
devotion, He personally eats that offering. No one is a better 
authority than Lord Kr�1.1a Himself. Therefore, no one can refute 
His emphatic statement. In addition, the word prayatiitmana}J used 
in this text signifies that a devotee must also be very clean, both 
externally and inside the heart. If the offering is made in an impure 
condition, such as when a lady passes through her menstrual period, 
when a child has recently taken birth, when somebody has recently 
died in the home, or when such a contaminated person has been 
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knowingly touched, Lord Kr�Q.a does not accept that offering. To 
become purified from these contaminations, one should follow 
scriptural rules or the advice of a learned Spiritual Master who is 
authorized by the Vedic scriptures. Other than the heart of a genuine 
devotee, no one's heart is said to be perfectly clean. As King Parik�it 
says in the Srimad Bhagavatam: 

dhautatma puru$al) kf$I)a-padamiilam na m uiicati 

muktal) sarva parikle§al) panthal) sva-saral)am yatha 

"A pure devotee of the Lord whose heart has been cleansed 
by the process of devotional service never relinquishes the Lotus 
Feet of Lord Kr�Q.a even for a moment. They are fully satisfied; 
similar to a person who, after troublesome experiences in a journey, 
returns home and becomes relaxed and does not feel like leaving 
home."  

The symptom of a pure devotee is that they do not give up 
Kr�Q.a Bhakti even for a moment. The Lord is most pleased to accept 
such a pure devotee's offerings because they are filled with love and 
devotion. And if any lust and anger is perceived in such a devotee it 
is like the bite of a cobra without fangs. 

TEXT 27 
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yat karo$i yad a§nasi 
yaj juho$i dadasi yat 

yat tapasyasi kaunteya 
tat kuru$Va mad-arpal)am 

TRANSLATION 

0 son of Kunti, whatever you do, whatever you eat, 
whatever you offer in sacrifice, whatever charity you give, 
whatever austerities you perform, offer all that unto Me. 
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PURPORT 

This and the next verse are spoken by Lord Kpm.a for the 
benefit of those who are unable to perform unalloyed devotional 
service because they are unable to fully give up the desire for material 
gain. Lord Kp:;Q.a is recommending here that one should offer Him 
their daily activities even if they are neither desireless nor done as 
devotional service. One may question that if the words juho§i, or 
"offering into sacrifice," and tapasyasi, or "performing austerities," 
are used for the satisfaction of Lord Kpma, (as they are for 
worshiping Him, or performing Ekadasi fasts to please Him, etc.) 
why aren't these considered devotional service? Shouldn't these all 
be of the same unalloyed category? The answer is that for them to 
be unalloyed devotion, the actions are offered to the Lord from the 
very beginning of their performance , not just after they are 
completed. As Srila Sridhara Swami comments in this connection: 

bhagavati vi§l)au bhaktil) kriyate, sa ca arpitaiva sati 
yadi kriyate, na tu krta sati pascad arpyeta ity atal) 

padyam idam na kevalayam paryavased iti. 

"When devotional service is performed for Lord Kr�Q.a, it is 
done as an offering from the very beginning while doing the service. 
It is not like the service is done first and then,offered to Him after it 
is done. Therefore, this text [9-27] does not fit in the unalloyed 
category of devotional service because such service is performed 
first and later offered to the Lord." 

For those who are not yet on the topmost platform of 
devotional service, continuous performance of the prescribed 
devotional service is recommended because it will gradually bring 
one to the unalloyed platform of devotional service. The unalloyed 
devotees of Lord Kr�Q.a fully and genuinely engage their body, mind, 
words, life, and actions in His service. As it is recommended in the 
Srimad Bhagavatam: 
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kayena vaca manasendriyair vii 
budhya "tmana vanusruta-svabhavat 

karotu yad yat sakalariJ. parasmai 
niiriiyaJ).iiyeti samarpayet tat 

9-28 

"Whatever one does according to their nature using their body, 
mind, words, senses, intelligence, ego, the self, or habits acquired 
from the karma of their past life, should be fully offered unto the 
Lord by saying, 'I offer them to You, 0 Lord Kr�I)a, the source of 
Lord Narayal)a."' 

TEXT 28 
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fobhafobha phalair evam 
mok�yase kanna-bandhanaib 

sannyasa-yoga yuktatma 
vimukto mam-upai�yasi 

TRANSLATION 

By doing so, you will be freed from the reactions of your good 
and bad deeds, and by this Yoga of renunciation, with your 
consciousness fixed on Me, you will be liberated and come to Me. 

PURPORT 

Wholeheartedly performed devotional service makes one 
become free from all good and bad reactions of previously performed 
karma. Otherwise, one has to experience the reactions of performing 
karma. As it is stated in the Srimad Bhagavatam: 

naiskarmyam apy acyuta-bhava-varjitariJ. 
na sobhate jiianam alariJ. niraiijanam 

kutab punab sasvad abhadram i8vare 
na carpitam karma yad apy akiiral)am 
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"Even that transcendental knowledge which is a medium to 
reward liberation does not look as good if it is devoid of devotional 
service to the Supreme Lord. If this is so, then how can fruitive 
activities, which are always inauspicious in regard to obtaining 
spiritual perfection, bring any auspiciousness to one if they are not 
offered to the Lord?" 

Performing work for the pleasure of Lord Kp�Q.a and 
chanting His names are called devotional service because these two 
activities are called inaction. Such inactions do not bring bad reaction 
and reward liberation to the performer. Those who act in this way 
are said to be better than ordinary spiritualists. For example, it is 
said in the Srimad Bhagavatam: 

muktanam api siddhanam niirayal)a parayal)al;l 
sudurlabhal;l prasantatma koti$V api mahamune 

"O great sage , among many millions of those who have 
achieved perfection through practicing the path of empiric 
knowledge , and among millions of those who have achieved 
perfection in Yoga, it is extremely difficult to find a peaceful devotee 
who is totally and wholeheartedly dedicated to the Supreme Lord, 
Lord Sri Kr�JJ.a."  

It i s  further stated in the Srimad Bhagavatam, muktim dadati 
karhicit sma na bhakti-yogam, "While engaged in spiritual practice 
with a desire to obtain some favor from the Supreme Lord, He easily 
rewards liberation to the practitioner but does not easily bestow 
Bhakti, the opportunity to render devotional service unto Him. Thus, 
devotional service is extremely rare ." 

Furthermore, one should try to be unattached to material sense 
pleasure and material items so devotional service can be rendered 
purely, but at the same time material things should be used in Lord 
Kr�JJ.a's service for His pleasure. As Srila Riipa Goswami writes in 
the Bhaktirasamrta Sindhu: 
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anasaktasya vi$ayan piijarhan upayuii.jatal) 
nirbandhal) kr$IJa-sambandhe yukta vairagyam ucyate 

prapaii.cika taya budhya hari-sambandhi vastunal) 
mumuk$ubhil) parityago vairagyam phalgu kathyate 

"When one is detached from everything material but at the 
same time accepts everything that can be used in Lord Knn.1a's 
service , that devotee is called equipped with transcendental 
knowledge and is rightly situated. But on the other hand, one who 
rejects things, thinking them to be material and degrading, and does 
not investigate their proper use in relation to Lord Kr�Q.a; that person 
aspiring for liberation is not accepted as learned. Therefore, the 
understanding of how to perform devotional service is very rare."  

TEXT 29 

�s� � � if 'M'sfur � m-: I 
� � g l{f' � � � � ill'4@P{ l l�((.l l  

samo 'ham sarva-bhiite$U 
na me dve$yo 'sti na priyal) 

ye bhajanti tu mam bhaktya 
mayi te te$U capy aham 

TRANSLATION 

Being equally disposed towards everyone, I neither envy 
nor admire anyone. However, those who render devotional service 
unto Me are attached to Me, and I am to them. 

PURPORT 

The omnipresent Lord Kr�Q.a governs the whole creation and 
justly rewards everyone according to their degree of surrender unto 
Him. When one sincerely serves Lord Kr�ma out of attachment to 
Him, He becomes attached and takes care of that devotee .  
Consequently, one may think that because Lord Kr�Q.a becomes 
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attached to His loyal devotee, He must also be subjected to envy 
and discrimination like an ordinary person. To clear this doubt, Lord 
Kr�i:ia speaks this verse, saying He is equal to all, but for those who 
one-pointedly perform devotional service unto Him, He manifests 
Himself to them. Actually, Lord Kr�i:ia is more merciful and generous 
than the desire-fulfilling tree itself, because Lord Kr�i:ia is the source 
of all desire-fulfilling trees and they, unlike Lord Kr�i:ia, neither favor 
their devotees nor anyone else. A desire tree indiscriminately fulfills 
the desires of anyone who is able to reach it. But Lord Kr�i:ia becomes 
so attached to His real devotee that He even sometimes kills their 
enemies with His own hands. As Lord Kr�i:ia Himself says in the 
Srimad Bhagavatam: 

nirvairiiya prasiintiiya sva-sutiiya mahiitmane 
prahriidiiya yadii druhyedd hani$ye 'pi varorjitam 

"When Hirai;tyakasipu takes action against his own son 
Prahlada, who is My great devotee, who is peaceful and sober and 
who has no enemies, then I shall kill that demon Hirai;tyakasipu 
immediately, despite the benedictions he has received from Lord 
Brahma." 

Lord Kr�i:ia's quality of taking care of His devotees should 
not be seen as a fault, but as an ornament. This quality of Lord 
Kr�i:ia shows that He is not so impressed by the endeavors of the 
Karmis, Jiianis, Yogis, or any other class of spiritualist. Lord Kr�i:ia 
cares for His real devotees, just as a person takes care of their own 
loyal servants but not the servants of others. Similarly, Lord Kr�i:ia 
directly takes charge of His real devotees and not the followers 
of Siva or other demigods. As it is stated in the Gopalatapini 
Upani�ad, saccidiinandaika rase bhakti-yoge ti$thati, "The Supreme 
Lord resides in Bhaktiyoga. Therefore, He can only be fully pleased 
through practicing Bhaktiyoga and not as much by other spiritual 
means." Still, as the supreme caretaker, J anardana, Lord K�i;ta, is 
indirectly looking out for everyone 's interests,  as described 
previously, and therefore He is  impartial. 
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TEXT 30 

3Tfit � M<tifiZI � � I 
� � �= �··�•Pa:t�f�Ji � �= l l�CJ l l  

api cet suduracaro 
bhajate mam ananya-bhak 

siidhur eva sa mantavyal) 
samyag vyavasito hi sal) 

TRANSLATION 

9-30 

Even if someone commited the most abominable acts, if 
that person is exclusively engaged in My devotional service 
without deviation, such a person must be regarded as saintly 
because of being properly situated. 

PURPORT 

The nature of Lord Kr�I.la is to love His devotee even if that 
devotee has committed some abominable acts. The reason for the 
Lord's love is due to a devotee's exclusive engagement in devotional 
service and their not wavering from that resolve even an iota. In 
other words, Lord Kr�I.la does not resist becoming attracted even to 
a devotee who may have fallen down from the devotional path. In 
the text, the segment su, or "most," is used before the adjective 
word duriicara, or "abominable acts," which indicates that even if 
a devotee, for whatever reason, happened to engage in obnoxious 
acts such as gambling, illicit sex, robbery, or lying, that devotee should 
be accepted as saintly if that devotee is wholeheartedly engaged in 
Lord Kr�I.la's service. The condition is that the devotion of that 
devotee has to be unwavering even before falling, while falling, and 
after falling because not all fallen devotees are considered saintly. 
Only those who are fully engaged in Lord Kr�I.la's service and do 
not fall repeatedly are loved by Lord Kr�J:.la. Here, Lord Kr�I.la uses 
the word ananya, or "without deviation,"  to signify that such a 
devotee only serves Lord Kr�I.la non-stop, and does not serve the 
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demigods. In other words, such a devotee does not necessarily 
perform any ritualistic ceremonies for self-purification, but continues 
to perform exclusive devotional service to Lord K:r�t:J.a withoutany 
deviation. That devotee also does not want anything material from 
the Lord for their service. If someone is still adamant and is not 
convinced that a grossly fallen devotee has to be considered saintly, 
for them Lord Knt:J.a uses the word man tavya, or "must be 
considered," in the form of a command. This means, according to 
Lord Kr�t:J.a, it is an offense not to accept that devotee as saintly. 
Normally, when a devotee is chanting and serving the Lord, that 
devotee is accepted as an honorable devotee, and if that same 
devotee commits a grave mistake that devotee is rejected. But Lord 
Kr�t:J.a orders here in this text to regard that fallen devotee as saintly 
if that devotee is fixed in continuous devotional service and does 
not fall again. 

For emphasis, Lord Kr�t:J.a also uses the word eva to reiterate 
that such a devotee must be accepted as a full-fledged devotee 
because such a devotee is firmly fixed in devotion to Him. One 
should overlook any non-saintly qualities in such a devotee if that 
devotee is engaged in an unwavering manner in devotional service. 
Good quality devotees who are decent in mind already rightfully 
think that the committed grievous sin will take them to hell or give 
them birth in the animal kingdom. That is why they never give up 
their service to Lord Kr�t:J.a. Lord Kr�t:J.a is ordering here that such 
steadfast devotees who are intensely engaged in devotional service, 
even though externally fallen, must be considered a genuine 
saints. The word mantavya proves that it is the order of the Lord 
and not just a suggestion. Therefore, this statement of Lord Kr�t:J.a 
is a rule in Vedic civilization. As Srila Visvanatha Cakravarfi Thakura 
comments on this text: 

nanv etadrse kadaciire dr$te sati katharil sadhutvam ? 
tatraha, mantavyo mananiyal). sadhutvenaiva sa jfJ.eya iti yavat, 

mantavyam iti vidhi-vakya anyatha pratyavayal) syat, 
atra madajfJ.aiva pramiiJ)am iti bhaval).. 
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"Someone may raise a question that when abominable actions 
are committed by a devotee, how can that devotee be accepted as a 
good devotee? For this reason, Lord Kr�IJ.a answered by using the 
word mantavya, in the commanding mood, ordering everyone that 
such a devotee must be accepted as a saintly devotee or else one 
will be implicated with an unforgivable offense. The commanding 
mood of Lord Kr�IJ.a used in the text is the proof that it is His order 
and must be accepted at all cost and in every circumstance. There is 
no way around this. "  

The Nrsirilha PuriiQ.a also states: 
bhagavti ca harav ananya ceta 

bhrsa malino 'pi virajate manu$ya}J 
na hi sasa kalu$aC caviha kadacit 

timira parabhavatam upaiti candra 

"If a devotee is exclusively fixed in the service of the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead, Lord Sri Kr�IJ.a, but for some reason the 
devotee acted abominably, that devotee still has to be accepted as 
rightly situated because the spiritual potency of devotional service 
does not diminish in that devotee in any way. His postion is like that 
of the moon which has a black spot in the heart, yet it continues to 
defeat the darkness from the world and is not defeated by the 
darkness. "  

In this connection, Srila Prabhupiida says: "The accidental fall 
down of a devotee from the path of saintly character does not 
make him abominable."  These statements, however, should not be 
misunderstood as a license to break the rules and regulations of 
spiritual life. Rather than wasting time by fighting fire with fire, one 
should follow the prescribed path of unflinching service to Lord 
Kr�IJ.a and go back to Godhead. As Srila Prabhupiida further says: 
"One should not misunderstand that a devotee in transcendental 
devotional service can act in all kinds of abominable ways. This verse 
only refers to an accident due to the strong power of material 
connections. "  
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TEXT 31 
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k$iprari1 bhavati dhannatma 
sasvac-chantiril nigacchati 

kunteya pratijanihi 
na me bhaktal;l pral)asyati 

TRANSLATION 

471 

Such a kind of person instantly becomes righteous and 
attains everlasting peace. Declare it boldly, 0 son of Kunti, that 
My devotee never perishes. 

PURPORT 

A person who repeatedly acts abominably is said to have no 
peace of mind and is criticized in the Vedic scriptures, as the Manu 
Smruti states: 

na virajo duscaritan na santo na samahital;l 
na santa manaso vapi prajajane nainam apnuyat 

"One who is habituated to performing sinful acts, that person 
is neither equipped with vigor nor is satisfied. Such a person 
does not have peace of mind nor can have good progeny." 

Hearing this Vedic statement, one may wonder why Lord 
Kr�l).a accepts the service of such devotees who may be fallen. If a 

devotee's heart is contaminated by lust and anger then why does 
Lord Kr�l).a order everyone to accept that devotee as saintly? To 
clarify this issue, Lord Kr�l).a uses the word k$ipram, or "instantly," 
in this text, which signifies that by being exclusively engaged in His 
service continuously, such a devotee becomes righteous 
instantaneously. Lord Kr�l).a also uses the words bhavati and 
nigacchati in the present tense to show that even if a devotee is 
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fallen, if properly situated in devotion to Lord Kpma, that devotee 
is not contaminated in any way. Anyone who thinks contrary to this 
rule is offensive. Lord Kp�Q.a did not use future tense in this 
connection. He did not say that a fallen devotee will become purified 
in the very near future or in due course of time. This is because a 
serious devotee's lust is compared to a poisonless bite of a cobra, 
which does not result in grievous harm. Nevertheless, a real devotee 
always regrets inside the heart about the committed mistakes and 
thinks, "Oh! I have spotted the reputation of the name 'devotee' 
and my Spiritual Master." Yet, despite condemning within the heart 
in such ways, the devotee continues to engage wholeheartedly in 
devotional service to please Lord Kr�Q.a. Thus, the combination of 
these two; the repentance for the committed sins and continued 
devotion to Lord Kr�Q.a; kills the devotee's sin instantaneously and 
the devotee remains fully purified in every way. Srila Visvanatha 
Chakravarti Thakura comments on this text thus: 

kiyata]J. samayad anantaram tasya bhavi dharmatmatvam 
tadanim api sii.k�ma-riipei:ia vartasa eva. 

"A true devotee does not engage in any mischievous act, but 
if it happens, then while engaging in ill-conduct, a true devotee keeps 
full righteousness in the heart in a subtle form that soon manifests 
again . Therefore , in all situations a devotee always remains 
uncontaminated." 

Lord Kr�Q.a uses the words sasvat santi, or "eternal peace," in 
regard to such a devotee,  indicating that such a devote always 
remains in peace because of always being Kr�Q.a conscious. As Srila 
Visvanatha Chakravarti Thakura further comments saying, 
duracaratva dasayam api sa §uddha}J. anta}J.karai:ia evocyata iti 
bhava}J., "It should be understood that even while engaging in some 
sort of ill-conduct, a true devotee maintains purity and remains pure 
at heart, which is why that devotee has to be accepted as pure."  

In case one wonders what the destination of such a devotee 
is, for them Lord Kr�Q.a uses the very strong words janihi and na 
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pral)a$yati in this text to declare that His devotee always remains 
pure and therefore never perishes .  Furthermore, anticipating that 
His words may be ignored or contradicted by the unscrupulous in 
the future, Lord KnuJ.a tells Arjuna to boldly broadcast His words 
to others. The word prati is used as a prefix to the verb janihi in this 
text, signifying that Arjuna should emphatically declare boldly that 
Lord Kn•Q.a's sincere devotee always remains pure and reaches the 
spiritual world. Despite being externally fallen, such a true devotee 
never perishes. In this connection, Srila Sridhara Swami paraphrases 
Lord Kpma while commenting on this text in the following way: 

me mama paramesvarasya bhakto duriiciiro 'pi 
na pral)a$yaty apitu krtiirtha eva bhavati tatas 

ca te tat pro<Jhi vijrmbhita vidhvamsita kutarka]J. 
santu ni]J.samsayam tvam eva gurutvena iisrayeran. 

" (O Arjuna) Go and boldly declare using strong words that 
the devotee of your Lord (Kp�l).a) does not perish even if that devotee 
has acted abominably; but rather, successfully attains the desired 
goal in all circumstances. If they hear your strong words, their 
argumentative attitude of using clever words will be defeated and 
they will accept you (Arjuna) as their preceptor." 

Srila Sanatana Gosvami also paraphrases Lord Kr�Q.a in his 
Digdarsini 'fika thus: 

0 kaunteya! koliihaliidi mahiigho$a-piirvakam 
vivada-miiniiniiiil sabham gatvii biihum-utk$ipya 
ni]J.sarikam pratijiiam kuru. katham ? me mama 

paramesvarasya, yad vii me bhaktasyiipi yo bhakta]J. 
suduriiciiro 'pi na pral)asyati, apitu krtiirtha eva bhavati iti. 

"O son of Kunti, Arjuna, go to a place where argumentative 
people are assembled, with the noise of kettledrum and with raised 
arms, speak aloud using strong words of promise and be bold. What 
promise should you make? That My (Lord Kr�Q.a's) devotee or even 
the devotee of My (Lord Kr�Q.a's) devotee does not perish at any 
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step or in any circumstance, but attains spiritual success in the present 
life even if that devotee has performed the most abominable acts. "  

This very same kind of  statement is also found in the Srimad 
Bhagavatam: 

svapada-miilam bhajata]J priyasya 
tyaktanya-bhavasya hari]J paresa]J 

vikarma yac-cotpatitam kathancit 
dhunoti sarvam hrdi sannivi$tafJ 

"A devotee that serves Lord Kp;r;ta with love and with 
unflinching faith, leaving all other desires, thoughts, and feelings 
aside, does not perform any sinful acts. But if, by chance, that devotee 
accidentally engages in some kind of sinful activity, the Supreme 
Lord seated in that devotee's heart as the Supersoul bums all the 
reactions of that sinful action instantly, keeping that devotee 
completely pure and properly situated." 

Nevertheless, a first-class devotee does not put Lord Kpma in 
the position of having to repeatedly remove sins. Such a devotee 
keeps the mind focused on Lord K:r�r;ta so that there is no room for 
sinful desires to fructify and mature . A sincere devotee always 
anxiously spiritually endeavors to remove any accumulated sins of 
previous births in order to better serve Lord K:r�r:ta for His pleasure. 

TEXT 32 
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mam hi partha vyapasritya 
ye 'pi syu]J papa-yonaya]J 

striyo vaisyas tatha siidras 
te 'pi yanti param gatim 
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TRANSLATION 

0 son of Prtha, those who sincerely take shelter of Me, 
though they are of lower birth; women, merchants, labor workers 
or even outcastes; certainly reach My Supreme destination. 

PURPORT 

The scriptures state that the Vedas can only be studied by the 
traditional Brahma1,1as. No other social order is allowed to study 
the Vedas because of their unsteady nature. Therefore, it is not 
recommended that the fallen Brahma1,1as, Vaisyas (born into a family 
of mercantile class), Sudras (born into labor class family),  women, 
and other lower class people such as outcastes ( cha1,1<;lalas, mlecchas, 
yavanas, or tribesmen) study the Vedas, even for their purification. 
As it is stated in the Mahabharat, stri sudra dvija-bandhunam trayeQa 
sruty agocara}J., "The Vedas are not meant to be read by the ladies, 
Sfldras, and the fallen Brahma1,1as. "  Fallen Brahmal)as are those 
who, though born into a family of a traditional Brahmal)a, do not 
live by its merit. This statement of the Mahabharat only forbids 
studying the Vedas and not other Vedic scriptures.  Other Vedic 
scriptures are meant for everyone to develop firm conviction in 
spirituality. Even though unqualified to read the Vedas, everyone 
can become eligible for liberation just by engaging in the devotional 
service of Lord Kpma. 

The process of Bhakti is so powerful that once it is seriously 
adopted, it purifies even the lowest of humankind. If Bhakti is not 
affected by any ill-conduct of a devotee, then what to speak of a 
person who is clean in character but of a low birth by providence? 
The word papayonaya]J. used in this text indicates to the lowest births, 
including the Mlecchas and Yavanas . The Srimad Bhagavatam 
describes how such low people can become purified by 
wholeheartedly adopting Bhakti under the guidance of a scripturally 
qualified Spiritual Master in the following way: 
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kirata-hili;landhra pulinda-pukkasa 
abhira-kaiJ.ka yavana khasadaya./;1 

yenye ca papa yad-apasrayasraya 
sudhyanti tasmai prabha vi$IJave nama./;1 

9-32 

"Kiratas, Hiil).as, Andhras, Pulindas , Pulkasas, Abhiras, 
Katikas, Yavanas, Khasas, and even others who are addicted to sinful 
acts, can become purified just by taking shelter of the unlimitedly 
powerful Lord's truly dedicated devotee. I beg to offer my respectful 
obeisance unto that supremely powerful God,  the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead." 

Furthermore, the Srimad Bhagavatam states about how they 
become purified thus: 

aho bata svapaco 'to gariyan 
yaj-jihviigre vartate niima tubhyam 

tepus tapas te juhubu./;1 sasnur iiryii 
brahmal)ii.cur niima grhIJanti ye te 

"O, how glorious are those whose tongues are repeating Your 
Holy Name! Even a person born into a very low class family becomes 
better off if that person's tongue repeatedly chants the Holy Name 
of Your Lordship. 0 Lord, those lucky people who repeat Your 
holy names have executed all kinds of austerities, performed fire 
sacrifices, bathed in the holy places, observed virtuous conducts, 
and have studied the Vedas." 

Hence, the potency of devotional service is so powerful that 
it can purify even the greatest of sinners, what to speak of 
those who are simply less intelligent. Sripada Madhusiidana 
Sarasvati says that the word api used in the text also refers to the 
fallen devotees. K:r�l).a-bhakti, when correctly performed, can purify 
any kind of sin and liberates all kinds of sinners at all times and in 
all circumstance. 
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TEXT 33 
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kim punar brahmaIJiib puIJyii 
bhakta rajar$ayas tatha 

anityam asukham lokam 
imam prapya bhajasva mam 

TRANSLATION 

477 

Then, what can be said of those who are the holy 
Brabmai;ias, and the righteous saintly kings, who naturally obtain 
liberation? You therefore should, having contacted this joyless 
temporary world, engage in My devotional service. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kr�J)a emphasizes the importance of the birth of a 
devotee in this text. Those who take birth in high quality virtuous 
parentage naturally act with saintly and pious manners. Such people 
are generally scripturally learned and trained in good conduct from 
the very beginning of their life. If, by performing Bhakti, low-born 
and less intelligent people are purified, then what can be said about 
those who already have virtuous and saintly parentage? They are 
naturally liberated from this material world, Lord Kr�J)a says. The 
traditional Brahmal)as or saintly K�atriyas, who are totally righteous, 
are trained from their very birth about spiritual conduct, thus they 
act pious and civilized. Therefore, it is easy for them to make rapid 
advancement in spiritual life. Worldly obstacles do not divert their 
attention from spiritual practice in any way. 

The law of nature is that everything in this world is temporary, 
but those who dedicate their lives to Lord Kr�J)a without reservation 
succeed in attaining lasting peace. Lord Kr�J)a is the source of eternal 
pleasure and lasting peace. Therefore, without wasting their human 
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birth, everyone should take shelter at the soothing Lotus Feet of 
the Supreme Personality of Godhead, under the guidance of a 
perfect Spiritual Master. If, five thousand years ago, when everyone 
was naturally inclined to be spiritual, Arjuna had to take shelter of 
Lord Kr�Q.a for liberation, then what to speak of those who are born 
in the modem days of Kaliyuga where vice is prevalent? A gentle 
soul should transcend this temporary and uneasy world and become 
eternally happy by becoming attached to the Lord's devotional 
service . It takes one to the spiritual world where one can enjoy 
eternally without facing any misery and sport with God face-to-face. 
Adopting devotional service is the only solution for solving the 
problems of life once and for all. The Kenopani�ad states, iha ced 
avedidatha satyam asti na ced iha avedin mahati vinastil), "If, after 
obtaining a human birth, one sincerely adopts spiritual life and 
understands the Supreme Lord, then a bright future is certain. But 
if one fails to do so, then having a human birth becomes a waste and 
at the end of life they face a degrading future." Therefore, everyone, 
whether low-born or high-born, should become a sincere devotee 
of Lord Kr�Q.a, because nowhere does Lord Kr�Q.a say that only 
high-horns will reach His abode. No matter who, Lord Kr�Q.a purifies 
His sincere devotees irrespective of their parentage or origin and 
takes them to His spiritual abode . The secret is to follow 
systematically what Lord Krsna says in regard to spiritual life, and 
success is for sure. 

TEXT 34 
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manmana bhava mad-bhakto 
mad-yaji mam namaskuru 

mam eva e$yasi yuktvaivam 
atmanam mat parayal)al) 
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TRANSLATION 
Engage your mind in always thinking of Me, become My 

devotee, offer your obeisances to Me, and worship Me. Thus, 
being completely devoted to and absorbed in Me, surely you will 
come to Me. 

PURPORT 
Lord Kr�I)a concludes this chapter by presenting practical ways 

to engage everyone in His devotional service. First of all, Lord K:r�I)a 
says that those who think of Him become His devotees. For example, 
one may think of Lord K:r�I)a in His bluish-blackish form, named 
Lord Sri Govinda, and perform one of the nine prescribed methods 
of devotional service. Another example is, one who wholeheartedly 
offers obeisances to the Lord with the head touching to the ground 
and worships His Deity form; such a person becomes purified very 
quickly. As Srila Riipa Goswami states in the Padyavali thus: 

sri Vi$1;1U srava1;1e parik$id abhavad vaiyasiki kirtane 
prahlada smara1;1e tadarighri bhajane lak$mi prthu piijane 

akriiras tu abhivandane kapi-patir dasye 'th sakhye 'rjuna]J 
sarvas tv atma nivedane balir abhiit kr$1;18.ptir e$8.Iil param 
"Parik�it Maharaja achieved liberation just by hearing about 

Lord K:r�I)a, Sri Sukadeva Goswami achieved liberation just by 
speaking about Lord K:r�I)a, Prahlada Maharaja received it just by 
remembering Him, Lak�midevi by serving His Lotus Feet, and P:rthu 
Maharaja by worshiping Him. Akriira achieved liberation just by 
offering prayers to Lord K:r�I)a. Just by serving Him, Lord Hanuman 
achieved liberation, and by offering everything to the Lord, Bali 
Maharaja achieved liberation. Just see how magnanimous and great 
Lord K:r�I)a is, because just by performing one type of devotional 
service from the nine categories, each of these personalities achieved 
liberation." 

The perfect way to go back to Godhead is to engage one's 
body, mind, and soul in the service of Lord l(r�I)a, but through the 
guidance of a perfect Gurii. A Guru who is authorized by the ancient 
Vedic scriptures is perfect, and accepting a perfect Gurii is essential 
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in human life, because without accepting such a pure Gurii, one will 
not know the correct way to reach God. All inauspicious activities 
and the most grievous sins become destroyed by the systematic 
performance of devotional service, just like a mountain of cotton 
becomes easily burnt when ignited by fire. There is not enough 
success from the study of scriptures, going to places of pilgrimage, 
or performance of austerities and performing sacrifices unless one 
serves the Supreme Personality of Godhead with devotion. Those 
who seek an end to the miseries of birth and death should therefore 
please the Supreme Lord through devotional service. If Lord Kr�I.J.a 
can be pleased just by offering Him a Tulasi leaf, a flower, a fruit, and 
a little water with love and devotion, which are available everywhere, 
why follow more difficult processes of liberation such as yoga 
meditation or some other difficult path? Moreover, the pleasure 
received from devotional service is far greater than any other pleasure, 
and it is everlasting. As it is stated in the Vi�I)u PuraI)a: 

sri govinda padiiravinda makaranda iisviida suddha-hrdayal) 
sarilsiiriimbudhim uttaranti sahasii pasyanti pilrl)aril-mahal) 

"Those devotees who are like honey bees drink the nectar
like spiritual ecstasy emanating from the two Lotus Feet of the 
Supreme Lord and purify their hearts. Such devotees easily and 
quickly cross over the material ocean of birth and death and reach 
the spiritual world and see the Supreme Personality of Godhead 
face-to-face and enjoy playing with Him." 

Such is the power and potency of Lord Kr�I.J.a's devotional 
service. It purifies the heart at once, regardless of who the person is. 
Lord Sri Kr�I.J.a has revealed in this chapter the benedictions inherent 
in His devotional service, which is why this chapter is titled the Most 
Confidential Knowledge. 

Thus ends the Vrajavasi Purports to the Ninth Chapter of the 
Srimad Bhagavad Gita in the matter of The Most Confidential 
Knowledge.  

Harl Om Tat Sat 



CHAPTER TEN 

Opulences of the Supreme Lord 

TEXT l 
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sri bhagavan uvaca 

bhiiya eva mahabiiho 
sgm me paramam vacal) 

yat te 'ham priyamal)aya 
vak�yami hita-kamyaya 

TRANSLATION 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead said: 0 mighty
armed Arjuna, listen once again to My transcendental words. As 
you are very dear to Me, I shall speak them to you for your benefit. 
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PURPORT 

In this chapter, the Supreme Personality of Godhead speaks 
about His transcendental manifestations. In the seventh, eighth, and 
ninth chapters, the Lord explained how He is involved in the material 
world without being entangled in it. The knowledge Lord Kp�Q.a 
spoke in those chapters was difficult for Arjuna to comprehend fully 
because Kp;;Q.a explained about how He is simultaneously everything 
and also not everything. At the start of this tenth chapter, Lord Kp�Q.a, 
who knows everything that is going on in everyone's hearts, tells 
Arjuna that He will continue to speak about many of His opulences 
in greater detail. As it is stated in the Bhavartha Dipika: 

uktal;l sarik$epatal;l piirvam saptamadau vibhutayal;l 
dasame ta vitanyante sarvatraisvara dr$taye 

"Beginning from the seventh chapter, the Lord included in 
summary His own opulences. Now, in this tenth chapter, the same is 
described by the Lord in greater detail, to prove that His Lordship 
is in everything."  

In the seventh chapter, Lord Kr�Q.a described His opulences 
by saying, raso 'ham 'p$U kaunteya, "I am the taste in water," and 
sadhi bhutadhidaivam mam, "I am the governing factor of material 
creation and the source of all the demigods. "  In the eighth chapter, 
He answered Arjuna's inquiry: kiril tad brahma kima 'dhyatmam, 
"What is Brahman and what is the self?" Also, in the ninth chapter, 
Lord Kr�IJ.a said, aharil kratur aharil yajiia, "I am the ritual and I am 
the sacrifice."  Thus, the Lord already had discussed briefly about 
His opulences, but now He is once again giving vivid clarifications 
in this chapter. 

The word mahabaho, or "mighty-armed," of this text usually 
refers to people who are expert in using their arms to serve the 
great devotees and fight on the side of justice. But here, the word 
mahabaho is used by Lord Kr�IJ.a to encourage Arjuna to employ 
his best intelligence for understanding the confidential knowledge 
He is about to reveal to him. 
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The statement smu me paramam vacal) of this text signifies 
that those who hear the transcendental narrations of Lord Sri Kr�Q.a 
develop attachment to Him. Although Arjuna is hearing Lord Kr�Q.a 
very attentively, Kr�Q.a is using the word smu, or "listen," to indicate 
that everyone should be very attentive and carefully listen to the 
science of Kr�l).a consciousness. The word paramam refers to the 
most secret, wondrously superior, and transcendental statements. 
Arjuna is a very dear devotee of Lord Kr�l).a, which is why Lord 
Kr�J).a is voluntarily agreeing to reveal more secrets to him. The 
significant point is that spiritual secrets are only revealed to the 
serious devotees who sincerely follow Lord Kr�l).a's directions. 

TEXT 2 
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na me vidul) sura-gal)al) 
prabhavam na mahar$ayal) 

aham adir hi devanam 
mahar$il)am ca sarvasal) 

TRANSLATION 

Neither the demigods nor the great sages know about My 
origin because I am in all respects the actual origin of all the 
demigods and the great sages. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kr�l).a's potencies, His strength, His manifestations, 
His opulences ,  His attributes ,  and His incarnations are all 
transcendental and thus are very confidential. Not even the demigods 
like Indra or great sages like Bhrgu Muni, who know past, present, 
and future, can conceive of Lord Kr�l).a's opulences. Here the word 
hi' signifies their inability to know Lord Kr�l).a in truth. Lord K�J).a 
guides the intelligence of everyone to somewhat understand His 
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opulences by His mercy, but those who do not have His blessings 
cannot know them at all. For example, the concealed appearance 
of Lord Kp:;J)a cannot be understood without being favored by Him. 
The word prabha vam refers to Lord Kp�J)a 's extraordinary 
appearance, which is not even known to the demigods. However, 
now one may ask, "What about the great sages?" In answer to this, 
Lord Kp�J)a uses the word sarvasal). in this text, which signifies that 
no one, including the sages, knows how Lord Kpma, who is unborn, 
takes His birth. Just as the son does not know how his father takes 
birth, similarly, practically no one knows Lord Kf!:;l)a's birth in truth 
because they all came from Lord Kpma. If the original living entity 
and creator of this universe, Lord Brahma, does not know it in truth, 
then how can anyone else even conceive of the nature of Kf!:;l)a's 
birth? Therefore, without the mercy of Lord Kpma, one cannot 
understand the transcendental pastimes, qualities, potencies, form, 
and opulences of Lord Kf!:;l)a. One has to be very fortunate to know 
Lord Kf!:;J)a in truth. Since Lord Kf!:;J)a is the origin of everything, 
not even Lord Brahma knows Lord Kf!:;J)a in truth. 

TEXT 3 
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yo mam ajam anadim ca 
vetti loka mahesvaram 

asamm fu;Jhal). sa martye$U 
sarva-papail). pramucyate 

TRANSLATION 

Know for certain that anyone who knows Me as the unborn, 
the beginningless, and the Supreme Lord of the entire universe, 
being thus unbewildered among mankind, becomes free from all 
sins. 
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PURPORT 

Lord Kr�Q.a is the original cause of everything and therefore 
only He is the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Those who accept 
Lord Kr�Q.a as the Supreme Personality of Godhead become free 
from contamination and gradually come to know Him in truth. The 
word miim in this text refers to Lord Kpma's appearance and 
activities, which are totally transcendental, and no one knows them 
unless they are favored by Him. Lord Kr�IJ.a's pastimes are so 
intricate that even Lord Brahma, the creator of this universe, 
becomes bewildered by them and Srimad Bhagavatam is its proof. 
The inconceivable qualities of Lord Kr�Q.a, such as His being unborn, 
bewilder everyone, including the most learned sages and saints. As 
Uddhava says in .the Srimad Bhagavatam: 

karmiil;ly anihasya bhavo 'bhavasya te 
durgasrayo 'thiiri bhayiit paliiyanam 

kiiliitmano yat pramadii-yutasra yiil). 
sviitmiin-ratel) khidyati dhir vidiimiha 

"O My Lord, even the learned sages become bewildered in 
their intelligence when they see Your greatness engage in worldly 
activities, although fully content and free from all kinds of desires. 
You take birth, although You are unborn; You flee out of fear of the 
enemy and take shelter in a fort, although You are the controller of 
invincible time; and You enjoy householder life surrounded by many 
thousands of females, although You are satisfied within Your Self." 

Lord Kr�Q.a possesses inconceivable potencies, which is why 
His different pastimes have different functions . When Mother 
Ya§oda wanted to tie Lord Kr�Q.a, she could not tie Him because 
the tying rope always fell two inches short, although she had 
previously tied a waistband around His waist. Because Mother 
Ya§oda could not tie Lord Kr�Q.a even with great endeavors, it proves 
Lord Kr�Q.a is the unlimited Supreme Personality of Godhead. 
However, because Lord Kr�Q.a already had a waistband on, it also 
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shows His limitability. Because these qualities are simultaneously 
in Lord Knn:ia, He is said to be the inconceivable Supreme 
Personality of Godhead. Those who understand that Lord �Qa is 
always the Lord of all creatures, even while serving as the charioteer 
of Arjuna, are said to be doubtless and sinless. But those who think 
Lord Kr�l}.a is an ordinary person are said to be doubtful and sinful. 
Those who know that Lord Kr�l}.a is free from all material activities 
and only performs transcendental pastimes become free from all 
kinds of misgivings. 

TEXTS 4-5 
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buddhir-jiiiinam asammohab 
k$amii satyam dama}J samab 

sukham du}Jkham bhavo 'bhiivo 
bhayam ciibhayam eva ca 

ahimsii samatii tu$tis 
tapo diinam ya8o 'yasa}J 

bhavanti bhiivii bhii.tiiniim 
matta eva prthag-vidhii}J 

TRANSLATION 

Intelligence, knowledge, freedom from doubt and delusion, 
forgiveness, truthfulness, sense control and peacefulness, pleasure 
and pain, birth and death, fear and fearlessness, nonviolence, 
equanimity, satisfaction, austerity, charity, fame, and infamy-all 
these different qualities of the living entities arise from Me alone. 
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PURPORT 

The quality of goodness allows one to subtly enter into the 
intricacies of the Absolute Truth. In summary, one should know 
that real knowledge is the knowledge that rewards self-realization. 
Intelligently investigating and understanding the details of the 
knowable objects is called doubtlessness. Forgiving is a saintly quality 
and a saintly person forgives those who are fallen and make mistakes. 
Real truth is that which is spoken on the basis of the scriptures. The 
physical control of the senses from their sense objects rewards peace 
of mind and heart. True happiness is derived from following the 
principles as stated in the scriptures, whereas breaking Vedic 
principles keeps one in the shackles of repeated birth and death. 
Nonviolence means not taking away the rights of other living entities 
and not putting others into any kind of anxiety. Equality means 
remaining free from attachments to or envy of other living entities. 
Not lording over other living entities is called happiness. Following 
the spiritual rules for purification of the body is called austerity and 
something selflessly given according to one's capacity to a qualified 
person is called charity. Following spiritual principles as an example 
for others is called fame, and any action against the Vedic principles 
which brings criticism is called infamy. All the positive qualities 
mentioned here are meant for everyone who desires to become 
eligible to enter into the Kingdom of the Supreme Lord. The words 
matta eva used in this text signify that all these qualities 
appear from Lord Kr�l)a's own energy. Because Lord Kr�J)a and 
His energy are one and the same and because energy cannot be 
separated from the energetic it should be understood that all these 
qualities have emanated from Lord Kr�J)a only. 

TEXT 6 
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mahar$ayai) sapta-piirve 
catvaro manavas tatha 

mad-bhava manasa jata 
ye$ari1 loka imal) prajal) 

TRANSLATION 

10-6 

The seven great sages, and prior to these four more great 
sages, plus all the Manus who are all conscious of Me, are born 
from My will. All the living entities in this creation descended 
from them. 

PURPORT 

Lord K:r�:r:ia is the first and the original God. When He desires 
to create, He expands into the four-armed Naraya:r:ia form and then 
from that Naraya:r:ia form He expands into His quadruple forms, 
namely the Vasudeva, Sarikar�a:r:ia, Pradyumna, and Aniruddha 
expansions. From the Sarikar�a:r:ia form, Lord Mahavi�:r:iu appears, 
from whose navel a blossomed lotus sprung up and upon which Lord 
Brahma took his birth and later developed four heads. This Lord 
Brahma lives for one hundred years as per his calculation. Compared 
to earthly calculation, the calculation of lifespans in heaven and 
the calculation of Lord Brahma's lifespan is innumerable. For 
example, 360 earthly days are one day (twenty-four hours) of heaven. 
Four Yugas of earth (4,320,000 earthly years) , are equal to 12,000 
years of the demigods in heaven. One cycle of four Yugas (Satyayuga 
+ Tretayuga + Dvaparayuga + Kaliyuga) is called one Mahayuga in 
Sanskrit. It has already been mentioned previously that one 
thousand earthly Mahayugas ( 4,320,000,000 solar years) are equal 
to one daytime (12 hours) of Lord Brahma. His nighttime is also of 
an equal duration as his daytime. There are 360 such days in Lord 
Brahma's year, twelve months in his year, and he lives for one 
hundred years as per his calculation. In a daytime of Lord Brahma, 
there are fourteen Manus (i .e. managers of this material creation) 
and each of their life spans is 71 Mahayugas or 4,320,000,000 divided 
by 14= 306,720,000 earthly years. Half of Lord Brahma's lifetime is 
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called parardha in Sanskrit. At present, Lord Brahma has completed 
his first parardha, his second parardha has started, and now he is 
passing through the first day of his fifty-first year. In this first day of 
Lord Brahma, six Manus have already elapsed, and the rule of the 
seventh Manu (named Vaivasvata Manu) is going on, out of which 
27 cycles of Mahayugas have already elapsed. This Kaliyuga is from 
the 281h cycle of Mahayugas. At present, (2017 AD) 5118 years of 
Kaliyuga have elapsed. The calculation timespan mentioned herein 
seems to be enormous, but is reasonable if one thinks it over deeply. 
Again, because it is given by an all-knowing divine authority, it is 
best to accept it and remain humble. 

Lord Brahma established the rule that each Manu will have 
different sets of seven great sages, born of Lord Brahma's mind. 
Every set of seven sages knows past, present, and future, and guides 
the Manu, who works under their advice. In regard to spiritual 
management, and to protect the purity of human civilization from 
becoming degraded the Manus follow the advice of sages. In the 
present Manu's (Vaivasvata Manu's) ruling, the following seven sages 
are present, as stated in the Vi�1.1u Pura1.1a: 

vasi$fham kasyapam atrim jamadagnim ca gautama}J 
visvamitram ca mahateja}J bharadvajam mana}J sutan 

"The seven greatly powerful sages who are born out of Lord 
Brahma's mind are: Vasi�tha Muni, Kasyapa Muni, Atri Muni, 
Jamadagni Muni,  Gautama Muni, Visvamitra Muni, and 
Bharadvaja Muni. These sages guide the present Manu, Vaivasvata. "  

Prior to  these seven sages came the four Kumaras; Sanaka, 
Sanandana, Sanatana, and Sanat Kumara; and after the seven sages 
came the fourteen Manus headed by Svayambhuva Manu. All of 
these are born as the potencies of Lord Kr�1.1a, but born through the 
mind of Lord Brahma. These powerful personalities were not born 
like ordinary human beings. These Manus became the cause of 
populating the material creation. The seven sages filled the present 
human population with Brahma1.1as as their sons, grandsons, and so 
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on. The four Kumaras initiated these Brahma1.1as descendants into 
spiritual life and made them into disciples, then from them came 
grand-disciples,  and so on. Later on, the human population was 
divided into four social and spiritual orders according to their 
mentality obtained from the influence of karma performed in their 
previous life. They all work as per their natural inclinations derived 
from their past life. In this way, the whole creation was filled by 
these sages in the beginning. Although all the great sages, Manus, 
and the population, directly or indirectly, descended from Lord 
Brahma, it should be understood that they are ultimately born from 
Lord Kp�1.1a's will. 

TEXT 7 
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etam vibhiitim yogam ca 
mama yo vetti tattvatai) 

so 'vikalpena yogena 
yujyate natra samsayai) 

TRANSLATION 

One who understands these opulences and yogic powers of 
Mine in truth becomes engaged in My unswerving devotional 
service. In this there is no doubt. 

PURPORT 

Lord Brahma, all the demigods, all the great sages, and all the 
Manus are all under Lord Kp:;1.1a's command. They represent His 
potencies and opulences because Lord Kr�1.1a is their original cause. 
Those who understand and have firm faith that all great personalities 
have come from Lord Kr�1.1a, that all this had actually happened, 
and everything that is stated by the Lord is exactly true, become 
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steady in Lord Kr�i:ia's devotional service. This means only unto 
those who are totally convinced and have unflinching faith in Lord 
Kr�i:ia's words, does unswerving devotion to Him automatically 
become revealed in their hearts. 

TEXT S 
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aham sarvasya prabhavo 
mattab sarvaril pravartate 

iti matva bhajante maril 
budha bhava samanvitai) 

TRANSLATION 

I am the source of all material and spiritual worlds. 
Everything emanates from Me. Understanding this, the learned 
wholeheartedly engage in My devotional service with great love 
and devotion. 

PURPORT 

This is the first of four verses (the Bhagavad Gita in a 
nutshell} , in which Lord Kr�i:ia directly speaks about the topmost 
devotion to Him. Lord Kr�i:ia is the source of all material and spiritual 
creations. He is the original personality; the origin of Lord Brahma 
and Lord Siva, who work for Lord Kr�i:ia by physically creating and 
destroying this material universe. Lord Kr�i:ia incarnates from time 
to time, but on this occasion He has appeared as He is, in His original 
Kr�i:ia form. As it is stated in the Atharvaveda, yo brahmal)aril 
vidadhati purvam yo vai vedams ca gopayati sma kf$1)ai), "One who, 
in the beginning of each creation, instructs Lord Brahma in Vedic 
knowledge and one who later actually retracts everything and keeps 
it hidden within Himself is called Kr�i:ia."  Furthermore, the Etareya 
Upani�ad states, sa ik$ateme nu Joka Jokapiilan nu srja iti, "The 
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Supreme Lord decided to create all the living entities and the 
demigods who take care of the planets. "  The Taittiriya Upani�ad 
states, tato 'nniid rajal), anniid-bhutiini jayante, annena vardhante 
iti, "The Supreme Lord then created food grains, by eating which 
semen and ovum were produced, and by the combination of which 
the living entities are produced to sustain the creation." 

There is no difference between the Supreme Lord and Lord 
Sri Kr�IJ.a, who appeared on earth five thousand years ago. They 
are one and the same . As it is stated in the Brahmopani�ad, 
brahmal)yo de vaki-pu tro brahmal)yo madh usudanal), "The 
Supreme Lord of the spiritual world, who killed the Madhu demon, 
and Lord Kr�r.ia, who appeared as the son of Devaki, are one and 
the same. There is no difference between these two." The conclusion 
of the Vedas is that everything has come from Lord Kr�r.ia; He is the 
origin of everything. The Lord Himself states in the Mok�a Dharma: 

prajapatiriJ. ca rudrariJ. ca 'py aham eva srjami vai 

to hi miiriJ. na vijanito mama miiyii vimohitau 

"All the progenitors, called the Prajapatis , as well as the 
destroyers called the Rudras, have come from Me alone. However, 
those who are bewildered by My illusory potency, Maya, do not 
understand this fact." 

Furthermore, the Varaha Pural).a states: 

narayal)a paro devatas tasmaj jatas catur-mukhal) 
tasmiid rudro bhaved deval) sa ca sarvajiiatiiriJ. gatal) 

"Lord Kr�r.ia, who is also called Lord Narayal).a, is the Supreme 
Lord. From Him, the four-headed Brahma appeared and from 
Brahma, Siva appeared. One who understands this understands 
everything including the intricacies of material and spiritual life." 

There is nothing beyond the knowledge of Lord Kr�IJ.a. 
Everything comes from Lord Kr�r.ia, as He stated in this text with 
the words mattal) sarvariJ. pravartate. Those who accept Lord Kr�IJ.a 
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as the source of everything, including creation, maintenance, and 
annihilation, by following the words of a bona-fide Spiritual Master, 
are said to be learned. As the Lord Himself states in the Vi�l)U 
Pural)a, sad-guru m ukhan niscitya sad-bhavena santo budhiil) mam 
bhajante, "Those who are intelligent follow the instructions of a 
perfect Spiritual Master who is authorized by the ancient Vedic 
scriptures as their life and soul and worship Me (Lord Kr�Qa) with 
firm faith and devotion. They are the real devotees and always 
remain peaceful." In this way, those who are smart sincerely adopt 
and seriously follow the processes of devotional service under the 
guidance of a qualified Spiritual Master. 

TEXT 9 
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maccitta madgata-priil)a 
bodhayantal) parasparam 

kathayantas ca mam nityam 
tu$yanti ca ramanti ca 

TRANSLATION 

With their minds absorbed in always thinking of Me, their 
lives totally dedicated to Me, always deriving great pleasure from 
discussing My glories, and thus by enlightening one another, the 
devotees always remain content and full of transcendental bliss. 

PURPORT 

If one engages in continuous practice of devotional service, 
the experiencing of transcendental bliss is sure to come. When one 
experience such bliss they become addicted to devotional service. 
On such a stage a devotee is unable to live even for a moment without 
Kr�l)a, just as one cannot live without air. They glorify the name, 
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form, pastimes, and transcendental qualities of Lord Kr�Qa to 
whomever they meet and derive pleasure from discussing about Lord 
Kr�Qa. Even a moment of separation from Lord Kr�Qa makes such 
devotees become very uncomfortable, like a fish out of water. Such 
devotees experience ecstasy by diving into the nectar-like ocean of 
love of Godhead. They feel great satisfaction and happiness while 
discussing with other devotees about Kr�Qa using Vedic references. 
They sustain their life just to please Lord Kr�Qa, just to chant His 
Holy name and just to worship Him. Hence, the transcendental 
pleasure such devotees feel in spiritual life is unlimited and cannot 
be explained using material words. As it is stated in the Vi�JJ.U Pural).a: 

yac ca kama-sukhariJ. Joke yac ca divya mahat-sukham 
tf$JJ8-k$aya sakhasyaite narhatal) $Oc;laiariJ. kalam 

"Whatever happiness is experienced by the ultimate sensual 
pleasures in this material world, including the ultimate happiness of 
heaven, cannot even be compared to one-sixteenth of the happiness 
received from the tranquility of the mind while in spiritual life." 

Furthermore, the pleasure of spirituality cannot be compared 
to anything that exists in the material creation. As it is stated in the 
BrahmaQ<;la Pural).a: 

satyaloka tulariJ. dhrtva samasta-sadhanani ca 
naiva santi samam etad bhagavata-kathamrtam 

"Even if all the pleasure rewarding means of this world are 
conjoined with all the pleasurable means of heaven and Satyaloka 
(the highest planet in this universe where Lord Brahma resides), 
they do not equal to the pleasure derived from the nectarean 
discussions about the transcendental glories of Lord Kr�Qa." 

The secret of success in this process is to regularly engage in 
hearing and chanting the names of Lord Kr�Qa and peacefully 
perform favorable devotional service to please Him. Those who 
follow this system have Lord Kr�Qa revealed to them very soon. By 
the blessings of Lord Kpma and the power of austerities, when the 
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devotee does not undergo any more material disturbance in their 
devotional practice, they start to enjoy the company of the Lord 
within the self. 

TEXT 10 
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te$iili1 satata yoktanam 
bhajatam priti-purvakam 

dadami buddhi-yogam tam 
yena mam upayanti te 

TRANSLATION 

To those who are constantly devoted to Me and worship 
Me with love, I give them that understanding by which they come 
to Me. 

PURPORT 

It has become clear to Arjuna that when a devotee properly 
practices devotional service , that devotee becomes j oyful and 
peaceful. On this stage that devotee receives spiritual 
communications from Lord Kr�i:ia seated within the heart as the 
Supersoul. Understanding this, a question arose in Arjuna about 
how a devotee could communicate with Lord Kr�i:ia. The process of 
attaining Lord Kr�i:ia is answered in this text. Those who actually 
desire to attain Lord Kr�i:ia must constantly engage in His devotional 
service. And for those who follow what Lord Kr�i:ia says, Lord Kr�i:ia 
gives them the further intelligence from within about what they 
should do to attain Him. 

The process of Kr�i:ia consciousness is obtained from Lord 
Kr�i:ia through a bona-fide Vai�i:iava Spiritual Master in the 
unbroken chain of disciplic succession. A bona-fide Spiritual Master 
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means a personality who is authorized by the ancient Vedic scriptures 
to spiritually initiate a candidate desiring to go back to Godhead. A 
real Guru is Lord Kr�IJa's mercy who appears in a human form in 
this world to guide the living entity to the spiritual world. Vedic 
scriptures accept a bona-fide Spiritual Master to be the external 
manifestation of Supersoul, seated within the heart of everyone. 
He is a partial manifestation of Lord Kr�IJa, the Supreme Personality 
of Godhead. 

TEXT 11 

d tt 1 ?NI j""h"'l I �q �'1#11"1'.iif <f'f: I 
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te�am evanukampartha 
aham ajiianajaril tamab 

nasayamy atma-bhavastho 
jiiana-dipena bhasvata 

TRANSLATION 

Dwelling in their hearts, out of special mercy for them, I 
destroy their darkness born of ignorance with the shining lamp 
of spiritual knowledge. 

PURPORT 

This verse is the last of the four verses which are accepted as 
the nutshell of the complete Gita. In other words, these four verses 
are the compact Gita. Those who sincerely engage in devotional 
service need not worry about attaining Lord Kr�IJa's mercy, which 
He certainly awards in due course of time. As noted previously, Lord 
Kr�J)a awards His blessings according to one's surrender to Him. 
Because the real devotees are wholeheartedly surrendered to and 
serve Lord Kr�J)a, they receive transcendental realization from 
within. In this way, whatever remaining ignorance there is and the 
lingering entanglement to this world becomes fully destroyed for a 
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devotee. One may wonder if the yogis also obtain such realizations 
by their practice . In answer to this, Lord Kr�IJ.a uses the word 
anukampa, or "special mercy," meaning He extends His special 
mercy only to His unalloyed devotees who cannot live even for a 
moment without Him. As He says in the Srimad Bhagavatam, 
bhaktya aham ekaya grahyam, "I can only be attained through pure 
devotional service. "  The word eva used in the text proves that no 
one other than His true devotee is eligible for His mercy. Lord Kr�IJ.a 
accepts full responsibility for the material, social, and spiritual 
burdens of such devotees. Therefore, devotional service is the easiest 
and surest way to obtain peace. 

TEXTS 12-13 

� �  
� � � <qTlf � � � I 
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arjuna uvaca 

param brahma param dhama 
pavitram paramam bhavan 

puru$aiil sasvatam divyam 
adidevam ajam vibhum 

ahustvam f$ayal) sarve 
devar$ir naradas tatha 

asito devalo vyasal) 
svayam caiva bravi$i me 

TRANSLATION 

Arjuna said: You are the Supreme Brahman, the supreme 
abode, the supremely pure, the Absolute Truth, and the eternal 
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personality. You are the primal Lord; You are transcendental, 
the original God, unlimited, and unborn. All the great sages such 
as Narada, Asita, Devala, and Vyisadeva proclaim this of You, 
and You Yourself are also telling me the same. 

PURPORT 

Lord Knm.a previously said, ajo 'pi sann avyayatma, "I am 
unborn and My transcendental body is indestructible," and aham 
sarvasya prabhaval), "I am the source of all material and spiritual 
worlds," along with many other such descriptive statements. After 
hearing Lord Knu;ia speak about His opulences, Arjuna desired to 
hear more about them. In this series of seven verses, Arjuna prays 
to Lord K:p�r;ia for more details. Arjuna was already aware about 
the descriptions of the scriptures and the great sages' descriptions 
about Lord Kr�r;ia's supremacy. As Lord Kr�r;ia Himself states in the 
Srimad Bhagavatam, parok$avada f$ayal) parok$aril ca mama 
priyam, "All great sages present their statements in a very 
confidential manner, which is beyond the range of material vision, 
and I also like their esoteric style of descriptions ." The beautiful 
human-like Govinda form of Lord Kr�r;ia is not made of material 
elements like that of an ordinary human being, whose body and self 
are different. Lord Kr�r;ia and His self are non-different, they are 
one and the same. The Vedanta Sutra states, atmani caivam vicitras 
ca hi, "The Supreme Lord is transcendental to this world. His soul 
and His body are one and the same." 

The western mindset of "ultra-rational is  irrational" is  not 
accepted in Vedic civilization because the Mahabharat states, 
acintyal) khalu ye bhava na tams tarkel)a yojayet, "Things which 
are beyond one's comprehension should not be argued upon, but 
the statements of the revealed scriptures should be accepted as the 
decisive authority about them." Lord Kr�r;ia is so purifying that those 
who see Him in His deity form become mesmerized and blissful. 
Therefore, all the scriptures and the sages offer praises to Lord Kr�r;ia 
and hanker to see His transcendental form. For this reason, all the 
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sages have stated that Lord Kp�Qa's two-armed beautiful human
looking form is eternal and worth meditating upon. 

TEXT 14 

�4ttasd � � � � I  
� ft  -a l1•M;zqRfi wg;gc:i1 � �= m�u 

sarvam etad rtam manye 
yan mam vadasi ke§ava 

na hi te bhagavan vyaktim 
vidur-deva na danaval) 

TRANSLATION 

0 Ktlt;ta, whatever You are telling me, I accept to be totally 
true. 0 Supreme God, certainly neither the demons nor the 
demigods know Your personality. 

PURPORT 

Arjuna now agrees with what Lord Kr�l).a tells him because it 
is supported by all the great sages and the scriptures.  There is no 
better authority to prove the truth than Lord Kr�Qa Himself. When 
Lord Kr�Qa is not seen face to face, one must consult with Guru, 
Sadhu, and Sastras; that is, an authentic Guru, a true devotee, and 
the revealed scriptures. When these three are in unison, the truth is 
firmly established. 

Lord Kr�l).a is full in six opulences, namely wealth, strength, 
knowledge, fame, beauty, and renunciation. It is no surprise that 
everyone, including the great demigods, becomes bewildered by the 
human-looking form of Lord Kr�Qa. The Srimad Bhagavatam states, 
muhyanti yat siirayal), "Even the demigods become bewildered in 
regard to knowing Lord Kr�l).a." The name Kesava for Lord Kr�l).a, 
used by Arjuna in this text, is analyzed in the Vyakaral).a Sastra in 
the following way: the segment ka from Kesava means Lord Brahma 
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and the segment Isa means Lord Siva. The segment va means they 
possess limited understanding. In other words, the great demigods 
like Lord B rahma and Lord Siva have a hard time fully 
understanding Lord Kr�Q.a. If this is so, then what can be said about 
other demigods, demons, and learned human beings? Actually, only 
the unalloyed devotees, who are especially favored by Lord Kr�Q.a, 
understand Him in truth and enjoy Him. As it is stated in the Brahma 
Sarilhita, adurlabham atma-bhakto, "Lord Kr�Q.a becomes easily 
obtainable and understandable to His unalloyed devotees, who are 
especially blessed by Him." The Chandogya Upani�ad states, sa eva 
rasanam rasa ttamal) paramal), "Among all the mellows and 
pleasurable things and the pleasing personalities, Lord Kr�Q.a is the 
ultimate. By becoming His truly dedicated devotee, one enjoys Him 
transcendentally. " 

TEXT 15 

\i•M?Ni?HISS� � � �\\tfHt"I I 
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svayam evatmana ''tmanam 
vettha tvam puru�ottama 

bhiita-bhavana bhiitesa 
deva-deva jagatpate 

TRANSLATION 

0 greatest of all personalities, 0 origin of everything, 0 
Lord of all beings, 0 God of the demigods, 0 Lord of the universe, 
actually only You, by Yourself, know Yourself. 

PURPORT 

Anyone who earnestly desires to become a devotee of Lord 
Kr�Q.a can choose a bona-fide deity of Lord Kr�I).a according to their 
choice and worship Him. To know the truth about Lord Kr�I).a, one 
must hear from Lord Kr�I).a and His bona-fide representative, the 
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Spiritual Master. Anyone else is unable to explain about Lord Kf�l)a 
in truth. Even the great demigods are unable to properly explain 
about Lord Kr�l)a because they are not equal to Lord Kr�l)a. 
Therefore, Lord Kf�l)a is addressed here as God of the demigods. 
Moreover, Lord Kf�l)a is often addressed as the best of all human 
beings, the origin of everything, the Lord of everything, and the 
Lord of the universe. In other words, Lord Kr�l)a is the original 
person and the Father of all the living entities and takes care of 
them all in every way. Sometimes it is seen that a father does not 
maintain his disobedient children, but Lord Kr�l)a takes care of every 
living entity in all circumstances. 

Lord Kf�l)a supplies every necessity to all living entities. That 
is why He is called the caretaker of all living entities and He is the 
guardian of all in every way. Furthermore, Lord Kr�l)a is not just 
the Lord for everyone on earth; He is the Lord of all the demigods, 
including Lord Siva and Lord Brahma. Everything that exists in the 
universe comes from Lord Kr�l)a. No one can understand Lord 
K�l)a by their own endeavor. Understanding Lord Kr�l)a is possible 
only by His mercy. Therefore, Arjuna uses the word eva in this text, 
which signifies that the knowledge of Lord Kr�l)a's appearance and 
activities can only be understood through His mercy by His truly 
dedicated devotees, and no one else. To become a devotee of Lord 
Kr�l)a, one must first desire to know Kr�l)a by surrendering to a 
scripturally authorized Vai�l)ava Spiritual Master who comes in the 
unbroken chain of disciplic succession descending directly from God. 
After taking spiritual initiation from him and following his commands 
faithfully, the understanding of Lord Kf�l)a becomes very easy. 

TEXT 16 
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vaktum arhasy ase$el)a 
divya hy atma-vibhutayalJ 

yabhir vibhiitibhir lokan 
imams tvam vyapya ti$thasi 

TRANSLATION 

10-17 

You are the only one who can describe in detail about Your 
own divine opulences, by which You pervade all the worlds and 
dwell in everything. 

PURPORT 

It is very difficult to describe the divine opulences of Lord 
Kf�l)a; therefore, Arjuna is eagerly inquiring to learn about them 
from Him. Lord Kf�l)a and His pure devotees are the authorized 
sources to obtain correct spiritual knowledge , e specially the 
knowledge of Lord Kf�l)a's transcendental opulences. Lord Kf�l)a 
is the all-pervading transcendental personality; therefore, His 
opulences are fully transcendental. Only by His mercy is a pure 
devotee able to speak about and know them. Arjuna wanted to 
know more about His opulences, which is why he surrendered to 
Lord J<.f�l)a, who is also his Spiritual Master. This means anyone 
who desires to know God must surrender to a qualified Spiritual 
Master and follow his instructions. The word yiibhi is used here to 
signify that the opulences of Lord Kr�l)a cannot be completely 
described by anyone except Lord Kf�l)a Himself. Arjuna therefore 
earnestly requests Lord Kf�l)a to describe the opulences by which 
He is present in the material creation because He is the only one 
who can describe them. 

TEXT 17 
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katham vidyam aham yogims 
tvam sada paricintayan 

ke$U ke$U ca bhave$u 
cintyo 'si bhagavan maya 

TRANSLATION 

503 

0 Supreme Mystic, how may I, while constantly meditating 
on You, know You? 0 Supreme Lord, in what natural aspects are 
You to be contemplated by me? 

PURPORT 

Yogamaya is the internal potency of Lord Kp�l).a, and because 
Lord Kp�l).a possesses Yogamaya, Arjuna addresses Lord Kpma as 
yogin. Arjuna wants to know from Lord Kr�Q.a how, by constantly 
remembering and thinking of Him, one can come to the conclusion 
that He possesses unlimited transcendental qualities and that He is 
the beneficiary for everyone. Arjuna already heard from Lord Kr�Q.a 
that those who constantly perform undivided devotional service unto 
Him understand Him in truth. Now, Arjuna uses the words ke$U 
ke$U ca bhave$U to request Lord Kr�Q.a to please categorically explain 
in what various forms and aspects of material creation He is present. 

TEXT 18 

M\a(Oll(+i;ft � � � 'iit"11<:{"1 I 
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vistarel)atmano yogam 
vibhutim ca janardana 

bhuyal) kathaya trptir hi 
srl)vato nasti me 'mrtam 

TRANSLATION 
0 caretaker of all beings, please explain to me again in more 

detail about Your mystical potencies and glories, for I never satiate 
by hearing Your words, which are like nectar. 
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PURPORT 

Lord Kr�IJ.a has already told Arjuna about His transcendental 
opulences in the seventh and ninth chapters, but Arjuna wants 
Lord Kr�IJ.a to explain him in more detail. The question may be 
raised, why does Arjuna want to know more about Lord Kr�IJ.a's 
opulences? The answer is because the satisfaction derived from 
knowing the transcendental glories of the Lord is unlimited. 
Therefore, Arjuna wants to hear more and more about Lord Kr�IJ.a 
from Lord Kr�IJ.a Himself. When the nectar-like transcendental 
narration of Lord Kr�IJ.a comes from His own lips or from His pure 
devotee and enters through the ears to the heart, it satisfies the heart. 
Such narrations bring pleasure and peace to the devotee. Devotees 
are compared to bumblebees and Lord Kr�IJ.a's narrations are like 
the lotus flower. Just as a bumblebee is never fully satiated with the 
fragrance of a lotus, similarly, a devotee is never fully satiated by 
hearing about Lord Kr�IJ.a. The real devotees of Lord Kr�IJ.a crave 
to hear more and more about Him, which pleases them at every 
step. As the Srimad Bhagavatam states, svadu svadu pade pade, 
"Hearing about Lord Kr�IJ.a becomes more and more tasty and 
relishable at each and every step. " ·  The Kr�IJ.a KarQ.amrtam also 
states, vadanam madhuram kathanam madhuram, "The mouth of 
Lord Kr�IJ.a is unlimitedly sweet and what comes out from it is 
complete nectar and liberates everyone. "  No wonder, then, that 
Arjuna is saying to Lord Kr�IJ.a, "What I have heard from You until 
now makes me hanker to hear more from You. I have become 
addicted to hearing about You. I will never be tired, therefore, 0 
Kr�IJ.a, please explain to me more about Your opulences." 

TEXT 19 
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sri bhagavan uvaca 
hanta te kathayi$yami 

divya hy atma-vibhiitayal) 
pradhanyatal) kuru-sre$fha 

nasty anto vistarasya me 

TRANSLATION 

505 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead said: 0 best among 
the Kuru dynasty, yes, I shall now explain to you more about My 
prominent divine opulences, because there is no limit to them. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kr�Q.a mercifully agrees to further reveal His opulences 
to pacify the aggrieved Arjuna. The word hanta used in the text 
exposes Lord Kr�Q.a's compassion towards Arjuna by kindly agreeing 
to Arjuna's plead to satisfy his request by fulfilling his desire. The 
word pradhanyata signifies that Lord Kr�Q.a's opulences are 
unlimited, which is why He will mention only the most important 
and recognized ones. The word vibhiiti refers to all the material 
and spiritual manifestations of Lord Kr�Q.a in this world, which have 
splendorous opulences. The Amarako�a Dictionary describes the 
word vibh iiti thus , vibh iitir bh iitir aifraryam,  "Lord Kr�Q.a's 
manifestations , opulences, and superhuman powers are called 
vibhiiti." Everything that exists in this world has emanated from 
Lord Kr�Q.a and those things that are endowed with splendorous 
qualities represent Lord Kr�Q.a. 

TEXT 20 
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aham atma gm;Jakesa 
sarva-bhiitasaya sthital) 

aham adis ca madhyam ca 
bhiitanam anta eva ca 
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TRANSLATION 

0 Arjuna, I am the Supersoul seated in everyone's heart. I 
am the cause of creation, maintenance, and also the destruction 
of all living entities. 

PURPORT 

Although this material creation has innumerable universes, it 
is only one-fourth of the Lord's total creation. The Lord's creation 
is divided into four parts, which comprise the spiritual creation and 
the material creation. Out of the total creation, three-fourths is called 
the spiritual world and one-fourth is called the material world. There 
are innumerable universes in the material creation and each material 
universe has fourteen planetary systems, like that of a fourteen 
storied building. The universe is in the shape of an egg which is 
divided into three parts: upper (heaven), middle (earth), and lower 
(subterranean planets) . Lord Kr�JJ.a takes care of the whole material 
creation through three manifestations in the modes, called the 
Trinity: Lord Vi�Q.u, Lord Brahma, and Lord Siva. Lord Vi�Q.U is 
the personification of �oodness, Lord Brahma is the personification 
of passion, and Lord Siva is the personification of ignorance. They 
take care of the maintenance, creation, and destruction of this 
material universe, respectively. 

The words aham atma used in this text signify that Lord 
Kr�l)a in the form of the Puru$a incarnations is the Supersoul of the 
universe and also of the living entities. He is the Supersoul of the 
universe in the form of Garbhodaka Vi�Q.u, and in the form of 
K�irodaka Vi�l)U, He is the Supersoul of all entities. Finally, Lord 
Kr�l)a is the resting place of all beings in the form of Karal)odaka 
Vi�l)u (also called Mahavi�Q.u) , from whose pores all the universes 
come. Lord Mahavi�l)u is therefore the Supersoul of the whole 
material nature . All these forms are Kr�JJ.a's splendorous 
representations. As it is stated in the Subalopani�ad, prakrtyadi 
sarva bhiitanam antaryiimi sarva sesi ca narayaIJ.afJ, "Lord Kr�Qa, in 
the four-armed form of Lord Narayal)a, is the Supersoul of the whole 
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creation, of the universe, and of all the living entities. He is the resting 
place as well as its source, and He holds the universe on His head as 
well. He is called Antaryami in Sanskrit" The Satvata Tantra 
literature also states: 

vi$IJ.OS tu triIJ.i rupaIJ.i puru$akhyani atho vidul;l 
ekaril tu mahatal;l Sf$fur dvitiyaril tv al}.<;la-sarilsthitam 
trtiyaril sarva-bhutastharil tani jiiatva vimucyate 

"For material creation, Lord Kr�Qa's plenary expansion 
assumes three different Vi�QU forms. The first Vi�QU is called 
Mahavi�QU and He creates the total material energy, which is known 
as mahattatva (the total material aggregate) and includes unlimited 
universes. The second Vi!;IQU is called Garbhodakasayi Vi!;IQU. He 
enters into all the universes to create diversities in each of them. 
The third Vi!;IQU is called K�irodakasayi Vi!;IQU. He is diffused as the 
all-pervading Supersoul in the heart of all the living entities and is 
known as their Paramatma, who is present even within the atoms. 
Anyone who understands these three Vi�Qus properly can be 
liberated from material entanglement. " 

In this way, Lord Kr!;'Qa is the cause of the beginning, the 
middle, and the end of every living entity. Here, Arjuna is addressed 
as gu<;lakesa, or "the conqueror of sleep," which signifies that he 
has the ability to be constantly attentive to hear the transcendental 
knowledge. Similarly, a sincere devotee is always attentive to Kr!:iQa 
consciousness. 

TEXT 21 
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adityanam aharil vi$IJ.Ur 
jyoti$aril ravir arilsuman 

maricir marutam asmi 
nak$atr�am aharil sasi 
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TRANSLATION 

Among the sons of Aditi I am Vi�:i;iu, among luminaries I 
am the radiant sun, of the Marutas I am Marichi, and among the 
stars I am the moon. 

PURPORT 

From here until the end of the chapter, Lord Krsna speaks 
about His opulences which are represented in this cosmic creation. 
There are twelve sons born of Aditi, namely Dhata, Mitra, Aryama, 
Rudra, Varul)a, Surya, Bhaga, Vivasvan, Pu�a, Savita, Tva�ta, and 
Vi�Q.U. These are very radiant and they all shine simultaneously at 
the time of annihilation. Among the twelve sons of Aditi, a son 
named Vi�QU represents Lord Kf�I)a. This Vi�QU Aditya shined at 
the time of the Yamana incarnation, but at present, the Vivasvan 
Aditya shines in the sky. Among the great luminaries, Lord Kr�Qa 
is the brightly shining sun globe. Among the forty-nine Airgods, 
Kf�I)a is represented by Marichi. Among all the stars, Lord Kf�I)a is 
represented by the full moon. From here on, Kr�I)a does not talk 
about inducing from within but talks about how He is the outer 
presence of the examples. 

TEXT 22 
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vedanam samavedo 'smi 
devanam asmi vasavai) 

indriyiil)am manas casmi 
bhiitanam asmi cetana 

TRANSLATION 

Of the Vedas, I am the Samaveda, of the demigods I am 
Indra, of the senses I am the mind, and I am the life force in all 
the living entities. 
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PURPORT 

There are four Vedas, and among them Lord Kr�i:ia is 
represented by the Samaveda, because it is composed of very sweet 
poems in correct meters. Among all the demigods, Lord Kr�i:ia is 
represented by the king of heaven, Indra. Among the senses, Lord 
Kr�i:ia says He is the mind, because the mind is the leader of and 
controller of all the senses. Lord Kr�i:ia is represented by the life 
force (as ingoing and outgoing breath) in all the living entities, due 
to which all the living entities survive and are able to exist .  
Consciousness is the symptom of the life force in the body, and 
consciousness controls the intelligence, which has the power to 
imbibe knowledge. 

TEXT 23 
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rudrfu)am 8arikaras casmi 
vitte8o yak$a-rak$asam 

vasiinam pavakas casmi 
merui). sikharil)am aham 

TRANSLATION 

Of the Rudras I am Lord Siva; among the Yak�as and 
Rak�asas I am Kubera, the treasurer of heaven; of the Vasus I 
am the firegod; and of the mountains I am Mount Meru. 

PURPORT 

There are eleven Rudras, and the last Rudra, named Sankara, 
represents Lord Kr�i:ia. Among the semi-demigods, Lord Kr�i:ia is 
represented by their King, Kubera, who is appointed as the treasurer 
of the demigods in heaven. Among the eight Vasus, Lord Kr�i:ia is 
represented by the Firegod, who is known as Agni. Among the 
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highest peaks, Lord Kr�Qa is represented by the golden peak named 
Mount Meru. 

TEXT 24 
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purodhasiiiiJ. ca mukhyaril miiiiJ. 
viddhi partha brhaspatim 

senaninam aharil skandal) 
sarasam asmi sagaral) 

TRANSLATION 

0 son of Prthi, know that among all the priests I am the 
chief priest named B:rhaspati, of the generals I am Skanda, and 
of the bodies of water I am the ocean. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kr�Qa is head of everything and everyone. There are 
many priests on the earth and in the heavenly planets, and the chief 
amongst them is Brhaspati, who represents Lord Kr�Qa. Among the 
generals of all the armies of this creation, Lord Kr�Qa is represented 
by Kartikeya, the six-headed son of Lord Siva. Among all the bodies 
of water, Lord Kr�Qa is represented by the incomparable vast ocean. 

TEXT 25  
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mahar$il)iiiil bhrgur aham 
giram asmy ekam ak$aram 

yajnaniiiil japa-yajno 'smi 
sthavariil)am himalayal) 
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TRANSLATION 
Of the sages I am sage Bhrgu, of spiritual sounds I am the 

monosyllable OM, of sacrifices I �  Japa, and of immovables I 
am the Himalayas. 

PURPORT 

Among the great sages and sons of Lord Brahma, Lord Kr�:Q.a 
is represented by the most powerful sage, Bhrgu Muni. Bhrgu Muni 
was once appointed by the demigods and the sages to determine 
who is supreme among the trinity (the three Lords): Brahma, Vi�:Q.u, 
and Siva. After testing them, He concluded that Lord Vi�:Q.U is the 
Supreme Person. 

Lord Kr�:Q.a is represented by the letter OM in sound 
vibrations. Among all sacrifices ,  Lord Kr�:Q.a is japa, the silent 
chanting of Hare Kr�:Q.a, Hare Kr�:Q.a, Kr�:Q.a Kr�:Q.a, Hare Hare I 
Hare Rama, Hare Rama, Rama Rama, Hare Hare, which is the 
most purifying mantra. This is also called the Mahamantra, it is filled 
with the extraordinary mercy of the Lord and when chanted with a 
genuine heart, it removes the false ego from the chanter, whereby 
the heart and the mind become purified and the chanter comes 
nearer to God. This chanting also brings Lord Kr�:Q.a closer to the 
chanter, by which the chanter not only feels Kr�1.1a's presence in 
the heart, but also sees the Lord inside the heart. 

Among peaks, Lord Kr�:Q.a is Mount Sumeru, and among 
mountain ranges, Lord Kr�:Q.a is the highest, called the Himalayas. 

TEXT 26 

��: \14g�IOli &�<fio1j � �: I 
� ��: R:lJJi"ii i4\N{Ji\ �: 1 1�� 1 1  

asvattha/;1 sarva-vrk$81Jam 
devar$iIJam ca narada/;1 

gandharv;lIJam citraratha/;1 
siddhiinam kapilo m uni/;1 
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TRANSLATION 

Of all the trees I am the pippala tree, of the sages among 
the demigods I am Nirada, of the singers among the demigods I 
am Chitraratha, and of the perfect ones I am the sage Kapila. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kp;J:.1a is the best of all that exists in this creation. Among 
the trees, Lord Kr�I.la is represented by the Pippala (a kind of a 
banyan or a fig) tree, under which Lord Buddha sat to perform His 
austerity. There are many sages amongst the demigods, but Narada 
Muni is the one who represents Lord Kr�J:.1a, and this is due to his 
having great devotion for Him. Chitraratha is the sweetest singer in 
heaven, and he is the leader of all the singers there. Kapila, the son 
of Devahiiti, is an incarnation of Lord Kr�J:.1a. He expounded the 
devotional Sarhkhya philosophy found in the Srimad Bhagavatam. 

TEXT 27 

�='JF"1�'1>ql'1i Ftm '11'14jal�il"l I 
� Jj:§t;:c;toli � � � 1 1 ��1 1 

' I  

uccaibsravasain asvaniiliJ. 
viddhi In8In ainrtodbhavain 

airavatam gajendraI}.iiIIl 
nar81}.iili1 ca naradhipain 

TRANSLATION 

Know that among horses I am UcchaiSrava, born from the 
churning of the Milk Ocean to obtain nectar, and of the lordly 
elephants I am Airavata. Of men, I am the monarch. 

PURPORT 

When the Milk Ocean was churned by the demigods and 
demons to produce nectar as described in the Sdmad Bhagavatam, 
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the horse named Ucchaisrava and the elephant Airavata appeared 
from it and because they were born from the nectar they have special 
qualities and significance; thus, they represent Lord Kp;a).a. Among 
the humans, Lord Kr�Q.a is represented by the ruler, who, by nature 
is very virtuous and knowledgeable, controls and maintains the 
nation as his children, and also oversees their morality, thus keeping 
peace and harmony in human society. 

TEXT 28 

� � �t11'1f� � I 
!14:::11'1'*1.U� �: �qfon+if� i1l�f41: l l�c l l  

ayudhanam ahariJ. vajrariJ. 
dheniinam asmi kamadhuk 

prajanas casmi kandarpal) 
sarp8I;lam asmi vasukil) 

TRANSLATION 

Of weapons I am vajra (the thunderbolt) , of cows I am 
Kamadhenii, of procreators I am cupid, and among serpents I am 
V-asuki. 

PURPORT 

Among weapons, Lord Kr�Q.a is represented by the most 
powerful weapon, Vajra, which was built with the bones of Dadhichi 
Muni and given to Indra, the king of heaven. As stated in the Srimad 
Bhagavatam, with the help of this weapon, King Indra killed the 
Vrtrasura demon. Among the cows, Lord Kr�Q.a is represented by 
Kamadhenii, who was born from the churning of the Milk Ocean 
and was given to the sage Vasi�tha. Among those desiring progeny, 
Lord Kr�Q.a is represented by lust personified, Kamadeva. When 
lusty desires are contrary to the scriptures, that is, only for purposes 
of sense gratification, they do not represent Lord Kr�Q.a. The Vasuki 
snake is the king of all snakes, snakes are different from the cobras. 
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Vasuki was used as a rope to churn the Milk Ocean, and he now 
lives in the subterranean planets. 

TEXT 29 

�"1��1"11 "iPIHi � 41�(1i+H�'( I 
Mgo11q'!fq1 � 'Wf= �4'1dl'1E5'( 1 1 �((1 1 

·. \ 

anantas casmi naganam 
varu.oo yadasam aham 

pitmam aryama casmi 
yama}J samyamatam aham 

TRANSLATION 

Of cobras I am Ananta, of the aquatics I am their king, 
Varw;ia; of the ancestors I am Aryami, and among regulators 
I am the Lord of death, Yamaraja. 

PURPORT 

Cobras are different from snakes, and among cobras, Lord 
Kp�Q.a is represented by Ananta, or Se�a, who has unlimited hoods 
which hold unlimited universes. In other words, upon each of his 
heads a universe rests, and each universe feels to him like a mustard 
seed kept on that head. Varut;1.a is the king of all the entities under 
water. Aryama is the leader of all the forefathers in Pitrloka. Death 
personified, Lord Yamaraja, decides the destination of everyone as 
they leave their body during their death. He decides their destination 
according to their pious and impious deeds. He is the king of hell 
and represents Lord Kr�Q.a. 

TEXT 30 

!ll�l�lf� �("!ll"fi �= "h(J)4dl'1E5'( I 
·�PliOli � �s� � ... �4'\t qfu1011'( l l �c l l  
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prahladas casmi daityanam 
kalal) kalayatam aham 

mrgaIJ.am ca mrgendro 'ham 
· vainateyas ca pak$iIJ.im 

TRANSLATION 

515 

Of Din's progeny I am Prahlada, of subduers I am time, of 
beasts I am the lion, and among birds I am Garuc;la. 

PURPORT 

Sage Kasyapa married twenty-one daughters of Dak�a 
Prajapati, and among them, two wives were named Diti and Aditi. 
Diti gave birth to the demons and Aditi gave birth to the 
demigods. Demons are always against the demigods and the demons 
do not like those who worship God. Prahlada took birth in this 
dynasty of Di ti. Although born of a demoniac father, HiraQyakasipu, 
Prahlada Maharaja became a great devotee of the Supreme Lord 
and performed many categories of pleasing devotional services to 
Him, whom he represents. Regarding time, the saying goes, "Time 
and tide wait for no one." That is because they represent Lord K:r�IJa. 
Another wife of Sage Kasyapa was Vinata, whose son is Garu9a. 
He was appointed and is the carrier of Lord Vi�IJU, and also 
represents Lord K:r�IJa, because except Lord K:r�IJa, no one can carry 
Lord K:r�IJa. Therefore, Garu9a is a representation of Lord K:r�IJa. 

TEXT 31 

lFR: qq(11'1f� �: � 
��IOli W•f\\'\:11f� 4td�l'if� 'iill�"-4"'1 1 1�� 1 1  

pavana}J. pavatam asmi 
rama}J. sastra-bhrtam aham 

jha$8I)am makaras casmi 
srotasam asmi jahnavi 
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TRANSLATION 

Of purifiers I am the wind, of weapon wielders I am Rima, 
among the fish I am the shark, and among the rivers I am the 
Ganges. 

PURPORT 

In the Vedic calculation of mathematics, "Rama" stands for 
the number three, representing the three Rama incarnations of 
Lord Kpgia. These three Ramas are : one, Lord Rama, who 
appeared as the ideal king and son of Dasaratha; two, 
Parasurama, who appeared as the son of the Sage J amadagni; and 
three, Balaram, who appeared as the son of Rohi1.1i. These three 
incarnations are addressed as Rama in Sanskrit. In the Jyoti�a Sastra 
(Vedic astrology) it is stated, ramal) rudrasya pavake, "Rama stands 
for the number three and Rudra stands for the number eleven." 
There are three forms of Rama and there are eleven forms of Rudras 
in the Vedic scriptures. Of the three Ramas, King Rama appeared 
to establish the ideal system of life on earth, and Parasurama is the 
incarnation of Lord Kr�1.1a's power of pride. As it is stated in the 
Padma Pura1.1a: 

etat  te kathitaril devi jamadagner mahatmanal) 
saktyave§a avatarasya caritaril saraiJ.giI).al) prabhol) 

"Lord Siva said to his wife Parvati: 0 Devi, I have described 
to you about Para8urama, the son of Jamadagni, who is an 
incarnation of the Lord's power of pride."  

Parasurama is  Lord Kr�1.1a's opulence and avi$to bhargave 
ca abhiit means Lord Kr�1.1a's power of arrogance manifested as 
Parasurama in this world. Sage Valmiki explains about the potency 
of Lord Rama (of Ayodhya) in the Valmiki Ramaya1.1a: 

gaganaril gaganakararil sagaral) sagaropamam 
rama raval).ayor yuddhal) rama raval).ayor iva 

"Just as the comparison of sky can only be done with the sky 
and the comparison of the ocean can only be done with the ocean, 
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similarly the fighting of Lord Rama with Ravai:ia can only be 
compared to Lord Rama's fight with Ravai:ia." 

Among these three Rama incarnations of Lord Kr�:Q.a, Lord 
Rama, who appeared in this world to establish the law and order of 
a ruler, is worshipped greatly. He acted exactly like an ideal human 
being, but from time to time He manifested superhuman feats as 
well. The incarnation of the Lord's power when manifested in a 
human being is explained by Srila Sanatana Goswami in the 
Bhagavatamrta thus: 

iiana saktyadi kalaya yatravi�to janardanal) 
ta avesa nigadyante jiva eva mahattamal) 

"Those humans in whom the Lord invests His transcendental 
opulence of knowledge or power are called incarnations of Kr�i:ia's 
potency. " 

The third Rama, Balaram, is the direct plenary portion of 
Lord Kr�:Q.a, who appears as the brother of Lord Kr�:Q.a to help in 
His pastimes. Lord Balaram is also a weapons carrier, for which He 
is known as Haladhara, another incarnation of Kr�t;1.a's power. These 
three Ramas are the mightiest of weapon carriers. 

There are many categories of fish in water, but among them 
the shark represents Lord Kr�:Q.a. Mother Ganges is the holiest river 
and the sole purifying holy water of everyone's sins in Kaliyuga. We 
have discussed about Mother Ganges in the introduction to our 
Bhakti Bhajan Mala book. 

TEXT 32 

+1•1io11"11fcg;aJ!ft � ?t<:4i�"l'cl'1 I 
3Nlll(+tMt11 Mt11'1i �= !>M�dl+t�'( 1 1��1 1 

sargiil)am adir antas ca 
madhyam caiviiham arjuna 

adhyatma vidya vidyanam 
vadal) pravadatam aham 
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TRANSLATION 

0 Arjuna, I am the beginning, the middle, and end of all 
creations. Of all sciences I am the spiritual science, and among 
debaters I am their conclusive truth. 

PURPORT 

It has already been explained in the introduction that 
there are fourteen categories of Vedic scriptures ,  and they include 
both the material and the spiritual knowledge or sciences. Lord 
Kp;I_la says here that the science which guarantees one's liberation 
represents Him. One has to know Lord K:r�J:.la in truth to obtain 
liberation. Falsely posing to know Lord K:r�J:.la in truth, which is the 
claim of so many in Kaliyuga, is not sufficient. As it is stated in the 
Kenopani�ad: 

yasya matam tasya matam matam yasya na veda sal) 
avijii.iitam sa vijiinatiiriJ. vijii.iitam avijiinatiim 

"Those who express that it is very difficult to know the Lord 
in truth will come to know Him, but those who just say and present 
that they know the Lord in truth do not know Him in truth. This is 
because those who pose to be humble but are egotistic at heart 
cannot know Him, but for those who are purified at heart the Lord 
truly manifests to them in their understanding."  

In the argument between two parties who try to prove each 
other wrong or right, Lord K:r�I.la is represented by their correct 
decision when they both come to a conclusion. 

TEXT 33 

�'&1<:towF'h1(isfu:r �= �1+i1Rt%� � 1 
�@5fNl'&14: � cqrarst Fl"'<tdt!{\.�: 1 1 �� 1 1 

ak$arii1.1iim akiiro 'smi 
dvandval) siimasikasya ca 

aham eviik$aya]J kiilo 
dhata 'ham vi8vato mukhal;J. 
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TRANSLATION 

Of letters in the alphabet I am the first letter, "a"; of the 
compounds, I am the dual compound; of destroyers, I am eternal 
time; and among the creators I am the four-headed Brahma. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kr�Qa is represented by "a ,"  the first letter of the 
alphabet and even though sometimes "a" remains silent, it is present 
within every word. Lord Kr�Qa also represents the dual compound 
because it gives importance to both of the conjoining parties, just as 
Rama plus Kr�Qa equals Ramakr�Qa. Because time never ends, yet 
controls everything, including one's lifespan, it represents Lord 
Kr�Qa. 

TEXT 34 

�: �Ffo\�IE51'�JJr.l liMQldl'{ I 
�= � � � �Rtihn �= � 1 1 ��1 1  

mrtyul) sarva-haras ciiham 
udbhavas ca bhavi�yatiim 

kirtil) srir viik ca niiril)am 
smrtir medhii dhrtil) k�amii 

TRANSLATION 

I am all-devouring death and also the generator of 
everything yet to come. Among women, I am fame, attractiveness, 
speech, memory, intelligence, faithfulness, and patience. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kr�Qa comes as death to those who do not serve Him. 
At their time of death, Lord Kr�JJ.a highlights the memories of their 
unwanted acts. When a person, due to being fully engrossed in sense 
gratification, forgets their own identification as the servant of the 
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Lord then, at the time of death, the Lord disturbs their memory. 
That is why the Lord is called devouring death, which comes at the 
end of life. 

Here the word kirti indicates dedication, sri indicates the 
quality of attractiveness, vak indicates being expert in talkativeness, 
smrti indicates the power of recollection, medha indicates creativity 
and the capacity to memorize, dhrti means forbearance and 
maintaining self-control despite having an unsteady nature, and 
k$ama refers to easily forgetting mistreatment and remaining 
equipoised in happiness and distress .  These seven opulences 
represent Lord Kr�1.1a, and they are found in an ideal chaste lady. 
The Brahman Pura1.1a states that the personifications of the first five 
were born to the progenitor Dak�a and his wife Prasiiti. Among 
them, the first three were married to Dharma, religion personified. 
The fourth one was married to Sage Ailgira, the fifth one was married 
to Sage Pulaha. The sixth one was born to Sage Bhrgu and his wife 
Khyati and was married to Lord Vi�1.1u. The seventh one became 
the daughter of the four-headed Lord Brahma. These seven females 
are the presiding deities of seven spectacular qualities found in good 
ladies and they are worthy of praise. 

TEXT 35 

':)t=l�l'I '(£� � "114">1"'1 �"G�l'lt=l"l I 
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brhatsama tatha samnam 
gayatri chandasam aham 

masanam margasir$o 'ham 
rtiinam kusumakarai) 

TRANSLATION 

In the Simaveda I am the hymn Brhatsima, among metrical 
poetry I am the Gayatri mantra, among the months I am Marga5ir$a 
(November-December), and among the seasons I am spring. 
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PURPORT 

Samaveda is the representation of Lord Kr�Q.a, within which 
specific hymns, called Brhatsaina, are also represented by Lord 
Kr�Q.a. Among the sacred metrical compositions, _Lord Kr�Q.a is 
represented by the Gayatri mantra. In the Satapatha Sruti it is stated, 
gayatri va idam sarvam bhiitam: "Everything that is purifying, 
including all the hymns, emanated from the Gayatri mantra." In 
the Chandogya Upani�ad it is stated, vasato vai brahmal)asya-rtu: 
"Because the Gayatri mantra awards second birth to a conditioned 
soul, it represents Lord Kr�Q.a." There are many kinds of Gayatri 
mantras but the Gayatri mantra represented by Lord Kr�Q.a is called 
the Brahman Gayatri, by awarding which Lord Mahavi�Q.U initiated 
Lord Brahma to perform tapasya, austerity, to obtain the required 
powers to create in this universe. The Gayatri that was used to initiate 
Lord Brahma is confidentially rewarded by a Vai�Q.ava Guru who is 
authorized by Vedic scriptures to spiritually initiate an inclined 
candidate. This Gayatri is to be kept and chanted secretly within 
the lips. As stated in the Dik�avidhana, gopaniyam gopaniyam 
gopaniyam prayatnatal), "The Brahman Gayatri must always be kept 
within the lips and not be recited aloud at any time, at any place, or 
in any circumstance to anyone." Only the scripturally authorized 
Spiritual Master is authorized by the Supreme Lord to reveal it 
incognito to a candidate whom he thinks it should be awarded. If 
one does not follow this instruction and recites it aloud or gives or 
accepts it without being authorized by the ancient Vedic scriptures, 
one receives a reverse result. 

In the spring season, it is neither too cold nor too hot, and all 
the trees and plants blossom and fructify. That is why the spring 
season represents Lord Kr�Q.a, and it is the season when all beings 
become joyous. There are twelve famous names of Lord Kr�Q.a 
representing twelve months of the year, out of which the first name 
is Ke§ava, which represents the month of Margasir�a (November
December) . 
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TEXT 36 

l@' �{')"'la1i:tr� a�41::;ir� .. '"'�'l 
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dyutam chalayatam asmi 
tejas tejasvinam aham 

jayo 'smi vyavasayo 'smi 
sattvam sattvavatam aham 

TRANSLATION 

10-37 

Of all cheats I am gambling; of the splendid I am their 
splendor. I am the victory of the victorious, the adventure of an 
enterprise, and the strength of the strong. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kr�Q.a represents gambling because it takes away from 
one person and gives to another. People who are virgins or celibates 
have a certain kind of vigor on their faces and Lord Kr�l)a represents 
that vigor. Lord Kr�Q.a is also victory accomplished by the etiquette 
of a just war, and He is the strength of the strong who use it to 
uphold bona-fide religion and its followers. In the marketplace, Lord 
Kr�Q.a is the honesty and success of the business undertaking. This 
means one should not become rich through unfair means but through 
honest means. 

TEXT 37 

9oofi"1i q1�4ls� qw,sq1"1i �"1s:::st"'l= I 
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V!$l)inam vasudevo 'smi 
p8l)c;lavanam dhananjayal) 

muninam apy aham vyasal;i 
kavinam usana kavil) 
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TRANSLATION 

Of the descendents of V�i,i I am Y-asudeva, of the Pil;l.4avas 
I am Arjuna, of the sages I am Vyasadeva, and among those who 
know everything I am Sukricharya. 

PURPORT 
When Lord Kf�I).a says vasudevo 'smi in this text He is referring 

to His opulences and not to Himself. Therefore, it should be thought 
that He is not referring directly to Himself, but to His father, 
Vasudeva, of the Vr�I).i dynasty. Some people say that Lord Kf�I).a 
Himself is an incarnation, but it has already been proven that He is 
the source of all the incarnations. Furthermore, in this whole chapter 
Kr�I).a is speaking about His opulences and not about Himself. In 
the book of the Sanskrit grammar named Siddhanta Kaumudi, which 
is filled with the PaQini Sutra, when the name Vasudeva is defined 
in the code of prajiiaditvat svarthiko 'l)a along with aya-pratyaya, 
(or with suffix aya) in the understanding mood of its inner meaning, 
then the name Vasudeva, when given in reference to Kr�I).a's father, 
becomes Vasudeva, Therefore, in the Vr�I).i Dynasty, Vasudeva 
represents Lord Kr�I).a. Lord Kr�I).a is God and He is the father of 
all and no one can be His father. Therefore Vasudeva is representing 
Lord Kr�I).a in the Vr�I).i dynasty. Those with primitive intelligence 
think that Lord Kr�I).a Himself is His opulence. This is incorrect. If 
this was so then it would read "Of the Vr�I).i dynasty, I am the One 
who represents it."  But this is not correct. No one can be His father, 
only He can be His own father. Thus, Vasudeva born into the Vr�I).i 
Dynasty represents Lord Kf�I).a's opulence. Sukracharya is Ufana 
because he thinks very carefully about his decisions. He is learned 
in all knowledge. He knows the saiijivani vidya, or the art of reviving 
the dead. He functions as the Guru for the demons. 

TEX'r 38 
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daIJc;lo damayatam asmi 
nitir asmi jigi$atam 

maunam caivasmi guhyanam 
jiianam jiianavatam aham 

TRANSLATION 

10-39 

Of subjugators I am punishment, of those who seek victory 
I am their morality, of secrets I am silence, and of the wise I am 
wisdom. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kp;JJ.a is that punishment which guides one from a 
harmful path to a helpful path. Similarly, wisdom that removes 
ignorance and rewards self-realization represents Lord Kr�JJ.a. Lord 
Kr�JJ.a is that silence which is observed to keep something within as 
a secret. Sometimes some people take a vow of remaining silent for 
some political reasons, to get some motive fulfilled, but that kind of 
silence has nothing to do with Lord Kr�JJ.a. When the force behind 
victory is purity, that morality is a representation of Lord Kr�JJ.a. 

TEXT 39 

4i*HM � � a��+141 
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yaccapi sarva-bhutanam 
bijam tad aham arjuna 

na tad asti vina yat-syan 
maya bhutam caracaram 

TRANSLATION 

And also, 0 Arjuna, I am the generating seed of all living 
entities. There is nothing in the creation, whether moving or non
moving, that can exist without Me. 
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PURPORT 

Lord Kr�Q.a is the generating seed of everything because there 
is nothing in this world, whether animate or inanimate, that exists 
without His sanction. Therefore, Lord Kr�Q.a is the causal seed of 
everything that is in this world. That is the meaning of omnipotence. 
Those who are unaware of the Lord's potency and consider 
themselves the direct cause remain in illusion. But when one 
surrenders in the mood of service to the pure servant of Lord Kpma, 
a perfect Spiritual Master, the power of illusion gradually becomes 
removed through devotional service. 

TEXT 40 
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nanto 'sti mama divyanam 
vibhutinam paramtapa 

e$a tu.ddesatal) prokto 
vibhuter vistaro maya 

TRANSLATION 

0 mighty conqueror of enemies, there is no end to My divine 
opulences. What I have spoken to you is but a mere 
indication of My limitless manifestations. 

PURPORT 

The opulences of Lord Kpma revealed in this chapter are but 
a fragment of His unlimited manifestations. The Srimad Bhagavatam 
and other Vedic literatures provide further information on Lord 
Kr�Q.a's manifestations. What is available on this planet is but a 
minute percentage of the total knowledge of the unlimited Lord. 
Nevertheless, the amount of knowledge given in the Vedic scriptures 
is sufficient to reach the supreme abode of Lord Kr�Q.a, the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead. 
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TEXT 41 
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yad yad vibhiiti mat-sattvam 
srimad iirjitam eva va 

tat tad evavagaccha tvam 
mama tejo 'msa sambhavam 

TRANSLATION 

10-41 

Know that all the opulent, beautiful, and powerful things 
that exist in this creation . representing Me are manifestations of 
but a minute fraction of My splendor. 

PURPORT 

Here, as a part of Himself, Lord Kr�r:ia summarily includes all 
of the opulences that He did not already mention to Arjuna, 
including anything and everything found in this world that has 
extraordinary qualities or potencies.  Hence, whatever extra 
opulence one possesses, be it beauty, wealth, fame, strength, 
knowledge, or renunciation, is also a representation of Lord 
Kr�r:ia. Anything and everything, that is splendorous in this creation; 
either in the past, present or in the future; is a representation of 
Lord Kr�r:ia. In other words, the Lord manifests His glory through 
the creation and what beauty and splendor is visible in the universe 
is only a small fraction of His glory. 

TEXT 42 
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athava bahunaitena 
kim jiiatena tavarjuna 

vi$tabhyaham idam krtsnam 
ekamsena sthito jagat 
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TRANSLATION 

0 Arjuna, what is the need for you to know more about 
this detailed knowledge of manifestations? With but a single 
fragment of My potency, I pervade and support this entire 
universe. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kp�J)a concludes this chapter by telling Arjuna that there 
is no need to belabor His opulences one by one because He is the 
source of everything that exists . It has been explained that Lord 
Kf!?J)a is the source of the three incarnations of the modes of nature; 
Lord Brahma, Lord Vi!?J)U, and Lord Siva; who propel the universe.  
This whole material creation, including the countless numbers of 
universes, has manifested from but a partial incarnation of Lord 
Kf!?J)a, called the Puru!?a incarnation, or Mahavi!?J)U. Lord Kf!?J)a 
is both the cause and the effect of the whole creation. Anything 
opulent in this creation is due to Lord Kf!?J)a, and no one else. As it 
is stated in the Yajurveda, piido sya visvii bhiitiini, "The entire 
material creation is but one-fourth of the total creation and is 
supported and pervaded by the Supreme Lord using just a fraction 
of His potency." In summary, the tenth chapter reveals that Lord 
Kf!?J)a is the Lord of this creation in every way, and that His presence 
in everything spectacular is but a fraction of His opulence. Therefore, 
it is the duty of every intelligent person to faithfully serve Lord Krsna 
to the best of their ability. 

Thus ends the Vrajavasi Purports of the Tenth Chapter of the 
Srimad Bhagavad Gita in the matter of the Opulences of the 
Supreme Lord. 

Hari Om Tat Sat 





CHAPTER ELEVEN 

Revealing the Universal Form 

TEXT 1 
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arjuna uvaca 

mad anugrahaya paramam 
guhyam adhyatma-samjii.itam 

yat tvayoktam vacas tena 
moho 'yam vigato mama 

TRANSLATION 

Arjuna said: To show me Your favor, You have explained 
the most confidential spiritual knowledge, by which my illusion 
has now disappeared. 
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PURPORT 

In this eleventh chapter, Lord KnaJ.a shows His universal form 
to Arjtina, upon seeing which Arjuna becomes very fearful and 
disturbed and begins praying to Lord Kr�Qa. Lord Kr�Qa, being 
pleased with Arjuna, returned to His all-attractive, beautiful and 
pleasing two-armed form after showing Arjuna His four-armed 
Narayal)a form. The words adhyatma sariJ.jii.itam stated in this text 
signify that whatever ignorance Arjuna had in his heart about this 
topic was destroyed by listening to Lord Kr�Qa narrate His 
transcendental opulences in Chapter Ten. Every intelligent person 
has doubts in their mind, . but when those doubts are cleared away 
by logic and scripture, they should surrender and become devotees 
of Lord Kr�Qa, as Arjuna did. Arjuna was very happy because he 
heard directly from the lotus mouth of Lord Kr�Qa about how the 
Lord is present in this creation in different forms of His opulences. 
For this reason, we can rejoice today by hearing the Bhagavad Gita 
exactly as it was spoken by Lord Kr�Qa to Arjuna five thousand 
years ago. 

When Arjuna was immersed in an ocean of bliss, he desired 
to see Lord Kr�Qa's universal form. This desire to see Lord Kr�Qa's 
universal form was not meant to clear away any doubts in Arjuna, 
because he is declaring here to Lord Kr�Qa that such doubts are no 
longer present in him. Rather, Arjuna is requesting to see the Lord's 
universal form so that in the future, anyone who challenges the 
supremacy of Lord Kr�Qa can easily be defeated. There are now 
many pretenders who claim to be God, all of whom can be challenged 
to show their universal form to prove their claim of supremacy as 
Arjuna had done. Unless they show their universal form they should 
be discarded fully. 

TEXT 2 
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bhavapyayau hi bhiitanam 
srutau vistarafo maya 

tvatta/;1 kamala-patriik$a 
miihatmyam api cavyayam 

TRANSLATION 

531 

0 lotus-eyed Lord, I have also listened to Your detailed 
explanations about the origin and dissolution of all living entities, 
and also heard Your inexhaustible glories. 

PURPORT 

It is only due to Lord Kr�1.1a that all the living entities are 
created and destroyed in this world. Among all, Lord Kr�1.1a loves 
His devotees,  who are as good as Arjuna, and therefore He explains 
His transcendental opulences and activities to them. He either 
explained directly or through the scriptures and the Spiritual Master. 
Arjuna was the most fortunate soul because he heard not only about 
the appearance and disappearance, of the living entities, but also 
about Lord Kr�1.1a's transcendental appearance and disappearance 
as He had said in (7.6) aham krtsnasya jagata]J. prabhava]J. pralayas 
tatha. 

Lord Kr�1.1a is not influenced by the temporary nature of this 
world because He is the cause and effect of the creation. Lord Kr�1.1a 
created everything, but He is not bound to this world. He remains 
unaffected when He awards the living entities the results of their 
good and bad actions . Lord Kr�1.1a had told Arjuna in (7.24),  
avyaktaril vyaktim apannam manyante mam abuddhaya}J., "Those 
who are unintelligent do not know My transcendental form and think 
that My form is like that of an ordinary human being." To remove 
such illusion and doubts from the mind of the public, Arjuna 
requested Lord Kr�1.1a to show His universal form. Here, the words 
kamala patriik$a stated in the text signify that Lord Kr�1.1a has very 
broad and reddish eyes, which look like lotus petals and are the 
most attractive of all eyes. 
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TEXT 3  
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evam etad yathattha 
tvam atmanam paramesvara 

dra$tUm icchami te rfi.pam 
aisvaram puru$ottama 

TRANSLATION 

11-3 

0 Supreme Lord, 0 best of all personalities, You are exactly 
as You have told me You are, still I wish to see that divine opulent 
form of Yours. 

PURPORT 

When Lord Krim.a said in (10.42), vi$fabhyaham idam krtsnam 
ekamsena sthital), "With but a fragment of My potency I pervade 
the entire universe," Arjuna did not doubt His words. He accepted 
it as exact truth. Nevertheless, Arjuna wanted to see His universal 
form so that he could directly behold how Lord Kr�Q.a pervades the 
entire universe with His potency. Lord Kr�Q.a is the Supersoul of all 
living entities; thus He knows what is happening in everyone's hearts. 
Arjuna was aware that Lord Kr�Q.a knows everything that is going 
on in his heart as well. Still, he wanted to openly request Lord Kr�Q.a 
to show him His transcendental universal form that is filled with 
knowledge, opulence, strength, potency, and vigor, for everyone's 
benefit. In other words, Arjuna wanted to see the universal form of 
Lord Kr�Q.a with his own eyes, just as a sincere devotee who has full 
faith in the words of Lord Kr�Q.a and their Spiritual Master 
nevertheless prefers to see Lord Kr�Q.a face to face. Arjuna had 
become accustomed to seeing the pleasurable two-armed form of 
Lord Kr�Q.a and now he desired to see the opulent and gigantic 
universal form to experience another aspect of Lord Kr�Q.a. 
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TEXT 4 
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manyase yadi tac chakyam 
maya dra$tum iti prabho 

yogesvara tato me tvam 
dar§ayatmanam avyayam 

TRANSLATION 

533 

0 my Lord, if You consider that I have the capacity to 
behold that form of Yours, please show me that immutable form, 
0 Master of all mystics. 

PURPORT 

Arjuna had full faith in Lord Kr�1.1a's statement that He is the 
creator, maintainer, and annihilator of the whole creation. No one 
except Lord Kr�1.1a could speak such an intricate philosophy within 
a short time where two armies were just ready to fight. Arjuna knew 
that Kr�1.1a is God of everyone and that everything comes from Him. 
Still, Arjuna requests Lord Kr�1.1a to extend His mercy so that he 
can see His gigantic form, which is filled with all the opulences that 
Lord Kr�1.1a has just described to him. Here the word yoge§vara 
signifies that Lord Kr�1.1a is beyond the perfected yogis who have 
already achieved the eight perfections, including A1.1ima, Laghima, 
Prapti, Prakamya, Mahima, Isita, Vasita, and Mok�avasayita. Lord 
Kr�1.1a is not ordinary, He is the Lord of all the perfected yogis 
including the four Kumaras; Sanaka, Sanandana, Sanatana and 
Sanat Kumara. 

TEXT 5 
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sri bhagavan uvaca 
pasya me partha riipMJ.i 

satafo 'tha sahasrasa]J 
nana vidhani divyani 

nana var1.uilqtini ca 

TRANSLATION 

11-6 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead said: 0 son of Prtha, 
behold My opulences in hundreds of thousands of multicolored 
and multifaceted divine forms, which I shall now show you. 

PURPORT 

In this group of four verses, Lord Kpm.a alerts Arjuna to be 
ready to see His astonishing form. Hearing the request of His 
devotee, Lord Kr�IJ.a agreed to show Arjuna His universal form, 
fully equipped with all the opulences that He had described in the 
previous chapter. The word pasya stated in this text signifies that ) 
Lord Kr�IJ.a mercifully agreed to fulfill the desire of His devotee, 
Arjuna, and became ready to show His gigantic form with unlimited 
faces, which is both splendorous and surprising. He immediately 
expanded His original form into His plenary portion called Puru$a, 
or the Supersoul of the complete manifestation. As it is stated in the 
Puru�asiikta prayer of the Yajurveda, sahasra sirasa pUIU$8lJ 
sahasrak$a]J sahasrapat, "In the partial incarnation called Puru�a, 
the Lord has hundreds of thousands of heads, faces, eyes, and legs." 
This form is a very gigantic and fearsome form of the Lord. Here 
the word satafo 'tha signifies that the universal form of Lord Kr�IJ.a 
has unlimited faces that differ from one another by their different 
shapes and colors. 

TEXT 6  
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pasyadityan vasun rudran 
asvinau marutas tatha 

bahuny adr$fa-purval)i 
pasyascaryal)i bhiirata 

TRANSLATION 

535 

0 best of the Bharatas, see in that form the different 
manifestations of Adityas, Vasfts, Rudras, the twin Asvini 
Kumaras, all the Marutas, and all the wondrous forms never 
before seen. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kp�l)a alerts Arjuna to be ready to see His gigantic form, 
which simultaneously includes the twelve Sungods, eight Vasiis, 
eleven Rudras, twin Asvini Kumaras, and fory-nine different 
Airgods, along with many, many others having spectacular forms, 
all in His one form. This gigantic universal form of Lord Kr�Qa was 
meant for Arjuna as a unique experience, not having been seen in 
this way before. This means Lord K:r�Qa can do anything to please 
His unalloyed devotees. 

TEXT ? 
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ihaikasthariJ. jagat-krtsnariJ. 
pasyadya sacaracaram 

mama dehe gu(lakesa 
yac canyad dr$fum icchasi 

TRANSLATION 

0 conqueror of sleep, now behold the entire universe, 
including the moving and non-moving, and whatever else you 
wish to see, which can all be fully seen in My universal form 
situated here at one place. 
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PURPORT 

Lord .Kr�I.J.a says that the entire universe is situated within His 
form and all the moving and nonmoving living entities are visible in 
it. Arjuna will thus be treated to a direct vision of how Lord Kr�I.J.a 
is the source of the whole creation, how the whole creation is in 
Him, and how Lord Kr�I.J.a is the cause of it all. Even by wandering 
all over the universes for millions of years one cannot see what 
Arjuna, in a single glance and in one place, within one body, is about 
to behold by the mercy of Lord Kr�I.J.a. This is the proof of Lord 
Kr�I.J.a's listening to His real devotee's prayers. 

TEXT S 
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n a  tu m am  sak$yase d{a$tUm 
anenaiva svacak$U$8 

divyam dadami te cak$ub 
pasya me yogam aifraram 

TRANSLATION 

But because you are not actually able to behold Me with 
your present physical eyes, I therefore give you the divine eyes 
by which you can behold My magnificent opulences. 

PURPORT 

The universal form, filled with the whole material creation, is 
not illusory. It is beyond the reach of the material senses. No one 
can see the Lord with their physical eyes, for His transcendental 
form is beyond the reach of material vision. He is revealed through 
devotion and realized through the faculty of intuition that resides 
in the heart and also controls the mind. Just as no one can see the 
Lord with their physical eyes, similarly a person who is color blind 
is unable to see colors. Therefore, transcendental vision is a gift which 
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is required to see the Lord, and was provided to Arjuna. Unless one 
has transcendental vision, one should not expect to see the form of 
the Lord. Lord Kr�Qa had previously said, pa.Ql}avanam dhanaiijaya, 
"Among the Pal)c;lavas, I am Arjuna," meaning Arjuna is a human 
incarnation and eternal associate of Lord Kr�Qa. Therefore, Lord 
Kr�Qa says to Arjuna, "I shall give you transcendental eyes to behold 
My universal form." 

One may ask, if Arjuna can see the two-handed form face 
to face, why does he need to be given transcendental eyes to see the 
universal form of the same Lord? The reason is because Arjuna 
serves Lord Kr�Qa in the mood of friendship and therefore Arjuna 
only drinks the nectar of seeing the two-armed form of the Lord. 
The same eyes of Arjuna, which are seeing Lord Kr�Qa's soothing 
form, are unable to see the gigantic form which is filled with His 
opulences. Just as a person who has always experienced the taste of 
sugar candy does not wish to taste (and/or does not appreciate) it in 
its molasses form, similarly, those who relate with Lord Kr�IJ.a in 
His soothing two-armed form may not tolerate His extremely bright 
and opulent form with thousands of heads. 

However, thinking this, here Lord Kr�IJ.a is supplying the 
required eyes to Arjuna because he requested to see that specific 
form so that future challenges to Lord Kr�l)a's supremacy can easily 
be defeated.  Lord Kr�Qa ,  while speaking about rewarding 
transcendental vision to Arjuna, does not mention rewarding the 
required mind to him because Arjuna's mind is always fixed on the 
lotus feet of Lord Kr�l)a's original two-armed form. 

TEXT 9 
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saii.jaya uvaca 

evam uktva tato rajan 
maha-yogesvaro haril) 

darsayamasa parthaya 
paramam rii.pam ai§varam 

TRANSLATION 

11-11 

Saiijaya said: 0 king, having said this , the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead, the Master of all great mystics, showed 
His supremely opulent universal form to Arjuna . 

. \ PURPORT 

Lord Kr�JJ.a is called the Master of all great mystics. This means 
He is worshipped by Lord Siva and the four Kumaras who reward 
mysticism to mystics. Lord Kr�JJ.a loves His unalloyed devotees. Thus, 
He fulfills their desires as He does here by  showing His 
transcendental universal form to His unalloyed devotee, Arjuna. 
Although His original two-armed form is always pleasing, still, to 
fulfill Arjuna's desire, He showed His supremely majestic form, which 
no one saw before. As it is stated in the Kathopani�ad, rii.pam asya 
na cak$USii pasyati kascanainam, "Indeed, no one is able to behold 
the transcendental form of the Supreme Lord with their physical 
material eyes."  Therefore, transcendental eyes were required to be 
rewarded to Arjuna. Saiijaya, the charioteer, in the following five 
verses, informs his master, King Dhrtara�tra, about the universal 
form of Lord Kr�JJ.a and Arjuna's reaction to seeing it. 

TEXTS 10-11 
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aneka-vaktra-nayanam 
anekadbhuta darsanam 

aneka-divyabharal)am 
divyanekodyatayudham 

divya malyambara-dharam 
divya-gandhanulepanam 

sarvascarya-mayam devam 
anantam visvatomukham 

TRANSLATION 

539 

Arjuna saw that form, having unlimited mouths and eyes, 
which is very astonishing to see, is decorated with dazzling divine 
ornaments, and is holding many different divine weapons. He is 
decorated with beautiful divine garlands and is wearing beautiful 
clothes,  is anointed with many different divine scents and 
ointments, is a wondrous form, is magnificent, is all-expanding, 
and has unlimited faces facing in all directions. 

PURPORT 
The repeated word aneka signifies that the universal form did 

not have just thousands of heads and eyes but had them in unlimited 
numbers. This form is splendorous, wonderful, and surprising to see. 

TEXT 12 
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divi siirya sahasrasya 
bhaved yugapad utthita 

yadi bhal) sadrsi sa syad 
bhasas tasya mahatmanal) 

TRANSLATION 
If the splendor of thousands of suns were to blaze forth all 

at once in the sky, that brightness might possibly resemble the 
effulgence of that exalted Supreme Being in His universal form. 
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PURPORT 

A similar statement is found in the "Rgveda where the Lord's 
complexion defeats millions of suns. The universal form of Lord 
Kr�IJ.a was so bright that even if hundreds of thousands of bright 
suns rose at once, their collective brightness would not match the 
brightness of Lord Kr�IJ.a's unique splendor. 

, l 

TEXT 13 
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tatraikastham jagat krtsnam 
pravibhaktam anekadhal;J 

apasyad deva--devasya 
sarire pili}.<;lavas tada 

TRANSLATION 

At that time, Arjuna saw the complete universe divided in 
many ways in the universal form of the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead, who is the God of all gods, situated all in one place in 
His body. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kr�Qa,  standing in one place, showed Arjuna His 
universal form with its many diverse categories of matter. Arjuna 
could at once see unlimited universes suspended in the hairs of that 
form. All the demigods, human beings, and other living entities were 
there too. Everyone could be separately seen simultaneously in His 
body. The word anekadha, when used in connection with the 
universes, signifies that each universe was larger in geometric size 
than the previous universe and their Lord Brahma who was 
controlling them was also larger than the one in the previous 
universe. They were also made differently, with elements such as 
earth, iron, copper, silver, gold, and pearls. 
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TEXT 14 
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tatal;l. sa vismayavi$to 
hr$ta-roma dhanamjayal;l. 

pral)amya sirasa devam 
krtanjalir abha$ata 

TRANSLATION 

541 

Then Arjuna, having become overwhelmed with wonder 
and his hair standing on end, offered his obeisances with bowed 
head unto the Lord, and began to pray with folded hands. 

PURPORT 

The gigantic universal form of Lord Kr!:>IJ.a, which could only 
be seen in the pure mode of goodness, was seen by Arjuna with 
great wonder. The name dhanafJ.jaya for Arjuna signifies that, 
although Arjuna saw the exciting universal form of Lord Kr!:>Q.a in 
such great wonder that his hair stood on end, he still kept his 
composure and was able to pay his homage, bowing to Lord Kr!:>Q.a, 
and prayed, feeling ecstasy. 

TEXT 15 
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arjuna uvaca 

pasyami devams tava deva dehe 
sarvams tatha bhiita vi8e$a sailghan 

brahmm_iam Isam kamalasanastham 
f$ims ca sarvan uragams ca divyan 

TRANSLATION 

11-16 

Arjuna said: 0 my Lord, I see in Your body all the 
demigods and multitudes of all kinds of living entities. I see 
Lord Siva, all the sages, and the celestial serpents, as well as Lord 
Brahma sitting on the seat of a lotus flower, in Your body. 

PURPORT 

In the following series of seventeen verses, Arjuna prays and 
describes to the Lord what he is seeing. It is not that the Lord does 
not know what He has in His body, but as a devotee, Arjuna is 
humbly praying, explaining His glories, which include what he sees 
in His body. For example, he sees in the Lord's body all the moving 
and non-moving entities in assemblages, including those who are 
born out of sweat, embryos, seeds, and eggs . In Lord Kr�1.1a's 
universal form he sees, both in groups and individually, all the 
demigods headed by Indra and all the sages headed by Vasi�tha 
Muni. He also sees all varieties of snakes, headed by their king, 
Vasuki. Arjuna's explanation is just to let human society in the future 
know about the greatness of Lord Kr�1.1a. 

TEXT 16 
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aneka-bahiidara-vaktra-netram 
pasyami tvam sarvato 'nanta-riipam 

nantam na madhyam na punas tavadim 
pasyami visvesvara visva-riipa 

TRANSLATION 

543 

0 Lord of the universe, I see in Your universal form, 
expanding unlimitedly in every direction, many arms, bellies, 
mouths, and eyes. I am unable to see its beginning, middle, or 
end. 

TEXT 17 
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kiritinam gadinam cakril)am ca 
tejorasim sarvato diptimantam 

pasyami tvam durnirik$yam samantad 
diptanalarka dhutim aprameyam 

TRANSLATION 

I see Your form is adorned with various crowns, clubs, and 
discs, and its effulgence is shining in every direction. It is very 
difficult to behold because it is as ablaze as immeasurable fire or 
the immeasurably bright sun. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kr�JJ.a's ornaments were as bright as the effulgence from 
a gigantic blazing fire, or as radiant as the sun when seen close-up. 
Even though Arjuna was given transcendental vision and he had 
difficulty beholding the mighty form of Lord Kr�Q.a, still many people 
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want to see Lord Kpm.a even though they are fully unqualified and 
have no purity in heart. Those who challenge by demanding to see 
Kr�1.1a by saying "show me your Kr�1.1a, I want to see Kr�1.1a" must 
understand that Arjuna was such a great devotee, and still he felt 
unqualified to see Him. Now we, with so many impurities, demand 
to see Him-what an amazing desire. 

TEXT 18 
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tvam ak$aram paramam veditavyam 
tvam asya visvasya param nidhanam 

tvam avyaya.Q sasvata dharma-gopta 
sanatanas tvam puru$O mato me 

TRANSLATION 

You are the inexhaustible Supreme Lord, the primal 
objective, and the only personality to be known by all. You are 
the best of all, the oldest, the maintainer of unending Dharma, 
and the eternal Personality of Godhead. This is my opinion. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kr�1.1a's gigantic form was filled with inconceivable 
potencies, opulences, and effulgence, therefore Arjuna was unable 
to discern Lord Kr�1.1a's original form in it. As it is stated in the 
Vedanta-Sutra, yat tad adrsyam, "Although He is the source of 
everything, the Lord of all, and the immutable and imperishable 
Personality of Godhead, still He remains unseen."  Lord Kr�1.1a is 
the author and compiler of the eternal laws found in the scriptures.  
He is also the eternal personality, the oldest of all beings. As it is 
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stated in the Mantra11.1ava, sa karal).am karal).iidhipo na ciisya kascid 
janitii na ciidhipa]J., "He is the cause of all causes and is the Supreme 
Lord of all the Lords who control the universe. He is not produced 
by anyone because He is the original Person. He is sovereign over 
everything, and no one rules over Him." 

Although Lord Kr�J)a cannot be known fully by anyone, still 
He can be known, by His causeless mercy, and only by His unalloyed 
devotee. Those who desire to achieve liberation must first know 
that Lord Kr�J)a is their Supersoul, then progress further. Lord 
Kr�J)a is also the creator, maintainer, and destroyer of the whole 
creation. He is the protector of dharma, the spiritual principles laid 
down in the scriptures. Lord Kpma is the basis of everything because 
everything rests in Him. 

TEXT 19 
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aniidi-madhyiintam ananta-viryam 
ananta-biihum sasi-siirya-netram 

pasyiimi tviim dipta-hutasa-vaktram 
sva-tejasii visvam idam tapantam 

TRANSLATION 

I see You are without beginning, middle, or end, You are 
unlimitedly powerful and You possess unlimited arms, the sun 
and moon are Your eyes, Your mouth is like a blazing sacrificial 
arena and, with the radiance of Your body, You are heating the 
whole universe. 
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PURPORT 

Lord Kpma is beginningless, endless, and has no middle. The 
law of creation and annihilation does not apply to Lord Kr�I).a. His 
universal form is so all-encompassing that there is no end to it. Arjuna 
saw Lord Kr�I).a's mouth as a blazing fire of a sacrificial arena, and 
the radiance emanating from His body seemed to Arjuna to be on 
the verge of burning the entire creation. This means Arjuna was 
swimming in the ocean of wonder, and thus prays repeatedly. His 
repeated statements should not be seen as  oversights or 
exaggerations because what he is  seeing is  all true and is  thus worth 
repeating. The Niti Sastra states, pramade vismaye har$e dvi-tri 
uktam na du$yati, "In inadvertencies, when there is excess of 
astonishment, surprise, wonder, or exuberant happiness, sometimes 
statements are repeated once, twice, or thrice; it is not called a 
mistake in such situations."  When Arjuna says that Lord Kr�I).a's 
two eyes are the sun and the moon, it signifies that the Lord uses 
His eyes in two different ways. When the devotees and the demigods 
pray to Him, He uses His left eye representing the moon to reward 
them with benedictions. But when Lord Kr�I).a sees non-devotees, 
He becomes angry and using His right eye bums their arrogance 
like the fiery sun. 

TEXT 20 
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dyava prthivyor idam antaram hi 

vyaptam tvayaikena disas ca sarva}J. 

dr$fvadbhutam riipam ugram tavedam 

loka-trayam pravyathitam mahatman 
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TRANSLATION 

0 great Lord, the entire space between heaven and earth is 
pervaded by You alone in all directions. By seeing Your fierce 
but wonderful form, everyone in the three worlds is becoming 
perplexed. 

PURPORT 

Arjuna is actually pleading with Lord Kpm.a to hide His 
form. He says that this form, which covers all ten directions, although 
very wondrous even for the sages, is also very frightening. Therefore, 
Arjuna begs Lord Kr�I.la to please hide it. Arjuna actually means 
that none of those who have come to witness the battle, be they 
friends, enemies, or neutral parties; either demigods or demons; are 
able to see this gigantic and fearsome universal form, because they 
do not have the required transcendental vision. However, those who 
perform devotional service to Lord Kr�I.la and have received 
transcendental vision from Him can see Lord Kr�I.la in the form He 
chooses to reveal to them. 

TEXT 21 
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ami hi tvam sura-sarigha visanti 
kecid-bhital) pranjalayo groanti 

svastity uktva mahar$i-siddha sarighal) 
stuvanti tvam stutibhil) puskalabhil) 

TRANSLATION 

I see multitudes of demigods entering into You, and some 
of them are afraid and praying to You with their folded hands. 
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Multitudes of sages and perfected beings are humbly saying "may 
there be peace and happiness" and are praying by singing 
exceptionally excellent Vedic hymns to please You. 

PURPORT 

Many demigods have come in large numbers to pray to the 
Lord, and many of them are standing at a distance from the Lord 
with hands folded out of fear. Arjuna also sees people like 
Duryodhana with his party, who are a burden on the earth due to 
their vices, entering into the mouth of the gigantic Lord. Arjuna 
sees some of the soldiers from both armies trying to run away, but 
being unable to do so, they also enter into the mouth of the Lord. 
The great sages, like Narada and others, who came to see the battle, 
are seen praying with great hymns and requesting to the Lord, "O 
Lord, let there be auspiciousness in this world, and let it be 
protected." Arjuna is  able to see all this with the transcendental 
vision he received from Lord Kr�i:ia at the Battlefield of Kuruk�etra. 

TEXT 22 
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rudraditya vasavo ye ca sadhya 
visve 'svinau marutas cosmapas ca 

gandharva yak$iisura siddha sarigha 
· vik$ante tvam vismitas caiva sarve 

TRANSLATION 

The Rudras, the Adityas, the Vasiis, the Sidhyis, the 
Visvedevas, the ASvini kumiras, the Marutas, the forefathers, 
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the Gandharvas, the Yak�as, the Asuras (demons),  and the 
Siddhas (perfected beings) are there in groups, beholding You in 
wonder. 

PURPORT 

Everyone at the scene of the battle which was about to take 
place in Kuruk�etra was seen by Arjuna in the universal form as 
very surprised, even along with those who came to pray to the 
Lord. There are eleven Rudras headed by Lord Siva, twelve Adityas 
headed by Vi�Q.u, and eight Vasus headed by Pavaka, the Firegod. 
There are many siddhas and the topmost of them is Lord Kapila. 
There are ten Visvedevas headed by Kratu. There are two Asvini 
Kumaras, celestial twin doctors, and both are in charge of the eyes. 
There are forty-nine Marutas headed by Pavana, the Airgod. The 
Gandharvas, who are celestial singers, headed by Chitraratha, were 
born from Kasyapa and his wife Pradha. The Yak�as, headed by 
Kubera, were born from Kasyapa Muni and his wife Khasa. They 
function as semi-demigods and follow Lord Siva. There are three 
categories of demons. One is called the Danavas, due to being born 
from Kasyapa and his wife Danii. The second one is called the 
Daityas, due to being born from Kasyapa and his wife Diti. The 
third are called the Rak�asas, who take birth due to having been 
cursed or due to bad karma, or due to situations and circumstances. 

The forefathers accept a kind of food mixture of barley and 
black gram powders which is cooked and formed into balls and 
offered steamy hot to them. Hence, they are called 'ii$mapa. The 
vivid explanation of this can be seen in chapter three of the Manu 
Smruti. The word 'ii$mapa is defined in the Nirukti Dictionary as 
pitaral) 'ii$miil)am pivanty iti 'ii$mapiil): "Because the forefathers 
accept steamy hot edibles and drink warm water offered to them 
with mantras, they are addressed as 'ii$mapa." It is further stated in 
the Garuc,ia PuraQ.a: 

yavad U$IJaiil bhaved annam yavad asnanti vagyatal) 
pitaras tavad asnanti yavan na ukta havir gul)al) 
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"As long as the food is offered still steamy hot to the 
forefathers they eat. Also when the learned Brahma1.1as are invited 
to eat, the forefathers receive their share through each morsel that 
the Brahama1.1as put in their mouth. However, when one offers a 
part of the food to the Brahama1.1as that is first offered to the Lord 
of sacrifice, one no longer needs to offer anything to the forefathers 
because they become liberated." 

TEXT 23 
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riipam mahat te bahu-vaktra-netram 
mahabaho bahu-bahii.ru-padam 

bahiidaram bahu--dam$fra-karalam 
dr$fva Jokal) pravyathitas tathaham 

TRANSLATION 

0 mighty-armed Lord, by seeing Your form with many faces, 
many eyes, many arms, thighs, legs, bellies, and ferocious teeth, 
everyone in this world, including me, is very troubled. 

PURPORT 

Arjuna actually says to Lord Kr�1.1a: "Just by seeing this 
gigantic form of Yours, all the living entities of this planet, including 
me, have become frightened. What surprising and unnatural form 
is this which, instead of pleasing one, makes one become frightful?" 
Arjuna thus thinks that Lord Kr�1.1a might be very angry. Everyone 
from the battlefield of Kuruk�etra is actually unaware of the 
universal form of Lord Kr�1.1a. Still, Arjuna, with his special vision, 
is seeing their reactions within the universal form of the Lord and 
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thinking they are also seeing it, although no one in the battlefield 
except Arjuna is seeing it. 

TEXT 24 
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nabhal) sprsam diptam aneka-varl)am 

vyiittiinanam dipta-visiila-netram 

dr$tvii hi tviiriJ. pravyathitiintar iitmii 

dhrtim na vindiimi §amam ca vi$1JO 

TRANSLATION 

0 Lord Vi�J'.lU, seeing Your multicolored radiant form 
touching the sky, with its mouths wide open and with huge glowing 
eyes, I have become very fearful and am losing my composure 
and equilibrium. 

PURPORT 

Arjuna says, "Just by seeing Your unnatural form, my heart 
trembles due to anxiety and fear. It is not possible for me to maintain 
my tolerance. Your brightly effulgent form, which is touching the 
sky with broadly opened mouths, seems like the face of death 
personified." Arjuna, being perplexed, calls Lord K:p�Q.a "Lord 
Vi�Q.u," being under the influence of Lord Kr�Q.a's will, so everyone 
in the future can know that Lord Kr�Q.a is the source of Lord Vi�Q.U 
and Lord Vi�Q.U is a partial manifestation of Him 
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TEXT 25 
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daii1$trii-kariiliini ca te mukhiini 
dr$tvaiva kiiliinala sannibhiini 

diso na jiine na Jabhe ca sarma 
prasida devesa jaganniviisa 

TRANSLATION 

11-25 

By seeing Your ferocious mouths equipped with tusks 
issuing forth deathlike blazing fire, I have forgotten the directions, 
and I have no comfort. Therefore, 0 Supreme Lord of all Lords, 
0 refuge of the worlds, please be gracious to me. 

PURPORT 

Lord Knn;ia's mouths in His universal form made Arjuna 
become so scared that he thought they were like those of devouring 
death; thus, he lost his peace and equilibrium. Arjuna therefore 
pleads to the Lord to extend His mercy by showing His sweet two
armed form again so that he can return to joy and tranquility. He 
prays, "You are the sh�lter of all beings; therefore, please hide Your 
ferocious form, whose mouths are discharging annihilating fire that 
normally emanates from the mouth of Se�a." 

TEXTS 26-27 
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ami hi tvam dhrtarii.$trasya putra]J. 
sarve sahaivavanipala-sarighai]J. 

bhi$ill0 drol)a}) sfita-putras tathasau 
sahasmadiyair api yodha-mukhyai]J. 

vaktral)i te tvaramii.I)a visanti 
damstra-karalani bhayanakani 

kecid vilagna dasanantare$U 
samcfrsyante cumitair uttamarigail) 

TRANSLATION 

553 

All the sons of Dhrtar8$tra, along with their allied kings, 
B�ma, Dro:Qa, and Kar:Qa, as well as all our soldiers, are rushing 
into Your fearsome mouths which have ferocious jaws. Some of 
them, with their crushed heads, are stuck in between Your teeth. 

PURPORT 

Previously in this chapter the Lord had said, yac ciinyad dr$tum 
icchasi, "Whatever you desire to see, you can see in My body." So 
now Arjuna is seeing all the soldiers entering the mouth of the Lord. 
Arjuna was skeptical of defeating Bhi�ma, DroQ.a, and KarQ.a 
because they were undefeatable in the war, but now Arjuna sees 
them entering into the Lord's mouth helplessly. Seeing this scene, 
Arjuna understood that these great warriors were also defeated in 
the battle for participating on the evil side. This scene portrays the 
result of fighting against the devotee of the Lord. The Lord does 
not tolerate anyone who turns against a real devotee. In addition to 
this situation, the soldiers from Arjuna's party, including his 
commander-in-chief, Dhr�tadyumna and others, were also entering 
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into the mouth of the universal form of the Lord because, while 
fighting in a just war, the righteous are also killed. Arjuna also saw 
the ghastly scene of soldiers' heads becoming crushed and stuck 
between the Lord's teeth. Those soldiers being stuck between the 
teeth indicates that many soldiers take time to be killed. But they 
all sooner or later will surely be killed. 

TEXTS 28-29 
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yatha nadinam bahavo 'mbu vega]J. 
samudram evabhimukha dravanti 

tatha tavami nara-Joka-vira 
vi§anti vaktriil)y abhivijvalanti 

yatha pradiptam jvalanam patanga 
visanti nasaya samrddha-vega}J. 

tathaiva nasaya visanti Jokas 
tavapi vaktriil)i samrddha vega]J. 

TRANSLATION 

As the rivers carrying an immense amount of water flow 
into the sea, so all these great warriors are entering into Your 
blazing mouths to perish. I see everyone rushing full speed into 
Your mouths to be destroyed, like moths darting into a blazing 
fire to be destroyed. 
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PURPORT 

Here, Arjuna has made two comparisons: one is of rivers 
entering into the ocean and the other is of moths entering into the 
blazing fire. The comparison of rivers entering into the ocean stands 
for virtuous soldiers. In war, both sides have casualties. 

Those who are fighting for justice by siding with the pious are 
entering into the soothing part of the Lord's mouth, whereas those 
soldiers who are wicked and are fighting on the side of evil are like 
the moths rushing into the fiery and ferocious mouths of the Lord 
from which blazing fire forcefully is emanating. 

TEXT 30 
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lelihyase grasamanal) samantal 
Jokan samagran vadanair jvaladbhil) 

tejobhir apurya jagat samagram 
bhasas tavogral) pratapanti vi$l)O 

TRANSLATION 

0 Lord Vi�l)u, while devouring everyone in Your blazing 
mouths, You are licking all the sides of Your mouths. The 
immeasurable effulgence emanating from You is covering the 
whole universe with its powerful fiery radiance and thus is 
scorching everyone. 

PURPORT 

The blood of those being crushed in the mouth and being 
licked indicates that the Lord feels happy by crushing those who 
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are not His devotees. But Arjuna was Lord Kr�1.1a's devotee and 
had prayed to see Lord Kr�1.1a's universal form, and as Lord Kr�1.1a's 
nature is to fulfill His unalloyed devotees' desires, He fulfilled 
Arjuna's wish. But after seeing the ferocious form, Arjuna became 
very scared and began thinking about who the Lord actually is 
and what He now wants to do with His ferocious form. With this 
question in mind, Arjuna asks the Lord the following. 

TEXT 31 
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akhyahi me ko bhavan ugra-riipo 
namo 'stu te deva-vara prasida 

vijiiatum icchami bhavantam adyam 
na hi prajanami tava pravrttim 

TRANSLATION 

0 Supreme God, please tell me who You are in such a fierce 
form? I pay my obeisances unto You; please be merciful unto 
me. Certainly I do not know what Your origin is and what Your 
mission is. I want to hear of it from You. 

PURPORT 

Arjuna saw all the soldiers being crushed to death in the Lord's 
mouths, and seeing this, Arjuna wanted to know from Lord Kr�1.1a 
the reason for showing him such a ghastly act. He also wanted to 
know about the hidden secret and His future plan about what He 
wants to do. If Arjuna, five thousand years ago, along with his 
transcendental vision, could not handle seeing the universal form 
when people had more courage and piety, then it should be 
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understood that it is very difficult now for an ordinary person with 
reduced morality to even see the Lord's cosmic activities. 

TEXT 32 
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sri bhagavan uvaca 

kalo 'smi loka-k$ayakrt pravrddho 

lokan samahartum iha pravrttal) 

rte 'pi tvam na bhavi$yanti sarve 

ye 'vasthital) pratyanike$u yodhal) 

TRANSLATION 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead said: Time I am, the 
destroyer of the worlds. I am determined to destroy all these 
people. Even without your participation in the war, all the warriors 
arrayed in the opposing armies will cease to exist. 

PURPORT 

Here Lord K:p�Q.a says that practically everyone from both 
armies, except for the pious Pa1:u;lavas, will be killed because He 
has come to this world as devouring death. Lord Kr�Q.a comes as 
fierce death to those who do not surrender unto Him, for such people 
are killed mercilessly by the Lord, with or without a war. He reduces 
the duration of life of such people, and then at the end He comes to 
them as fierce death. As it is stated in the Kathopani�ad: 
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yasya brahma ca k$atram ca ubhe bhavata odana 
mrtyur yasyopasecanam ka ittha veda yatra sal;i 

11-33 

"Everyone, including the Brahmal).as and K:;;atriyas ,  is 
crushed in the mouth of the Lord like one eating food. Death 
personified acts like an instrument when their end comes. Therefore, 
one should become a sincere devotee because besides a real devotee, 
who is there in this creation who would know the Supreme Lord as 
He is to obtain liberation from this world?" 

Lord K:r:;;IJ.a already showed Arjuna that He has killed all the 
soldiers from both armies;  there is no question of Arjuna killing 
them. Arjuna is merely acting on behalf of Lord K:r:;;IJ.a. Lord Kp;;IJ.a 
wants His devotee, Arjuna, to take the credit for killing the evil and 
become famous and highly praised. This means one should become 
fortunate by adopting spiritual life sincerely and not die like cats 
and dogs and be forgotten after death. Therefore, it is the duty of 
every intelligent person to take to devotional service and gain the 
glory while alive and after death go back to Godhead to live eternally 
with Lord K:r:;;IJ.a in the spiritual world. This is the final result of 
doing devotional service. 

TEXT 33 
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mayaivaite nihatal;i piirvam eva 

nimitta-matram bhava savyasacin 
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TRANSLATION 

Therefore, get up and win fame by conquering all your 
enemies and enjoy a prosperous kingdom. They are already put 
to death by Me. 0 Savyasachin, be but My instrument in the fight. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kr�Q.a tells Arj una he should carry on with his 
occupational duty even though it is against his will. The Lord means 
that "The lives of the soldiers were already taken away by Me even 
before they came to the battlefield. You have already seen everyone 
entering inside of Me, they are all dead. I have guaranteed the 
demise of the invincible combatants like Bhi�ma and DroQ.a who 
are already killed by Me. You should engage in the battle without 
hesitation because I want you to do this and gain the fame. If you 
act as My instrument, you will neither be blamed nor be implicated 
with sin and will certainly be benefitted in every way. Hence, get up 
and fight."  By saying this much, Lord Kr�Q.a indicated that his victory 
is certain because His devotees can achieve anything and everything. 
This means Lord Kr�Q.a stays on the side of His real devotees. Lord 
Kr�Q.a sometimes uses His devotees to accomplish herculean tasks 
so that His devotees are glorified in this world. But those tasks are 
actually accomplished by Him. But those who are not sincere 
devotees mistakenly take up their own will to be God's will and do 
wrong things. This is not desirable because such actions reap 
degradation for them. Lord Kr�Q.a's referring to Arjuna as 
Savyasachin means he can shoot arrows with his left hand as well. 

TEXT 34 
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drol)am ca bhi$mam ca jayadratham ca 
kaTI)am tathanyan api yodha-viran 

maya hatams tvam jahi ma vyathi$fha 
yudhyasva jetasi ral)e sapatnan 

TRANSLATION 

11-34 

Droi;ia, B�ma, Kari;ia, Jayadratha, and many other great 
warriors are already slain by Me. Therefore, do not be afraid. 
Just fight, you will surely conquer your enemies in the battle. 

PURPORT 

Arjuna was not confident of victory because his military 
teacher, Drm;ia, and his grandfather Bhir;;ma, were equipped with 
many celestial weapons and were invincible. Bhir;;ma was a military 
student of Lord Parasurama, whom he had defeated in a one-on
one battle. Jayadratha, another great warrior acknowledged by Lord 
Krr;;:Qa, was benedicted by his father, who was performing penance 
in the forest so that anyone who made his head fall to the ground 
would have his own head shattered. Jayadratha was the husband of 
Du]J.sala, Duryodhana's sister. He had performed austerities to please 
Lord Siva and was blessed with a celestial weapon. Kar:Qa, another 
very powerful fighter, received many weapons from the sungod. 
There were many other great warriors like Krpacharya, Asvatthama, 
Bhurisrava, and Salya, who were undefeatable warriors that made 
Arjuna doubt about his victory. For this reason, Lord Krr;;:Qa reassures 
Arjuna here of his victory. Having personally seen that all the soldiers 
were killed by Lord Krr;;:Qa's universal form, Arjuna no longer had 
any reason to doubt his victory. His impending fame was also assured 
because no one else saw the universal form. Therefore, no one was 
aware of the Lord's killing everyone.  Generally, one does not receive 
much credit for killing the killed. That is why the Lord did not let 
anyone else see His universal form. The Nyaya Sastra states ,  
mrtanam maral)e ka]J. srama]J., "There is no hard and fast labor in 
killing the dead."  Lord Krr;;:Qa had already killed everyone present 
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in the war, Arjuna was just meant to receive the credit. Lord Kf�l)a 
was encouraging Arjuna to give up his fear of defeat and to fight; 
for being His devotee ,  he would not lose the war. Lord Kf�l)a's 
promise is that His real devotee is never a loser. 

TEXT 35 
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saiijaya uvaca 
etac chrtva vacanam kesavasya 

krtaii.jalir vepamanal) kiriti 
namaskrtva bhiiya evaha kr$lJam 

sag_adgadaril bhita-bhital) pral)amya 

TRANSLATION 

Saiijaya said: 0 King, having heard such words from the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead, Arjuna, with his body trembling 
in fear, offered his obeisances and, with folded hands, spoke to 
the Lord in a choked voice. 

PURPORT 

Duryodhana and his party had great hopes of victory, but they 
were as good as dead before the battle even began. King Dhrtara�tra 
also had great expectations of victory; otherwise, he would have 
tried to make peace with the Pal)<;lavas. So, to pacify Dhrtara�tra, 
Safijaya begins to narrate what is going to happen to Arjuna next. 
Arjuna is a great warrior and wore a special crown given to him by 
Lord Indra, the king of heaven. On the other hand, even though 
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Lord Kr�r:ia had given assurance of his victory, Arjuna was still very 
perplexed with fright due to seeing the Lord's opulent form, which 
is why he was trembling. His voice was choked up due to an 
excess of sorrow. It is evident from the scriptures that Lord Kr�r:ia 
removes all the problems of His true devotees, as is exemplified in 
the Srimad Bhagavatam by Bhakta Prahlada, Gajendra, and many 
other devotees of Lord Kr�r:ia. 

TEXT 36 
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arjuna uvaca 

sthane hf$ikesa tava prakirtya 
jagat prahr$yaty anurajyate ca 

rak$iiii1.si bhitani difo dravanti 
sarve namasyanti ca siddha-sanghal) 

TRANSLATION 

Arjuna said: This is correct, 0 ffnikesa, that by glorifying 
You properly, the whole world rejoices and becomes attached to 
You; that the demons, being terrified, flee in all directions; and 
that the multitudes of perfected beings offer You their obeisances. 

PURPORT 

Here the word sthane, "this is correct," applies to every part 
of this verse. Lord Kr�r:ia, as the Master of the senses, directs the 
senses of His loyal devotees in such a way that they bring favorable 
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results for the devotees; whereas He directs the senses of the non
devotees such that they cause unfavorable results, thus harming 
the non-devotees. Those who glorify Lord Kn;i:ia become fearless, 
and those who are against Kr�Q.a remain scared of Him and run 
hither and thither as demons do. The name Hr�ikesa for the Lord 
refers to His bringing the devotees ' uncontrolled senses to the right 
platform for following the path prescribed by the Lord to achieve 
perfection in life. The true devotees always remain attached to Kr�i:ia, 
and even if they see Him in His ferocious form like that of Lord 
Nrsirilhadeva, they do not become scared. But those who are non
devotees always remain afraid of Lord Kr�Q.a and thus prefer to 
ignore Him. This verse reminds the devotees that the Lord always 
protects them. 
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kasmiic ca te na nameran mahiitman 
gariyase brahma.Qo 'py adikartre 

an an ta devesa jaganmvasa 
tvam akf$aram sad-asat tatparam yat 

TRANSLATION 

0 great personality, 0 limitless one, 0 God of all gods, 0 
refuge of the universe, You are the original Master and the original 
creator, creator even of Lord Brahma. You are imperishable and 
fully transcendental, the cause and the effect of this cosmic 
manifestation. Why shouldn't the perfected beings pay their 
homage unto You? 
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PURPORT 

Lord K:r�:r:i.a is the original creator of subtle and gross 
entities and He is the benefactor of all the living entities. Therefore 
everyone should offer their homage unto Him. He is the cause and 
effect of the entire creation. What to speak of others, even Lord 
Brahma, who is the secondary creator of this universe, pays his 
obeisances unto Lord K:r�i:i.a. 

TEXT 38 
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tvam iidideva.Q puru$ab puriil)as 
tvam asya visvasya parariJ. nidhiinam 

vettii 'si dedyariJ. ca parariJ. ca dhiima 
tvayii tatariJ. visvam anantariipa 

TRANSLATION 

You are the original Supreme Personality of Godhead. You 
are the most ancient Personality. You are the ultimate refuge of 
this cosmic creation. You are the knower of everything and the 
object to be known. You are the Supreme Abode and, 0 limitless 
Lord, this entire universe is pervaded by You. 

PURPORT 

The Nirukti Dictionary defines the words parariJ. nidhiinam, 
or "ultimate shelter," as, nidhiyate yasmin, "in whom everything 
rests. "  Lord K:r�:r:i.a is the all-pervading personality; therefore, He 
knows about the workings of the universe. Although Lord K:r�:r:i.a is 
very difficult to find in the pages of the Vedas, He is with His devotees 
because they love Him-for He is the ultimate goal and supreme 
shelter of all the devotees. 
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TEXT 39 
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vayur yamo 'gnir varu.Qa sasarika}J 
prajapatis tvam prapitamahas ca 

namo namaste 'stu sahasrakrtva}J 
punas ca bhiiyo 'pi namo namaste 

TRANSLATION 

565 

You are the Airgod, the god of death, the Firegod, the 
Watergod, the Moongod, the progenitor, and even the father of 
Lord Brahma. I offer You my respectful obeisances thousands of 
times, again and again and again. 

PURPORT 

All the demigods, like everyone else, are a part of Lord Kr�Q.a, 
the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Lord Kr�Q.a is called 
Paramesvara, or the Supreme Controller, because He is the source, 
creator, and maintainer of everyone. Throughout Vedic history, the 
demigods and other great authorities have accepted Lord Kr�Q.a as 
the Supreme God and thus they offer their obeisances unto Him. 
Like Arjuna, anyone who pays heartfelt obeisances at the Lotus 
Feet of Lord Kr�Q.a, with devotion, becomes satisfied and receives 
benediction from Him. 
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namal.1 purastiid atha pr$thatas te 
mano 'stu te sarvata eva sarva 

anantaviryiimita vikramas tvam 
sarvam samiipno$i tato 'si sarval.1 

TRANSLATION 

11-40 

0 source of all, I offer my obeisances unto You from the 
front, from the back, and from all sides. You are the infinite valor 
and the Master of limitless might. You are all-pervading and 
therefore You are everything. 

PURPORT 

The Nyaya Sastra states, ekam viryiiya 'dhikam anyotaikam 
sik$ayii 'dhikam, "One may have more physical strength than 
another; one may have more knowledge than another and one may 
have more wealth than the other." With this logic it should naturally 
be understood that the Supreme Lord is all-cognizant and no one 
besides the Supreme Lord can possess all prowess in full. Thus, 
Arjuna shows his honor to Lord Kp_;l)a by paying his humble 
obeisances from all directions. 

Lord Kr�l)a accepts the essence of a devotee's attitude and 
does not care much for the mechanical ritual or offering. Rather, 
He is interested in the devotional feelings. As the Vi�l)u PuraQ.a 
states, bhiiva-griihi janiirdanal_1, "He only accepts the pure feelings 
and the mood from the heartfelt service and offering done for Him." 
This is reiterated by Bali Maharaja in the Srimad Bhagavatam, aho 
pra.l)iimiiya krta1_1 sam udyamal_1 prapanna-bhaktiirtha vidha u 
samiihital_1, "Oh what a wonderful Lord You are! I did not yet even 
fully pay my respectful obeisances, but merely endeavored to offer 
You my obeisances, and that attempt rewarded me that successful 
result which is obtained by Your pure devotees." This means, those 
who endeavor to perform sincere devotional service to Lord Kr�Q.a 
automatically attain everything. 
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TEXTS 41-42 
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sakheti matva prasabham yad uktam 
he kf$1J8 he yadava he sakheti 

ajiinata mahimanam tavedam 
maya pramadat pral)ayena vii 'pi 

yac cavahasartham asatkrto 'si 
vihara-sayyasana-bhojane$U 

eko 'thavapy acyuta tat-samak$ari1 
tat k$iimaye tvam aham aprameyam 

TRANSLATION 

567 

0 infallible Lord, considering You merely a friend and 
without knowing Your glories, I have previously inadvertently 
addressed You as "O �1'.a," "O Yadava," and "0 my friend." I 
did this either out of ignorance or out of playful affection. In 
whatever way I have dishonored You when we were joking, while 
relaxing on the same bed, sitting or eating together, sometimes 
alone and sometimes in front of other friends, 0 immeasurable 
Lord, please forgive me for all my offenses. 

PURPORT 

Arjuna now came to realize that whom he thought to be a 
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mere friend is the Almighty Lord. Therefore, he regrets that he 
committed offenses against the greatest personality, the Supreme 
Lord Himself. Arjuna is saying, "I was very excited and proud of 
being a son of the greatly powerful King PaQ.c;lu. I also thought that 
since You appeared in the Yadu dynasty, You had no authority to 
be addressed with a royal title. Therefore I simply addressed You as 
"Kr�Q.a" or "O Kr�Q.a" or "O Yadava," and so on. I did not even 
include any respectable words like "Sri" or "Mr." or a respectable 
word before Your name because I was not aware that You were 
superior to me. Also, because You are not connected with a royal 
family like mine, I merely treated You as one of my casual friends; 
therefore I spoke to You as a friend and treated You as the son of 
my maternal uncle. 

Sometimes, in jokes or out of disregard, I would make some 
taunting or sarcastic remarks or even humiliate You. I would even 
disrespect You either alone or before others, but now I understand 
that You are the original Supreme Personality of Godhead. It is 
said that 'familiarity breeds contempt, '  therefore I must have even 
committed great offenses at Your Lotus Feet. Please forgive me, I 
genuinely beg pardon from You." In this way, Arjuna really regrets 
for his mistakes in his heart and openly begs pardon from Lord Kpma 
for his thousands of committed offenses so Lord Kpma becomes 
pleased with him. This is the natural attitude of a real devotee: 
wholeheartedly begging pardon for committed offenses from those 
who are spiritually superior. 
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pitiisi lokasya cariicarasya 
tvam asya pujyas ca gurur gariyiin 

na tvat-samo sty abhyadhikal) kuto 'nyo 
loka-traye 'py apratima-prabhiiva 

TRANSLATION 

569 

You are the Father of the entire creation, including moving 
and nonmoving entities; You are the worshipable Spiritual Master 
and the greatest Personality. Since no one is equal to You in the 
three worlds, how can anyone be better than You? Your influence 
is immeasurable. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kr�Q.a is the original Spiritual Master of everyone, as is 
confirmed in the Padma PuraQ.a, k�.Qam vande jagad-gurilm, "Lord 
Kr�Q.a is the original Spiritual Master of all; therefore He should always 
be paid homage unto in that way." Moreover, He should be honored 
more than anyone else because He originally spoke all the scriptures 
and taught spiritual life to Lord Brahma. Lord Kr�Q.a cannot be 
compared to anyone because there is no one who is equal to or better 
than Him in any way. As it is confirmed by the Svetasvatara Upani�ad, 
na tat-samas ciibhy-adhikas ca drsyate, "There is no one who is 
equal to or greater than the Lord in any way." 

TEXT 44 
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tasmiit pra.Qamya pra.Qidhiiya kiiyam 
prasiidaye tviim aham Isam i<;fyam 

piteva putrasya sakheva sakhyu}J. 
priya}J. priyiiyiirhasi deva so<;fhum 
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TRANSLATION 

Therefore, to beg for Your mercy, and desiring to please 
You, 0 Lord, I pay my obeisances at Your lotus feet by falling 
like a rod on the ground. 0 Adorable Lord, please forgive me 
for my wrongs as a father tolerates and forgives his son, a friend 
tolerates and forgives his friend, and a lover forgives the beloved 
for offenses. 

PURPORT 

The Vedic law of atonement for one who has committed 

offenses at the feet of a spiritual authority is that they must sincerely 

reach out to him by humbly paying obeisances at his feet and 

wholeheartedly praying for his forgiveness. Lord Narayal)a 

instructed Durvasa in a similar way. He had to humbly reach King 

Ambari�a and pay homage and beg pardon from him. Just as a father 

forgives his son or a true friend forgives his friend or a husband 

forgives his wife or vice versa, similarly, the Spiritual Master and 

Lord Kr�IJa forgive the offenses of their sincere devotee who 

genuinely repents for their mistakes. 

A Vai�Qava Gurii who is authorized by the ancient Vedic 

scriptures, written by Srlla Vyasadeva, is honored as good as God 

and not any less. If somehow the Supreme Lord appeared before 

someone, the grade of respect one would have and the manner in 

which it would be extended to the Supreme Lord should be the 

same as that towards an authentic Guru. As the Svetasvatara 

Upani�ad states, yasya deve parii-bhaktir yathii deve tathii gurau, 

"Whatever quality and quantity of devotion one has for the Supreme 

Lord, the same quality and quantity of devotion should be extended 

to the Gurii and not less." Arjuna, realizing the true position of 

Lord Kr�IJa as his Gurii and God, pays his humble obeisances and 

begs for His forgiveness, exactly as prescribed by the Vedic system. 
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ad�ta-piirvam h�ito 'smi dr�tva 
bhayena ca pravyathitam mano me 

tadeva me darsaya deva riipam 
prasida deve§a jagannivasa 

TRANSLATION 

571 

0 God of all the demigods, I am very pleased to behold 
this universal form which has never been seen before, but at the 
same time my mind is fearful. Therefore, please bestow Your grace 
upon me and show me that form which is called the refuge of the 
universe. 

PURPORT 

Although the original Lord Kpn)a is standing before Arjuna, 
due to being covered by Lord Kpm.a's Yogamaya potency and 
overwhelmed by seeing the universal form, Arjuna requests Lord 
Kp�l).a to return to His original two-armed form again. Arjuna knows 
the universe is temporary and is created by the Lord. Similarly, His 
created universal and gigantic opulent form is also temporary. As 
this universe is filled with fears of all kinds, similarly His universal 
form is also very fearful .  Therefore, Arj una uses the word 
devariipam, indicating that He has seen enough of the fierce opulent 
form and now wants to see the soothing gentle form. In other words, 
Arjuna desires to see the form which is called "the God of the 
demigods," "the supreme controller," and "the refuge of the 
universe." Such a form of Lord Kpma is the four-armed Narayal).a 
form which resides in Vaikul).tha, the spiritual world. 
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TEXT 46 
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kiritinam gadinam cakrahastam 
icchami tvam dra$tum aham tathaiva 

tenaiva rupel.Ja caturbhujena 
sahasrabiiho bhava visvamfirte 

TRANSLATION 

11-46 

0 universal Lord, I wish to see You in Your four-armed 
form decorated with a crown, holding a conch, a disc, a club, and 
a lotus flower. 0 thousand-armed Lord, please transform Yourself 
into that four-armed form. 

PURPORT 

Arjuna was quite anxious to see the original pleasing human
looking form of Lord Kr�I.la which he had previously seen, but 
because his mind was unsteady due to seeing the ferocious universal 
form, Arjuna inadvertently requested Lord Kr�I.la to show him His 
four-armed form. All of a sudden, Arjuna wanted to see Lord Kr�I.la's 
beautiful four-armed foinr, decorated with divine ornaments and 
holding a conch, a disc, a club, and a lotus flower in His four hands, 
which He had shown to Vasudeva and Devaki at the time of His 
birth. But actually, Arjuna meant that he wanted Lord Kr�I.la to 
hide His universal form and return to His original two-armed form. 
He knew Kr�Q.a was acting as an actor who changes forms, time 
to time, as required to act on a stage. When the act is completed, 
the actor changes back again into the original position. Lord Kr�Q.a, 
just to reiterate His own supremacy as the Supreme Godhead, 
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induced Arjuna from his heart to request Him to appear as the four
armed Naraya1.1a so those who pose to be God can be challenged to 
show it too. 

TEXT 47 
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sri bhagavan uvaca 

maya prasannena tavarjunedam 
rii.pam param darsitam atma-yogat 

tejomayam vi§vam anantam adyam 
yan me tvad-anyena na dr$ta-pii.rvam 

TRANSLATION 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead said: 0 Arjuna, being 
pleased with you, I showed you this universal form through My 
internal potency. No one before you has ever seen this unlimited, 
primal, and extremely effulgent form. 

PURPORT 

Lord K:p;1.1a established the rule of supremacy. The Lord 
desires to first select a pure devotee to induce from within to establish 
the rule as He did with Arjuna. He induced Arjuna to first ask Lord 
Kr�1.1a to show His opulent universal form and then His four-armed 
form so those in the future posing to be the supreme God could be 
defeated. Lord K:r�1.1a fulfills the desire of His pure devotee as He 
did with Arjuna. For example, by the influence of K:r�1.1a's internal 
potency, Yogamaya, no one except Arjuna saw the opulent universal 
form of Lord Kr�1.1a at the battlefield of Kuruk�etra. The words na 
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dr$ta-purvam signify that, although previously Mother Yasoda saw 
it at home and the Kauravas saw it in their assembly just prior to the 
Kuruk�etra war, still the universal form Arjuna is seeing is different 
from what they saw. They saw different kinds of universal forms, 
which is why Lord Kr�i:ia is saying here that no one has seen this 
direct universal form before. This means, no one except Arjuna, in 
the battlefield of Kuruk�etra, saw the ghastly scene of Lord Kr�i:ia 
in which soldiers from both armies were entering into the mouth of 
the Lord. This is why all the soldiers remained ready to do battle 
with one another. 
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na veda-yajnadyayanair na danair 
na ca kriyabhir na tapobhir ugrail;i 

evam rupal;i sakya aham nrloke 
dra$tuli1 tvad-anyena kurupravira 

TRANSLATION 

0 best of the Kuru warriors, whether by studying the Vedas, 
performing sacrifices, or through analytical studies, by giving 
charities, by performing pious rituals, or by performing rigorous 
penances, no one in this material world except for you can see 
this universal form of Mine. 

PURPORT 

The universal form of Lord Kr�i:ia cannot be seen unless one 
has transcendental vision, because it is His rarely shown form. In 
other words, one can only see Lord Kr�i:ia by performing unalloyed 
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devotional service to Him, and not by performing religious processes. 
Lord Kr:;;J)a is only pleased by unmotivated, uninterrupted, and 
unalloyed devotional service-nothing else. Therefore, those who 
want liberation from this world need only to perform devotional 
service to please Him. Besides unconditional devotional service, 
nothing pleases Lord Kr:;;J)a. As it is stated in the Srimad 
Bhagavatam: 

dharmal). satya-dayopeto vidyii vii tapasiinvitii 
mad-bhaktyopetam iitmiinam na samyak prapuniiti hi 

"Those who perform many religious and scriptural rites, always 
speak the truth, are equipped with scriptural knowledge, and 
perform austerities, but are bereft of devotional service to the Lord, 
do not become sufficiently purified to see the Supreme Personality 
of Godhead. Only those who perform pure devotional service to 
Lord Kr:;;J)a are the first to go back to Godhead and see Lord Kr:;;J)a 
face to face." 
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mii te vyathii mii ca vimii<;lha-bhiivo 
df$fVii riipam ghoram idpi-mamedam 

vyapetabhil). prita-maniil). punas tvam 
tad eva me riipam idam prapasya 

TRANSLATION 

By seeing this fearful form, be not disturbed or bewildered; 
but be free from fear, regain peace in your mind, and now behold 
that very form which you had desired to see. 
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PURPORT 

Arjuna had previously requested to Lord Kn;IJ.a to see His 
soothing four-armed form. Moreover, Arj una was almost 
unconscious due to fear. of beholding His universal form, which is 
why Lord Kr�IJ.a decided to grant the wish of His devotee. Lord 
Kr�IJ.a sometimes puts His devotee in a position to experience an 

unpalatable condition so that the devotee can realize His supremacy 
and become more attached to Him. Even though such a devotee 

/ 

repeatedly prays to the Lord to remove His test, Lord Kr�IJ.a does 
not remove the test until He knows His devotee has reached the 
culmination point of purity. This is illustrated here by Arjuna, who 
repeatedly requested Lord Kr�IJ.a to hide His gigantic universal form. 
However, the Lord continued to show that form until Arjuna 
practically became unconscious. It should be understood that the 
Lord's tests are not meant to discourage His devotees, but they are 
to establish a specific mission on earth. 

Since the Lord revealed His detailed universal form to Arjuna, 
people can no longer ignore the preeminence of Lord Kr�IJ.a as the 
Supreme Godhead. Therefore , when a devotee goes through 
hardships, instead of becoming disturbed, the devotee feels that the 
Lord is accomplishing a specific mission ,and at the same time is 
helping the devotee to advance in Kr�IJ.a consciousness. 

TEXT 50 
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safljaya uvaca 

ity arjunam vasudevas tathoktva 
svakaril riiparil dar8ayamasa bhiiyal) 

asvasayamasa ca bhitam enaril 
bhiitva punal) saumya-vapur mahatma 

TRANSLATION 

577 

Saiijaya said: The Supreme Personality of Godhead, Lord 
Sri KnJ,.l.a, while thus speaking to Arjuna, displayed His four
armed form and then showed His pleasing two-armed form, 
thereby restoring the fearful Arjuna to tranquility again. 

PURPORT 

The Supreme Lord Sri Kr!:>JJ.a, being always merciful, acts 
according to the desire of His unalloyed devotees. Arjuna desired 
to see His four-armed form and then His pleasing two-armed form 
and Lord Kr!:>JJ.a fulfilled his wish. Saiijaya informed King Dhrtara!;ltra 
that Lord Kr!:>JJ.a acceded to the prayers of Arjuna and exhibited 
His beautifully divine four-armed form adorned with ornaments and 
weapons. As per the Vyakaral)a Sastra the words svakaiiJ. riipam 
used in this text indicate the following: the word svakam, "His own," 
is an adjective qualifying the noun riipam, "His form," proving that 
although the two-armed form and the universal form are both Lord 
Kr!:>JJ.a's own forms, still, there is another form which He showed 
to Arjuna; His four-armed form. Thus, as per the genuine desire 
of His pure devotee ,  Lord Kr!:>JJ.a hid His four-armed form and 
appeared again in His original, blissful, two-armed form with yellow 
garments. In this way, Arjuna saw Lord Kr!:>JJ.a's three different forms 
in the battlefield of Kuruk!;letra. As Sri Valadeva Vidyabhfl!;lal)a says: 

nilotpala syamalatvadi guIJaril devaki-putraril lak$aQaril 

caturbhujaril riiparil darsayamasa evan saumya vapu sundara 

vigraho bhiitva bhitam enam arjunaiiJ. punar asvasayamasa. 
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"The Supreme Lord, after showing His universal form, 
appeared before Arjuna in His four-armed form as the son of Devald, 
with a bluish-blackish complexion like a blue lotus that was pleasing 
and soothing, so that Arjuna would forget his fear. The Lord then 
showed His two-armed form to further pacify Arjuna." 

TEXT 51 

�� 
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arjuna uvaca 

dr$tvedam manu$am rii.pam 
tava saumyam janardana 

idanim asmi samvrtta]J 
saceta]J prakrtim gata]J 

TRANSLATION 

Arjuna said: 0 caretaker of all beings, by seeing this very 
beautiful and gentle human-like form, my mind is now pacified, 
and I am restored to my original nature. 

PURPORT 
Upon seeing Lord Kn;Q.a's two-armed form, Arjuna returned 

to his original condition of happiness. This means a devotee who is 
situated in the topmost process of devotional service does not feel 
satisfied by any other means of spiritual life, like a person who is 
used to the taste of sugar candy does not feel satisfied by tasting 
molasses even though candy and molasses are both sweet. Similarly, 
even though other forms are also of Lord Kr�Q.a, as is His two-armed 
form, still, advanced devotees like Arjuna only feel satisfied by 
beholding Lord Kr�Q.a's two-armed form. The words manu$am, 
"humanlike," and saumyam, "beautiful and gentle," are used as 
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adjectives to describe the noun nlpam, "form," indicating that there 
is no other more soothing, sweet, beautiful, mild, peaceful, attractive, 
and satisfying form of Lord Kp�i:ia than His two-armed form. 
Therefore, supremely advanced devotees desire to see this form only. 

TEXT 52 

� 
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sri bhagavan uvaca 

sudurdarsam idam riipam 
dr$favan asi yan mama 

deva apy asya riipasya 
nityam darsana-kail.k$il)al) 

TRANSLATION 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead said: The form which 
you are now beholding is very rarely seen. Even the demigods 
eternally hanker to see this form. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kr�i:ia knew that Arjuna no longer wanted to see His 
universal form again because he was attached to seeing the beautiful 
soothing human-like form. Arjuna could not appreciate the Lord's 
universal form even though Lord Kr�i:ia provided him the 
transcendental vision to see it. If Lord Kr�i:ia had given Arjuna a 
transcendental mind as well, Arjuna might have become attracted 
to seeing the universal form, as do the residents of the heavenly 
planets. The conception those who reside in the heavenly planets 
have of the Lord is that He dwells in the Milk Ocean in His four
armed form and sometimes He is in the universal form. To obtain 
His help, the demigods go to the Milk Ocean and sing Puru�asiikta 
prayers to please Him to obtain their desired result. But the Gauc;liya 
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Vai!;iQ.ava devotees are not attracted to either His four-armed form 
or to His universal form. They only serve and desire to behold the 
two-armed form of Lord Kf!;iQ.a playing His flute with His consort 
Srimati RadharaQ.i. 

TEXT 53 

� � � � � � ��iu I 
� � � s�et1"4RI 1{f- �� 11"1�11 

naham vedair na tapasii 
na diinena na cejyayii 

sakya evam-vidho dfa$tUiiJ. 
dr$taviin asi mam yathii 

TRANSLATION 

The form you are now seeing can neither be seen just by 
studying the Vedas, nor by performing austerities, nor by giving 
charity, nor by performing sacrifices, nor by performing rituals. 
None of these processes can help one to see Me as I am. 

PURPORT 

The two-armed form of Lord Kf!;iQ.a can only be realized by 
His causeless mercy and performance of devotional service purely. 
Lord Kr!:i•.rn has already stated, nii 'ham prakiiSa sarvasya, "I do 
not manifest unto everyone."  And the Kathopani!;iad states, na 
medhayii na bahunii srutena yam eva e$a vpwte tena labhyal), "The 
Supreme Lord cannot be obtained just because one is very intelligent 
or just because one has studied many scriptures. He can only be 
obtained when He blesses someone with His causeless mercy." 
Knowing this, one may wonder how it is, then, that Arjuna is seeing 
Lord Kf!;iQ.a's two-armed form face to face, when even the demigods 
cannot see it? As Lord Kf!;iQ.a stated previously, bhakto 'si me sakhii 
ceti, "Because you (Arjuna) are My great devotee and friend." The 
other forms of the Lord, such as His universal form or four-armed 
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form, which are not nearly as pleasing, also cannot be seen simply 
by studying the Vedas, performing austerities, giving charity, by some 
religious rituals, or some other spiritual endeavor. Only by dint of 
pure devotional service can any of Lord Kr�i:;ta's forms be realized 
and/or seen face-to-face as the Personality of Godhead. Performing 
devotional service is what all the Vedic scriptures and Lord Kr�i:;ta 
Himself conclude is the way to successfully see Him. 

TEXT 54 

� ?1"1""'!141 � �s¥ I 
� � � � � � 'l1"tTI l l'1'?il l 

bhaktya tv ananyaya sakya 
aham evam-vidho 'rjuna 

jiiatum dra$fUJiJ. ca tattvena 
prave$fuJiJ. ca paramtapa 

TRANSLATION 

0 Arjuna, only by unalloyed devotional service can I be 
seen or understood as I am, standing here before you. 0 mighty
armed one, only through this way can one possibly enter into My 
mysteries. 

PURPORT 

Here is the answer from Lord Kr�i:;ta Himself as to how and 
by which process He can be seen or understood. It is not that one 
can speculate on a method by which to see Lord Kr�i:;ta and think 
that Lord Kr�i:;ta will thus be reached. One must follow the path 
prescribed by Lord Kp;i:;ta Himself or by His genuine representative. 
Here, Lord Kr�i:;ta clearly says that He can only be known through 
unalloyed devotional service, and nothing else. The word tu signifies 
that if devotional service is not mixed with any other processes, such 
as fruitive work or philosophical speculation, then Lord Kr�i:;ta can 
be readily understood because there are different categories of 
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devotional service available in the scriptures. But the true process 
of pure devotional service can only be learned from a self-realized 
devotee who is in the unbroken chain of disciplic succession directly 
connected to Lord Kr!>Q.a. The soothing Syamasundara form of Lord 
Kr!>Q.a can only be seen or understood through such unalloyed 
devotional service and not by any other means. As it is stated in the 
Gopalatapini Upani!>ad, bhaktya prave$tuii1 samyoktum ca sakyal;l, 
"Those who perform unalloyed devotional service to Lord Kpma 
are able to see Him face to face and also able to enter into His 
kingdom."  The Bhaktirasamrta Sindhu states, jfJ.ana karmady 
anavrtam, "One must perform Bhakti perfectly, untinged by any 
other spiritual process, such as mental speculation and fruitive action, 
so the Supreme Lord becomes pleased, and thus appears before 
the devotee." One should observe the Ekadasi fasts and also fasting 
on the appearance days of the Lord, as well as giving charity to 
qualified devotees who are scripturally authorized to receive the 
charity. Such activities help accelerate one's devotion and purify one 
quickly so as to finally reach the stage of pure devotional service. 
The culmination point of studying the scriptures and the practice of 
Bhakti is to behold the Lord's two-armed form. As the Gopfilatapani 
Upani!>ad states: 

saccidananda riipaya kf$1)ayakli$ta karal)e 
namo vedanta vedyaya gurave buddhi sak$il)e 

"The two-armed form of Lord Kr!>Q.a is eternal, full of 
knowledge, and full of bliss. He is the cause of removing all the 
problems of everyone . Therefore , everyone must pay their 
salutations unto Him because He is the knower of the Vedas, as 
well as the Spiritual Master who rewards the intelligence to see His 
form." 

The original two-armed form of Lord Kr!>Q.a is the source of 
all other forms and incarnations. As Lord Brahma prays in the 
Brahma Sarilhita: 
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isvarab paramab kf$l)aQ saccidiinanda vigrahab 
aniidir iidir govinda sarva kiiral)a kiiral)am 

583 

"Kr�Qa who is known as Govinda is the Supreme Godhead. 
He has an eternal blissful spiritual body. He is the Origin of all. He 
has no other origin and He is the Prime Cause of all causes. " 

Furthermore, the Srimad Bhagavatam says, ete ciirilsa kaliil) 
pumaal) kf$l)as tu bhagaviin svayam, "All the lists of incarnations 
that are mentioned are either plenary expansions or parts of the 
plenary expansions of the Supreme Godhead, but Lord Kf�J).a is 
the origin of them all and is the Supreme Personality of Godhead 
Himself." Lord Kf�J).a Himself has confirmed this in the Bhagavad 
Gita, mattal) parataram niinyat, "There is nothing superior to Me." 
And the Gopalatapini Upani�ad states, kr$l)o vai paramariJ daivatam, 
"Lord Kr�Qa Himself is the Supreme Personality of Godhead and 
the God of all the gods." Furthermore, the Gopalatapini Upani�ad 
states, eko vai sarvagal) kf$l)a i<,fyal), "There is only one God who 
pervades everywhere, He is known as Kr�Qa. " Arjuna also addressed 
Lord Kr�J).a as param brahma param dhiima, "You are the Supreme 
Brahman and the Supreme Abode." The Vi�J).u Pural).a also states, 
yatriivatirl)ariJ kf$l)iikhyari1 param brahman nariikrti, "The Supreme 
Personality of Godhead, who is the source of Brahman, has 
appeared in a humanlike form and is known as Kr�Qa." It is therefore 
a great mistake and offense to think that Lord Kr�J).a takes an 
ordinary birth. Lord Kf�J).a does not take birth like an ordinary 
human being. As Srila Jiva Goswami writes, saccidiinanda vigrahasya 
tasya tan-manasyiivesa eva, "The eternal, full of knowledge, and 
blissful form of Lord Kf�J).a only enters into the mind of Devaki and 
appears before her to be called her son. He does not take an ordinary 
birth." The Padma Pural).a also states, mad-bhaktiiniiril vinodiirtha 
karomi vividhiil) kriyiil), "I perform many, many ordinary human
like pastimes and uncommon pastimes just to please My devotees." 
The sole preference for the unalloyed devotees is the ever-blissful 
two-armed form of Lord Kr�Qa, who is the source of all other 
transcendental forms. 
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TEXT 55 

q(if\4$....,(q<:+fl �= �rn·qPJla= 1 
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mat-karma-krn mat-paramo. 
mad-bhaktal,J. sanga-varjital,J. 

nirvairal,J. sarva-bhute�u 
yal,J. sa mam eti piil)<;lava 

TRANSLATION 

11-55 

0 son of King Pil)(iu, a devotee who engages in My 
devotional service and to whom I am the supreme goal, who is 
My loyal devotee, who is free from material attachments, and is 
free from enmity towards any of the living entities, reaches Me. 

PURPORT 

For the unalloyed devotees, the most attractive form of the 
Lord is the two-armed form of Lord Kr�JJ.a playing the flute. 

This form can only be realized through pure devotional service. 
Devotional service to Lord Kr�JJ.a begins by chanting the Holy 
Names of the Hare Kr�JJ.a Mahamantra. Building a nice temple, 
washing the temple, maintaining a garden of flowers, planting Tulasi 
plants for Him, and following the nine other categories of devotional 
service taught by a qualified Spiritual Master should be 
systematically practiced to please Lord Kr�JJ.a. Keeping connection 
with perfect devotees and avoiding the association of worldly
minded people are the criteria for successful practice of devotional 
service leading to rapid perfection.  Whatever qualities and 
regulations are required for the performance of successful devotional 
service, as explained from the seventh through the eleventh chapters, 
are summarized by Lord Kr�JJ.a in this verse. In this chapter, Lord 
Kr�JJ.a, after showing His universal form and hearing the prayers of 
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Arjuna, showed His four-armed NarayaQ.a form and finally His 
original two-armed form to pacify Arj una.  In so doing, He 
proclaimed the supremacy of His two-armed form and confirmed 
Arjuna's victory. 

Thus ends the Vrajavasi purports to the Eleventh Chapter of 
the Srimad Bhagavad Gita in the matter of Revealing the Universal 
Form to Arjuna. 

Harl Om Tat Sat 





CHAPTER TWELVE 

Bhaktiyoga 

TEXT l 
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arjuna uvaca 

evam satata-yukta ye 
bhaktas tvam pary-upasate 

ye capy ak$aram avyaktam 
te$iiii1 ke yoga-vittamal) 

TRANSLATION 

Arjuna said: Please tell me, which of the two spiritualists is 
the most perfect: those who are constantly engaged in Your loving 
devotional service or those who worship the eternal 
unmanifested impersonal Brahman. Which one is the best? 
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PURPORT 

There are some places in the Bhagavad Gita where Lord Kr�IJ.a 
has spoken about worshipping the impersonal Brahman. Still, He 
has emphatically proclaimed in many places the superiority of His 
personal form worshipped through devotional service (Bhaktiyoga). 
In the eighth chapter (11-13) Lord Kp�IJ.a clearly described how 
impersonalists practice their spiritual life and how they obtain Him. 
And at the end of the eleventh chapter, Lord Kr�IJ.a used the word 
matkarma, indicating that only through performing devotional 
service can He be pleased. Especially in this chapter, Lord Kr�IJ.a 
describes that all categories of devotees are better than the most 
advanced impersonalists (jiianis) who prefer the path of 
philosophical speculation and think that God has no form, that He 
is the impersonal Brahman. Such impersonal spiritualists are 
considered to be envious of God because they think they are God 
or equal to God. But the devotees are non-envious of God, because 
they think they are servants of God and thus are glorified in the 
scriptures. As the NirQ.aya Dipika states: 

upaye$U ca sarve$U suddha-bhaktir mahabaliil;i 
prapayet tvaraya yan mam ity aha dvadase haril) 

"In this twelfth chapter, the Supreme Lord, Sri Kp�IJ.a Himself, 
says that among all kinds of spiritual processes, pure devotional 
service is the most powerful because He said, 'I am very quickly 
attained by it."' 

Sri Baladeva Vidyabhii�aQ.a also states: 

nirgu1.10pasanasyeva sagw;10pasanasya ca 

sreyaskara tad ity evam nin)itum dvadafodyamal) 

"In this twelfth chapter, certainly the worship of the personal 
form of the Supreme Lord is established to be better than thinking 
of the impersonal feature of the Lord."  
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In the last verse of the sixth chapter the word mad-gatena was 
used by Lord Kr�Q.a to signify that His form is personal and that His 
personal form should be worshipped wholeheartedly. Furthermore, 
when Lord Kr�Q.a says (7.19), jiianavan mam prapadyate, "One who 
is truly situated in knowledge of Me surrenders unto Me," He is 
speaking about worshipping His personal form and is not referring 
to His impersonal form. Lord Kr�Q.a stated (11.52) that the form 
Arjuna is seeing is very rare and is not even seen by the demigods 
of heaven, which indicates His personal form. According to these 
statements of the Lord, it is understood that the personal path of 
the Lord is the topmost. 

Furthermore ,  when Lord Kr�Q.a says , na me bhaktal) 
pral)asya ti, "My devotee never perishes , "  He establishes that 
exclusive devotional service unto the beautiful two-armed form of 
Lord Govinda (Lord Kr�Q.a's favorite name) is the topmost process. 
One who worships His personal form remains under the direct care 
of the Supreme Lord Himself. But there are some statements in the 
scriptures about the impersonal worship of the Lord. For example, 
the BrhadaraQ.yaka Upani�ad states, etad vai tad ak$araril gargi 
brahmal)fi abhivadanty asthii.la manasi arhasvam, "O Gargi, some 
BrahmaQ.as worship the infallible Lord in His most subtle, in the 
non-physical, and in the impersonal form." But no guarantee is given 
in this quote that the impersonal worshippers will reach God. 
However, the Vedic scriptures and Lord Kr�Q.a guarantee His 
devotees who worship His personal form reach Him. 

Arjuna wanted to know the single easiest, surest, quickest, 
and most concrete path to reach the Lord out of two given divergent 
categories of spiritual paths. In modern times, generally people 
choose a spiritual path using their imperfect senses by evaluating 
according to its external allurements and prefer a path having less 
austerity. However, those who are intelligent, like Arjuna, rely on 
the statements of the Supreme Lord and His bona-fide 
representative, the advanced Srotriya Vai�Q.ava Spiritual Master, to 
practice their spiritual life. 
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TEXT 2 
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sri bhagavii.n uvii.ca 

mayy ii.vesya mano ye mii.riJ 
nitya-yuktii. upii.sate 

sraddhayii. parayopetii.s 
te me yuktatamii. matii.]J 

TRANSLATION 

12-2 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead said: Those who have 
fixed their mind on My personal form and are always engaged in 
My devotional service with steady and great faith, I consider them 
to be the most perfect yogis among all. 

PURPORT 

All the Vedic scriptures clearly state that the devotees of Lord 
Kp�Q.a, who always engage in worshipping the blackish-blue form 
of Lord Govinda, undoubtedly reach His supreme abode. Such 
unalloyed devotees know the transcendental qualities of the Lord 
and thus engage in His devotional service with one-pointed 
intelligence, reinforced by firm faith. The consciousness and actions 
of such devotees are beyond the three modes; goodness, passion, 
and ignorance; because their actions are meant solely to please the 
Supreme Lord. As the Srimad Bhagavatam confirms: 

sii.ttviky ii.dhyii.tmiki sraddhii. karma sraddhii. tu rii.jasi 
tii.masy adharme ya sraddhii. mat-sevii.yii.riJ tu nirgul).a 

"That faith which is directed towards improving one's self is 
said to be in goodness, that faith which is regulated to do fruitive 
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works is said to be in the mode of passion, while faith which includes 
irreligiousness is said to be in ignorance. However, faith which is 
rooted in performance of devotional service for Me is totally 
transcendental, situated beyond the three modes of material nature."  

The scriptures state that a devotee is  better than an advanced 
Jiiani, and an unalloyed devotee is the best of all. As stated in the 
Sfu.u;lilya Sutra, bhakti jii.aniid gariyasi, "Bhakti is far superior to 
Jiiana." All spiritual processes fall short until they culminate in 
Bhakti. Those who worship the personal form of the Supreme Lord 
Sri Kf�I).a reach their goal sooner and with less difficulty because 
their heart remains filled with deep love of Godhead. Thus, it is 
proven that Bhakti is the highest among all the spiritual paths. 

TEXTS 3-4 
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ye tv ak$aram anirdesyam 
avyaktam pary-upasate 

sarvatra-gam acintyam ca 
kiitastham acalam dhruvam 

sam-niyamyendriya-griimam 
sarvatra sama-buddhayal) 

te prapnuvanti miim eva 
sarva-bhiita-hite ratiil) 

TRANSLATION 

Yet those who properly devote themselves to the eternal 
impersonal Brahman; which is beyond the perception of the 
senses, which is all-pervading, inconceivable, unchangeable, and 
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immovable; while keeping their senses restrained, remaining 
equally disposed towards everyone, and engaged in the welfare 
of all, at last they also attain Me. 

PURPORT 

Here Lord Kr�l).a is encouraging all categories of spiritualists, 
including those who worship His impersonal form. But such 
worshippers take a much longer period of time to reach Him because 
their paths are filled with difficulties. By contrast, those who worship 
the personal form of the Lord are able to swiftly reach the Lord. 
The reason for this is that the living entities have physical bodies 
and thus they can easily relate to a personal form; especially the 
two-armed form of the Lord. This is the main reason the scriptures 
recommend the personal form of worship for everyone. The worship 
of the personal form is based on firm faith in the words of Lord 
Kr�l).a and the words of His representative, the Spiritual Master. 
Although the spiritual form of Lord Kf�l).a cannot be seen with 
material eyes, when the scriptures describe a particular form of the 
Lord, one should accept it. This term is called seeing Him through 
the eyes of the scriptures. The Vedanta Sutra states, sastrayonitvat, 
"One should see through the eyes of scriptures because this will 
give the concrete result." Therefore, seeing through the eyes of the 
scriptures and abiding by them will result in the correct decision as 
to which spiritual process is the best to follow. Furthermore, the 
Mal).<;lukya Upani�ad states, jii.ana svariipam eva jii.atr svariipam, 
"The real way to know the actual form of the Lord and the process 
of pleasing Him is through the guidelines stated in the scriptures." 
As the previous chapters have concluded, Lord Kr�l).a is the center 
of everything and He cannot be understood by the path of 
knowledge. If one practices devotional service, then one can easily 
understand Lord Kr�l).a. Those who dedicate themselves to the 
impersonal Brahman (an impersonal conception of the Absolute 
Truth) while keeping their senses under control and study the 
scriptures; by being equal to moving and nonmoving living entities, 
knowing that the Lord is present in everything; also find the Lord 
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by merging into the impersonal Brahman, which is said to be non
different from the Lord. Yet because there is no variety in Brahman 
existence, and since variety is the mother of enjoyment, it is best to 
become a direct devotee of Lord K�Q.a, because devotional life is 
full of variety. Hence, it is always better to enjoy the candy than 
become the candy. Enjoying the candy by eating is better than 
looking at the candy, touching the candy, feeling the candy, or having 
the candy. Therefore, performance of devotional service to the 
personal form of Lord Kr�JJ.a takes one to the realm of the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead, which is filled with variegated bliss for 
eternal pleasure. 

TEXT S 
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klefo 'dhikataras te$8m 
avyaktasakta-ceta$8m 

avyakta hi gatir dul)kham 
dehavadbhir avapyate 

TRANSLATION 

For those whose minds are attached to the unmanifested 
impersonal Brahman, their advancement is very troublesome. To 
make progress in this discipline is certainly very difficult for the 
embodied souls. 

PURPORT 

Those who engage in worshipping the impersonal aspect of 
God encounter many problems on their path to progress. When 
such worshipers get the chance to see the Deity of the Lord, they 
cannot relate to Him because their concept is that the Lord is void 
and has no form. They thus become offensive to the Deity form of 
God due to not being able to tolerate or comprehend the personal 
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form of the Lord. They consider Lord Kp�l)a's Deity form to be an 
idol and they call those who worship the Deity idolaters. Actually, 
the term "idol" means a statue of a mortal person or a form made 
from someone's speculation. But the form of Lord Kr�l)a's Deity is 
vividly described in the Vedic scriptures and by Lord Kr�l)a Himself. 
He Himself made His own form for worship, which still exists today 
and is worshipped in the Udupi (in southern India) Temple. Even 
though such is the case, still, there are those who do not believe that 
the unseen, unborn, the smallest of all, the greatest of all, and the 
all-pervading God can exist within a Deity form. This kind of 
thinking actually is offensive because they are limiting the unlimited 
God by saying that He cannot take birth or does not exist in His 
Deity form. The Chandogya Upani�ad states, sagul)am nirgul)as ceti 
dviriipam brahmal)a]J smrtam, "There are two features of God; the 
personal feature and the impersonal feature; and there are two 
processes to realize Him." In the scriptures, realization of Brahman 
is equated with the impersonal realization of the Lord and there 
are seven adjectives accepted in the Vedic literatures for the 
impersonal feature of the Lord, such as "indescribable," "beyond 
the reach of the Vedas," "nonphysical existence," "all-pervading," 
"inconceivable to the senses," "unborn," and "cognizant."  However, 
as it is stated in the Taittiriya Upani�ad, yato vaco nivartante aprapya 
manasa saha, "Those who take to the impersonal path of spiritualism 
(advaita-marga) and worship Brahman, which is beyond the reach 
of their mind and intellect, do not exactly reach the Lord. They 
must return to this mortal world." 

Lord Kr�l)a is the highest authority in Vedic civilization and 
He Himself describes the impersonal path as full of difficulties. Those 
who follow the impersonal path have to study with scrutiny and 
follow the Vedas and the Upani�ads as a way of life. Thus, they can 
be found sitting gravely in meditation for a long period of time, 
thinking of nothingness, and achieving no results in the end. As it is 
stated in the Vedanta Sutra, gati samanyat, "Advancement on the 
impersonal path is so very slow." The Brhadaral)yaka Upani�ad 
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states, yaya tad ak$aram adhigamyate, "Even by studying the Vedas 
for a long time, one may only conceive of just a fragment of the 
impersonal Brahman, which at the end is dry." Hence, the scriptures 
do not recommend the impersonal form of worship for those who 
desire to reach the spiritual world, because it does not fulfill the 
ultimate goal. By contrast, the path of personalism is not dry, is not 
confusing, and does not absorb one in speculative knowledge. The 
devotees worship the personal form of the Lord and are always 
blissful, because the Lord personally reciprocates with His devotees. 
As the Nrsiri:J.ha Uttaratiipani Upani�ad explains, kavir manisi 
paribhiir svayambhiir yatha tathyator arthan vyadadha sasvatibhya 
samabhyal), "The final conclusion of the saints, sages, and revealed 
scriptures is that the concrete spiritual path is to accept the form of 
srivigraha, or the worshipable Deity form of Lord Kr�IJ.a and worship 
wholeheartedly for one's emancipation." 

The ancient Vedic scriptures have authorized the Deity form 
of the Lord for everyone's liberation because bona-fide Deity 
worship cleanses the heart and mind of the worshiper and increases 
one's faith towards the Lord. The impersonal path leads one to hard
heartedness and a frustrating conclusion. As Lord Brahma says in 
the Srimad Bhiigavatam, teJJ.iim aho klesala eva sisyate nanyad yatha 
sthiila tu�avaghatinam, "For those who do not follow the devotional 
path of Bhaktiyoga, their spiritual life results in misery because their 
position is like that of a person who wastes their time and energy by 
trying to obtain grains beating from an empty husk but gets no result 
because the grains from the husk have already been taken out." 

Therefore, the path of devotion allows one to relish the name, 
form, pastimes, and paraphernalia of Lord Kr�IJ.a in the association 
of Vai�Q.avas . The devotional process guarantees one's reaching 
the capital city of the Supreme Lord, Goloka Vrindiiban, whereas 
the impersonal worship, even if perfected, can only take one to the 
Brahmajyoti (effulgence) , where one is not able to directly associate 
with the Lord. Hence, in the Nyiiya Siistra, these two spiritual 
processes; personal worship and impersonal worship; are compared 
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to, vi<;liila-markafa-nyaya, or "the logic of the cat and its kitten versus 
the monkey and its baby." When a cat carries its kitten, she carries 
it with her mouth and the kitten feels safe because the mother holds 
the baby with all her strength. However, in the case of a monkey 
and its baby, the baby holds the mother. When the mother jumps 
from place to place, the baby has to hold onto the mother's belly. 
Sometimes the baby monkey, due to insufficient strength, falls to its 
death because it cannot hold on tight enough. Like the cat carrying 
its kitten, Lord Kp�I).a directly takes care of His dedicated devotees 
because the devotees always depend on Him unconditionally. 
However, like the monkey's baby, the impersonal worshipers have 
to depend on the strength of their own merits to obtain liberation: 
therefore there is a greater chance of their falling down. Hence, 
serving Lord Kr�I.la, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, is the 
best engagement; besides which, it is blissfully performed, and thus 
very pleasing. As Sanat Kumara states in the Srimad Bhagavatam: 

yat-pada-pailkaja-palasa-vilasa-bhaktya 
karmasayam grathitam udgrathayanti santal) 

tadvan na rikta-matayo yatayo 'pi ruddha
sroto-gul)as tam aral)am bhaja vasudevam 

"The saintly devotees who are always engaged in the service 
of the Lord and contemplate on the toes of the Lotus Feet of the 
Lord can very easily overcome the hard-knotted desires of fruitive 
activities. But this is very difficult for the non-devotees, the jiianis, 
and the yogis because they cannot stop the waves of desire for sense 
gratification, even though they try to. Therefore, it is best to directly 
engage in the devotional service of Lord Sri Kr�I.la, the son of 
Vasudeva." 

TEXTS 6-7 
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ye tu sarviil;li karmiil;li 
mayi samnyasya matparal) 

ananyenaiva yogena 
mam dhyayanta upasate 

te$iim aham samuddharta 
mrtyu-samsara sagarat 

bhavami nacirat partha 
mayy-avesita-cetasam 

TRANSLATION 

597 

However, those who worship Me, offering Me all the results 
of their activities and being devoted to Me without deviation, 
always meditating on Me by engaging in My devotional service 
and having their minds fixed upon Me, 0 son of Prtha, I swiftly 
deliver them from the ocean of birth and death. 

PURPORT 
Those devotees who serve Lord Kp�.Q.a continuously without 

wishing that He comes to bless them actually receive His blessings. 
However, those who, out of ignorance or lack of faith , place 
conditions on their service to Lord Kr�.Q.a, are actually doing business 
with Him at the risk of wasting their time. Such people experience 
frustration in their service, and even after prolonged devotion, if 
Lord Kpma does not come to bless them, they become angry with 
Him. But preferably, one should perform devotional service under 
all circumstances without caring about physical, familial, social, 
communal, or national conditions. In this way, one quickly achieves 
the unalloyed devotional qualities, which are the symptoms of a 
genuine devotee. Such a devotee continuously engages in devotional 
service using body, mind, and words. Even though a devotee may 
not be educated in scriptural knowledge, devotional service will 
surely liberate that devotee from this material world because such a 
devotee is liberally blessed by Lord Kr�.Q.a with all kinds of facilities 
in both this world and after death in the spiritual world. As the Lord 
Himself states in the Srimad Bhagavatam: 
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sarvam mad-bhakti-yogena mad-bhakto labhate 'ii.jasa 
svargapavarga mad-dhama kathaii.cid yadi vaii.chati 

12-7 

"My devotee, due to continuously performing devotional 
service to please Me, easily attains every kind of happiness, including 
worldly happiness, heavenly happiness, and the happiness of gaining 
residence in My abode."  

Furthermore, in  the Mok�a Dharma the following statement 
is found: 

yo vai sadhana sampattil) purw;artha catu�taye 

taya vina tadapnoti naro narayal)asrayal) 

"All the facilities attained through religious and spiritual 
practices ;  including the facilities of religiosity, economic 
development, sense gratification, and liberation; are easily awarded 
to that devotee who is dedicated to Lord Kr�IJa, the source of Lord 
Narayal)a, through executing devotional service."  

Thus, the result of  pure devotional service rewards one 
freedom from the problems of this world and ultimately residence 
in the spiritual world. The Lord Himself clears the doubt of how a 
devotee crosses over this material existence and enters His spiritual 
world with the statement mayy avesita-cetasam, indicating that the 
minds of devotees are constantly fixed on Him and have no doubts 
in their hearts concerning Him. That is why He takes direct charge 
of bringing His devotees to His abode. 

Sometimes Lord Kr�IJa Himself comes down on His bird 
carrier, Garuc;la, and personally takes His devotee back to His abode. 
Just see, how wonderful Lord Kr�IJa is ! Who is that civilized person 
who would worship someone else and leave such a magnanimous 
God aside? The Lord Himself states in the Varaha Pural)a: 

nayami paramam sthii.J?.am aciradi gatim vina 
garm;la-skandham aropya yatheccham anivarital) 

"I personally take My unalloyed devotee, seated along with 
Me on My carrier Garuc;la, to My Supreme Abode without delay, 
and no one can prevent Me from doing so."  
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The Supreme Lord recognizes devotional service of His pure 
devotee, no matter what kind of occupation a devotee adopts in 
order to meet their daily needs while alive, provided it is in 
agreement with the scriptural injunctions. The Lord will recognize 
their performed service. But the best of all is to unconditionally 
surrender to Lord Kr�I).a. As it is said in the Padma Pural).a: 

sarva-dharmojjhita vi$IJOI nama-mantraika jalpakal) 
sukhena yam gatim yanti na tam sarve 'pi dharmikal) 

"For the devotees who abandon all other rituals and duties 
and just surrender to Lord Kr�I).a, the source of Lord Vi�I).U, and 
glorify and chant His Holy names, the destination they happily 
receive cannot be attained even by those who follow all other 
prescribed duties of every religious scripture."  

Lord Kr�I).a is  called Bhaktavatsala, meaning "The Lord who 
is very fond of and affectionate towards His devotees," but He is 
not called Jfi.anavatsala, or "Fond of the jiianis engaged in seeking 
transcendental knowledge," nor is He called Yogavatsala, or "The 
Lord who is fond of those who engage in performing Yoga." In 
contrast, He is always addressed as Bhaktavatsala, "The lover of 
His dedicated devotees. "  

To those devotees who execute unmotivated uninterrupted 
devotional service to the beautiful blackish-blue form of Lord 
Govinda, who holds a flute in His hand and stands in Yogamudra, 
bent in three places, Lord Kr�I).a manifests automatically unto them, 
even if they do not ask for it. When a devotee is fully dedicated to 
Lord Kr�I).a and depends on His mercy in all circumstances, as a 
small child depends on its parent, then Kr�I).a personally takes charge 
of that devotee. Furthermore, when Lord Kr�I).a takes charge of 
someone, what is the need for any other shelter? The word tu used 
in the text signifies the elimination of doubts about receiving benefits 
from performing devotional service to Lord Kr�I).a. 
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TEXT 8 
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mayy eva mana adhatsva 
mayi buddhim nivesaya 

nivasi$yasi mayy eva 
ata iirdhvam na samsaya]J 

TRANSLATION 

12-8 

Fix your mind exclusively upon Me and engage your 
intelligence on Me. You will thus come to Me without a doubt. 

PURPORT 

The intelligence should be used to understand the details of 
devotional service because it helps one to reach the platform of 
unalloyed devotion in due course. As it is stated in the Vasudeva 
Upani�ad, dehante deva]J param brahma tiirakam vyaca$te, "When 
a pure devotee leaves the material body, the Supreme Personality 
of Godhead, who is the source of Brahman, personally takes charge 
of that devotee's liberation. In this there is no doubt." 

Here the word iirdhvam is used in declension case in the 
second inflexion of nouns. Therefore, it refers to the spiritual world 
and not to the heavenly planets, although the heavenly planets are 
also situated upwards from the earth. The pleasure obtained from 
performing devotional service in the spiritual world is unlimited and 
is achieved by a devotee in due course of time. 

The word eva refers to the opposite of adopting the impersonal 
path. It indicates the personal service to Lord Kr�1.1a and thinking 
of Him constantly. By studying the scriptures with the aim of applying 
their teachings to please Him, one will surely receive the mercy of 
Lord Kr�1.1a and live with Him in the spiritual world forever. 
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TEXT 9 
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atha cittaril samadhaturil 
na sakno$i mayi sthiram 

abhyasa-yogena ta to 
mam icchapturil dhanariljaya 

TRANSLATION 

601 

0 winner of wealth, if you are unable to steadily fix your 
mind upon Me without deviation, then practice the spiritual 
discipline of Bhaktiyoga to develop the desire to attain Me. 

PURPORT 

Regular engagement of the mind in Knu:ia consciousness helps 
one become steady in devotional service. One must continuously 
practice bringing the mind back again and again from its different 
hiding places to focus on Lord Kr�Q.a, the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead. It is the nature of the mind to run here and there and 
think of something unwanted by the true self. The qualified Spiritual 
Master is fully familiar with the spiritual techniques that can change 
the flickering nature of the mind into being focused on Kr�Q.a 
consciousness. When one repeatedly brings back one's mind from 
Maya to Lord Kr�Q.a, in due course one becomes pure and able to 
attain Lord Kr�Q.a. The mind is like a devastating raging river in the 
rainy season which needs to be controlled right from the beginning 
in order to become calm. Similarly, the mind can become fixed and 
undisturbed through the regular practice of devotional service. 

Here, Lord Kr�Q.a uses the name Dhanariljaya for Arjuna, 
which signifies that Arjuna won unlimited wealth for his brother 
Yudhi�thira's Rajasflya sacrifice. The devotees of Lord Knn:ia must 
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strive like Arjuna to control the mind in order to win the wealth of 
concentrating on Lord Kp�Qa. 

TEXT 10 
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abhyase 'py asamartho 'si 
mat-karma paramo bhava 

mad artham api karmal)i 
kurvan siddhim avapsyasi 

TRANSLATION 

If you are unable even to practice the regulations of 
Bhaktiyoga, then resolve to work for Me, because by working 
for Me you will attain perfection. 

PURPORT 

In this world, practically everyone is addicted to material life, 
and it is very difficult for such people to control their minds. For 
this reason, Lord Kr�Qa gave this solution in this verse so that 
everyone can reap some benefit and not feel discouraged. When 
the mind is not under control even after repeated attempts, one 
should still continue to engage it in practical service to Lord Kr�Qa. 
Some examples of practical devotional service for Lord Kr�Qa 
include building a temple, observing or helping arrange Kr�Qa's 
festivals, planting and maintaining a flower garden, caring for Tulasi 
plants, printing and/or distributing books about Lord Kr�Qa, fasting 
on Ekadasi, and any other practical service according to one's 
physical and/or financial capacity. One may also lend help to the 
devotees, in some way, who serve Lord Kr�Qa continuously. By doing 
so, one obtains the result of thinking about Lord Kr�Qa. On the 
spiritual platform, every category of service performed for Lord 
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Kr�IJ.a produces results of equal quality. Those who clean the temple, 
pick flowers, worship the Deities, perform congregational chanting 
of Lord Kr�IJ.a's names, study the Srimad Bhagavatam, preach His 
message, distribute �IJ.a conscious books, construct a costly temple 
for Lord Kr�IJ.a, or help observe His festivals ultimately reap results 
of equal quality. Lord Kr�IJ.a does not discriminate in a devotee's 
category of devotional service because He has blessed all categories 
of devotional service with an equal spiritual potency. With this 
understanding, one should avoid being envious, discriminative, and 
critical of the devotees for their category of service. But instead, 
while remaining peaceful and sober, one should carry on with 
whatever service is allotted due to destiny. 

TEXT 11 
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athaitad apy asakto 'si 
kartum mad-yogam iisrital) 

sarva-karma-phala-tyiigam 
tatab kuru yatiitmaviin 

TRANSLATION 

However, even if you are unable to work in this 
consciousness, then just surrender unto My will, and being situated 
in the seH, with subdued mind, renounce the results of all your 
works to Me. 

PURPORT 

According to one's capacity, one should perform as much 
service as possible to please Lord Kr�IJ.a. Those who are able to 
perform substantial service should not do something small for Lord 
Kr�IJ.a. In other words, if a person has the capacity to offer nice 
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foodstuffs, they should not offer only a leaf, a flower, and a cup of 
water. In the true system of Vedic culture , · one hankers to do the 
maximum for Lord Kr�1.ia .  With life being very short and 
cumbersome, if  one does not develop the attitude of doing the most 
one can for Lord Kr�I)a,  one Will also fall short of achieving 
liberation, the greatest accomplishment possible in human life. 

In the first six chapters of the Bhagavad Gita, Lord Kr�I)a 
has explained how one can attain liberation through the performance 
of Niskama karma (doing work but not desiring any result from it) . 
In this second set of six chapters, Lord Kr�I)a explains that 
Bhaktiyoga (devotional service) is the best means to attain liberation. 
Bhaktiyoga has two pathways. The first is to become sincerely 
attached to Lord Kr�I)a, and the second is to perform favorable 
service for His pleasure. Of the two, the first category of Bhakti is 
meant for the very intelligent and most fortunate person, because it 
requires constant remembrance of Lord Kr�I)a. The second category 
of Bhakti can be performed by everyone because it includes giving 
donations and hearing and chanting the names of Lord Kr�I)a. Those 
who are engaged in one or both of these categories of devotional 
service are considered by Lord Kr�I)a to be better than the yogis 
discussed in the first six chapters of this great literature. However, if 
one is somehow unable to perform Bhakti, one can still work 
and offer the outcome of the work to Lord Kr�I)a, as the Lord 
explains here and as was also explained in the first six chapters. 

The word yatiitmavan used in this text indicates that one must 
first control the mind and be situated in the self. Only then is it 
possible to offer the fruits of one's labor to Lord Kr�I)a. Unless one 
is on this platform, it is very difficult for anyone to work full time 
and at last bring the paycheck and offer it to Lord Kr�I)a. Therefore, 
one should know that the best position is to be engaged in 
Bhaktiyoga following the instructions of the Spiritual Master. This 
is the main conclusion of the Gita, beginning from Chapter Seven. 
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TEXT 12 
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sreyo hi jii.anam abhyasaj 
jiianad dhyanam visi$yate 

dhyanat karma-phala-tyagas 
tyagac chantir anantaram 

TRANSLATION 

605 

Better than following the practice of spiritual discipline is 
the cultivation of knowledge. Better than knowledge is 
meditation. Even better than meditation is the renunciation of 
the fruits of action, for by such renunciation one attains peace. 

PURPORT 

It is very difficult to sacrifice all the results (full paycheck) of 
one's hard work to Lord Kr�Q.a. However, Lord Kr�Q.a indicates here 
that if one does so, it is sufficient to achieve liberation because it 
involves attachment to Him. When one becomes attached to Lord 
Kr�Q.a, the mind becomes clear and one can then see a desired 
form of Lord Kr�Q.a within the mind. Although true love of Godhead 
cannot be achieved by this process alone, it does bring one nearer 
to Lord Kr�i:m and helps free the mind from material entanglement. 

When .:me studies the ancient scriptures and realizes one's self, 
then one is said to be situated on the platform of knowledge. But 
better than this is meditating on the Lord, as described in Chapter 
Six, because by such meditation one becomes closer to the Lord. 
The reason for meditation being better than exclusively engaging 
in scriptural studies is because the latter keeps one unclear about 
God, if one is not properly guided by a Vai�Q.ava Guru. Still better 
than meditation is to sacrifice the results of one's work, because it is 
very difficult to do, but by such sacrifice peace of mind is experienced. 
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This process leads to freedom from material hankering and 
lamentation. As it is stated in the Kathopani�:md: 

yada sarve pramucyante kiima ye sya hrdi sthital) 
atha martyo 'mrto bhavaty atra brahma sama$I.mte 

"When one becomes free from all material desires, which are 
deeply rooted in the heart, the whole world becomes like the spiritual 
world for that person because at that time one sees everything 
in relation to the Lord. From this point on, one begins truly 
experiencing th� Lord."  

Lord K:r�J.la also says, prajahati yadii kiimiin sarvan (2.55), 
"When one gives up all varieties of desires for sense gratification, 
one finds satisfaction of mind." In such a state of mind every action 
becomes relishable to the self. This does not mean that one becomes 
free from desires. Rather, the goal is to dovetail them in spiritual 
life so that the results of work do not degrade the self. For example, 
although Lord Parasurama appeared in a BrahmaJ.la dynasty, he 
acted as a K�atriya, but because he remained detached from his 
acts, he did not lose his Brahminical qualities. Also, Agastya Muni 
drank ocean water, yet remained pure and did not lose his 
Brahminical qualities, because he remained detached from his acts. 
Similarly, those who remain detached from the results of their 
work and use them in the Lord's service do not degrade themselves, 
but improve spiritually instead. 

In this way, a devotee realizes the value of devotional service 
and understands that Bhakti is far better than merging into the Lord. 
Thus, a devotee does not even aspire to have the post of Lord 
Brahma or Lord Indra, what to speak of reaching any other material 
planet. When a devotee is properly situated� they gradually develop 
detachment from the material sense objects and become attached 
to Lord K:r�J.la. Thus, when Lord Kr�J.la uses the word sreya in the 
first part of the verse and uses the word anantaram in the second 
part, He is referring to the two outstanding results achieved by 
executing devotional service : attachment to Lord K:r�J.la and 
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detachment from Maya. Therefore, only unfortunate people let 
devotional service pass them by. 

TEXTS 13-14 
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adve$ta sarva-bhutanam 
maitra]J karul)a eva ca 

nirmamo nirahaiikiira]J 
sama-du]Jkha-sukha]J k$ami 

santu$talJ satatam yogi 
yatatma dr<Jha-niscaya]J 

mayy-arpita-mano-buddhir 
yo mad-bhakta]J sa me priya]J 

TRANSLATION 

One who is not envious of any living entity, who is friendly 
and compassionate, who is free from worldly ties, who is free 
from the false ego, who is equipoised in happiness and distress, 
who is forgiving, who is ever-content, who is constantly engaged 
in devotional service, whose senses are under control, whose 
resolve is very firm, and whose mind and intelligence are fully 
dedicated to M�uch a devotee of Mine is dear to Me. 

PURPORT 

A sincere devotee is one who strictly follows the orders of the 
genuine Spiritual Master and remains a devotee of Lord Kr�Qa until 
their last breath. In every circumstance, the sincere devotee remains 
fixed in devotional service and remains fully convinced of the 
purpose of being a servant of Lord Kr�I)a. Being firmly dedicated 
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to Lord Kr�Q.a with body, mind, and words makes the devotee 
become very dear to Lord Kr�Q.a. Such quality devotees do not envy 
anyone. They always think of others' welfare, and this is called having 
a friendly attitude towards everyone. In their minds, they always 
pray to Lord Kr�Q.a to liberate the conditioned souls from their 
conditioning, which is why real devotees are called very merciful 
towards every living entity. They remain unattached to their 
irreligious family members, just as they remain unattached to 
unnecessary material things. When miseries come to them, they think 
it is due to their past misdeeds, thus their minds remain steady in 
happiness and distress. One may question, "If someone physically 
beats a devotee, wouldn't that devotee feel unhappy?" Of course a 
devotee would feel pain, but that devotee would humbly think that 
it happened due to their previous bad karma, and thus would remain 
free from taking revenge. This is the meaning of Lord Kr�Q.a's 
statement sama dul)kha sukhal) k$ami in this text. A devotee is 
always determined to perform Bhakti in all circumstances. As the 
Srimad Bhagavatam states: 

narayal)a para}) sarve na kutascana bibhyati 
svargapavarga narake$V api tulyartha darsinal) 

"Those who are solely dedicated to and engaged in the 
devotional service of the Supreme Personality of Godhead never 
fear in any condition of life. For them, going to the heavenly planets, 
obtaining liberation, or reaching the hellish planets are all the same 
because they always see everything in relation to the Supreme Lord." 

The word yatatma used in the text signifies that a devotee 
does not make any extra endeavor to remove the imposed misery, 
if such an endeavor would disturb another's Kr�Q.a consciousness. 
In this way a devotee practices tolerance. The words satatam yogi 
indicates that a true devotee remains dedicated to Lord Kr�Q.a and 
alert in devotional service twenty-four hours a day until their death. 
No one in any circumstance can remove that devotee from 
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devotional life. As it is stated in the Srimad Bhagavatam, sadhiinam 
sama-cittanam, "A real devotee remains very steady and fixed in 
devotion to Lord Kp;;Qa in all circumstances." In other words, being 
resolute in purpose and steadfast in devotion is the qualification of 
a true devotee. In order to properly maintain the body for devotional 
service, a devotee takes care of the body because such a devotee 
thinks that without having a healthy body, service to Lord Kpma 
would be hampered. The body is therefore maintained nicely just 
for Lord l(r�Qa. As it is stated in the Vi�QU Pural)a: 

aharartham yatetaiva yuktam tat pra1Ja-dhara1Jam 

tattvam vimrsyate tena tad vijiiaya param vrajet 

"One should endeavor in this world only in so far as it is 
necessary to keep the body and soul together so as to render the 
quality service needed to know and please the Lord, which will bring 
one to the spiritual world." 

This raises the question of how devotees should earn their 
livelihood. Lord Kr�Qa uses the word santU$fa]J. to indicate that they 
should be satisfied with whatever can be achieved through legal 
means without making much extra endeavors. In addition, Lord 
Kr�Qa uses the words dr<;lha niscaya]J. to indicate that His devotee 
always remains firmly fixed in devotional service and never deviates 
from it to pursue materialistic goals for sense · gratification. Such a 
devotee, whose mind and intelligence is constantly absorbed in Lord 
Kr�Qa, is free from the false ego of "I," "me," "my," and "mine" 
and is therefore very dear to Lord Kr�Qa. The Lord keeps such a 
devotee in His heart and takes care of that devotee in every possible 
way and in all circumstances. 

TEXT 15 
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yasman nodvijate loko 
lokan nodvijate ca ya}) 

har$filnar$a bhayodvegair 
mukto ya}) sa ca me priyal) 

TRANSLATION 

12-15 

The one by whom no one is agitated, nor who becomes 
agitated by others, who is free from envy, fear, anxiety, and an 
enjoying spirit, is dear to Me. 

PURPORT 

The heart of a true devotee is naturally filled with compassion 
for all the souls of this world. Therefore, they neither disturb anyone 
nor become disturbed by anyone unless pushed to compromise 
spiritual life. Such a devotee always works for Lord Kr�Q.a, having 
dedicated their total life to Him. If a devotee accomplishes anything, 
that devotee does not feel overjoyed, and has no interest in material 
enjoyment. When things go wrong, they do not feel morose. That is 
why such quality of devotees develop many divine qualities. As 
Prahlada Maharaja says in the Srimad Bhagavatam: yasyasti bhaktir 
bhagavaty akincana, sarvair gul).ais tatra samasate sural), "All the 
exalted qualities of demigods, such as religiosity, knowledge, and 
detachment, become manifest in a person who has developed 
unalloyed devotion to the Supreme Personality of Godhead, Lord 
Sri Kr�Q.a." 

A devotee is neither afraid of anyone nor causes fear to 
anyone. When a Sanyasi holds his holy stick, called <;lal).<;la, in his 
hand, even then no one becomes disturbed because his presence is 
soothing to everyone and everyone feels comfortable and happy 
just by seeing him. Out of compassion, he instructs everyone on 
how to obtain liberation from this material world to become blissfully 
united with God for eternity. 
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TEXT 16 

�= ��� \3�1\il;i\ ��= I 
\1€fi<:at4R�1,fl m imm= '\I' it �= m�1 1  

anapek$al) sucir dak$a 
udasino gata-vyathal;J 

sarvarambha-parityagi 
yo mad-bhaktal;J sa me priyal;J 

TRANSLATION 

611  

One who is free from mundane expectations and who is 
pure, expert, impartial, free from anxiety, uninterested in all 
material undertakings, and is devoted to Me is dear to Me. 

PURPORT 

A real devotee is one who always remains spiritually disposed 
and remains voluntarily detached from all kinds of sense-gratifying 
objects even when they are readily available in abundance . A 
devotee is always very clean, in body and mind, and is very expert 
in the standards of devotional service. A devotee always corrects 
their own shortcomings and, when appropriate, those of others, to 
accelerate the pace of spiritual advancement. If a devotee is 
chastised, they do not hold any grudge or ill feelings against the 
corrector. Whatever difficulties a devotee faces, they understand 
that these problems are supposed to happen due to bad karma 
accumulated from a previous life and thus they remain peaceful. A 
devotee is never lazy and remains satisfied with whatever Lord l(r�J)a 
supplies for maintenance. A devotee is very expert in speaking the 
scriptures-they speak what they practice and practice what they 
speak. While teaching others about spiritual life, a devotee does 
not expect any salary in return. A true devotee also does not side 
with anyone except Guru, Kr�J)a, and the true sadhiis (devotees). 
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TEXT 17 

� � � � � � :tfl:qra � �l�'&tkt I 
� 11f%•119( �: � ir �: m�t t 

yo na hf$yati na dve$fi 
na focati na karik$ati 

subhasubha parityagi 
bhaktiman ya}) sa me priyal) 

TRANSLATION 

12-17 

One who neither rejoices nor grieves, who neither laments 
nor hankers, who is free from pious and impious deeds, and who 
is fully devoted to Me is dear to Me. 

PURPORT 

A real devotee does not become overjoyed when, by 
Kr�1.1a's grace, some desired things are supplied, and does not 
become disturbed when something unwanted happens. A real 
devotee neither laments for things which have been lost, nor hankers 
for required things. Such a devotee also does not expect anything 
in return for assistance given to someone. In every situation; either 
auspicious or inauspicious, happy or unhappy; a true devotee always 
remains equipoised. A devotee vigorously speaks Kr�1.1a conscious 
philosophy without compromising scriptural details to whosoever 
is interested and listens, be they meritorious or sinful. A devotee 
honestly engages in devotional service because it is beyond pious 
and impious deeds. Such a devotee only holds resentment when 
scriptures are compromised and, for this reason, such a devotee is 
called fixed in devotion. At no cost and for no reason does such a 
devotee deviate from the spiritual path. Such a quality of devotee 
always engages in devotional service and thus is loved by Lord Kr�1.1a. 
As Lord Kr�JJa Himself tells Durvasa Muni in the Srimad 
Bhagavatam: 
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siidhavo hrdayam mahyam siidhiinam hrdayariJ. tv aham 
mad-anyat te na jiinanti niihariJ. tebhyo maniig-api 

613 

"Real devotees are My heart because they have made Me 
their heart. They do not know anything else besides Me and I also 
do not know anything or anyone but them." 

TEXTS 18-19 
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sama]J satrau ca mitre ca 
tathii miiniipamiinayo]J 

Sit0$1)8 sukha-du}Jkhe$U 
sama]J sanga-vivarjita]J 

tulya nindii stutir mauni 
santu$tO yena kena cit 

aniketa]J sthira-matir 
bhaktimiin me priyo naral) 

TRANSLATION 

One who is equipoised to friends and foes, honor and 
dishonor, heat and cold, happiness and distress, who is equal to 
all, is free from worldly association, remains indifferent in criticism 
or in praises, is thoughtful, and remains satisfied with whatever is 
supplied, has no attachment to a place or residence, possesses 
steady intelligence, and is very devoted to My service-that person 
is dear to Me. 

PURPORT 

Real devotees always treat friends and foes equally but keep 
away from undesirable association. They remain equal to criticizers 
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or glorifiers. Their speech is always governed and supported by the 
ancient scriptures . They are always very thoughtful and their 
decisions to preserve purity are made very carefully because they 
possess steady intelligence. Once they make a decision about 
spiritual life, they keep it in all circumstance and do not change 
unless an authentic Guru or authority recommends it. The Niti Sastra 
states, manasv eko vacasv eko karmasv eko mahatmanam, "Those 
who are real devotees, their intelligence, their decisions, their 
thoughts, their devotion, their activities, and their speech are always 
resolute and steady because they are governed by scriptural evidence 
and thus they do not change. No one in any circumstance can change 
their resolution regarding devotion." Their every statement coincides 
with scriptures and they live by the scriptures. If someone speaks 
unpleasant words, they remain undisturbed but never compromise 
scriptural statements . Such devotees do not make any special 
arrangements for their own standard of living. They humbly accept 
what is supplied and remain satisfied with it. They do not hanker 
for more than what is needed to maintain their body and soul 
together and do not ask for a distinguished place to stay. True 
devotees are resolutely attached to spiritual life and the instructions 
of their Spiritual Master. Such devotees are called steadfast 
spiritualists and become very dear to Lord Kr�1.1a because these 
qualities are rarely found in normal devotees. In due course, by the 
continuous practice of devotional service, an ordinary devotee also 
becomes a perfect, steadfast, and a pure devotee. 

TEXT 20 

� 'ff 'Cl�i¥Jafilc:t �� q9;q1�a 1 
� i:t�H•11 lfif;r�saFt 1:r" h= 11�011 

ye tu dharmyamrtam idam 
yathoktam pary upasate 

sraddadhana mat-parama 
bhaktas te 'tiva me priyal) 
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TRANSLATION 

Those who follow this imperishable path of devotional 
service as instructed by Me, with complete faith, making Me their 
supreme goal, such devotees are very dear to Me. 

PURPORT 

Here, Lord Kpm.a concludes the twelfth chapter by saying that 
He is most pleased by those who perform devotional service for His 
pleasure. This means that He does not become pleased by an 
abundance of good but material qualities. As a phrase of the Niti 
Sastra goes, bhaktya tuffati kr$IJO na tu gul)ail;i, "Lord Kp�Qa 
becomes pleased only by humbly executed devotional service, not 
by someone's manipulative expert maneuvers or material qualities ." 
The culmination of all spiritual life is to obtain unalloyed devotional 
service, whereupon all the qualities of the demigods become manifest 
in a devotee. Hence, the qualitative difference between devotional 
service and other spiritual processes can be understood by the 
comparison of $rapes with the bitter fruits of the Neem (margosa) 
tree. However, Srila Visvanatha Cakravarti Thakura says: 

nimba drak$e iva jiiana bhakti yadyapi darsite 
adiyete tadapy ete tat tadasvada-lobhibhil;i 

"Even though devotional service and the path of knowledge 
are compared to sweet grapes and the bitter margosa (Neem) fruits, 
the conclusion depends on the practitioners, because whatever taste 
they have developed due to their past karma, that particular path 
they follow, and that sweet or bitter fruit they taste."  

The taste and feelings received from performing devotional 
service cannot be compared with any other types of spiritual practices 
because they do not even approximate the taste of devotional service 
to Lord Kp;l).a. Therefore, those who have developed the taste for 
devotional service soon become very greedy to perform unalloyed 
devotional service to Lord Kp;Qa to fully imbibe the nectar of 
devotional service. Here the word tu refers to the devotees who are 
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fully convinced that Bhakti will take them back home, back to 
Godhead. The word ativa, in turn, signifies that Lord Kr�Qa has so 
much affection for His devotees that even if such a devotee has an 
accidental fall down or a lingering material attachment in the heart, 
the Lord still considers that devotee better than a perfected yogi. 
Most of all, Lord Kr�Qa appreciates and forever remains with His 
unalloyed devotee, who is so very dear to Him. Lord Kr�Qa is always 
attached to His unalloyed devotee, just as a cow is attached to her 
newly born calf. 

Thus ends the Vrajavasi Purports to the Twelfth Chapter of 
the Srimad Bhagavad Gita in the matter of Bhaktiyoga, or 
Devotional Service. 

Harl Om Tat Sat 



CHAPTER THIRTEEN 

Knowledge of the Soul and Supersoul 

TEXT l 

� �  
� � � � $"il�ft� � I 
QaaRtlf't�1ftt � � � � m u  

arjuna uvaca 

prakrtiril puru�aril caiva 
k�etraril k�etrajfJ.am eva ca 

etad veditum icchami 
jfJ.anaril jfJ.eyaril ca kesava 

TRANSLATION 

Arjuna said: 0 Kesava, I wish to know about nature, the 
enjoyer, the field of activity, the knower of the field, knowledge, 
and the object of knowledge. 
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PURPORT 

In this final set of six chapters, Lord Kp;;:r;ia discusses knowledge 
mixed with Bhakti and the superiority of unalloyed devotional 
service.  In this particular chapter Lord Kr�:r;ia speaks about the 
knowledge of the material body, the spirit soul, the Supersoul, and 
the simultaneous recognition of their interaction but separate 
identification as the means to attain liberation. 

Lord Kr�:r;ia has already explained to Arjuna that the body is 
a combination of senses in which the soul resides but remains distinct 
from. He has also explained how the soul uses the senses to 
experience different degrees of happiness and distress. This analysis 
begins from the point of understanding that the soul is not a part of 
the body, although it resides within the body. The soul, and not the 
body, relates to different experiences of the body. The learned 
therefore describe the body as the field of activities for the soul, 
because the soul experiences everything in this world through the 
body. 

TEXT 2 

� 
� m tht4"14 � I 
� � -a ms= � � �= 11�11 

sri bhagavan uvaca 

idam sariram kaunteya 
k$etram ity abhidhiyate 

etad yo vetti tam prahul) 
k$etrajiia iti tad-vidal) 

TRANSLATION 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead said: 0 son of Kunti, 
this body is called the field of activity, and one who knows this 
body is called the knower of the field by the seers of truth. 
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PURPORT 

The body is called k$etra, or the field of activity. Just as 
different seeds sown in agricultural land produce their own result in 
time, so do seeds of karma sown in the body by good or bad deeds 
produce their own results in time. The body also decays and dwindles 
in due course, which is why it is called k$etra in Sanskrit. Ignorant 
people do not understand the difference between matter and spirit 
and therefore they foolishly identify with their bodies and think 
themselves to be the body. It is as if they did not know that a bed is 
different from the sleeper or a car is different from the driver. The 
human body is the medium by which to enjoy worldly affairs or 
attain liberation at the end. As stated in the Srimad Bhagavatam: 

adanti caikam phalam asya grdhrii 
griimecarii ekam ara.(Jya-vasiil) 

hamsii ca ekam bahu-rupam ijyair 
miiyiimayam veda sa veda vedam 

"Those who are engrossed in material sense pleasures, those 
who are solely dedicated to family life, and those filled with unlimited 
desires experience the fruits of misery of this tree-like material world 
and are compared to vultures. Such people experience the miserable 
fruit of the tree-like material world. However, those who are free 
from material sense gratification are compared to swans in the tree
like material world and they enjoy the real fruit of happiness. As 
God is One but has many forms, similarly the tree of the material 
world has different varieties of fruits, such as heaven, hell, and earth. 
Because this world has come from Maya, the external energy of 
God, it is filled with illusion. Those who are able to take shelter at 
the lotus feet of a scripturally authorized Spiritual Master learn 
the science of liberation and remove themselves from the 
intricacies of the material world. In the process, they learn about 
the field of activities (the body) and its knower (the spirit soul) . "  
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The Vi�Q.u PuraQ.a states the following: 

k�etrID_li hi saririiQi bijam ciipi subhii 'subhe 
tiini vetti sa yogiitmii tatai) k�etrajii.a sa ucyate 

13-3 

"The physical bodies are compared to the field of auspicious 
and inauspicious activities that are compared to two kinds of seeds 
meant for this field, the body. One who understands these two 
different items, the bodies and the seeds, and their interactions 
among each other is addressed as the knower of the field of activity. 
The one who knows both the bodies and their souls is called the 
Supersoul." 

This physical body is the result of one's previously performed 
pious and impious deeds. The soul, which is present in the form of 
consciousness in the body, knows its actions. But beyond these two 
there is another soul, who is the knower of everyone's body and 
their souls. This means the knower of all the bodies and their souls 
is called Supersoul. The individual soul is compared to a farmer 
who tills the land and then enjoys the fruit of hard labor in the form 
of crops. Similarly, the individual soul uses the body and then reaps 
and experiences the results of its pious or impious activities. The 
individual soul can also be compared to a citizen who knows their 
own house, and Supersoul is like a king who knows about every 
house and citizen in his kingdom. Similarly, an individual soul only 
knows about the experiences of its own body, but Supersoul knows 
the experiences of all bodies. Therefore, the Supreme Lord, who is 
present as Supersoul, knows all the fields and the knowers of the 
fields. This Supersoul is the expansion of the Supreme Lord who 
knows nature, the body, the soul, and their interactions perfectly. 

TEXT 3 
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k$etrajii.am ciipi miiiil viddhi 
sarva-k$etre$U bhiirata 

k$etra-k$etrajii.ayor jii.iinam 
yattaj jii.iinam matam mama 

TRANSLATION 

621 

0 scion of Bharata, also understand that I am the knower 
of all the fields of activity (bodies), and knowing the field of 
activity and its owner is called knowledge, in My opinion. 

PURPORT 

The most important thing in one's life is to know the knower 
of all the bodies, the Supersoul. Just knowing the knower of the 
individual body is incomplete knowledge. In other words, when one 
comes to know the knower of the field of activities (the soul) and 
the knower of all the fields of activities (the Supersoul) along with 
the knowledge of the field of activities (the body), one is said to be 
in full knowledge of metaphysics. 

One may wonder if the individual soul and Supersoul are of 
the same category, as both are addressed as knowers. According to 
the Mayavada philosophy they are one, but Lord Kp�l)a later clarifies 
this issue when He ( 15 . 17)  says, uttamal) puru$aS tv anyab 
paramiitmeti udiihrtal,J., "Besides these two (the conditioned soul 
and the Supreme Lord), there is another great personality, who is 
addressed as Supersoul. "  Supersoul is the knower and the caretaker 
of every living entity in the creation; therefore, both types of souls; 
the individual soul and Supersoul; cannot be the same. Only Lord 
Kr�J:.la is the controller of both the souls. As it is stated in the 
Svetasvatara Upanisad, k$aram pradhiinam amrtiik$aram haral,J. 
k$ariitmaniiv iSate deva eka.{1, "The individual soul enters and 
dominates an individual body, the Supersoul dominates the 
fragmental soul and the Supreme Lord who is imperishable and 
infallible , is the Lord of both of these souls. "  Furthermore, the 
Svetasvatara Upani�ad states, bhoktii bhogyam preritiiram ca matvii, 
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sa rvam proktam trividham brahmam ca e ta t, "Those who 
understand the enjoyer (the spirit soul), the matter (the body) , their 
controller (the Supersoul), and the difference between these three, 
are called the knower of everythin� and they gradually become self
realized." In addition, in the same Svetasvatara Upani�ad it is stated, 
pradhiina k$etrajii.a patir gw;iesal_l, "The Supersoul is the principal 
knower of all the bodies, knower of all the souls, and controls the 
qualities of all." 

TEXT 4 

� � �  � 4f"aq\lf<: � � I 
� � � � (f(J_ �q1q'1 if � 1 1){1 1 

tat k$etram yac ca yadrk ca 
yad-vikiiri yatas ca yat 

sa ca yo yat prabhiivas ca 
tat-samiisena me smu 

TRANSLATION 

Listen from Me as I describe in brief the field of activity, its 
constitution, its changing nature, the reason for its existence, its 
knower, and their influence over one another. 

PURPORT 

Because the soul knows the body (which is its field of activities) 
it is addressed as the knower of the field. Similarly, Supersoul, due 
to His knowing all the bodies, is known as the knower of all the 
fields of activities. This is the reason Lord Kr�Q.a addresses both 
souls as the knower of the field. Lord Kr�Q.a controls everybody by 
sitting in their hearts as their Supersoul. 

However, the living entity can only know the activities of its 
own body and not those of others. Lord Kr�Q.a expanded Himself 
as Supersoul and sits in everyone's heart and thus knows every kind 
of body and everything going on in them. This is the unique 
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qualification of the Supersoul. Those who know this science are said 
to be situated in knowledge. As it is paraphrased by Srila Sridhara 
Swami, tad eva jiianam mama matam sammataril ca, "That person 
who knows the knowledge of the field of activity, the knower of the 
field, and also the Supersoul is said to be the real knower of 
metaphysics according to Me (Lord Kp;l)a) . "  The word tat used in 
the text signifies the gross material body, which is known as the field 
of activities. 

TEXT S 

f$ibhir bahudha gitam 
chandobhir vividhail;l prthak 

brahma-siitra-padais caiva 
hetumadbhir viniscitail;l 

TRANSLATION 

This knowledge is described by many sages in various ways 
in their Vedic writings, especially in the aphorisms of the Vedanta 
Siitra. This knowledge is ascertained with all reasoning as to cause 
and effect. 

PURPORT 

The fortunate souls who receive a human birth due to their 
past good deeds have a chance to attain liberation by engaging 
in spiritual activities. Although the soul struggles with the different 
senses of a body, it is still different from the material body. All the 
great sages such as Parasara and Vasi�tha, plus all the scriptures 
speak the same philosophy, love of Godhead, but their accent, choice 
of words, and tone vary as per the need of the audience and the 
place and environment it was spoken in. But they all have elaborately 
explained the field of activity and its form. As Para§ara Muni states :  
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aharil tvaril ca tathiiciinye bhiiter uhyama piirthiva 
gw)a praviiha patito bhiitii vargo 'pi sa yiity ayam 

kanna-vasyagUl)o hy ete satviidayal) prthivi pate}) 
avidyii saiicitam kanna tac ca Se$e$U jantU$U 

atma suddho 'k$aral) santo nirgUl)al) prakrtel) para}) 

13-7 

"All the living entities are sustained in five different ways, 
and they are called Annamaya, Pral).amaya,  Manomaya, 
Vijfianamaya, and Anandamaya. Of these, the first three are used 
to maintain the field of activities called the body. The Vijfianamaya 
is the soul who knows the field of activities and the Anandamaya is 
the Supersoul, who knows everything including all the bodies, all 
the souls, and their interaction. When one is affected by their past 
bad karma, they cannot understand the difference between these 
three and the goal of the soul's existence in this world. Although 
this knowledge can be studied in different parts of the Vedas, still, 
unfortunate ones cannot find it."  

Therefore, those who know this science are the ones who are 
called fortunate. The Brahma Siitra is also called the Vedanta Siitra, 
in which the explanation of these three phenomena (called the 
material body, the spirit soul, and the Supersoul who knows them 
all) is found. The aphorism of the Vedanta Siitra na viyada srutel) 
explains about the field of activity, na atma srutel) explains about 
the living entity called-the individual soul living in the body, and 
parat tu tac chrutel) explains about the Supersoul who is the 
imperishable Personality of Godhead who knows all bodies and their 
souls. 

TEXTS 6-7 
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mahabhiitany aharikaro 
buddhir avyaktam eva ca 

indriyMJ,i dasaikam ca 
paiica cendriya gocaral) 

iccha dve$alJ sukham dul)kham 
sarighatas cetana dhrtil) 

etat  k$etram samasena 
sa:-vikaram udahrtam 

TRANSLATION 

625 

The five material elements, the false ego, the intelligence, 
the unmanifested nature, the ten senses, the mind, the five sense 
objects, desire, hatred, happiness, distress, the physical body, the 
life symptoms, and patience; all these in sum are considered to 
be the field of activities and its interactions. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kr�Q.a gives details about the field of activity, explaining 
that there are five gross material elements; namely earth, water, fire, 
air, and ether; which are led by the false ego and comprise the 
ingredients of ignorance. The intelligence, in turn, is recognized by 
its search for knowledge. The unmanifested is said to be the three 
modes of material nature; goodness, passion, and ignorance. The 
ten senses are divided into two parts; the knowledge acquiring senses 
such as the nose, ears, eyes, tongue, and skin; and the five working 
senses which include the hands, legs, voice, genital, and rectum. In 
addition, there are five sense objects, including touch, form, taste, 
sound, and smell, and the leader of all of them is the mind. These 
twenty-four elements comprise the field of activity called the body. 
When one studies these twenty-four elements very carefully, they 
come to know about the field of activity. For example, the symptoms 
of the mind include desire, enviousness, happiness, misery, and the 
power to facilitate the physical body. These symptoms, because they 
emanate from the mind, are not of the soul; that is why they are all 
related to the body. As it is stated in the BrhadaraQ.yaka Upani�ad: 
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kama saiJ.kalpo vicikitsii sraddhii dhrti 'dhrti 

hrir dhir bhir ity etat sarva mana eva 

13-12 

"Desire, determination, doubt, faith, faithlessness, patience, 
impatience, detachment, shame, thinking, and fear are all outcomes 
of the mind."  

The subtle and gross material elements bring the body into 
existence and the body consists of knowledge-acquiring and working 
senses. Over time the body undergoes six changes in its existence: 
birth, growth, staying for some time, reproduction, old age, and 
finally death. The present condition of the body is the result of one's 
past karma, or a reflection of one's mind in their previous life. The 
mind, if left uncontrolled, leads one to engage in undesirable material 
activities that result in the degradation of the soul. But those who 
follow their intelligence follow the spiritual platform, which leads 
to liberation. Being full of desires to act in this world with one's 
field of activity (the body) , one follows either the mind or the 
intelligence and reaps corresponding results. 

TEXTS 8-12 
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amanitvam adambhitvam 

ahimsa k$antir arjavam 

acaryopasanariJ. saucariJ. 

sthairyam atma-vinigraha]J 

indriyarthe$U vairajii.am 

anaha.iJ.kara eva ca 

janma-mrtyu jara-vyadhi 

du]Jkha do$anudarsanam 

asaktir anabhi$va.iJ.ga]J 

putra-dara-grhadi$u 

nityariJ. ca sama-cittatvam 

i$tani$topapatti$u 

mayi cananya-yogena 

bhaktir avyabhicaril)i 

vivikta desa sevitvam 

aratir jana sariJ.sadi 

adhyatma-jii.ana nityatvariJ. 

tattva-jii.anartha darsanam 

etaj jii.anam iti proktam 

ajii.anariJ. yad ato 'nyatha 

TRANSLATION 

627 

Humility, modesty, nonviolence, tolerance, simplicity, 
adoring one's bona-fide Spiritual Master, cleanliness, steadiness, 
and self-control; renunciation of the objects of sense gratification, 
absence of false ego, observing the pain and faults in birth, death, 
old age, and disease; being detached from children, wife, home, 
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and likewise others; being free from affection for them as well; 
always being content, always remaining equipoised in the face of 
pleasant and unpleasant events, performing unalloyed devotion 
to Me, living alone in a solitary place, having distaste for social 
gatherings of materialistic and worldly-minded people and their 
gossip, being attached to anything pertaining to the knowledge 
of seH-realization, and the philosophical search for the Absolute 
Truth-all this is said to be knowledge, and everything contrary 
to this is ignorance. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kr�1.1a uses a different tactic here to explain the 
knowledge of the soul and the Supersoul. Among the twenty medium 
mentioned here eighteen of them are found equally in the Jftanis 
and in the devotees, but the endeavor to personally experience the 
presence of the Lord is found only in the devotees. The dedicated 
devotees develop these qualities automatically through the 
performance of devotional service, whereas the Jftanis have to work 
very hard to develop them. The last two qualities; being attached to 
the knowledge of self-realization and philosophical search for the 
Absolute Truth; apply especially to the Jftanis. Spiritual knowledge 
is that knowledge which purifies the self to understand God and 
achieve liberation. All of the qualities listed here by Lord Kr�1.1a are 
meant to increase one's purification. Without becoming purified one 
cannot practice spiritual life properly and correctly so liberation can 
become possible. According to the Sadhana Sfltra, there are two 
kinds of purification: 

saucam ca dvidhiib proktam biihyiim abhyantaram tathii 

mrj-jaliibhyam smrtam bahyam bhava-suddhib tathiintaram 

"There are two categories of purification: external and 
internal. Cleansing with water along with mud or soap is external, 
and purifying the consciousness is internal cleanliness ." 

One should humbly approach a Vai�1.1ava Spiritual Master who 
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is authorized by the ancient Vedic scriptures and learn the details of 
purification from him. If service is rendered and requested 
submissively to impart the spiritual secrets, he will surely oblige, 
because he knows Lord Kp�l)a in truth. Knowing Lord Kpma in truth 
means he has practiced spiritual life in his past life and perfected it 
to the point to know Lord Kp;;l)a in truth in his present life. Lord 
Kf�l)a Himself has stated this in the Bhagavad Gita (7.3). Unless 
one has practiced spiritual life correctly in his past life, he cannot 
claim to function as a Spiritual Master for others in this life. To swim 
across material existence is already very difficult, but to carry 
someone else across one has to be so very pure. The physical proof 
of the Guru's spiritual practice in his past life can be realized by the 
quality of his dynasty and upbringing in the present life; whether he 
has been practicing spiritual life from the very beginning of his 
present life or not. 

To be in control of one's body means to control one's habits. 
In particular, for the sake of liberation, one should recollect the 
miseries of life that come from birth and last until death. One should 
remain detached from family members and be free from their 
experiences of happiness and distress. One should be equipoised 
when good or bad experiences come. One should purely worship 
and remember the beautiful form of Lord Kf�l)a, and not mix one's 
devotion to the Lord with any other spiritual process. By developing 
these qualities, one will come to understand the Supreme Lord, Lord 
Kf�l)a, and anything contrary to this will lead one to the platform of 
ignorance. 

TEXT 13 
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jiieyaril yat tat pravak$yami 
yaj-jiiatva 'mrtam asnute 

anadi-mat-pararil-brahma 
na sat tan nasad ucyate 
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TRANSLATION 

Now I shall explain the knowledge, by knowing which, one 
becomes liberated. The knowledge of Brahman is beginningless 
and subordinate to Me, and it is beyond the cause and effect of 
this material world. 

PURPORT 

By following the given processes of purification, one learns 
the qualities of the soul and Supersoul. Of these two, Supersoul is 
described as the all-pervading Personality. This same Personality is 
worshiped as the impersonal Brahman by the Jfianis and as the 
personal Lord by the devotees. For those who accept Him as the 
Supreme Person, He is worshiped as Supersoul with four arms, and 
those who worship Him as the impersonal form refer to Him as 
beginningless and unborn. The word matparam stated in the text 
signifies that the personal form of the Lord is the source of the 
impersonal Brahman. As Lord K:r�I.la Himself says, brahmal.JO hi 
prati�thaham, "I am the resting place of the impersonal Brahman." 
The impersonalists think that the Supreme Lord is a bright light 
and has no physical form and they do not know more than this. But 
the Vi�I.lU PuraQa states,  jyoty abhyan tare rupam dvibhujam 
syamasundaram, "Inside the bright light there is a beautiful two
armed form of Lord Kr�I.la called Syamasundara." Only those who 
are destined for liberation will understand what the Lord means 
here and worship Him with all their heart single-mindedly. Just as 
birds, when they are tired, seek shelter of a tree, similarly those 
who are lucky discover that material life is full of frustrations and 
joyless, and thus seek out and adopt spiritual life until they reach 
the spiritual world. 

TEXT 14 
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sar'Vata}J pfu)i-padam tat 
sarvato 'k$i-siro-mukham 
sarvata]J srutimal Joke 

sarvam avrtya ti$thati 

TRANSLATION 

631 

His hands and legs are everywhere, His eyes, head and 
mouth are everywhere, and He hears everything because His ears 
are everywhere. In this way, Supersoul exists by pervading 
everything and everywhere in this creation. 

PURPORT 

Lord K.r�IJ.a is the source of the Supersoul and therefore He 
does not need to work directly to do anything in this world. He uses 
His potencies to accomplish everything. According to the scriptures, 
there is no difference between the divine energies and the owner of 
those energies. Therefore, although the Lord is involved in this world 
through His multi-potencies in the cause and effect of the creation, 
He is still beyond it. The Chandogya Upani�ad confirms this thus, 
brahmaivedam sarvam, "Everything is pervaded by the Lord."  
When the Lord says His hands and legs are everywhere, He means 
that the hands and the legs of every living being, starting from Lord 
Brahma down to the smallest ant, are all His, because He is seated 
in everyone's heart as their director (Supersoul). In this way, the all
pervasiveness of His eyes, mouths, and ears can also be understood. 
Even though Lord Kr�:r:ia is the source of the whole creation, 
maintenance, and annihilation, He always remains independent, and 
therefore He is beyond material cause and effect. 

TEXT 15 
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sarvendriya-gul)iibhiisam 
sarvendriya-vivarjitam 

asaktam sarva-bhrc caiva 
nirgul)am gul)a-bhoktr ca 

TRANSLATION 

13-15 

Supersoul illuminates the faculties of all the senses, but has 
no material senses Himself. He is unattached, although He 
maintains all the living entities. He is beyond the three modes, 
and yet He enjoys the three modes. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kr�1.1a is the creator, maintainer, controller, and destroyer 
of all the senses and their functions . As it is stated in the 
Kenopani�ad, tac cak$usas cak$ub, "He is the eye of the eyes of all 
creatures. "  Lord Kr�1.1a is the power supplied to all the senses, but 
His own senses are not material; they are all spiritual. As the 
Svetasvatara Upani�ad states, apiil)i-piido javano grahitii pasyaty 
acak$ul) sa srul)oty akamal), "Although He has no material hands, 
He still accepts things offered unto Him, and although He has no 
material legs, still He swiftly goes to attend His devotee's calls 
everywhere. Furthermore, He has no material eyes and ears, but 
He still sees and hears everything." This means, according to the 
scriptures, Lord Kr�1.1a is completely transcendental. In other words, 
Lord Kr�1.1a is completely free from material qualities and His bodily 
limbs are all-spiritual. By using His innumerable potencies, He 
functions to create as has been previously described .  The 
Brhadara1.1yaka Upani�ad states: 

yad iitmako bhagaviin tad iitmika vyaktil), 
kim iitmako bhagaviin ? aisvaryiitmakal) 

sakty iitmakas ca iti buddhimiino arigo 
praty ariga vat tam bhagavato lak$am iihe. 

buddhimiin manoviin 'rigo praty arigaviin iti. 
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"Whatever formal physical structure the Supreme Lord has, 
He created that same structure in the human beings of this world. 
[Man is made in the image of God] . One may wonder, what is the 
nature of God's body? He is the Supreme Personality of Godhead; 
therefore, His body is totally transcendental, He is filled with 
unlimited potencies, and He is full of opulences. He certainly has 
His intelligence, mind, and all the bodily limbs. He therefore created 
siffiilar, but material quality, intelligence, mind, senses, and bodily 
litnbs in the human beings." 

The evidence that Lord Kr�I)a possesses all the bodily limbs 
and that He has feelings is clearly established here, but they are not 
like normal human beings; they are totally supernatural and 
transcendental to this world. It is further stated in the Svetasvatara 
Upani�ad, parasya saktir vividhaiva srii:yate, svabhaviki jii.iina bala 
kriya ca, "His potencies are spiritual and multifarious; therefore, 
His deeds are automatically performed as a natural sequence." 

Although the Supreme Personality of Godhead possesses 
everything, He is free from all attachment. Being fully spiritual, with 
a form full of knowledge, He witnesses everything of this world. As 
the Gopala Uttaratapani Upani�ad states, siik$i ceta kevalo nirgul)as 
ca, "He acts as a witness to all and He is all-spiritual, situated beyond 
the three modes."  In the form of Lord Vi�I)u, Lord Kr�I)a maintains 
the whole creation, but His every form is free from the three modes 
of material nature. The word gUl)a-bhoktr stated in the text signifies 
that He is the enjoyer of everything because He possesses all the six 
opulences in full, namely beauty, strength, knowledge, wealth, fame, 
and renunciation . Srila Jiva Goswami states in the Bhagavat 
Sandarbha thus, sarva gul)atita $ag--gul)ayadi vedhasa, "The 
Supreme Personality of Godhead is above the three modes of 
material nature and is full of all six opulences and enjoys them." 

TEXT 16 
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bahir antas ca bhii.taniim 
acaram caram eva ca 

sii.k$matvat tad avijfleyam 
dii.rastham cantike ca tat 

TRANSLATION 

13-16 

He is inside and outside of every being. He is moving and 
non-moving at the same time. Because of His subtlety He remains 
incomprehensible, and although He is situated very far away, He 
is the closest as well. 

PURPORT 

Just as ether is present inside and outside of everything, the 
Supreme Lord, in the form of Supersoul, is present inside and outside 
of His created world, which includes the moving and non-moving 
beings. As it is stated in the Narayal.la Upani�ad, antar bahis ca tat 
sarvam vyapya narayaIJ.alJ sthital,1, "Lord Kr�I.la, in the form of 
Narayal.la, is seated inside and outside of everything that exists in 
this creation." 

Lord Kr�I.la is all-spiritual; therefore , He can go and be 
everywhere and at the same time He remains stationary at one place. 
Confirming this, the Kathopani�ad states, asino dii.ram vrajati sayano 
yati sarvatal,1, "Even though He is seated at one place, He moves 
and reaches far distances, and even though He is seen to be resting 
at one place, He is seen moving everywhere." 

One very relevant example of this is of Lord Chaitanya 
Mahaprabhu (in His babyhood as Nimai) and His mother, Sachidevi. 
After putting Nimai to sleep, His mother made an offering to Lord 
Narayal.la. Although Nimai was sleeping in another room, she saw 
Him before her, eating the offering at the same time. When she 
went to see Him in the bedroom, she found Him sound asleep, and 
when she came again to see the offering, she found Him eating. She 
became perplexed with wonder. In this way, the Lord can neither 
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be seen nor clearly understood by one's intelligence. Therefore, for 
those who are ignorant, He is very far away, but to those who are 
learned and spiritually advanced, the Lord is the closest in the form 
of realization, as Supersoul in their hearts. It is also stated in the 
Isopani�ad, tad dure tadv antike, "He is very far away, yet He is 
very near as well ."  Furthermore , it is stated in the Mm:.1c;laka 
Upani�ad, durat sudure tad ihantike ca pasyatv ihaiva nihitaril 
guhayam, "The Lord is farthest of the most far for the ignorant, yet 
He is also the closest of the close to those who have the spiritual 
powers and see Him in the core of their hearts. "  The Lord is so 
subtle that even though He is seated in everyone's heart, not even 
the demigods are able to visualize Him because He is beyond 
everyone's understanding. As it is stated in the Kenopani�ad, yan 
manasa na manute . . .  na cak$U$8 pasyati kas ca nainam, "No one 
can conceive of Him with their material mind, and no one can see 
Him with their material eyes. " Nevertheless, He becomes easily 
available to those who perform qualitative devotional service for 
His pleasure and thus He personally appears before them in order 
to be seen. As it is stated in the Gopalatapani Upani�ad, bhaktiyoge 
hi ti$thati, "He is surely very pleased and easily found by the 
performance of undivided devotional service." 

TEXT 17 
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avibhaktaril ca bhute$U 
vibhaktam iva ca sthitam 

bhfita-bhartr ca taj-jiieyam 
grasi$IJ.U prabhavi$IJ.U ca 

TRANSLATION 

Although He is undivided, He is seated in every living entity 
as if He was divided. He is to be understood as the maintainer, 
destroyer, and originator of all beings. 
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PURPORT 

Although the Lord is seated in everyone's heart as Supersoul, 
He remains as He is in an undivided fashion in the spiritual world. 
One may wonder, if He is one and undivided, how does He seem to 
be divided and operate the whole creation smoothly and also sit in 
everyone's heart individually and direct everyone separately? In 
answer to this, the Vi�:r:i.u Pura:r:i.a states, vi$1)ul). sakti para prokta, 
"Lord Vi�:r:i.u possesses unlimited spiritual potencies, using which 
He gets anything and everything done that He wishes to do."  The 
Brhadara:r:i.yaka Upani�ad states, atmaivedam asideka eva so 
'kamayata jaya me syad atha prajayeyata, "Originally there was only 
the Supreme God, who was alone. He thought of becoming many, 
and thus, using His internal potency, He produced many living 
entities and sat inside their hearts, seeming to become many." The 
Chandogya Upani�ad states, taj jalan iti santa upasit, "Through His 
internal potency, everything and everyone has come from Him, rests 
on Him, and at last is destroyed by Him. Therefore, He should be 
worshipped with a peaceful mind." Although the Lord is seated in 
everyone's heart , He remains undivided because His action of 
witnessing all is the same in every case. As the Etareya Upani�ad 
states, ekam santam bahudha d,.Syam81)am, "Although He is one and 
His work of witnessing work is the same in all, still, He seems as 
if He is divided due to His sitting in the hearts of all the entities." 

The Gopalatapani Upani�ad states, eko 'pi san bahudha yo 
"vabhati, "Although He is One Personality, He seems as if He 
becomes many, in many categories." The Paramatma Sandarbha 
also states: 

eka eva paro vi$1)U.Q sarvatra 'pi na sarilsayal) 
aisvaryad rupam ekas ca suryavad bahudheyate 

"Although the Supreme Lord, Vi�:r:i.u (another name of Lord 
Kr�:r:i.a), is present everywhere with His opulence, He is still One 
and a Single Personality, just as the sun is seen as many in the wavy 
water and remains one." 
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This example illustrates how, when many water-filled pots are 
placed outdoors in the shining sun, although the sun is one in the 
sky, it is seen in every pot, separately. Similarly, Lord Kp�Q.a, who is 
one without a second, is seated individually in everyone's heart as 
His expansion, in His Paramatma (Supersoul) form, and seems as if 
He is many. Lord Kp�Q.a is also the gul)avatiira, or the incarnations 
in the three modes, who appears in passion as Lord Brahma to create, 
appears in goodness as Lord Vi�Q.U to maintain, and appears in 
ignorance as Lord Siva to annihilate everything and everyone in 
this creation. All this is done by One Single Lord in His different 
forms, as was seen by Arjuna in His universal form. Yet, He remains 
the single Lord without any change, as He is, as Lord Kr�JJ.a. As it is 
stated in the Taittiriya Upani�ad: 

yato va imani bhutani jayante yena jatani jivanti yat 
pasyanty abhisamvisanti tad brahma tad vijijfJ.asasva iti 

"Although He is One Single Lord from whom all the living 
entities come to exist, He also maintains them in their existence and 
at last annihilates them. Whosoever knows this is situated in 
knowledge of Him and becomes liberated." 

TEXT 18 
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jyoti$am api taj jyotis 
tamasa,Q. param ucyate 

jii.anaril. jfJ.eyam jii.ana-gamyam 
hrdi sarvasya dhi$fhitam 

TRANSLATION 

He is the source of light in all luminous objects. He is beyond 
the darkness of ignorance. He is knowledge, the object of 
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knowledge, and is to be realized by knowledge. He is seated in 
the hearts of all beings. 

PURPORT 

The real way to know God is to be situated in transcendental 
knowledge. When one knows God, one understands His intricacies 
of works, such as how He is seated in everyone's heart as their 
Supersoul and how He controls everything. As the Taittiriya 
Upani!;>ad states, antal) pravisya sa$ta jananam, "Entering into 
everyone 's heart, He controls all beings ."  He therefore knows 
everyone and everything. The difference between the living entities 
and God is that the living entity is a.Qu, or the smallest, and the Lord 
is vibhu, or the greatest. In other words, the living entity only knows 
about its own body, whereas God, as Supersoul, knows about 
everyone's body. Therefore no one is superior to Him-He is the 
greatest of all. As it is stated in the Prasna Upani!;>ad, kal) punar 
e$iilil vari$tha iti, "There is no one who is better than or superior to 
Him, He is the Supreme Lord of all ." 

All the illuminations of every luminary come from Lord K+!:>IJ.a. 
As it is stated in the Kathopani!;>ad: 

na tatra siiryo bhati na candra tarakam 
neme vidyuto bhanti kuto 'yam agnil) 
tameva bhantam anubhati sarvam 

tasya bha$a sarvam idam vibhati 

"If there is no need for sunshine, moonshine, stars, or light 
from lightening or electricity in the spiritual world, how can there 
be any need of fire? The spiritual world is self-illumined by the 
dazzling effulgence of the Lord-and only by His effulgence is 
everything; including the sun, moon, stars, etc. ; illuminated." 

The Svetasvatara Upani!;>ad also states, aditya vaTI)am tamasal) 
parastat, "The Supreme Lord is the source of all illuminations in 
luminous objects, and He is beyond the touch of ignorance . "  
Therefore, with this it is clear that Lord K+!:>IJ.a i s  seated in everyone's 
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heart as their Supersoul, and from Him emanates all material and 
spiritual knowledge and realizations. 

TEXT 19 
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iti k$etrari:J. tatha jniinari:J. 
jneyari:J. coktari:J. samasatab 
mad-bhakta etad vijnaya 
mad-bhavayopapadyate 

TRANSLATION 

Thus, I have briefly described the field of activity, 
knowledge, and the knower. After understanding all of this, My 
devotees reach My abode. 

PURPORT 

When one understands and applies the basic knowledge of 
spirituality in life, one gradually becomes purified and thus eligible 
to enter into the kingdom of God. Such knowledge includes the 
material elements, namely earth, water, air, fire, and ether, which 
constitute the physical body; the quality and symptoms of the life 
force, such as humility; learning the science of self-realization; 
knowing oneself as beginningless; being subordinate to the Lord; 
and knowing how the Lord is seated in everyone's heart as their 
Supersoul. This intricate knowledge can be learned directly from 
the Lord through studying the Vedic scriptures or learnt from His 
bona-fide representative, the Spiritual Master, and then practiced. 
When Lord Kp�l)a or His representative explains the body, the spirit 
soul, and Supersoul, they should be listened to very attentively in 
order for the listener to become purified and self-realized to reach 
the spiritual world. 
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TEXT 20 
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prakrtim puru$aril caiva 
viddhy anadi ubhav api 

vikarams ca gul)ams caiva 
viddhi prakrti sambhavan 

TRANSLATION 

13-20 

Know that material nature and the living entity are both 
beginningless and also know that their transformations, along with 
everything of the material modes, are products of material nature. 

PURPORT 

After describing the quality of Supersoul, Lord Kr�Q.a turns 
to the cause of the spirit soul's entanglement in this material world. 
As the Lord says, the living entity and material nature are both 
beginningless, because no one can say when they came to exist due 
to their eternal connection with Him. The material body, which is 
composed of the Lord's separated material elements, such as earth, 
water, fire, air, and ether, and the spirit soul, who is an eternal 
fragmental part of Lord K:pma, are both energies of the Lord and 
therefore are eternally related to Him. Even though the gross 
material elements and the spirit soul are connected in this way to 
form into a living body, they always remain distinct from one another. 
When the gross material elements turn into a body consisting of 
senses, which are controlled by the three modes of nature, the soul 
in the body experiences the outcome, such as material happiness 
and distress. Such experiences are witnessed by Supersoul and the 
experiences occur because of the soul's attachment to the body. This 
attachment makes the living entity become tied to the repetition of 
birth and death. 
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TEXT 21 
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karya-karal)a kartrtve 
hetu]J prakrtir ucyate 

puru$a]J sukha-du]Jkhanam 
bhoktrtve hetur ucyate 

TRANSLATION 

641 

Material nature is said to be the instrument for producing 
cause and effect of all material activities, whereas the living entity 
is said to be the instrument for experiencing happiness and distress 
in this world. 

PURPORT 

The varieties of existence seen in this world are directly caused 
by the interaction between material nature, the soul, and Supersoul. 
According to the Jiiana, Karma, and Sadhana one carries over from 
previous lifetimes, one develops particular types of senses. The gross 
body, with its senses, is created out of the material elements, and 
while functioning in the material body, the living entity enjoys or 
suffers the results of past deeds. Nothing happens by chance or by 
itself. All experiences depend on one's previously performed karma. 
Although, according to one's past karma, material nature awards 
the facilities to enjoy in the present life, ultimately the Supreme 
Lord, the proprietor of material nature, decides the destiny and the 
amount of happiness to be experienced by the soul. Material nature 
is therefore the instrument for the living entity to manipulate in 
order to produce results for its enjoyment or experience pain. 
Material nature itself cannot award anything to anyone because it 
does not move unless it is made to move. Therefore, material nature 
is addressed as dull matter, even though it seems to produce and 
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supply the objects of enjoyment. The living force, which is the active 
part of nature, is the one who experiences happiness and distress. 
As it is stated in the Vedanta Sutra, priidhiinyena vyapadesa, 
"Because the living entity pretends to be the master, it experiences 
the results which are against its will." In relation to the body, material 
nature is the instrument, and in the matter of experiencing the result 
of actions, the spirit soul is the instrument. Depending on Kp;;Q.a's 
words in this text one is the cause of one's experiences in this world 
and thus one should not accuse anyone else for one's experiences. 

TEXT 22 
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puru$a/) prakrtistho hi 
bhurikte prakrti-jiin gul)iin 
kiiral)am gul)a-sarigo sya 

sad-asad-yoni-janmasu 

TRANSLATION 

Being deeply involved with material nature, the living entity 
enjoys objects that are in the three modes and are born of material 
nature. Due to association and attachment to the modes of 
material nature the living entity takes birth in good or bad species. 

PURPORT 

Since time immemorial the living entity has been overcome 
by ignorance, and due to being in touch with material nature for so 
long, the living entity becomes grossly attached to material life. For 
this reason, the living entity suffers repeated birth and death in this 
world. By becoming attached to the bodily conception of life, the 
living entity experiences its results in the form of illusion, 
lamentation, happiness, and distress. Due to material attachment 
and association with the three modes of material nature, the pure 
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soul becomes covered with different layers of ignorance and goes 
through life accumulating possessions, thinking itself to be the owner 
of them, although they are products of material nature under the 
direction of the Supreme Lord. One may wonder, does the soul 
experience happiness and distress only in the human body or does 
it experience happiness and distress in all categories of bodies also? 
Lord Kr�r:ia answers this question by stating sad-asad-yoni. The word 
sad refers to the higher form of bodies, like those of humans or 
demigods, and the word asad means the lower forms of bodies like 
those of animals, birds, aquatics, insects, or lower. The same soul, 
according to its good or bad deeds, takes birth repeatedly in 8,400,000 
different species of life to experience the consequences of its 
performed karma. According to its desires for enjoyment, coupled 
with its performed karma, a living entity is supplied a particular 
type of body with senses and given facilities to enjoy and suffer in 
this life. Furthermore, whatever mode of nature the living entity is 
situated in, that kind of pleasure is supplied to it and it enjoys 
accordingly. For example, a human being feels pleasure eating 
Haluva or a candy, whereas a pig feels the same pleasure while eating 
stool. It all depends on the particular mode of material nature in 
which the living entity is in at that time. The quality of the soul 
remains the same in every birth, either a high birth, like that of a 
demigod, or a low birth, such as an insect. 

What allows the soul to develop a strong material inclination, 
even though it is a spiritual spark whose nature is to be spiritual, is 
its direct connection to matter since time immemorial. As it is stated 
in the Paramatma Sandarbha, gul)o 'sango 'niidi guIJamaya vi$aya 
sprhii, "Although the spirit soul is not material, because it has been 
connected with this material world since time immemorial and has 
the desire to enjoy sense gratification, it acts materialistically. " 
Hence , because of constant association with the material 
manifestation, the nature of the living entity has become materialized 
in the same way that iron turns red-hot and acts like fire by prolonged 
association with fire. The soul has been enjoying the objects of sense 
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gratification in every category of birth, thus it has become engrossed 
in thoughts of material pleasure and feels happy when sense objects 
are supplied to it. But, because by nature the soul is spiritual, it also 
feels frustrated and unfulfilled by enjoying material pleasures. When 
one meets a real saint and listens to his talks, one again develops a 
taste for spiritual life, and the frustrating attachment to matter 
gradually subsides. In other words, as detachment from matter 
increases, real spiritual life and true satisfaction begins. As it is stated 
in the Taittiriya Upani�ad, so 'snute sarvan kaman saha brahma1._1a 
vipascita iti, "Whatever kind of desire they have, those who are 
intelligent and wise enjoy their every desire in the company of God." 
Those who accept everything which makes them Kr�IJ.a conscious 
and reject everything which makes them deviate from Kr�IJ.a 
consciousness become spiritually advanced. As it is stated in the 
Saral)agati, anukulyasya sankalpa pratikulyasya varjanam, "The 
real way to surrender to the Lord is to accept those things which are 
favorable for devotional service and to reject those things that are 
unfavorable for devotional service."  If one follows this rule, success 
in spiritual life is sure. 

TEXT 23 
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upadr$tanumanta ca 
bharta bhokta mahesvara/;J. 

paramatmeti capy ukto 
dehe 'smin puru$a/;J. para/;J. 

TRANSLATION 

In the body there is another soul, and even though living in 
the same body, it is separate from the individual soul. Therefore, 
He is called the overseer, the permitter, the Master, the supreme 
enjoyer, the Supreme Lord, and the Supersoul. 
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PURPORT 

Lord Kp�1.1a already spoke about the Supersoul (13-18) in this 
chapter. Here, He resumes that discussion by speaking of the 
proximity of Supersoul to the soul. Lord Krima tells Arjuna that the 
Supersoul lives within the same gross body with the soul and 
witnesses its actions. Even though Supersoul sits with the individual 
soul in the same body, He functions as the Lord of the soul. The 
words puru$al_1 paralJ signify that the Supersoul is seated just next 
to the soul within one's heart, but is not one with the soul and rather 
is separate from the soul, always remaining separate from the soul. 
This statement becomes fully confirmed when Lord Kpma uses the 
word upadr$tii in this text, in which the segment up, or "being close 
but separate, "  is a prefix to the other segment dr$fii, or "as a 
witness . "  Together, the words upadf$fii signify that although 
Supersoul is very near to the soul, He always remains separate and 
acts as a witness to the activities of the individual soul. Being next 
to the soul, Supersoul guides the soul and permits it to act. When 
one's instinct from within says "You have done good" and makes 
one feel good, that direction was given by the Supersoul, and when 
one's instinct says "You have done bad" or "You should not have 
done that" or makes one feel guilty, that is also coming from the 
Supersoul. But because the individual soul does not understand the 
inner directions, but is serious about following, the Supersoul 
manifests externally as the Guru to that individual soul to give 
directions. The Gopalatapani Upani�ad separates the Supersoul 
from the soul thus, siik$i cetal.i kevalo nirgul)as ca, "Supersoul is 
fully cognizant and fully non-material in quality and witnesses the 
soul." The Prasnopani�ad also states: 

e$a hi dr$fii spra$fii srota ghrata rasayita 
manta boddha karta vijfJ.anatma puru$al_1 

sa pare 'k$ara atmani sarilprati$fhe. 

"The Supersoul seated near the individual soul is actually the 
overseer, the toucher, the communicator, the listener, the smeller, 
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the enjoyer, the preceptor, and the Master. He is the instructor, the 
benefactor, fully cognizant, the infallible, and the manifestation of 
the Personality of Godhead." 

Supersoul is the best friend of the soul and takes 
responsibility for every proper action of the soul. The mind is 
responsible for one's improper actions. However, those who are 
ignorant try to blame their miseries on the Lord, just as one tries to 
blame the burnt taste of pudding on fire. It is not the fire that causes 
the pudding to burn; the mistake is of the cook. Indeed, not even a 
blade of grass moves without the sanction of the Lord, but the proper 
way to understand this is to realize that we are the cause of our 
destiny, which Lord Kr�1,1a only sanctions. Blaming God for one's 
misdeeds is like blaming the hands for committing a crime. Thus, 
when a tree produces nice blossoms or fruits, it is due to the 
presence of Supersoul within, because the individual living entity 
cannot do anything without the help of the Lord. Nevertheless, the 
individual soul, due to being covered by ignorance and false ego, 
thinks itself to be the doer or enjoyer, when in fact the living entity 
cannot even exist in this world without rain and air, which are 
supplied by the Supreme Lord. 

TEXT 24 
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ya evam vetti puru$ari1. 
pralqtim ca gw;iail) saha 
sarvathii vartamiino 'pi 
na sa bhuyo 'bhijayate 

TRANSLATION 

One who understands this philosophy concerning material 
nature, the living entity, and its interaction with the modes of 
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nature, even though still functioning in the material world, does 
not take another birth in this world. 

PURPORT 

In this verse the Lord describes the result of learning and then 
applying the knowledge of the soul and Supersoul and their 
interaction with material nature into practice. The word ca is used 
here to emphasize the living entity who accepts this knowledge and 
lives in this world and acts like a lotus which, even though it is in 
water, is not touched by the water. Such a person becomes a perfect 
devotee of Lord Kpma and remains unaffected by matter, and thus 
receives liberation, thereby stopping the transmigration of the soul. 

TEXT 25 
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dhyanenatmani pasyanti 
kecid atmanam atmana 

anye samkhyena yogena 
karma-yogena capare 

TRANSLATION 

Some people perceive the Supersoul within the heart 
through meditation, some others through the cultivation of 
analytical knowledge, and still others through fruitive actions 
performed without desiring results. 

PURPORT 

Those people whose hearts are sufficiently purified by spiritual 
practices can easily see the Supersoul within. As Lord Kn;Q.a Himself 
confirms in the Srimad Bhagavatam, bhaktya mam abhijanati, 
"Unalloyed devotional service is the only means to understand Me, 
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as I am, in truth." A serious devotee does not need to follow any 
spiritual processes other than performing devotional service in order 
to realize the Supreme Lord. Here the word anye refers to Jftanis 
who practice the analytical study of matter and spirit. The Jftanis 
think that unalloyed devotion means seeing every soul as equal to 
oneself. However, Sripada Madhusudana Saraswati says, kenapi 
nivarayitum asakya avyabhiciiril)i, "Unalloyed service is that which 
should not be avoided or stopped by any means, circumstance, or 
obstacle . "  Nevertheless , sometimes the Jftanis, as previously 
explained, can also come to understand the Lord. The word apare, 
in turn, refers to those meditating Yogis who perform the 
eightfold Yogic system and come to subtly understand the Lord in 
due course. The word karma-yogena refers to those who sacrifice 
the results of their works to realize the Lord. These three categories 
of spiritualists; Yogis, Jftanis, and Karmayogis; are able to see the 
Lord in their consciousness, but they are not able to see Him directly, 
even if they perfect their process. That is because they are situated 
in the mode of goodness and Paramatma is beyond the three modes 
of goodness, passion, and ignorance. When one performs unalloyed 
devotional service to the Lord, then that devotee can understand 
the Lord directly. As Lord Kr�Q.a Himself says in the Srimad 
Bhagavatam, bhaktya mam ekaya grahyam, "Only through 
undivided devotional service can I be understood as I am. "  
Therefore, a Bhaktiyogi is the topmost yogi of all. 

TEXT 26 
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anye tv evam ajanantal;i 
srutvanyebhya upasate 

te 'pi catitaranty eva 
mrtyum sruti-parayal)iil;i 
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TRANSLATION 

Then there are those who are not conversant in spiritual 
knowledge but begin to worship the Supreme Person upon 
hearing about Him from others. Because of their faithful hearing 
from authoritative sources and practicing, they also surely 
transcend the path of birth and death. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kp�Qa confirms here that one should not be proud of 
one's scriptural learning, thinking that only they can reach God. 
God is for everyone, provided they sincerely worship Him. Those 
who do not know the correct scriptural process for seeing the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead because they are not properly 
educated in Vedic science still attain perfection by hearing attentively 
about the narrations of the Lord's transcendental pastimes from 
authorized sources. By following the worshiping process prescribed 
by a bona-fide spiritual authority, they develop the quality of 
transcendence. Such followers, because of their continuous practice, 
become purified and at death are delivered from this material 
existence. This is the potency of following a correct authority. 

TEXT 27 
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yiivat safJ.jayate kifJ.cit 
sattvam sthiivara-jailgamam 
k$etra-k$etrajfJ.a-samyogiit 
tad viddhi bharatar$abha 

TRANSLATION 

0 best of the Bharatas, know that whatever is born in this 
creation, moving and non-moving, is only the combination of both 
the field of activity and the knower of the field. 
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PURPORT 

From this verse to the end of the chapter, Lord Kr�IJ.a reiterates 
the basic knowledge everybody should know. Those who are grossly 
connected to this material world are advised to adopt a spiritual 
process in order to become free from this material world. All beings 
are created by the Lord by His glancing over material nature. The 
spirit soul, as a particle of Lord Kr�IJ.a, has the ability to find the 
process by which it can become free from the material pangs of birth 
and death. The human birth is the highest and best birth among all 
moving and non-moving beings; therefore, it is obligatory for humans 
to practice spiritual life. The actual practice of spiritual life depends 
on the quality of the modes in which one is born. Although anyone 
on the spiritual path gradually advances, if one is in goodness, 
advancement is expedited. 

TEXT 28 
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samam sarve$U bhiite$U 
ti$thantam paramesvaram 
vinasyatsv avinasyantam 

yal;i pasyati sa pasyati 

TRANSLATION 

When one sees Supersoul equally seated in every living 
entity and understands that when the body of the living entity is 
destroyed, Supersoul remains as He is, such a person actually 
sees. 

PURPORT 

Those who have developed themselves spiritually by spiritual 
practice see all living entities, including the moving and nonmoving, 
with equal vision. Such people actually see the Supersoul residing 
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equally within everybody. They know that the soul and Supersoul 
are not destroyed when the material body is destroyed. Such people, 
in due course become self-realized souls, and not those who merely 
have theoretical knowledge of this. 

TEXT 29 
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samam pasyan hi sarvatra 
samavasthitam Isvaram 

na hinasty iitmanii "tmiinam 
tato yati pariim gatim 

TRANSLATION 

Due to seeing the Supersoul seated equally in every living 
entity and not degrading one's self by the mind, consequently 
one attains the supreme abode. 

PURPORT 

The living entity is like a farmer who has been assigned a 
human body, which is like a piece of fertile land used to cultivate. 
To remove weed-like lust, anger, and greed from the land of body 
and to cultivate it to produce the desired result of liberation, it has 
to plow the land with intense desire to execute and plant the seed of 
devotional service. By watering with firm faith in the Lord, the 
seedling of devotion will sprout in due course. The sprouts should 
be watered on a regular basis with the water of chanting the holy 
names of Hare Kp�I)a, Hare l(r�I)a, Kr�I)a Kr�I)a, Hare Hare I Hare 
Rama, Hare Rama, Rama Rama, Hare Hare. In due course, the 
fruits of the crop will be ready to harvest in the form of self
realization. But if the mind is not controlled, one will waste one's 
valuable human birth hankering for sense gratification. 
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The mind is furnished with infinite power to create a 
particular type of body for desires to reside in and to be fulfilled. 
The spirit soul becomes willingly entangled with the body and suffers 
like a silkworm entangled within its self-created cocoon, from 
which it cannot get out. Thus, the soul becomes bound by its 
performed karma and goes on transmigrating. All categories of 
activities, be they either good or bad, produce another body for 
further experiences. But, if a sincere soul comes in contact with a 
pure devotee and surrenders to his commands, then freedom from 
material entanglement is guaranteed. 

Lord Kp;1,1a here explains the glory of properly seeing the soul 
and Supersoul in relation to material nature. Supersoul witnesses 
every action of the living entity because He is seated within the 
heart. Although material nature always brings many demands to 
the mind, which is constantly in flux at every step, a steady devotee 
does not become disturbed and remains fixed in devotional service. 
In this way, such a devotee reaches the spiritual world. 

TEXT 30 
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prakrtyaiva ca karma.Qi 
kriyama.Qani sarvasal) 

ya}) pasyati tathatmanam 
akartararil sa pasyati 

TRANSLATION 

One who perceives that all activities are actually being 
carried out by material nature, and that the sell does nothing, 
actually sees. 
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PURPORT 

The devotees of Lord Kr�:r:ia are said to be the real seers 
because they do not see themselves as the doers of their works. 
They, prior to reaching the devotional platform, due to their false 
ego, had thought that everything was done by them. But due to 
sincerely following the spiritual path, they become purified and 
humble. Thus, they divert their understanding and thus learn that 
the body is given by material nature according to their previous 
karma, and now they should engage in devotional service before it 
becomes too late. When works are performed with such awareness, 
it is understood that material nature is performing the work. Such a 
devotee also knows that every action performed in the world is 
witnessed by Supersoul. Although the Lord has given the living entity 
a human body to serve Him, the living entity has developed a taste 
for matter because of constant connection with matter. Consequently, 
the soul goes through the reactions to its actions even though, by 
nature, the soul is pure. If, by some good fortune, one comes to 
realize that Lord Kr�:r:ia is the Supreme Personality of Godhead and 
that one should dedicate oneself to Him, then the soul becomes 
free from reactions. But such kinds of thoughts emanate only from 
one who inherits merits from one's previous life. 

TEXT 31 
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yada bhiita-prthag-bhavam 
ekastham anupasyati 

tata eva ca vistaram 
brahma sampadyate tada 

TRANSLATION 

When one perceives that all the diverse varieties of living 
entities are of one nature, and also have disseminated from that 
very same nature, at that point one attains the Brahman platform. 
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PURPORT 

All the living entities are parts of Lord Kr�IJ.a and even though 
they possess different looking bodies, they are under His control. 
As they have all come from Lord Kr�IJ.a, they have but one nature, 
to love, and at the time of annihilation are all brought together to 
rest under one nature (Lord Kr�IJ.a) , from which they will be created 
again later. One who understands this knowledge becomes purified 
in this lifetime and achieves liberation at last. 

TEXT 32 
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aniiditviin nirgm)atviit 
paramiitmayam avyayal) 
sarirastho 'pi kaunteya 

na karoti na lipyate 

TRANSLATION 

0 son of Kun ti, being beginningless . and transcendental, 
the Supersoul is beyond material nature, and is inexhaustible. 
Although He lives in the material body, He neither does anything 
nor is entangled. 

PURPORT 

According to one's association with the modes of material 
nature, one takes birth in a higher or lower species of life. In every 
category of birth, the individual soul and Supersoul stay together. 
The individual soul becomes influenced by material allurements, 
Supersoul remains unaffected by them. If one asks why this is so, 
Lord Kr�IJ.a answers this by saying aniiditviit, meaning that the 
Supersoul has no beginning and is the source of everything. This is 
in contrast to the individual soul who endures repeated birth and 
death in a material body due to ignorance of the Absolute Truth. 
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Furthermore, the word nirgu.Qatvatsignifies that Supersoul is beyond 
the three modes of material nature, which are produced by Him. 
He is the Absolute Truth. He is also imperishable and does not 
become implicated in reactions to actions like the individual soul 
does, even though He stays within the same body as the individual 
soul. As the Brhadaral).yaka Upani�ad states: 

vijnanaghana etebhyo eva bhutebhyal) samutthaya tany 
evanuvina$yati na pretya sarilhinasti hovaca yajnavalkyal). 

"'The all-knowing Supersoul, although He is seated within 
the heart of everyone and witnesses the soul's every function, is not 
affected by their material contamination in any way because He is 
beyond this creation,' said Sage Yajftavalkya." 

The individual soul also has its pure and imperishable 
qualities, like those of Supersoul, but only to a minute degree. The 
soul can become overpowered by illusion, but Supersoul can never 
be in illusion. For all these reasons, Supersoul is different from the 
individual soul. 

TEXT 33 
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yatha sarva-gataril sauk$myad 
akasaril nopalipyate 

sarvatravasthito dehe 
tatha "tma nopalipyate 

TRANSLATION 

Just as the sky covers everything, but being so subtle in 
quality, it is not polluted by anything, similarly, the Supersoul 
remains uncontaminated, even though residing in and pervading 
the entire material body. 
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PURPORT 

The soul is in charge of the material body and Supersoul is in 
charge of the individual soul who is a spiritual spark. The spiritual 
includes the material too; therefore Supersoul is in charge of the 
body too, but indirectly. When a soul occupies a kind of body that 
eats sweet pudding, and, due to karma, the very same soul later 
occupies a particular kind of body that eats stool, the Supersoul 
remains unaffected, because He is more subtle than the spirit soul, 
who is already very subtle. 

TEXT 34 
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yatha prakasayaty ekal) 
krtsnaril lokam imam ravil) 

k$etraril k$etri tatha krtsnaril 
prakasayati bharata 

TRANSLATION 

0 scion of Bharata, as the sun alone illuminates the whole 
universe, similarly the living entity alone illuminates the entire 
body by consciousness. 

PURPORT 

The individual soul pervades the whole body in the form of 
consciousness, and Supersoul guides it. Supersoul is like the sun, 
which illumines all things, including the living entities of this world, 
yet is not affected by them in any way. As it is stated in the 
Kathopani�ad: 

siiryo yatha sarva Jokasya cak$UI 
na lipyate cak$user biihya do$aii) 

ekas tatha sarva bhiitantar atma 
na lipyate loka dul)khena bahyai) 
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"Just as the sun illuminates the whole world and is said to be 
the eyes of everyone because it helps everyone to see everything 
but does not become affected by the faults of the eyes, similarly, the 
Supersoul within the heart of every living entity does not become 
affected in any way by the contaminations of their actions or by the 
experiences of their happiness or distress ." 

TEXT 35 
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k$etra-k$etrajii.ayor evam 
antaram jii.ana-cak$U$ii 

bhiita prakrti mok$aiil ca 
ye vidur yanti te param 

TRANSLATION 

Those who perceive with the vision of knowledge, the 
workings and differences between the body and the owner of the 
body, and also understand the process of liberation from this 
material world, attain the Supreme. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kp�Q.a concludes this chapter by speaking about 
liberation. One achieves liberation from this material world by 
knowing the field of activities (the body), the knower of the field 
(the spirit soul) , and Paramatma (the Supersoul), the enjoyer. 
Among these three, the soul and Supersoul are said to be the 
knowers of the field. But the Supersoul remains aloof from 
experiencing reactions of karma accumulated by the soul using the 
body. As Srila Visvanatha Chakravarti Thakura states, dvayol) 
k$etrajii.ayor madhye jiviitmii k$etra dharma-bhiik, "Among the two 
knowers of the field (the individual soul and the Supersoul); the 
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individual soul is responsible for reaping the reactions of actions 
performed using its physical body." 

The conclusion of Chapter Thirteen is that even though 
Supersoul resides within the gross body of the individual soul, He 
remains free from the responsibilities of the body's actions and their 
reactions. Those who accept and understand this science develop 
the desire to become liberated from this material world and obtain 
it by performing devotional service. Those who follow the statements 
of the scriptures under the guidance of a perfect Guru are said to be 
the most fortunate because they begin to act with their original 
consciousness-working for God only. 

Thus ends the Vrajavasi Purports of the Thirteenth Chapter 
of the Srimad Bhagavad Gita in the matter of Knowledge of the 
Soul and Supersoul. 

Harl Om Tat Sat 



CHAPTER FOURTEEN 

The Modes of Material Nature 

TEXT 1 
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sri bhagavan uvaca 

parari:J. bhuyal;l pravak$yiimi 
jiiananam jiianam uttamam 
yaj-jiiatva munayal;l sarve 
param siddhim ito gatal;l 

TRANSLATION 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead said: Again, I shall 
explain that supreme wisdom, which is the best of all knowledge, 
and by knowing which all the sages have attained perfection 
and at last attained the supreme destination. 
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PURPORT 

This chapter explains how the three modes of material nature; 
goodness, passion, and ignorance; bind the living entity to the 
material world. By contrast, devotional service to the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead relieves one from the clutches of these three 
modes. It was explained in the previous chapter that the knowledge 
of the material body, the living entity, Supersoul, and the interaction 
amongst them is the real knowledge and is liberating. Those who 
are free from false prestige or false ego can learn this science of 
devotional service, by practicing which they become free from the 
entanglement of this material world and thus obtain liberation. 

Actually one's destination depends on the quality of one's 
association, which leads either to further bondage or to liberation 
from this world. This raises several questions, such as what character 
must one develop and what quality of person should one associate 
with in order to be liberated from this world? Also, what are the 
results achieved by associating with different categories of people? 
What are the symptoms of a perfect person? How can one become 
free from bad qualities? All these questions are answered by Lord 
Kpm.a in this chapter. Such knowledge is superior to worldly 
knowledge, just as butter is superior to margarine. Those who know 
this science develop the symptoms of a liberated person. Among 
those who seek liberation, the ones who find a perfectly qualified 
devotee to associate with are the most fortunate of all. This 
association only happens by the grace of the Supreme Lord. 

TEXT 2 

� �  lllf �= I 
�sfit ;fiq'iit14"*' � � �� Tf 1 1� 1 1 

idam jii.anam upasritya 
mama sadharmyam agatiil) 

sarge 'pi nopajayante 
pralaye na vyathanti ca 
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TRANSLATION 

By becoming fixed in this knowledge many have attained 
My abode, after which they neither take birth in this world at the 
time of creation nor are anguished at the time of annihilation. 

PURPORT 

Anyone who receives transcendental knowledge from a 
qualified Spiritual Master and faithfully follows his orders of serving 
and praying to Lord Kr�Q.a with controlled senses does not take 
another birth again in this world. Devotional service to the Supreme 
Lord destroys the reactions to one's previous actions, and thus the 
practitioner attains liberation. Hence, anyone whose devotion is 
guided by a perfect Spiritual Master gradually develops the qualities 
of jivan-mukta, or the stage of liberation, while still alive in this 
world. As the Rgveda states,  tad vi$Q01) paramam padam sada 
pasyanti siirayal), "The Supreme Lord, who lives in the spiritual 
world, is always seen by the purified souls. " The word sadharmyam 
signifies that the fully purified devotees of the Lord achieve that 
liberation of having the same form as the Lord in His abode. Hence, 
even a partial glimpse of the Almighty Supreme Lord, helps prevent 
the soul from returning to this mortal world, which is as unreal as a 
dream and is subjected to destruction. 

TEXT 3 

lfif � f.p:foc:;:_<jj� d f�1' '1fli � I 
�: � � .  � 1{Rd' 1 1 � 1 1 

mama yonir mahad-brahma 
tasmin garbham dadhamy aham 

sambhaval) sarva-bhiitiinam 
tato bhavati bhiirata 
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TRANSLATION 

0 scion of Bharata, the total material energy, addressed as 

Brahman, is used by Me as the womb in which I place the seed. of 
impregnation so birth of all the living entities becomes possible. 

PURPORT 

How the eternal and beginningless living entity comes in 
contact with the three modes of material nature and how it is born 
in this world is explained in this verse. Material existence, which is 
governed by the three modes of material nature, is established by 
the Supreme Personality of Godhead,  Lord Kp�Qa. After 
annihilation, the whole creation rests within the abdomen of the 
Lord until the next creation. As it is stated in the MuQ<,iaka Upani�ad, 
tasmad etat  brahma nama rupa annam ca jayate, "The complete 
material nature, all the movable and immovable living forms, and 
all eatable foods are born from the Supreme Lord."  

Because of Lord Kr�Qa's impregnating the material nature, is 
that all the living entities come into this world through the connection 
of earth, water, fire, air, and ether. After this the Lord remains aloof 
from the creation, just as a watchmaker remains aloof from a watch 
after putting the watch together. After becoming entangled with 
matter the living entity, with its independent attitude, develops the 
mood to enjoy matter. 

The word mahad-brahma refers to this vast material nature 
whose limits cannot be fixed by time or circumstance. Thus, the word 
mahad-brahma is used by Lord Kr�Qa to indicate the womb 
employed for the creation of all categories of bodies for the living 
entities. One may wonder, if the Supreme Lord is all-powerful and 
omniscient, why does He use material nature, Maya, to give birth, 
which He could do by Himself? To answer this, the scriptures state 
that the Lord does not use Maya (material nature) to give birth; it is 
Maya who takes help from the Lord to give birth. The Supreme 
Lord's using Maya to create does not diminish His supremacy or 
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unlimited potency, but it is similar to how a person uses the help of 
their hand to write a letter or gives a lecture by using the help of the 
mouth, which does not diminish their power of writing or speaking. 
As hands and a mouth are parts of a human, similarly, Maya is the 
Lord's energy, a part of Him. Even though the Lord is capable of 
creating without using Maya, still He uses her, because by using her 
He lets all the living entities know that all beings are brothers and 
sisters and thus are related to each other, being born from one womb, 
Maya. Thus there is no need to think that other creatures are 
inferiors, and develop lack of compassion towards them, and kill 
them to eat them. Moreover, the living entities are given birth to 
have a favorable atmosphere to experience their performed karma. 
The karma and the facilities to experience karma are all dull matter 
and therefore allowing the living entity to possess a suitable body 
made of dull matter to experience karma is required. For this reason, 
the Lord uses Maya and Maya serves the Lord by giving the 
opportunity to the living entities to become purified by experiencing 
the results of their karma. By experiencing karma they become 
purified and become eligible to serve the Lord here in this world 
and later in the spiritual world. 

TEXT 4 

\t4:4'if.tj ��4 1l*r= � m: I 
� � '1�tflf.t<:� 4l'ii1!14G= ftrar 1 1)( 1 1 

sarva-yoni$U kaunteya 
miirtayal) sambhavanti ya}) 

tasam brahma mahad-yonir 
aham bija-pradal) pita 

TRANSLATION 

0 son of Kunti, whatever kind of bodies are produced in 
all different wombs, the total material nature is their mother, I 
am their seed-giving father. 
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PURPORT 

The parenthood of Mother Nature and the Supreme Lord 
applies to the living entity eternally, not just at the time of creation. 
The word sarvayoni signifies that all categories of bodies, starting 
from Lord Brahma down to an insignificant ant, whether moving or 
nonmoving, fall under this system of creation. In this process Lord 
Kr�r.ia is the seed-giving father and material nature is the womb
carrying mother of all living entities for all time. Thus, all creatures 
are very closely related with each other. 

TEXT S 

� \� �.,. � "T1IT= �= I 
� "l�l�lgi � 4:�-=t"l&!l4"( l l '1 1 1  

sattvam rajas tama iti 
gw;ial) prakrti sambhaval;i 

nibadhnanti mahabaho 
dehe dehinam avyayam 

TRANSLATION 

0 mighty-armed Arjuna, the three modes; goodness, 
passion, and ignorance; are born from material nature and they 
bind the eternal soul to a material body. 

PURPORT 

After speaking about the origin of the living entities by the 
combination of material nature and the Lord's glance, Lord Kr�r.ia 
explains in the following four verses about how the living entity 
becomes bound by the three modes of material nature. These, the 
three modes, are explained to be of material nature and not of the 
soul. As is stated in the Srimad Bhagavatam, satvam rajas tama iti 
prakrter niitmano gm;ial), "The three modes; goodness, passion, and 
ignorance; belong to material nature and not to the spirit soul." One 
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may wonder how are the three modes; goodness, passion, and 
ignorance; able to overcome the spiritual spark (soul) and keep it in 
the illusion of so-called happiness? The answer is that the spiritual 
spark is very small, thus it becomes overwhelmed by the modes of 
nature. And when it occupies a material body, it forgets its original 
duty of serving Lord Kf�I).a and thus engages in chewing the chewed 
of this world. All the living entities are tied to the three modes since 
time immemorial due to having contacted material nature and thus 
developing misidentification with the material body. The 
incompatible combination of the spirit soul and material body is the 
reason for this situation. 

TEXT 6 

<f?I' � R4��1dFfll\lltfl'1"U'14"{ 1 
�ct�*"f � �l"f�*"f � 1 1� 1 1  

tatra sattvam nirmalatvat 
prakasakam anfimayam 

sukha-sangena badhnati 
jfJ.fina-sangena cfinagha 

TRANSLATION 

0 sinless Arjuna, of these, the mode of goodness, being 
purer than the other modes, is illuminating and is free of defects. 
It conditions the living entity in the concept of acquiring 
knowledge and happiness. 

PURPORT 

The mode of goodness helps one to seek the medium to obtain 
knowledge and happiness because it is relatively pure compared to 
the other two modes. As the word satvam is defined in the Vyakaral).a 
Sastra, prakasa sukha-kfiral)am sattvam, "The mode of goodness 
causes one to seek clearer vision and happiness . "  The word 
anfimayam signifies that the mode of goodness keeps one away from 
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becoming contaminated and keeps one peaceful, satisfied, and 
attached to one's occupational duty. Although goodness helps one 
to gain knowledge and happiness, it also enhances the ego by making 
one think "I am happy, l am wise, I am learned," etc., which is why 
it binds one to taking birth again in this world. Since the activities of 
people in goodness are usually authorized by the scriptures, such 
people remain happy while alive and attain the heavenly planets at 
the end. But after enjoying there they return again to this world. 
Hence, there is no liberation to be gained from the mode of 
goodness .  Those who are intelligent therefore engage in the 
devotional service of the Lord, which gradually brings them to the 
pure mode of goodness and ultimately liberates them from this 
world. The phrase "O sinless one" for Arjuna refers to Lord Kr�Q.a 
reminding everyone not to accept the ego of "I am happy, I am 
knowledgeable," etc., because it will invite sin and contamination 
into the person. Any kind of contamination leads the soul to 
degradation. 

TEXT 7 

rajo ragatmakaril viddhi 
t�JJa-sailga-samudbha vam 

tan-nibadhnati kaunteya 
karma-sailgena dehinam 

TRANSLATION 

0 son of Kunti, know that the mode of passion is 
characterized by unlimited desires and material attachments along 
with cravings, and it binds the embodied soul to material works 
and their outcomes. 
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PURPORT 

The intense desire for sense gratification is caused by the mode 
of passion. Passion is never satisfied, because when the objects of 
the senses are supplied,  passion only increases. Whatever a 
passionate person achieves, they become very much attached to it 
and care for it more and more. These two qualities of hankering 
and attachment increase the fire of sense gratification more and 
more. In this way, one becomes strongly bound by the laws of karma. 
The quality of passion is defined in the Nirukti Dictionary thus, raga 
tf$1.18 sanga kara1_1am rajal;l, "Any quality that causes one to develop 
lust, hankering, and attachment to the sense objects is categorized 
as passion." A person of passion directs all spiritual and material 
activities towards attaining objects which will satisfy the senses. 
Passion makes one become envious to competitors and no matter 
what, they will try to achieve the desired goal. Such a person, unless 
they sincerely change by adopting spiritual life, remains bereft of 
liberation. 

TEXT S 

d� �-r=�11"1� � � \14�1%wtl"( I 
\11'11<;1{J)�fic;1f11eRl<i1� 1ITT(f 1 1c 1 1  

tamas tv ajiiiinajam viddhi 
mohanam sarva-dehinam 

pramadalasya nidrabhis 
tan nibadhnati bharata 

TRANSLATION 

0 scion of Bharata, know that ignorance is born of 
nescience, which keeps all the living entities in illusion and binds 
them to negligence, indolence, and sleep. 

PURPORT 

Any conviction which keeps one away from the real 
identification of the self or away from the realization of the Lord is 
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said to be illusion. As the Vyiikarai:ia Sastra defined the word tamas 
thus, vastu-tathatmya jnanav arkam viparyaya jnana janakariJ. tam�, 
"Any quality which covers one's real knowledge of the self ('.lnd 
makes one understand things reverse to reality is said to be 
ignorance."  In such a condition, one is unable to recognize the real 
goal of life . Such a quality attaches one to material activities, 
sluggishness, procrastinating, carelessness, dirtiness, and moroseness, 
and reverse thinking. Taking to spiritual life is the only solution to 
exit from such a situation. 

TEXT 9 

� � \i�4ki �= � lTIVf I 
=:tll"f+il�('4 g (f+i': � \i�4('9>d 1 1� 1 1 

sattvaril sukhe saiijayati 
raja]J karmal)i bharata 

jnanam avrtya tu tamal) 
pramade sanjayaty uta 

TRANSLATION 

Goodness attaches one to happiness, passion to the fruits 
of action, and ignorance, by covering one's knowledge, attaches 
one to negligence. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kr�Qa again defines the three modes by saying that the 
mode of goodness keeps one mild in behavior, soft and fair in dealing, 
and interested in material happiness. Such a person performs 
activities that are authorized by the scriptures. Passion keeps one 
attached to the results of worldly works, makes one hanker for 
desired things and lament for lost things. Such a person experiences 
both happiness and distress. Ignorance, on the other hand, makes 
one lean towards negligence, lack of enthusiasm, unnecessary sleep, 
and illusion. 
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TEXT 10 

� � � lITT:(f I 
�= � � (l"Jf: � �� mou 

rajas tamas cabhibhuya 
sattvam bhavati bharata 

raja]J. sattvam tamas caiva 
tama]J. sattvam rajas tatha 

TRANSLATION 

669 

0 scion of Bharata, sometimes goodness dominates by 
surpassing the modes of passion and ignorance; sometimes passion 
dominates by defeating goodness and ignorance; and at other 
times ignorance prevails over goodness and passion. 

PURPORT 

Everyone is born in this world with three modes; goodness, 
passion, and ignorance; but due to one's past deeds, a particular 
mode of nature becomes dominant for that person in the present 
life. By the arrangement of the Supreme, a certain mode surpasses 
the other two and dominates the person to make one act in a 
particular manner. For example, if someone performed mostly good 
deeds in their past life, then goodness will dominate the person in 
the current lifetime. When passion dominates in this life, it should 
be understood that there were equal mixed works; good and bad 
deeds; in that person's past life. Those who acted obnoxiously in 
their past life, out of ignorance of the truth, will procrastinate and 
be naturally lazy in this life. Whatever mode dominates a person, 
that kind of action will manifest in the present life, unless the person 
becomes blessed by the association of a perfect devotee .  The 
Supreme Personality of Godhead, Lord Kr�IJ.a, and His bona-fide 
devotee have the power to change the destiny of those who sincerely 
desire to perform devotional service. 
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TEXT 11 

\l4J;i'<;l ���"( � \3q'iifl4d I 
� � � f?4ij1fa9� \l�fil� 1 1n 1 1  

sarva-dvare$U dehesIIlin 
prakasa upajayate 

jiianam yada tada vidyad 
vivrddham sattvaIIl ity uta 

TRANSLATION 

14-11 

When all the doors of the body are illuminated by 
knowledge, it should be understood that goodness is prominent. 

PURPORT 

The characteristics a person develops when one of the three 
modes dominates are now described by Lord Kf�l)a. When goodness 
predominates, all of the knowledge-acquiring senses, such as the 
eyes, ears, and nose, are illumined by scriptural knowledge. In other 
words, those who engage only in scriptural activities are understood 
to be dominated by goodness. When a person follows the scriptural 
path, the knowledge-acquiring senses do not act wantonly, and thus 
the soul within is kept clean for attaining self-realization. 

TEXT 12 

�: S19Rt<1<:Af: €fi4011q\f+f: � I 
<:'::it�dlR 'iifl4� � � l lHJ I  

lobhal; pravrttir araIIlbhal) 
karma1)8II1 asaIIlal; sprha 

rajasy etani jayante 
vivrddhe bharatar$abha 
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TRANSLATION 

0 chief of the Bharata dynasty, when passion is on the 
increase, greed, attachment for materialistic things, endeavoring 
for selfish motives, and uncontrollable craving for sensual 
pleasures manifest. 

PURPORT 

The symptoms of being dominated by passion are excessive 
greediness and impatience. People dominated by passion do not 
tolerate any interruption in their accumulation of wealth, and their 
undertakings are always directed towards increasing their wealth. 
Their expenditures, in turn, are for the comforts of their body and 
family. Hence, their thoughts are directed towards indriya bhoga 
sukha, or physical and mental sense pleasures. Their hankering for 
the opposite gender is also very strong, and thus they remain 
bereft of peace. It is very difficult for them to be detached from 
anything material. When such symptoms are seen in a person, they 
are considered to be in the mode of passion. 

TEXT 13 

�!Fl\l:t:OS�Jlrl � � � � I 
d&f�diPt � � 1\<l .. 9G .. 1 1 �� 1 1 

aprakaso 'pravrttis ca 
pramado moha eva ca 

tamasy etani jayante 
vivrddhe kuru-nandana 

TRANSLATION 

0 son of the Kuru dynasty, when there is an increase of 
ignorance, then madness, carelessness, illusion, and imprudence 
are manifested. 
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PURPORT 

When a person acts foolishly, acts under illusion, rejects the 
statements of the scriptures, is lazy by nature, forgetful, is attached 
to lies, is carefree, is dull, and is stubborn, then such a person is said 
to be in the mode of ignorance. People in the mode of ignorance do 
not have any interest in spiritual knowledge because they do not 
care what happens to them after death. They are much more 
interested in worldly education, material association of friends and 
relatives, and they do not know how to direct their wealth and 
possessions properly for higher awareness. 

TEXT 14 

� � � g: � <nra � I 
acil'd'1M�i �f.fiM'1(Jil"".AkNijd m'61 1 

yada sattve pravrddhe tu 
pralayam yati deha-bhrt 

tadottama-vidam lokan 

amalan pratipadyate 

TRANSLATION 

When one dies while goodness is in domination, that person 
attains the higher planets, where purified people go. 

PURPORT 

In these two verses, Lord Kr�l)a reveals the destination of 
someone who is dominated by a particular mode at the time of death. 
Those who die while their consciousness is dominated by goodness 
reach the heavenly planets. As it is stated in the Srimad Bhagavatam, 
sa tve pralina}J svar-yan ti, "Those who die when goodness is 
dominant reach the heavenly planets to enjoy there." 
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TEXT 15 

� � � %4\tft:l � I 
<1� st<*\ .. \a+iN '(<t4'if.t1 � 1 1 1'1 1 1  

rajasi pralayam gatva 
karma-saligi$U jayate 

tatha pralinas tamasi 
miic;lha-yoni$U jayate 

TRANSLATION 

673 

One who dies while passion is in dominance is reborn among 
humans attached to the fruits of their works; and one who dies 
while ignorance is dominant takes birth among the lower species. 

PURPORT 

Those who die while they are in passion are reborn in the 
human world where they experience the reactions to their worldly 
actions. Also, those who die in ignorance take their next birth in 
lower species where they also experience reactions. As it is stated in 
the Srimad Bhagavatam, nara-lokam rajolayal), tamotas tu nirayam, 
"Those who die while dominated by passion are reborn in this human 
world; those who die while ignorance is predominant glide down to 
lower species ."  Therefore, in the human form of life , one must 
cultivate spiritual life in order to reach the spiritual world, which is 
completely free of all reactions and miseries of life. As Lord Kr�1.1a 
says in the Srimad Bhagavatam, yanti mam eva nirglll)al), "Those 
who situate themselves above the three modes of goodness, passion, 
and ignorance reach My supreme abode." Lord Kr�1.1a further says 
in the Srimad Bhagavatam: 

tasmad deham imam Jabdhva 
jflana-vijflana sambhavam 

gul)a-sangam vinirdhiiya 
mam bhajantu vicak$a1Ja}J 
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"Therefore, after attaining this rarely obtained human birth, 
which is very conducive to obtaining spiritual knowledge and God 
realization, the intelligent should sever their connection to the three 
modes of goodness, passion, and ignorance and exclusively engage 
in worshipping Me, the Personality of Godhead, with devotional 
service. "  

TEXT 16 

�: �1\dBll§: �1F:i4' R# � I 
<:'51�� � �=<..<-4'1'*114 �= � m�u 

karmal)a./;1 sukrtasyahu}J 
sattvikaril nirmalaril phalam 

rajasas tu phalaril du]Jkham 
ajiianaril tamasa]J phalam 

TRANSLATION 

Vrrtuous actions are performed in goodness and result in 
purification; actions performed in passion result in distress; and 
actions in ignorance result in keeping one unwise. 

PURPORT 

Those who are in goodness act piously and like to do things 
as per scriptural rules. Thus, they enjoy the good results of their 
actions and are normally seen happy. They are more inclined towards 
spiritual life. Those who are in passion do not have any clear 
understanding of scriptural rules and act as per their whims. Thus, 
they experience both pleasures and problems simultaneously. Such 
people mostly make a show of their spiritual life if they accept it. 
Those who are ignorant remain in illusion about spiritual life. They 
are more inclined towards violence and their actions generally end 
in abject misery. As Lord Kr�r:ia says in the Srimad Bhagavatam, 
hirilsa prayadi tamasam, "Those who are in ignorance are generally 
engaged in violence." 
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TEXT 17 

�*'llcti:::iil�d � � � 1Fr � I 
�'ii�iflet � �S�l"'1?fq � m�ll 

sattvat safljayate jiianaril 
rajaso Jobha eva ca 

pramado-mohau tamaso 
bhavato )iianam eva ca 

TRANSLATION 

675 

Indeed, from the mode of goodness, knowledge arises; from 
the mode of passion, greed develops; and from ignorance comes 
negligence, illusion, and being unwise. 

PURPORT 

The person in goodness likes to develop their knowledge and 
their actions result in being content. Such people are smooth in 
nature and lean towards pious deeds. The actions of those who are 
passionate end in hankering for material sense gratification, which 
later on results in frustration and dissatisfaction. Such people are 
mostly in a build and break mood. The person in ignorance, in tum, 
is known for unwise actions and having a violent nature. Such people 
are always lethargic and unthoughtful. 

TEXT 18 

� "l�Rt � � RtteRt �= I 
'iilt1�1ol'jf*1BU 3iW "l�Rt �= l l� c l l  

urdhvaril gacchanti sattvastha 
madhye ti$thanti rajasiil) 

jaghanya guIJ.a-vrttistha 
adho gacchanti tamasiil) 
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TRANSLATION 

Those situated in goodness go upwards to higher planets; 
those in the mode of passion remain on the earthly planet; and 
those situated in ignorance act abominably and thus glide down 
to lower planets. 

PURPORT 

Here, Lord Kp:;IJ.a further elaborates on the destination of 
those who are dominated by a particular mode of nature. A living 
entity is rewarded a human birth along with the power to distinguish 
and select. This means the power to reason exists with humans, which 
is why they are responsible for their acts. In other words, a human's 
reasoning power is a gift from God to utilize and get their work 
done. However, He also leaves them free to use that gift in right or 
wrong ways and thus they can become promoted or degraded by 
their performance. 

People who are in goodness, according to the degree of 
goodness of their activities, reach the upper planets; as far up as the 
abode of Lord Brahma, where they enjoy heavenly delights. Those 
who are in passion take repeated births in this human world of sin 
and piety. Those who are in ignorance, depending on their degree 
of ignorant acts, go to lower planets and after experiencing suffering 
there they take their birth amongst the lower creatures. Depending 
on how much one is covered by the modes, the next destination is 
decided by destiny for them. 

TEXT 19 

� �: � � �te13q:wra I 
� -q'( � � 'tjfsftp1�Rt m((l l 

nanyam gmJebhya kartaram 
yada dr$tanupasyati 

gu1.1ebhyas ca param vetti 
madbhavam so 'dhigacchati 
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TRANSLATION 

.When one properly sees that no activity can be performed 
without these .three modes, and knows the Supersoul, who . is 
transcendental to them, such a person is promoted to My spiritual 
world. 

PURPORT 

One who considers oneself to be the doer, enjoyer, and owner 
of things becomes bound by the stringent karmic laws. Lord K:pm,a 
has said (3.27) that all works are done by the three modes born 
from material nature . Those who understand that there is a 
Supersoul who is beyond the three modes of material nature and 
engage themselves in devotfonal service to please Him receive 
transcendental happiness while alive and at last attain liberation. 
But, those who follow a particular spiritual path such as meditation 
or the path of Jfi.ana, even with the understanding that their activities 
are done as a sacrifice for the Supreme Lord, do not receive sufficient 
results to attain liberation. However, every endeavor of real devotees 
who act only to please Lord �Qa is guided by Him, and thus is 
sufficient enough to attain liberation. 

TEXT 20 

10114di'1(11("£1 ;ft�tl �t\�!Jft€11"{ I 
'5t "+i 43 ('9)'.iit <Is=� Pf !fhl s 43 d +i"jd I I� o I I  

gUl)an etan atitya trin 
dehi deha-samudbhavan 

janma-mrtyu-jara-du}J.khair 
vimukto 'mrtam asnute 

TRANSLATION 

When an embodied soul transcends the three modes that 
are the source of producing the physical body, that person 
becomes free from birth, death, old age, and the miseries arising 
from them, and thus experiences transcendental bliss. 
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PURPORT 

The spirit soul, even though governed by the three modes of 
material nature, is awarded liberation if it acts according to the orders 
of a perfect Spiritual Master. If one's actions are guided by a 
scripturally authorized Spiritual Master, then in due course they rise 
above the three modes. Such obedient disciples of the Spiritual 
Master become free from the repetition of birth and death and enter 
into the kingdom of God where they eternally live free from the 
pains of birth and death. 

TEXT 21 

3F¥ �  
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arjuna uvaca 

kair lingais trin-gmJan etan 
atito bhavati prabho 

kim acaral) katham caitams 
trin-gul)iin ativartate 

TRANSLATION 

Arjuna said: My dear Lord, by what symptoms is one to be 
known who has transcended these three modes and what is their 
conduct? Also, how does one transcend the modes of nature? 

PURPORT 

Although Lord Kp�JJ.a previously answered a question of 
Arjuna regarding the quality of a steady devotee (2.54), Arjuna asks 
the Lord for further clarification regarding how to recognize a 
devotee who is situated beyond the three modes of material 
nature . Specifically, Arjuna wants to know the symptoms, the 
characteristics, and the process for being situated beyond these 
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modes. Previously, Arjuna had not directly asked about these kinds 
of symptoms. 

TEXTS 22-25 
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sri bhagavan uvaca 

prakasaiiJ. ca pravrttim ca 
moham eva ca pm;u;lava 

na dve$ti sariJ.pravrttani 
na nivrttani karik$ati 

udasinavad asmo 
gw;iair yo na vicalyate 

gul)a vartanta ity evam 
yo 'vati�thati nengate 

sama-dul).kha-sukhal).-svastha]J 
sama-lo$tasma-kaiicana}J 

tulya-priyapriyo dhiras 
tulya-ninda "tma-saiiJ.stuti]J 

manapamanayos tulyas 
tulyo mitrari-pak$ayol). 

sarvarambha parityagi 
gul)atital). sa ucyate 
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TRANSLATION 
The Supreme Personality of Godhead said: 0 Son of King 

PiiJ;l<,tu, anyone who neither loathes enlightenment (outcome of 
goodness) ,  attachment (outcome of passion) , or delusion 
(outcome of ignorance) when they are present, nor longs for them 
when they disappear; who remains materially neutral, who cannot 
be moved by the material modes; who knows that the modes alone 
are operating actively; who remains firm in devotion and does 
not waver an iota from it; who regards happiness and distress 
equally, who is situated in the self, who sees with equal vision a 
lump of mud, a piece of stone, and a piece of gold; who regards 
the dear and the unfriendly equally, who is fixed in devotion, 
who remains equal in receiving praise and criticism; who is steady 
in the face of honor and dishonor, who treats friend and foe alike; 
who has abandoned all sense of doership; such a person is said to 
have transcended the three modes. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kp�i:ia answers two of Arjuna's three questions here one 
after another. His first answer regarding the symptoms of a steady 
devotee who is beyond the three modes of material nature is that 
those who are situated in the mode of goodness are illumined with 
knowledge; those who are in passion engage in worldly works; and 
those who are in ignorance always remain in illusion. Those who 
are in goodness, even if they are in misery, neither hanker for things 
they do not have nor lament for things they have lost. Such people 
easily rise above the three modes. 

The answer to the second question of Arjuna's, regarding the 
character of a steady devotee, who is beyond the three modes, is 
that such a person remains undisturbed and equipoised both in 
happiness and distress. Such a person is neutral, like a person who 
mediates two fighting persons. When happiness and distress come, 
such a person remains undisturbed. Their intelligence is not 
flickering. They do not care about glory or criticism. Such a person 
is said to be situated beyond the three modes. 
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TEXT 26 
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mam ca yo 'vyabhiciire1.1a 
bhakti-yogena sevate 

sa gu1.1iin samatityaitiin 
brahma-bhuyaya kalpate 

TRANSLATION 

681 

One who performs unalloyed and uninterrupted devotional 
service unto Me transcends the three modes of material nature 
and becomes fit to reach the Brahman platform. 

PURPORT 

This is the answer to Arjuna's third question. Here the word 
ca is used in regard to the transcendentally beautiful two-armed 
form of Lord Kr�Q.a, named Govinda, who stands bent in three places 
and plays His flute. In other words, those who steadily worship the 
beautiful form of Lord Govinda with unswerving unalloyed devotion 
soon transcend the three modes of material nature. Earlier (7.14) 
Lord Kr�Q.a said, mam eve ye prapadyante miiyiim etiim taranti te, 
"Those who surrender unto Me alone easily cross beyond this 
illusory energy called Maya." 

The word eva also signifies that Lord Kr�Q.a can only be 
understood through devotional service. What kind of devotional 
service does one have to perform? Lord Kr�Q.a answers this by 
using the word a vyabhicare1.1a,  indicating that it should be 
unswerving and unalloyed. This devotion should not be mixed with 
any other mood of spiritual processes. However, if one is unable to 
perform such pure devotional service, even mixed service should 
be performed for Lord Kr�Q.a .  For example ,  Lord Kr�Q.a 
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recommended that when a Jfiani reaches the culmination of 
knowledge, that knowledge should be offered to Him. The most 
intelligent approach is to take directly to Bhaktiyoga and serve Lord 
Kf�I)a to please Him, because only Bhaktiyoga does not fail. As 
Lord Kf�I)a Himself says in the Srimad Bhagavatam: 

satvika]J. karako 'sangi ragandho rajasa]J. smrta]J. 

tamasa]J. smrti-vibhra$fO nirgw;w mad-apasraya]J. 

"Those who are unattached to the results of their actions are 
said to be in goodness. Those who are attached incessantly to the 
results of their work are said to be in passion. Those who work 
without considering pros and cons and are careless about scriptural 
evidence remain in illusion and are said to be in ignorance. However, 
those who sincerely dedicate their lives to seriously work through 
devotional service to please Me (Lord Kf�I)a) are said to have 
transcended the three modes." 

Therefore, Lord Kf�I)a proves that only through becoming a 
quality devotee and sincerely executing devotional service to please 
Him does one automatically transcend the three modes of material 
nature. Jftanis and yogis have to perfect their knowledge and Yoga 
respectively before they finally reach beyond the three modes of 
material nature. But a sincere devotee of Lord Kf�I)a is quickly able 
to transcend the modes through devotion. 

Srila Sridhara Swami says that the word ca is used in this text 
to specifically indicate worship of the two-armed personal form of 
the Supreme Lord through devotional service. Sri Madhusiidana 
Saraswati says that "devotional service", here means following the 
conclusion of the twelfth chapter of the Bhagavad Gita, which is to 
sincerely execute devotional service to please Lord Kr�i:ia. In sum, 
without rising above the three modes of material nature, one cannot 
achieve perfection in spiritual life, and devotional service to Lord 
Kr�i:ia is the only means to reach this goal in a very short time. This 
was proven by Lord Kr�I)a in the very second chapter. 
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TEXT 27 
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brahma1.10 hi prati$fhiiham 
amrtasyavyayasya ca 

sasvatasya ca dharmasya 
sukhasyaikantikasya ca 

TRANSLATION 

683 

Indeed, I am the resting place of the impersonal Brahman, 
of eternal liberation, of everlasting devotional service, and of the 
ultimate bliss. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kpma clearly establishes here that He is the source of 
the impersonal Brahman and the ultimate goal of devotional service. 
Therefore, even those who follow the impersonal path (Mayavadis) 
must come to the platform of worshiping Lord K:r�I)a through 
devotional service to obtain liberation. Besides devotional service, 
there is no other choice for such people to obtain ultimate liberation. 
As Srila Sridhara Swami illustrates, "Just as the sun, although 
illuminating the whole world, remains the source of illumination, 
similarly, although Lord K:r�Q.a is called the impersonal Brahman 
and imparts spiritual realizations, He still remains the source of 
Brahman." The K:r�Q.opani�ad states, kf$1.10 brahmaiva sasvatam, 
"Lord K:r�Q.a is actually the source of impersonal Brahman and 
this is the eternal truth. "  The Vi�I)U Pural)a also states, subhasraya]J 
ca cittasya sarvagasya tathatmana]J, "Lord K:r�I)a is the source of all 
auspiciousness. He is the source of the mind and also the source of 
the all-pervading Brahman." Lord Brahma also prays to Lord K:r�I)a 
in the Brahma Sarilhita thus: 
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yasya prabhii prabhavato jagada1:u;la koti 
koti$V ase$a vasudhiidi vibhuti bhinnam 

tad brahma niskalam anantam ase$a bhutam 
govindam iidi-puru$aii1 tam aham bhajiimi 

14-27 

" I  worship Lord Govinda, the Primeval Lord, Whose 
Effulgence is the source of the non-differentiated Brahman 
mentioned in the Upani!;>ads, being differentiated from the infinity 
of glories of the mundane universe appears as the indivisible, Infinite 
and Limitless Truth." 

Moreover, in His fish incarnation, the Lord stated in the 
Srimad Bhagavatam, madiyaril mahimiinaril ca pararil brahmeti 
sabditam, "My glories are celebrated by everyone as the Supreme 
Brahman, the source of impersonal Brahman."  Therefore, knowing 
Lord Kpma is sufficient because that knowledge includes the 
knowledge of the impersonal Brahman. As it is stated in the Vi!;>Q.U 
PuraQ.a, yatriivatin:iam kf$1)iikhyam pararil brahma nariikrtil), "The 
two-armed human-looking form of Lord Kf!;>Q.a is the source of 
impersonal Brahman."  Only by surrendering to Lord Kf!;>Q.a through 
devotional service does one free one's self from the clutches of the 
modes of material nature and ultimately become liberated from this 
world. 

The word amrta used in this text does not indicate nectar of 
heaven or Brahman. It only in

.
dicates liberarion because Lord Kr!:>Q.a 

uses the word avyayasya indicating that when one attains it, one 
lives there eternally. Lord Kf!;>Q.a is also the basis of devotional service 
because it remains unchanged forever and even does not change 
when one reaqhes the spiritual world. One may wonder, if everyone 
likes to be liberated and devotional service is the only way to 
obtain it, and it is easily available to practice, why do people not 
adopt and practice it? As per one's previous karma, one develops a 
particular type of spiritual taste in life in which they feel comfortable 
and satisfied in. For example, in a pond there are fragrance-filled 
blossoming lotuses. There are also many frogs who live in that pond, 
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but because they do not have the qualification to enjoy the lotuses, 
they remain bereft of pleasure. But a bumblebee who is qualified, 
due to having the taste for the fragrance, flies to the pond even 
from a long distance to enjoy the aroma of the lotuses. Frogs enjoy 
the stinky smelly mire, which bumblebees do not appreciate. One 
has to have had sufficient good karma from a previous life to become 
a bumblebee-like personality in order to appreciate and have a 
strong taste for adopting devotional life. And when one sincerely 
follows it, that person becomes liberated from this mortal world. 

Thus ends the Vrajavasi Purports to the Fourteenth Chapter 
of the Srimad Bhagavad Gita in the matter of the Three Modes of 
Material Nature. 

Harl Om Tat Sat 





CHAPTER FIFIEEN 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead 

TEXT 1 

� 
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sri bhagavan uvaca 

urdhva-mii.lam adhal,1.-sakham 
asvattham prahur avyayam 

chandamsi yasya pail).ani 
yasta.riJ. veda sa vedavit 

TRANSLATION 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead said: This material 
creation is like an eternal banyan tree whose roots extend upward 
and branches extend downward, and whose leaves are the Vedic 
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hymns. One who knows this tree-like material creation properly 
is said to be the knower of the Vedas. 

PURPORT 

In this fifteenth chapter, Lord Kp�J)a is established as the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead because He severs the ties of the 
living entity to this material world. This chapter also establishes that 
Lord Kp;J)a is the source of the infallible Paramatma (Supersoul) 
and the fallible living entities Uivatmas) .  The living entities are 
eternal parts of the Supreme Lord, but due to their desire to enjoy 
separately from the Lord, they have been sent to this material world 
for rectification. Those who are fortunate find a scripturally authentic 
Spiritual Master and become introduced to spiritual life . By 
practicing spiritual life, they sever the ties to the material world and 
regain their original position in the spiritual world. In this chapter, 
Kpma explains how a person achieves material detachment and 
becomes steadily engaged in His devotional service as His eternal 
part and parcel. 

In the previous chapter, Lord Kp�J)a mentioned that those who 
worship Him with pure devotional service transcend the three modes 
and realize Him as the Supreme Brahman, the Supreme Personality 
of Godhead, the source of the impersonal Brahman. Now, in this 
chapter, Lord Kff>J)a explains how He is the source of Brahman, 
how this material world is governed by the three modes of nature, 
and what the origin of this world is. 

Lord Kff>J)a begins with an illustrational speech that depicts 
this material universe as an upside-down banyan (pi pp ala) tree, as 
it is stated in the Kathavalli Sruti, iirdhva-miilo 'vak sakha e$O 
'svatthab sanatanal), "This material creation is compared to an 
eternal banyan tree (pippala tree) which has roots that extend 
upward and branches that extend downward. "  This world is 
compared to an upside-down tree because everything works 
backwards in this world. For example, the goals for human beings 
are to be religious, make money, enjoy life, and stop suffering 
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by obtaining liberation. But things do not happen as desired, that is 
why �Q.a compared this universe to an upside-down a8vattha, or a 
banyan tree. For the devotees of the Lord, this word asvattha is 
defined as follows: the segment a means "not," the segment 8va 
means "tomorrow or in the future," and the segment ttha means 
"will stay." In other words, the word asvattha means this creation 
will not remain for devotees in the future because they will receive 
liberation. But for non-devotees, however, due to not attaining 
liberation, this world remains permanently. 

Material creation originally emanated from the Supreme 
Lord and is maintained by Him. He lives in His spiritual abode, 
which is situated above this creation. This material creation is 
gigantic, which is why it is compared to a banyan tree which is also 
gigantic. Its roots begin from the Lord, as He is its creator. Lord 
Brahma is the first living entity created in this universe, thus he is 
said to be its trunk. Lord Brahma's residence and position are below 
Lord Kr�Q.a's, which is why this tree-like universe is said to have its 
branches extend downward. As an upside-down tree (as one may 
see the reflection of a tree in a pool of water) , the branches of this 
tree (universe) extend downward and represent the layers of the 
universe along with the varieties of beings. The leaves of this tree 
are compared to the Vedic mantras. The more leaves a tree has, the 
more beautiful it looks. Similarly, the more scriptural rules one 
follows while in the universe, the better one becomes. The creation 
and destruction of the universe will carry on eternally, which is why 
it is here called the eternal tree. Those who know that this tree 
represents entanglement for the living entities know the essence of 
the Vedas. 

TEXT 2 
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adhas cordhvam prasrtas tasya sakha 
gul).a-pravrddha vi$aya-praviilai) 

adhas ca miilany anusantatani 
karmanubandhini manu$ya-loke 

TRANSLATION 

15-3 

This tree-like universe is nourished by the three modes of 
material nature. Its branches extend downward and also upward. 
Its twigs represent the sense objects. There are roots growing 
downward from its branches that extend to the human society, 
representing fruitive actions that bind them to this world. 

PURPORT 

This unheard-of upside-down banyan tree is watered by the 
three modes of material nature and grows upside-down extending 
its branches and twigs everywhere; starting from the topmost living 
entity, Lord Brahma, down to the insignificant amoeba. The twigs 
of this tree represent the sense objects, such as form, taste, smell, 
sound, and touch. The roots also grow hanging downward from its 
big branches and expand continuously, illustrating the living entity's 
unending karmic reactions. A living entity experiences these 
reactions in 8,400,000 species of life. However, in the human species, 
if one is able to please Lord Kp�I).a with the help of a qualified 
Spiritual Master and become free from one's karmic reactions, one 
can ultimately reach the spiritual world. 

TEXTS 3-4 
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na riipam asyeha tathopalabhyate 
niinto na ciidir na ca samprati$thii 
asvattham enaril suviriit;lha-miilam 

asaiJga-sastrel)a drt;lhena chitvii 

tatal;l padaril tat-parimiirgitavyaril 
yasmin gatii na nivartanti bhii.yal;l 

tam eva ciidyaril puru$ari1 prapadye 
yatal,J. pravrttil;l prasrtii puriil)i 

TRANSLATION 

691 

The form of such a tree is not found in this world nor is its 
beginning, end, and foundation ordinarily known. This deeply 
rooted banyan tree-like material creation should be severed by 
the mighty ax of detachment. Thereafter, one should seek out 
the place by reaching which, one never returns to this world again. 
For this one should surrender to the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead, from whom this material creation has originally 
emanated and flourished since time immemorial. 

PURPORT 

The living entities, although part of the all-blissful Lord, are 
connected to this material world. Therefore, this world becomes 
the instrument of their suffering. The upside-down tree used by Lord 
Kr�Qa to describe the creation is unheard of in this world. Those 
who are intelligent are able to cut the tie of this tree-like material 
world with the strong ax of detachment and dig up its root to find 
the source of pleasure, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, Lord 
Kr�Qa,  who by finding and serving , one becomes liberated. 
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Performing devotional service to the Lord under the guidance of a 

qualified Guru is the only solace for the living entity who desires 
permanent happiness. Lord Kr�i:ia has His own abode where His 
purified devotees go, by reaching which they never return again to 
this world. 

TEXT S  
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nirmana-moha jita-sanga-do$ii 
adhyiitma-nitya vinivrtta-kiimiil;J. 

dvandvair-vimuktiil;J. sukha-dul.Jkha-sailjiiair 
gacchanty amii�ha padam avyayam tat 

TRANSLATION 

Those who are free from illusion, false prestige, and have 
conquered over materialistic association, and who are constantly 
engaged in devotional service, who are completely free from 
material desires and free from the duality of happiness and 
distress; such unbewildered souls attain that eternal abode. 

PURPORT 

Here, Lord Kr�i:ia presents the symptoms of those who have 
developed real devotion for Him. Such devotees do not hanker or 
lament over anything material. They are also free from false pride 
and illusion and have fully overcome material desires. They neither 
listen to nor keep deep ties with materially contaminated family 
members and are totally detached from all kinds of worldly 
association. They are spiritually developed, and their behavior is 
spiritually correct. Their only desire is to remain spiritually fit, and 
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they derive their happiness from listening to the eternal pastimes of 
the Lord. Such devotees are free from the duality of happiness and 
distress and are able to tolerate the problems of life. They know 
how to surrender and see Lord �JJ.a with eyes that are anointed 
with the mascara of pure love. 

TEXT 6 
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na tad bhasayate siiryo 
na sasanko na piivakal;i 

yad gatva na nivartante 
tad dhama paramam mama 

TRANSLATION 

That abode where there is no need for sunlight, moonlight, 
or firelight, that is My supreme abode; by reaching there, no one 
returns to this material world. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kp�JJ.a introduces His abode here, where His purified 
devotees reach. Once a devotee reaches His abode there is no fear 
of returning to the material world, because it only has a one-way 
street. The abode of the Supreme Lord is self-illuminated. As it is 
stated in the Svetasvatara Upani�ad, tameva bhantam anubhati 
sarvam, "The Supreme Lord's effulgence illuminates everything in 
the spiritual world. "  It is further stated in the Kathopani�ad: 

na tatra siiryo bhati na candra tarakam 
nema vidyuto bhanti kuto 'yam agnil;i 

tameva bhantam anubhiiti sarvam 
tasya bhii$a sarvam idam vibhati 

"What to speak of fire or electricity, there is no necessity for 
the sun, moon, or stars for illumination. The whole spiritual world, 
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including all items stated here, is fully illumined by the effulgence 
of the Lord." 

That abode of Lord Kp_;Qa is free from all the worldly miseries, 
such as heat, cold, and so on. Everything is literally active and alive 
and can do anything without changing its body. That place is filled 
with unending pleasure. 

TEXT 7 
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mamaivam8o jiva-loke 
jiva-bhutal) sanatanal) 

manal) $a$thanindriyal)i 
prakrtisthani kar$ati 

TRANSLATION 

The living entity is indeed My eternal fragmental part. Due 
to being conditioned in the material body, the living entity is 
struggling in material nature, being drowned by the six senses, 
which include the mind. 

PURPORT 

Seriously adhering to devotional service to Lord Kp;Qa and 
abandoning materialistic activities are the only remedies for the living 
entity's returning to the spiritual world. There, in the spiritual world, 
the living entity attains a transcendental body equipped with 
transcendental limbs, with which it serves the Lord. 

As it is stated in the Madhyandinayana Sruti: sa va e$a brahma

ni$tha idam sariram martyama ti srjya brahmabhi sampadya 
brahmal)a pasyati brahmal)a srl)oti brahmal)e vedam sarvam 

anubhavati, "One who is purified by practicing spiritual life, after 
death, reaches the spiritual abode of the Lord where that soul attains 
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a spiritual body and stays with the Supreme Lord eternally. There, 
the soul sees the Lord, hears Him, and experiences and knows 
everything about Him in every manner." Furthermore, the Priti 
Sandarbha states, vasanti yatra puru$iil) sarve vaikuIJtha-miirtayal), 

"In the spiritual world where the Supreme Lord resides, everyone 
has the same form as the Lord Himself." What a world and what an 
opportunity! Only the most lucky will go there. 

The followers of the impersonal school, the Mayavadis, say 
that when spiritualists die, they merge into and become one with 
the Lord, like the sun's reflection in a water pot. When the water 
pot is broken, the reflection of the sun merges into the original sun. 
This argument becomes invalid because the Lord Himself by His 
word sanatanal), eternal, indicates that the living entity is His eternal 
fragmental part. The Lord is eternal, and the living entities, although 
separated parts of Him, are also eternal, and they always remain as 
they are. As the Varaha Pural)a states: 

svamsas ciitha vibhinnarilsa iti dvedhiiyam i$yate 

vibhinniirilsas tu jival) syiit iti saniitana nitya sa 

"The Supreme Lord expands Himself into two different 
categories: the personal expansions and the separated expansions. 
The personal expansions are called incarnations, and the separated 
expansions are called the living entities. Both of them exist eternally 
as they are." 

Due to being separated parts, the living entities struggle in 
the material world with their six senses, led by the mind. Material 
nature pulls the living entities like a dog on a leash. The medicine to 
heal this materially diseased condition is adopting and practicing 
K:r�l)a consciousness wholeheartedly. One who takes this 
prescription regularly regains their original healthy spiritual state 
where one lives with the Lord in His eternal spiritual abode. 
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TEXT S 

m 4G€1ic:i1Rt 4ii41tgclli+td1'*1<:: I 
�tl�dlR �41Rt €1Fg�i9¥ltR€11�14k( I I  

sariraril yad avapnoti 
yaccapy utkramatisvara/,1 

grhitvaitiini sarilyati 
vayur-gandhan ivasayat 

TRANSLATION 

15-8 

When the master of the body, the spirit soul, casts off its 
physical body, it carries all these six sensory faculties with it to 
another body which it acquires, as air carries smell from one place 
to another. 

PURPORT 

The spirit soul remains covered with two layers of bodies: the 
gross body andthe subtle body. The gross body is made from earth, 
water, fire, air, and ether and the subtle body is made with mind, 
intelligence, and ego. When the soul leaves its gross body at death, 
it carries its subtle body with it to occupy the next gross body. The 
next body is decided by destiny as per the karma performed by the 
soul while living in that gross body. In this way, accumulated karma 
goes with the subtle body to a new gross body, just as different odors 
are carried by the air from one place to another. When air goes 
through a fragrant flower garden, it captures the aromatic smell of 
the flowers, and if it passes through a foul place the air reeks. 
Similarly, the living entity carries its good and bad karma with its 
subtle body to experience the results of its acquired karma in the 
form of happiness and distress in its next body. Atdeath, the gross 
body is destroyed and the subtle body is not. The subtle body 
becomes destroyed only when the soul becomes purified by spiritual 
life and attains liberation. 
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TEXT 9 

� �: � � w;t ellOlfN � I 
� 1W41ii f?lq41j'l�'4d 1 1(( 1 1 

srotram Cak$ul) spar§anaril ca 
rasanaril ghriil)am eva ca 

adhi$fhayari1 manas cayam 
vi$ayan upasevate 

TRANSLATION 

697 

Upon accepting another gross body, the living entity 
develops suitable ears, eyes, skin, tongue, and nose, which center 
around the mind and enjoys particular types of sense objects. 

PURPORT 

When the living entity is awarded with another physical body 
according to its past karma, it uses those senses to enjoy the sense 
objects. After death, the soul carries its sensory faculties together 
with its subtle body to another body, as one takes their belongings 
when they are evicted from their leased apartment. The existence 
of the subtle body is proven in a dream, where the spirit soul 
temporarily creates a dream world in which it wanders in a different 
body without leaving the present gross body. When it awakens, that 
dream body is lost. That dream body is the subtle body, which carries 
the faculties of all the senses to another body. 

TEXT 10 

\3dli'1-=d W-ra' �sfif � � 1011f.4a"{ I 
� "11j4!l4Rt 4!l4Rt '#11"1ii�'1= 1 1 1 0 1 1 

utkramantaril sthitaril va 'pi 
bhuii.janam va gul)anvitam 

vimiic;lha nanupasyanti 
pasyanti•jnana-cak$U$al) 
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TRANSLATION 

Those who are ignorant cannot perceive how the spirit soul 
departs from the body, how it is living in the body, or how it enjoys 
its senses under the modes. However, those who have developed 
the vision of knowledge are able to perceive it. 

PURPORT 

Those who are less intelligent have no interest to find out who 
they are, where they have come from, and where they will go after 
their death. Such people do not research about the self by studying 
the Vedic scriptures. Only the Vedic scriptures give clear explanations 
about everything including matter, spirit, the Supreme Lord, and 
their interactions. Those who are lucky learn the scriptures and find 
that the goal of human birth is to become free from the cycle of 
birth and death and happily become situated in the spiritual world. 
However, those who remain ignorant to spiritual science cannot 
know anything beyond what they physically perceive, thus they 
cannot be liberated from the conditioned state of repeated birth 
and death. But those who are fortunate connect with an authentic 
Spiritual Master and become spiritually trained, by which the vision 
of knowledge is obtained to see things mentioned in this text which 
cannot normally be seen. 

TEXT 11 

� '!fifll'1� q�;�•J:uq;:�:MfB«fi{ I 
�SQl�dl(+11:;ft � q��'itd�: m� l l  

yatanto yoginas cainam 
pasyanty atmany avasthitam 

yatanto 'py akrtatmano 
nainam pasyanty acetasal;l 

TRANSLATION 

The transcendentalists who are striving on the path of self
realization can also perceive the abiding spirit soul within their 
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heart; but those who have not yet become purified in their heart 
cannot perceive it even if they try to. 

PURPORT 

Intelligent people study the scriptures and practice spiritual 
life to develop their spiritual knowledge to be able to perceive their 
self and the Supreme Lord. The Kenopani�ad states, yac cak$U$ii 
na pasyati yena cak$ii.Ii1si pasyati tad eva brahma, "No one can see 
their soul or the Supersoul residing within their hearts by using their 
material eyes, yet everything is perceived by using the spiritual eyes." 
This means that those who have developed spiritual vision through 
transcendental knowledge are able to see the self. In other words, 
those who practice Kr�1.1a consciousness, such as chanting the Holy 
Names and devotional service, are able to realize the subtle soul 
seated inside the body. However, those who do not endeavor on 
the path of self-realization cannot experience the soul within because 
their hearts are contaminated with karma. Even though they know 
their body is conscious, still, due to being arrogant and lethargic 
about adopting spiritual life, they cannot understand the soul. 

TEXT 12 

4�1f4�Md � 'iii'f�l�4d.S� I 
4'i:i!H;"lfu 4-cql'oft � Ftm "11"1¥:fl'{ l l H.l l  

yad iiditya-gatam tejo 
jagad-bhiisayate 'khilam 

yac candramasi yac ciignau 
tat tejo viddhi miimkam 

TRANSLATION 

Know that the splendor of the sun, which dissipates the 
darkness of the world, is of Me, and the light of the moon and the 
energy in fire is also of Me. 
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PURPORT 

The spiritual inclination of the materially entangled living 
entity comes from Lord Kr�IJ.a. The light of the sun, which spreads 
in the morning everywhere to reveal the activities of all beings is 
also of Lord Kr�IJ.a. As it is stated in the Chandogya Upani�ad, 
aditpratnasya retaso jyotil) pasyanti vasaram para yad i<;lhyate divi, 
"The cluster of lights within the sun which illuminates the entire 
universe is of the Supreme Lord, the source of all lights. "  The 
brightness of the moon and the burning power in fire is also of Lord 
Kr�IJ.a. Not only do the sun and moon remove the darkness of the 
world, but without their help nothing can grow in this world. Thus, 
every need of the living entities is directly or indirectly supplied to 
them by the Supreme Lord through the help of the sun and the 
moon. It has already been discussed that anything which has a 
splendorous quality in this world represents Lord Kr�IJ.a. 

TEXT 13 

•ii•UM� � l@Tf.f' 'tU\�IRl�+fFif�I I 
1m11f'1 �= �= � � <�l(+t€f\: l ln l l  

gam avisya ca bhiitani 
dharayamy aham ojasa 

pU$1.1iimi cau$adhil) sarval) 
somo-bhiitva rasatmakal) 

TRANSLATION 

By entering into the earth I support all the living entities 
with My energy and by being the ambrosial moon I nourish all 
vegetation. 

PURPORT 

Supersoul is present inside the earth and also inside all moving 
and non-moving living entities, that is why their maintenance and 
growth is possible. Unless Lord Krsna was inside the earth, it would 
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not multiply the seeds sown in it. Thus, every living entity owes to 
the presence of Lord Kr$IJ.a as their Supersoul. The payment to Him 
is the adoption of spiritual life. Lord Kp�IJ.a changes the seasons, 
and also in the form of the moon He showers nectar to develop 
different tastes in the foodstuffs and the healing power in the herbs 
for the benefit of everyone. 

TEXT 14 

3Tt �k4"'1� � !Jllf01'1i �JIR: I 
!JllOM"'1\tftl¥: q¥U"45i � m){l l 

aham vaisvanaro bhiitva 
priil;linam deham asrital) 

pra�apana�samayuktal) 
pacamy annam catur-vidham 

TRANSLATION 

I am the fire of digestion sitting in every living entity, and 
by balancing their vital breath and the gas that goes do)Vllward, I 
digest the four kinds of foodstuffs. 

PURPORT 

Whatever is eaten by a living entity has to be digested in order 
to provide energy for the body. Lord Kn;IJ.a says He is the fire of 
digestion in everyone's stomach. In the Vedic scriptures fire has three 
categories: the normal fire used for cooking; the fire in the ocean 
which creates hot streams, such as the Gulf Stream; and the fire of 
digestion in the stomach of the living entity. Unless the fire of 
digestion is balanced,  a person cannot be healthy. Therefore, 
Ayurvedic medicine, while diagnosing the disease, deals mostly with 
the fire of digestion. 

Lord Kp�IJ.a, as the fire of digestion, helps the living entities 
digest four kinds of foodstuff, namely that food which is chewed, 
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such as bread; food that is swallowed, such as cooked rice; food 
which is licked, such as sugar candy; and that which is sucked, like 
ripened mangoes and oranges. Lord Kp�1.1a, as the fire of digestion, 
extracts the energy out from such foods to maintain the living entity. 
As it is stated in the Brhadara1.1yaka Upani�ad, ayam agnir 
vaisvanaro yo 'yam an tab puru$e yenedam annam pacyate, "He who 
is seated in the stomach of every living being in the form of the fire 
of digestion, in order to digest whatever food they have eaten, is 
the Supreme Lord."  But according to the �gveda, hiral)yagarbhas 
samavartitagrel) bhiitas ca jatal) patir ekal) asit, "A special fire of 
digestion called Hira1.1yagarbha (the celestial fire of digestion) which 
lives only in the stomachs of traditional pure Brahma1.1as to digest 
whatever they have eaten and rewards the merits to those who feed 
them. This digestive fire is not normal Jatharagni (fire of digestion) , 
which sits in every living entity. " Thus, the reason people in general, 
who are from Vedic civilization, invite traditional Vedic pure 
Brahmal)as to eat in their homes is to obtain blessings from the divine 
source. Feeding a traditional Brahma1.1a devotee is a very fortunate 
thing because the Lord Himself eats through their mouth. As Lord 
Kr�1.1a told Lord Brahma in the Vi�1.1u Pura1.1a, vai$I)ava rasanagrel)a 
rasam asnami padmajal), "O dear Brahma, I eat My food through 
the mouth of a traditional Brahma1.1a devotee." 

TEXT 15 

� � � qfjfqc€1 
ira: \ijkt'#ii"t+tcTI�;f � I 

� qt\�it€1 ilm 
?tc;t�1i�<;M� � m'i l l  

sarvasya caham hrdi sannivi$to 
mattal) smrtir jfJanam apohanam ca 

vedais ca sarvair aham eva vedyo 
vedanta-krd vedavid eva ca.ham 
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TRANSLATION 

I am seated in the hearts of all living entities, and from Me 
comes remembrance, knowledge, and forgetfulness. Verily I am 
to 'be known by all the Vedas; indeed, I am the compiler of 
Vedanta, and the true knower of the Vedas as well. 

PURPORT 

As Paramatma, or Supersoul, Lord Kri;;:r:i.a helps all the living 
entities gather all types of awareness by using their physical senses. 
The human beings are constantly reminded by Supersoul in their 
hearts that they should purify themselves from their past karma and 
prepare for their future. As it is stated in the Kathopanii;;ad, antal) 
pravi$tb Sii$tii jananam, "I enter into the hearts of all living entities 
as an instructor." Those who are prepared to listen to Supersoul, 
who acts as their conscience, are blessed with spiritual knowledge 
by which they can be purified. However, for those who want to 
continue with their material connection to this Wf>rld, Lord Kri;;:r:i.a 
awards them forgetfulness of Him. As Uddhava says in the Srimad 
Bhagavatam, tvatto jii.anam hi jivanam pramosas te 'tra saktital), 
"O Lord, as the Supersoul, You award or take away the living 
entity's real knowledge by Your potency, as per their attitudes." 

Anyone who wants to learn about the Supreme Personality 
of Godhead can study the Vedic literatures. To help such interested 
souls, Lord Kri;;:r:i.a appeared in this world as Srila Vyasadeva to write 
the Vedic aphorisms in the form of the Vedanta Sfitra. As it is quoted 
in the Tattva Sandarbha: 

tair vijii.apita karyas tu bhagaviin puru$ottamal) 
avatirl)o mahiiyogi satyavatyam parasariit 

"Just to present His own supremacy and His own 
transcendental pastimes in writings, the Suprem� Personality of 
Godhead, Lord Sri Kri;;:r:i.a, appeared as a great sage, Srila Vyasadeva, 
the son of Satyavafi and Parasara Muni, and He disseminated all 
the Vedic scriptures ."  
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Learning Vedanta means learning about the transcendental 
activities of Lord Sri Kp;;IJ.a. Those who do not accept Lord Kr�IJ.a 
as the Supreme Personality of Godhead are not able to underst�d 
the meaning of the Vedas. The Vedas are divided into two parts1 
one portion is for Vai�IJ.ava devotees and the other is for Smartas 
{followers of the KarmakaIJ.9a procedure of the Vedas) . Leaving 
the Smarta (KarmakaIJ.9a) section of the Vedas aside, the devotees 
study and practice the Vai�I}ava section of the Vedas, because it 
deals with Lord Kr�IJ.a. The process to guarantee success is the study 
and practice of Kr�IJ.a consciousness under the guidance of a qualified 
Spiritual Master. Lord Kr�IJ.a not only awards knowledge and 
liberation, but He Himself is the process of liberation, as well. But 
for those who are spiritually uninterested, Lord Kr�J.la rewards them 
forgetfulness of Himself. 

TEXT 16 

�1Ai?i � � ��lttl\ 1Ff � I 
�= �Mif01 � �sm � m�u 

dvav imau puru$aU Joke 
k$aras ciik$ara eva ca 

k$aral;i sarviiIJ.i bhiitiini 
kiitastho 'k$ara ucyate 

TRANSLATION 

In the material world there are two categories of beings, 
the fallible and the infallible. Among them, all the living beings 
are said to be fallible and the imperishable Brahman who is one 
with the Lord, is said to be infallible. 

PURPORT 

The material universe is divided into fourteen planetary 
systems, which contain two categories of living entities. In one 
category are those separated sparks of the Lord who are entangled 
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in material activities, and in the other is the Supreme Lord as 
Supersoul along with His incarnations, who never fall from their 
transcendental position and never become materially contaminated. 
As it was previously stated, ak$arari1 brahma paramam, "The 
infallible soul is addressed as the Supreme Brahman." Here in this 
text, the word k$aral) is used in the singular form to inform that all 
the living entities of this world have the same quality and quantity 
of soul in them. Whether movable or immovable, as long as their 
bodies have the six symptoms of life; birth, growth, producing by
products ,  dwindling ,  old age , and death ; they each have a 
qualitatively equal but individually unique soul as do the humans. 
Therefore all categories of creatures are closely related to one 
another. 

TEXT 17 

�= ��1:1��= qvu#t��liid= I 
<if �F.f\"il'll'UM!l4 � �: 1 1 ��1 1 

uttama/;1 puru$aS tv anyal) 
paramatmety udahrtal) 

yo loka-trayam avisya 
vibharty avyaya i8varal) 

TRANSLATION 

But besides these two, there is another extraordinary 
eminent personality, who is addressed as Supersoul, and He enters 
into the three divisions of the universe and maintains them. He is 
the inexhaustible Lord. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kr�Q.a speaks here about the knowledge of localized 
Paramatma, the Supersoul. The word tu used in this text signifies 
the superiority of the Paramatma over His impersonal Brahman 
aspect. Previously, Lord Kr�Q.a stated to Arjuna, jii.anibhyas cadhiko 
yogi, "Those who meditate on Supersoul are better than the 
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empiricists who worship Brahman." This means the position of 
Supersoul is superior to Brahman. Supersoul, as controller of all 
beings, takes care of them without being attached to any of their 
activities. All beings depend on the Lord to maintain His creation. 
The pure devotees always meditate on the Lord in all circumstances; 
therefore, the material and spiritual worlds are equal for them and 
thus they remain undisturbed, as stated by Srila Jiva Goswami

' 
in 

the Brahma Sarilhita commentary, jagad vyapara varjanam. Aside 
from these fortunate souls, everyone experiences happiness and 
distress according to their karma unless they reform. 

TEXT 18 

��•<1_ f:tl\"l(lid'ls�"lf:tl\l�M �: I 
3«frs� � � � mtra: 1(ltfht"I: mcl l 

yasmat k$aram atito 'ham 
ak$arad api cottamal) 

ato 'smi Joke vede ca 
prathital) pUIU$Ottamal) 

TRANSLATION 

Because I am transcendental to and beyond the fallible and 
infallible, I am celebrated in this world and also in the Vedas as 
the Supreme Personality of Godhead. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kp;I).a explains that His original form is beyond the 
Brahman and Paramatma expansions. Moreover, the word ca used 
in this text signifies that the two-armed personal form of Lord Kr�I).a 
is even better than the four-armed forms present on the Vaikul).tha 
planets. As it is stated in the Mul).c;laka Upani�ad, subhro hy ak$arat 
paratal) para}), "The two-armed form of the Supreme Personality 
of Godhead is all-pure and is beyond the infallible Lord present in 
the Vaikul).tha planets. "  In the Srimad Bhagavatam, Karal).odaka 
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Vi�QU, who is none other than Lord NarayaQa, said to Lord Kr�Qa 
when Lord Kr�Qa went with Arjuna in search of the BrahmaQa's 
son, dvijatmaja me yuvayor didrk$UIJ.a maya upanita bhuvi dharma 
guptaye, "O Supreme Personality of Godhead, 0 Sri Kr�I)a, You 
have appeared with Your complete potency and powers concealed 
in this human-looking form. I had a great desire to see You together 
with Arjuna, which is why I brought the sons of that BrahmaQa to 
My abode; so You could come near Me with Arjuna and I could see 
You both together." Furthermore, the Srimad Bhagavatam states 
how Lord Kr�Qa is the most supreme among all incarnations, ete 
camsa kalal) pum$ai) kr$IJ.as tu bhagavan svayam, "Among all 
incarnations and the plenary portion or a portion of the plenary 
portions of the Supreme Lord, Lord Kr�I)a is the only original 
Supreme Personality of Godhead."  

Although there is no duality in  His personality, as stated in 
the Srimad Bhagavatam, Lord Kr�Qa is realized in three different 
features ;  Brahman , Paramatma, and B hagavan; by all the 
knowledgeable spiritualists. When one understands Brahman or 
Paramatma, one attains liberation, but by understanding Bhagavan 
one not only attains liberation but also achieves love of Godhead 
along with liberation ... Love of Godhead includes all categories of 
the Absolute Truth. By the process of devotional service, one obtains 
Goloka, the eternal abode of Lord Kr�Qa. Besides the devotional 
path, all other spiritual paths do not reward such a perfect end 
because all of them fall short to do so. For this reason the scriptures 
state that every spiritual path must culminate in devotional service, 
because only through devotional service can one attain liberation. 

The two-armed Supreme Personality of Godhead appears in 
this world in different incarnations to protect His devotees and 
annihilate the demoniac. But the two-armed form is the source of 
all the incarnations.  That is why Vedic evidence proves the 
supremacy of Lord Kr�Qa, which can be learned from an authentic 
Spiritual Master. 
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TEXT 19 

� iilft�"t�'l� ::stl"'tlkt 9)(ltfhtii'{ I 
� �4f44::stRt lit � llR(f 1 1 1'< 1 1 

yo mam evam asammii<;lho 
janati puru$ottamam 

sa sarva-vid bhajati mam 
sarva-bhavena bharata 

TRANSLATION 

15-19 

0 son of Bharata, anyone who understands Me in this way, 
that I am the Supreme Personality of Godhead, and remains 
unbewildered, such a person becomes the knower of everything 
and worships Me wholeheartedly in all respects. 

PURPORT 

The conclusive symptom of a devotee who is wholeheartedly 
surrendered unto Lord .Kr�I.Ia is mentioned here. A devotee does 
not follow the spiritual path whimsically, but follows according to 
the course Lord Kr�I.Ia has established through disciplic succession, 
and becomes successful. Real devotees never dispute the scripturally 
established rules or the supremacy of the Lord. By contrast, those 
who are faithless are put into illusion by Lord Kr�I.Ia's external 
potency and become overwhelmed by doubts. For those who are 
sincere devotees but are not so learned, but regularly execute 
devotional service to Lord Kr�I.Ia, He gradually gives them perfect 
realizations from within. But those who dispute the supremacy of 
Lord Kr�I.Ia, those who do not believe in the spiritual process, or 
those who are not sincere at heart while in devotional practice, 
though they may be academically learned, remain spiritually 
bankrupt. The humble souls who have staunch faith in and accept 
Lord Kr�I.Ia as the Supreme Personality of Godhead, regularly chant 
His Holy names of Hare Kr�I.Ia, Hare Kr�I.Ia, Kr�I.Ia Kr�I.Ia, Hare 
Hare I Hare Rama, Hare Rama, Rama Rama, Hare Hare, and fully 
remain surrendered unto Him obtain His blessings. The conclusions 
of such dedicated devotees are fully supported by all the Vedic 
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scriptures and all spiritual authorities who are well-versed in 
transcendental science. 

TEXT 20 

� �&1(1+1 �ll�fiic;� +1 � 1 "1 t.I  

l!dcti� 3W+111' BOtl($d9\('li� � 1 1�ci 1 1  
iti guhyatamaril siistram 

idam uktam ma yiinagha 
etad budhvii buddhimiinsyiit 

krtakrtyas ca bhiirata 

TRANSLATION 

0 sinless Arjuna, I have thus disclosed the most confidential 
scriptural knowledge, by knowing which a person will become 
wise and reach the highest perfection, 0 Bharata. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kr�Qa has spoken in this chapter about His three different 
aspects; the Brahman, Paramatma, and Bhagavan features; and 
concluded that the worship of His Bhagavan (Supreme Personality 
of Godhead) form is the highest form of worship. Lord Kr�JJ.a does 
not manifest Himself to those who cannot follow the spiritual path 
properly. The direct worshipers of Lord Kr�Qa are therefore accepted 
as the best yogis, and they are able to see the Supreme Personality 
of Godhead face-to-face. Devotional service is so powerful that by 
its sincere performance anyone can become liberated from the 
conditioned state and become situated in their original, constitutional 
position. This is the powerful potency of devotional service to Lord 
Kr�Q.a. But the condition is that it has to be executed wholeheartedly 
through following the commands of a pure Guru. 

Thus ends the Vrjavasi Purports to the Fifteenth Chapter of 
the Srimad Bhagavad Gita in the matter of the Supreme Personality 
of Godhead. 

Harl Om Tat Sat 





CHAPTER SIXTEEN 

The Divine and Demoniac Nature 

TEXTS 1-3 

� 
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sri bhagavan uvaca 

abhayam sattva-samsuddhir 
jii.ana-yoga vyavasthitil;l 

danam damas ca yajii.as ca 
svadhyayas tapa arjavam 
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ahimsa satyam akrodhas 
tyagal;l santir apaisunam 

daya bhiite$V aloluptvam 
miirdavam hrir acapalam 

tejal;l k$ama dhrtil;l saucam 
adroho natimanita 

bhavanti sampadam daivim 
abhijatasya bhiirata 

TRANSLATION 

16-2 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead said: 0 son of 
Bharata: fearlessness, purification of the heart, cultivation of 
spiritual knowledge, the nature of giving charity, having the senses 
under control, performing fire sacrifices, studying the scriptures, 
the habit of performing austerity, and being very simple; 
nonviolence, truthfulness, freedom from anger, being materially 
detached, peacefulness, freedom from fault-finding, compassion 
towards all living entities, freedom from covetousness; gentleness, 
modesty, and freedom from inconstancy; having vigor on the face, 
forgiveness, fortitude, cleanliness, freedom from maliciousness, 
and not expecting any honor for one's self-all these qualities 
are found in a person who is born with divine nature. 

PURPORT 

In this chapter, Lord Knn�a speaks about the divine and 
demoniac natures and what is to be accepted and what is to be 
rejected to develop and preserve purity in the heart. These two kinds 
of natures, the divine and the demoniac, existed in this world from 
the very beginning of creation. Therefore it is necessary for every 
human being to recognize their nature and symptoms and act 
prudently. In the previous chapter, Lord K:p;;Q.a compared this 
material world to an upside-down banyan tree and explained 
how pleasure and pain are its two fruits. Now, He explains about 
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how these two kinds of fruits are the cause of the living entity's 
liberation from and entanglement to this material world. 

There are four van.ias (social orders) and four asramas 
(spiritual orders) in human society and their twenty-six qualities are 
described here by Lord Kr�Q.a. At first, the qualities of the Sanyasi 
(renounced person) are explained. A Sanyasi can only be male; and 
after adopting the renounced order he should not be scared of or 
about anything. He should not worry about his livelihood, and should 
think that Lord Kr�Q.a will always provide for his needs. He should 
be clean internally and externally and should be totally content 
within himself. He should always be Kr�Q.a conscious and practice 
devotional service. He must do all kinds of required services for 
Lord Kr�Q.a. He should not think that he is a Sanyasi and is therefore 
exempt from certain kinds of devotional services. He should not 
hanker for respect from others. He must be well-versed in scriptural 
knowledge and should be very thoughtful and be always fixed in his 
prescribed duty. 

Then Lord Kr�Q.a describes that a Grhastha (householder) 
should earn his livelihood by honest means. According to his 
capacity, a portion of his net earnings should be given in charity to a 
qualified devotee who is authorized by the ancient Vedic scriptures 
to accept the charity. The Grhasthis should control their senses and 
regularly perform Vedic sacrifices to become purified from the 
household contaminations. In addition, a Grhasthi should take 
spiritual vows, such as fasting on Ekadasis etc. to purify the heart. 
Following the orders of a Spiritual Master, a Grhasthi should study 
the scriptures and worship the Deities. 

Then Lord Kr�I.la explains about the Brahmachari (celibate 
student) life. A Brahamachari should strictly study the scriptures 
under the guidance of a qualified Spiritual Master in order to learn 
the transcendental qualities and omnipresence of Lord Kr�J:.la in this 
world .  As far as maintenance of the body is concerned,  a 
Brahmachari should be very austere and live on donations. He 
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should also be very simple in his dealings with others, and not 
be diplomatic. 

Regarding the rules of the Vanaprastha (anchorite) order, or 
those retired from household life, Lord Kp�i:ia says that an anchorite 
should learn how to be detached from family relations and should 
live in the holy places to practice the recommended austerities for 
purification. He should be free from lust and greed. In this way, 
living very simply, he should learn the science of Kr�i:ia consciousness 
from the learned devotees. 

In regard to the four social orders, Lord Kr�i:ia says that the 
Brahmai:ias should be very simple and always be eager to learn more 
about the Supreme Lord. A Brahmai:ia should be very expert in the 
science of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. He should be 
nonviolent and sensitive to others ' feelings .  He should in all 
circumstances live by and speak the Vedic truth. Every statement a 
Brahmai:ia makes should be based on the scriptures. He should not 
be grief-stricken if insulted, and should not complain about it. He 
should be detached from worldly affairs and worldly possessions. 
He should always be peaceful and control his senses. He should 
neither find fault in others nor speak impolitely to others. He should 
be merciful to other living entities and, as per his capacity, help 
remove their distress. His heart and nature should be very soft. He 
should become restless when he is removed from devotional service. 
He should be morose when he becomes bereft of the association of 
perfect devotees. He must feel shame when something wrong 
happens in relation to himself. He should be steady in his devotional 
service and should not do anything whimsically. 

Regarding the qualities of the K�atriyas, Lord Kr�i:ia says that 
a K�atriya has natural vigor on his face. He should be very merciful 
towards the innocent but should fight with evil minded people. He 
should be theistic and honor authentic traditional Brahmanas who 
live as per their merits. If he has sufficient strength, he should try to 
protect the truth. He should be patient, and even at the risk of his 
life he should try to protect the religious principles. 
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The Vaisyas should naturally be inclined to engage in 
marcantile works and should be very honest in their business 
dealings. In other words, while doing business, a Vaisya should not 
depend on lies or cheating. He should be free from envy and give 
charity freely to those who are qualified and authorized to receive 
the charity. 

For the Sftdras, Lord Kr�Q.a says their main quality is that they 
should not hanker for or demand for any respect for themselves. A 
Sudra should be very humble and very respectful towards the other 
three categories described above and serve them for earning his 
livelihood. 

Those who are blessed with virtuous qualities are to be known 
by the symptoms listed here. Those who acted piously in their past 
lives develop these listed divine qualities automatically in their present 
life. As it is stated in the Brhadaral).yaka Upani�ad, PUl.lYab pu.Qye 
karma.Qa bhavati, "One naturally develops divine or meritorious 
qualities in this life by their previously performed pious deeds." 

Those who possess mostly divine qualities are inclined to adopt 
spiritual life and desire to march towards the spiritual world. Anyone, 
male or female ,  wanting to increase their divine qualities must 
increase their performance of pious activities, especially devotional 
service to please Lord Kr�Q.a. No matter what category of character 
one has, performing devotional service is the only solution to develop 
enough purity to attain liberation. 

TEXT4 

� �s� m: q1�Qtifq � I 
� � ltPl �q�+11�(l¥{ 1 1){ 1 1  

dambho darpo 'bhimanas ca 
krodhab paru$yam eva ca 

ajflanam cabhijatasya 
partha sampadam asurim 
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TRANSLATION 

0 son of Prthi, arrogance, hypocrisy, anger, pride , 
harshness, and ignorance are the signs of a person who is born: 
with demoniac qualities. 

PURPORT 

Lord K�Q.a now turns to the other fruit of the tree representing 
the material world, which leads one to hell. Hellish people pose 
themselves as very religious, when in fact they are irreligious at heart 
and in action. They are very arrogant by nature and expect to be 
glorified for whatever mundane qualities, education, or wealth they 
possess. Such people remain attached to their family members and 
relatives and by nature they are very harsh in their dealings. They 
do not echo sweetness; they are very dry and indirect in their speech 
and in dealings. They are also very stubborn, ignorant, obstinate, 
and unable to discern between good and bad. They do not know 
what is to be done and what is not to be done. Such qualities are 
found in people of demoniac nature. Due to their past irreligious 
deeds they are given births in low grade families to further develop 
their uncultured nature . As it is stated in the BrhadaraQ.yaka 
Upani�:md, papal) piipena, "One develops a sinful quality and impious 
attitude due to their previously performed sinful deeds." Such people 
remain ungrateful even towards those who extend help to them. 
They are considered to be so low that the flesh of such people is 
rejected by the carnivorous animals. As it is stated in the Mahabharat: 

hastau diina-vivarjitau sruti-pufau siira§vata-drohil,laU 
netre siidhu-vilokanena rahite piidau na tirthe gatau 

anyiiyiirjit iitta-pumam udaram garvel,la tuilgam siro 
re re jambuka munca munca sahasii nicam sunindyam vapul) 

"A carnivorous coyote told another carnivorous coyote who 
was just getting ready to eat a dead body, 'O friend, do not eat 
the body of this dead person because the flesh of this body is inedible. 
This person did not use those hands to give charity to a worthy person 
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and did not use those ears to hear Vedic scriptures. This person 
envied those who were genuinely saintly, did not use those eyes to 
see the real devotees or deity of God, and did not use those legs to 
go to holy places. This person filled that belly by eating food that 
was earned with illegal means and always acted proudly. Therefore, 
do not eat the flesh of this low-class person. It is inedible because of 
being totally impure and condemned. '"  

TEXTS 

� �"l�ifi�l4 � irar I 
in�=� �sfu � 1 1'1 1 1  

daivi sampad vimok$aya 
nibandhayasuri mata 

ma suca}J sampadaril devim 
abhijato 'si pa1.u;Java 

TRANSLATION 

0 son of Pm;u;lu, the divine qualities are meant for liberation 
and the demoniac qualities are said to be for bondage. Do not 
grieve, for you were born with the divine qualities. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kp�IJ.a knows that Arjuna feels that he will go to hell if 
he kills his venerable elders such as Bhi�ma and Drol).a. Arjuna 
knows that it is demoniac to kill respectables, but was not aware 
that bookish knowledge without moral virtues is incomplete. Lord 
Kr�IJ.a caused Arjuna to temporarily forget the degraded dealings 
of his enemies, the Kauravas. Now, Lord Kr�IJ.a reassures Arjuna 
by using the words ma suca}J, which signify that according to 
Vedic literature, for a K�atriya to mercilessly kill his degraded enemy 
in a just war is called a divine action. Performing one's prescribed 
duty for a right cause elevates one, whereas anything else is counter
productive . 
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TEXT 6 

ir� �s����� �l 
� M�\!¥l mm � qr� if � 1 1� 1 1  

dvau bhii.ta-sargo Joke 'smin 
daiva asura eva ca 

daivo vistarasa}J. prokta 
asuram partha me sm u 

TRANSLATION 

16-6 

0 son of Prtba, there are two kinds of human beings created 
in this world; the divine and the demoniac. I have indeed already 
vividly described about the divine qualities; now hear about the 
demoniac qualities. 

PURPORT 

Seeing His grief-stricken friend, Lord Kp;Qa speaks about the 
people who possess demoniac nature so that the bewildered Arjuna 
can distinguish between the demoniac and the divine natured people. 
Lord Kr�Qa informs Arjuna that essentially there are two types of 
people that exist in this world. One category is inclined to function 
as per the scriptures while remaining free from material attachment 
and envy. Their goal is to please the Lord. Such people are 
categorized as divine. 

The second category includes those who do not care to follow 
any Vedic rules and do as per their wish. They remain convinced 
that whatever they think or do is correct and remain attached to 
material things and materialistic-minded families. By nature they 
envy others . They do not truly believe in anything that is 
recommended by the scriptures and thus do not hesitate to tell lies, 
even to their Guru. Such people are called demoniac even if they 
seem to be practicing spiritual life. Having already explained about 
the divine qualities in the first three verses, Lord Kr�IJa now explains 
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about the demoniac nature. As it is stated in the BrhadaraQ.yaka 
Upani�ad, dvaya ha prajapatya devas ca 'suras ca ha, "The progenitor 
has basically created two categories of nature in human beings; the 
divine nature and the demoniac nature." 

TEXT 7 

� � � � � � Ms(:t4i{\I: I 
� :m- � � � � � m:ra 1 11!>1 1 

pravrttiiil ca nivrttim ca 

jana na vidurasural) 

na saucam napi cacaro 
na satyam te�u vidyate 

TRANSLATION 

People of demoniac nature do not know what is to be done 

and what is not to be done. Neither cleanliness nor righteous 

conduct nor truth is found in them. 

PURPORT 

In the upcoming twelve verses, Lord Kr�Q.a describes the 
qualities of people who are dominated by the demoniac nature. The 
demoniac do not know how to perform religious duties properly 
and do not know what irreligious acts are and how to avoid them. 
Here, Lord Kr�Q.a uses the word ca thrice to indicate that such 
demoniac people do not properly know, do not care to know, and 
become envious of one who does know. They think they are 
right even though they do not know whether a particular action 
should be taken or not. This means they are not inclined to follow 
the Vedic rules. Even if they know the Vedic rules, they neither 
follow them, nor have any desire to follow them, nor want to 
introduce or encourage others to follow them. 
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TEXTS 

31q�+ts1Rtce � "'f•1�1s\.11�\� I 
� Nl'1"4(<ffll'1�ftq\'( l lCl l 

asatyam aprati$tham te 
jagad ahur anisvaram 

aparaspara sambhiitam 
kim anyat kama-haitukam 

TRANSLATION 

16-8 

They say that this world is happenstance, that there is no 
foundation, and that there is no God in control. They say the 
world is the product of the mutual union of two genders only and 
besides lust, what other cause is there for it? 

PURPORT 

The mentality and philosophy of demoniac people is that they 
do not accept the opinion of the Vedic literatures and thus remain 
in illusion and bewildered. They think this material world somehow 
just appeared out of nowhere. Their theory is that just as lice take 
birth in the combination of dirt and sweat of a body, similarly, this 
world appeared by the union of male and female. They remain 
convinced that there is no connection of God (Lord Kr�Qa) in the 
creation. They scoff at the scriptural statements in regard to the 
world's creation, thinking them to be untrue. They rather accept 
that only the sexual endeavor of males and females is the cause of 
filling the whole creation with living entities. Hence, they see 
everyone as the creation of mutual lust, not understanding that unless 
God is involved in pregnancy, the spouse remains barren. Moreover, 
for them the world is a false notion, devoid of any basis . And because 
to them, everything in this world is false, the notion of a Supreme 
Being is also false. Therefore, whatever they speculate about the 
origin of the world, they consider it to be correct. For them, there is 
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no religion and therefore no irreligion. According to them, anything 
that makes one feel good and happy should be done without thinking 
about the consequence. They regard religion as a collection of 
manmade ideas used to control people. Of course, in the core of 
their hearts they know that God is the cause of everything, and 
without Him nothing can materialize, but openly they still base their 
decisions on their mental concoctions, which they regard as truth. It 
is very difficult to give up such conviction. For this reason and also 
for His assistance, when they are totally desperate they call out "O 
God" or approach God, but by then it is too late. Self-knowledge 
without moral virtue is as incomplete as food without salt. 

TEXT9 

� ��q��Q;f "'l�l(+1f;{lsc:q�4: I 
���•.Ft1'1fo1: � �Sfurr: I I  

etam dr$tim ava$tabhya 
na$tiitmano 'lpa-buddhayal;l 

prabhavanty ugra-karmill;Jal;l 
k$ayaya jagato 'hital;l 

TRANSLATION 

Following such conclusions, the demoniac, being bereft of 
knowledge of the sell and with meager intelligence, engage in 
violent and unbeneficial activities meant to destroy the world. 

PURPORT 

In this verse, the verb dr$tim is used in the singular form to 
signify that the demoniac people neither accept the supremacy of 
Lord Kr�Q.a, nor the conclusion of the scriptures. They believe this 
world is spontaneously created and destroyed and there is no creator 
behind it. Even though somewhere in the core of their heart they 
feel that some inconceivable power is involved in the creation, out 
of arrogance and illusion they adamantly deny this fact knowingly 
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so that they can act freely without being held responsible for their 
actions. On account of their lusty nature, they are prone to violence 
and always engage in fault-finding. They also engage in cheating 
and other inauthentic activities which do not benefit the world. 
Among them, there are those who externally pose to be spiritual 
but in their heart don't believe in spiritual life. Some of them even 
try to eliminate spiritual life from this world. Some create their own 
God or worship a mortal person as God and reject the established 
scriptural God thinking Him to be just another man or an old God. 
Among such people, some act as demons and perform horrible 
activities, some are lost to themselves, and some are simply bereft 
of good intelligence. 

TEXT 10 

� � �"ll"'l"lc:;:lf.4dl: 
� �tl(q1sq�;11�11. !lqJ4ts�fitS1dl= moll 

kamam iisritya du$piiram 
dambha-miina-madiinvitiil) 

mohiid grhitvii 'sad-griihiin 
pravartante 'suci-vratiil) 

TRANSLATION 

Being filled with insatiable lusty desire s ,  arrogance, 
hypocrisy and pride, due to illusion they take to unclean 
habits and remain sworn to doing perverse activities. 

PURPORT 

Those who are demoniac remain arrogant and, being in illusion 
and disobedient to the scriptures, regard impermanent things as 
permanent. Their main attraction is to the physical body. Being 
attached to objects of sense gratification, they always remain 
dissatisfied and frustrated. Such people are so contaminated in their 
hearts and minds that they accept and adopt the most demoniac 
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practices and call them religious practice. They even concoct their 
own god and worship it with a manmade procedure. They act very 
disrespectful towards the real devotees and to the real BrahmaQas. 
They remain attached to sinful activities such as drinking wine and 
eating meat. Hence, even though they have some concept of religious 
principles, they remain irreligious. For example, when Duryodhana 
was mortally wounded by Bhimasena, he admitted to Lord K�Qa 
in the Mahabharat, janami dharmam na ca me pravrtti janamy 
adharmam na ca me nivrttih, "I know what the religious principles 
are, but I have no attraction to following them. I also know what 
results the irreligious acts will bring, but I have no desire to give 
them up." Such a kind of attitude can never reap any benefit. 

TEXTS 11-12 

M.-a1qqf<:?it1i � !lfc>illll.-a11q1Pxal: I 
q;1ifN4'1•1q<:q1 QdMRfd f.tf.tral: llnll 
311�11q1�nua4�1= q;1q5hl·fN<:1t1011= 1 
� ��'1"'4iit"11q�:q;q1{ llHJI 

cintam aparimeyam ca 
pralayantam upasrital) 

kiimopabhoga parama 
etavad iti niscita]J. 

asa-pasa-satair-baddhal) 
kama-krodha-parayal)al) 

ihante kiima-bhogartham 
anyayenartha saiicayan 

TRANSLATION 

Until death they remain obsessed by endless anxiety and 
consider enjoying sense pleasures to be their highest aim. They 
remain firmly convinced that sense pleasure is everything in life. 
In this way, being bound by the tie of hundreds of desires and 
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being enslaved by constant eruptions of lust and anger, they 
accumulate money even by illegal means to fulfill their sensual 
pleasures. 

PURPORT 

Demoniac people, due to their gross attachment to sens¢ 
objects, remain unable to surrender to spiritual principles because 
they make their ultimate aim to enjoy material life. They always 
anxiously hope to accumulate sufficient funds for sense gratification, 
and they do not hesitate even to make money through illegal means 
for it. In other words, collecting objects to satisfy the senses is the 
highest goal in life for such people. They do not hesitate to cheat, 
bluff, steal, or rob to collect enough funds to enjoy sensual pleasures. 
They remain convinced that nothing exists after death, and that is 
why as long as they are alive, they strive to enjoy material pleasure 
as much as they can. As it is stated in the Kulall).ava Raha�ya: 

yavat kamadi dipyeta yavat samsara vasana 
yavat indriya capalyam tavat tattva-katha kutal) 

"As long as lusty desires burn in the heart, as long as one is 
inclined to enjoying the material pleasures of this world, and as long 
as one has uncontrolled senses, where is the possibility for such 
people to sincerely endeavor for self-realization?" 

Sri Baladeva Vidyabhu�a:r;ia comments in this regard, na 
tattvato 'nyat paralaukikam sukham asti iti krta niscayal), "Being 
totally convinced that there is no life after death and spiritual life 
rewards no immediate pleasure, they also do not believe about the 
spiritual world, what to speak of happiness there. Thus, they decide 
to enjoy materially by chewing the chewed until their last breath." 
The mood of such people cannot be predicted because they change 
their decisions as per circumstance. Although people remain so 
unsteady in their decisions nevertheless they successfully enjoy their 
senses and have many like-minded friends. Because material sense 
pleasure can never be satisfied they try to obtain money using any 
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unscrupulous means in order to enjoy life, even then they still remain 
dissatisfied. As per the Srimad Bhagavatam, King Yayati is a prime 
example of remaining dissatisfied despite so much sense gratification, 
which real devotees never engage in. 

TEXTS 13-1 6 

� 1'llT � � ·iRTwr_ I 
�qq�qqfq � ltMGQfd �Unit 
31'\U � �: :tli�R� :q1q(1"1fq I 
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� ifl�'511(J>�'11�dl: I 
�: � � �.s� 1 1��1 1  

idam adya maya labdham 
imam prapsye manoratham 

idam astidam api 
me bhavi$yati punardhanam 

asau maya hatal) satrur 
hani$ye caparan api 

isvaro 'ham aham bhogi 
siddho 'ham balavan sukhi 

at;ihyo 'bhijanavan asmi 
konyo 'sti sadrfo ma ya 

yak$ye dasyami modi$ya 
ity ajfJ.ana vimohital) 

aneka-citta-vibhranta 
· moha-jala-samavrtal) 

prasaktal) kama-bhoge$U 
patanti narake 'sucau 
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TRANSLATION 

Demoniac people think, "This much I have gained today, 
and by using it I shall fulfill this kind of desire. So much wealth ,'is 
with me now, and that will increase more in the future. I have 
destroyed that enemy and I will also destroy the remaining ones 
in the future. I am the lord of everything, I am the enjoyer, I am 
successful, powerful, and happy. I am very wealthy and I have an 
aristocratic noble family. Who is there who is equal to me? No 
one; I am the best. I shall perform sacrifices or house religious 
functions, I shall give charity, and thus I shall enjoy to the 
maximum." In this way, being deluded by ignorance and 
remaining perplexed by numerous fantasies and anxieties, they 
become bound by the network of illusion, and thus being addicted 
to sense enjoyment, they fall into the filthy hell. 

PURPORT 

The demoniac build a castle of fantasies in their mind thinking 
that they are royal aristocrats. Yet they too must work hard to earn 
money, which they do even by dishonest means, and this leads them 
to hell. Such people think that whatever wealth, house, land, and 
good family they possess are due to their expert endeavors and 
intelligence. They think, "Anything that is attractive to me must be 
attained by me, for which I endeavor using any and every means." 
Without considering the consequences, they do anything that pleases 
them. They think, "The money I have earned is only for my pleasure 
and I shall somehow attain whatever money I require for the future." 
Thus, with this mentality, such people resort to any abominable 
means to earn money. With this kind of intensity, they try to destroy 
their opponents so that they can usurp their money and wives. Such 
people feel they are meant to be the only enjoyers of this world, no 
matter at whose expense. Their behavior is always immodest, and 
their so-called religiosity is just a show. In this way, they are caught 
up in the network of illusion, and being unable to become free from 
it, they suffer unlimitedly within their hearts. Thus, being totally 
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attached to lusty desires for sense gratification until the arrival of 
death, they are forced to enter the ferocious hellish planets to suffer. 
Whether one believes it or not, there is such a thing as hell where 
those who disregard spirituality and morality are punished, as 
criminals of a state are in normal jails. 

TEXT 17 

�= � 'tM'11'1'1�1Mdl: I 
� '11'14�4"1�1 11�1 1 

atma-sambhavitaJ.i stabdha 
dhana-mana-madanvital) 

yajante nama-yajflais te 
dambhenavidhi-piirvakam 

TRANSLATION 

Imagining themselves to be prominent, such impudent 
people, being intoxicated by their riches and false prestige, 
sometimes, without following the scriptural rules, perform a 
religious function of fire sacrifice in name only. 

PURPORT 

The miscreants of this world who disobey the scriptural 
injunctions are said to be envious of Lord K.r�IJ.a. Such people, even 
though they are impudent and obstinate, make themselves out to 
be honorable on account of their social status and/or wealth. Even 
though they have no good qualifications, they demand full respect 
from others. Due to their false ego, they do not acknowledge anyone 
as superior to them. They are always hypocritical and, just by seeing 
the external feature of a so-called Swami, who only looks like a 
saint but in reality is not, they think he is to be praised. They only 
believe in the external garb and do not care about reality or sincerity 
of devotion. They disregard true spiritualists, thinking them to be a 
waste of time. Although their activities are not supported by the 
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scriptures, they dare to criticize a true devotee who is  saintly by 
nature, not knowing that to envy a saintly person is equal to envying 
God. Such people are made to suffer repeatedly until their heafts 
change for the better. 

TEXT 18 

�������= I 
fti•mqq\��l \14rat:t4'Sl4�4"hl: melt 

aharikaram balam darpam 
kamam krodham ca samsritiil) 

mam atma-para-dehe$U 
pradvi$anto 'bhy-asilyaka}J 

TRANSLATION 

Being overwhelmed by false ego, power, arrogance, lust, 
and anger, such demoniac people envy Me; who dwells in their 
own body and in the bodies of others; and they blaspheme the 
saintly people. 

PURPORT 

Those who are overpowered by demoniac qualities do not 
accept Lord Kr�JJ.a to be the Supreme Personality of Godhead, and 
think Him to be equal to a demigod whom they worship. Due to 
this, they are understood to be envious of Lord Kr�JJ.a. They also 
deal enviously with real devotees who are truly dedicated to Lord 
Kr�JJ.a. Due to their false ego, they do not see anyone else better 
than themselves. Rather, they think that they are the best of all and 
they should be followed by everyone, even though they neither have 
any deep understanding of spiritual life nor do they have sufficient 
faith in spiritual knowledge. Out of envy, they say that the saintly 
people misguide human society and thus they advertise badly about 
true devotees and blaspheme them. Being bewildered and hard
hearted, they have no mental balance and thus find fault in true 
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devotees and in the scriptures and always remain angry with them. 
Such people, due to committing unforgivable offenses, are punished 
after their death. 

TEXT 19 

� �: � \i\11\1 � I 
fittqlRFiil\li1%!'1i•U��ilq � l li'<-11 

tan aham dvi$ata]J kriiran 
samsare$U naradhaman 

k$ipamy ajasram asubhan 
asuri$V eva yoni$U 

TRANSLATION 

Indeed I hurl such haters, who are mean and mischievous, 
who are the lowest of mankind, into the ocean of material 
existence and perpetually cast them into inauspicious demoniac 
births. 

PURPORT 

Those who display a demoniac nature never become qualified 
for liberation unless they change. One has to have at least a little 
heart-felt faith in God in order to hear about Kr!;iI.la consciousness. 
Those who envy real devotees and those who are completely faithless 
and hanker only after sense gratification take repeated births in the 
families of Mlecchas ( outcastes ), Yavanas (untouchables) , and non
vegetarians. The Lord of all, Lord Sri Kr!;iI.la, decides their destiny. 
Due to their sinful acts, they are given lower and lower births on 
their road to hell. 

TEXT 20 
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asunm yonim apanna 
miit;fha janmani janmani 

mam aprapyaiva kaunteya 
tato yanty adhamam gatim 

TRANSLATION 

16-20 

0 son of Kunti, by repeatedly taking births in demoniac 
families, these fools certainly do not reach Me and thus sink down 
to the most condemned types of existence. 

PURPORT 

By the causeless mercy of the Lord and after innumerable 
births, a person may come in contact with a saintly person who 
opens their path to liberation. But those who are rascals do not 
change and thus repeatedly take their birth in demoniac families 
where they remain bereft of Lord Kr�I).a's mercy. The word eva used 
in this text signifies that even if there is ample opportunity to take 
to Kf�I).a consciousness, people with low mentality, for the most part, 
remain unable to take to it because it is rare even for those who are 
born in pious families. Spiritual life is very rare, as it is stated in the 
Padyavali, janma-koti sukrtibhir na Jabhyate, "Devotional service 
to Lord Kf�I).a is so rare that it is not available even to those who 
have performed pious deeds in their millions of previous lives."  The 
Srimad Bhagavatam also states, na labhyate yad bhramatam upary 
adhai), "Even after taking many, many high and low births all over 
the universe, one cannot obtain devotional service to Lord Kf�I).a 
because it is so very rare to attain." Consequently, Lord Kf�I).a keeps 
the demoniac people in the darkness of illusion, where they always 
remain opposed to Him. In the previous ages the demoniac people 
were very powerful and Lord Kr�I).a would incarnate to kill them, 
but in the present age of Kaliyuga such demoniac people are 
defeated even by the Kalasakti, all-devouring time, of the Lord. 
Such demoniac people are carried away by material nature, which 
eventually kills them in the form of natural disasters, wars, epidemics, 
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or similar undesirable forces. Usually, when the demons are killed 
directly by Lord Kr�IJ.a Himself, they achieve liberation, but the 
destination of those who come under the grip of the Kalasakti of 
the Lord remains dark. It is therefore imperative for everyone to 
become a devotee of Lord Kr�IJ.a and become happy forever. 

TEXT 21 
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trividharil narakasyedaril 
dvararil niiSanam atmanal) 

kama krodhas tatha lobhas 
tasmad etat trayaril tyajet 

TRANSLATION 

There are three gateways leading to hell: lust, anger, and 
greed. They should therefore be given up, for they are destructive 
to the seH. 

PURPORT 

After hearing about the inauspicious, demoniac qualities which 
lead one to hell, it is hoped that some people will be able to give up 
their demoniac tendencies and become free from hell. For this reason 
Lord Kr�IJ.a reveals the three pathways that lead to hell. One can 
become free from these unwanted qualities by giving up activities 
that are condemned in the scriptures. Lord Kr�IJ.a talked about a 
particular hell in text sixteen and now He states how one can avoid 
going to that hell. The Lord says , "Anyone who avoids three 
qualities; lust, anger, and greed; becomes free from going to this 
particular filthy hell ." If one surrenders to and serves the Supreme 
Lord by following an authentic Spiritual Master, one never sees any 
hellish conditions but becomes eligible to enter into the spiritual 
kingdom to enjoy there forever. Letting this wonderful opportunity 
slip from the hand is unfortunate. 
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TEXT 22 
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etair vimuktal) kaunteya 
tamo-dvarais tribhir naral) 

acaraty atmanal) sreyas 
tato yati param gatim 

TRANSLATION 

16-22 

0 son of Kunti, a person who avoids these three gateways 
leading to hell and performs acts that are conducive to self-benefit 
consequently reaches the supreme destination. 

PURPORT 

Those who have overcome lust, anger, and greed are said to 
have become free from material desires. Such people live a peaceful, 
healthy, and happy life, but if they do not care about adopting 
spiritual life, sooner or later they become overcome by material 
desires again and fall back. Therefore those who follow the system 
of the v�a (social) and asrama (spiritual) orders as described in 
the Vedic scriptures and practice favorable devotional service to 
please Lord Kr�I)a obtain permanent success. This is the only way 
to reach the supreme abode of Lord Kr�Q.a, because only devotional 
service awards unconditional love of Godhead. 

TEXT 23 
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ya}) sastra-vidhim utsrjya 
vartate kama-caratal) 

na sa siddhim avapnoti 
na sukham na param gatim 
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TRANSLATION 

Anyone who discards scriptural injunctions and acts 
according to one's own whims attains neither perfection nor 
happiness nor the supreme destination. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kr�IJ.a explains how to recognize those people who are 
externally pious but internally impious. Such people show off their 
pious festivities but do not abide by the injunctions of the scriptures, 
as it is described here. The scriptural injunctions build a bridge 
between the living entity and God over the vast ocean of Maya. If 
the bridge is built, then even an ant can cross over it. This means 
those people who may be spiritually skeptical but have embraced 
the true spiritual path also obtain help to cross over the ocean of 
Maya. One should neither criticize nor ignore the scriptural 
injunctions, for they are the foundations of spirituality that develop 
the human soul. Therefore, one should not only learn and speak 
the scriptural injunctions, but also faithfully follow and honestly live 
by them. 

Those who do not discharge the prescribed duties of vama 
and asrama cannot become free from the hankering for lusty desires 
and their outcomes. Therefore, one should follow the scriptural 
injunctions in all circumstances and make them the basis of one's 
action. The word kama-caratal) indicates acting waywardly, or 
according to one's own whims. Even though such people may be 
materially successful, they cannot obtain the ultimate goal. They do 
not receive mercy of Lord Kn;IJ.a because their hearts remain 
unclean, thus they remain bereft of peace, happiness, and liberation. 

TEXT 24 
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tasmac chastram pramal)am te 
karyakarya vyavasthitau 

fii.iitva sastra-vidhanoktam 
karma kartum iharhasi 

TRANSLATION 

16-24 

Therefore, let the scriptures be your decisive authority in 
determining about what you should do and what you should not 
do. You should perform your duty following the rules and 
regulations of the scriptures. 

PURPORT 

Those who are truly theistic and devoted to Lord Kr�I.la are 
liberated from this world because they follow His instructions out 
of love. But those who are atheistic do not accept the rules of the 
scriptures and the supremacy of the Lord, and thus fall into hellish 
conditions. Any time one wants to know what their duty is, they can 
refer to the Spiritual Master who is well versed in the scriptures. 
One should never follow one's own whims or the advice of those 
who are not guided by the scriptures. Therefore, the rules of 
scriptures are the obligatory laws for the whole human society. Every 
scripture in this world teaches love of God. Their languages may be 
different, the speakers may be different, and the audiences may be 
different, but the essence, love of God, is the same in every scripture. 
The difference between Vedic scriptures and others is that Vedic 
scriptures teach one to make the whole human society their own 
family. As it is stated millions of years ago in the Taittiriy a Upani�ad, 
saha na va va tu saha n a u  bhunaktu, "May all humankind be 
protected together and may all humankind eat and be nourished 
together as one family." Also, the Santi Patha of the BrhadaraJ).yaka 
Upani�ad states the following: 

sarve bhavantu sukhinal) sarve santu niramayiil) 

sarve bhadral)i pasyantu ma kascid dul)kha-bhag bhavet 
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"May everyone in the whole world be happy and may all 
humans in the whole world become bereft of sins and diseases. May 
the whole human society in the whole world act wisely and 
experience auspiciousness and may no one in the whole world face 
any problems or troubles." 

Thus, because everyone is born from One God, all of humanity 
is one family having only one originator, God. Therefore, there is 
no place for disagreement found in the Vedic scriptures like is seen 
nowadays, "I am religious and you are not." Those who exclusively 
engage in activities that are recommended by Vedic scriptures indeed 
receive liberation. They do not remain in the material world to suffer 
repeated birth, death, old age, and disease. As it is stated in the 
Gita Bhii�al)a 'fika: 

vedartha nai$fhika yiinti svargam mok$ari1 ca sasvatam 
veda vahyas tu narakiiIJ.i iti $Or;lasa nirIJ.aya]J. 

"Those who strictly follow the Vedic injunctions and live by 
them at every step reach the eternal spiritual world or at least are 
taken to the heavenly planets. The ritualistic sections of the Vedas 
take one to heaven whereas the devotional section of the same Vedas 
take one to the spiritual world. But those who act against the Vedic 
injunctions reach hell. This is the conclusion of the sixteenth chapter 
of the Srimad Bhagavad Gita." 

Thus ends the Vrjavasi Purports to the Sixteenth Chapter of 
the Srimad Bhagavad Gita in the matter of the Divine and the 
Demoniac Natures. 

Harl Om Tat Sat 





CHAPTER SEVENTEEN 

The Three Categories of Faith 

TEXT l 
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arjuna uvaca 

ye sastra-vidhim utsrjya 
yajante sraddhayanvital). 

te$aril ni$fha tu ka k!$IJa 
sattvam aho rajas tamal). 

TRANSLATION 

Arjuna said: 0 Kn:s;ia, what is the status of those who do 
not abide by the rules of the scriptures but nevertheless worship 
with faith? Is their faith in goodness, passion, or ignorance? 
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PURPORT 

In this seventeenth chapter, Lord Kr�lJ.a further explains about 
the three modes of material nature; goodness, passion, and 
ignorance; in relation to one's faith. In the previous chapter, Lord 
Kr�lJ.a told Arjuna that those who follow the scriptures at every step 
are called divine, whereas those who do not follow the scriptures 
are called demoniac. Hearing this, Arjuna raised the question of 
the position of those who worship or perform rituals with faith, but 
do not follow the scriptural injunctions; does their loyalty fall in 
goodness, passion, or ignorance? A Guru like Lord Kr�lJ.a answers 
the genuine questions of a sincere disciple. 

TEXT 2 
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sri bhagaviin uviica 

trividhii bhavati §raddhii 
dehinam sii svabhiivajii 

siittviki ra1as1 caiva 
tiimasi ceti tam smu 

TRANSLATION 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead said:  Indeed, 
according to the nature inherited from their previous life, an 
embodied soul develops faith from one of the three categories: 
goodness, passion, or ignorance. Now hear them from Me. 

PURPORT 

People generally think their character and personality are 
the products of chance or social environment. But here, Lord Kr�lJ.a 
explains with the word svabhiivajii that the nature and habit one 
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attains in this life is actually the consequence of one's previously 
performed karma. Although all the living entities are governed by 
the three modes of material nature, those who follow the instructions 
of a bona-fide Spiritual Master worship Lord Kr�:Q.a, thus 
transcending these modes. They gradually become fully purified and 
reach the supreme abode, no matter what nature or faith they were 
originally born with. 

TEXT 3 
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sattvanuriipii sarvasya 
sraddhii bhavati bhiirata 

sraddhiimayo 'yam pUTU$0 
yo yac chraddhal) sa eva sal) 

TRANSLATION 

0 son of Bharata, the faith of everyone depends on the 
mode of existence acquired from their previous life. A person is 
dominated by a particular faith; therefore, whatever kind of faith 
a person has, that kind of person one actually is. 

PURPORT 

Every living entity is dominated by one of the three modes of 
material nature. Those who are in goodness are dedicated to 
worshiping the demigods; those who are in passion are dedicated to 
worshiping demons or some superstar of this world; and those who 
are in ignorance worship ghosts and evil spirits. According to one's 
nature, which is acquired from their past karma, one develops 
feelings and consciousness in a corresponding mode of worship 
which leads to a particular result. As it is stated in the Mu:Q.c;laka 
Upani�ad, kiimaya te yams ca kiimiin tam tam Jokam jiiya te, 
"According to one's faith, a person worships with a particular desire, 
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obtains a particular kind of blessing, and also reaches a particular 
destination after death." Everyone is the product of their own 
thoughts; therefore, they should only harbor noble thoughts because 
thoughts result in desires, which tum into deeds. As the Srimad 
Bhagavatam states, yatra yatra mano dehi dharayet sakalariJ. dhiya, 
"On whatever point an embodied soul fixes its mind on with full 
concentration at the time of death, they will become a corresponding 
quality of person in the future having a corresponding kind of faith." 
This means one's faith prevails in a person and turns that person's 
behavior, nature, and habits into that quality. As it is stated in the 
BrhadaraQ.yaka Upani�ad: 

yathacari tatha bhavati sadhukari sadhur bhavati 
papakari papi bhavati yatha kamo bhavati tat 

kratur bhavati yat kratur bhavati tat karma kurute 
yat karma kurute tadabhi sampadyate. 

"One's present faith depends on their previously performed 
karma, and they behave in this world as per that faith. Those who 
behave saintly and gently are called saintly or good mannered 
people. Those who act sinfully behave cruelly or impiously and are 
called sinners or impious. The kinds of desires a person develops 
depend on that person's faith and when one acts as per their faith, 
that person is said to be a corresponding type of person. Whatever 
quality of person one is, that kind of worship they adopt, and thus 
they attain a corresponding result." 

TEXT 4 
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yajante sattvika devan 
yak$a-rak$ariJ.si raj asa}J 

pretan-bhiita-gal)ams canye 
yajante tamasa jana}J 
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TRANSLATION 

T hose who are in the mode of goodness worship the 
demigods; those in the mode of passion worship semi-demigods 
and demons; and those in the mode of ignorance worship ghosts, 
spirits, and other similar entities. 

PURPORT 

Normally it is said that changing one's destiny is difficult, but 
it can be changed through having the right kinds of thoughts. The 
Lord has rewarded human beings the power of thinking; by using 
which one can control their physical, mental, social, and spiritual 
nature. Thus, it is recommended to always harbor the right kinds of 
thoughts. Even though humans are rewarded with the power to have 
such thoughts, the irony is that they fail to use this skill. The goal of 
human life is to attain liberation from this mortal world, and if they 
fail, then it should be understood that the person was not committed 
to change their destination . one hundred percent. Thus, one is the 
cause of everything that happens to them. Blaming God for any 
undesirable experience is unjust. For example, Lord Kp�Qa says here 
that whatever nature one has results in a specific type of experience. 
Those who are predominantly in the mode of goodness worship 
demigods like Lord Siva, Goddess Durga, Lord GaQesha, Skanda, 
Surya, or Hanuman in accordance with the rules established by the 
scriptures. Because they worship the demigods, they also develop 
the mood and qualities corresponding to that particular worship. 
Similarly, those who are passionate worship Yak�as (semi
demigods) like Kubera or certain kinds of genies or demons like 
Rahu and Ketu. And those who are in ignorance worship hobgoblins 
or the spirits of the dead in order to perform black-magic and 
voodoo, and thus they take on their qualities. 

TEXTS 5-6 
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asastra-vihitam ghoram 
tapyante ye tapo janiil) 

dambhaharikara-samyuktab 
kama-raga-balanvitiil) 

kar$ayantal,J. 8arira-stham 
bhiita-gramam acetasab 

mam caivantab sarira-stham 
tan viddhy asura niscayan 

TRANSLATION 

17-6 

Those who perform severe austerities and penances which 
are not recommended by the scriptures but are impelled to 
perform them out of arrogance, pride, egotism, desire, attachment, 
and stamina-know that such people, being misled, torture their 
bodies and throw off the balance of the elements in their body, 
thus inconveniencing Me, the Supersoul dwelling within, and they 
are certainly of demoniac faith. 

PURPORT 

Those who indulge in practicing anything that is unscriptural 
are called arrogant and proud by Lord Kr�i:ia because they do not 
care about following the scriptural injunctions. Such people are also 
self-motivated and full of desires. For example, if they desire to 
become wealthy or free from old age and disease, or they want to 
become leaders of a nation, elected or selected officers, they perform 
severe austerities like not eating for a long time etc. With such 
aspirations in their hearts, they become very attached to engaging 
in unscriptural austerities and worship. They torture themselves and 
their body, thus they are understood to have demoniac faith. 
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According to the scriptures, those who follow speculated 
processes do not attain their desired goal even though they go 
through much suffering while in penance. Such people do not 
understand that destiny has given them a human birth as a means 
to please the Supreme Lord and attain the spiritual world. Instead, 
they use their stamina to perform unauthorized austerities to attract 
innocent and ignorant people to fulfill their motives. Sometimes 
they deface their bodies and torture the soul and the Supersoul, 
seated in their hearts. Even though their Supersoul echoes from 
within to do the right thing, they ignore it and act as per their own 
whims. Thus, they disturb both the soul and the Supersoul. Hence, 
their destination becomes bleak, and the door to the spiritual world 
remains closed for them. In this way, they experience the pangs of 
repeated birth and death in this world until they seriously adopt 
spiritual life. Spiritual life is the sole solution to every problem. 

TEXT 7 
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ahiiras tv api sarvasya 
trividho bhvati priyal;l 

yajiias tapas tathii diinam 
te$iili1 bhedam imam smu 

TRANSLAT ION 

The foods preferred by all human beings are also of three 
types. So are the sacrifices, austerities, and charities. Now hear 
the distinctions between them. 

PURPORT 

Those who think that every sacrifice, charity, and austerity 
reaps the same quality and quantity of result do not possess 
discernment powers and thus are considered to be less intelligent. 
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Each and every action does not reap the same kind of result. One 
has to study and follow the scriptural evidence to understand how 
to reach the correct goal. Those who do not follow scriptu11al 
processes but follow their own concoctions are said to be ungodly 
and the ultimate goal remains unfulfilled. In the upcoming verses, 
Lord K:p�l)a describes their choice of foods, which is of the same 
nature as their faith in the heart, because a person's qualities are 
controlled by their desires which are under the three modes. 

TEXT S  
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ayul)-sattva-balarogya 
sukha-priti-vivardhanal) 

rasyal)-snigdhal)-sthira-hrdya 
aharal) sattvika-priyal) 

TRANSLATION 

Foods which promote longevity, vitality, strength, health, 
happiness, satisfaction, and are succulent, greasy, enduring, and 
agreeable to the stomach are appreciated by those in the mode 
of goodness. 

PURPORT 

Throughout the world, it is well known from the Vedic 
scriptures that food in the mode of goodness increases one's energy 
and duration of life. This is not true of foods which are made from 
juice yet are dry, even though they are tasty, such as sugar candy 
(which makes one thirsty) or foods that are fatty, such as cream, 
which is tasty but not enduring. There are also foods which are 
enduring, such as jackfruit, which are juicy and fatty, but not 
agreeable to the stomach and heart if consumed daily. Here, Lord 
Kpma uses the word hrdya, meaning pleasing to the heart and 
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stomach. The foods that are juicy, greasy, enduring, and beneficial 
to the heart and stomach are made from grains, milk products, 
vegetables, fruits, and nuts. Such foods are categorized as food in 
the mode of goodness and they are very pleasing to those who are 
in the mode of goodness. Such pure foods are free from all 
contamination and do not include mushrooms, onions, garlic, or 
vinegar. Those who are not in the mode of goodness but eat foods 
in goodness also become situated in goodness because one becomes 
what one eats. The Chandogya Upani�ad states, "The food that is 
consumed turns into three parts. The grossest part comes out as 
excrement; the part that is in between the grossest and the subtle 
nourishes the flesh, bones, blood marrow, and skin; and the subtle 
part produces semen or ovum, which then rises up and nourishes 
the brain and helps the subtle tissues by uniting one with the life 
force." Therefore food in goodness brings one nearer to leading a 
divine life. 

TEXT 9 
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katv-amla-Javal)aty-ugia 
tik$1)a-ruk$a-vidahina]J 

ahara rajasasye$ta 
du]Jkha-sokamaya-prada]J 

TRANSLAT ION 

Foods that are too bitter, sour, salty, steamy hot, pungent, 
dry, or spicy, and likewise others which cause distress, lamentation, 
and disease, are appreciated by those who are in the mode of 
passion. 

PURPORT 

The word ati, or "too," is connected to all seven categories of 
passionate food. Food which is too bitter, such as food mixed with 
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neem leaves, and food that is too sour, such as food mixed with 
tamarind, food that is too salty, food that is too steamy hot, too 
pungent such as food mixed with radishes or chilies, food that is too 
dry such as roasted chickpeas, and food which bums the stomadi, 
such as food mixed with vinegar; these foods bring sadness to those 
who eat them regularly. In other words, such foods bring immediate 
discomfort to the tongue and throat and later to the stomach and 
health as well. The habit of eating such foods produces anxieties, 
indigestion, heartburn and constipation; and thus, in due course, 
results in painful piles, fistula, or ulcers. 

TEXT 10 
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yata-yamam gata-rasam 
puti paryu$itam ca yat 

ucchi$tam api camedyam 
bhojanam tamasa-priyam 

T RANSLATION 

Food that is tasteless, stale, putrid, or is leftovers from 
others, or is not yet fully cooked, as well as food that is non
vegetarian is food that is liked by people in the mode of ignorance. 

PURPORT 

Preparations which include under-matured or over-matured 
items, or food that is not yet fully cooked or somewhat still raw is 
called yatayama in Sanskrit. Lord Kp;Q.a's usage of the word 
yatayama can also mean food cooked three hours before eating. 
But He uses the word puti for old food or food that has gone stale. 
Food which is old and has lost its natural taste, rotten foods, foods 
that emit a strong odorous smell, food mixed with onions or garlic, 
food left over by people other than the pure devotee, and unholy 
foods mixed with meat, fish, eggs, or mushrooms are appreciated 
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by people who are in the mode of ignorance. Such food is not healthy 
and contaminates the mind and the soul. Therefore strictly avoiding 
such foods should be desired. The Vai�1.iavas do not accept any 
c;;atables which are not first offered to Lord Kr�.Q.a. Food in the mode 
of ignorance is not offered to Lord Kr�Qa. For Him, the best and 
freshest foods in the mode of goodness are selected to off er. The 
Srimad Bhagavatam describes that when food is offered to Lord 
Kr�.Q.a it becomes prasadam, a karma free diet, and free from the 
three modes, and when consumed elevates the eater to the 
transcendental platform. 

Those foods that are considered unholy or contaminated by 
Vedic civilization are foods that include meat, fish, eggs, mushrooms, 
onions, garlic, or similar scripturally forbidden items. Those who 
are in the mode of ignorance appreciate such forbidden items and 
drink wine. If the statement 'you are what you eat' is true then 
indiscriminative eating and drinking will bring one an equal and 
opposite result at the end. As the Srimad Bhagavatam states: 

ye tv anevam vido 'santal) stabdhal) sad-abhimaninal) 
paSiin druhyanti visrabdhal) pretya khadanti te ca tan 

"Those who have insufficient knowledge, those who are cruel 
and presumptuous by nature, but consider themselves civilized and 
pious in many ways, kill innocent animals without hesitation or 
someone else kills the animals for them to eat. They don't believe 
that there is a divine power watching their acts. They also do not 
know that they have to suffer in hell after their death and after they 
return to this world they will be eaten by the same animals which 
they ate in their lifetime. " 

One should not kill other living entities nor get them killed by 
someone else just for the sake of satisfying their tongue or even in 
the name of survival. In the social system of justice it is said that if 
someone kills another, that person is to be punished with death in 
return. Those who do not have the power to give life to the killed 
should not kill any living entity (nor have them killed by others) for 
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the satisfaction of their tongue. Anybody who takes birth, grows; 
produces byproducts, dwindles, and dies has a soul. Killing others, 
who also have rights to live, in the name of living a civilized life is 
not appreciated by the law of karma in Vedic scriptures. All living 
entities are children of God, for they are all created by Him; 
therefore, they are equal in value and He loves them all equally as 
humans. Just as everyone has a different shaped vehicle, everyone 
has a different shaped body. As every vehicle has a living person as 
a driver, similarly all bodies have the same kind of soul. Therefore, 
appreciating the variegated creation of God and living harmoniously 
with all creatures will bring peace and harmony to everyone while 
alive and salvation after death. 

Eating food which is specifically authorized by Lord Kr�Qa 
and Vedic scriptures pleases Him. Grains, beans, vegetables, fruits, 
nuts, sugar, salt, and milk products; when combined in proper 
proportion; these make many varieties of foodstuffs that are meant 
for human consumption and are authorized by Lord Kr�Qa. No one 
can escape the laws of God, which are enforced by nature and His 
administrators, the demigods. 

TEXT 11 

� � � � I  
4t:e6Qit�Rt lR= � � �1�et1= m i 1 1  

aphaliikafJ.k$ibhir yajii.o 
vidhi-dr$to ya ijyate 

ya$tavyam eveti manal;l 
samiidhiiya sa siittvikal;l 

TRANSLATION 

Sacrifice that is enjoined by the scriptures, performed with 
firm conviction that it is a duty, and is done without expecting 
any results from the performance, is in the mode of goodness. 
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PURPORT 

Those who follow the rules of Vamasrama Dharma are very 
pious and perform at least one sacrifice regularly as a duty, without 
expecting any results from their sacrifice. One may question if it is 
truly possible to perform a sacrifice without expecting any result in 
return. For this, Lord Kp�Q.a uses the word ya$favyam, to indicate 
that such sacrifice is performed by a householder out of a sense of 
duty. People who follow the rules of the Vamasrama system dutifully 
perform at least one fire sacrifice called homa at home daily. For 
example, the traditional BrahmaQ.a who lives by his merit regularly 
performs homa, or fire-sacrifice, while chanting mantras, just before 
eating lunch; and/or performs balivaisvadeva regularly. This means 
that just before starting to eat, he performs a small fire-sacrifice near 
his eating plate or in the kitchen while placing food from the plate 
in the fire and chanting mantras. Knowing such sacrifice is 
recommended by the scriptures, he thus performs the sacrifice just 
to satisfy the Lord as a matter of duty. This is one of the rules of the 
Varnasram system. Such performers do not desire any result from 
their performance, and it is called a sacrifice in the mode of goodness. 

TEXT 12 

� � � �� � � I  
� �� � � wm \1"51�'{ m�u 

abhisandhiiya tu  phalam 
dambhiirtham api caiva yat 

ijyate bharata-sre$fha 
tam yajiiam viddhi riijasam 

TRANSLATION 

0 best of the Bharatas, the sacrifice which is performed out 
of pride just to show off, and is solely aimed at attaining its result, 
know it to be in the mode of passion. 
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PURPORT 

This world is mostly filled with people who expect results from 
their virtuous acts. Practically everyone is motivated and does things 
hoping for results, and thus they are in the mode of passion. They 
believe that by performing a sacrifice they will go to heaven and/or 
should be rewarded with varieties of pleasure while alive. Sometimes 
such people perform a sacrifice just to be glorified or to become 
famous as religious men in human society, or they do it just to show 
off their prosperity to others. 

TEXT 13 

Fmitl'1'1��1i "1"'5'�1'1'1��01'{ I 
�41Fl<:i%d � � qR+:ri:�ta U n.I I 

vidhi-hinam asr$fannam 
mantra-hinam adak$iIJam 

sraddha-virahitam yajii.am 
tamasam paricak$ate 

TRANSLATION 

That sacrifice which is performed without following the 
scriptural rules, in which sanctified food is not distributed, is 
performed without chanting proper mantras , in which 
remuneration is not awarded to priests, and is performed without 
faith, is said to be in the mode of ignorance. 

PURPORT 

The fire sacrifice is essential for human beings because when 
a fire sacrifice is performed, its smoke ascends into the sky and 
satisfies the demigods, which in turn pour sufficient and timely rains 
to grow the required goods for all the creatures to live happily. For 
this reason sacrifices were created in the first place. If performing 
sacrifices are avoided or not performed properly, then an undesirable 
outcome happens as a result. As it is stated in the Niti Sastra: 
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anna-hino dahed r�tram mantra-hinam ca rtvijam 
yajamanam dana-hino nasti yajiia-samo ripu/;1 

751 

"If a fire sacrifice is performed without freely distributing 
sanctified food to everyone who comes to see the sacrifice, it invites 
calamities to the nation. If it is performed without chanting correct 
mantras with proper pronunciation then it harms the priest who 
performs the sacrifice. And if sufficient donation and remuneration 
is not given to the presiding priests and also to the authorized people 
who participated in the sacrifice then it harms the host. In this way, 
there is no worse enemy for one in this world than an improperly 
performed sacrifice. " 

TEXT 14 

�€1fa::it1(l!Oll'*1'l-::it4 '4.0"4111'�€1'{ I 
ii�i4:411�\f1 � � � � m�t t 

deva-dvija guru prajiia 
piijanam saucam arjavam 

brahmacaryam ahimsa ca 
sariram tapa ucyate 

TRANSLATION 

Worshiping the Supreme Lord, the Brabm.aJ;UlS, the Spiritual 
Master, and the spiritually learned superiors; along with 
cleanliness, simplicity, celibacy, and nonviolence, are said to be 
austerities pertaining to the body. 

PURPORT 

Austerities of deeds are to always remain respectful towards 
those who are honorable and wise. Always remaining meek and 
humble while dealing with others and remaining simple in behavior 
is called austerity performed using the body. One should only do 
those things which are authorized by the scriptures. Following proper 
Vedic regulations and prohibitions, such as celibacy, honesty, and 
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being correctly disciplined are called the austerities performed using 
the body. 

TEXT 15 

:st�'lfh( � � rnttftd � � I 
� � €11'(+14 (f'q' � 1 1 1'1 1 1  

anudvega-karam viikyam 
satyaiil priya-hitam ca yat 

svadhyayabhyasanam caiva 
viirimayam tapa ucyate 

TRANSLATION 

Speech that does not agitate others, is truthful, pleasing, 
and beneficial, and is used regularly for studying scriptures and 
chanting the holy names, is austerity related to speech. 

PURPORT 

The austerity of speech consists of words which do not bring 
agitation, fear, or anxiety to others and are authorized by the 
scriptures. Such speech is beneficial to both the speaker and the 
listeners because it are not based on just worldly truth; but is based 
on the scriptural injunctions, which elevate the soul. As it is stated 
in the MuI)c;laka Upanil:;ad, satyam eva jayati na nrtam satyena 
pantha vitato devayanal), "Only scriptural truth is victorious, not 
worldly truths or made-up lies, because for those who speak the 
scriptural truth, a vimana (a celestial airplane) descends to take them 
to the upper world where great sages live. " Those who are austere 
in speech study the Vedic literatures on a regular basis to practice 
what they say and to speak Vedic philosophy to others and also 
chant japa (silent chant) to please Lord Krl:>Qa. 

TEXT 16 

lR= �= 41�� ifl'1'11(+1MR'l�= I 
.. M\1%[�RJ'ta:a<fl '11'1(t!f�d 111� 1 1  
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manal) prasadal) saumyatvam 
maunam atma-vinigrahab 

bhava-samsuddhir ity etat 
tapo manasam ucyate 

TRANSLATION 

753 

Tranquility, gentleness, silence, self-restraint, and purity of 
thoughts are the austerities of the mind. 

PURPORT 

Those who are very straightforward in their dealings are able 
to control their body and mind properly. Such people desire 
happiness for others. The results of their dealings are very pleasing 
to themselves and to others because straightforwardness is a virtuous 
quality and is therefore appreciated by God. Thus, such dealings 
are called performing austerity of the mind. 

TEXT 17 

� � � aq�R=>!M'd -=R: I 
�= \11W:i4' qR"4i:ttd m�1 1 

sraddhaya paraya taptam 
tapas tat tri-vidham narail) 

aphalakarik$ibhir yuktaib 
sattvikam paricak$ate 

TRANSLATION 

When these threefold austerities are practiced by people 
with full faith and steady mind, without desiring any results from 
them, they are said to be in goodness. 

PURPORT 

Those who practice austerities using the body, words, and mind 
are called yogis. When they control their minds and practice the 
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threefold austerities with full faith and devotion to please Lord 
Kr�Qa and do not desire any results, then their austerities, are said 
to be in goodness. When one is pure in thought, then everything, 
including words and deeds, falls in place. 

TEXT 18 

�(qll\i11�'l-iill� (ftjT � � � I 
� � m � � 1 1ic1 1  

satkiira-miina-pujiirtham 
tapo dambhena caiva yat 

kriyate tad iha proktam 
riijasam calam adhruvam 

TRANSLATION 

Austerities that are flickering and impermanent; performed 
with pride; to show off in order to obtain respect, honor, and 
worship; are austerities in the mode of passion. 

PURPORT 

Those who perform austerities in order to become famous as 
a holy man, to be offered wealth, or to be worshiped by others, or 
for any other material reason are said to be in the mode of passion. 
Such austerities are unsustainable. They are performed with great 
arrogance in the mood of having a superiority complex; thus they 
reap only temporary results. 

TEXT 19 

'(dtH�Oij(+1;fl 4('fl'\S41 � (fq: I 
q\Wt(ql��I� � d"dl'1�1�hid'{ 1 1 1� 1 1 

mu<;lha-griihe1.1atmano yat 
pi<;layii kriyate tapal) 

parasyotsiidaniirtham vii 
tat tiimasam udahrtam 
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TRANSLATION 

An austerity performed with obstinacy and without proper 
iJnderstanding while torturing one's body and mind, or to destroy 
someone else, is said to be austerity in the mode of ignorance. 

PURPORT 

One who does not know about the proper procedure of 
performing an austerity, does not know what kind of outcome will 
arise from the austerity, does not know the proper time and place to 
begin the austerity, and does not know to whom the austerity should 
be directed to, but persistently performed it is in ignorance. Such 
austerity involves physical and mental inconvenience, like sometimes 
people who gruesomely torture their body are said to be in 
ignorance. Some people perform austerity in order to destroy others. 
They are called black magic performers and they become ghosts in 
their next life. Such people who harm others are not liked by God. 
Living to benefit others should be the goal of every person and such 
an attitude is appreciated by God. Real devotees live just to benefit 
others and have nothing to do with such black magic. If they do 
such things, they are not called devotees of God. 

TEXT 20 

�1a€4f'tR1 � �sjq�1RUI I 
� w � m- � � �1�% � 1 1�0 1 1  

datavyam iti yad-diinaril 
diyate 'nupakaril)e 

dese kale ca patre ca 
tad danaril sattvikaril smrtam 

TRANSLATION 

That charity which is given as a matter of duty to a worthy 
person who is authorized to receive it but does not do any favor 
in return, is given for a holy place, at an auspicious moment, and 
without expectation of reward, is called charity in goodness. 
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PURPORT 

Here the word dese means charity given in or for the holy 
places, and the word kale means on auspicious day s such as on 
Ekiidasi, PiiIJ)imii, on the appearance days of the Lord, or at a time 
of urgent need. The word piitre means a person who is authorized 
by the ancient scriptures to accept the charity. The ancient scriptures 
authorize a traditional Briihmal}a who lives purely as per scriptural 
rules and is a devotee of the Lord to accept charity. Those who are 
not traditional Briihmal}as but have become sincere devotees of the 
Lord are allowed to accept charity for their Guru while he is still 
alive. If charity is given without any expectation of anything in return, 
it is said to be charity in goodness. Improperly given charity harms 
both the giver and receiver of the charity. As it is stated in the Padma 
Puriil}a (a similar statement is found in the Manu Smruti as well) : 

diinam dadiiti ya}) sudro mahatyiim api ciipadi 

yas ca tasmai sampradadyiit tau ubhau narakau dhruvam 

"For anyone who gives charity to a low-born person, even if 
that person is converted into a saintly devotee or is facing some 
difficulty, the charity giver and charity taker both go to hell after 
their demise. Improper charity harms both the receiver and the 
charity giver without a doubt. " 

Philanthropy is different from charity because charity reaps a 
spiritual result, thereby taking one to the spiritual world, whereas 
philanthropy reaps a material result, whereby taking one to heaven. 
As per the Mahiibhiirat, no one does any thing for anyone, 
everyone acts for their own self. Even those who help by giving 
handouts or doing philanthropically charitable works do it for their 
own good because it will take them to heaven. Therefore the giver, 
not the receiver, obtains help from handouts. Hence, one should 
not become compelled by greed and make up stories to receive 
charity. Charity should at least be given while one has a regular 
income coming in. Charity is the best use of wealth. As per Lord 
Kr�Qa, the best charity is that which is given to a real devotee, for a 
holy place and without expecting anything. 
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TEXT 21 

� ��q"fll\l� Cfl<'i!{�� � �: I 
� � qf<:�l!d � � ·� 1 1�1 1 1  

yat tu praty-upakiiriirtham 
phalam uddisya vii punal;J. 

diyate ca parikli�tam 
tad diinam riijasam smrtam 

TRANSLATION 

757 

H charity is given to obtain something in return from the 
charity receiver or given seeking material results from it, or given 
grudgingly, that charity is in the mode of passion. 

PURPORT 

Charity which produces anxiety, such as "Why did I give so 
much?" or "Why do I have to give?" or "What will I gain from giving?" 
is said to be in the mode of passion. Those who do not desire to give 
charity but do so because some friend or relative have said to do it, or 
who do so to compete with someone, or because the Spiritual Master 
compelled them to give it, are giving charity in the mode of passion. 
Charity in the mode of passion also applies to charity given by those 
who expect a result from their charity, such as having their name 
announced or put on a plaque, or to brag about their charity or expect 
something material in return from the charity taker. 

TEXT 22 

31&!ll"hl<1; � � I 
31�($d'N'*11d dfUi1�!{�1ad'{ l l ��l l 

adesa-kiile yad diinam 
apiitrebhyas ca diyate 

asatkrtam avajniitam 
tat tiimasam udiihrtam 
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TRANSLATION 

H charity is given with contempt, for an improper place, at 
an improper time, without investigating if the charity taker is a 
worthy person to accept the charity or not, and without showing 
any respect or with disrespect towards the receiver, that charity 
is said to be in the mode of ignorance. 

PURPORT 

If charity is given to those who are not pure it is called charity 
in the mode of ignorance. People who give charity must know who 
is taking the charity, where the charity will be taken to, how the 
charity will be spent, and for what purpose it will be used. Charity 
given without discernment, without showing respect, or giving while 
chastising the receiver is called charity in ignorance. 

TEXT 23 

� dctiRRt � ;,�01f�M'tl: �: I 
;,1�011�"1 � � fi�a1: � 1 1��1 1  

om-tat-sad iti nirdeso 
brahma1.1as tri-vidhal;J smrtal;J 

brahma1.1iis tena vediis ca 
yajiiiiS ca vihitiil;J purii 

TRANSLATION 

The scriptures address the Supreme Brahman with three 
syllables, " Om Tat Sat," and from this, in the beginning of 
creation, the Briihmat;tas, the Vedas, and the sacrifices were 
created. 

PURPORT 

In this chapter, Lord Kp�Q.a has explained the three categories 
of sacrifice, austerity, and charity. Among these categories, the 
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quality of goodness is recognized as the best, while passion and 
ignorance are said to be inferior. In the case of Kp'.il)a consciousness, 
even if the performer is in the lower modes, if sincere, the performer 
becomes purified in due course in order to become eligible to march 
towards the spiritual world. Especially those in goodness who 
perform spiritual activities will easily attain love of Godhead and 
be promoted to the spiritual world. 

The Brahmal)as, the Vedas, and the sacrifices were directly 
born from the Lord, who is addressed here in the threefold name. 
That is why one's hard earned money should be spent on them. 
While giving charity or a gift to a traditional Brahmal)a who lives 
purely, the charity giver should pronounce "OM TAT SAT" while 
handing it over and the Brahmal)a should appreciate it by saying 
"TATHAS TU." This is the established procedure of giving and 
taking charity in order to achieve the proper result. Following rules 
of giving and taking charity is always best and forgetting about one's 
given charity is the best way to receive merits from the charity. 

TEXT 24 

d�l�fit��t&� ���Md�= fil\m: I 
!Fld4' �= � i1�€11R"11'{ 1 1�)11 1  

tasmad om ity udiihrtya 
yajiia-dana-tapal;i-kriyal;i 

pravartante vidhanoktaji 
satatam brahma-vadinam 

TRANSLATION 

Therefore, the transcendentalists who are expert in chanting 
Vedic mantras always undertake their scriptural sacrifices,  
charities, and penances with the recitation of OM, which addresses 
the Supreme Lord. 
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PURPORT 

Lord Kr�1,1a is the source of Brahman, which includes the three 
personalities, Brahma, Vi�1,1u, and Siva. These three are addressed 
here with the sound "OM." The address "OM" for Lord Kr�1,1a is 
equal to "Mr. " used to address a respectable man in the normal 
world. Therefore, those who are insufficiently learned in spiritual 
science recite "OM" to call God while performing their meditation. 
We have already discussed previously that Lord Kp;1,1a is the source 
of everything, including "OM;" which includes Brahma, Vi�1,1u, and 
Siva. If one meditates on Lord �1,1a while doing austerity, charity, 
and sacrifice, since He is the source of everything and is the enjoyer 
of every activity, He will surely bless one. Such a kind of performance 
of austerity, sacrifice, and charity is the duty of every ideal person in 
this world. If the Supreme Lord is pleased, everyone automatically 
becomes pleased because everyone is included in God. Not only 
do the Vedic scriptures say this, but all the religions and all the 
scriptures of the world agree that the Supreme Lord is the source 
of everything, and therefore every service should be directed to Him 
alone. 

TEXT 25 

� � ��c1�= �= I 
Gl"1Kh41'1Jrl AA-m: Rh44' ifl:e:tctit�flf: 1 1�'1 1 1  

tad ity anabhisandhaya 
phalam yajiia-tapa}J-kriyiib 

dana-kriyiis ca vividhal) 
kriyante mok$a-kiiiik$ibhi}J 

TRANSLATION 

Those who seek liberation from this world perform various 
types of sacrifice, penance, and give charity by reciting the word 
"tat," without expecting any reward from performances. 
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PURPORT 

Everything; including all charity, sacrifices, austerities, and all 
offerings; although seeming to be done for the benefit of others, is 
actually done for one's own benefit. If someone offers charity it only 
seems that it is given to the receiver, but in fact, the one who receives 
the charity is doing a favor by bringing the charity giver closer to 
God for His blessings. Therefore, the Mahabharat states that 
charitable works done for others are really done for one's own good. 
Charity does not do any good for the charity taker, as it is stated in 
the Vi!;>JJ.U PuraJ).a, piiJ.Jau dagdha prati-grahe, " The charity taker 
transfers all his acquired merits to the charity giver through his hands 
while extending the hands to receive the charity and the sins of the 
charity given sit on top of the charity and go to the charity taker." 
This is the rule established in the Vedic system of charity. Usually 
cash is handed in charity and by taking the charity the accepter 
becomes bereft of merits and the charity giver gains merits without 
making much endeavor. What an exchange! Just see. Therefore the 
charity giver and charity taker should begin giving and taking charity 
with the word tat meaning "I am giving the charity for the Lord" and 
the charity taker should contemplate, "I am taking it for the Lord." 

TEXT 26 

� � � �R�ad4;y;«ia I 
� � -a-� ��<i4: llPf � 1 1 �� 1 1  

sad-bhave sadhu--bhave ca 
sad ity etat prayujyate 

prasaste karmaJ.Ji tatha 
sac-chabda}J partha yujyate 

TRANSLATION 

son of Prtha, in the performance of devotional service the 
word "sat" is recited, and also while doing the bona-fide 
meritorious activities, the sound "sat" is used. 
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PURPORT 

The sound sat indicates the Supreme Lord and can only be 
used effectively with actions performed according to the scriptures, 
not otherwise. There are two categories of bona-fide activities in 
this world; material and spiritual; both of which are guided by the 
laws of the scriptures. It does not matter what kind of bona-fide 
activity is being conducted; in every circumstance the name of the 
Lord should be recited because the name of the Lord purifies every 
activity. But actions which are contrary to the scriptures and 
categorized as illicit sex, meat eating, intoxication, and gambling do 
not become purified by reciting the sound sat or by chanting the 
Holy Name of the Lord. Such activities and those who perform them 
should be avoided altogether for one's own benefit. 

TEXT 27 

� � � �fBffit': �Rfd � I 
� � �� �  1 1 ��1 1 

yajii.e tapasi dane ca 
sthitil) sad iti cocyate 

karma caiva tad-arthiyam 
sad ity evabhidhiyate 

TRANSLATION 

The resting-place of sacrifice, penance, and charity is called 
"sat," and the service rendered to please the Supreme Lord is 
certainly called "sat." 

PURPORT 

Every human activity should be legitimately connected to the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead. The medium to connect with the 
Lord is through taking spiritual initiation from a scripturally 
authorized Spiritual Master. This is the only way and besides this 
there is no other way to become connected to the Supreme Lord. 
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When one becomes connected to God, their services are recognized 
by God. Without establishing a proper connection with the Lord, 
everything done for Him remains unaccepted by Him because He 
does not recognize the performer who hasn't taken proper spiritual 
initiation. The Spiritual Master should be expert in knowing all 
the scriptural rules of devotional service and teach the students the 
art of how to use everything in the service of Lord Kr�r;ia. He also 
teaches how, without breaking the scriptural rules, material things 
can be accepted for the Lord. Austerity, penance, charity, and 
everything else become transcendental if they are meant solely to 
please Lord Kr�r;ia. 

TEXT 28 

� sa- � aq�'<f � � � I 
31\IR�a 11Pf � � � ;TI- � 1 1�c1 1  

asraddhaya hutam dattam 
tapas taptam krtam ca yat 

asad ity ucyate partha 
na ca tat-pretya no iha 

TRANSLATION 

0 son of Prtha, irrespective of what rites are performed, be 
they sacrifices, austerities, or charities, if they are performed 
without faith in the Supreme Lord they are called "asat," or 
useless. They neither benefit one in this world nor in the next. 

PURPORT 

After speaking about spiritual, virtuous, meritorious and holy 
deeds, Lord Kr�r:ia now speaks about unholy deeds. A service or 
virtuous deed becomes unholy if it is performed without any faith 
in the Lord. One has to have sufficient faith in the Lord regardless 
of what category of virtuous activity one does. The first step is faith 
in the Lord because unless one has real faith in Him, Lord Kr�r:ia 
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says, everything that is performed remains useless. What is the use 
of doing any sacrifice , penance, charity, and other beneficial 
functions, and not receiving any blessings? If such functions are 
performed without faith in Lord Kp:iI)a, they remain useless, because 
the result rewarder, Lord Kpma, does not recognize them. Faithles8 
activities are criticized by all the scriptures and the saintly people in 
Vedic civilization. Only those activities which please the Supreme 
Lord bring one closer to the spiritual world. 

The essence of this chapter is that those who do not have 
faith in the scriptural injunctions do not achieve any desirable results 
from their performances. To please one's own self, one must first 
endeavor to please Lord Kr�Qa, who is the source of everything. 
When Lord Kr�Qa is pleased, everyone automatically becomes 
pleased. Lord Kpma becomes very pleased when one offers Him 
services that are done with pure goodness. 

Thus ends the Vrajavasi Purports to the Seventeenth Chapter 
of the Srimad Bhagavad Gita in the matter of the Three Categories 
of Faith. 

Harl Om Tat Sat 



CHAPTER EIGHTEEN 

The Yoga of Renunciation 

TEXT 1 

3$ �  
\1�1�� q�1<111?1 a�fit�1fit �Rrt I 
� 1•1 � � €t414'm ��-F<t%f?o f.:l t_ �'1 m I I  

arjuna uvaca 

samnyasasya mahabaho 
tattvam icchami veditum 

tyagasya ca hr$ikesa 
prthak ke§inisiidana 

TRANSLATION 

Arjuna said: 0 mighty-armed Lord, 0 Master of the 
senses, 0 killer of the Kesi demon, I wish to know about the 
true natures of Sanyasa (the renounced order), Tyaga 
(detachment), and the difference between these two. 
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PURPORT 

In this concluding chapter of the Bhagavad Gita, the path of 
renunciation, the path of knowledge, the three categories of karma, 
Bhaktiyoga, and liberation are discussed. These topics have already 
been discussed throughout the Bhagavad Gita. For example, in verse 
twenty-five of Chapter Seventeen, Lord Kr�i:ia touched on the 
subject of renunciation by describing how the liberationists must 
execute their sacrifice, penance, and charity while simultaneously 
repeating the name of the Lord without remaining attached to the 
results. For other spiritualists, the Lord recommended in verse eleven 
of the twelfth chapter to give up all the results of their work and 
situate themselves in the self. Recollecting these statements, Arjuna 
is requesting Lord Kr�i:ia to explain the difference between these 
two kinds of renunciation; being detached from the results of work 
and becoming completely renounced. Arjuna is seeking clarification 
as to whether these two paths are the same and if they have different 
results. 

When Arjuna addresses Lord Kr�i:ia as Hr�ikesa, Master of 
the senses, he means "O Kr�i:ia, You are the controller of my 
intelligence; therefore, this doubt in me has come by Your will ." 
When Arjuna calls Lord Kr�i:ia Mahabaho, Mighty Armed, he refers 
to His being unlimitedly strong and a friend of Arjuna. The name 
Kesini�iidana for Lord Kr�i:ia means Lord Kr�i:ia killed a demon 
named Kesi. Arjuna is requesting the almighty Lord Kr�i:ia, to 
quickly kill his Kesi-like demoniac doubt developed in him. The 
Gurii removes doubts, and Lord Kr�i:ia is Arjuna's Gurii. 

TEXT 2 
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sri bhagavan uvaca 

kamyanam karmal)am nyasam 
samnyiisam kavayo vidul). 

sarva-karma-phala-tyagam 
prahus tyagam vicak$aIJa./.1 

TRANSLATION 

767 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead said: The learned 
understand that abstaining from selfish work is called Sanyasa 
(renunciation), and the wise state that giving up the fruits of all 
work is called Tyaga (detachment). 

PURPORT 

Lord Kr�Qa presents the meaning of renunciation (Sanyasa) 
as completely relinquishing all material works and He states 
detachment (Tyaga) is called offering all the results of material work 
to Him. For example, if a person wants to perform a sacrifice to 
have a son, but that person becomes fully freed from such desires, 
that person is called a person in renunciation. Yet if that person 
gives that son obtained from sacrifice in charity for Lord Kr�Qa's 
preaching mission then that person is called a Tyagi, or detached. 
Nowhere does Lord Kr�Qa say that one should give up their 
prescribed duties, but He says that one should become detached 
from the results of performed deeds. The Mahanarayal)a Upani�ad 
confirms this ,  dharm el)a papam apan uda ti dharm e  sarvam 
prati$thitam, "By performing virtuous deeds, one drives away one's 
sins and becomes free from sinful reactions. All good experiences 
and peace relies on the performance of virtuous deeds." When deeds 
are carried out following scriptural injunctions, they are called 
virtuous deeds. Whimsical deeds are not called virtuous. One should 
be careful in this regard. Anyone who regularly discharges one's 
occupational duties and does not desire to keep the result (the 
payment) of their work, but offers it to Lord Kr�Qa, is said to be a 
detached person, or a Tyagi. The difference between Sanyasa and 
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Tyaga is that Sanyasa means to fully abstain from actions which 
involve material work and result, while Tyaga means being 
unattached to the results of actions but carrying on doing the 
prescribed work and donating the maximum part of the result 
received from the work for the Lord. 

TEXT 3 
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tyiijyaril do$avad ity eke 
karma priihur mani$iI.ial) 

yajna-diina-tapal) karma 
na tyiijyam iti ciipare 

TRANSLATION 

Some of the learned say that all works are full of faults and 
therefore they are to be given up fully, whereas there are some 
other sages who say that acts of sacrifice, charity, and penance 
should never be abandoned. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kp;Q.a refers here to the opinion of the Sarilkhya 
philosophers who consider that if a sacrifice involves violence, it 
should be given up from the beginning because it is defiled by sin. 
The Mimansaka (investigative) philosophers of Sage J aimini say that 
every authorized sacrifice, even if it involves violence, should be 
observed because it is recommended by the Vedas. But these 
philosophers are not totally correct because they do not offer their 
result to please Lord Kpma. The Vedanta philosophers of Srila 
Vyasadeva are called devotees of Lord Kri:;Q.a and off er their actions 
to please Lord Kri:;Q.a following what He says in the Vedas. 

In other words, without becoming entangled in the confusion 
of non-devotees, the devotees of Lord Kri:;Q.a offer all the results of 
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their actions from the very beginning of commencing the work to 
Lord Kp;I).a, following His desires, which is the real detached 
surrender and the true renunciation. 

TEXT 4 
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niscayam srou me tatra 

tyage bharata-sattama 

tyago hi puru�a-vyaghra 

tri-vidhal) samprakirtital) 

TRANSLATION 

0 best of the Bharatas, among these two, first listen to My 
decision about Tyaga (detachment). 0 tiger amongst men, it is 
stated that there are three categories Tyaga. 

PURPORT 

Lord �I).a says that there are three categories of both Tyaga 
and Sanyasa, each being based on one of the three modes; goodness, 
passion, and ignorance. For those who give up their prescribed 
duties, their renunciation is said to be in the mode of ignorance. 
Therefore, one should never give up their prescribed duties. The 
ultimate duty of the spirit soul is to please the Supreme Personality 
of Godhead, Lord Sri Kf�I).a, in all circumstances. This action should 
never be renounced.  Those who forgo serving the Lord are in 
ignorance and are not real Sanyasis or Tyagis. Here, Lord Kr�I).a 
does not distinguish between complete renunciation and being 
detached from the results of one's work. To act in such a way so 
as to please Lord Kr�I).a is equally applicable to the Sanyasis and 
the Tyagis. 
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TEXT S 
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yajiia-dana-tapal}. karma 
na tyajyaril karyam eva tat 

yajiio danaril tapas caiva 
pavanani mani�il).am 

TRANSLATION 

18-5 

Acts of sacrifice, charity, and penance are not to be given 
up, but must be performed. This is because such sacrifice, charity, 
and penance actually purifies even the learned souls. 

PURPORT 

Those who are virtuous perform sacrifices, penances, and give 
charity in the mode of goodness. Even the learned perform such 
activities, but without expecting any results from their activities, so 
the poisonous fangs of sin are gradually removed from the performer. 
Hence, their hearts and minds become purified by doing these 
virtuous activities. 

TEXT 6 
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etany api tu karmal).i 
sangaril tyaktva phalani ca 

kartavyaniti me partha 
niscitaril matam uttamam 

TRANSLATION 

0 son of Prtha, all these activities must be performed 
without any attachment and not desiring any results from them, 
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and should be performed as a matter of duty. That is My invariable 
and ultimate decision. 

PURPORT 

Lord K.r�Q.a states that one should be unattached to works 
and also to their results, and thereby the heart and mind will become 
purified. When one is renounced in this way, such a person is called 
a Tyagi and a Sanyasi. In this regard, Sri Baladeva Vidyabhu�aQ.a 
says, kartutva 'bhinivesas tyiiga 'syiipi pravesa piirtha-siirathir matam 
variya.Q, "Regarding detachment from work and detachment from 
its results of works, the opinion of Lord K.r�Q.a is superior to that of 
the sages."  This means that even though there are many differing 
decisions found in the scriptures, the decisions of Lord K.r�Q.a should 
be accepted as the utmost because He is the supreme authority. No 
one is equal to or greater than Him; therefore, whatever He says 
surpasses all evidences. Thus, they have to be accepted as decisive. 

TEXT 7 
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niyatasya tu samnyiisa.Q 
karmar.10 nopapadyate 

mohiit tasya parityiigas 
tiimasa.Q parikirtita.Q 

TRANSLATION 

Prescribed duties should never be renounced. But if, due 
to illusion, someone gives up their prescribed duties, then their 
renunciation is said to be in the mode of ignorance. 

PURPORT 

A "prescribed duty" refers to an indispensable routine which 
is meant to uplift one's soul. Those who do not have sufficient 
knowledge of the scriptures and renounce their prescribed duties 
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are said to be in ignorance. If such people adopt the Sanyasa order, 
then they will not be sound in transcendental knowledge, because 
the ignorant cannot even think properly, what to speak of becoming 
learned. Whether ignorant or wise, if he is full of desires, his actions 
anchor him to this world. Even if such a person guards his actions 
with the rules of the scriptures, still that does not make him a true 
Sanyasi. The real Sanyasi desires only to engage in the service of 
the Lord, leaving the results of his actions up to Lord Kr�Q.a in every 
circumstance. In this way, his actions do not bind him to this material 
world. 

TEXT S 
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dul)kham ity eva yat karma 
kiiya-kle�a-bhayiit tyajet 

sa krtvii riijasam tyiigam 
naiva tyiiga-phalam labhet 

TRANSLATION 

Anyone who gives up their prescribed duties, thinking them 
to be troublesome, and abandons them due to fear of 
discomfort to the body, is said to be renouncing in the mode of 
passion, and such a kind of abandonment never leads one to any 
beneficial result. 

PURPORT 

Those who do not engage in their prescribed duties, thinking 
them to be troublesome, are controlled by the mode of passion. For 
example, whosoever refrains from taking a natural bath in winter 
before performing spiritual activities because it is unpleasant is said 
to be renouncing in passion. Any activity, even if strenuous, 
physically or mentally, and performed in order to please the Lord, 
is said to be liberating. 
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TEXT9 
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karyam ity eva yat karma 
niyatam kriyate 'rjuna 

sailgam tyaktva phalam caiva 
sa tyagal) sattviko matal) 

TRANSLATION 

773 

0 Arjuna, one who discharges their prescribed duty only 
because it must be performed, and renounces all attachment to 
the results, is said to be performing detachment in goodness. 

PURPORT 

One should be attached to Lord Kf!;>l).a, the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead, and should work in all justified manners 
to please Him. One must understand that they cannot simultaneously 
have two attachments, love for God and love for material life. In 
other words, one cannot have two masters, God and material 
hankering. Attachment to God fulfills all desires, provided one is 
genuine at heart. Therefore, one who works with the conviction 
that it is their duty to perform their prescribed duties and is not 
attached to the results of their work is situated in the mode of 
goodness. In this situation, whether they continue to do some work 
or resign from it to do something else, if their goal is to please Lord 
Kf!;>l).a, they are rewarded with transcendental knowledge. Such 
people go across the ocean of birth and death and obtain liberation, 
because such people engage in action that pleases the Supreme Lord, 
which does not tie them to the cycle of transmigration. 

TEXT 10 
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na dve$tY akusalam karma 
kusale niinu sajjate 

tyiigi sattva-samiivi$to 
medhiivi chinna-sam8aya/.1 

TRANSLATION 

18-11 

A detached person, who neither abhors unsuitable works nor 
is attached to doing pleasant works, is situated in the mode of 
goodness, is free from doubts, and intelligently decides how to 
act. 

PURPORT 

Those who are dedicated to the Lord do not feel unhappy by 
engaging in some painstaking or unpleasant action to please Lord 
Kr�Q.a. For example, a devotee wakes up very early and takes a 
natural morning bath during the winter to serve Lord Kn;Q.a, being 
clean. A devotee also does not feel overly exuberant over a cool 
shower in the summer. Their only meditation is to please Lord 
Kr�Q.a in all circumstances. This is the symptom of a person who is 
in the mode of goodness. Such people are very intelligent, steady, 
undisturbed, and always engage in civilized activities. Such people 
are called truly detached and are renunciants in goodness because 
they do not have any qualms about following the rules of the 
scriptures. 

TEXT 11 
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na hi dehabhrtii sakyam 
tyaktum karmiiIJY ase$ata/.1 

yastu karma-phala-tyiigi 
sa tyiigity abhidhiyate 
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TRANSLATION 
Indeed, it is not possible for an embodied soul to give up 

action altogether. Therefore, one who has given up the fruits of 
action is said to be truly detached. 

PURPORT 

It is not recommended to ignore scripturally authorized work 
because Lord Kp;l).a stated previously (Gita, 3.5) that no one can 
refrain from doing at least something, even for a moment. One who 
is in knowledge knows that according to one's previous karma, one 
has received the present body which, if it is used to perform scriptural 
duties, can be the vehicle to attain liberation from this material world. 
In this way, one should become detached from the results of their 
work. According to Lord Kr::;Q.a, those who understand that their 
duty is to work without being attached to the results of their work 
are truly detached. 

TEXT 12 
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ani$tam i$tam misram ca 
tri-vidham karmaJ).al) phalam 

bhavaty atyaginam pretya 
na tu sannyasinam kvacit 

TRANSLATION 

Those who are not detached from the fruits of their work 
experience three kinds of results after their death-desirable, 
undesirable, and mixed. But those who renounce the fruits of 
their work never experience such results. 

PURPORT 

Every action performed in this material world is prone to 
produce its reaction. Therefore, those who remain attached to the 
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results of their work and those who have not yet renounced the 
results of their work experience hellish suffering, heavenly pleasures, 
or a mixture of these two after their death. No one can escape this 
rule because this is called the law of karma. But those who perform 
desireless work obtain residence in the spiritual world because the 
reaction to their work is accepted by the Lord. This means that 
people who are completely detached from all kinds of material 
activities remain happy while alive, and after death they reach the 
Lord, thereby avoiding the threefold results; hell, heaven, and taking 
another birth. Such souls are called fully Kr�IJ.a conscious devotees. 

TEXT 13 
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paiicaitani mahabaho 
kiiral)ani nibodha me 

samkhye krtante proktani 
siddhaye sarva-karmal)am 

TRANSLATION 

0 mighty-armed Arjuna, learn from Me the five factors as 
described in the Vedic scriptures, for the accomplishment of all 
actions. 

PURPORT 

Those who are free from the false ego of "I am the doer" are 
released from the reactions to actions and Lord Kr�IJ.a proves this 
in the following five verses. The five factors of action explained in 
these verses should be properly understood, because with such 
understanding comes freedom from reaction of work and perfection 
in life. Here, the Vedas and the Vedic literatures are addressed as 
samkhya, because they explain the systematic knowledge of the 
Supreme Lord and also explain how to eliminate the reactions of 
those actions which have already been performed. 
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TEXT 14 
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adhi$thanam tatha karta 
karaIJaiil ca prthag-vidham 

vividhas ca prthak-ce$ta 
daivam caivatra paiicamam 

TRANSLATION 

777 

The five factors of action include the active body, the 
performer, the various senses, the variegated endeavors, and the 
Supersoul. 

PURPORT 

The living entity uses the gross body to act, thus it is said to be 
the seat of performing action. Chapter Thirteen explained how the 
soul uses the six senses of the gross body as its instruments to enjoy 
this material world. To achieve its goals, the soul also endeavors, 
using the five life airs that circulate in the body. The most important 
factor, however, is the Supersoul, who sits in the heart of every living 
entity as a friend and causes everything to happen. In this way there 
are five factors involved in every action; namely the seat of action, 
the performer, the senses, the endeavor to perform the action, and 
the Supersoul. 

While engaging in material activities with the body, using its 
senses, one becomes very attached to the results of their actions. 
Those who are free from such attachments do not become tied to 
this world. The living entity acts in this world, using its minute 
independence, acts either materially or spiritually, and develops 
corresponding results . Those who act independent of the scriptures 
fall in the punishable category. Therefore, there is no place in the 
scriptures for a spiritually independent person who acts as a devotee 
but doesn't want to follow. But if the same person has a change of 
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heart and uses all the facilities that are at hand to serve and please 
Lord Knn.ia under the guidance of a qualified Spiritual Master, they 
achieve perfection while working in this world and at last reach the 
spiritual world. 

The Supreme Lord is always above this world, yet He is the 
best guide for the living entity. His guiding instructions are written 
in the ancient Vedic texts and they are available to everyone in their 
unchanged version, even today. If a living entity follows His 
guidance properly, then they quickly advance on the spiritual path. 
It is stated in the Vedanta Siitra, pariit tu tacchrtelJ, "Transcendental 
knowledge is heard from a spiritual source who is authorized by the 
Lord Himself. " Those who are spiritually advanced automatically 
function as per the scriptures. One should therefore systematically 
surrender to the Supreme in order to advance spiritually and obtain 
the ultimate perfection of life. 

TEXT 15 
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sarira vii.rimanobhir yat 
karma priirabhate nara}J 

nyiiyyam vii viparitam vii 
paii.caite tasya hetava}J 

TRANSLATION 

Whatever action a person performs with the body, mind, or 
words, whether it is as per scriptures or against the scriptures, is 
caused by these five factors. 

PURPORT 

The body is used by the soul to accumulate karma in three 
different ways: physically, mentally, and vocally. Karma, or action, 
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is categorized according to whether it is approved or not approved by 
scripture and is therefore religious or irreligious. As it is stated in the 
Niti Sastra, nyayyam sastriyam 'nyayam 'sastriyam, "Those acts which 
are sanctioned by the ancient scriptures are called the justified and 
virtuous acts, and those which are contrary to the scriptures are called 
the unjustified and condemned acts." The five factors of action given 
by Lord Kn;:r:ia are the causes of both religious and irreligious acts. 

TEXT 16 . 
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tatraivam sati kartaram 
atmanam kevalam tu ya]) 

pasyaty akrta-buddhitvan 
na sa pasyati durmatil) 

TRANSLATION 

Even though such is the case, due to being ignorant, one 
who thinks oneself to be the sole doer (not considering the 
involvement of the other four factors) is certainly not very 
intelligent and does not see things as they are. 

PURPORT 

One requires good karma retrieved from one's past life to 
understand Lord Kr�:r:ia's words and follow them. Those who do not 
have sufficient good karma cannot understand what Lord Kr�:r:ia 
means in His statements. For example, when Lord Kr�:r:ia states that 
there are five factors involved in every activity, those who do not 
have good karma see only themselves as the doer. Such less 
intelligent and misguided people remain bereft of real truth and 
ignorant to true knowledge as well. Such people are described as 
unable to see things as they are , because of their primitive 
intelligence, and they remain ignorant of the scriptures. Such people 
are addressed as spiritually blind. 
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TEXT 17 
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yasya niihamkrto bhiivo 
buddhir yasya na lipyate 

hatvii 'pi sa imiiril-lokiin 
na hanti na nibadhyate 

TRANSLATION 

18-17 

One who is free from the ego of being the doer and whose 
intelligence is not polluted by the results of action, even though 
engaged in killing these people, neither slays nor is entangled to 
reaction. 

PURPORT 

Those who are free from the sense of "I  am the doer" and do 
not become attached to liking and disliking their work become free 
from the results of their actions. In such a state of mind, whatever 
kind of action such a person performs, they remain free from the 
reaction. One should remember that the Lord Himself is present 
before Arjuna and telling him directly what to do. If one assumes 
that they can do whatever they want and try to justify their actions 
on the basis of the Bhagavad Gita they are implicated with crime 
because without God being personally present, their unscriptural 
actions will not be accepted. One is free from the reactions of actions 
only when those actions are recommended directly by God in person 
or by the ancient Vedic scriptures, and not otherwise. When one's 
actions are performed under the governance of Vedic instructions, 
or by direct orders of Lord Kp:;Qa, or by the order of His bona-fide 
representative, one becomes free from reaction and is recognized 
as a real devotee. 
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TEXT 18 
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jnanam jneyam parijnata 
tri-vidha karma-codana 

karal)aril karma karteti 
tri-vidhal) karma-sailgrahal) 

TRANSLATION 

781 

Knowledge, the object of knowledge, and the knower are 
the three impetuses which motivate action; the senses, the 
endeavor, and the doer comprise the threefold basis of action. 

PURPORT 

The act of renouncing things while in goodness is accepted by 
the learned sages as proper renunciation. The actions that are not 
tinged with karmic reaction are considered to be real renunciation 
by the devotees. As Lord K:r�l)a stated in the Srimad Bhagavatam: 

ajnayaiva gul)an do$an 
mayadi$tan api svakan 

dharman s'ariJ.tyajya ya]) sarvan 
mam bhajet sa sattamal) 

"I have given virtuous instructions in the Vedas and in the 
supplementary scriptures, by following which one's heart becomes 
purified; and by avoiding them one degrades oneself. But My 
devotee considers both of them to be a hindrance in their service to 
Me and forgoes them both, and solely engages in My devotional 
service. This kind of renunciation is performed by a devotee who is 
considered to be the best among all spiritualists." 

In this connection, Srila Sridhara Swami has paraphrased Lord 
Kr�l)a in the following way: 
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maya veda-riipe.Qa adi$tan api sva-dharman 

samtyajya yo mam bhajet sa ca sattamal). 

18-18 

"One who gives up other prescribed duties given by Me 
(Lord Knm.a) in the Vedas and engages in worshiping, chanting, 
and serving Me is the best of all spiritualists."  

One may ask if  these statements contradict the earlier 
conclusion that renunciation of the Vedic standards regarding one's 
prescribed duties is in ignorance. Although a devotee's actions 
sometimes appear to be contradictory to Vedic instructions, such as 
forgoing Vedic instructions to please Kr�Q.a, they are not in ignorance 
because even the best duties of the Vedic literatures are categorized 
as in goodness. Anything done in the three modes ties the living 
entity to this material world, but devotional service to the Lord is 
transcendental to the three modes, and thus rewards liberation from 
this world. Therefore, the true devotees sometimes give up their 
prescribed Varl).asrama duties for Lord Kr�Q.a. In so doing, the 
devotees do not incur any reaction because there is no reaction for 
ignoring what is inferior for something that is superior. To pursue 
the path of knowledge (Jnana) , one has to first purify one's mind 
and intelligence. But to perform devotional service {Bhakti), one 
does not need to wait for any such purification. When one hears the 
Holy Name of Lord Kr�Q.a and His pastimes performed with the 
Vrajavasis, one's heart quickly becomes cleansed of accumulated 
contaminations. As it is stated in the Srimad Bhagavatam: 

pravi$ta kar.Qa-randhre.Qa svanam bhava saroruham 
dhunoti sa malam kf$.Qal). salilasya yatha sarat 

"When the transcendental Holy Name of Lord Kr�Q.a enters 
through the earholes into the lotus-like tender hearts of the devotees, 
it destroys contaminations and their bad qualities, similar to the 
autumn season, which cleanses the muddy water of the rainy season." 

Since devotional service has such powerful results, there is no 
need to follow any other religious duties for purification of the heart. 
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Supersoul knows about how pure a person has become and thus 
takes action. The word codana in this text signifies that just knowing 
that the spirit soul is different from the body is not sufficient to 
obtain liberation. One must learn the full process of self-realization 
from the source of all knowledge, the Supreme Lord, and His pure 
devotees. In other words, one must know what knowledge is, what 
the self is, and what the Supreme is. These three are connected to 
every action, the topmost action is Bhakti. 

TEXT 19 

� � � � � � �: I 
� 101�<..�1� ��M�'1 dl�M m'<-l l 

jiianam karma ca karta ca 
tri-dhaiva gul}.a-bhedata}J 

procyate gUIJ.a-samkhyane 
yathavac-chrIJ.u tany api 

TRANSLATION 

Sarilkhya philosophy, which explains the three modes of 
material nature, states that there are three kinds of knowledge, 
three kinds of action, and three kinds of performers of action. 
Now listen carefully about them, as well. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kr�JJ.a now reminds Arjuna of what He spoke in the 
fourteenth chapter ( 6-8) about the three modes of material nature. 
In all cases, anything done under the three modes of material nature 
binds the soul to the cycle of repeated birth and death. Even 
worshipping, if it is under the three modes, as stated in Chapter 
Seventeen, does not reward liberation to the worshipper. Lord Kr�JJ.a 
here talks about the section of the scriptures called Sarilkhya where 
the three modes of material nature are vividly described, thus giving 
emphasis to that category of scripture, so as to transcend it while in 
spiritual practice. 
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TEXT 20 

� � l1M'F"444l�d I 
� � d�l4 � �l�N\'( l l�O l l  

sarva-bhiite$U yenaikam 
bhavam avyayam ik$ate 

avibhaktam vibhakte$U 
taj-jflanam viddhi sattvikam 

TRANSLATION 

18-20 

Know that the knowledge by which one sees the indivisible 
and imperishable soul seated in all varieties of living entities, 
although it seems to be divided, but due to having the same 
properties, is undivided, that knowledge is in the mode of 
goodness. 

PURPORT 

A person who is situated in goodness knows that the 
immutable soul goes through many different bodies to experience 
the consequences of its performed karma. Although the soul remains 
the same in quality and quantity, the bodies vary greatly, as 
sometimes the soul takes birth as a human, sometimes as a demigod, 
and sometimes as a lower creature. Sometimes it goes to heaven, 
sometimes it goes to hell, sometimes it takes birth on earth, and 
sometimes in the subterranean planets, but the quality and the 
quantity of the soul remains the same in each birth. Sometimes it 
takes birth as a mosquito and sometimes as an elephant, but the 
soul remains the same and does not depend on the size of the body. 
Lord Kp�Qa has explained in (13.27) about the situation of the soul 
and how the body is just a covering. Although the body changes 
according to acquired karma, the quality of the soul always remains 
unchanged. Such an understanding is called knowledge in the mode 
of goodness. 
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TEXT 21 

�� g 4�14 �� I 
� � m a�1"1 F1W 4'fiit\1'{ l l �J 1 1  

prthaktvena tu yaj-jii.anam 
nana-bhiivan prthag-vidhan 

vetti $,arve$U bhiite$U 
taj-jii.anam viddhi rajasam · 

TRANSLATION 

785 

But that knowledge by which a different quality of living 
entity is seen to be dwelling in all different bodies is known to be 
in the mode of passion. 

PURPORT 

Those who are in the mode of passion think there is no 
difference between the body and the soul, and there is nothing 
important to know beyond the material body. Such people also think 
that every body has a different type of soul and when the body is 
dead the soul is also dead. Thus, they think the soul is the receptacle 
of misery and pleasure. For them, the soul is a combination of 
chemicals, and every species has a different kind of soul. Such people 
speculative a lot, thus their knowledge is considered to be in the 
mode of passion. 

TEXT 22 

� $<+1��"hf�Phl� \1m'1�ft"h'{ I 
�� � d'dl'1\1��1€td'{ l l��l l  

yat tu krtsnavad ekasmin 
kiirye saktam ahaitukam 

atattviirthavad alpam ca 
tat tamasam udiihrtam 
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TRANSLATION 

And that knowledge, which clings to bodily activity as if it 
is everything, which is contrary to scriptures, which is irrational; 
and is primitive, is said to be knowledge in the mode of ignorance. 

PURPORT 

Most of the people keep thinking that taking care of the body 
and its requirements is everything, and thus center all their activities 
on just one thing-taking care of the body. Their concentration 
remains on how to earn money for the purpose of engaging in sensual 
pleasures and thus, their attachment is just towards bodily activities. 
They pay no heed to Vedic activities such as performing sacrifices, 
penances, or giving charity. Thus, their knowledge is primitive, 
unreasonable, worthless, and is in ignorance . People whose 
knowledge is in ignorance do not want to know anything beyond 
what they already know, and think that except humans, other entities 
do not have a soul. Such people do not think that killing other living 
entities to eat them is a sin and will haunt them after death. In sum, 
knowledge of the spirit is in goodness, speculative knowledge is in 
passion, and mundane knowledge that is centered around the body 
and family is in ignorance. When any of these types of knowledge is 
used in the service of Lord �!)a, such applied knowledge transcends 
the modes of material nature, and gradually brings one to the pure 
spiritual platform, which is the goal of all knowledge. 

TEXT 23 

f.:n«t \ti}"�aq-0•1aqa= � 
31\fi��Qjfil � '!Oi''(k\tl�F"fl�'&la 1 1��1 1 

niyatam sailga-rahitam 
ariiga-dve�atal;J. krtam 

aphala-prepsunii karma 
yat tat siittvikam ucyate 
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TRANSLATION 

Action that is regulated by the scriptures, which is performed 
without attachment, without liking or disliking it, and is free from 
the desire for its fruits, is called action in the mode of goodness. 

PURPORT 

After speaking about the three kinds of knowledge, Lord 
Kr�Q.a continues to speak about three kinds of action. Action in the 
mode of goodness is performed acording to one's Varl).a and Asrama 
rules and is regulated by the scriptural injunctions. Such action 
detaches one from the results of their work and thus it leads to 
working without any attachment to or distaste for the work. People 
with these qualities worship the demigods and/or God without asking 
anything for their worship. 

TEXT 24 

� "hliit§"il "h1f" �li5�€fli'<:OI � F= I 
� "'1§�141� di;l'iil��c:;:l&d+( 1 1��1 1  

yat tu kamepsuna karma 
sahailkare1.1a va punab 

kriyate bahulayasam 
tad-rajasam udahrtam 

TRANSLATION 

When action involves a lot of effort and is performed with 
the desire to enjoy its results and is done with false ego, it is 
called action in the mode of passion. 

PURPORT 

The actions done with pride or arrogance, with the desire for 
results so as to enjoy, to show off one 's prosperity, and saying 
something and doing something else, or done guilefully are called 
actions in the mode of passion. 
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TEXT 25 

� � �\11ii'1Q� � � I 
� � 'lhf'dlii\11"1:4d I I� � I I  

anubandham k$ayam himsiim 
anapek$ya ca pauru$am 

mohiid arabhyate karma 
yat tat tamasam ucyate 

TRANSLATION 

18-25 

And that action which results in bondage, which leads to 
injury, involves violence towards others, which is done without 
caring about its consequences, which is impracticable, and is 
commenced in illusion is called action in the mode of ignorance. 

PURPORT 

Actions which bring punishment from the government or lead 
to punishment from the messengers of Yamaraja (death personified), 
actions which reduce one's merits, degrade the self, involve torture 
of others, which are injurious to health, impracticable, or done 
without knowledge of the results, are called actions in the mode of 
ignorance. Those who do not care about what happens after their 
death are in ignorance. 

TEXT 26 

�\1WlS"ig;:u;:fl "�(\11�\iiiPld: I 
f�@lR:l@i'lf.lf4€hl<: 'if\df \11�% � 1 1�� 1 1  

mukta-sango 'nahamvadi 
dhrty-utsaha-samanvital) 

siddhy asiddhyor nirvikaral) 
kartii sattvika ucyate 
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TRANSLATION 

The person who is free from material attachments, who is 
not egotistic, who is endowed with patience and enthusiasm, and 
who remains unperturbed in success or failure is a doer in the 
mode of goodness. 

PURPORT 

Those who associate with learned devotees abide by the 
scriptures and they remain free from concentrating on receiving the 
results from their work. Such people also act non-egotistically and 
do not consider themselves to be the doers. They are very peaceful 
and are not affected by impediments which may arise during their 
work and do not give it up before its completion. Hence, they are 
tolerant and also enthusiastic to complete their promised vows. As 
it is stated in the Niti Sastra ,  vighnaib punab punarapi 
pratihanyamanal;J. prarabhya ca uttama-janal;J. na parityajanti, "Those 
who are situated in goodness are called high class people in the Vedic 
scriptures. When they commence a task they enthusiastically carry 
on with it until it is completed and do not stop working even if they 
face obstacles and problems on the path of getting the work done. " 
They do not care about receiving success or failure, they simply carry 
on performing their mission properly. They remain unaffected by 
the happiness or distress which arises while in the course of action. 
Such people are situated in goodness and are expert in performing 
their duties. 

TEXT 27 

� Efl4lh0��� �\tl�'F•hlS�: I 
�4�nq;1Pla: � �= qR�fda: 1 1��1 1  

ragi karma-phala-prepsur 
Jubdho himsatmako 'sucib 

ha�a-sokanvitab karta 
rajasab parikirtitab 
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TRANSLATION 

The person who is attached to working, who desires the 
results of their work, who is greedy, who is a troublemaker, who 
is impure in conduct, and who becomes affected by happiness 
and distress, such a doer is proclaimed to be in the mode of 
passion. 

PURPORT 

Those who are overly-attached to their spouse and children 
and are very anxious for the results of their work are absorbed in 
passion. Their aspirations for sense gratification are immense, and 
they do not care about telling lies even to their Spiritual Master. 
Saying something and doing something else is in their nature. They 
do not worry about what will happen to them after their death. By 
nature they are greedy and also very miserly. To enjoy copulation 
they say anything, do anything, or offer anything material. They 
enjoy eating and drinking items prohibited by the scriptures and 
will enjoy even at the cost of another's distress. When their actions 
bring them negative results they lament. If they become successful 
they think it is due to their expertise, and they brag about their 
success. They knowingly harm those who they think may 
obstruct in their pleasure. 

They feel joy seeing others in trouble and remain impure in 
heart and mind. If they adopt spiritual life, they are not serious about 
it. As it is stated in the Niti Sastra, prarabhya vighna-vihatah 
viramanti madhyah, "Those who adopt spiritual life but give it up 
after some time or become laxed in it when they face an undue 
problem, are said to be in the intermediate (passionate) class of 
people. "  

TEXT 28 

�: �: �: g 46J'Rt%'is�: I 
M'11ctl ctlfi�">f'I � � � � l l�c l l  
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ayuktab priilqtab stabdhab 
satho nai$krtiko 'lasal) 

vi$iidi dirgha-siitri ca 
kartii tiimasa ucyate 

TRANSLATION 

791 

One who does not follow scriptural injunctions while in 
action, who is vulgar, obstinate, deceitful, expert in insulting, lazy, 
remains depressed, and procrastinates is a doer in the mode of 
ignorance. 

PURPORT 

Those who act against the scriptures, do not care about 
following them although they had taken a vow to follow them, who 
work whimsically, and who act obstinately are said to be in ignorance. 
People who are very lazy and are unable to follow the orders of 
their Spiritual Master are said to be in ignorance. As Sri Baladeva 
Vidyabhu�a1.1a states, divasaika kartavyam var$eIJ.iipi yo na karoti, 
idrsa kartii tiimasal), "One who takes a long period of time to 
complete a short time job is called a doer in ignorance. "  

Nevertheless, such people become enthusiastic when i t  comes 
to enjoying material life or insulting others. They are expert in telling 
lies and do what they want and do not even follow their Guru 
properly. They are very deceitful by nature, and do things as per 
their wish. They do not even follow their Guru's will, and without 
letting him know, they do things which may block their path to 
liberation. They do not take spiritual life seriously, as is stated in the 
Niti Sastra, na priirabhyate vighna-bhayena nichaih, "Those who 
do not take spiritual life seriously are called inferior class in the 
Vedic scriptures ." 

One should rise up to the platform of doing work in goodness, 
because from this platform one can recognize the path to liberation. 
No matter what nature one is influenced with, one should simply 
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adopt the spiritual path seriously. That will bring one quickly to the 
platform beyond the three modes. As Lord K:r�l).a states in the 
Srimad Bhagavatam: 

satvika}J karako'sailgi ragiindho rajasal) smrta}J 
tamasa}J smrti-vibhra$to nirgmJao mad-apasraya}J 

"Those who are unattached to the results of their work are 
said to be in goodness. Those who are incessantly attached to the 
results of their work are said to be in passion. Those who work 
without considering its pros and cons and remain illusioned are said 
to be in ignorance. But, those who dedicate their lives to work 
through devotional service to please Me are said to have transcended 
the three modes."  

Lord Kapiladeva also states in the Srimad Bhagavatam: 

lak$al)ari1 bhakti-yogasya nirgul)asya hy udahrtam 
ahaituky avyavahita ya bhakti}J puru$ottame 

"When unadulterated devotional service is exhibited and is 
performed purely and without interruption, in order to please Me, 
the Supreme Personality of Godhead, then that service is said to 
have transcended the three modes." 

To summarize, living in the village or forest is in goodness, 
living in a town or in a city is in passion, and living in brothels or in 
casinos is in ignorance; but living in the temple environment of Lord 
K:r�l).a is beyond the three modes. The faith, action, and knowledge 
of those who associate with a pure devotee of Lord K:r�l).a reach 
beyond the three modes and become transcendental even while 
alive. Until one comes to the point of executing unalloyed devotional 
service, one remains within the three modes of material nature. 

TEXT 29 

� � 101af�RI� T!J 
Wlii!1"11"1"1!lt'(to1 -g� � 1 1 ��1 1 
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buddher bhedam dhrtes caiva 
gmJatas tri-vidham srou 

procya111ana111 a5e$e1Ja 
prthaktvena dhanaiijaya 

TRANSLATION 

793 

0 winner of wealth, according to the three modes, there 
are three categories of intelligence and determination, now hear 
as I describe them one-by-one, in detail. 

TEXT 30 

� � � � %14f%1ij � I 
� � � � � �: � 1'Pf �·�� l l�O l l  

pravrttim ca nivrttim ca 
karyakarye bhayabhaye 

bandhariJ. 111ok$aJiJ. ca ya vetti 
buddhi]J sa partha sattviki 

TRANSLATION 

0 son of Prtha, that intelligence which differentiates the 
path of attachment from the path of detachment, establishes what 
work should be done and what should be avoided, what is to be 
feared and what is not to be feared, and knows the difference in 
what is binding and what is liberating is in the mode of goodness. 

PURPORT 

Those who avoid irreligious principles and engage themselves 
exclusively in the pursuit of following Vedic principles, eliminating 
all other arguments, are said to have their intelligence situated in 
goodness. Furthermore, the intelligence of those who know that 
action performed according to the Vedic rules is liberating while 
action performed against the Vedic rules binds one to this material 
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world is also in goodness. Such people, before doing anything, 
contemplate carefully if the action is contrary to the scriptures. Thus, 
they always remain afraid of going to hell, and check and regulate 
their actions according to the scriptures. 

TEXT 31 

� � � � "41ifll4'1i1 � I 
��Mdl"iltl"11kt �: � 'q'pf � 1 1 �� 1 1  

yaya dharmam adharmam ca 
karyam cakaryam eva ca 

ayathavat prajanati 

. 
buddhi]J_ sa piirtha rajasi 

TRANSLATION 

0 son of Prtha, that intelligence which does not comprehend 
the distinction between what is religious and what is irreligious, 
and what actions are to be performed and what actions are to be 
avoided is called imperfect and in the mode of passion. 

TEXT 32 

3N1f �4fi1Rf � � �SS� I 
wIT(4if.clq(laiJ!ff �= � ltf� � 1 1 ��1 1 

adharmam dharmam iti ya 
manyate tamasa "vrta 

sarvarthan viparitams ca 
buddi]J_ sa piirtha tiimasi 

TRANSLATION 

0 son of Prtha, that intelligence which is covered with 
illusion, considers irreligion to be religion and religion to be 
irreligion, and considers scriptural statements to be wrong, is in 
the mode of ignorance. 
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PURPORT 

Intelligence that works against the Vedic scriptures is actually 
situated in ignorance. For example, those who consider a Sadhu (a 
true devotee) to be a hypocrite and accept a hypocrite to be a Sadhu, 
or who regard the Supreme Lord to be a creation of man and accept 
a mortal man to be God have no real intelligence. Their intelligence 
is wrongly directed and is buried in the dense darkness of ignorance. 
Such class of people may be thought to be civilized by the likewise 
class but their future remains bleak. 

TEXT 33 

� � � lR: !111Utk4Rtl41: I 
41�"11€4fit:q1f<:u41 �: � 1ll� �I�� 1 1��1 1 

dhrtya yaya dharayate 
man al) priil)endri ya-kriyii}J 

yogenavyabhicaril)yii 
dhrti]J sa partha sattviki 

TRANSLATION 

0 son of Prtha; that determination which is unbreakable 
and sustained by the steadfast practice of Yoga; and is used to 
control the activities of the mind, life air, and the senses; is in the 

' mode of goodness. 

PURPORT 

A person who is firmly fixed to sustain his devotional life is 
called a determined yogi in goodness. The resolve of such a yogi is 
so firm that it cannot be shaken by the plots of anyone, or by the 
influences of material nature. Such a determination can only come 
if the yogi is wholeheartedly dedicated to serve Lord Kr�Qa and 
constantly thinks of serving Him. This stage is called avyabhiciiril)i 
bhakti, unbreakable and steadfast devotion. Such a stage only 
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happens if one executed devotion in one's last life. The yogi controls 
his mind, breath, and senses properly so as to utilize them for self
elevation. This process of liberation can only be maintained by 
avoiding being engaged in worldly pleasures. 

TEXT 34 

� g; 'a*4'1'11� �s¥ I 
!ijq*;i 4\�l�l�tf\ �: � 'tfl� � 1 1�){ 1 1  

yaya tu dharma-kamarthan 
dhrtya dhiirayate 'rjuna 

prasailgena phalakank�i 
dhrtil) sa piirtha rajasi 

TRANSLATION 

But, 0 son of Prtha, that determination which firmly 
attaches one to fruitive results, religiosity, economic development, 
and sense gratification is in the mode of passion. 

TEXT 35 

� � lt<f � mrct � Tf  I 
..... M1Si4Rt � �: � 'tfl� dl'l\t"I 1 1 �'1 1 1  

yaya svapnam bhayam fokam 
vi�adam madam eva ca 

na vimuiicati durmedha 
dhrtil) sa partha tamasi 

TRANSLATION 

The determination of a person who cannot give up sleep, 
fear, lamentation, moroseness, arrogance, and dullness is in the 
mode of ignorance. 
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PURPORT 

The determination of one who does not care about 
consequences but remains preoccupied to enjoy material sense 
gratification and makes it the goal of life is in ignorance. As it is 
stated in the Kathopanil:;ad, svobhava martyasya yad antakai tat 
sarvendriy8J)ari1.jarayanti tejal), "Those people who are in ignorance 
become determined to engage in temporary material sense pleasures 
even though such engagements are prone to cause one's vigor to 
fade away, exhaust the strength of the senses, and contaminate the 
heart. Even then they remain drowned in the desire for sense 
pleasures . "  Even though such actions bring them unwanted 
experiences, still they do not stop. If they are given good advice 
they resent it and take it in the wrong way. 

TEXT 36 

� f?l�1;ft � � 4 � I 
311'41�1<;'td lPf g:� � f.141�Rt 1 1 �� 1 1  

sukham tv idanim tri-vidham 
smu me bharatar$abha 

abhyasad ramate yatra 
dul)khantam ca nigacchati 

TRANSLATION 

0 best of the Bharata dynasty, now also listen from Me 
about the threefold happiness, by repeatedly practicing which 
the conditioned soul feels con.tent and attains cessation of distress. 

PURPORT 

Lord Krl:>JJ.a now speaks about happiness derived from 
practicing spiritual life. People who remain continuously engaged 
in spiritual life, even if there is no apparent success from the practice, 
feel content, and the miseries of life eventually come to an end. 
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Such people obtain liberation from this material world. In other 
words, while making the devotee enjoy spiritual bliss, Lord Kp�l)a 
makes the practicing devotee's miseries cease. Unless He did this, 
most of the people would not practice spiritual life. This means Lor� 
Kpma surely helps His devotees in every way. 

TEXT 37 

�•ht�?t fi4':tfil<£4 qful11�s43Jtq&1'l 
� \tlFF:f\ �m&fl(+t�f4!11\tlefiit'{ l l��l l  

yat tad agre vi$am iva 
paril)ame 'mrtopamam 

tat-sukham sattvikam proktam 
atma-buddhi-prasadajam 

TRANSLATION 

That happiness which, in the beginning appears to be 
unpleasant, but at the end results like pleasing nectar because it 
comes from self-realization and is experienced through 
intelligence, such happiness is said to be in the mode of goodness. 

PURPORT 

While practicing spiritual life, controlling the senses is wanted, 
and while doing so one has to divert the mind from the sense objects 
to Kr�Qa consciousness. This act causes the person to experience 
displeasure and discomfot because the mind and the senses have 
been attached to sensory activities since time immemorial. But in 
due course of faithfully practicing spiritual life, one begins to feel 
nectar-like happiness at the end due to nearing self-realization. This 
stage is a significantly greater pleasure than the temporary illusory 
pleasures of the material world. Happiness in the mode of goodness 
may have some bitter taste in the beginning due to the performance 
of austerities,  but the happiness which follows as its result is 
permanent bliss. Such ecstasy is not felt through the mind but is felt 
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by the self through the intellect. As it is stated in the Srimad 
Bhagavatam: 

yasya bhaktir bhagavati harau nil)sreyasesvare 
vikrI<;lato 'mrtambhodhau kiril k$udrail) khatakodakail) 

"For one who is fixed in devotional service to the Supreme 
Lord who rewards liberation to His pure devotees, they feel blissful 
and enjoy in the vast ocean of nectar-like devotion to the Lord, and 
for them there is no attraction towards material pleasures because 
they are considered to be like water-filled small ditches, which are 
of no value." 

TEXT 38 

F1q�f.c;4�'lfPllC{ 4"dG?IS�dN&f'{ I 
qRu11fl F1qfitq � � � l l�c l l  

vi$a yendriya-sariJ. yo gad 
yat tad agre 'mrtopamam 

paril).ame vi$am iva 
tat sukhariJ. rajasariJ. smrtam 

TRANSLATION 

That happiness which is derived from the contact of the 
senses through their objects, which feels in the beginning like 
nectar, but results in displeasure at the end is said to be happiness 
in the mode of passion. 

PURPORT 

Material sense gratification, either physical or fantasized, may 
be very pleasing and sweet in the beginning, but eventually it ends 
in such frustration that a person becomes ready even to commit 
suicide. Such happiness is called happiness in passion because 
material happiness is like a mirage in the desert where a thirsty entity 
runs, thinking a mirage to be water to quench the thirst, but ends up 
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being more uncomfortable. A person may be healthy and wealthy 
and in enjoying spirits, but the river of material joy dries up fast if 
there is no perennial source of spiritual water. Thus, materialistic 
people remain unhappy while enjoying sense objects, because 
without the taste of spiritual pleasure, the desire to enjoy is never 
fulfilled. As the Kathopani�ad states: 

sreyas ca preyas ca manu$yam etas 
tau samparitya vivinakti dhiral) 

sreyo hi dhiro 'bhi preyasovmite 
preyo mando yoga-k$emad vmite 

"There are two paths in this world; one is the spiritual path, 
which is very helpful and beneficial, and the other path is the fungus
like path of sensual pleasure. One who is wise chooses the spiritual 
path, thinking that it will reward them eternal pleasure in the spiritual 
world, whereas the less intelligent person chooses material sense 
pleasure over the spiritual path, thinking it to be pleasurable because 
sense pleasure immediately soothes the mind, although it ends in 
frustration because it is a fungus-like disease."  

TEXT 39 

m- +.1tj"'l...U � � ifl@H'11(+1'1: I 
Ri;l(J)BBl'11ci'I� d'dl'1�!!G:l&d'{ 1 1 ��1 1  

yad agre canubandhe ca 
sukham mohanam atmanal) 

nidralasya-pramadottham 
tat tamasam udahrtam 

TRANSLATION 

That happiness which is delusional from the beginning until 
the end, and arises from sleep, laziness, and illusion, is said to be 
happiness in the mode of ignorance. 
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PURPORT . 

The so-called happiness which is based on laziness and sleep 
and keeps one in illusion to self-realization is called happiness in 
ignorance because it keeps one fro111; knowing what is beneficial for 
the soul and what is harmful for the soul. Thus, happiness derived 
from ignorance is fleeting and illusory. 

TEXT 40 
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n a  tad asti prthivyam va 
divi deVC$U Va punal) 

sattvam prakrtijair muktam 
yad ebhil) syat tribhir-gul)aii) 

TRANSLATION 

There is no living entity existing either on earth, in heaven, 
among the demigods, or anywhere else in the universe who is 
free from these three modes born of material nature. 

PURPORT 

Whatever remains to be spoken in regard to the three modes 
of material nature is brought to a conclusion here by Lord Kr�Q.a 
when He says there is no living entity in this creation which is not 
subjected to the three modes of material nature. Everyone in this 
creation, starting from the highest living entity, Lord Brahma, down 
to the lowest insignificant creature, is covered and governed by the 
three modes of material nature; goodness, passion, and ignorance. 
The word sattvam used in this text signifies all the entities and also 
the things of material creation. Everything is governed by the three 
modes. Lord Kr�Q.a spoke in detail about the three modes of nature 
so as to guide everyone to be free from actions which lead one to 
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degradation. Those who desire liberation should accept only those 
items which have the quality of goodness and also do the things 
which are in goodness so elevation of the soul can be expected. 

TEXT 41 
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brahmaIJa-k$atriya-visam 
sudriiIJam ca paramtapa 

karmiiIJi pravibhaktani 
svabhava-prabhavair-guIJai}J 

TRANSLATION 

0 chastiser of the enemy; the division of works of 
Brahmat;l.as, K�atriyas, Vaisyas, and Sudras is based on their 
natural inclination which is born from their inherent modes of 
nature. 

PURPORT 

To worship the Lord and achieve success in life, the living 
entities are advised to perform their assigned scriptural duties 
according to their vama and asrama. Those who are born in goodness 
by nature follow the Brahminical behaviors categorized in the 
scriptures. Usually, according to one's social status, one appreciates 
a particular type of work that is either in goodness, passion, or 
ignorance. The whole human society is divided into four social 
orders: Brahmal).a, K�atriya, Vaisya, and Siidra. According to one's 
previous karma, one takes a particular birth having a natural built
in instinct and thus develops a particular inclination which becomes 
their nature. Those who are situated in goodness are the Brahmal).as; 
they have the natural inborn disposition of remaining theistic and 
learning the Vedas. Those who are situated in passion are K�atriyas; 
they have the natural propensity to rule and remain theistic. Those 
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who are dominated by passion mixed with ignorance are Vaisyas 
who are , by nature very greedy but theistic. Those who are 
dominated by ignorance are the Sudras; their inherent propensity 
is physical labor and they remain theistic. This inherent inclination 
is derived from their past karma, by this one can know what category 
one falls under. 

The caste system prevalent mostly in India is induced by 
Kaliyuga politics. There is no mention of a caste system anywhere 
in the Vedic scriptures. No kind of work is assigned by Lord Kr�l)a 
that indicates one's birth alone. But by using the word svabhava, 
He includes one's inherent qualities at birth. One can be born as a 
Brahmal)a or as a Sudra and not live as per their assigned rules of 
merit and even act vice-versa. One has to have inherent natural 
inclination together with birth in a particular family lineage to claim 
one's high or low social status. The Vedas state that these four social 
orders are born from four different bodily limbs of the Supreme 
Lord. As it is stated in the Yajurveda: 

brahma1:10sya mukham asit bahu rajanyal) krtab 
ii.Iii tad asya yad vaisyal) padbhyam siidro ajayatal) 

"The Brahmal)as represent the Lord's mouth on earth, the 
K�atriyas represent His arms, the Vaisyas represent His thighs, and 
the Sudras represent His feet. These classes of people are born from 
these assigned parts of Lord's body." 

The social body of God is divided into four human classes 
and if the head acts as the legs and the legs act as the head there will 
be chaos in the human society, which is almost the case today. 

TEXT 42 
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samo damas tapal) saucam 
k$iintir iirjavam eva ca 

jiiiinam vijiiiinam iistikyam 
brahma-karma-svabhiivajam 

TRANSLATION 

18-42 

Peacefulness, self-control, austerity, purity, patience, 
honesty, knowledge, wisdom, and theism are the natural 
instinctive works of the Brabmm;ia order. 

PURPORT 

The natural instinct in this life comes from one's past karma. 
Those who are BrahmaQas are in goodness and their past karma 
was very good. Thus, they are peaceful, and easily control their mind 
and senses. They are clean internally and externally. They perform 
scripturally recommended austerities. They are tolerant and honest. 
They naturally learn the Vedas and study the scriptures and thus 
become qualified in scriptural knowledge. Their natural inclination 
is to teach others from their realized knowledge without expecting 
salary, but a donation. They are also very faithful to their Spiritual 
Master and serve the Lord with firm determination. They are erudite 
in Vedic scriptures; thus, they know who can become Guru and 
reward spiritual irritation and who cannot. They offer whatever they 
gain to the Supreme Lord and to their Guru. Although some of 
these qualities can be found in the K�atriyas, still , because 
BrahmaQas are situated only in goodness, they are more respected. 
As the Vi�QU PuraQa states: 

k$amii satyam damal) saucam diinam indriya samyamal) 
ahimsii guru susru$ii tirthiinusara.Qam dayiil) 

iirjavam lobha-sunyatvam deva-briihma.Qa pujanam 
anyebhya 'suyii ca tathii dharma siimiinya ucyate 

"Forgiveness , speaking scriptural truth ,  sense control, 
cleanliness ,  a charitable attitude, nonviolence , serving and 
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worshiping the Spiritual Master, visiting or living in holy places, 
mercifulness, honesty, freedom from greed, respectfulness towards 
�he demigods and the BrahmaQ.as, and lack of envy are the general 
righteous qualities by which the BrahmaQ.as work." 

It is due to past merits that a BrahmaQ.a is born with these 
natural qualities, and they are revived to maturity through proper 
training and association. When these qualities fructify, he is to be 
known as a BrahmaQ.a. Anyone who does not have these qualities 
as his natural inclination is not a BrahmaQ.a. A Brahmal)a must 
live by the required merits of his order or else he will be called 
fallen irrespective of his high birth or social position. As it is stated 
in the Sarvabhauma Dharma: 

janmana jayate siidral) samskarad jayate dvijal;l 
veda-pathi bhaved vipral;l brahman janatiti brahma1.1al;l 

"By taking birth, a Brahmal)a boy is said to be equal to a 
Sudra boy. Only after going through the sacred-thread ceremony 
following Vedic rules can he be accepted as a twice-born, and become 
eligible to study the Vedas. When he becomes learned in Vedic 
scriptures, he is called Vipra (a wise person), and only when he knows 
the Absolute Truth correctly is he called a BrahmaQ.a."  

TEXT 43 
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sauryam-tejo-dhrtir-dak$aril 
yuddhe capy apalayanam 

danam-isvara-bhavas ca 
k$atram-karma-svabhavajam 

TRANSLATION 
Heroism, vigor, determination, dexterity, not fleeing from 

battle, being charitable, and leadership qualities are the natural 
instinctive works of the K�atriya order. 
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PURPORT 

Those who are dominated by passion are fearless , very 
powerful, and are not afraid even when they see harm coming to 
them. They are very courageous, determined, and expert in using 
their strength in diverse ways. Even if they realize their death is 
eminent, they do not run from battle. They are broad hearted and 
do not hesitate in giving charity to a worthy person at a time of 
need. They are godly, and they take care of the citizens as if they 
were their family members. These are some of the natural instinctive 
qualities by which the K�atriyas work. 

TEXT 44 
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kr$i-gorak$ya-vili).ijyaril 
vaisya-karma-svabhiivajam 

paricaryiitmakaril karma 
siidrasyiipi-svabhiivajam 

TRANSLATION 

The natural instinctive works of the VaiSyas are farming, 
cow protection, trading, and business. The natural propensity of 
the Sudra is to serve and do labor-type work for others. 

PURPORT 

Those who are dominated by a mixture of passion and 
ignorance are called Vaisyas. They produce food by tilling the land 
and also protect the cows and produce milk. Vaisyas also engage in 
business, trade, and banking. By nature they are very greedy for 
money and do not trust anyone. Although they are miserly by nature, 
they are theistic and give charity as well. All other classes of people 
depend on this class for their maintenance. 
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Those who are dominated by ignorance are called the Siidras 
and their inherent propensity is to work for the other three classes 
of people. It is not the case that everyone is a Siidra or everyone is 
a Brahmal)a in Kaliyuga. If everyone was a Siidra in Kaliyuga then 
the earth would sink to the subterranean planet. The Brahmal)as 
are called bhiidhara in Sanskrit, which means "holders of Mother 
Earth."  Mother Earth has not yet sunk, which is why there are real 
Brahmal)as still present on earth. If everyone was a Brahmal)a then 
this age would not be Kaliyuga, but it would become Satyayuga. 
Therefore, one should carefully understand the Vedic standards and 
humbly practice spiritual life. One should understand the real ways 
of the Vedic scriptures and grasp their inner meaning. The real way 
is to study under a scripturally authorized Spiritual Master. This is 
the secret of spiritual success. 

TEXT 45 
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sve sve karmal)y abhiratal). 
samsiddhiril labhate naral). 

sva-karma-niratal). siddhim 
yatha vindati tac-chmu 

TRANSLATION 

By engaging in one's own natural instinctive works with 
dedication, a person attains real perfection. Now listen to Me 
about how one accomplishes that perfection by engaging in their 
own prescribed works. 

PURPORT 

All creatures are born from One Father (God) and thus they 
are related to each other and should be treated with equal respect. 
In this way, there is no place for a superiority complex. The soul is 
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in all living entities, thus, in regard to the soul everyone is equal. 
However, everyone is born with different karma. If there is any 
distinction amongst one another, it is like dollar bills. Although all 
the dollar notes are called money, still there is a difference between 
a one dollar bill and other dollar bills. As dollar bills are understood 
to be different because of their monetary value, similarly the living 
entities are understood to be different because of their karma. 
Although all dollar bills are money and thus are all valuable, 
similarly, all the creatures of God are treated with equal respect 
because the soul is equal in all creatures. Nevertheless, they are 
valued as per their nature. For example, to treat a qualified and 
authentic Brahmal)a devotee as one treats a Sftdra born or mleccha 
born devotee, and a lower class born devotee as an honorable 
Brahmal)a born devotee would be like valuing and treating a one 
dollar bill as a hundred dollar bill and vice-versa. If one does so 
then they expose their ignorance. As it is stated in the Vi:;;l)u Pur�a: 

apujyal;i yatra pujyante pujyanam ca vyatikramab 
tatra triIJ.i vivardhante durbhik$ari1 maraIJ.aril bhayam 

"At any place where people worship an unauthorized person 
and disregard a person who is authorized by the ancient scriptures 
to be worshipped, they have to experience at least one of three things 
sooner or later; famine, untimely death, or fear from some calamity." 

Everyone, following their natural inclination, should perform 
their own duty properly and not do the duty meant for someone 
else. For example, the devotees of Lord Kr:;;JJa who come from lower 
than Brahmal)a lineage should focus solemnly on their own duties 
and how to reach the spiritual world and not take over another's 
duty of giving spiritual initiation to others. Giving initiation is a 
Brahmal)a devotee's work. If one's own liberation is doubtful, they 
should not profess a guarantee for another's liberation. Those who 
engage in their own occupational duties according to Vama and 
Asrama gradually attain perfection. 
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TEXT 46 
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yata]J. pravrttir bhiitiinam 
yena sarvam idariJ. tatam 

sva-karmaJJ.ii tam abhyarcya 
siddhiriJ. vindati miinava}J. 

TRANSLATION 

809 

Through one 's duty prescribed as per their inherent 
qualities, a human being attains perfection by worshipping Him 
from whom all beings have originated and by whom the entire 
universe is pervaded. 

PURPORT 

Those who worship Lord Kr�JJ.a with their instinctive work 
with the thought of pleasing Him by devotional service ultimately 
achieve spiritual success. While engaging in devotional service, one 
should use their instinct that is born due to their previously acquired 
karma to engage in a particular type of service. The word pravrtti 
used here means one's natural inclination. A sincere candidate 
always thinks that Lord Krsna has given this rare human birth to 
serve Him and feels very happy in the heart, knowing that by pleasing 
Lord Kr�JJ.a and by offering everything to Him, the devotee will 
automatically be satisfied. As it is stated in the BrhadaraQ.yaka 
Upani�ad, etena karmaJJ.ii sva prabhu}J. tu$yatu, "Let my dear Lord 
be satisfied with my inherent quality of service performed as per 
my natural inclination." In this way, one should offer to Lord Kr�Q.a 
whatever one has, to the best of one's ability, in order to achieve the 
perfection of life. 
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TEXT 47 
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sreyan sva-dharmo vigui:ial) 
para-dharmat svanu$thitat 

svabhava-niyatam karma 
kurvan napnoti kilbi$am 

TRANSLATION 

18-47 

It is always better to engage in one's own duty, even if it is 
performed imperfectly, than to engage in another's duty and 
perform it perfectly. Performing one's prescribed duty as ordained 
by one's inherent inclination never incurs sinful reaction. 

PURPORT 

One should carefully study their inherent nature to determine 
which occupational duties are appropriate for them to perform. Even 
if one is predominantly in the lower modes of passion and ignorance, 
one should not give up their ordained duties to take up another's 
inherent duties, thinking them to be better in quality. Whatever 
van:iasrama status one thinks one has, one should perform only that 
particular work to one's full capacity, because it leads the soul to 
elevation. Lord Kr�Q.a is indirectly telling Arjuna that he should not 
worry about killing his family members and friends, but should act 
according to his natural inclination, which is inherited due to his 
karma from his previous birth. The nature of Arjuna is to be a 
K�atriya, not a BrahmaQ.a who lives on donations. Although living 
on donations is easy going and comfortable, it will bring him 
degradation because it is not his inherent inclination. Therefor�, 
Lord Kr�Q.a wanted Arjuna to act as per his inherent inclination 
and social order and fighting was his nature. Understanding this 
rule, one must perform their own duty ordained by their inherent 
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nature even if it is performed imperfectly, rather than performing 
another's duty perfectly. Someone's duty is ordained by someone 
else's inherent nature, as was explained by Lord Kn•JJ.a in the third 
chapter. 

TEXT 48 
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sahajam karma kaunteya 
sado$am api na tyajet 

sarviirambhii hi do$el)a 
dhiimeniignir ivavrtiil) 

TRANSLATION 

0 son of Kunti, one should not give up one's occupational 
duty ordained by one's natural inherent inclination even though 
it is defective, because it is true that every endeavor is covered 
by some kind of fault, just as fire is covered by smoke. 

PURPORT 

One should not think that only their occupational duty, and 
not another's, is faulty. Every occupation in this world is enveloped 
by some kind of shortcoming, and that is the law of material nature. 
Just as natural fire has smoke, similarly, every activity has some sort 
of defect. But, just as one uses fire for one's benefit without caring 
about the smoke, similarly, without caring about the defects of one's 
inherent natural inclination, one should perform their own 
prescribed duties to benefit their soul. Performing one's scripturally 
recommended duties with enthusiasm is recommended. If one 
functions according to the scriptures as directed by Lord Kpma and 
His authorized representative, all the sins from such flawed actions 
become eliminated. 
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TEXT 49 
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asakta-buddhil) sarvatra 
jitatma vigata-sprhal) 

nai$karmya siddhim paramam 
sannyasenadhigacchati 

TRANSLATION 

18-49 

The person whose intelligence is free from attachement to 
all material things, who is self-controlled, who disregards material 
pleasures, and works for the Lord, attains the highest perfection 
by renunciation. 

PURPORT 

Keeping oneself unconcerned about the flaws of one's inherent 
duty, including its results, is said to be the preliminary stage of 
renunciation. When one advances further on the path of spiritualism, 
to the point where one also becomes detached from material things, 
at this stage one does not even desire the happiness of Brahmaloka. 
In this way, one begins to practice real devotional service and 
gradually becomes attached to the perfection of Bhakti. 

TEXT 50 
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siddhim prapto yatha brahma 
tatha ''pnoti nibodha me 
samasenaiva kaunteya 
ni$fha jiianasya ya para 
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TRANSLATION 

0 son of Kunti, briefly learn from Me how a person attains 
the Supreme Brahman, which is the perfection of action and is 
indeed the ultimate stage of transcendental knowledge. 

PURPORT 

When one becomes attached to performing devotional service 
correctly, one can experience from within the ecstasy of Lord Kr�1.1a 's 
presence. This is the perfected stage, where every remaining 
material contamination is removed from the heart of the practitioner. 
To achieve this stage, one should strive to please Lord Kr�1.1a through 
every activity, because this frees one from material entanglement 
and results in bringing one near Lord Kr�1.1a. One should always 
meditate on Lord Kr�1.1a while doing services in all circumstances, 
and feel the presence of Lord Kr�1.1a within the heart. 

TEXTS 51-53 
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buddhyii vi§uddhayii yukto 
dhrtyii "tmiinam niyamya ca 

sabdi:idin Vi$ayi:iiiJS tyaktvi:i 
riiga-dve$aU vyudasya ca 

vivikta-sevi laghviisi 
yata-viik-kiiya-miinasa]J 

dhyiina-yoga-paro nityam 
vairiigyam samupiisrita]J. 
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ahankaram balam darparil 
kamam krodharil parigraham 

vimucya nirmamal;l santo 
brahma-bhiiyaya kalpate 

TRANSLATION 

18-53 

A person who is endowed with purified intelligence and 
who controls the mind with determination; who has relinquished 
all sense-objects such as sound, who is free from likes and dislikes, 
who lives in a secluded place, who only eats what is required to 
live, who keeps thoughts, speech, and deeds under control, who 
perpetually remains absorbed in trance and has adopted the path 
of detachment as a way of life; who is free from false ego, violence, 
false pride,  lust, and anger, does not hanker for material 
possessions, is free from proprietorship, and is very peaceful is 
understood to be eligible to become situated on the path of 
transcendence. 

PURPORT 

When one uses the intelligence in goodness and remains 
patient with a controled mind, in due course one becomes properly 
situated in the service of Lord Kp�Q.a. Such a person, even though 
they may have the capacity to engage in sense gratification, willingly 
remains detached from it .  These people do not engage in 
materialisitic activities, because they are freed from false ego and 
ignorance. Such seekers of truth transcend goodness by engaging in 
devotional service. Without transcending goodness, one cannot 
experience the presence of the Lord within the heart. Therefore 
Sri Baladeva Vidyabhu�aQ.a states, 

"Purifying one's heart, as well as pleasing the Spiritual Master, 
along with controlling the mind and senses, and engaging in the 
devotional service of the Lord, all in combination, bring one to the 
platform of Samadhi (trance) . "  
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Controlling the urge of speech; being free from material 
sense gratification, from worldly attachment, from envy; living in a 
secluded place; and eating pure types of food in light quantity, are 
prescribed here by Lord Kr�Q.a for attaining self-realization on the 
spiritual path. If one serves the Lord in this way, without false ego, 
one reaches the transcendental (Brahman) platform without a doubt. 
Such a devotee, even though situated in the waves of this ocean
like material world which is filled with many ups and downs, remains 
peaceful and satisfied in the powerful boat of devotional service to 
Lord Kr�Q.a. 

TEXT 54 
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brahma-bhuta]J. prasannatma 
na focati na kai1k$ati 

sama}J. sarve$U bhute$U 
mad-bhaktim labhate param 

TRANSLATION 

Being thus transcendentally situated on the platform of the 
Supreme Brahman, that blissful person neither laments nor 
hankers for anything material; and being equally disposed to every 
living entity, attains My pure devotional service. 

PURPORT 

When one properly practices Kr�Q.a consciousness, that person 
comes to realize the Supreme Brahman an'7tl1us becomes blissful. 
Such a realized soul neither laments for piin�s that are lost nor 
hankers for things that are required to live. In such a state, the 
devotee is fully liberated from the false ego and false identification 
with the material body. However, such a devotee always hankers to 
serve Lord Kr�Q.a more and more and laments when His services 
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are hampered or something concerning Lord Kr�I)a is lost. One may 
wonder how one knows that one has reached such a platform. Just 
as one cannot see the salt which pervades the ocean water by using 
the eyes, but can only know through tasting with the tongue, similarly 
one requires firm faith, love, and conviction to understand such a 
situation. The Lord can only be realized by staunch conviction, 
unshakable faith, and pure love and not by logic, arguments, and 
reasoning. This is an irrefutable truth. The word sama]J used in this 
text signifies that such an advanced devotee not only sees everyone 
with equal vision, but also sees auspicious and inauspicious things 
with equal vision, as a small child does. This means that on the 
Brahman stage a pure devotee's consciousness externally becomes 
equal to that of a small child who sees good and bad equally. 

In the beginning, one may not realize the presence of Lord 
Kr�I)a while practicing Sadhana-bhakti (the preliminary stage 

'
of 

devotional service) ,  but in due course of continuous practice one 
becomes free from the three modes and Sadhana-bhakti turns into 
Prema-bhakti (purified loving service to the Lord) . Thus being freed 
of material consciousness, like a fire that dies because of lack of 
fuel, a devotee achieves pure devotional service to Lord Kr�I)a. This 
is the secret of Sadhana-bhakti; that by regularly practicing under a 
qualified Spiritual Master, one achieves Prema-bhakti, the highest 
stage of devotional service, or the spontaneous stage . At the 
preliminary stage of devotional service, love of Godhead remains 
hidden, as Supersoul is, but when ignorance is fully removed by 
continuous devotional service, unalloyed service to Lord Kr�I)a 
becomes manifested automatically. Such real love for Kr�I)a never 
ends in merging into Him, but culminates in attaining the Lord's 
association in His abode, the spiritual world. 

TEXT 55 
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bhaktya mam abhijanati 
yavan yas casmi tattvatal;l 

tato mam tattvato jii.atva 
visate tad-anantaram 

TRANSLATION 

817 

Only by that pure devotional service does one understand 
Me as I am in truth, the Supreme Personality of Godhead. 
Thereafter, knowing Me in truth, one enters into My supreme 
kingdom. 

PURPORT 

Here, the supreme authority Lord Kpn).a, the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead, invalidates all other paths of spirituality 
besides Bhaktiyoga to understand Him in truth. Other paths may 
be helpful in bringing one to Bhaktiyoga, but they all fall short to 
understand Kp�I).a as He is in truth. One has to first faithfully follow 
what Kr�Q.a says with the help of a pure devotee to truly know Him
what and who He is in truth. A pure devotee cannot be elected by 
any gathering of practicing devotees, nor can he be selected due to 
his prosperity or academics. A pure devotee is one who has attained 
a natural stage which has arisen by practice of spiritual life with firm 
faith for many, many previous births. Lord Kr�Q.a has clearly said in 
(7.3) that one has to perfect spiritual life first to know Him in truth. 
Unless one knows Kr�Q.a in truth, one cannot function as Gurii for 
anyone. One has to be a liberated soul to occupy the post of Gurii 
to spiritually initiate innocents. In this text, Lord Kr�Q.a unequivocally 
states that He can only be understood as He is by execution of 
pure devotional service. 

Rendering of devotional service with firm faith turns into 
conviction, and then in due course it turns into pure devotional 
service. Ultimately, all types of spiritualists, including the Jiianis and 
Yogis, have to perform devotional service purely to fulfill their desire 
to reach the supreme abode of Lord Kt�Q.a. 
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Some materialistic people · may believe that God can be 
known by studying and harmonizing with nature, but such people 
must understand that material nature is called Maya, or the illusory 
energy of the Lord. This energy has emanated from Lord Krim.a. 
Although Lord Kp�J)a is the source of creation, and matter is a part 
of Maya (His illusory energy), Lord Kpm.a remains untouched by 
Maya and thus Kr�J)a cannot be known through understanding 
Maya. As the Mul)c;laka Upani�ad states: 

yatha iirl)anabhil) srjate grhl)ate ca 
yatha prthivyam O$adhaya}) sambhavanti 

yatha satal) puru$at kesa-lomal)i 
tatha 'k$arat sariJ.bhavantiha visvam 

"Just as a spider creates a cobweb with its own saliva and 
swallows it when desired, but still remains independent from the 
web, just as powerful medicinal herbs grow out of the earth, and 
just as bodily hairs and nails grow out from a living person yet the 
earth and the person remain unaffected, similarly this material nature 
(energy) has emanated from the Supreme Lord and He remains 
separate and unaffected by it. " 

With this proof it should be understood that Lord Kr�J)a 
always remains beyond Maya and is attainable only through 
executing pure devotional service. As Lord Siva states to Sage 
Narada in the Narada Paficharatra, samkhya yogau ca vairaja tapo 
bhaktis ca kesave, "There are five spiritual paths to understand the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead, Lord Sri Kr�J)a: philosophical 
cultivation, mysticism, freedom from all passion and material 
attachments , performing penance , and the performance of 
devotional service. Of all these, the first four paths, because they 
remain short in bringing one to Lord Kr�J)a, culminate in 
devotional service, the prerequisite for understanding the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead." 

Srila Visvanatha Cakravarti Thakura also says on this point, 
bhaktya vina karma jiiana yogadinariJ. srama-matra tu uktal), 
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"Without the influence of K�r:ia Bhakti, all other spiritual processes, 
such as Karmayoga (fruitive action), Jflanayoga (cultivation of 
knowledge) ,  and Dhyanayoga (Yoga meditation or the path of 
mysticism) are actually a waste of time because they merely 
culminate in hard labor." However, this does not indicate that K�r,a 
can be understood without having spiritual knowledge. A devotee, 
while performing Bhakti, acquires knowledge but that knowledge 
turns into Bhakti because it is totally used for Lord Kp�r:ia. Lord 
Kr�r:ia confirms in the Srimad Bhagavatam that through such 
knowledge He can be readily understood. Lord Kr�r:ia said in (14.17) 
that from goodness knowledge emanates, and by such knowledge 
one comes to the platform of Bhakti, through which one reaches 
the platform to know the Lord. The destination of those who are 
advanced Jflanis or Yogis who do not perform devotional service to 
the Lord, remains impermanent at best. They many even fall down 
from their status. As it is said in the Srimad Bhagavatam: 

ya efjam purufjam sak$ad atma prabhavam I§varam 
na bhajanty avajananti sthanad bhra$tal) patanty adhal) 

"Those people who do not worship the Supreme Lord, who is 
their direct creator (Lord Kr�r:ia directly created the four social and 
four spiritual orders) and the Supreme controller, through devotional 
service, or disrespect Him by deriding His instructions, fall down 
from their current position to al ow er life." 

Furthermore, Lord Brahma prayed to Lord Kr�r:ia in the 
Srimad Bhagavatam in the following way: 

ye 'nye 'ravindak$a vimuktamaninas 
tvayy asta-bhava avi§uddha buddhayal) 

aruhya krcchrel)a parampadariJ. tatal) 
patanty adho 'nadrta yufjmadarighrayal) 

"O Lotus-eyed Lord, those who consider themselves to be 
already liberated but lack affection and devotion to You, the self
manifested Personality of Godhead, do not have proper intelligence, 
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for they deride or disobey You. Though they rise up to an elevated 
platformsuch as realizing Brahman by performing severe austerities, 
they become deprived of their purity and fall again into this material 
world because they neglect to wholeheartedly worship Your lotus 
feet with love and devotion." 

Lord Kp�l).a and His soul are one and the same. Those who 
consider Lord Kn;l).a and His body to be different from Himself or 
think that He is subjected to the three modes of material nature are 
also called offenders of Him. Lord Kr�Qa Himself has spoken 
previously in (9.11) on this topic. Sripada Madhvacharya also says 
in his Vasanabha�ya: 

jivan-muktii api punar yiinti samsiira viisaniim 
yady acintya mahii-saktau bhagavaty apariidhinal) 

"Even if the Jiianis and the Yogis who have reached the 
platform of jivan-mukta, the highly elevated stage, somehow become 
offensive to the unlimitedly potent Lord, they again fall into this 
sensory material world to experience material pangs."  

Hence, those who pose themselves as learned but think Lord 
Kr�Qa's worshipable Deity form to be material lose whatever Bhakti 
they have in their hearts, and thus cannot experience the Supersoul 
seated within their hearts. Only by the causeless mercy of the Lord 
does Lord Kr�Qa manifest to sincere devotees. As it is stated in the 
NarayaQadhyatma literature: 

nitya 'vyakto 'pi bhagaviin ik$ate nija-saktibhil) 
tamrte paramiinanda kal) pa$yet tam imam prabhul) 

"Although Lord Kr�Qa has an eternally transcendental and 
imperceptible body, He can only be seen by the help of His internal 
potency. Without the help of that internal potency, who is that person 
in this creation who is able to see the Supreme Lord in person? No 
one; thus, seeing Him in His deity form is the only way to know His 
actual form in this world." 
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Therefore, the safest and quickest way to know Lord Kr�Qa 
in truth is to perform devotional service exclusively unto Him. One 
may wonder how one can know if that devotee knows Lord K�Qa 
in truth? In answer to this the MuQQ.aka Upani�ad states, sa yo ha 
vai tat paramam brahman veda brahmaiva bhavati nasyabrahma
vit-kule bhavati, "To know Lord Kr�Qa in truth in this life, a devotee 
certainly has to have had performed spiritual services in his previous 
life, otherwise one cannot know Lord Kr�Qa in truth in this life. If 
one knows Lord Kr�Qa in truth in this life, then such a devotee 
certainly takes his present birth in a Kr�Qa-conscious home where 
he learns the science of Lord Kr�Qa from his birth and remains pure 
in his habits. Such a devotee certainly does not take birth in a home 
where vices are prevalent and Lord Kr�Qa is not known because the 
knower of Kr�Qa in truth has to have practiced spiritual life in his 
previous birth."  

TEXT 56 

�44'1'1T04N � 1'€fl0fl 11q_�q1�: I 
'1dl�l�l�€flcftkt � q�'1U14'{ l l '1� 1 1  

sarva-karmiil)y api sadii 
kurviiI,lo mad-vyapasrayal) 

mat-prasiidiid aviipnoti 
siifratam padam avyayam 

TRANSLATION 

My unalloyed devotee, even though always engaged in 
doing all kinds of routine activities, remains under My protection 
and, by My mercy, achieves My eternal and imperishable abode. 

PURPORT 

A sincere devotee of Lord Kr�Qa who performs daily jobs on 
a routine basis with some personal motives, such as taking care of 
family members, can achieve freedom from this world. The reason 
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for this is because Lord Kr�Q.a blesses that devotee, due to the sincere 
dedication, to make rapid progress on the spiritual platform, so as 
to become eligible to reach the spiritual world. The unalloyed 
devotee who gives up all fruitive action, mental speculation, 
mysticism, and worship of the demigods is already on the fast tract 
to reach the spiritual world. The word asraya.Q used in this text 
signifies that a devotee systematically, genuinely, and with firm 
determination surrenders to Lord Kpma through executing 
devotional service in all circumstances. The word api, in turn, 
highlights the supreme power of devotional service, which can 
overcome any shortcoming a devotee may have and take that 
devotee to the eternal abode of the Supreme Lord. 

The question may be raised, what happens to the spiritual 
world and its residents when the complete annihilation takes place? 
To answer this, Lord Kr�Q.a uses the word avyayam, or imperishable, 
to indicate that even after the complete annihilation of this material 
creation, nothing happens to the spiritual world. It always exists as 
it is. One may also wonder how it is that a Jiiani, after many many 
births of austerities, with controlled senses, is unable to reach the 
abode of the Lord, but a devotee who is doing daily work like that 
of a normal person attains liberation and reaches the spiritual world. 
In reply to this, Lord Kpma uses the words mat prasiidiit (by My 
mercy) , indicating that only His sincere devotee receives His 
inconceivable mercy and no one else. This is the indication that Lord 
Kr�Q.a loves His sincere devotees more than anything else. 

TEXT 57 

� �4€fl'1if01 � \i""4� �: I 
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cetasii sarva-karmiiI}.i 
mayi sannyasya mat-para.Q 

buddhi-yogam upasritya 
maccitta.Q satatam bhava 
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TRANSLATION 

Using your intelligence, offer all your activities unto Me 
and take shelter of Me. And while executing devotional service 
unto Me, be always conscious of Me. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kr�Q.a addresses the situation of one who is unable to 
perform unalloyed devotional service to Him, but at the same time 
does not want to be a fallen person just doing fruitive work. This is 
confirmed by Lord Kr�Q.a in (9.24); every action should be offered 
unto Him. For example ,  while doing work, if one is constantly 
thinking of Lord Kr�Q.a, then one's intelligence and the work will 
become purified. This means that by being free from false ego and 
being engaged in devotional service as per one's VarQ.a and Asrama, 
and by offering every activity unto Lord Kr�Q.a, such practice will 
gradually bring one to the platform of unalloyed devotional service. 
This is the state which is desired by every devotee because it lets 
one know Lord Kr�Q.a. On such a state there remains no undesirable 
thought in the devotee's mind. 

TEXT 58 

�: \:149;:11if01 41dl\:ll�l*lf<:Q1R:I 
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maccittal) sarva-durgiil)i 
mat-prasiidiit tari$yasi 

atha cet tvam ahaiikiiriin 
na sroffasi vinai1k$yasi 

TRANSLATION 

If you are conscious of Me, by My grace, you will cross over 
all kinds of impediments. However, if you do not listen to Me 
and do as you like, you will perish on account of your false ego. 
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PURPORT 

If a devotee has resolved to work for Lord Kr�1.1a continuously 
and meditates on Him, the problems of this material world surely 
cease in due course for such a devotee. Lord �I.la reserves a specific 
place in His spiritual world for such a devotee and carries that 
devotee Himself there at the end. However, if out of false pride, 
one does not follow what Lord K�J)a or His pure devotee prescribes 
and acts independently instead, one remains bereft of pure 
devotional service and experiences the pangs of this material world 
for further reformation. Therefore, just as while eating, if one bites 
their tongue, one has only one's self to blame, similarly, if one does 
not obtain liberation from this world, one has only one's self to blame 
for not following the instructions of Lord Kr�J)a and the bona-fide 
Spiritual Master. 

TEXT 59 

4�g�1v11� � � � � I 
fif� 6£1€1\1144\ IA9'kt�i f.tm�fd 1 1 '1((1 1 

yad ahalikaram asritya 
na yotsya iti manyase 

mithyai$a vyavasayas te 
prakrtis tvam niyok$yati 

TRANSLATION 

If you follow your false ego, thinking "I shall not fight," 
then such a determination of yours is totally false, for by your 
own inherent nature you will be compelled to fight anyway. 

PURPORT 

Arjuna is a K�atriya by providence and the natural inclination 
of a K�atriya is to dominate and also fight. Due to his apprehension 
over killing his family members, friends, and respectable elders , 
Arjuna questioned the order of Lord Kr�1.1a when He told him to 
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fight for justice. Now Lord Kf!;>l).a is telling him, "Even if you do not 
want to follow My advice, your own inherent instict will compel 
you to fight against your will and then you will be responsible for 
the reactions to your actions."  Therefore, it is always best to strictly 
abide by Kr!;>Qa's advice so that one can remain free from undesirable 
reactions to performed actions and become eligible to reach the 
eternally blissful spiritual world. Lord Kn;Qa's advice is available in 
the Vedic scriptures. 

TEXT 60 

� �4\4 �: � � I 
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svabhiivajena kaunteya 
nibaddhal) svena karmaI).ii 

kartum necchasi yan mohiit 
kari$yasy avaso 'pi tat 

TRANSLATION 

0 son of Kunti, if under the spell of illusion, you do not 
wish to act as per My direction, you will still be compelled to do 
that very same work, being bound by your own inherent nature, 
samskara. 

PURPORT 

In Chapter Two it has already been discussed that the spirit 
soul is eternal, but changes its body, and experiences pleasures and 
pains as per its previously performed karma. Karma leaves no one 
alone except a pure devotee of Lord Kr!:>Qa. When one follows what 
Lord Kf!;>Qa says, as stated in the Vedic scriptures, then the reaction 
to performed work will be burnt and future karma will be taken by 
Lord Kf!;>Qa Himself. Thus,  a pure devotee remains free from 
reactions to performed action. Here, Lord Kf!;>Qa is convincing 
Arjuna to follow His advice and perform his duty of fighting. But, 
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as everyone has freedom to choose, if Arjuna chooses not to follow 
Lord Kr�Q.a's advice, then he will be responsible for the reaction of 
his karma. Arjuna was born as a royal K�atriya and he was bound 
by his his svabhava or naturally-born innate propensity. Everyone 
is born with a particular inherent propensity which is awarded by 
their destiny, following the reactions of previously performed karma. 
One's present nature, habits, desires and particular ways of acting 
depend on the kind and quality of karma one has performed in 
their previous lives. Sarilskara does not happen by chance, it solely 
depends on one's previously performed karma and karma leaves 
no one. 

TEXT 61 

�= � ms� fd�fd I 
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isvaral) sarva-bhiitanam 
hrd-dese 'rjuna ti�thati 

bhramayan sarva-bhiitani 
yantriirii<;lhiini ma ya ya 

TRANSLATION 

0 Arjuna, the Supersoul abides in the hearts all beings and, 
by His potency, is directing the wanderings of all of them, as an 
operator mounted upon a machine directs it. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kr�Q.a is the all-pervading Supersoul of everyone and 
this has already been established previously. The Lord Himself does 
not do anything; He uses His external potency, Maya, to get things 
done. He created the karmic laws to control all the entities so that 
they reap what they sow. Unless there were karmic laws created in 
this world, one's efforts and the prohibitions and the guidelines of 
the scriptures would not carry any value. Therefore, it is wise to 
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take refuge in and follow the scriptural injunctions and learn how 
to tolerate all that fate imposes on one. Karma is the eternal justice 
and eternal law in this creation and there is no escape from it unless 
one becomes a pure devotee of the Supreme Lord. Presently, 
everyone is a product of their past karma. Therefore, it is best to be 
wise and, using the scriptural injunctions, become a sincere devotee 
of the Lord and practice spiritual life, and thus avoid facing karma. 
The Lord is within everyone's heart and controls them using their 
karma and makes them dance as a monkey charmer (organ-grinder) 
makes his monkey dance. Everyone is a puppet of karma but if 
someone becomes a sincere devotee, he/she becomes karma-free 
and Kp�i:ia takes charge of that person. Lord Kr�i:ia is also in 
everything but is not touched by anything. As the Brhadarai:iyaka 
Upani�ad states: 

yac ca kiii.cit jagat sarvam drsyate srii.yate 'pi va 
antar bahis ca tat sarvam vyapya narayal)al) sthital) 

"Anything and everything that is seen or is heard about in 
this material creation has its basis in and is pervaded inside and 
outside by Lord Kr�i:ia in His Supersoul (Narayai:ia) form." 

The Lord, as Supersoul seated in the hearts of the living 
entities, by using His external energy Maya, engages every living 
entity in its karma, just as a puppeteer makes the puppet dance. As 
Sri Baladeva Vidyabhu�ai:ia states: 

bhramayati sarva-bhiitani krtrimani rii.t;lhani tad vat yatha 

sii.tradharo daruyantra rii.t;lhani krtrimani bhii.tani bhramayanti 

tad vat, isvaral) sarva-bhii.tanam bhramayati iti. 

"All the embodied living entities are made to act helplessly 
by the Lord, just as wooden dolls (puppets) are made to dance using 
strings by a puppeteer. Similarly, the Lord, as Supersoul, makes 
everyone helplessly perform in this creation." 
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TEXT 62 

� � � � 1'Ra 
ddl+tlcU(qrj � � !lll'kllRi mt�d'{ 1 1��1 1 

tameva saral)am gaccha 
sarva-bhavena bharata 

tat-prasadat param santim 
sthanam prapsyasi sasvatam 

TRANSLATION 

18-62 

0 scion of Bharata, you must surrender unto that Lord in 
all respects, and by His mercy you will attain lasting peace and 
the eternal abode. 

PURPORT 

When a devotee becomes transcendentally situated, i .e . ,  
completely free from ignorance, that devotee becomes qualified to 
enter into the kingdom of God. According to the quality and the 
quantity of surrender and worship, one realizes the Supreme Lord. 
This is the case in every instance. For example, those who worship 
Supersoul realize Supersoul. But for those who worship the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead, Lord Kf�l)a, realize Lord Kf�I).a and the 
Supersoul as well. The realization of Lord Kf�l)a is superior and is 
explained in the upcoming verses. In this text, Lord Kr�I).a is telling 
Arjuna to surrender unto Supersoul, who is His partial expansion 
and is seated in Arjuna's heart, and do what He dictates from within. 
The Lord is not telling Arjuna to surrender to someone else when 
He uses the word tam in this text. He is directing Arjuna to surrender 
unto Him (Lord Kr�Qa) through following the dictations of his 
Supersoul. There is no other Supreme Lord anywhere besides Lord 
Kf�l)a. Therefore, one should be very careful in understanding this 
delicate point. Lord Kr�Qa is everyone's worshipable Lord and is 
the original Spiritual Master of everyone; therefore, everyone should 
take guidance from Him. Lord Kr�Qa is the Supersoul of all and He 
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guides everyone continuously from within until they reach the 
spiritual world. As Uddhava says in the Srimad Bhagavatam: 

naivopayanty apacitiril kavayasta vesa 
brahmayu$api krtam-rddha-mudab smarantab 

yo 'ntar bahis tanu-bhrtam asubhariJ. vidhunvann 
acarya-caitya vapu$a svagatiril vyanakti 

"O Lord, by being present as the Supersoul, You help from 
within, and as a Spiritual Master, You help from outside, thus removing 
the miseries and sins of a sincere person and guide them to surrender 
to You. You even show Your true form to them. Even the greatly 
learned souls, who are experts in the science of spiritualism and are 
endowed with a long duration of life equal to Lord Brahma's, cannot 
pay back their debt for such kind favors of Yours. That is why by 
remembering Your magnanimous favors, they carry on enjoying bliss 
within their hearts, which increases more and more." 

Therefore, by surrendering to Lord Kr�:Q.a with one's body, 
mind, and words, all the accumulated sins and problems of life 
become evaporated. As it is stated in the �gveda, om tad vi$1.10b 
paramariJ. padam, "If one surrenders unto the Supreme Lord as He 
says, then the spiritual world will surely be reached." 

TEXT 63 
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iti te jii.anam akhyataril 
guhyad guhyatarariJ. maya 

vimrsyaitad ase$eI)a 
yathecchasi tatha kuru 

TRANSLATION 

I have thus described to you the most confidential of all 
knowledge. Deliberate on this carefully, and then do as you wish. 
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PURPORT 

Lord Knn;ia reveals here that the knowledge He has spoken, 
which is recorded as the Bhagavad Gita, includes the most 
confidential knowledge of all the scriptures. All the great sages like 
Vyasa, Narada, and others did not include such secret knowledge in 
their writings, because Kr�Qa did not give it to them. Kr�Qa is the 
source of all knowledge. That is why His Bhagavad Gita is such a 
great secret. Lord Kr�Qa did not speak this most secret science to 
great sages, because they had a different category of relationship 
with Lord Kr�Qa than Arjuna did. The sages had a servitorship mood 
and Arjuna had a friendship mood with Kr�Qa. 

Lord Kr�Qa tells Arjuna that He has spoken comprehensively 
to him and that he must now meditate and contemplate on the 
subject matter carefully and then decide for himself what to do. This 
means Lord Kr�Qa lets Arjuna use the privilege of free will given by 
Him to make his decision. Even though Kr�Qa consciousness is 
autocratic, still, Lord Kr�Qa lets all the living entities be free to 
decide, as He left Arjuna free to make his decision on what he heard. 
The Spiritual Master also follows this rule after instructing and 
initiating the disciple. He teaches them how to do things and leaves 
them alone to decide what to do. The disciple follows the given 
instructions as per their previously earned karma and thus makes 
spiritual advancement to the degree of their followed spiritual 
process. Although Lord Kr�Qa is God and could have compelled 
Arjuna to follow what He wanted, He established the rule of spiritual 
life by leaving Arjuna to decide upon what he had heard, and to 
follow accordingly. 

Although from here on, Lord Kr�Qa and Arjuna carry on with 
their conversation, this text marks the conclusion of the final set of 
six chapters of the Bhagavad Gita, known as the most precious box. 
Each of the three sets of six chapters is a part of a most precious box 
that is perfectly ornamented with devotional service. As the Nirukti 
Dictionary states, jniiyante karma bhakti jiiiiniini anena, "By 
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studying the Bhagavad Gita, the knowledge of Karma, Bhakti, and 
Jiiana will be systematically revealed to the reader." As such, this 
knowledge is more valuable than the value of mantras stated in the 
revealed scriptures. The first six chapters, which explain Karmayoga, 
are the bottom part of the ornamented box, and the last six chapters 
are like an exquisitely ornamented lid of that box, because they 
explain Jiianayoga. However, the middle six chapters, which explain 
Bhaktiyoga, are the most valuable gift to the world. Bhakti is the 
means to love K�Q.a and it can be found inside this priceless box 
secretly kept and locked inside of it as its most valuable jewel. The 
information about the key to this lock is with the scripturally 
authentic Gurii, and by following his commands properly, one 
obtains the inside jewel and thus obtains liberation. 

TEXT 64 
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sarva-guhyatamam bhilya}J. 
srou me paramam vaca}J. 

i$fO 'si me drt;lham iti 
tato vak$yami te hitam 

TRANSLATION 

You are very dear to Me, that is why I shall again explain to 
you the most confidential and ultimate instruction for your benefit. 
Listen to Me. 

PURPORT 

The essence of all the scriptures is spoken in a nutshell by 
Lord Kr�Q.a to Arjuna in the next eight verses. Reading the whole 
Bhagavad Gita is required for everyone to thoroughly know what 
Lord Kr�Q.a wants a human being to do while enjoying in this world 
in order to attain the spiritual abode. One should not read the 
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Bhagavad Gita haphazardly, jumping from one place to another. 
Rather, one should sincerely and systematically read page after page, 
chapter by chapter, to obtain the proper benefit from reading it. 
Although it includes a summary of itself, it also includes very 
confidential knowledge, more confidential knowledge, and the most 
confidential knowledge as well. Therefore, reading systematically 
is essential to obtain the most benefit. There is nothing more essential 
and no more important knowledge for a human being than the 
knowledge of the Bhagavad Gita. It is not surprising that Lord Kp;IJ.a 
loves His sincere devotee so much that He even reveals His personal 
secrets to that devotee again and again. One has to become as 
qualified as Arjuna to reach this stage. 

TEXT 65 
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manmana bhava madbhakto 
madyaji mam namaskuru 

mam evai$yasi satyam te 
pratijane priyo 'si me 

TRANSLATION 

Always think of Me, become My devotee, worship Me, and 
offer your homage unto Me. I tell you the truth; you will surely 
come to Me. I am promising you this because you are very dear 
to Me. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kp;IJ.a here provides the key to unlocking the ornamental 
box that represents the Bhagavad Gita. Lord Kp;IJ.a desires that 
everyone become His devotee by worshiping His beautiful, 
pleasingly sweet, and merciful two-armed form of Syamasundara. 
To become His devotee means chanting His glories, worshiping Him, 
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seeing His Deity form, performing categorical devotional services 
such as making nice flower garlands, offering ornaments, cooking 
sumptuous food items, helping to hold festivals, and using all the 
senses in His service. However, to be a successful devotee, one must 
first learn the art and science of devotional service from a qualified 
Spiritual Master who is authorized by the ancient Vedic scriptures. 
He is the one who teaches the disciple how to become a real devotee 
and offer their body, mind, and words to please Lord Kf�I)a, the 
source of everything and everyone. However, if one is unable to 
follow all four processes of surrender given here by Lord Kf�I)a, 
one should at least sincerely follow one or more of them in order to 
achieve success in life. Lord K�I)a is pleased when one's service is 
carried out according to one's true capacity, and He promises to 
help such a sincere devotee. 

Lord Kr�I)a uses the word priya in this text to indicate His 
loving nature towards His sincere devotees. Lord Kf�I)a is the 

Absolute Truth; therefore, He only speaks the truth. In the 
Nanartha-varga section of the Amarako�a Dictionary it is found, 
satyam sapatha tathyayo]J, "Speaking the truth, taking an oath 
before speaking, and actual reality are synonymous . "  Srila 
Visvanatha Chakravarti 'fhakura states in this regard, nanu mathura 
desodbhii.ta loka]J prati-vakyam eva sapatba kurvantiti satyaril, tarhi 
pratijane pratijnam krtva brabimi, "Just as the people of Vraja-land 
take oaths at every step to prove that what they are speaking is 
completely true, similarly, Lord Kr�I)a, being born in Vraja-land, 
takes His oath before speaking to confirm that His statements and 
promises are all true and that He takes care of and protects His 
Arjuna-like devotees without fail."  By rememb,ering this vow of Lord 
Kr�IJa, the devotees are fearless in their performance of devotional 
service in all circumstances. 

TEXT 66 
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sarva-dharman parityajya 
miim ekam saral)am vraja 
aham tvam sarva-papebhyo 
mok$ayi$yiimi ma 8uca}J 

TRANSLATION 

18-66 

Abandon all varieties of prescribed duties and just surrender 
to Me alone. I shall deliver you from all kinds of sinful reaction. 
Do not worry. 

PURPORT 

This is the final verse of the Bhagavad Gita used by Kr�IJ.a to 
convince Arjuna to act as per His desire. Although Kr�IJ.a is directing 
His speech towards Arjuna, He is actually addressing everyone, 
including those who also worship Him, worship others, and follow 
many other religious processes. They all claim to be Kr�IJ.a's devotees. 
But this is not so because Lord Kr�IJ.a says to give up all varieties of 
prescribed duties and just surrender unto Him, He will take care of 
His devotee. This does not mean that everyone should give up 
everything and take to voidism, though. He is encouraging everyone 
to engage exclusively in His devotional service. The word parityajya 
(abandon) stands for detachment from or renouncing everything 
worldly and pseudo-religious activities . As Kr�IJ.a explains in the 
Srimad Bhagavatam: 

martyo yada tyakta samasta karma 
niveditatma vicikin�ito me 

tadiimrtatvam pratipadyamano 
maya "tmabhuyaya ca kalpate vai 

"When a person gives up all varieties of prescribed duties and 
surrenders completely unto Me (Lord Kr�IJ.a) , that person becomes 
a special person to Me. At that time, I reward that person the potency 
of immortality by offering that person the eligibility to possess equal 
opulence as Me in My spiritual abode. "  
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As Lord Kr�Qa again says in the Srimad Bhagavatam: 

iijiiiiyaiva gul)iin do$iin 
mayiidi$tiin api svakiin 

dharmiin samtyajya ya]) sarviin 
miiril bhajet sa sattamal) 

835 

"I have given beneficial instructions in the Vedic scriptures 
where dos and do-nots are explained, by following which one's heart 
becomes purified, and by breaking which one becomes degraded. 
But My sincere devotee considers them to be a disturbance in their 
service to Me, so they forgo dos and do-nots and solely engage in 
My service. Such a devotee is the best among all spiritualists." 

For this reason, Srila Visvanatha Chakravarti Thakura defines 
the word parityajya (abandon) in the following way, atra ca 'pari' 
sabda prayogiic ca, ekam miiril 8aral)am vraja na tu dharma jiiiina 
yoga devatiintara iidikam ity arthal), "Here Lord Kr�Qa uses the 
word parityajya in which the prefix pari signifies that everyone 
should surrender unto Lord Kr�Qa alone through performing Bhakti, 
and not through performing any other spiritual processes such as 
Jiiana or Yoga meditation, or through some demigod or goddess 
worship." If one becomes a real devotee of Lord Kr�Qa by giving up 
all other obligations of this world, Lord Kr�Qa takes care of that 
devotee so that devotee no longer has to worry, grieve, or fear 
anything at all. In every Vedic literature, Lord Kf�I).a is accepted as 
the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Anyone who is under the 
protection of Lord Kr�Qa is no longer afraid of anything. 

There are many Vedic scriptures where Lord Kf�I).a 
recommends one to perform various religious ceremonies, but here 
Lord Kr�Qa commands that they be given up. In so doing, there is 
no offense, because the rule of management is that if an authority 
gives an order which they later rescind, their last statement takes 
precedence. Here, Lord Kr�I).a's latest order is to surrender unto 
Him alone in order to become a single-minded devotee. To disobey 
this order will implicate oneself in an offense. Therefore, it is best to 
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surrender to Lord Kr�I.J.a one-pointedly as per the procedure stated 
in the Vayu PuraI,J.a: 

anukiilyasya sarikalpa pratikiilyasya varjanam 
rak$iyi$yatiti visvaso bhokrtve varal)am tatha 

nil)k$epal)am akarpal)yam $a(i-vidha saral)agatil) 

"The following are six methods of surrender to the Lord: To 
accept things that are favorable for one's devotional service, to reject 
things that are unfavorable or that will cause one to deteriorate in 
devotional service, to have firm faith in the Lord that He will protect, 
to accept the Lord as one's guardian, offer everything to the Lord, 
and to remain very meek and humble."  

The Bhaktirasamrta Sindhu states that any service which 
pleases Lord Kr�1.1a and His pure devotee is called favorable 
service, and besides that, everything else is unfavorable. Having firm 
faith in the Lord means considering Kr�1.1a to be one's sole protector. 
Especially at a time of great danger, one's prayer for protection 
should be directed purely to Kr�1.1a, as exemplified by Draupadi, 
the Pa1.1c;lavas' wife, and Gajendra, the patriarch king of the elephants 
(these episodes can be found in our How to Spend Your Best Saven 
Days on Earth book) . Such genuine pleading for Lord Kr�1.1a's help 
is called accepting Kr�1.1a as one's sole guardian. 

As soon as a devotee seriously says, "O Lord Kr�1.1a, from 
today onward I am Yours. You decide what You want to do with 
me. Keep me happy or unhappy, I am Yours in all circumstances," 
seeing such an honest surrender of His devotee, Lord K�1.1a promises 
to that devotee all kinds of protection. Not only this, Lord Kr�1.1a 
promises to remove all their sins and deliver them from this material 
world. What a God! Just see. 

One may question how it is possible that the hearts of the 
living entities, which are contaminated with the sins accumulated 
from time immemorial, can become purified just by surrendering to 
Lord Kr�1.1a in a short time. In answer, Lord Kr�1.1a says ma sucal) 
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(Do not worry), which signifies that Kr�I)a acts like a magnet to 
attract all their iron-like sins and purifies them, so that they can 
enter into His kingdom. To seriously take shelter at the Lotus Feet 
of Lord Kr�I)a is therefore the key to receive the maximum benefit. 
To be surrendered, one must also be detached from material sense 
enjoyment. As it is stated in the Bhaktirasamrta Sindhu: 

anasaktasya vi$ayan piijarhan upayuiijata]J. 
nirbandha]J. kf$1Ja sambandhe yukta-vairajiiam ucyate 

"Keeping detached from the objects of sense gratification and 
at the same time accepting everything in relation to Lord Kr�I)a is 
called real renunciation, or being situated above possessiveness. 
Otherwise it is called false detachment."  

Those who perform devotional service in  full surrender to 
Lord Kr�I)a under the guidance of an authentic Spiritual Master 
undoubtedly attain spiritual success quickly. As Lord Kp�I)a states 
in the Srimad Bhagavatam: 

tavat karmaIJi kurvita na nirvidyeta yavata 
mat-katha-sravaIJiidau va sraddha yavan na jayate 

"One should continue working according to the rules of the 
Vedic scriptures until they become fully detached from the results 
of works and the results like going to heaven, or until they develop 
full faith in hearing and singing My transcendental pastimes. This is 
the process of one-pointed surrender." 

According to the Padma Pural)a, in Kaliyuga there will only 
be four spiritual traditions connected to the Supreme Lord in the 
unbroken chain of disciplic succession. We have discussed about 
these in our Srimad Bhagavatam purports and also in our Guru 
Nirl)aya Dipika book. Sripada Ramanujacharya, who established 
the Sri Sampradaya on earth, which is one of the four authentic 
Sampradayas of Vai�I)avism, stated that this text of the Bhagavad 
Gita is the culmination of devotion. He said there is nothing more 
to be known beyond this point. There is no better spiritual instruction 
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in spiritual life than this text for a Vaisnava to follow to obtain 
liberation from this world, he said.  This means Sripada 
Ramanujacharya ended his teachings with this text of the Bhagavad 
Gita. He claimed that after complete surrender to Lord Kr�I.Ia, the 
peak of devotion is reached. There is nothing more that one needs 
to follow, he said. But in our Gam;iiya Vai�Qavism, also known as 
the Gauc;liya Sampradaya (the unbroken chain is listed in the front 
of every book of ours) , Lord Kr�I.Ia Himself appeared as Lord Sri 
Chaitanya Mahaprabhii and said that true devotional service to Lord 
Kr�1.1a begins from this text of the Bhagavad Gita. When Lord Kr�I.la 
commands His devotee to fully surrender, at that moment the 
personal relationship with Him begins. This means where Sripada 
Ramanujacharya ended his teachings, our devotion to Lord Kr�1.1a 
begins. Thus, the Gauc;liya Sampradaya in which we are spiritually 
initiated in is considered to be the best of all the spiritual traditions 
on earth. The peak of our devotion ends with the conjugal love that 
is taught by the Gopis of Vrindaban, as stated in the Srimad 
Bhagavatam. Therefore, the spirituality taught by the Gauc;liya 
Vai�1.1ava Sampradaya is the highest category, and anyone who 
sincerely follows it reaches Goloka, the capital city of the spiritual 
world. 

TEXT 67 
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idam te natapaskaya 
nabhaktaya kadacana 

na casusrii.�ave vacyam 
na ca mam yo 'bhyasii.yati 

TRANSLATION 

This confidential knowledge should never be spoken by you at 
any time to one who is not austere, one who is not devoted to Me, 
one who does not desire to listen, or one who finds fault in Me. 
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PURPORT 

These are the conditions Lord K�Q.a has placed on those who 
may explain this confidential knowledge of the Bhagavad Gita to 
others. Anyone may be introduced to Lord Kr�Q.a through receiving 
literatures, but to reveal this confidential philosophy about Lord 
K�Q.a, one should first find out if that person is inclined towards 
godliness. Those who do not have their senses under control should 
not be taught this confidential philosophy of the Bhagavad Gita 
because they would not understand it. The word asuya used in this 
text means those who speak ill about or find faults in Lord Kr�JJ.a or 
those who do not accept Him to be the Supreme God. Such 
envious people should not be taught this confidential philosophy. 
Furthermore, those who have controlled senses but are bereft of 
devotional service to the Lord should also not be told confidential 
philosophy of the Bhagavad Gita. Even if someone meets all the 
conditions, yet thinks that Lord Kr�JJ.a and His body are different, 
or that He loosely danced with girls, then this intricate philosophy 
should not be spoken to them. Everyone can receive devotional 
literatures. The secret science of the Bhagavad Gita is meant only 
for the sincere devotees who desire to stop their rebirth in this 
uncomfortable world and desire to learn the real devotion to God, 
Lord Kr�JJ.a. 

TEXT 68 
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ya idaril paramaril guhyam 
madbhakte$V abhidhasyati 

bhaktiril mayi pariiril krtva 
miim evai$yaty asarilsayal) 

TRANSLATION 

Anyone who propagates this supreme secret philosophy 
to others who are devoted to Me will be performing pure 
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devotional service unto Me and at the end will surely come back 
to Me. In this there is no doubt. 

PURPORT 

Distributing the transcendental knowledge of Lord Kp:;Qa to 
innocent people is the best charitable act in the world. Nothing of 
this world can be compared to this kind of charity; for it removes 
ignorance from the hearts of people, which is the greatest 
impediment for their spiritual elevation. Therefore, the best way 
to extend welfare to others is to help them discover their real goal, 
the source of everlasting bliss, rather than providing some material 
items for temporary relief. Lord Kp:;Qa spoke this statement over 
five thousand years ago and a similar theme is taught by other 
scriptures of the world. For example, the Bible states, whosoever 
obeys the law, and teaches others to do the same, will be great in 
the kingdom of heaven. 

According to the supreme authority, Lord Sri Kr�Qa, when 
the knowledge of the Bhagavad Gita is explained to the sincere 
souls, who are God-fearing, such preachers will achieve pure 
devotional service, thereby reaching Lord Kr�Qa's transcendental 
abode. Lord Kr�Qa Himself guarantees this by saying not to doubt 
His statements. Lord Kr�Qa never breaks His promise to His pure 
devotee. That is why, as per this quality, one of His unlimited names 
is Satyasailkalpa. 

TEXT 69 
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na ca tasman manu$ye$U 
kascin me priya-krttamal) 

bhavita na ca me tasmad 
anyal) priyataro bhuvi 
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TRANSLATION 

There is no person who can ever render any better service 
to Me, nor is there any other person on earth who is more dear to 
Me, nor will there ever be one more dear to Me than this person. 

PURPORT 

Those who voluntarily preach Lord Kr�Q.a's message to the 
spiritually inclined people are the best benefactors in this world. 

Helping the needy with material goods may remove their 
problem temporarily, but such help does not diminish their problems 
permanently. However, helping them to somehow or other become 
convinced about surrendering to Lord Kp�Q.a is the best benefit one 
can ever give because it helps remove their existing problem and 
also helps them obtain liberation from rebirth. Nothing can be more 
beneficial to one than this kind of help because becoming a devotee 
of Lord Kr�Q.a removes their future karmic reactions. Lord Kr�Q.a 
considered such a selfless preacher to be the dearmost person to 
Him. By explaining Lord Kr�Q.a's message or by delivering spiritual 
books to innocents and/or convincing them to adopt it, one prevents 
them from going to hell and brings them nearer to Lord Kr�Qa. 

TEXT 70 
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adhye$yate ca ya imam 
dharmyam samvadam avayo}J. 

jii.iina-yajii.ena teniiham 
i$tab syiim iti me mati}J. 

TRANSLATION 

And for anyone who studies this sacred conversation of ours, 
I become worshiped by that person through the sacrifice of 
knowledge. This is My opinion. 
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PURPORT 

The advantage of studying the Bhagavad Gita daily is declared 
herein by Lord Kr�Qa. Such people worship Lord Kr�Qa using their 
intelligence to gather transcendental knowledge because Lord 
Kr�Qa and His words are nondifferent. As it is stated in the Padma 
Pura]} a: 

nama cintamal)i}J. kf$I)as caitanya-rasa-vigraha}J. 
piirl)a-suddho nitya-mukto abhinnatvan nama-namino}J. 

"The names of Lord Kr�Qa are transcendental and holy and 
able to reward all blissful benedictions to the chanter, for they are 
filled with all kinds of transcendental pleasure. They are completely 
pure, eternally free from all kinds of contaminations, and they are 
identical with Lord Kr�Qa Himself." 

Lord Kr�Qa Himself, His body, His Soul, His words, His Holy 
names, His abode, and His paraphernalia are one and the same in 
all respects. In other words, they are all non-different from Him. In 
this condition, Lord Kr�Qa is with the reader of the Bhagavad Gita, 
and when the reader recites the Gita, Lord Kr�Qa actually dances 
on their tongue. 

TEXT 71 
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sraddhavan anusiiyas ca 
srouyad api yo nara}J. 

so 'pi mukta]J. subhari llokan 
prapnuyat pul)ya-karmal)am 

TRANSLATION 

Even if someone simply listens with faith and without envy, 
that person also becomes free from sins and attains those 
auspicious planets where people who perform pious deeds go. 
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PURPORT 

Everyone in modem days has become so busy with their 
material activities that they hardly spend any time in spiritual life. 
Such class of people can also obtain help by sincerely hearing the 
Bhagavad Gita from a real devotee. Lord Kpm.a speaks about the 
results achieved just by sincerely listening to this message of Lord 
Kr�IJ.a with great faith. In order to obtain the full results from listening 
to the Bhagavad Gita and obtain liberation, one should avoid 
envying Lord Kr�IJ.a. Thinking that He was a politician, He was a 
Yogiraj , He was just a cowherd boy, He was dancing with girls, He is 
equal to demigods; or that He came from the Brahman Jyoti (the 
impersonal feature) , is called envying Him. These are incorrect 
notions about Lord Kr�IJ.a and show one's enviousness towards Him. 
But because Lord Kr�I.la and His words are equally potent, even if 
one does not understand the contents of the Bhagavad Gita or is 
unable to properly pronounce the verses, but reads or listens with 
firm faith, they also receive merits from the Bhagavad Gita. This is 
the proof that Lord Kn;I.la and His words are one and the same. Just 
see, what a wonderful and unimaginable benediction has been 
offered by Lord Kr�I.la to the conditioned souls of this world ! 

TEXT 72 
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kaccid etac chrutam piirtha 
tvayaikiigrel)a cetasii 

kaccid ajii.iina-sammohal) 
pral)af$tas te dhanamjaya 

TRANSLATION 

0 son of Prtha, did you hear all of this that I have said with 
single-minded attention? 0 winner of wealth, is your illusion that 
arose from ignorance now dispelled? 
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PURPORT 

It is the duty of an authentic Spiritual Master to dispel the 
darkness of ignorance of his dedicated disciple. A disciple should 
also listen to his instructions with rapt attention and assimilate what 
was heard from the Guru. This is the reason that Lora Kr�Qa is 
asking Arjuna if he understood the philosophy which he just heard 
from Him properly or not. It is indicated here that Lord Kr�Qa 
wanted to know from Arjuna if his illusion regarding his kith and 
kin, relatives, and friends has been evaporated. Lord Kr�Qa hinted, 
indicating if Arjuna needed Him to repeat the knowledge again. 
No genuine disciple wants their Guru to work harder by repeating 
something that has already been said. But a real Guru should inquire 
from the disciple if his instructions were clear and satisfying. This 
means a Guru should be ready to repeat the already spoken 
knowledge and the disciple should not let Guru work harder than 
he already did. This is Vaisnavism. Every disciple is required to follow 
this law. 

TEXT 73 
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arjuna uvaca 

na$to mohal,1 smrtir labdha 
tvat prasadan mayacyuta 

sthito 'smi gata-sandehal,1 
kari$ye vacanam tava 

TRANSLATION 

Arjuna said: 0 infallible Lord, by Your mercy my illusion is 
eradicated, and I have regained my true memory. I am now 
steadfast, and free from doubt. Now I will follow Your commands. 
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PURPORT 

Arjuna was a true disciple of Lord }(r!,lJ).a and because he heard 
everything properly, his doubts were totally destroyed. A true 
disciple does not want their Guru to work extra hard for them. With 
this notion, Arjuna presented himself in such a way that Lord Kf!,lJ:.la 
understood that he had nothing more to ask. Having taken complete 
shelter at Lord Kf!,lJ).a's Lotus Feet, Arjuna is no longer concerned 
about any other duties to follow in life except following Lord Kf!,lJ).a's 
commands. A sincerely surrendered devotee always follows the 
orders of Lord Kf!,lJ:.la through the orders of Lord Kf!,ll.la's authorized 
pure devotee, which are corroborated by the Vedic scriptures and 
ancient sages. Those who are not yet pure devotees, instead of giving 
orders to others on spiritual matters, should themselves follow the 
orders of their Spiritual Master as their life and soul and attain 
spiritual success. 

No one in any world is kinder than God and Lord Kf!,lJ:.la is 
that God. How and why Lord Kf!,lJ:.la is God has already been 
established by now. Lord Kf!,lJ).a is the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead, but out of illusion the bewildered souls disobey Him. 
However, when everything important in life is clarified by the words 
of Lord Kf!,lJ:.la or by the Spiritual Master, real intelligence follows. 
As it is stated in the MuJ).<;liika Upani!,lad, k$iyante casya karmiil).i 
tasmin dr$te paravare, "When the Lord of cause and effect is 
understood in truth, then all good and bad karma becomes cleansed 
totally." Lord Kf!,lJ:.la sometimes uses His pure devotee to fulfill His 
mission, as He did with Arjuna here to reestablish the religious 
principles on earth. Understanding this, Arjuna stood up with his 
GiiJ).<;liva bow and became ready to fight for the Supreme Lord, Lord 
Sri Kf!,lJ:.la. This means that when ignorance is mitigated, a devotee 
becomes fully ready to do anything for Lord Kf!,lJ).a without breaking 
the state laws. 
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TEXT 74 
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saii.jaya uvaca 

ity ahariJ. vasudevasya 
piirthasya ca mahatmanal) 

sariJ.vadam imam asrau$am 
adbhutariJ. roma-har$aJ)am 

TRANSLATION 

18-74 

Saiijaya said: Thus, I have heard this wonderful conversation 
of these two great souls, Lord Kr�Q.a and His saintly disciple 
Arjuna. So wonderful is this message that my hair is standing on 
end. 

PURPORT 

The dialogue between Lord Kr�Qa, who functioned as Guru, 
and Arjuna, who dedicated himself as the disciple, has now ended. 
If Guru is properly learned and is authorized by the ancient scriptures 
of Vedic India, and if the disciple is sincere and completely dedicated, 
then the result is spectacular, as is experienced here with the dialogue 
between Lord Kr�Qa and Arjuna. The message delivered by Lord 
Kr�Qa was transcendentally surcharged because Lord Kr�Qa and His 
words are equal in quality. That is why, by hearing the transcendental 
conversation of Lord Kr�Qa and Arjuna, Safijaya was very pleased 
and thrilled. In that mood, Sanjaya tells King Dhrtara�tra that his 
bodily hairs are standing on end due to great ecstasy. Safijaya also 
confirms that the surprising message Lord Kr�Qa delivered to Arjuna 
was for the benefit of the whole world for all times. 
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vyasa-prasadac chrutavan 
etad guhyam aham param 

yogam yoge8varat kf$I.1tlt 
sak$at kathayata]J svayam 

TRANSLATION 

847 

By the mercy of Srila Vyasadeva, I personally heard this 
most confidential spiritual knowledge directly from the Master 
of all mysticism, Lord KJ:li;ia Himself. 

PURPORT 

Safi.jaya admits that such a conversation cannot ordinarily be 
heard; one first needs to receive the mercy from a pure devotee. 
Unless one is sincerely surrendered to and properly initiated by a 
qualified Spiritual Master who is authorized by the ancient Vedic 
scriptures, one cannot understand the science of Lord Kr�Q.a. One 
needs to be pure at heart to digest the knowledge mentioned in the 
Bhagavad Gita and other Vedic scriptures, as it is supposed to be 
understood. Srila Vyasadeva was Safi.jaya's Spiritual Master and 
Safi.jaya is glorifying his Spiritual Master for his kind mercy for 
rewarding Safi.jaya with the transcendental vision to directly see and 
hear this transcendental conversation between Lord Krsna and 

I • • • 

Arjuna. To properly learn the science of Kr�Q.a consciousness, one 
should either hear directly from Lord Kr�Q.a, as Safi.jaya did, or keep 
oneself humbly under the , commands of a pure devotee who 
descends from the spiritual world. Such a devotee also functions in 
the unbroken chain of disciplic succession from Lord Kr�Q.a Himself 
in order to guarantee the sincere to obtain the supreme benefit. 
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TEXT 76 

� ��� \1�� \iq1c;fit+i+f�d'{ I 
�MlMl'�'14f: � &ISQlfit � �: 1 1�� 1 1  

rajan samsmrtya samsmrtya 
samvadam imam adbhutam 

kesaviirjunayol) pu.Qyam 
h.rt;yami ca muhur-muhul) 

TRANSLATION 

18-76 

0 King, as I repeatedly remember this wondrous and 
auspicious dialogue between Lord �1;1.a and Arjuna, I am thrilled 
again and again. 

PURPORT 

This narration of the Bhagavad Gita is so sacred and 
transcendental that it can remove all ignorance when attentively 
heard from the proper source. It is free from all material faults. To 
hear and understand the Bhagavad Gita, one should approach a 
real devotee of Lord Kr�Q.a who sincerely lives a life based on the 
Bhagavad Gita and is correctly linked in the unbroken chain of 
disciplic succession to Lord Kr�JJ.a Himself. Safijaya tells King 
Dhrtara�tra that hearing this conversation was so marvelous that 
he cannot stop from repeatedly contemplating it, and each time he 
recollects it, he experiences unlimited bliss and becomes thrilled. 
But there was no response on this from Dhrtara�tra because his 
heart was contaminated and he was thinking totally reverse. 

TEXT 77 

� \1�� ��� \"-"t���<1 �: I 
R1�41 if � � &1SQ1fit � �: �: 1 1��1 1  
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tac ca samsmrtya samsmrtya 
nlpam aty-adbhutam hare}J 

vismayo me mahan rajan 
hr$yami ca puna}J puna}J 

TRANSLATION 

849 

0 King, when I recollect and remember that marvelous form 
of Lord l{ni;ta, I am struck with even greater wonder, and rejoice 
in it over and over again. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kpn_ia's universal form was not seen by anyone except 
Arjuna on  the battlefield . Saftj aya was seated before King 
Dhrtara�tra in the Hastinapur palace, far away from the actual 
battlefield and was narrating all happenings of the battlefield to the 
king. By the blessings of Srila Vyasadeva, Saftjaya could also see 
that stunning universal form of Lord Kr�Q.a as one watches on a 
television .  Thus , Saftj aya emphasizes his surprise to King 
Dhrtara�tra. Saftj aya was a real devotee of Lord Kr�Q.a and 
Dhrtara�tra was spiritually ignorant and also blind from birth. He 
was very attached to his evil sons, which is why Srila Vyasadeva 
wanted him to see everything that took place in the battlefield. King 
Dhrtara�tra, being unable to bear the demise of his evil sons, 
requested Srila Vyasadeva to reward transcendental vision to his 
charioteer, Saftjaya, so Saftjaya could see everything from far away, 
similar to seeing a television, and narrate everything to him. 

TEXT 78 

� ��= � � llT� �: I 
� 'ilf4::;p:fl � 91"1Rt4Rt4'1 ll'�cl l 

yatra yogesvara}J kr$IJO 
yatra partho dhanur-dhara}J 

tatra srir vijayo bhutir 
dhruva nitir matir mama 
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TRANSLATION 

Wherever there is Lord KnIJa, the Master of all mystics, 
and wherever there is Arjuna, the supreme archer, that is where 
everlasting prosperity, victory, happiness, and morality will be. 
That is my judgment. 

PURPORT 

By this concluding statement, Safijaya politely hints to King 
Dhrtara�tra that he should give up all hope of victory for his sons. 
Having experienced the universal form of Lord Kr�IJ.a, the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead; who was present in the battlefield in the 
role of chariot driver for His devotee, Arjuna; Safijaya understood, 
by seeing the setup of the battlefield, that victory was certain for 
the Pal).<;lavas. Wherever Lord Kr�IJ.a and His pure devotees are 
present, the Goddess of Fortune (another name for victory) is also 
present there. Thus, Safijaya hinted to his master, Dhrtara�tra, the 
overwhelming basis for his impending defeat, because Arjuna firmly 
agreed to follow Lord Kr�:IJ.a's commands.  Therefore, Safijaya 
tactfully presented to Dhrtara�tra that the victory was certain for 
the pious Pal).<;lavas and not for the evil Kauravas. Dhrtara�tra could 
not say anything to this statement because the Lord seated as 
Supersoul in the heart of Dhrtara�tra agreed to it. 

Those who sincerely follow one of the nine processes of 
devotional service; hearing, chanting, remembering the Lord, serving 
His Lotus feet, worshiping Him, praying to Him, becoming His 
servant, becoming His friend, and surrendering completely unto 
Him; should know by now that the last process (surrendering totally) 
is the most desirable process in spirituality, although any of the nine 
processes will fulfill one's ultimate goal, liberation. 

The fundamental conclusion of the Bhagavad Gita is to accept 
Lord Kr�.Qa as the Supreme Personality of Godhead and by 
surrendering one s  body, mind, and words to the Lotus Feet of the 
Lord and His pure representative, the Spiritual Master, therein lies 
the key to permanent happiness in the spiritual world. 
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By the divine mercy of our Spiritual Master, Srila Prabhupada, 
we have humbly attempted to present exactly what the Lord means 
in each of the texts in the Bhagavad Gita. The Vrajavasi Purports 
precisely explain Lord Kr�i:ia's desire for the benefit of all sincere 
souls who want to understand what Lord Kr�i:ia means in each text. 
The Supreme Lord dictated from within, as our Supersoul, and 
manifested the knowledge included herein. By now it must have 
become clear what Lord Kr�i:ia means because the Vrajavasi purports 
are exact and As It Is. We have named all of our purports "Vrajavasi 
Purports" because Lord Kr�i:ia is the Vrajavasi and we are also born 
in the Vraja land; therefore we are also a Vrajavasi. The Vrajavasi 
Purports coincide with the ancient commentaries of previous 
Acharyas in the unbroken chain of our disciplic succession directly 
connected to the speaker of the Bhagavad Gita, Lord Kr�i:ia. May 
this humble attempt please the Chataki-bird-like devotees who 
always hanker for true knowledge of Lord Kr�i:ia, the most sublime 
Supreme Personality of Godhead and the only shelter of the 
Vrajavasis. 

Thus ends the Vrajavasi purports to the Eighteenth Chapter 
of the Srimad Bhagavad Gita in the matter of the Yoga of 
Renunciation and the conclusion of the Gita. 

Harl Om Tat Sat 





Appendixes 





About Swamiji 

His Divine Grace Mahamat;i<,ialeshwar Mahant Sri Kr�Qa 
Balaram Swamiji appeared in a dynasty of Srotriya Brahmal)a 
Gau<,iiya Vai�Qavas. His family dynasty descends directly from and 
dates back to Kasyapa Muni, one of the seven sons born from the 
mind of the first created being in the universe, Lord Brahma. 

Swamiji was exposed to Bhaktiyoga (the path of devotion) 
since birth. His father, a highly respected Brahmal).a and Guru of 
many in the Vrindaban area, began tutoring his son at the tender 
age of four, at their home in Vrindaban. At the age of eight, Swamiji 
was enrolled in Vrindaban 's renowned Nimbarka Sanskrit 
Mahavidyalaya College, where he lived in the dorm and studied 
continually for eight years . A brilliant student, he then was 
transferred to an English college, where he learned to translate the 
ancient Vedic scriptures into English. 

Swamiji left his parents' humble concrete home in Vrindaban 
to take shelter of his Spiritual Master, Srila A. C. Bhaktivedanta 
Swami Prabhupada. When he joined Prabhupada, there were only 
three thatched huts in ISKCON Vrindaban at his Guru's place. When 
Prabhupada came to Vrindaban, Swamiji requested to be his disciyle. 
When Srila Prabhupada found out that Swamiji is a Vrajavasi, Srila 
Prabhupada said that Swamiji is already a Guru, therefore he does 
not need any initiation. According to Vedic scriptures Vrajavasis 
are Guru to everyone. Swamiji again requested initiation one year 
later, but Srila Prabhupada told him the same thing. On many 
occasions Srila Prabhupada said that he was already a Guru and did 
not need any spiritual initiation from anyone. Finally, Swamiji said 
that without initiation, nobody can receive liberation, so he was 
called by Srila Prabhupada into his room at about five in the 
evening. Swamiji is Prabhupada's only disciple for whom Srila 
Prabhupada chanted three full rounds of the Mahamantra on the 
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disciple's own used beads; which he handed back to Swamiji. Srila 
Prabhupada chanted on only three seeds on a new set of beads for 
every other disciple in ISKCON and gave them those new beads. 

Srila Prabhupada told Swamiji that he was serving Kr�Q.a 
Balaram so nicely, and therefore his name is Kr�Q.a Balaram Das, 
and told Swamiji how much he loves Kg;Q.a Balaram. 

In regard to his Guru's movement, our Swamiji himself said, 
"I did not join ISKCON thinking that it had big buildings with many 
Western disciples so I could enjoy their company, but I joined because 
I understood that Srila Prabhupada was a real devotee and I wanted 
to help in his mission. I joined to remain truly Kr�Q.a conscious. I did 
not join to obtain worship, respect, honor, position, or donations 
for myself. But I joined my Guru, Srila Prabhupada, knowing that 
he had wanted everything from the Vedic scriptures to be presented 
As It Is, and that included its etiquette. "  Due to the ISKCON leaders' 
deviation from the authentic Vedic standard (consult Swamiji's My 
Mission series for details), Swainiji officially resigned from ISKCON 
in 1989. To this day, he is the only disciple of Srila Prabhupada who 
wrote an official resignation letter to resign from present ISKCON 
as a member and the letter was accepted and published in the 
publication ISKCON minutes. Swamiji carried on serving his Guru, 
and realized through the intense feelings in his heart that his Guru 
had passed on the torch of disciplic succession to him. Thus, he 
founded the organization Bhagavat Dharma Samaj (an Institute for 
Pure Devotional Service) in 1990. 

Swamij i  wrote An Illus tra tion of Devo tional Service 
(Haricharya Dipika) in Sanskrit Devanagari, which revealed 
Swamiji's strong command of the Sanskrit language and realizations 
of the path of devotion. This caught the attention of all the Mahan ts 
and Sri Mahants of the four Vai�Q.ava Sampradayas authorized by 
the Vedic scriptures. In October of 1991 , Swamiji was unanimously 
appointed to the position of Mahant by the four Vai�Q.ava Mahants. 
Srila Prabhupada had desired this position of Mahant in 1975, which 
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was unfulfilled at that time, but now has been fulfilled by Swamiji. 
In April of 2004, the four Vai�:r:i.ava Sampradayas elevated Swamiji 
to the position of Mahama:r:i.<;laleshwar, choosing to bypass the 
position of Mahant altogether. Historically Mahama:r:i.<;laleshwar is 
the highest position that has been held among the Mahants of the 
four Vai�:r:i.ava Sampradayas of all of India. At the Kumbha Mela in 
2012, all the Sri Mahants wanted to select Swamiji for the topmost 
position of J agad Guru. Swamiji has yet to accept that honor. 

Swamiji has written Ekadasi, the Day of Lord Hari (1985) 
book, he wrote the Vai�:r:i.ava Ka:r:i.tha Hara, A Necklace of the 
Surrendered Souls ( 1 987 ) ,  and has given the Vraj avasi 
Commentaries on many Vedic scriptures, including the Bhagavad 
Gita (1988), and the Srimad Bhagavatam (printed in fifteen volume 
set, 1991-2013). Srimad Bhagavatam is the sweet cream of the Vedic 
scriptures and the literary incarnation of Lord Kr�:r:i.a Himself. 
Swamiji is also the first Guru to write translations and commentary 
on the Vedanta Sutra in over two hundred years, which nobody else 
has completed due to the level of understanding of Sanskrit required 
to translate the aphorisms and give commentary upon. He is also 
the first Guru ever to have written commentary in three different 
languages (Sanskrit Devanagari, Hindi, and English) on the Vedanta 
Sutra (2015). Swamiji has written the Guru Nimaya Dipika, or the 
Scriptural Decision on Who Can Become Guru and Who Cannot 
(1990), which reveals the Vedic injunctions on the qualifications of 
Guru without diluting anything. His Guru Nirl)aya Dipika is 
substantiated with evidence from over ninety Vedic scriptures and 
authorities, including direct disciples of Lord Sri Chaitanya 
Mahaprabhu, such as Srila Rupa Goswami and Srila Sanatana 
Goswami . Swamiji  has written many other smaller books 
periodically, including the Svetasvatara Upani�ad (2005). 

Out of all the disciples of Srila Prabhupada, Swamiji is the 
only disciple born, raised, and educated in Sri Vrindaban Dhama, 
the Vraja Land. This land of Vraja is the only place on earth that 
has descended directly from the spiritual world, Vaikm:itha. The Sri 
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Vrindaban Dhama on earth is equal to the topmost planet of the 
spiritual world, Goloka, and has descended upon earth for Lord 
Kr�IJ.a. Srila Visvanatha Chakravarti Thakura, a recognized 
authorjty on Gau<;liya Vai�l).avism, says that if you want to learn 
spiritual life properly and perfectly, you should go to Vrindaban 
and learn it from the Vrajavasis. Because Vrindaban is Lord Kr�IJ.a's 
home, those born and raised there are not ordinary people. Swamiji, 
being born and raised in Vrindaban, is a Vrajavasi and therefore is a 
permanent resident of Lord Sri Kr�IJ.a's own personal abode. The 
Vrajavasis do not need to take to the Sanyasa order of life because 
they are already self-realized. However, Swarniji is the first Vrajavasi 
to ever wear saffron and take to the Sanyasa order. One of Lord Sri 
Chaitanya Mahaprabhu's favorite disciples, Srila Prabodhananda 
Sarasvati Thakura, describes the value of the Vrajavasis in the 
following way in his Sri Vrindaban Mahimamrtam: 

varl)iinam briihmal)<;> guriil) briihmal)iinam gurii sanyiisi 

sanyiisinam guriil) aviniisi aviniisiniim guriil) vrajaviisi 

"Traditional and pure Brahmal).a is the Gurii of the four social 
orders (Brahmal).as, K�atriyas, Vaisyas, and Siidras), the Sanyasi is 
the Gurii of the Brahmal).as, the imperishable God is the Gurii of 
the Sanyasis, and the Vrajavasi is the Gurii of the imperishable God." 

Swamiji is a Srotriya Brahmal).a Vai�l).ava devotee of Lord 
Kr�IJ.a and is authorized to function as Gurii by all the ancient Vedic 
scriptures of India written in Sanskrit, and his position is exalted 
even among the Vrajavasis and the Vai�l).ava Mahants, who are all 
real devotees of Lord Kr�IJ.a. Thus, it is impossible for anyone to be 
held in higher regard among the true self-realized devotees of the 
Lord than Swamiji is today. We are truly blessed by God to have 
such a Swamiji living on earth in our lifetime. We must all take full 
advantage of his knowledge of the Vedic scriptures. Swamiji can 
bring true peace and harmony to our troubled world. 

The Publishers 
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Verses Substantiating the Purports 

The following Sanskrit verses are quoted from ancient Vedic 
scriptures other than the Bhagavatad Gita to substantiate the 
Vrajavasi Purports. We only quote Sanskrit texts, in poem form, 
prose form, proverbs, and expressions from the Vedic scriptures. 
No quotes from any other language are used in support of the 
Vrajavasi Purports. Due to lack of space, we have only listed the 
first lines of the verses below, along with chapter and text numbers. 

iibrahma bhuvana paryantam 8.16 

iiciiryaviin puru$O vedal_l 9.2 

iihiiriirtham yatetaiva 12.14 

iihave$U mitho 'nyonyam 2.31 

iihul) sariram ratham 6.34 

iijiiiiyaiva gu.Qiin dO$iin 18.18 

iikasam ekam hi yathii ghatii 2.13 

iinukiilyasya sailkalpa 18.66 

iipta kamasya kii sprhiil) 4.14 

iiriidhita yadi haril) tapasii tatal_l 3.17 

iisthitena param ka$thiin1 9.3 

iitmii vii idam eka eviigra 9.17 

iitmiinam rathinam viddhi, 6.34 

iitmani caivam vicitras 10.13 

abhyiisa vairiigyiibhyam 6.35 

adanti caikam phalam asya 13.2 

adhikrtya varttamiiniini 8.4 

adurlabham iitma-bhakto 10.14 

agna u pra$fiihutil) samyag 8.3 

aham brahmiismi 7.14 

aham tvam ca tathii 'nye 13.5 

aho dhanyo 'si devar$e kwayii 3.33 

A 

iiciiryaviin pUTU$O vedal) 2.7 

iiditya va11)am tamasal) 13.18 

iihiira suddhau sattva-suddhil) 3.12 

iihiito na nivarteta dyiitiid 1.38 

iijiiiiyaiva gu.Qiin d0$iin 18.66 

iikiiSiit patitam toyam yathii 9.23 

iinandiid eva khalv imiini 7.7 

iinukulyasya sailkalpa 13.22 

iipta kiinlasya kii sprhiil) 4.14 

iisino diiram vrajati sayiino 13.16 

iitatiiyinam iiyiintam hanyiid l .36 

iitmii vii idam eka eva agra 7.7 

iitmaivedam iisideka eva 13.17 

a-kiire.Qa ucyate kf$.Qal) 8.13 

acintyiil) khalu ye bhiivii na 10.13 

adarsaniid iipatital) punas ca 2.28 

aditpratnasya retaso jyotil) 15.12 

agnau pra$fiihutil) samyag 3.14 

agnido garadaS caiva sastra 1 .36 

aham tv ani5varo nityo mad 9.25 

aho bata svapaco 'to 9.32 

aho pra.Qiinliiya krtaJ.i 11 .40 
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aisvaryasya samagrasya 2.3 

akala-mrtyu hararpHil 9.2 

akama.(l sarva-kamo va moksa 2.46 

ak$ayam ha vai catunnasya 2.43 

amrtam k$emam abhayaril 8.17 

anasaktasya vi$ayiin piijarhiin 9.28 

anena jivena ''tmana 7 .5 

annad vai praja.(l prajayante 3.14 

anta.(l bahis ca tat sarvam 8.22 

antar bahis ca tat sarvaril 13.16 

api ced iti asambhiivita abhy 4.34 

apiijya.(l yatra piijyante 18.45 

arthasya puruso daso 2.5 

asubhiini ca kanniir)i sumaha 2.50 

asailgo hy ayaril puru$a/.l 2.16 

asya dvaitendra ja/asya 9.10 

atas ca ayane 'pi dak$iIJe 8.23 

atra ca 'pari' §abda prayogac 18.66 

avinasinam gurii/.l vrajavasi 6.42 

aya-pratyaya 10.35 

ba/agra sata-bhiigasya satadhii 2.17 

bhii-jfJ.iinaril tatra ratavena sa 4.7 

bhiiva-grahi janardana.(l 11.40 

bhagavat svariipa guQa 7.24 

bhagavti ca harav ananya 9.30 

bhakti paresiinubhavo 7.1 

bhakti/.l pare$iinubhavo 9.2 

bhaktiyoge hi ti$thati 13.16 

bhaktya mam abhijanati 13.25 

bhaktya prave$tum sarilyokturil 11.54 

bhaktya vina karma jfJ.iina 18.55 

bhavambudhir go-vatsa 7 .29 

bhramayati sarva-bhiitani 18.61 

brahmanosya mukham 18.41 

brahmaQyo devaki-putro 10.8 

B 

ajfJ.iinena socati iti siidra/.l 2.1 

akamaJ.i sarva-kamo va 7.29 

akama.(l sarva-kamo va mok$a 4.12 

amiininam miinadena 1 .36 

anasaktasya vi5ayiin 18.66 

ananya bhaktiinam sarvata/.l 8.28 

annad retas tasmaa ima praja.(l 3.14 

anna-hino dahed rastraril 17.13 

anta.(l pravi$t/.l sasta 15.15 

apaIJi-pado javano grahita 13.15
. 

aprarabdharil phalaril 9.2 

aragra matro hy avaro'pi d�ta/.l 2.17 

asarirariJ SariTe$V anava 2.11 

asambhiivita prasadatvena jfJ.iina 3.7 

asmin-Jloke vartamiina/.l sva 3.9 

asya mahato bhiitasya ni.(lsva 3.15 

athapi te deva padambuja 7.24 

avinasi va 're 'yam atmany 2.24 

avyutpanna mana/.l yavad 6.36 

ayam agnir vaisviinaro yo 15.14 

bahu-janma vipakvena 6.45 

bhava sattii svabhiiva 9.11 

bhavaJ.i satta svabhiiva 7.24 

bhagavati visQau bhakti 9.27 

bhaja ity e$a dhiitu.(l sevayam 6.47 

bhakti jfJ.iinad gariyasi 12.2 

bhaktir asya bhajanaril tad 9.22 

bhaktya aham ekaya grli 10.13 

bhaktyii miinl ekayii 13.25 

bhaktya tusyati k�IJO na 12.20 

bhaktyaham ekaya grahyam 5.17 

bhokta bhogyaril preritii 13.3 

bhiipala nija dhanna karma 3.21 

brahma-varcasa-kamas tu 2.46 
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cak$ol) siiryo ajayatal) 9.19 

cetal) khalv asya bandhaya 6.6 

danam dadati ya}) siidro 17.20 

daivadhine sarire 'smin gul)a 3.27 

de$yate tv agrya buddhya 6.12 

devim mayam tu Sri-kamas 2.46 

dhanna-vyatikramo d�ta 3.24 

dhannel)a papam apanudati 18.2 

dhautatma puru$al) kmia 9.26 

divyam divyam alaukikam 4.9 

diirat sudiire tad ihantike 13.16 

durbodhatvad atmavastunal) 2.25 

dva-suparl)a sayujii sakha 8.4 

dvau krama u  citta-nii5asya 6.29 

dvaya hi prajapatya devas ca 3.34 

dvijatmaja me yuvayor 15.18 

eka eva advitiyam brahma 7.7 

eka eva paro Vi$IJU}) sarva 6.31 

eka-desa sthitasyanger 7.10 

ekam viryaya 'dhikam 11 .40 

eko 'pi san bahudha yo 13.17 

eko deval) sarva bhute$U 2.18 

eko nariiyal)a asin na brahma 8.21 

eko'pi san bahudhii yo iiva 4.5 

e$0 'IJur iitma cetasa vedita 2.17 

etad vai ak$aram gargi 8.3 

etair upayair yatate yastu 4.42 

etasyaiva anandasya anyani 2.46 

ete camsa kaliil) pumaal) 11 .54 

ete camsa kalal) pum$al) 15.18 

etena pratipiidya mana imam 8.24 

c 

D 

E 

caturyuga sahasrantau brah 8.17 

citte-5uddhe 'pi na dhyanam 6.1 

daiviidhinam jagat sarvam 3.11 

dehante deval) param 12.8 

deva�i bhiitapta nroam 1 .42 

dhanna vyatikramo d�ta 2.5 

dhannal) satya-dayopeto 11 .48 

dhannel)a papam apanudati 2.39 

divasaika kartavyam 18.28 

divyam divyam aprakrtam 4.9 

duraciiratva dasiiyam api sa 9.31 

dva imau pUru$au Joke siirya 1 .31 

dvau bhagau purayed annair 4.29 

dvaya ha prajapatya 16.6 

dvayol) k$etrajiiayor madhye 13.35 

eka eva paro vi$IJU}) 13.17 

eka eva visuddhiitma tasya 2.13 

ekam santam bahudha 13.17 

eke na manaso 'ddha visram 2.60 

eko dasa sahasriil)i, yodha 1 .6 

eko deval) sarva-bhiite$U 7.10 

eko vai sarvagal) k�l)a 11.54 

e$a hi dma sprasta srota 13.23 

etad isanam isasya prakrti 9.4 

etad vai tad ak$arali1 gargi 12.1 

etasya va ak$arasya 9.5 

etat te kathitam devi 10.31 

ete camsa kaliil) pumsal) 2.3 

etena kannal)a sva 18.46 
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gayatri vii idaril sarvaril 10.35 

gati samanyat 12.5 

gopaniyaril gopaniyaril 10.35 

guror apy avaliptasya kiir 2.4 

hantas cen manyate hanturil 2.19 

barer nama barer nama 3.10 

barer nama barer nama 2.24 

hastau dana-vivarjitau 16.4 

hiraIJyagarbhas sama 15.14 

Isa vasyam idaril sarvam 2. 71 

isvara/.I parama/.I k�IJ� 11.54 

iha ced avedidatha satyam 4.22 

indriyebhya/.I pararil mano 3.43 

iti purilsiirpita vi$IJau 9.26 

janiimi dharmaril na ca 16.10 

janmadi asya yata/.I 4.13 

janmiintara anubhiitaril ca na 4.4 

janmana jayate siidrii/.I 18.42 

jayas tu pii!Jgu-putrii!Jiiril 1 . 14 

jivan-mukta api punar 18.55 

jiJ.ana saktyadi kalaya 10.31 

jiJ.iinariJ. ca mayi sannyaset 2.41 

jiJ.anam utpadyate puri1.$iiril 2.29 

ju$taril tata/.I tena amrtatvam 2.12 

kiili kariili sudhiimra 8.9 

kamayate yams ca kaman 17.3 

kiiraka vyavahiire hi suddharil 2.69 

kayena vaca manasendriyair 9.27 

ka/.I punar e$iiril vari$tha 13.18 
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G 

H 

I 

J 

K 

gaganaril gaganiikiiraril 10.31 

gita sugita kartavya kim 1.1 

guIJo '.<ialigo 'nadi gUIJamaya 13.22 

barer namiinu kirtanam 4.28 

barer niima barer nama 8.10 

harireva samaradhy� 8.7 

hirilsa prayadi tamasam 14.16 

by evai$a ete atmiinaril 4.40 

isvarii!Jiiril va� satyaril 3.24 

iSvara/.I param� k�IJa/.I 9.11 

iha ced avedidatha satyam 9.33 

indriyebhyo para hyartha 3.42 

itihiisa purii!Jaril vidya upani$a 3.15 

jagad vyapiira varjanam 15.17 

janmantara sahasre$U 7.28 

janma-koti sukrtibhir na 16.20 

janmana brahmaIJO jneya/.I 4.34 

jiviihy asarilkhya/.I 2.13 

jiJ.ana karmady anavrtam 11 .54 

jiJ.ana svariipam eva jiJ.atr 12.4 

jiJ.anam mukta lak$aIJariJ. 4.9 

jiJ.ayante karma bhakti 18.63 

jyoty abhyantare riiparil 13.13 

kama salikalpo vicikitsa 13.7 

kamo manyur mado lobh� 2.67 

kii$ta daIJ9a dhrto yena 5.10 

ka iti brahmaIJO nama ifo 3.1 

kaivalyaril. siittvikaril. jiiiinaril. 2.45 
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kalau saiikirtana arambhe 3.10 

kanna kartari prayogo na 2.44 

kartutva 'bhinive5as tyaga 18.6 

kavir manisi paribhur 12.5 

kevalagho dhanna-yuddha 2.36 

kirata-hu1.1andhra pulinda 9.32 

�1.1a-bhakti rasa-bhtivita 7.1 

�I.lam vande jagad 11 .43 

�1.10 vai paramam daivatam 11.54 

k$aram pradhtinam amrta 13.3 

k$atriyo hi praja rak$a sastra 2.31 

k$iyante ciisya kannfil.li 18.73 

ltilane ta(lane matur nakaru 4.8 

ma himsyat sarva-bhiltani 2.32 

matrvat para-d8re$U para 3.34 

mayam tu prakrtim vidytin 3.27 

mad arp8J.1am nisphalam va 2.45 
mad-bhakttinam vinodtirtha 11 .54 

madiya divya-janma ce$tita 4.9 

madiyam mahimtinam ca 7.1 

manasv eko vacasv eko 12.19 

matsya1.1(1aktini te kh8J.19a 7.1 

mayaivaite nihittil:i piirvam 1.9 

me mama paramesvarasya 9.31 

mrtanam mara1.1e kaJ.i 11 .35 

muhyanti yat surayalJ 7.3 

mukttintim api siddhtintiril 9.28 

muktim dadati karhicit sma 9.28 

mumuk$ubhil:i parityago 9.28 

ntiham atmanam astise 7.18 

naraya1.1a partilJ sarve na 12.14 

na desa niyamas tatra na 9.14 

na atmtinam maya-spr§ati 9.4 

L 

M 

N 

kannfil.ly anihasya bhavo 10.3 

kartavyam mahad asrayam 2.62 

kaumaram acaret prajiiaJ.i 8.2 

kenapi nivarayitum asakya 13.25 

kim aham sadhu na karavam 6.32 

kiyatal:i samayad anantaram 9.31 

kf$1.1al:i abhinna tvtin ntima 4.6 

kf$J.IO brahmaiva sa5vatam 14.27 

k$ama satyam damal.i 1.42 

k$atriyfil.lam ayam dhannaJ.i 2.26 

k$etrfil.li hi sarirfil.li bijam 13.2 

lak$a1.1am bhakti-yogasya 18.28 

ma himsyat sarva bhiittini 1 .27 

maya vayunam jiitinam iti 4.6 

mad arpa1.1am nisphalam va 2.40 

mad bhakttintiril vino 7 .26 

madhye vtimanam tisinam 6.29 

madiyam mahimanam ca 14.27 

mahi ghatatalJ kapalika cil11)a 2.28 

martyo yada tyakta 18.66 

maya veda-rope1.1a 18.8 

mayi bhagavati vasudeve 4.6 

megham annam vindate 3.13 

muhyanti yat surayaJ.i 10.14 

mukttintim api siddhtintiril 6.47 

mukti pradata sarve$tiril 7.14 

mukto k$mad avrte bhiltam 9.11 

ntima cinttima1.1ilJ kf$1.1as 18.70 

naraya1.1a para devatas 10.8 

na virajo duscarittin na stinto 9.31 

na atma srutelJ 13.5 
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na brahmii na isiino niipo 9.17 

na hi viisudeva bhaktiiniim 2.61 

na jiitu kamal;i kiimiiniim 3.39 

na Jabhyate yad bhrama 16.20 

na medhayii na bahunii 11 .53 

na priiI.Jena niipanena martyo 6.10 

na fakya sa tvayii d!$fum 7.24 

na tat-samas ciibhy 11 .43 

na tathii me priyatama 7.18 

na tattvato 'nyat para 16.12 

na viyada srutel;i 13.5 

naiskarmyam apy acyuta- 2.40 

naiviitmanal;i prabhur 7.14 

nanu etiidrse duriiciire $.te 9.30 

nanv i§varo 'na bhajato 7.1 

nayiimi paramaril sthiinam 12.7 

niciisrayaril na kartavyaril 8.2 

nidhiyate yasmin 11 .38 

nirbandhal;i kf$Qa-samb 9.28 

nirvairiiya prasiintiiya sva 9.29 

nitya naimittika priikrtika 8.18 

0 kaunteya! koliihaliidi mahii 9.31 

nyiisa eva ity arecayat 6.2 

piido sya visvii bhiitiini 10.42 

piipal;i piipena 16.4 

pariirdhe so 'budhyata gopa 9.25 

pariit tu tac chrutel;i 13.5 

pararil brahma pararil 11 .54 

parok$aviidii f$ayal;i paro 10.13 

pitaral;i ii$miiQaril pivanty 11 .22 

priidhiinyena vyapadesa 1 3.21 

priiQiipiina samiina udiina 4.27 

priipaiicika tayii budhyii 9.28 

priiyasal;i puvt;larikiik$a yuiijato 2.61 

0 

p 

na do$O himsiiyiim iihave 2.27 

na hy aiigopakrame dhviiri15o 2.40 

na jiiyate asti vardhate vipariQa 2.20 

na Jabhyate yad bhramatiim 4.38 

na nivarteta sangriimiit 2.33 

na priirabhyate vigna 18.28 

na tasya kiiryaril karavam 2.2 

na tat-samas ciibhy adhikas 9.11 

na tatra siiryo bhiiti na 13.18 

na vidyate yasya ca janma 4.9 

naiskarmyam apy acyuta 9.28 

naitat samiicarej jiitu 3.24 

naivopayiinty apacitiril 18.62 

nanu mathurii desodbhiita 18.65 

nara-Jokaril rajolayal;i 14.15 

neha niiniisti kiiicana 7.7 

nilotpala syiimalatviidi guI.Jaril 11.50 

nimba driik$e iva jiiiina 12.20 

nirguI.Jopiisanasyeva 12.1 

nitya 'vyakto 'pi bhagaviin 18.55 

nitya suddham eva Sf$fam iva 4.7 

niinaril daivena vihitii ye 7.15 

nyiiyyaril siistriyaril 'nyiiyaril 18.15 

piivau dagdha prati-grahe 17.25 

padaril padaril yad-vipadiim 8.15 

pariisya saktir vividhaiva 13.15 

pariit tu tacchrtel;i 18.14 

parik$a lokiin karma-citiin 2.52 

phalato'pi ca yat karma nana 1.38 

prthag iitmiinaril preritiiraril 2.12 

priikrtair heya samyuktail;i 4.9 

priiQe gate yathii dehal;i 5.23 

priiyascittam akurviiQal;i 1 .43 

pradhiina k$etrajiia patir 13.3 
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prajapatim ca rudram ca 10.8 

prakasa sukha-karal)am 14.6 · 

pralqtyadi sarva bhiitanlim 10.20 

pramadino vahis-cittal;t 5.6 

pratibadhnati hi sreya]J pujya 2.4 

prema pumartho mahan 7.2 

pujya-puja vyatikrama}J 2.4 

PUIJYalJ pul)ye karmal)a 16.3 

puru$8n na]J param kiiicid 8.21 

raga tr$IJii sariga kiiral)alil 14. 7 

rupam asya na cak$USii 11.9 

santo danta upataras titik$ulJ 5.2 

siistrayonitviit 12.4 

saucam ca dvidhii]J proktam 13.12 

Sri Vi$1)U sraval)e parik$id 9.34 

sruti smruti puriil)iidi paiicariitra 2.45 

5ubhasraya]J ca cittasya 14.27 

syenena abhicaran yajet 1 .38 

siidhavo hrdayam mah yam 6.30 

siik$iit gu<,lham para-brahman 9.11 

siik$i cetii]J kevalo nirguI)aS 13.23 

siililkhya yogau ca 18.55 

siittvika]J karako 'sarigi 2.45 

siittviky iidhyiitmiki sraddhii 12.2 

siitvika]J karako 'saligi 14.26 

sa eva avidito na bhunakti 6.30 

sa ik$ata lokan nu srjata iti 9.7 

sa karal)am karaQii 11.18 

sa yo ha vai tat paramam 18.55 

saccidiinanda vigrahasya 11 .54 

saccidiinandaika rase bhakti 6.47 

sadanugraho bhavan 6.32 

saha na vavatu saha nau 16.24 

R 

s 

prajiiaditviit svarthiko 'IJa 10.35 

prakrti svabhiivam svameva 4.6 

pramiide vismaye hllr$C 11.19 

prarabhya vighna-vihatah 18.27 

pravi$ta kal1)a-randhrel)a 18.18 

pujyanam na nivarteta]J 2.4 

purva krta dhanniidi samskaro 3.33 

pul)yasya phalam icchanti 6.32 

rak$ayi$yatiti visviisa}J 4.22 

siistra yonitviit 2.18 

5ariramiidhyam khalu dhanna 6.16 

sreyas ca preyas ca 18.38 

sri govinda padaravinda 9.34 

sunii grhasthasya tiibhi]J 3.13 

Sucinam srimatam gehe 6.43 

sadhavo hrdayam mahyam 12.17 

siidhilnam sama-cittanam 12.14 

siik$i cetii kevalo nirguI)aS 13.15 

siilokya siiT$fi samipya 8.14 

siiriketyam parihiisyam vii 6.42 

siittviky iidhjyiitmiki 8raddhii 2.45 

satvika]J karako 'sarigi 18.28 

sa bhagavata]J kasmin prati 4.6 

sa eva rasanam rasattama}J 10.14 

sa ik$ateme nu loka 10.8 

sa va C$a brahma ni$tha 15.7 

saccidiinanda rupiiya 11.54 

saccidanandaika rase 9.29 

sad-guru mukhiin niscitya 10.8 

sagUIJaiil nirgUIJas ceti dvi 12.5 

sahasra sirasii puru$ii]J 11.5 
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samsiddhi/;I hari-t0$ar;iam 2.48 

sama asamiibhyam vi$ama 5.19 

samyak iikhyiiyate prakiiSyate 2.39 

saligriime$U anivartitvam 2.31 

sarva bhiite$U ciitmiinam 6.29 

sarva piipa-prasakto'pi 2.40 

sarvam bhakti-yogena 7.1 

sarvam mad-bhakti-yogena 12.5 

sarve$iim eva iitmaniim nrpa 2.12 

satvam rajas tama iti 14.5 

satyaloka tuliim dhrtvii 10.9 

smrtyor virodhe nyiiyas tu 1 .36 

sthira sukham iisanam 6.12 

stri siidra dvija-bandhiiniim 9.32 

siirya candram asau dhiitii 8.19 

siiryo yathii sarva lokasya 2.15 

subhro hy ak$ariit paratal;i 15.18 

sviidu �yiidu pade pade 10.18 

sviimsas ca atha vibhinn 15.7 

sva-dhanna-stho yajan yajnair 3.9 

svarge Joke na bhayam 8.17 

svayam nil)Sreyasam vidviin 3.26 

tam yogam iti manyante 6.6 

tiivat karmiil)i kurvita na 3.26 

tad diire tadv antike 13.16 

tad eva jniinaril mama 13.3 

tad vijniinartham sa guriim 4.34 

tad vismiirai:ie parama vyiikul 4.10 

tair vijniipita kiiryas tu 15.15 

taj-jiiliiniti siinta upiisit 8.22 

tam tathii yathii upiisate tadeva 9.25 

tam ekaril govindam 9.11 

tam eva viditviiti mrtyu 7.1 

tameva bhiintam anubhiiti 15.6 

tapasvini diina-silas ca 8.1 7  

T 

samiidhi nirdhiita malasya 6.21 

sampradiiya vihinii ye mantras 4.1 

samyak adhiyate sminn iitma 2.44 

santa eva asya chindanti mano 3.33 

sarva gw;iiitita $at;!-gui;iiiyiidi 13.15 

sarva-dhannojjhita vi$l)OT 12.7 

sarvam hy etad brahmiiyam 8.3 

sarve bhavantu sukhinal;i 16.24 

sarvopiidhi vinir-muktam tat 2.57 

satve pralinal;i svar-yiinti 14.14 

satyam eva jayati nii nrtam 7.15 

so 'snute sarviin kiimiin saha 13.22 

sthira-cara jiitayal;i syur 2.28 

siik$miiniim apy aham jival;i 2.17 

siiryo yathii sarva lokasya 13.34 

siiryo yathii sarva-lokasya 5.18 

suriin iitmiinam iitmastharil 4.18 

sviim foddha satviitmikam 4.6 

sva vasyair indriyair vi$aya 2.64 

svapiida-miilam bhajatal;i 9.31 

svastham siintam sanirviil)am 6.21 

svobhiiva martyasya yad 18.35 

tiivat karmiil)i kurvita 18.66 

tac cak$usas cak$ul;i 13.15 

tad ek$ata bahusyiima 9.7 

tad vijniiniirtharil sa guriim 2. 7 

tad vi$i:iol;i paramam padam 14.2 

tai saha yoddhum asamar 1.10 

taj jiiliin iti santa upiisit 13.17 

tam durdar5am giit;lham anu 2.43 

tam vii aham smi bhagavo 9.15 

tam eva viditvii 'ti mrtyum 8.10 

tameva bhiintam anubhiiti 15.6 

tanoty iitmiinam putra 6.40 

tasmiid deham imam 14.15 
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tasmad etat brahma niima 14.3 

tasmai sa vidviin upa$amiii 2. 7 

tat te 'nukampam susamik$a 3.31 

tatha ca paramiiciam tad 5.9 

tato 'nniid rajal), annad 10.8 

te 'rci$am abhisambhavanti 8.24 

tena atural) k$il}.a-lokas 8.25 

tvam gul}.ebhyal) prthak bhiito 3.28 

tvatto jfJanam hi jiviinam 15.15 

iirdhva-miilo 'viik siikha 15.1 

ujyate 'nena durghate$U 9.5 

upayena nil)grhal}.iyad 6.26 

uttama satvikam etam gatim 9.18 

vasudeve bhagavati bhaktim 3.17 

vai$1.iava rasanagrel}.a 15.14 

vane vrndavane kriqan 9.11 

varam vrofsva bhadram te 7.14 

vasi$thaJiJ kasyapam atrim 10.6 

vasato vai brahmal}.asya 10.35 

vedanta-vijnana suniscita 8.20 

vibhiitir bhiitir aisvaryam 10.19 

vidhanna para-dharmas ca 3.35 

vidhi spf$te nisedhan avaka 2.32 

vighnail) punal) punarapi 18.26 

visvasa naiva kartavyam stri 1 .40 

Vi$1}.0S tu tril}.i riipiil}.i 10.20 

yajnavalkyam yadanv kuruk$e 1 .1  · 

yavad U$IJ.aJiJ bhaved 11 .22 

yavat kamadi dipyeta 16.12 

ya e$iiiil puru$aJiJ siik$iid 18.55 

yac ca kama-sukham Joke 10.9 

u 

v 

y 

tasmad evam bicchiinta 2.6 

tasya dhiriil) parijananti yonim 4.10 

tatal) sukrta sambhiire 6.43 

tathiinya prati$edhat 7.7 

tato bhajeta miiiil bhaktya 2.40 

tel}.iim aha kle5ala eva 12.5 

tena devil ayajantal) 7.23 

tvat padiirtha vivekaya sanyasa 3.6 

tyaktva svadharmam 3.26 

u-kiirel}.a ucyate radha 8.13 

uktal) saiik$epatal) piirvam 10.1 

upaye$U ca sarve$u suddha 12.l 

uttamal) puru$as tv anyal) 13.3 

vadanam madhuram kath 10.18 

vanam tu sattviko vaso 2.45 

varan nibodhata k$urasya dhiira 2.60 

vartamiinantu yat papam 3.10 

vasanti yatra puru$iil) 15.7 

vastu-tathatmya jnanav 14.8 

vedartha nai$thika yanti 16.24 

vi(liila-markata-nyaya 12.5 

vidheyo vinaya griihi vacane 2.64 

vidvan vibheti kutascanal) 2.21 

vijniinaghana etebhyo eva 13.32 

vi$IJ.OS tu triIJ.i riipiil}.i 7.4 

vi$1}.ul) sakti para prokta 13.17 

yanti mam eva nirgul}.al) 14.15 

yavaj jivet sukham jivet 16.12 

ya aditye ti$thaty adityad 7.21 

ya vai sadhana sampattil) 7.1 

yac ca kincit jagat 18.61 
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yac cak$U$ii na pasyati 15.11 

yad yaj-jano bhagavate 7.14 

yad vikiiram tu vibhiigaJ:i 2.24 

yadii "tma tattvena tu brahma 2.17 

yadii sarve pramucyante 12.12 

yadii tu sarva-bhiite$u diiru$v 6.30 

yadrcchayii mat-kathiidau 7.27 

yajiio vai vi$Qur iti 3.9 

yama, niyama, iisana, priiQii 2.60 

yan manyase dhruvam 2.28 

yan niima sakrt sravaQiit pukka 2.40 

yasmiit param niiparam 7. 7 

yasmin vijiiiite sarvam eva 7.2 

yasyiisti bhaktir bhagavaty 2.15 

yasya briihma ca k$iitram 11.32 

yasya deve parii-bhaktir 11 .44 

yasya prabhii prabhavato 14.27 

yasyasti bhaktir bhagavaty 1 .28 

yat kiiicij jagat sarvam 8.22 

yat tad ad,Syam 11.18 

yathii deve tathii gurau 2.7 

yathii taror-miila nice 9.2 

yathii iirQaniibhil:i 18.55 

yathiiciiri tathii bhavati 17 .3 

yato vii imiini bhatiini 13.18 

yato viico nivartante 12.5 

yatriivatirQaiil kf$Qiikhyam 9.11 

yatra yatra mano dehi 17.3 

ye 'nye 'ravindiik$a 18.55 

yo brahmii1.1am vidadhiiti 10.8 

yo vii etad ak$araiil giirgy 2. 7 

yo veda nihitii guhiiyii.ril so 6.32 

yogal:i citta-vrttir nirodhal:i 6.20 

yudha samprahiire 2.27 

yad eveha tad amutra yad 5.20 

yad iitmako bhagaviin tad 13.15 

yad yathiimre phaliirthe nimitte 2.38 

yadii ha vii iitma sammita.ril 6.16 

yadii sarve pramucyante 2.55 

yadi na samiddharanti 5.6 

yal:i sarvajiial:J sarva-vit 8.22 

yam na yogena sii.rilkhyena 7.30 

yan manasii na manute 13.16 

yan niima sakrc chrava1.1iit 7.1 

yasmiit para.ril niiparam 8.22 

yasmin sarviiQi bhiitiiny 5.19 

yastv asamyata $ac;l-vargaJ:i 4.18 

yasya bhaktir bhagavati 18.37 

yasya deve parii bhaktir 6.47 

yasya matam tasya matam 10.32 

yasyaika nisvasita kiilam 9.7 

yat karmabhir yat tapasii 7.1 

yat prthivyii.ril brihi yavam 3.37 

yat-piida-pailkaja-paliiSa 12.5 

yathii kric;Jati tad-bhiimau 8.21 

yathii tma-jalayiika tmasyiintam 2.22 

yathii urQaniibhiQ srjate 7.4 

yato vii imiini bhiitiini 13.17 

yato vii imiini bhiitiinijiiyante 2.72 

yatriivatirQa.riJ kf$Qiikhyam 11 .54 

yatriivatln;am kf$Qiikhyam 14.27 

yaya tad ak$aram adhi 12.5 

ye tv anevam vido 'santal:i 17.10 

yo vii ak$ara.ril giirgy aviditvii 2.49 

yo vai siidhana sampattil:i 12.S 

yo vetti bhautika.ril deha.ril 9.12 

yogal:i indriya samyamaJ:i 6.13 
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GLOSSARY 

A 

Absolute Truth-Lord Sri Kr�i:ia, the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead, from whom everything emanates, by whom everything is 
sustained, and finally is annihilated. Also see Bhagavan and Kr�i:ia. 
Achamana-a ritual for self-purification in which one sips water 
and simultaneously chants the names of the Supreme Lord. 
Acharya-a perfect Spiritual Master, who teaches by his own 
example. 
Akarma-an action performed in Kr�i:ia consciousness, which brings 
no reaction. 
Amarako�a-a Sanskrit dictionary and thesaurus widely used in 
the teaching of Sanskrit. There are six other dictionaries used in 
Sanskrit, namely Mediniko�a, Visvako�a, Haimako�a, Ajayako�a, 
Trikai:i<;lako�a, and Nirghai:itako�a. 
Archavigraha-an authorized form of the Deity that is 
recommended by the ancient Vedic scriptures for worship for self
purification. It can be constructed of stone, metal, earth, sand, wood, 
paint, jewels, or even in the mind. 
Arjuna--0ne of the five royal Pai:i<;lava brothers and a close friend 
of Lord Kr�i:ia; born as a benediction to his mother, Kunti, by Lord 
Indra, the king of heaven. 
Aryan--0ne who knows the values of life and is part of a civilization 
based on spiritual principles. 
Ashrama-the residence of the Spiritual Master where students, 
married couples, retired persons, and the fully renounced learn the 
spiritual process for uplifting the self. 
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Atma-the self, called the soul or the spirit soul, which is a 
fragmental spiritual spark and an eternal part of the Supreme Lord. 

B 

Bhagavin-the Supreme Personality of Godhead Lord Sri Knn.ia, 
the Supreme Absolute Truth; the possessor of all attributes in full, 
including all wealth, all beauty, all strength, all knowledge, all fame, 
and all renunciation. 
Bhakta-a soul surrendered to the Supreme Lord through 
devotional service. 
Bhaktiyoga-the process of devotional service, it is the culmination 
of all the yogic processes. It is the only means to please the Supreme 
Lord. 
Bhaktisiddhinta Saraswati Goswami Mahiraja Prabhupada-a 
renowned Vedic scholar, coming down in the unbroken chain of 
disciplic (spiritual) succession directly from Lord Kpma. He is also 
the Spiritual Master of our Spiritual Master, His Divine Grace A.C. 
Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada. 
Bharata-the eldest son of King "B.�abhadeva and His wife Jayanti. 
Because of his rule, the planet e'arth is called Bharatavar�a. In his 
dynasty, both the PaQ.c;lavas and the Kauravas were born. 
Bhima-the second of the five PaQ.c;lavas, born to Queen Kunti as a 
blessing of Lord Vayu, the Airgod. He was expert in club fighting 
and his strength was equal to ten thousand elephants. 
Bhi�ma-a great devotee of Lord Kr�Qa and one of the twelve 
spiritual authorities in devotional service (Mahajanas) . He was the 
son of King Santanu and Mother Ganges. He took a vow of celibacy 
for life and was blessed by his father that he could die only when he 
desired. He was the most powerful and venerable warrior of his 
time and a disciple of Lord Parasurama, the power incarnation of 
the Lord. He was the grandfather to both the Kauravas and 
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Pal).c;lavas. Due to certain circumstance, he took the side of the 
Kauravas and was appointed the commander-in-chief of the Kaurava 
army. He fought for nine days and on the tenth day, he was shot by 
arrows by Arjuna, he fell to the ground as if upon a bed of arrows. 
He expired when Yudhi�thira was installed as the king of Hastinapur. 
Brahma-the first created living being in the universe and the 
speaker of the Vedas. He is the engineer of the whole material 
world and the demigod in charge of creation and the mode of 
passion. Also called Lord Brahma or four-headed Brahma. 
Brahmachari-the first of four spiritual orders, he takes a vow of 
celibacy and serves his Guru and learns spiritual science from him. 
Brahmajyoti-the impersonal effulgence emanating from the 
Supreme Lord and the outskirts of the spiritual realm, where the 
impersonalists and demons killed by the Lord reach. 
Brahmaloka-the topmost layer of this material universe, where 
Lord Brahma resides. 
Brahman-the impersonal aspect of the Supreme Lord. 
Bra.bma.J;la-the first-class men of the social order who come to know 
the Supreme Absolute Truth perfectly and are eligible to occupy 
the seat of Guru. Also spelled as Brahmin. 
Brahma-Sutra-another name of the Vedanta Sutra, the 
philosophical writing of Srila Vyasadeva presented in the form of 
codes as the conclusion of the Vedas. 

c 

Chaitanya-Charitamrta-the most authentic biography of Lord 
Chaitanya Mahaprabhu and His teachings, written in the Bengali 
language by Srila Kr�IJ.a dasa Kaviraja Goswami. 
Chaitanya Mahaprabhu-the merciful incarnation of Lord Kr�IJ.a 
who appeared about five hundred years ago as His devotee to teach 
how to become a devotee of Lord Kr�IJ.a and also to preach and 
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chant the glories of Lord Sri Kna:ia. 
Chandraloka-the heavenly planet where the Moongod lives. 
Chaturm�ya-a vow of austerity performed according to Vedic 
rules, for the four months of the rainy season. For how it is followed, 
see our Ekadasi calendar at www.krsna.org. 

D 

Devaki-the daughter of King Ugrasena and wife of Vasudeva who 
served as the mother of Lord Kr�IJa. When Lord Kr�IJa wants to 
appear in this world, He first sends His devotees to function as 
His parents, friends and relatives in His earthly pastimes. 

' ' 

Dhanamjaya---one of the names of Arjuna, referring to his winning 
a huge amount of wealth needed for King Yudhi�thira's Rajasuya 
sacrifice. 
Dharma-religion personified; the inseparable spiritual quality of 
the living being to render loving devotional service to the Supreme 
Lord. 
Dharmaraja-another name of Yamaraja, the Lord of death, who 
takes charge of the pious souls; also sometimes used for king 
Yudhi�thira. 
Dbntadyumna-the son of King Drupada begotten as a benediction 
from the fire sacrifice in order to kill Drol)acharya. On account of 
being defeated and insulted by Drol)acharya ,  King Drupada 
performed the fire sacrifice to receive a celestial son. He is the older 
brother of Queen Draupadi. He remained the commander-in-chief 
of the PaQ<;lava army till the end of the battle. 
Dhrtara�tra-the blind son of King Vichitravirya and Queen 
Ambika, who was born by the benediction of Srila Vyasadeva. He 
was appointed the King of Hastinapura when his younger brother 
King PrIJ<;iu, the father of the five PaQ<;lavas, resigned and left for 
the forest. Dhrtara�tra had one hundred sons by the blessings of 
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Srila Vyasadeva. The eldest son was Duryodhana. Due to his greed 
for a kingdom for his son, Duryodhana, he supported the injustice 
done to his nephews, the Pfu}.<;lavas. The whole Bhagavad Gita about 
the Battle of Kuruk�etra was narrated to him by his charioteer, 
Safijaya, who was blessed to have visionary powers. 
Drol)ichirya-the military teacher of the PaQ<;lavas and the 
Kauravas. Also called Drol)a. He was appointed as the commander
in-chief of the Kaurava army when Bhi�madeva fell on the bed of 
arrows. 
Drupada-the father of Dhr�tadyumna, SikhaI.J.<;li, and Draupadi; a 
sometimes friend and enemy of DroI.J.acharya. He fought very 
heroically and was killed by Drol)acharya at Kuruksetra. 
Duryodhana-the person most responsible for the harassment of 
the Pfu}.<;lavas, which led to the Battle of Kuruk�etra. He was so 
evil-minded that he could not stand to see anyone better than him, 
thus he disrespected even the elders, including his teachers and 
Grandfather Bhi�madeva. 
Dvipara yuga-the third in the cycle of four yugas, which lasts 
864,000 earthly years. In that age, the duration of human life is one 
thousand years. The Kuruk�etra war was held in this age, about 
5,000 years ago. 

E 

Ekida8i-the day of God, a day of Lord Hari, or a day of Lord 
Kr�Qa. Devotees observe a fast on this day, which comes twi� a 
month, to increase their purity and remembrance of Lord Kr�Qa. 
The fasting dates can be seen on the Vai�r:i.ava calendar prepared by 
the author of this Bhagavad Gita commentary at www.krsna.org. 

G 

Gil)�va-the undefeatable bow of Arjuna rewarded by Varur:i.a, 
the Watergod, and was arranged by Agni, the Firegod, after Arjuna 
helped him burn the Khal)<;lava forest. 
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Ganges-the sacred river emanating from the feet of the Supreme 
Lord, Sri Visr.m, which flows throughout the universe. Those who 
take their dip in it wash away their sins and gradually become 
purified. 
Garuc;la-the son of Ka�yapa Muni. He is the celestial bird carrier 
of Lord Vi�Q.U. 
Gauc;liya-vai�i;t.ava-a spiritualist who follows the path of 
personalism coming down in the unbroken chain of succession from 
Lord Kr�Q.a through Lord Sri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu, the most 
merciful incarnation of the Lord. 
Gayatri-the sacred Vedic hymn rewarded by a scripturally 
authorized Guru to a twice initiated disciple, which is chanted silently 
within the lips to please the Supreme Lord. This hymn is handed 
down in the unbroken chain of disciplic succession from Lord 
Brahma. 
Goloka-the capital city of the spiritual world where Lord Kr�Q.a 
and His eternal associates perform their eternal pastimes. The 
residents of that abode are addressed as the Golokavasi. 
Goswami-a person whose senses are under full control; the title 
for one in the renounced order of life; a Sanyasi or a Swami. 
Gotra-the origin of one's dynasty, a lineage. 
Govinda-one of the very famous and pleasing names of the 
Supreme Lord Sri Kr�Q.a which signifies the Master of the cows and 
the senses. 
Grhamedhi-an independent-minded householder whose primary 
goal is to maintain his family and enjoy material life. 
Grhastha-a spiritually inclined householder whose primary goal 
is to please the Supreme Lord while taking care of his family. 
Gui;t.avatara-God's incarnations in three modes, as Brahma in 
passion, as Vi�l).U in goodness, and as Siva in ignorance. They take 
charge of creating, maintaining, and destroying the entire cosmic 
creation, respectively. 
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Gurii-a spiritualist who is authorized by the ancient Vedic scriptures 
of India to function as Gurii, a pure devotee, is highly advanced in 
spiritual knowledge and its practice and knows Lord K�Q.a in truth. 
He is able to dissipate the darkness of illusion of his student by his 
spiritual knowledge. 

H 

Hanumin-the son of the Airgod and Aiijana, the daughter of sage 
Gautama. He is the incarnation of the eleventh Rudra who appeared 
with a monkey face to help Lord Rama, the seventh incarnation of 
Lord Kr�Q.a, to defeat the ten-headed demon, RavaQ.a, the king of 
Lanka. He also confidentially served Lord Kr�JJ.a by sitting on 
Arjuna's chariot. 
Hare :Kn1'a mahamantra-see Mahamantra 
Hari-the name given to Lord Sri Kr�JJ.a for His removing all the 
calamities of His devotees and rewarding supreme pleasure. 

I 

Indraloka-the capital city of the heavenly planets where Indra, 
the king of heaven, resides. 
i8vara-or Paramesvara-the supreme controller, a title referring 
to Lord Kr�Q.a. 

J 

Janaka-a great self-realized king and one of the twelve spiritual 
authorities on spiritualism. He is the father of Mother Sita and the 
father-in-law of Lord Rama. 
Japa-salient chanting of the Lord's holy names on japa beads. 
Japa-mala-a string of 108 beads made from the wood of a sacred 
plant, Tulasi. It is used for silently chanting the names of the Supreme
Lord, Sri Kr�Q.a. 
Jiva-the infinitesimal spiritual spark, known as the soul, whose 
eternal constitutional position is to serve the Supreme Lord. 
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Jilina-. the knowledge that leads one to discern between matter, 
spirit, and the Supreme Spirit. 
Jilinayoga-the empirical knowledge gathered by a spiritualist who 
is not a devotee. When one becomes a devotee, the same scriptural 
knowledge is applied to devotional service. 
JD.am-one who is engaged in the cultivation of knowledge, either 
through philosophical speculation or through devotion. 

K 

Kaliyuga-the present age in which we live in, called the age of 
quarrel and hypocrisy; lasting 432,000 earthly years, out of which 
about 5,000 years have passed. It is the last age in the cycle of four 
yugas. 
Kapiladeva-an incarnation of Lord Kpma who appeared in 
Satyayuga as the son of Devahiiti and Kardama Muni to speak the 
devotional Samkhya philosophy. He is not to be confused with the 
atheist Kapila. 
Karma-actions that bind the doer with their reactions. Refers only 
to material actions, since spiritual actions bring no reaction. 
Karmayoga-actions performed to please Lord Kpma without 
attachment to their results. 

· 

Kaunteya-all the sons of Queen Kunti, but generally in reference 
to Arjuna. 
Kirtana-the congregational chanting of the Holy Names of Lord 
Kr�Qa. 

Kni:ia-the original and scientific name of the Supreme Lord, 
meaning "the All-Attractive Person."  Kr�Qa spoke the Bhaga:vad 
Gita to His disciple and friend Arjuna. 
Knt;ia consciousness-the ultimate spiritual process which dovetails 
one's body, mind, and words in the service of the Supreme 
Personality . of Godhead, Lord Sri Kr�l)a, in accordance with the 
revealed scriptures and bonafide Spiritual Master. 
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l{n1;1aloka-the capital city of the spiritual world, the supreme 
abode, also called Goloka, where Lord Kp�JJ.a Himself resides. 
�triya-the second of four social divisions, meant for warfare 
and administration. 
Kumiiras-the four sons of Lord Brahma; one of the twelve 
recognized spiritual authorities. 
Kunti-the aunt of Lord Kpm.a, mother of the Pai:u;lavas, and wife 
of King Par.u;lu. 
Kuru-the dynasty of King Kuru, in which both the Kauravas and 
the Pal).<;lavas were born. However, King Dhrtara�tra excluded the 
Pal).<;lavas from the family tradition, reserving the name "Kauravas" 
exclusively for his one hundred sons. 
K�tra-a place of pilgrimage about ninety miles north of New 
Delhi in India, where Lord Kr�JJ.a spoke the Bhagavad Gita. 

L 

�mi-the Goddess of Fortune and consort of the Supreme 
Lord. She was born from the ocean. 
Lila-the transcendental pastimes of the Supreme Lord. 

M 

Madhviichiirya-the main teacher in our chain of disciplic succession 
and the founder of dualism, who appeared in the thirteenth century 
as an incarnation of Hanumanji. 
Mahiibhiirat-the great historical epic written by Srila Vyasadeva 
in relation to the Kaurava and Pal).<;lava dynasties. Written in 100,000 
Sanskrit verses, the eighteen chapters of the Bhagavad Gita are 
contained within this epic. 
Mahamantra-the great chant for deliverance-Hare l{nt;la, Hare 
l{nJ;J.a, l{nt;la KJlJJ.a, Hare Hare/Hare Rama, Hare Rama, Rama 
Rama, Hare Hare. The names Knt;la and Rama address the 
Supreme Lord, and Hare stands for the spiritual energy of the Lord. 
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In all the revealed scriptures, the chanting of the Holy Names of the 
Lord is especially recommended for this age. 
Mahamiyi-the external, or illusory energy of the Supreme Lord 
that keeps the living entity away from the Lord and keeps them 
preoccupied with the spirit to enjoy material things. 
Maharija-a title of great saintly kings and fully renounced persons, 
the Swamis. 
Mahitmis-those who have understood that to please Kr�1.1a is the 
goal of life, and have thus fully surrendered unto Him. 
Mahat-tatva-the total material energy in its subtle form, located 
beyond the physical world. Sometimes called as the total material 
aggregate. 
Mantra-a sacred hymn received from a b ona-fide Vaiimava 
Spiritual Master, by chanting which the mind is freed of its 
conditioning. 
Manu-the father and the law-giver of mankind. There are fourteen 
Manus in one day of Lord Brahma, and they rule the universe. The 
current Manu is Vaivasvata Manu. 
Miya-the illusory energy of the Lord, which deludes the living 
entities into forgetfulness of the Lord. Also see Mahamaya 
Miyivida-originally founded by A�tavakra, the son of Lord 
Brahma, and reestablished by Sripada Sai1karacharya in modern 
times,  this philosophy declares that the impersonal feature or 
effulgence of the Lord is the cause of all causes. Those who follow 
this philosophy are called Mayavadis. 
Mukti-liberation personified, she awards liberation to the purified 
devotees. 
Muni-a great thinker or a sage; a self-realized soul. 
Mfirti-the scripturally authorized divine representation of the 
Supreme Lord in His Deity form that may be made from wood, 
metal, stone, painting, clay, or jewel for the devotees to worship. 
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N 

Nanda Maharaja-the King of Vraja and acting foster father of 
Lord Kr�1.1a. 
Narada Muni-the first son and disciple of Lord Brahma, a great 
devotee of Lord Kr�JJ.a who travels everywhere in the material and 
spiritual worlds to preach the glories of God, Lord Sri Kr�JJ.a. One 
of the twelve spiritual authorities. 
Naray�a-the four-armed expansion of Lord Kr�1.1a residing in the 
Paravyoma or in the spiritual sky. 
Nim.ha-a bitter fruit tree whose fruits are the size of raisins, whose 
every part is used by the herbalists. Also called magossa. 
Nirukti-a grammatical Sanskrit dictionary used by scholars. Also 
see Amarako�a. 
Nrsiiilhadeva-the fourth incarnation of Lord Kr�1.1a, appearing as 
half-man and half-lion to protect His devotee, Prahlada, and kill 
the demons. 

0 

Om-the transcendental combination of syllables representing the 
Lord, His internal potency, and the living entity. The spiritualists 
vibrate it to reach the Supreme while performing sacrifices, offering 
charities, and chanting hymns. 
Om tat sat-indicates the Supreme Personality of Godhead, who 
accepts the offerings rendered by His devotees. 

p 

Paiichajanya-the name of Lord Kr�1.1a's conchshell given by 
Mayadanava, the architect of King Yudhi�thira. 
PW,.(,iavas-the five sons of King Piil.lc,lu born in the Bharata dynasty; 
Yudhil.lthira, Bhima, Arjuna, Nakula, and Sahadeva. 
Paramahaiilsa-the topmost stage on the path of spiritualism. 
Paramatma-the Supersoul, the localized aspect of the Supreme 
Lord residing within the heart of every living entity. 
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Param Brahman-Lord Sri Kp;l).a, the source of the impersonal 
effulgence. 
Parampara-the unbroken chain of disciplic succession descending 
directly from Lord Kr�Q.a through which spiritual knowledge is 
transmitted. 
Parasara Muni-a great sage, the father of Srila Vyasadeva. 
Para8urama-the sixth incarnation of Lord Kr�Q.a. He appeared as 
the son of Jamadagni and ReQ.uka to overthrow the warrior and 
administrative class when they became degraded. 
Partha-Arjuna, as the son of Queen Kunti, also known as Prtha. 
Parthasarathi-a name given to Lord Kr�Q.a for driving the chariot 
of Arjuna. 
Pataiijali-the propounder of the eightfold mystic-yoga system. He 
imagined the form of the Absolute Truth in everything. 
Prabhupada--Our Spiritual Master, coming directly in the unbroken 
chain of disciplic succession from Lord Kr�Q.a, who spread the Kr�Q.a 
conscious movement around the world. 
Prahlada-a great devotee of Lord Nrsirilhadeva; one of the twelve 
spiritual authorities. He was persecuted by his demoniac father, 
HiraQ.yakasipu, but was always protected by the Supreme Lord. 
Prajapati-the sons of Lord Brahma who are in charge of filling 
the world with living entities; they are called the original progenitors. 
Pr81,la-the life air in the body. 
Pr81,layama-the process of controlling the breath; a part of the 
eightfold yoga system. 
Prasadam-food offered to the Lord, which purifies the living 
entity's heart and mind; it is the Lord's mercy in the form of sanctified 
food. Also called Prasad. 
Prema-the highest perfectional stage of spiritual life. 
Pftha-another name of Queen Kun ti, the aunt of Lord Kr�Q.a, sister 
of Vasudeva, wife of King PaQ.c,iu, and the mother of the PaQ.c,iavas. 
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Piiji-a sacred ceremony to worship Lord Kr:m.a or His pure 
devotee. 
PuriJ;las--eighteen ancient holy books authored by Srila Vyasadeva 
that explain spiritual philosophy and recall the historical events of 
this and other planets. 

R 

RidhiriJ;li-the personification of the pleasure potency and consort 
of Lord Kr�Q.a. She appeared as the daughter of King Vr�abhanu 
and Kirtida and is the Queen of Vrindaban. 
Rijasiiya-yajiia-an elaborate sacrifice that establishes the king as 
the emperor of the world. It was performed by Maharaj a Yudhi�thira 
before the Battle of Kuruk�etra. 
Rima-or Rimachandra-the seventh incarnation of Lord Kr�Q.a. 
He appeared as the son of Maharaja Dasaratha Kausalya and killed 
the demon RavaQ.a. 
Riminujichirya-a great spiritual authority who appeared in the 
eleventh century and established the philosophy of simultaneous 
oneness and difference of the living entity with the Lord. He is 
accepted as the incarnation of Se�a. 
Rasa-mellow or relationship between the Lord and the living entity 
that is divided into five categories-namely neutral love, servitorship, 
friendship, fraternity, and conjugal love. 
RivaJ,la-the ten-headed powerful demon born in the Pulastya 
dynasty. He was killed by Lord Rama. 
�tvik-a presiding priest for a customer host or a spiritualist who 
functions on behalf of his Guru while his Guru is still alive. A totally 
dependent post. Sometimes it is spelled as �tvika. 
Rupa Goswimi�hief of the six Goswamis, a great Spiritual Master 
of Vrindaban. Lord Sri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu authorized him to 
write and preach on the philosophy of Kr�Q.a consciousness. 
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s 

Sadhana-the regular and systematic spiritual practices performed 
in spiritual life for one's spiritual upliftment. 
Sadhu-a saintly person of a devotee, whose only interest is to help 
everyone advance spiritually. An unmotivated spiritualist. 
Samidhi-the platform of trance, or full absorption in consciousness 
of God. 
Simaveda-<me of the four Vedas, describing the military and 
musical arts. 
Sampradiya-the chain of spiritual tradition directly emanating and 
descending from the Supreme Lord. 
Sanatana-dharma-the eternal occupational duty of the living being 
which is to render service to the Supreme Lord. The process of Kr�IJ.a 
consciousness. 
Sanatana Goswimi-one of the six Goswamis and Spiritual Masters 
of Vrindaban, authorized to write Vai�I).ava literatures by Lord Sri 
Chaitanya Mahaprabhu. 
Saiijaya-the chariot driver of King Dhrtara�tra. He was rewarded 
with transcendental vision by Srila Vyasadeva to be able to see and 
narrate to King Dhrtara�tra about the events on the Battlefield of 
Kuruk�etra. He also related the Bhagavad Gita to Dhrtara�tra when 
Lord Kr�IJ.a spoke it to Arjuna. 
Salikarichirya-an incarnation of Lord Siva. He appeared by the 
order of the Supreme Lord Sri Kr�IJ.a in the eighth century to 
reestablish the authority of the Vedas by speaking the Mayavada 
philosophy. 
Sirilkhya-the analytical understanding of the body and the soul, 
the analytical study of the phenomena is described by Lord Kapila 
in the Srimad Bhagavatam. 
Sailkirtana-yajiia-the sacrifice of congregational chanting of the 
Holy Name of the Lord prescribed for liberation in this age of 
Kaliyuga. 
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Sanyisa-the renounced order of life, if he is authorized by the 
ancient Vedic scriptures then he acts as the teacher and Spiritual 
Master of all the social and spiritual orders of human society. 
Sistras-the revealed scriptures, which open the spiritual vision of 
the soul. Also known as Vedic scriptures. 
Satyayuga-the first age in the cycle of four yugas, which lasts 
1 ,728,000 earthly years, when virtue, wisdom, and religion prevail 
on earth. 
Siva-Lord Kf�l).a's expansion in the mode of ignorance; he is the 
greatest devotee of Lord Kr�l).a and when the time comes, he 
destroys the whole material creation. 
Sloka-a properly metered Sanskrit verse or Samskrit text in 
Devanagari. 
Somarasa-a heavenly uncontaminated unintoxicating fresh 
beverage squeezed from leaves a creeper names Soma. 
Sri Baladeva-a follower of Lord Chai tan ya and great commentator 
in the eighteenth century on the Vedanta Siitra, the Srimad 
Bhagavatam, and the Bhagavad Gita. 
Sridhara Swami-a great fourteenth century Vai�l).ava commentator 
on the Srimad Bhagavatam and the Bhagavad Gita. 
Srimad Bhagavatam-the topmost Vedic literature, narrates Lord 
Kr�l).a's transcendental pastimes, compiled by Srila Vyasadeva. It is 
accepted as Lord Kr�l).a's literary incarnation. 
Sruti-scriptures that are directly spoken by the Supreme Lord. 
Smruti-scriptures written by the literary incarnation of the Lord, 
Srila Vyasadeva, that give explanations about God. 

. 

Sukhadeva Goswami-a liberated sage from birth and son of Srila 
Vyasadeva. He spoke the Srimad Bhagavatam to the saintly king 
Parik�it. 
Siiryaloka-the planet of the Sungod, situated below the moon 
planet. 
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Svargaloka-the heavenly planets where the pious people reach 
after death; the residence of the demigods. 
Swimi-the title of a renounced person, or one who controls his 
mind and senses. 
Syimasundara-Lord Kp�I).a's most beautiful bluish-blackish two
armed form, holding a flute; the original form of the Lord. 

T 

Tapasya-Voluntary acceptance of some physical and mental 
austerity or inconvenience for one's spiritual progress. 
Thikura-a title reserved for the topmost pure devotee of the Lord. 
All also called Thakur. 
Ttlaka-the holy clay used by devotees to mark the forehead and 
different designated parts of the body representing temples of the 
Lord. 
Tretayuga-the second age in the cycle of four yugas which lasts 
1 ,296,000 earthly years in which Lord Rama appeared. 
Tulasi-a great devotee of the Supreme Lord who appeared as a 
holy plant in this world to help devotees please the Lord by using 
her leaves in their service to please the Lord. 
Tyaga-renunciation of activities p erformed in material 
consciousness. 

u 

Uddhava-a great devotee and friend of Lord Kr�Q.a whose external 
features exactly resembled those of Lord Kp;;I).a. 
Upani�ads-the philosophical portions of the Vedas, mainly 
numbering 108. 

v 

Vaikw;itha-the spiritual world, explained in detail in the Srimad 
Bhagavatam. 
V�t;tava-a fully dedicated devotee of Lord Kp;;Q.a. 
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V81'1].asrama-dharma-the Vedic social system in which society is 
organized according to the four occupational and four spiritual 
divisions (varQ.as and asramas). 
Vedinta-Siitra-the philosophical treatise written in aphorisms by 
Vyasadeva to give the conclusion of the complete Vedas. Also see 
Brahma-Siitra. 
Vedas-originally spoken by Lord Brahma at the time of creation 
and put into writing by Srila Vyasadeva, they are four in number: 
the :B..g, Sama, Yajur, and Atharva Vedas. 
Vtkarma-Sinful actions performed against the Vedic injunctions 
which lead one to degradation and finally to hell. 
V�u-the plenary expansion of Lord Kr�Q.a who is in charge of 
the maintenance of the whole creation. 
VISvakop.�a Sanskrit dictionary. Also see Amarako�a dictionary. 
VJ.Svanatha Cakravarti 'fhakura-a philosopher and follower of 
Lord Chaitanya Mahaprabhu. He appeared in the seventeenth 
century. He mainly commented on the Srimad Bhagavatam and 
Bhagavad Gita and the literatures of the Goswamis. 
Viva8van-the name of the present Sungod, to whom Lord Kr�Q.a 
originally spoke the Bhagavad Gita at least 120,400,000 earthly years 
ago. 
Vraja-the land within a 168-mile circumference which descended 
from the spiritual world to India for Lord Kr�Q.a to perform His 
transcendental pastimes. It is the purest and most dear place to Lord 
Kr�Q.a. We were also born in this land. 
Vrindaban-the center point of Vraja, and the holiest and purest 
place in the universe, where Lord Kr�1.1a performs His transcendental 
pastimes. 
Vrajavasi-a person born and raised in the land of Vraja and 
accepted in the Srimad Bhagavatam to be the most affectionate for 
Lord Kr�1.1a and most dear to Him. 
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Vyikhyanam-the elaborate Vai�IJava commentary in the unbroken 
chain of disciplic succession by a devotee of the Lord. 
Vyasadeva-the literary incarnation of the Supreme Lord Kr�IJa 
and greatest philosopher. He appeared just to write Vedic scriptures 
as the son of Parasara Muni and compiled all the Vedas, the PuraQas, 
the Mahabharat, the Vedanta-Siitra, and the Upani�ads. 

y 

Yidava-a name for the Supreme Personality of Godhead meaning 
"He who appeared in the Yadu dynasty. " 
Yajiia-a fire sacrifice performed according to scriptural rules. 
Yamadiitas-the constables and order-carriers of Lord Yamaraja, 
the superintendent of death, who fetch the dying sinners and take 
them to hell for punishment. 
Yamaraja-the Lord of death, who decides the punishments of the 
sinful. 
Yamuna-the holiest river on this planet. She appeared as the sister 
of Yamaraja. She flows in Vrindaban and is featured in many of 
Lord Kr�IJa's pastimes. 
Yasoda-a great devotee of the Lord who served as the foster 
mother of Lord Kr�IJa. 
Yoga.:.._a spiritual process that links the performer with the Supreme 
Lord. Bhaktiyoga is the topmost yogic process. 
Yogamaya-the internal potency of Lord Kr�IJa, who hides the Lord 
from the nondevotees. 
Yogi-a transcendentalist who practices one of the scripturally 
authorized forms of spirituality, i.e. Yoga, or processes of spiritual 
purification. 
Yu�tbira-the first of the five PaQc;lavas, born of Queen Kunti 
as a benediction from the Lord of religion, Dharmaraja. 
Yuga--one of the four earthly ages which rotate like the seasons 
having different lengths of time. Also see Satyayuga, Tretayuga, 
Dvaparayuga, and the present age, Kaliyuga. 
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indriyaI.Ji paral)y ahur 3.42 

indriyasyendriyasyarthe 3.34 

iti guhyatamam sastram 15.20 

iti te jiianam akhyatariJ. 18.63 

ity arjunariJ. vasudevas 11.50 

janma karma ca me divyam 4.9 

jitatmanaJ:i prasantasya 6.7 
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jniina-vijniina trptiitmii 6.8 

jniinam jneyam parijniitii 18.18 

jniinam te 'ham savijnanam 7.2 

jneyal) sa nitya-sannyiisi 5.3 

jyiiyasi cet karmavas te 3.1 

kiilo 'smi loka-k$ayakrt 11 .32 

kiima e$a krodha e$a 3.37 

kiima-krodha-vimuktiinam 5.26 

kiimam iisritya d11$pilram 16.10 

kiink$antal) karmaQiim siddhim 4.12 

kiirya-karava kartrtve 13.21 

kiiSyaS ca paramesviisal) 1 . 17 

kaccid etac chrutam piirtha 18.72 

kair liilgais trin-guQiin etiin 14.21 

karma brahmodbham viddhi 3.15 

karmavalJ sukrtasyiihul) 14.16 

karmavo hy api boddhavyam 4.17 

karmaQy eviidhikiiras te 2.47 

kllT$ayantal) farira-stham 17.6 

katv-amla-lavaQiity-u$Qa 17.9 

katham na jneyam asmiibhil) 1 .38 

kaviril puriil)am anusiisitiiram 8.9 

kiril no riijyena govinda 1 .32 

kiril tad-brabma kim adhyii 8.1 

kiritinaril gadinaril cakriQaril ca 11.17 

klefo 'dhikataras te$iim 12.5 

krodhiid bhavati sammohal) 2.63 

k$etrajnam ciipi mam viddhi 13.3 

kula-k$aye pravasyanti 1 .39 

Jabhante brahma-nirviil)am 5.25 

lobhal) pravrttir iirambhal) 14.12 

K 

L 

jniina-yajnena ciipy anye 9.15 

jniinam karma ca kartii ca 18.19 

jniinena tu tad ajiiiinam 5.16 

jneyam yat tat pravak$yiimi 13.13 

jyoti$iim api taj jyotis 13.18 

kiimiitmiinal) svarga-parii 2.43 

kiima e$a krodha e$a 3.38 

kiimais tais tair hrta-jniiniil) 7.20 

kiimyiiniiril karmaQiim nyiisam 18.2 

kiirpaQya-dO$Opahata-svabhiival) 2.7 

kiiryam ity eva yat karma 18.9 

kiiyena manasii budhyii 5.11 

kaccin-nobhaya-vibhra$tas 6.38 

kair mayii saha yoddhavyam 1 .22 

karmajaril buddhi-yuktii hi 2.51 

karmavaiva hi sarilsiddhim 3.20 

karmavy akarma ya/) pasyed 4.18 

karmendriyiiQi samya 3.6 

kasmiic ca te na nameran 11 .37 

katham bhi$mam aharil 2.4 

katham vidyiim aham yogims 10.17 

kiril karma kim akarmeti 4. 16 

kim punar briihmavii/J puvya 9.33 

kiritinam gadinaril cakrahastam 11.46 

klaivyam ma sma gamal) 2.3 

kf$i-gorak$ya-viiQijyaril 18.44 

k$etra-k$etrajnayor evam 13 .35 

k$ipraril bhavati dharmiitmii 9.31 

kutas-tvii kasmalam idam 2.2 

lelihyase grasamiil)al) samantiil 11 .30 

Joke 'smin dvividhii ni$thii 3.3 
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mii te vyathii mii ca vimii(lha 11.49 

miim hi piirtha vyapiimtya 9.32 

miiniipamiinayos tulyas 14.25 

miituliil;J 5vasuriil;J pautriil;J 1 .34 

maccittiil;J sarva-durgiii;U 18.58 

mahiibhiitiiny ahaiikiiro 13.6 

mahar$ayal;J sapta-piirve 10.6 

mama yonir mahad-brahma 14.3 

manal;J prasiidal;J saumyatvam 17.16 

manmanii bhava mad-bhakto 9.34 

manU$YiiJ.Jiim sahasre$U 7.3 

mat-karma-km mat-paramo 11 .55 

mayii prasannena taviirjunedam 11 .47 

mayiidhyak$eJ.Ja prakrti/;1 9.10 

mayi sarviiJ.Ji karmii1.1i 3.30 

mayy eva mana iidhatsva 12.8 

moghiisii mogha-karmiiJ.Jo 9.12 

m ii(lha-griihe1.1iitmano yat 17.19 

niidatte kasyacit piipam 5.15 

niiham vedair na tapasii 11 .53 

niinyam gu1.1ebhya kartiiram 14. 1 9  

niisti buddhir ayuktasya 2.66 

niiyam Joko sty ayajfJa 4.31 

na ca miim tiini karmii1.1ib 9.9 

na ca saknomy avasthiitum 1 .30 

na ca tasmiin manu$ye$U 1 8.69 

na dve$fY akusalam karma 18.10 

na hi jniinena sadrsam 4.38 

na hi prapasyiimi mamiipa 2.8 

na karma1.1iim aniirambhiin 3.4 

na miim du$krtino mii(lhii/;1 7.15 

M 

N 

miim ca yo 'vyabhiciire1.1a 14.26 

miim upetya punar-janma 8.15 

miitrii-sparsiis tu kaunteya 2.14 

maccittii madgata-priiJ.Jii 10.9 

mad anugrahiiya paramam 11.1  
' 

mahiitmiinas tu miim piirtha 9.13 

mahaT$iJ.Jiim bhrgur aham 10.25 

mamaiviimfo jiva-Joke 15.7 

manasaivendriya-griimam 6.24 

manmanii bhava madbhakto 18.65 

manyase yadi tac chakyam 11 .4 

mattal;J parataram niinyat 7.7 

mayii tatam idam sarvam 9.4 

mayi ciinanya-yogena 13.11 

mayy iive5ya mano ye miim 12.2 

mayy-iisakta-maniil;J piirtha 7.1 

mrtyul;J sarva-haras ciiham 10.34 

mukta-saiigo 'nahamviidi 18.26 

niiham prakiisab sarvasya 7.25 

niinto sti mama divyiiniim 10.40 

niisato vidyate bhiivo 2.16 

niitya5natas tu yogo sti 6.16 

na buddhi-bhedam janayed 3.26 

na ca mat-sthiini bhiitiini 9.5 

na ca sreyo 'nu pasyiimi 1 .31 

na caitad vidma kataran no 2.6 

na hi dehabhrtii sakyam 18.11 

na hi kascit k$a1.1am api 3.5 

na jiiyate na mriyate vii kadiicin 2.20 

na kartrtvam na karmiii;U 5.14 

na miim karmiiJ.Ji limpanti 4.14 
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na me piirthiisti kartavya 3.22 

na prahm'et priyam priipya 5.20 

na tad asti prthivyiiril vii 18.40 

na tu mam sak$yase dr$rum 1 1 .8 

nabhal) sp,Sam diptam aneka 11 .24 

naite srti piirtha jiiniin 8.27 

naiva tasya krteniirtbo 3.18 

na$fO mohal) smrtir labdhii 1 8.73 

niriisir yata-cittiitmii 4.21 

ni5cayam srou me tatra 18.4 

niyatam sanga-rabitam 1 8.23 

om-tat-sad iti nirde5o 1723 

piiiicajanyam �ke5o 1 .15 

piirtha naiveha niimutra 6.40 

param bhiiyal) pravak$yiimi 14.1 

paras tasmiit tu bbiivo 'nyo 8.20 

pasyiidityiin vasiin rodriin 11.6 

pasya me piirtha riipiil)i 11.5 

patram pU$pam phalam 9.26 

pitiibam asya jagato 9.17 

prthaktvena tu yaj-jiiiinam 18.21 

prahliidas ciismi daityiiniiril 10.30 

prakasam ca pravrttim ca 14.22 

prakrter guJ.Ja-sammii(ihiil) 3.29 

prakrtim puru$am caiva 13.1 

prakrtyaiva ca kanniil]i 13.30 

prasiintiitmii vigata-bhir 6.14 

prasiide sarva-dul)kbiiniiriJ 2.65 

pravrttim ca nivrttim ca 18.30 

prayatniid yatamiinas tu 6.45 

pUlJYO gandhal) prthivyiiril ca 7.9 

puru$al) prakftistbo bi 13.22 

0 

p 

na me vidul) sura-gll!Jii}) 10.2 

na riipam asyeha tathopalabhyate 153 

na tad bbiisayate siiryo 15.6 

na veda-yajniidyayanair na 11 .48 

nainam cbindanti sastriil;ri 2.23 

naiva kiiicit karomiti 5.8 

namal) purastiid atha p�fhatas 11.40 

nebiibbikrama-niiso 'sti 2.40 

ninniina-mobii jita-sanga-d�ii 15.5 

niyatam kuru kanna tvam 3.8 

niyatasya tu sannyiisal) 18.7 

om ity ekiik$aram brahma 8.13 

piipam eviisrayed asmiin 1 .36 

paiicaitiini mahiibiiho 18.13 

param brahma param dhiima 10.12 

paritriil;riiya siidhiinam 4.8 

pasyiimi deviirils tava deva dehe 11.15 

pasyaitiin piiIJ(fu-putriiIJiim 1 .3 

pavanal) pavatiim asmi 10.31 

pitiisi lokasya cariicarasya 11 .43 

priipya puJ.Jya-krtam lokiin 6.41 

prajahiiti yadii kiimiin 2.55 

prakrtel) kriyamiil;riini 3.27 

prakrtim puru$aiil caiva 13.20 

prakrtim sviim ava$fabhya 9.8 

pralapan visr.jan grhJ.Jann 5.9 

prasanta-manasam hy enam 6.27 

pravrttim ca nivrttim ca 16.7 

prayiil;ra-kiile manasii 'calena 8.10 

piirviibhyiisena tenaiva 6.44 

purodhasam ca mukhyam miilil 10.24 

puru$al) sa para]) piirtha 8.22 
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f$ibhir bahudha gitam 13.5 

riigi karma-phala-prepsur 18.27 

rajan samsmrtya samsmrtya 18.76 

rajasi pralayam gatvii 14.15 

raso 'ham apsu kaunteya 1.8 

rudriidityii vasavo ye ca 11 .22 

5aknotihaiva yal;I sajhum 5.23 

sanail;I sanair uparamed 6.25 

sariram yad aviipnoti 15.8 

sraddhiiviin llabhate jiiiinam 4.39 

sraddhayii parayii taptam 17.17 

sreyiin sva-dharamo viguIJal;I 3.35 

sreyo hijiiiinam abhyasaj 12.12 

srotram Cak$UQ spar§anam ca 15.9 

subhiisubha phalair evam 9.28 

sukla-kr$IJe gati hy ete 8.26 

sadhibhiitadhidaivam mam 7.30 

sa eviiyam mayii te 'dya 4.3 

sa niscayena yoktavyo 6.24 

sad-bhiive siidhu-bhiive ca 17.26 

saha-yajiiiil;I prajiil;I Sf$tva 3.10 

sahasra-yuga paryantam 8.17 

saktiil;I karmaIJy vidvamso 3.25 

sama-dul;Ikha-sukhal;I-svasthal;I 14.24 

samam kaya-siro-grivam 6.13 

samam sarve$U bhiite$u 13.28 

sarikaro narakiiyaiva 1 .41 

sannyiisas tu mahiibiiho 5.6 

santu$tal;I satatam yogi 12.14 

sargiiIJiim iidir antas '"a 10.32 

sarva-bhiitiini kaunteya 9.1 

R 

s 

riiga-dve$a vimuktais tu 2.64 

riija-vidyii riija-guhyam 9.2 

rajas tamas cabhibhiiya 14.10 

rajo riigiitmakam viddhi 14.7 

riipam mahat te bahu-vaktra 11.23 

rudriir)am sarikara5 ciismi 10.23 

Samo damas tapal;I saucam 18.42 

sarira viirimanobhir yat 18.15 

sauryam-tejo-dhrtir-diik11am 18.43 

sraddhiivan anusiiyas ca 18.71 

sreyiin dravyamayiid yajiiaj 4.33 

sreyan sva-dharmo viguIJal;I 18.47 

srotriidinindriyany anye 4.26 

sruti vipratipannii te 2.53 

sucau dese prati$thapya 6.11 

svasuriin suhrdas caiva 1 .26 

siirikhya-yogau prthag biiliil;I 5.4 

sa gho$o dhartara11triiIJiili1 1.19 

sa tayii sraddhayii yuktas 7.22 

sadrsam ce$tate svasyiil;I 3.33 

sahajam karma kaunteya 18.48 

sakheti matvii prasabham yad 11.41 

sam-niyamyendriyam-griimam 12.4 

samal;I satrau ca mitre ca 12.18 

samam pasyan hi sarvatra 13.29 

samo 'ham sarva-bhiite$U 9.29 

sannyiisal;I karma-yogas ca 5.2 

sannyiisasya mahiibiiho 18.1 

sanyiisam karmBIJiiril kf$IJa 5.1 

sarviiIJindriya-karmiir)i 4.27 

sarva-bhiita-sthitam yo mam 6.31 
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sarva-bhiitastham iitmiinam 6.29 

sarva-dharmiin parityajya 1 8.66 

sarva-dviirel}u dehesmin 14.11 

sarva-karmiiI.Ji manasii 5.13 

sarva-yonil}u kaunteya 14.4 

sarvasya ciiham hrdi 15.15 

sarve 'py ete yajfla-vido 4.30 

satatam kirtayanto miim 9.14 

sattviinuriipii sarvasya 17.3 

sattvam rajas tama iti, 14.5 

senayor ubhayor madhye 1 .21 

sparsiin kf(vii bahir biihyiirils 5.27 

sthita-prajflasya kii bhiil}ii 2.54 

suhrn mitriiry udiisina 6.9 

sukham tv idiinim tri-vidham 18.36 

svabhiivajena kaunteya 1 8.60 

svajanam hi katham hatvii 1 .36 

sve sve karmaI.Jy abhirata]J 18.45 

tiin aham dvil}ata]J kriiriin 16.19 

tiini sarviiI.Ji samyamya 2.61 

tac ca samsmrtya samsmf(ya 18.77 

tad viddhi praI.Jipiitena 4.34 

tam tathii kfPayiivil}tam 2.1 

tam uviica h�ike5a]J 2.10 

tameva saraI.Jalil gaccha 18.62 

tapasvibhyo 'dhiko yogi 6.46 

tasmiid ajfliina-sambhiitam 4.42 

tasmiid om ity udiihf(ya 17 .24 

tasmiit praI.Jamya praI.Jidhiiya 11 .44 

tasmiit tvam indriyaI.Jyii 3.41 

tasmiit tvam uttil}tha ya5o 11.34 

tat kl}etram yac ca yiidfk ca 13.4 

T 

sarva-bhiitel}u yenaikam 18.20 

sarva-dviiriiI.Ji samyamya 8.12 

sarva-guhyatamam bhiiya]J 1 8.64 

sarva-karmiiI.Jy api sadii 18.56 

sarvam etad ftam manye 10.14 

sarvata]J piiI.Ji-piidam tat 13.14 

sarvendriya-guI.Jiibhiisam 13.15 

satkiira-miina-piijiirtham 17.18 

sattviit safljiiyate jfliinam 14.17 

sattvam sukhe safljayati 14.9 

siddhiril priipto yathii brahma 18.50 

sthiine hfl}ikesa tava prakirtyii 11 .36 

sudurda.rSam idam riipam 11.52 

sukha-du]Jkhe same krtvii 2.38 

sukham iityantikam yat tad 6.21 

svadharmam api ciivekl}ya 2.31 

svayam eviitmanii "tmiinam 10.15 

tiin samikl}ya sa kaunteya]J 1 .27 

ta ime 'vasthitii yuddhe 1 .33 

tad ity anabhisandhiiya 17.25 

tad-buddhayas tad-iitmiinas 5.17 

tam vidyiid du]Jkha-samyogam 6.23 

tamas tv ajfliina-jam viddhi 14.8 

tapiimy aham aham varl}am 9.19 

tasmiic chiistram pramiiI.Jam te 16.24 

tasmiid asakta]J satatam 3.19 

tasmiid yasya mahiibiiho 2.68 

tasmiit sarvel}u kiilel}u 8.7 

tasmiit tvam uttil}tha ya5o 11 .33 

tasya sarijana yan harl}am 1.12 

tata]J padam tat-parimiirgitavyam 15.4 
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tata/;! saiikhiiS ca bheryaS 1.13 

tata/;! sa vismayavisto 11.14 

tatra sattvam nirmalatvat 14.6 

tatraikagram mana/;! krtva 6.12 

tatraivam sati kartaram 18.16 

te tam bhuktva svarga-Jokaril 9.21 

tesam jnani nitya-yukta 7.17 

tesam aharil samuddharta 12.7 

trai-vidya mam soma-pa/;! 9.20 

tribhir gul)amayair bhavair 7.13 

trividharil narakasyedam 16.21 

tvam adideva/;! puruµ/;! 11.38 

tyajyam dosavad ity eke 18.3 

iirdh va-miilam adha/;!-sakham 15.1 

uccai/;!sravasam asvanam 10.27 

udasinavad asino 14.23 

upadf$tanumanta ca 13.23 

utsanna-kula-dharm81Jaril 1 .43 

uttama/;! purusas tv anya/;! 15.17 

vasamsi jirl)ani yatha vihaya 2.22 

vaktr81.li te tvaramBI)a visanti 11 .27 

vatv evaham jatunasam 2.12 

vedanam sama-vedo 'smi 10.22 

vedesu yajnesu tapa/;!su caiva 8.28 

vitaraga-bhaya-krodha 4.10 

vidya-vinaya-sampanne 5.18 

vi5aya vinivartante 2.59 

vistarel)atmano yoga 10.18 

Vf$I)inam vasudevo 'smi 10.37 

vyasa-prasadac chrutavan 18.75 

u 

v 

tata/;! svetair hayer yukte 1.14 

tatrapa&yat sthitan partha/;! 1.26 

tatra tam buddhi-samyogam 6.43 

tatraikastharil jagat krtsnaril 11.13 

tatvavit tu mahabaho 3.28 

teja/;! ksama dhrti/;! &aucam 16.3 

tesam satata yoktanam 10.10 

tesam evanukamparthaham 10.11 

traigUIJya-visaya veda 2.45 

trividha bhavati sraddha 17.2 

tulya ninda stutir mauni 12.19 

tvam aksararil paramaril 11.18 

tyaktva karma-phalasaiigam 4.20 

iirdhvaril gacchanti sattvastha 14.18 

udara/;! sarva evaite 7.18 

uddhared atmana "tmanam 6.5 

utkramantam sthitam va 'pi 15.10 

utsideyur ime Joka 3.24 

vayur yamo 'gnir varul)a 11 .39 

vaktum arhasy asesel)a 10.16 

vedaham samatitani 7.26 

vedaviniiSinam nityaril 2.21 

vepathus ca sarire me 1.29 

vidhi-hinam asrstannam 17.13 

vihaya kaman ya/;! sarvan 2.71 

vi5ayendriya-sarilyogad 18.38 

vivikta-sevi Jaghvasi 18.52 

vyamisrel)eva vakyena 3.2 

vyavasayatmika buddhir 2.41 
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ya nisa sarva-bhutanam 2.69 

yanti deva-vrata devan 9.25 

yavan artha udapane 2.46 

ya enam vetti hantaram 2.19 

ya idam paramam guhyam 18.68 

yaccapi sarva-bhiltanam 10.39 

yad agre canubandhe ca 18.39 

yad ak$aram veda-vido 8.11 

yad yad vibhil ti  mat-sattvam 10.41 

yada bhuta-prthag-bhavam 13.31 

yada sattve pravrddhe tu 14.14 

yada viniyatam cittam 6.18 

yadi hy aham na varteyam 3.23 

yadrccha-Jabha-santu$fO 4.22 

yadyapy ete na pasyanti 1.37 

yal;I sarvatranabhisnehas 2.57 

yajante sattvika devan 17.4 

yajiia-dana-tapal;I karma 18.5 

yajiia-5i$fasinal;I santo 3.13 

yam hi na vyathayanty ete 2.15 

yam sannyasam iti prahur 6.2 

yas tv atma-ratir eva syad 3.17 

yasman nodvijate Joko 12.15 

yasya nahamkrto bhavo 18.17 

yat karo$i yad a5nasi 9.27 

yat tad agre vi§am iva 18.37 

yat tu krtsnavad ekasmin 18.22 

yatal;I pravrttir bhutanam 18.46 

yatato hy api kaunteya 2.60 

yatha "kasa-sthito nityam 9.6 

yatha nadinam bahavo 11 .28 

yatha prakasayaty ekal;I 13.34 

y 

yam imam pu$pitam vacam 2.42 

yata-yamam gata-rasam 17.10 

yavat saiijayate kiiicit 13.27 

ya evam vetti puru$ari1 13.24 

yac cavahasartham asatkrto 11.42 

yad aditya-gatam tejo 15.12 

yad ahaiikaram asritya 18.59 

yad yad acarati sre$thas 3.21 

yada samharate cayam 2.58 

yada hi nendriyarthe$U 6.4 

yada te moha-kalilam 2.52 

yada yada hi dharmasya 4.7 

yadi mam apratikarakam 1.45 

yadrcchaya copapannam 2.32 

yal;I sastra-vidhim utsrjya 16.23 

yaj-jiiatva na punar moham 4.35 

yajiiarthat karma.Qo 'nyatra 3.9 

yajiia-5i$famrta-bhujo 4.31 

yajiie tapasi dane ca 17.27 

yam Jabdhva caparam Jabham 6.22 

yam yam vapi smaran bhavam 8.6 

yas tv indriya.Qi manasa 3.7 

yasmat k§aram atito 'ham 15.18 

yasya sarve samarambhal;I 4.19 

yat salikhyail;I priipyate 5.5 

yat tu kamepsunii karma 18.24 

yat tu praty-upakiirartham 17 .21 

yatanto yoginas cainam 15.11 

yatendriya mano-buddhir 5.28 

yathii dipo niviitastho 6.19 

yatha pradiptam jvalanam 11 .29 

yathii sarva-gatam sauk$myiid 13.33 
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yathaidhiimsi samiddho 'gnir 4.37 

yatra kiile tv aniivrttim 8.23 

yatroparamate cittam 6.20 

yayii svapnam bhayam 1 8.35 

ye 'py anya-devatii bhaktii 9.23 

ye hi samspariajii bhogii 5.22 

ye siistra-vidhim utsrjya 17.1 

ye tu sarviiIJi karmiiIJi 12.6 

ye tv etad abhyasiiyanto 3.32 

ye$iiiil tv anta-gatam piipam 7.28 

yo 'yam yogas tvayii proktab 6.33 

yo miim ajam aniidim ca 10.3 

yo na hr$yati na dve$ti 12.17 

yoga sannyasta kanniiIJam 4.41 

yogasthab kuru karmiiIJi 2.48 

yoginiim api sarve$iiiil 6.47 

yudhiimanyus ca vikriinta 1 .6 

yuktab kanna-phalam tyaktvii 5.12 

yuiijann evam sadiitmiinam 6.15 

yato yato niscalati, manas 6.26 

yatra yogesvarab kf$IJO 18.78 

yayii dharmam adhannam 18.31 

yayii tu dhanna-kiimiirthiin 18.34 

ye caiva siittvikii bhiivii 7.12 

ye me matam idam nityam 3.31 

ye tu dharmyiimrtam idam 11 .20 

ye tv ak$aram anirdesyam 12.3 
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	PREFACE
	INTRODUCTION
	CHAPTER 1: Despondency of Arjuna
	1.1 - Dhrtarastra: what did my sons and the sons of Pandu do?
	1.2 - Sanjaya: King Duryodhana went to see his teacher...
	1.3 - Duryodhana: behold this mighty great army of the sons of Pandu,
	1.4-6 - there are many famous chariot fighters,
	1.7 - I will also mention the names of...
	1.8 - There are great warriors like yourself,
	1.9 - ready to lay down their lives for me.
	1.10 - our army is invincible,
	1.11 - everyone must carefully protect Grandfather Bhisma...
	1.12 - Sanjaya: Thereafter, the grandsire of the Kaurava Dynasty,
	1.13 - their combined noise was tumultuous.
	1.14 - Lord Sri Krsna and Arjuna, who were mounted on a great chariot...
	1.15 - Lord Sri Krsna blew His conchshell,
	1.16-18 - also blew their respective conchshells,
	1.19 - The tumultuous uproar emanating from these conchshells...
	1.20 - observed the sons of Dhrtarastra,
	1.21-22 - Arjuna: please park my chariot between the two armies
	1.23 - Let me behold the heroes who are gathered here to fight...
	1.24 - Sanjaya: parked in the middle of both armies.
	1.25 - Lord Krsna: Just behold, O Partha, all the Kurus assembled here.
	1.26 - Arjuna saw among both armies his patriarchs,
	1.27 - became overwhelmed with compassion,
	1.28 - Arjuna: my bodily limbs are becoming indolent,
	1.29 - and my bodily hair is standing on end.
	1.30 - My mind is bewildered...
	1.31 - I do not see any benefit from killing...
	1.32-35 - what would be the benefit...
	1.36 - we will only gain sin.
	1.37-38 - being overwhelmed by their greed for a kingdom,
	1.39 - With the destruction of the dynasty,
	1.40 - when irreligion increases,
	1.41 - Such illegitimate progeny...
	1.42 - civic purity becomes destroyed.
	1.43 - live in hell for an undetermined time.
	1.44 - have become enthusiastic to commit such a great sin.
	1.45 - I would consider it beneficial for me
	1.46 - Sanjaya: Arjuna, after thus speaking on the battlefield,

	CHAPTER 2: The Science of the Soul
	2.1 - Sanjaya: Lord Krsna, the killer of the Madhu demon, began to speak...
	2.2 - Krsna: why has this untimely lamentation come over you?
	2.3 - Give up this petty weakness of heart...
	2.4 - Arjuna: how can I counterattack with my arrows...
	2.5 - It is better to live in this world by begging...
	2.6 - we do not even know what is better for us,
	2.7 - Please instruct me.
	2.8 - I do not perceive how I could remove the grief...
	2.9 - Sanjaya: and became silent.
	2.10 - Lord Sri Krsna, as if smiling, spoke the following words...
	2.11 - Krsna: Those who are learned lament neither for the living nor for the dead.
	2.12 - nor will there ever be a time when we do not exist.
	2.13 - As the embodied soul continuously changes...
	2.14 - learn to tolerate them without being disturbed.
	2.15 - also remains steady in happiness and distress,
	2.16 - The realized souls have concluded this...
	2.17 - No one is able to destroy the imperishable soul.
	2.18 - therefore fight, O descendant of Bharata.
	2.19 - one who thinks that the soul can be killed,
	2.20 - The soul does not die when the body is slain.
	2.21 - how can a person who knows the indestructibility,
	2.22 - Just as a person gives up old and worn out garments...
	2.23 - The Soul cannot be cut by any weapons,
	2.24 - The soul is indivisible, unburnable,
	2.25 - it is not appropriate for you to grieve over it.
	2.26 - even if you think the soul always takes birth and dies,
	2.27 - For anyone who has taken birth, death is certain;
	2.28 - so why lament?
	2.29 - Some look upon the soul as amazing,
	2.30 - the soul which resides in each body...
	2.31 - Since your occupational duty is fighting,
	2.32 - the Ksatriyas cheerfully receive such righteous fighting opportunities...
	2.33 - if you choose not to fight this righteous war,
	2.34 - For an honored person, dishonor is worse than death.
	2.35 - and thus will consider you a coward.
	2.36 - What could be more painful for you than this?
	2.37 - Therefore, get up and fight with determination.
	2.38 - By engaging in such fighting you will not incur sin.
	2.39 - Now listen to the knowledge involving devotional yoga,
	2.40 - In this endeavor there is no loss or diminution.
	2.41 - those who are on this path are resolute...
	2.42-43 - Men of small intelligence become attached...
	2.44 - the resolute determination required to perform devotional service...
	2.45 - the Vedas mainly deal with...
	2.46 - When one becomes situated in complete knowledge of the Supreme,
	2.47 - Never consider yourself to be the cause of the results,
	2.48 - being situated in Yoga, you perform your prescribed duty.
	2.49 - discard all the fruitive activities filled with material desires...
	2.50 - apply the art of devotional service,
	2.51 - free themselves from the cycle of birth and death...
	2.52 - When your intelligence transcends the quagmire of delusion...
	2.53 - will have attained transcendental consciousness.
	2.54 - Arjuna: what is the symptom of a person...
	2.55 - Krsna: when a person gives up all varieties of desires...
	2.56 - is said to a sage with steady intelligence.
	2.57 - One who is unattached in every circumstances,
	2.58 - When one completely restrains the senses...
	2.59 - due to experiencing the higher taste,
	2.60 - the senses are so impetuous and stimulating...
	2.61 - One who takes refuge in Me...
	2.62 - When the sense objects are contemplated within the mind,
	2.63 - From anger delusion arises, and by delusion...
	2.64 - and controls the senses by practicing the regulated principles...
	2.65 - in such a happy state,
	2.66 - How can there be happiness without peace?
	2.67 - Just as a boat on the water is swept away by a storm,
	2.68 - is certainly of steady intelligence.
	2.69 - That which is night for all beings is awakening time for the self-controlled;
	2.70 - not the person who tries to satisfy the desires.
	2.71 - that person alone attains peace.
	2.72 - Being so situated at the time of death,

	CHAPTER 3: Karma-Yoga
	3.1 - Arjuna: do You urge me to engage in this ghastly warfare?
	3.2 - please decide and tell me that one decisive instruction...
	3.3 - Krsna: about two categories of faith in this world,
	3.4 - simply renouncing work does not enable one to achieve perfection.
	3.5 - Everyone is indeed compelled to act,
	3.6 - a foolish pretender.
	3.7 - works of devotion, is far better.
	3.8 - because action is better than inaction.
	3.9 - perform your prescribed duty properly for His satisfaction...
	3.10 - Lord Brahma, created all human beings...
	3.11 - By such mutually pleasing exchanges,
	3.12 - they are certainly a thief.
	3.13 - Those who are pious offer their food...
	3.14 - All living entities are born from food grains,
	3.15 - Know that prescribed duties emanate from the Vedas,
	3.16 - Those who delight only in the sense pleasure live in vain.
	3.17 - But one who takes pleasure in the self,
	3.18 - Such a self-realized person has no reason to perform...
	3.19 - without attachment to its fruits,
	3.20 - kings like Janaka and others have attained perfection.
	3.21 - whatever standards that person sets,
	3.22 - yet I am engaged in work.
	3.23 - everyone would certainly follow My example...
	3.24 - If I did not perform prescribed duties,
	3.25 - just as ignorant people perform their duties...
	3.26 - A wise person should not disturb the minds of the ignorant...
	3.27 - a person who is bewildered by false ego thinks,
	3.28 - one who knows the role of the tree modes...
	3.29 - The ignorant, being bewildered by the three modes,
	3.30 - without false ego or desire for gain,
	3.31 - becomes free from the bondage of the law of Karma.
	3.32 - those who, out of envy, disregard My teachings...
	3.33 - what would repression do in this regard?
	3.34 - attraction and repulsion to the sense objects...
	3.35 - to follow another's duty is very dangerous.
	3.36 - Arjuna: what impels a person to engage in sinful acts...
	3.37 - Krsna: Know that it is insatiable lust...
	3.38 - the living entity is covered by different degrees of this lust.
	3.39 - which is never satiated and burns like fire.
	3.40 - The senses, mind, and intelligence...
	3.41 - from the very beginning, control the senses to curb this lust,
	3.42 - and the soul is far superior to the intelligence.
	3.43 - thus destroy this insatiable enemy, lust.

	CHAPTER 4: Transcendental Knowledge
	4.1 - Krsna: I taught this imperishable spiritual science...
	4.2 - received through the chain of unbroken succession...
	4.3 - This knowledge is very confidential and transcendental.
	4.4 - Arjuna: How, then, am I to understand...
	4.5 - Krsna: I remember them all, but you do not.
	4.6 - I manifest in My original transcendental form...
	4.7 - whenever and wherever there is a decline of virtuousness...
	4.8 - In order to protect the virtuous and annihilate the miscreants,
	4.9 - anyone who knows the nature of My transcendental appearance...
	4.10 - Being free from material attachments, fear and anger,
	4.11 - as they surrender to Me, I reward them accordingly.
	4.12 - Those who desire success in their fruitive work...
	4.13 - The four social divisions in human society,
	4.14 - I am not affected by any kind of work,
	4.15 - you must perform your prescribed duty.
	4.16 - Now I shall describe to you what action is,
	4.17 - One must learn what action is, what forbidden action is,
	4.18 - Although engaged in all sorts of activities,
	4.19 - is said to be learned even by the wise.
	4.20 - Anyone who has given up attachment for the results of actions...
	4.21 - does not become affected by sinful reactions.
	4.22 - who is free from dualities and envy,
	4.23 - whose mind is fixed in transcendental knowledge,
	4.24 - A person fully absorbed in the Supreme...
	4.25 - Some yogis worship the demigods...
	4.26 - while others sacrifice the sense objects,
	4.27 - Some others sacrifice all the functions of their senses,
	4.28 - There are some who sacrifice their wealth...
	4.29 - others regulate their eating habits...
	4.30-31 - All of these performers of sacrifice...
	4.32 - In this way, there are many different types of sacrifices...
	4.33 - because all actions in their entirety culminate in knowledge.
	4.34 - approach a qualified Spiritual Master,
	4.35 - you will no longer be in illusion.
	4.36 - you will certainly cross over the ocean of sins.
	4.37 - just as a blazing fire burns firewood to ashes,
	4.38 - There is nothing more sublime and purifying...
	4.39 - one quickly achieves supreme peace.
	4.40 - For the doubtful there is no happiness in this world or in the next.
	4.41 - one who has renounced the fruits of actions...
	4.42 - with the weapon of knowledge, cut this doubt in your heart...

	CHAPTER 5: Karma-Sanyasa-Yoga
	5.1 - Arjuna: at first You asked me to renounce work,
	5.2 - Krsna: works in devotion are better than renunciation of work.
	5.3 - free from the bondage of this material world.
	5.4 - if one of these paths is properly adopted,
	5.5 - sees things as they are.
	5.6 - reach the Supreme without delay.
	5.7 - One who works in devotion, who is pure at heart,
	5.8-9 - One who are situated in transcendental consciousness,
	5.10 - surrendering the result unto the Supreme Personality of Godhead,
	5.11 - engage the senses in order to purify themselves.
	5.12 - One who is unattached to the results of work...
	5.13 - neither doing any work nor making others do the work.
	5.14 - They are all generated by the natural tendency of the living entity.
	5.15 - The living entities are bewildered because...
	5.16 - when that ignorance of one is destroyed by knowledge,
	5.17 - then only does one march towards liberation.
	5.18 - with an equal vision.
	5.19 - they are situated on the Brahman platform.
	5.20 - who has steady intelligence,
	5.21 - One who is not attracted to external sense pleasures...
	5.22 - the contact of material senses actually cause misery in the end.
	5.23 - a happy person in this world.
	5.24 - One who is happy from within,
	5.25 - who are free from doubts,
	5.26 - who have full control over their mind...
	5.27-28 - who is always in such a state is verily liberated.
	5.29 - One who knows Me...

	CHAPTER 6: Yoga Meditation
	6.1 - Krsna: One who, without expecting any results from his works,
	6.2 - Unless one gives up craving for sense gratification,
	6.3 - For a person who desires to be a yogi,
	6.4 - When one has no desire for sensual pleasures,
	6.5 - The mind should be used to elevate and not to degrade the self.
	6.6 - the mind is their own friend;
	6.7 - One who has conquered the mind...
	6.8 - such a yogi is said to be self-realized.
	6.9 - benefactors, friends and enemies, the apathetic and mediators,
	6.10 - A yogi, while living alone in a secluded place,
	6.11-12 - To practice Yoga one should prepare...
	6.13-14 - a yogi should mediate on Me (Lord Krsna)...
	6.15 - at the end reaches the spiritual kingdom to unite with Me.
	6.16 - if one eats too much or practically eats nothing,
	6.17 - one who is moderate...
	6.18 - being devoid of all material desires,
	6.19 - As a flame of a lamp in a windless place does not flicker,
	6.20 - and becomes satiated in the self.
	6.21 - a yogi does not deviate from the truth.
	6.22 - even in the midst of the greatest problem,
	6.23 - that is why it is designated as Yoga.
	6.24 - with undeviating determination, perseverance,
	6.25 - Gradually, step by step,
	6.26 - Wherever this restless and unsteady mind wanders away...
	6.27 - A yogi whose passion is pacified,
	6.28 - engages himself in spiritual practice...
	6.29 - Such a yogi observes Me in all beings...
	6.30 - I am never lost, nor is such a person ever lost to Me.
	6.31 - worships Me thinking that the Supersoul situated in the hearts...
	6.32 - is considered a perfect yogi.
	6.33 - Arjuna: appears to me to be impractical,
	6.34 - the mind is restless, turbulent, obstinate,
	6.35 - Krsna: it is subdued by constant practice and detachment.
	6.36 - For one whose mind is uncontrolled,
	6.37 - Arjuna: what is the destination of an unsuccessful yogi,
	6.38 - by deviating from the path of transcendence,
	6.39 - O Krsna, this is my doubt,
	6.40 - Krsna: does not become degraded.
	6.41 - The unsuccessful yogi, after enjoying for many years...
	6.42 - Or else he takes birth in a dynasty of learned transcendentalists...
	6.43 - that yogi obtains the previously acquired transcendental knowledge...
	6.44 - he automatically becomes attracted to spiritual life,
	6.45 - having washed away all impurities,
	6.46 - Therefore, O Arjuna, in all circumstances be a yogi.
	6.47 - Among all types of yogis, one who is fully absorbed in Me...

	CHAPTER 7: Knowledge of the Absolute
	7.1 - Krsna: you will know Me completely without any doubt.
	7.2 - there shall remain nothing more to be known.
	7.3 - Out of many thousands of people,
	7.4 - earth, water, fire, air, ether, mind, intelligence,
	7.5 - there is another energy of Mine which is superior,
	7.6 - I am the exclusive cause of creation and dissolution of the universe.
	7.7 - Everything rests upon Me, like pearls strung on a thread.
	7.8 - I am the sapidity of water...
	7.9 - and the penance of all ascetics.
	7.10 - know that I am the original seed of all living entities,
	7.11 - I am the strength of those strong ones...
	7.12 - are certainly born of Me.
	7.13 - I am above these modes and am inexhaustible.
	7.14 - those who sincerely surrender unto Me can easily cross beyond it.
	7.15 - Those who are miscreants, grossly foolish,
	7.16 - the distressed, those who desire wealth,
	7.17 - Of these, one who is situated in knowledge,
	7.18 - that person certainly attain Me.
	7.19 - After very many many births,
	7.20 - Those whose knowledge is distorted...
	7.21 - as the Supersoul in the heart,
	7.22 - the worshiper seeks favors from that particular demigod...
	7.23 - demigod worshippers are called less intelligent.
	7.24 - The less intelligent, not knowing...
	7.25 - I am not manifest to everyone.
	7.26 - I know all the living entities that existed in the past.
	7.27 - they remain covered with ignorance,
	7.28 - Those pious souls whose sins are completely nullified...
	7.29 - Those who take shelter of Me...
	7.30 - know Me at the time of their death.

	CHAPTER 8: Attaining the Spiritual World
	8.1 - Arjuna: What is fruitive activity?
	8.2 - how can the self-controlled know You...
	8.3 - Krsna: actions that cause the living entities to exist...
	8.4 - The demigods are parts of My universal form.
	8.5 - Whosoever at the time of quitting the body,
	8.6 - whatever thoughts one recollects at the time of quitting the body,
	8.7 - Therefore, fix your mind on remembering Me...
	8.8 - without being deviated, is sure to reach Me,
	8.9 - who is fully transcendental, goes beyond ignorance.
	8.10 - reaches My transcendental abode.
	8.11 - I shall now summarize that supreme destination...
	8.12 - Controlling all the doors (holes) of the body...
	8.13 - Then, while vibrating the syllable OM,
	8.14 - steadily engages in My devotional service.
	8.15 - after attaining Me, never return,
	8.16 - are subjected to repeated birth and death.
	8.17 - a thousand earthly ages equal a daytime of Lord Brahma,
	8.18 - when his night arrives they again become annihilated...
	8.19 - during the daytime of Lord Brahma...
	8.20 - there is another nature, which is eternal...
	8.21 - That supreme abode is called...
	8.22 - is attainable only through unalloyed devotional service.
	8.23 - do not return to this world after they pass away.
	8.24 - on an auspicious day,
	8.25 - That yogi who pass away from this world...
	8.26 - There are only two eternal paths of passing...
	8.27 - Therefore, O Arjuna, always be a yogi with steadfast devotion.
	8.28 - reaches the original supreme abode.

	CHAPTER 9: The Most Confidential Knowledge
	9.1 - Krsna: I shall reveal to you this most confidential knowledge...
	9.2 - This knowledge is the king of all knowledge...
	9.3 - those who have no faith in this process...
	9.4 - all beings are situated in Me,
	9.5 - Behold My mystic opulence:
	9.6 - As the mighty wind blowing everywhere...
	9.7 - and at the beginning of the next kalpa...
	9.8 - being obliged by their previous karma.
	9.9 - all these activities of creating...
	9.10 - this material nature works under My supervision...
	9.11 - The ignorant do not recognize Me when I descend...
	9.12 - attracted to demoniac and atheistic views,
	9.13 - the original, the inexhaustible, and the source of creation.
	9.14 - perpetually worship Me with devotion.
	9.15 - who worship Me by cultivation of transcendental knowledge,
	9.16 - the healing herb, the mantra hymn, the clarified butter,
	9.17 - I am the support of the universe,
	9.18 - I am the goal, the supporter, the Lord,
	9.19 - I am death personified as well.
	9.20 - Those who follow the rules of the tree Vedas...
	9.21 - When they have enjoyed the celestial pleasures...
	9.22 - for those who worship Me...
	9.23 - those who worship other the demigods...
	9.24 - those who do not know Me like this...
	9.25 - come to Me.
	9.26 - a leaf, a flower, fruit, or water with love and devotion...
	9.27 - whatever you do, whatever you eat,
	9.28 - you will be freed from the reactions...
	9.29 - I neither envy nor admire anyone.
	9.30 - Even if someone committed the most abominable acts,
	9.31 - My devotee never perishes.
	9.32 - those who sincerely take shelter of Me,
	9.33 - Then, what can be said of those who are the holy Brahmanas,
	9.34 - become My devotee,

	CHAPTER 10: Opulences of the Supreme Lord
	10.1 - Krsna: I shall speak them to you for your benefit.
	10.2 - Neither the demigods nor the great sages know...
	10.3 - becomes free from all sins.
	10.4-5 - fear and fearlessness, nonviolence, equanimity, satisfaction,
	10.6 - are born from my will.
	10.7 - One who understands these opulences...
	10.8 - Everything emanates from Me.
	10.9 - the devotees always remain content...
	10.10 - To those who are constantly devoted to Me...
	10.11 - I destroy their darkness born of ignorance...
	10.12-13 - Arjuna: You Yourself are also telling me the same.
	10.14 - I accept to be totally true.
	10.15 - O greatest of all personalities, O origin of everything,
	10.16 - You are the only one who can describe...
	10.17 - how may I,
	10.18 - never satiate by hearing Your words,
	10.19 - Krsna: Yes, I shall explain to you...
	10.20 - I am the cause of creation,
	10.21 - among luminaries I am the radiant sun,
	10.22 - of the senses I am the mind,
	10.23 - Of the Rudras I am Lord Siva;
	10.24 - of the bodies of water I am the ocean.
	10.25 - of sacrifices I am Japa,
	10.26 - of the sages among the demigods I am Narada,
	10.27 - Of men, I am the monarch.
	10.28 - Of weapons I am vajra (the thunderbolt),
	10.29 - of the aquatics I am their king, Varuna;
	10.30 - of subduers I am time,
	10.31 - Of purifiers I am the wind,
	10.32 - among the debaters I am their conclusive truth.
	10.33 - of destroyers, I am eternal time;
	10.34 - Among women I am fame, attractiveness, speech, memory,
	10.35 - among the seasons I am spring.
	10.36 - and the strength of the strong.
	10.37 - of the Pandavas I am Arjuna,
	10.38 - of the wise I am wisdom.
	10.39 - I am the generating seed of all living entities.
	10.40 - there is no end to My divine opulences.
	10.41 - a minute fraction of My splendor.
	10.42 - I pervade and support this entire universe.

	CHAPTER 11: Revealing the Universal Form
	11.1 - Arjuna: my illusion has now disappeared.
	11.2 - I have also listened to Your detailed explanations...
	11.3 - I wish to see that divine opulent form of Yours.
	11.4 - please show me that immutable form,
	11.5 - Krsna: behold My opulences...
	11.6 - wondrous forms never before seen.
	11.7 - now behold the entire universe,
	11.8 - I therefore give you the divine eyes...
	11.9 - Sanjaya: showed His supremely opulent universal form to Arjuna.
	11.10-11 - wondrous form, is magnificent, is all-expanding,
	11.12 - If the splendor of thousands of suns...
	11.13 - Arjuna saw the complete universe divided in many ways...
	11.14 - and began to pray with folded hands.
	11.15 - Arjuna: I see in your body all the demigods...
	11.16 - many arms, bellies, mouths, and eyes.
	11.17 - it is as ablaze as immeasurable fire...
	11.18 - You are the inexhaustible Supreme Lord,
	11.19 - You are heating the whole universe.
	11.20 - By seeing Your fierce but wonderful form,
	11.21 - I see multitudes of demigods entering into You,
	11.22 - beholding You in wonder.
	11.23 - many eyes, many arms, thighs, legs, bellies,
	11.24 - losing my composure and equilibrium.
	11.25 - please be gracious upon me.
	11.26-27 - all our soldiers, are rushing into Your fearsome mouths...
	11.28-29 - like moths darting into a blazing fire...
	11.30 - The immeasurable effulgence emanating from You...
	11.31 - Certainly I do not know what Your origin is...
	11.32 - Krsna: Time I am, the destroyer of the worlds.
	11.33 - get up and win fame by conquering all the enemies...
	11.34 - great warriors are already slain by Me.
	11.35 - Sanjaya: Arjuna, with his body trembling in fear,
	11.36 - Arjuna: the whole world rejoices and becomes attached to You.
	11.37 - You are imperishable and fully transcendental,
	11.38 - You are the original Supreme Personality of Godhead.
	11.39 - I offer You my respectful obeisances thousands of times,
	11.40 - I offer my obeisances unto You from the front, from and back,
	11.41-42 - please forgive me for all my offenses.
	11.43 - Your influence is immeasurable.
	11.44 - Therefore, to beg for Your mercy,
	11.45 - show me that form which is called the refuge of the universe.
	11.46 - I wish to see You in Your four-armed form...
	11.47 - Krsna: I showed you this universal form...
	11.48 - whether by studying the Vedas, performing sacrifices,
	11.49 - be not disturbed or bewildered;
	11.50 - Sanjaya: displayed His four-armed form...
	11.51 - Arjuna: my mind is now pacified,
	11.52 - Krsna: Even the demigods always hanker to see this form.
	11.53 - The form you are now seeing...
	11.54 - only by unalloyed devotional service...
	11.55 - who is free from material attachments,

	CHAPTER 12: Bhaktiyoga
	12.1 - Arjuna: Which one is the best?
	12.2 - Krsna: Those who have fixed their mind on My personal form...
	12.3-4 - which is beyond the perception of the senses,
	12.5 - the unmanifested impersonal Brahman,
	12.6-7 - I swiftly deliver them from the ocean of birth and death.
	12.8 - Fix your mind exclusively upon Me...
	12.9 - if you are unable to steadily fix your mind...
	12.10 - If you are unable even to practice the regulations...
	12.11 - even if you are unable to work in this consciousness,
	12.12 - Better than knowledge is meditation.
	12.13-14 - such a devotee of Mine is dear to Me.
	12.15 - who is free from envy, fear, anxiety,
	12.16 - One who free from mundane expectations...
	12.17 - One neither rejoices nor grieves,
	12.18-19 - One who is equipoised to friend and foes,
	12.20 - this imperishable path of devotional service...
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